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ADVERTISEMENT.

SINCE the Sections -which relate to Ethnology passed through the
Press, the First Volume of Mr. Rawlinson's Herodotus has appeared.
Earlier possession of this important Publication would have em-

boldened me to proceed a step further in the attempt to specify the
probable or possible form of the original Ethnic relation between
the Pelasgians and the Hellenes of the Greek Peninsula, by desig-
nating the latter as pure Arian, and the former as Arian, with a
residue or mixture of Turanian elements.

It has also been since the ' Olympus' was printed, that I have
become acquainted with Welcker's recent and unfinished 'Griechische

Gotterlehrej1 (Gottingen, 1857.) I could have wished to refer to it
at various points, and especially to avail myself of the clearer view,
which the learned Author has given, of the position of Kpovos.

Founding himself in part on the exclusive appropriation by
Homer of the term KpovlSrjs to Jupiter, he enables us to see how
Jupiter may have inherited the sole use of the title as being ' the
Ancient of days ;' and how Kpovos was a formation in the Mythology
wholly secondary and posterior to his reputed son. (Welcker, sectt.

27,8. pp. 140-7.)
Another recent book, M. Alfred Maury's Jlistoire des Religions de

la Grece Antique, undertakes the useful task of unfolding largely
the relations of the Greek religion to the East. But the division of
it which deals with Homer specifically is neither complete nor accu-

rate, and affords a new illustration of the proposition which I chiefly
desire to establish, namely, that Homer ought to be treated as a
separate and independent centre of study.

11, CAKLTON HOUSE TERRACE, LONDON,

March 15, 1858.
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I. AGORE.

THE POLITIES OF THE HOMERIC AGE.

is complained, and perhaps not without foundation,
that the study of the ancient historians does not supply
the youth of England with good political models: that,
if we adjust our sympathies and antipathies according
to the division of parties and classes offered to our
view in Rome, Athens, or Sparta, they will not be cast
in an English mould, but will come out in the cruder
forms of oligarchic or democratic prejudice. Now I do
not wait to inquire how far these defects may be sup-
plied by the political philosophers, and in particular by
the admirable treatise of Aristotle. And it certainly is
true, that in general they present to us a state of poli-
tical ideas and morals greatly deranged: the choice lies
between evil on this side in one form, and on that side in
another form : the characters, who can be recommended
as examples, are commonly in a minority or in exile.
Nor do I ask how far we ought to be content, having an
admirable range, so to speak, of anatomical models in our
hands, to lay aside the idea of attaching our sympathies
to what we see. I would rather incite the objector to

B



2 I. Agore: the Polities of the Homeric age.

examine and judge whether we may not find an ad-
mirable school of polity, and see its fundamental ideas
exhibited under the truest and largest forms, in a quarter
where perhaps it would be the least expected, namely,
in the writings of Homer.

As respects religion, arts, and manners, the Greeks
of the heroic age may be compared with other societies
in the infancy of man. But as respects political science
in its essential rudiments, and as respects the applica-
tion of those principles by way of art to the govern-
ment of mankind, we may say with almost literal truth
that they are the fathers of it; and Homer invites those
who study him to come and view it in its cradle, where
the infant carries every lineament in miniature, that we
can reasonably desire to see developed in manhood.

I cannot but deprecate the association established,
perhaps unintentionally, by Grote, where, throwing
Homer as he does into hotch-pot, so to speak, with the
' legendary age,' he expresses himself in his Preface*,
as follows. ' It must be confessed that the sentimental
attributes of the Greek mind—its religious and poetical
vein—here appear in disproportionate relief, as com-
pared with its more vigorous and masculine capacities
—with those powers of acting, organizing, judging, and
speculating, which will be revealed in the forthcoming
volumes.' If the sentimental attribute is to be contra-
distinguished from the powers, I will not say of specu-
lating, but of acting, organizing, and judging, then I
know of nothing less sentimental in the after-history of
Greece than the characters of Achilles and Ulysses,
than the relations of the Greek chiefs to one another
and to their people, than the strength and simplicity
which laid in those early times the foundation-stones of

a Page xvii.



Strong development of political ideas. 3

the Greek national character and institutions, and
made them in the social order the just counterparts of
the material structures that are now ascribed to the
Pelasgians; simple indeed in their elements, but so
durable and massive in their combination, as to be the
marvel of all time. The influences derived from these
sources were of such vitality and depth, that they
secured to an insignificant country a predominating
power for centuries, made one little point of the West an
effective bulwark against the East, and caused Greece
to throw out, to the right and left, so many branches
each greater than the trunk. Even when the sun of her
glory had set, there was yet left behind an immortal
spark of the ancient vitality, which, enduring through
all vicissitudes, kindled into a blaze after two thousand
years; and we of this day have seen a Greek nation,
founded anew by its own energies, become a centre of
desire and hope at least to Eastern Christendom. The
English are not ashamed to own their political fore-
fathers in the forests of the Northward European Con-
tinent ; and the later statesmen with the lawgivers of
Greece were in their day glad, and with reason glad, to
trace the bold outline and solid rudiments of their own
and their country's greatness in the poems of Homer.
Nothing in those poems offers itself, to me at least, as
more remarkable, than the deep carving of the political
characters; and what is still more, the intense political
spirit which pervades them. I will venture one step
farther, and say that, of all the countries of the civilized
world, there is no one of which the inhabitants ought
to find that spirit so intelligible and accessible as the
English: because it is a spirit, that still largely lives and
breathes in our own institutions, and, if I mistake not,
even in the peculiarities of those institutions. There

B 2



4 I. Agore : the Polities of the Homeric age.

we find the great cardinal ideas, which lie at the very
foundation of all enlightened government: and then we
find, too, the men formed under the influence of such
ideas; as one among ourselves, who has drunk into
their spirit, tells us;

Sagacious, men of iron, watchful, firm,
Against surprise and sudden panic proof.

And again,
The sombre aspect of majestic care,
Of solitary thought, unshared resolve b.

It was surely a healthful sign of the working of
freedom, that in that early age, despite the prevalence
of piracy, even that idea of political justice and public
right, which is the germ of the law of nations, was
not unknown to the Greeks. It would appear that war
could not be made without an appropriate cause, and
that the offer of redress made it the duty of the injured
to come to terms. Hence the offer of Paris in the
Third Iliad is at once readily accepted: and hence,
even after the breach of the Pact, arises Agamemnon's
fear, at the moment when he anticipates the death of
Menelaus, that by that event the claim to the restora-
tion of Helen will be practically disposed of, and the
Greeks will have to return home without reparation
for a wrong, of which the corpus, as it were, will have
disappearede.

Before proceeding to sketch the Greek institutions
as they are exhibited in Homer, I will give a sketch
of the interesting account of them which is supplied
by Grote. I cite it more for contrast than for con-
currence ; but it will assist materially in bringing out
into clear relief the points which are of the greatest
moment.
t> Merope ; by Matthew Arnold, pp. 94,135. c n, iv, 160-82.
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The Greek States of the historic ages, says Grote,
always present to us something in the nature of a con-
stitution, as the condition of popular respect towards
the government, and of the sense of an obligation to
obey itd. The man who broke down this constitution,
however wisely he might exercise his ill gotten power,
was branded by the name of Tupawos, or despot, " as an
object of mingled fear and dislike." But in the heroic
age there is no system, still less any responsibility6:
obedience depends on personal reverence towards the
king or chief. Into those ' great individual personali-
ties, the race or nation is absorbed1'.' Publicity in-
deed, through the means of the council and assembly,
essentially pervades the whole systems ; but it is a
publicity without consequences ; for the people, when
they have heard, simply obey the orders of the kingh.
Either resistance or criticism is generally exhibited as
odious, and is never heard of at all except from those
who are at the least subaltern chiefs: though the
council and assembly would in practice come to be re-
straints upon the king, they are not so exhibited in
Homer', but are simple media for supplying him with
information, and for promulgating his resolvesk. The
people may listen and sympathize, but no more. In
the assembly of the Second Iliad, a 'repulsive picture'
is presented to us of ' the degradation of the mass of
the people before the chiefs1.' For because the com-
mon soldiery, in conformity with the ' unaccountable
fancy' which Agamemnon had propounded, made ready
to go home, Ulysses belabours them with blows and

d Grote's Hist. Greece, vol. ii. s Ibid. p. 101.
p. 83. h Ibid. p. 36.

e Ibid. p. 84. ; Ibid. pp. 90, 102.
f Ibid. p. 102. k Ibid. p. 92. ' Ibid. p. 95.
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covers them with scornful reproofs"1 ; and the unpopu-
larity of a presumptuous critic, even when he is in sub-
stance right, is shown, partly by the strokes that Ulysses
inflicts upon Thersites, but still more by the hideous
deformities with which Homer has loaded him.

It is, I think, in happy inconsistency with these re-
presentations, that the historian proceeds to say, that
by means of the Bov\h and 'Ayoph we are enabled to
trace the employment of public speaking, as the stand-
ing engine of government and the proximate cause of
obedience, 'up to the social infancy of the nation11.'
But if, in order to make this sentence harmonize with
what precedes and follows it, we are to understand that
the Homeric poems present to us no more than the dry
fact that public speaking was in use, and are to infer
that it did not acquire its practical meaning and power
until a later date, then I must include it in the general
protest which I beg leave to record against the greater
part of the foregoing propositions, in their letter and in
their spirit, as being neither warranted in the way of
inference from Homer, nor in any manner consistent
with the undeniable facts of the poems.

Personal reverence from the people to the sovereign,
associated with the duties he discharges, with the high
attributes he does or should possess, and with the divine
favour, or with a reputed relationship to the gods, at-
taching to him, constitutes the primitive form in which
the relation of the prince and the subject is very com-
monly cast in the early stages of society elsewhere
than among the Greeks. What is sentimental, ro-
mantic, archaic, or patriarchal in the Homeric polities
is common to them with many other patriarchal or

m Grote's Hist. Greece, vol. ii. pp. 94, 96.
" Ibid. p. 105.
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highland governments. But that which is beyond every
thing distinctive not of Greece only, but of Homeric
Greece, is, that along with an outline of sovereignty and
public institutions highly patriarchal, we find the full,
constant, and effective use, of two great instruments of
government, since and still so extensively in abeyance
among mankind ; namely, publicity and persuasion. I
name these two great features of the politics and insti-
tutions of the heroic age, in order to concentrate upon
them the marked attention which I think they deserve.
And I venture to give to this paper the name of the
'Ayopri, because it was the Greek Assembly of those
days, which mainly imparted to the existing polities
their specific spirit as well as features. Amid unde-
veloped ideas, rude methods, imperfect organization,
and liability to the frequent intrusion of the strong
hand, there lies in them the essence of a popular prin-
ciple of government, which cannot, I believe, plead on its
behalf any other precedent so ancient and so venerable.

As is the boy, so is the man. As is the seed, so is
the plant. The dove neither begets, nor yet grows into
the eagle. How came it that the prime philosophers
of full-grown Greece gave to the science of Politics
the very highest place in the scale of human know-
ledge ? That they, kings in the region of abstract
thought, for the first and perhaps the only time in the
history of the world, came to think they discerned in
the turbid eddies of state affairs the image of the
noblest thing for man, the noblest that speculation as
well as action could provide for him? Aristotle says
that, of all Sciences, IIOXITIKI] is 17 Kvpioyrdnj ical fxaXiarra

ri; and that ethical science constitutes but
0 Ar. Eth. Nic. i. 2.
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a branch of it, n-oAm/oJ T<? ova-a. Whence, I ask, did
this Greek idea come ? It is not the Greece, but it is
the Rome of history, which the judgment and experi-
ence of the world has taken as its great teacher in the
mere business of law and political organization. For so
lofty a theory (a theory without doubt exaggerated)
from so practical a person as Aristotle, we must assume
a corresponding elevation of source. I cannot help
believing that the source is to be found rather in the
infancy, than in the maturity, of Greek society. As
I read Homer, the real first foundations of political
science were laid in the heroic age, with a depth and
breadth exceeding in their proportions any fabric, how-
ever imposing, that the after-time of Greece was able
to rear upon them. That after-time was in truth in-
fected with a spirit of political exaggeration, from
which the heroic age was free.

We shall have to examine the political picture pre-
sented by the heroic age with reference to the various
classes into which society was distinguished in its nor-
mal state of peace : to the organization of the army in
war, and its mixture of civil with military relations:
to the institutions which embodied the machinery of
government, and to the powers by which that ma-
chinery was kept in motion.

Let us begin with the King; who constituted at
once the highest class in society, and the centre of its
institutions.

The political regimen of Greece, at the period imme-
diately preceding the Trojan war, appears to have been
that described by Thucydides, when he says that the
tyrannies, which had come in with the increase of
wealth, were preceded by hereditary monarchies with
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limited prerogatives11: Trporepov Se rjvav eir\ p^rois ye-

pacri •jrarpiKai ^aa-iXeiai. And again by Aris to t le ;

fiacrlXeia . . . i\ irepl TOVS f/pcoiKovs y^povovs . . . rjv

fiev, eiri Tiari oe wpia/JLevoi1;' <7TpaT>jyoi yap r\v KCU S

6 fia<ri\evi, Kal TWV TTCJOJ TOVS 6eov$ Kvpios. The threefold

function of the King was to command the army, to
administer justice chiefly, though not exclusively, be-
tween man and man, and to conduct the rites of
religion i.

Independently of sovereignties purely local, we find
in Homer traces of a maritime Cretan empire, which
had recently passed away : and we find a subsisting
Pelopid empire, which appears to have been the first
of its kind, at least on the Greek mainland. For the
Pelopid sceptre was not one taken over from the Per-
seids: it was obtained through Mercury, that is, pro-
bably through contrivance, from Jupiter : and the
difference probably consisted in one or both of these
two particulars. It comprehended the whole range of
continental Greece, vav "Apyo?, to which are added,
either at once or in its progressive extension, the
TroWal vricroi (II. ii. 108) of the Minoan empire. Be-
sides this, it consisted of a double sovereignty: one, a
suzerainty or supremacy over a number of chiefs, each
of whom conducted the ordinary government of his
own dominions ; the other, a direct, though perhaps
not always an effective control, not only over an here-
ditary territory, but over the unclaimed residue of
minor settlements and principalities in the country.
This inference may, I think, be gathered from the fact
that we find the force of Agamemnon before Troy
drawn exclusively from his Mycenian dominions, while
he had claims of tribute from towns in the south-west

P Time. i. 13. q Ar. Pol. III. xiv. xv. V. x.
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of Peloponnesus, which lay at some distance from his
centre of power, and which apparently furnished no
aid in the war of Troy.

The Pherae of Diodes lay on the way from Pylos to
Sparta: and Pliers is one of the towns which Aga-
memnon promised to Achilles. It should, however, be
borne in mind that, as the family of names to which
Pherse belonged was one so largely dispersed, we must
not positively assume the identity of the two towns.

Kingship in Homer is susceptible of degree; it is
one thing for the local sovereignties, such as those of
Nestor or Ulysses, and another for the great supremacy
of Agamemnon, which overrode them. Still the Greek
fiaa-ikne? in the Iliad constitute a class by themselves;
a class that comprises the greater leaders and warriors,
who immediately surround Agamemnon, the head of
the army.

Of by much the greater part even of chiefs and
leaders of contingents, it is plain from the poem that
though they were lords (avaKres) of a certain tribe or
territory, they were not fiao-iXijes or kings.

These chiefs and lords again divide themselves into two
classes: one is composed of those who had immediate
local heads, such as Phoenix, lord of the Dolopes, under
Peleus at Phthia, probably Sthenelus under Diomed,
and perhaps also Meriones under Idomeneus: the other
is the class of chieftains, to which order the great ma-
jority belong, owning no subordination to any prince
except to Agamemnon. Among these, again, there is
probably a distinction between those sub-chiefs who
owned him as a local sovereign, and those who were
only subject to him as the head of the great Greek
confederation.

It is probable that the subordination of the sub-chief
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to his local sovereign was a closer tie than that of the
local sovereign to the head of Greece. For, according
to the evidence supplied by the promises of Agamem-
non to Achilles1", tribute was payable by the lords of
towns to their immediate political superior: not a
tribute in coined money, which did not exist, nor one
fixed in quantity; but a benevolence (Swrlvn),which must
have consisted in commodities. Metals, including the
precious metals, would, however, very commonly be
the medium of acquittance. Again, we find these sub-
chiefs invested with dominion by the local sovereign,
residing at his court, holding a subaltern command in
his army. All these points are combined in the case of
Phoenix. On the other hand, as to positive duty or
service, we know of none that a sovereign like Nestor
owed to Agamemnon, except it were to take a part in
enterprises of national concern under his guidance. But
the distinction of rank between them is clear. Evi-
dently on account of his relation to Agamemnon,
Menelaus is ^aa-iXevrepof, higher in mere kingship, or
more a king, than the other chiefs : Agamemnon
boastss that he is greatly the superior of Achilles, or
of any one else in the army ; and in the Ninth Book
Achilles seems to refer with stinging, nay, rather with
slaying irony, to this claim of greater kingliness for
the Pelopids, when he rejects the offer of the hand of
any one among Agamemnon's daughters; No ! let him
choose another son-in-law, who may be worthy of him,
and who is more a king than F ;

ocrrts oi T' €7reoiice, KCU bs j3acnkevTep6s evnv.

But although one ftao-iXevs might thus be higher
than another, the rank of the whole body of TSaaiXije?
is, on the whole, well and clearly marked off", by the

r II. ix. 297. s II. i. 186. t II. ix. 392.
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consistent language of the Iliad, from all inferior
ranks : and this combination may remind us in some
degree of the British peerage, which has its own inter-
nal distinctions of grade, but which is founded essen-
tially upon parity, and is sharply severed from all the
other orders of the community. We shall presently
see how this proposition is made good.

It thus far appears, that we find substantially, though
not very determinately, distinguished, the following
forms of larger and lesser Greek sovereignty:

I. That held by Agamemnon, as the head of Greece.
II. The local kings, some of them considerable enough

to have other lords or princes (aW/cTey) under them.
III. The minor chiefs of contingents; who, though

not kings, were princes or lords (aVa/cTe?), and governed
separate states of their own : such as Thoas for iEtolia,
and Menesthens for Athens.

IV. The petty and scattered chiefs, of whom we can
hardly tell how far any account is taken in the Cata-
logue, but who belonged, in some sense, to Agamemnon,
by belonging to no one else.

There are signs, contained in the Iliad itself, that
the primitive monarchies, the nature and spirit of which
will presently be examined, were beginning to give
way even at the time of the expedition to Troy. The
growth of the Pelopid empire was probably unfavour-
able to their continuance. In any case, the notes of
commencing change will be found clear enough.

Minos had ruled over all Crete as king; but Idome-
neus, his grandson, is nowhere mentioned as the king
of that country, of which he appears to have governed
a part only. Among obvious tokens of this fact are
the following. The cities which furnish the Cretan
contingent are all contained in a limited portion of
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that island. Now, although general words are employed
(Tl. ii. 649.) to signify that the force was not drawn
from these cities exclusively, yet Homer would pro-
bably have been more particular, had other places made
any considerable contribution, than to omit the names
of them all. Again, Crete, though so large and rich,
furnishes a smaller contingent than Pylos. And, once
more, if it had been united in itself, it is very doubtful
whether any ruler of so considerable a country would
have been content that it should stand only as a pro-
vince of the empire of Agamemnon. In the many
passages of either poem which mention Idomeneus, he
is never decorated with a title implying, like that of
Minos (Kp̂ Tj? eTrioupo?), that he was ruler of the whole
island. Indeed, one passage at least appears to bear
pretty certain evidence to the contrary. For Ulysses,
in his fabulous but of course self-consistent narration
to Minerva, shows us that even the Cretan force in
Troy was not thoroughly united in allegiance to a
single head. ' The son of Idomeneus,' he says, ' en-
deavoured to deprive me of my share of the spoil,
because I did not obey his father in Troas, but led
a baud of my own :'

OVVSK ap ov\ (o irarpl ^api^o/xevos 6epairevov

evi Tpdoov, dA\'

So likewise in the youth of Nestor, two generations
back, Augeias appears as the sole king of the Epeans;
but, in the Catalogue, his grandson Polyxeinus only
commands one out of the four Epean divisions of ten
ships each, without any sign of superiority: of the other
three, two are commanded by generals of the Actorid
family, which in the earlier legend appears as part of
the court or following of Augeiasu. And wherever we

* Od. xiii. 265. u II. xi. 709, 39, 50.
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find in the case of any considerable Greek contingent
the chief command divided among persons other than
brothers, we may probably infer that there had been
a breaking up of the old monarchical and patriarchal
system. This point deserves more particular inquiry.

In the Greek armament, there are twenty-nine con-
tingents in all.

Of these, twenty-three are under a single head ;
with or without assistants who, where they appear, are
described as having been secondary.

1. Locrians with 40 ships.
2. Euboeans 4°
3. Athenians 5°
4. Salaminians 12
5. Argives 80
6. Mycenians 100
7. Lacedsemonians 60
8. Pylians 90
9. Arcadians 60

10. Dulichians &c 40
11. Cephallenians 12
12. iEtolians 40
13. Cretans 80
14. Rhodians 9
15. Symeans 3
16. Myrmidons 50
17. Phthians of Phylace 40
18. Phereans, &c 11
19. Phthians of Methone &c 7
10. Ormenians &c 40
ai . Argissans &c 40
22. Cyphians &c 11
23. Magnesians 40

966 ships.
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Under brothers united in command, there were four
more contingents :

1. Of Aspledon and Orchomenus, with 30 ships.
2. OfPhocians 40
3. Of Nisuros, Cos &c 30
4. OfTricce&c 30

130 ships.

In all these cases, comprising the whole armament
except from two states, the old form of government
seems to have continued. The two exceptions are :

1. Boeotians; with 50 ships, under five leaders.
2. Elians; with 40 ships, under four leaders.

It is quite clear that these two divisions were
acephalous. As to the Elians, because the Catalogue
expressly divides the 40 ships into four squadrons, and
places one under each leader, two of these being of
the Actorid house, and a third descended from Augeias.
As to the Boeotians, the Catalogue indicates the equality
of the leaders by placing the five names in a series
under the same category.

An indirect but rather strong confirmation is afforded
by the passage in the Thirteenth Book", where five
Greek races or divisions are engaged in the endeavour
to repel Hector from the rampart. They are,

1. Boeotians.
2. Athenians (or Ionians), under Menestheus, se-

conded by Pheidas, Stichios, and Bias.
3. Locrians.
4. Epeans (of Dulichium &c.) under Meges, son of

Phyleus, with Amphion, and Drakios. The addition of
the patronymic to Meges seems in this place to mark

u II. xiii. 685-700.
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his position ; which is distinctly defined as the chief one
in the Catalogue, by his being mentioned there alone.

5. Phthians, under Medon and Podarces. These
supplied two contingents, numbered 17 and 19 respec-
tively in the list just given; and they constituted sepa-
rate commands, though of the same race.

It will be remarked that the Poet enumerates the
commanders of the Athenians, Epeans, and Phthians;
but not of the Locrians and Boeotians. Obviously, in the
case of the Loerians, the reason is, that Oilean Ajax, a
king and chief of the first rank, and a person familiar
to us in every page, was their leader. Such a person
he never mixes on equal terms with secondary com-
manders, or puts to secondary duties; and the text im-
mediately proceeds to tell us he was with the Telamonian
Ajaxx. But why does it not name the Boeotian leader?
Probably, we may conjecture, because that force had
no one commander in chief, but were an aggregation
of independent bodies, whom ties of blood or neighbour-
hood drew together in the armament and in action.

Having thus endeavoured to mark the partial and
small beginnings of disorganization in the ancient form
of government, let us now observe the character of the
particular spots where they are found. These districts
by no means represent, in their physical characteristics,
the average character of Greece. In the first place, they
are both on the highway of the movement between
North and South. In the second, they both are open
and fertile countries ; a distinction which, in certain local
positions, at certain stages of society, not only does not
favour the attainment of political power, but almost
precludes its possession. The Elis of Homer is marked

x II. xiii. 701-S.
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by two epithets having a direct reference to fertility
of soil; it is iWo'/3oTo?, horse-feeding, and it is also
evpv-^opoi, wide-spaced or open. Again, the twenty-nine
towns assigned in the Catalogue to the Boeotians far
exceed in number those which are named for any other
division of Greece. We have other parallel indications ;
such as the wealth of Orchomenosx; and of Orestius with
the variegated girdle. He dwelt in Hyle, one of the
twenty-nine, amidst other Boeotians who held a district
of extreme fertility?, fidXa it'iova S^j/mov eyovre?. Now
when we find signs like these in Homer, that Elis and
Boeotia had been first subjected to revolution, not in the
shape of mere change of dynasty, but in the decom-
position, so to speak, of their ancient forms of monarchy,
we must again call to mind that Thucydides2, when he
tells us that the best lands underwent the most frequent
social changes by the successions of new inhabitants,
names Boeotia, and ' most of Peloponnesus' as examples
of the kind of district to which his remark applied.

Upon the whole, the organization of the armament
for Troy shows us the ancient monarchical system intact
in by far the greater part of Greece. But when we
come to the Odyssey, we find increasing signs of serious
changes; which doubtless were then preparing the way,
by the overthrow of old dynasties, for the great Dorian
invasion. And it is here worth while to remark a
great difference. The mere supervention of one race
upon another, the change from a Pelasgian to an Hel-
lenic character, does not appear to have entailed altera-
tions nearly so substantial in the character and stability
of Hellenic government, as did the Trojan expedition;
which, by depriving societies of their natural heads, and

* II. ix. 381. y II. v. 707-10. 7 Thuc. i. 2.
c
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of the fighting men of the population, left an open
field to the operation of disorganizing causes.

Strabo has a remarkable passage, though one in
which he makes no particular reference to Homer, on
the subject of the invasions and displacements of one
race by another. These, he saysa, had indeed been
known before the Trojan war: but it was immediately
upon the close of the war, and then after that period,
that they gained head: fidXia-ra p.ev ow Kara T<X TpwiKa,
/cat /xeTa Tavra, Ta j e(po$ovs yevecrdai icai r a j /j.eT<xva<rTa-

creis <Tvve(3t], TWV re fiapfiapwv afxa K<X\ TWV 'EAA^J-WV opfirj

TIVI y^prjcrafxevoju 7rp6$ Ttju TWV aWoTplwv KaTa.KTr)<Tiv. O f

this the Odyssey affords some curious indications.
Among many alleged and some real shades of dif-

ference between the poems, we may note two of a
considerable political significance : the word King in
the Odyssey has acquired a more lax signification, and
the word Queen, quite unknown to the Iliad, has come
into free use.

It will be shown how strictly, in the Iliad, the term
fiaaikevi;, with its appropriate epithets, is limited to the
very first persons of the Greek armament. Now in the
Odyssey there are but two States, with the organization
of which we have occasion to become in any degree
acquainted : one of them Scheria, the other Ithaca.
Of the first we do not see a great deal, and the force
of the example is diminished by the avowedly mythical
or romantic character of the delineation: but the fact
is worthy of note, that in Scheria we find there are
twelve kings of the country, with Alcinousb, the thir-
teenth, as their superior and head. It is far more im-
portant and historically significant that, in the limited

a B. xii. 8, 4. p. 572. b Od. viii. 391. vi. 54.
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and comparatively poor dominions of Ulysses, there are
now many kings. For Telemachus saysh,

dXA.' yrot fiacnkries 'A\ai&f dal /ecu oAAoi

mXXol iv a[x<t>i6.k<t> 'Itfd/cfl, vioi rjbe vakaioL

His meaning must be to refer to the number of nobles
who were now collected, from Cephallonia and the
other dominions of Ulysses, into that island. The ob-
servation is made by him in reply to the Suitor Anti-
nous, who had complained of his bold language, and
hoped he never would be king in Ithaca0:

ixri a-f y iv a/JLCfuaku 'I#d/qj j3aai\rja Kooviuv

TToir)cr£iev, o TOI yeverj iraTpai'iov ecrriv.

It is, I think, clear, that in this place Antinous does
not mean merely, ' I hope you will not become one of
us,' which might be said in reference merely to the
contingency of his assuming the controul of his paternal
estates, but that he refers to the sovereignty properly so
called: for Telemachus, after having said there are
many /iWtXije? in Ithaca, proceeds to say, ' Let one of
them be chosen', or ' one of these may be chosen, to
succeed Ulysses;'

T&V K£V r t? rob' ex?7<m>, eiru 6dve Sios 'Obvcraevs.
1 but let me,' he continues, ' be master of my own house
and property.' Thus we have fta&iXevs bearing two
senses in the very same passage. First, it means the
noble, of whom there are many in the country, and it
is here evidently used in an improper sense ; secondly, it
means the person who rules the whole of them, and it
is here as evidently employed in its original and proper
signification. It seems very doubtful, however, whether,
even in the Odyssey, the relaxed sense ever appears as a
simple title in the singular number. The only signs of
it are these; Antinous is told that he is like a kingd in

b Od. i. 394. '• Ibid. 386. d Od. xvii. 416.

c a
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appearance; and he is also expressly called ftaa-iXevs in the
strongly and generally suspected veKvi'a of the Twenty-
fourth Booke. So again, the kingly epithet Awrpecpiis
is not used in the singular for any one below the rank
of a fiacriXevg of the Iliad, except once, where, in ad-
dressing Agelaus the Suitor, it is employed by Melan-
thius, the goatherd, one of the subordinate adherents
and parasites of that partyf.

This relaxation in the sense of ftacriXevs, definite and
limited as is its application in the Iliad, is no incon-
siderable note of change.

Equally, or more remarkable, is the introduction in
the Odyssey of the words Secnrotva and fiao-lAeia, and
the altered use of avaa-a-a.

1. Se<nroiva is applied, Od. iii. 403, to the wife of
Pisistratus, son of Nestor; to Arete, queen of the
Phseacians, Od. vii. $3, 347 ; to Penelope, Od. xiv. 9,
12,7,451; xv. 374, 7; xvii. 83; xxiii. 2.

2. avaa-a-a is applied in the Iliad, xiv. 326, to Ceres
only; but in the Odyssey, besides Minerva, in Od. iii.
380, Ulysses applies it twice to Nausicaa, in Od. vi.
149, 175; apparently in some doubt whether she is a
divinity or a mortal. I would not however dwell
strongly on this distinction between the poems; for we
seem to find substantially the human use of the word
avaa-a-a in the name of Agamemnon's daughter, 'I(j>id-
vaaa-a, which is used in II. ix. 145.

3. Bao-iXe/a is used many times in the Odyssey; and
is applied to

a. Nausicaa, Od. vi. 115.
b. Tyro, daughter of Salmoneus, Od. xi. 258 ; but

only in the phrase (Saa-lAeia ywaiKwv, which seems to re-
semble Sia yvvaiKwv.

e Od. xxiv. 179. < Od. xxii. 136.
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c. Arete, queen of the Phaeacians, Od. xiii. 59.
d. Penelope, Od. xvi. 332, 7: and elsewhere.

Now it cannot be said that the use of the word is
forborne in the Iliad from the want of fit persons to
bear i t ; for Hecuba, as the wife of Priam, and Helen,
as the wife of Paris, possibly also Andromache, (though
this is much more doubtful £,) were all of a rank to have
received it: nor can we account for its absence by their
appearing only as Trojans; for the title of ffa<ri\ev? is
frequently applied to Priam, and it is likewise assigned
to Paris, though to no other member of the Trojan
royal family.

We have also two other cases in the Iliad of women
who were queens of some kind. One is that of Hypsi-
pyle, who apparently exercised supreme power11 in
Lemnos, but we are left to inference as to its cha-
racter : the other is the mother of Andromache1,

rj ftaviXevev xmb nAa/co) vXrjiaa-p.

She was what we term a Queen consort, for her husband
Eetion was alive at the time. In the Odyssey we are
told that Chloris, whom Neleus married, reigned at
Pylos; % Se TIvXov fiaa-iXeve, Od. xi. 285. In this place
the word (Baa-ikeveiv may perhaps imply the exercise of
sovereign power. Be this as it may, the introduction of
the novel title of Queen betokens political movement.

There are other signs of advancing change in the
character of kingship discernible from the Odyssey,
which will be more conveniently considered hereafter.
In the meantime, the two which are already before us
are, it will be observed, exactly in the direction we
might expect from the nature of the Trojan war, and
from the tradition of Strabo. We have before us an

I See inf. ' Ilios.' h II. vii. 469.
1 II- vi. 395-7- 425-
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effort of the country amounting to a violent, and also an
unnaturally continued strain; a prolonged absence of
its best heads, its strongest arms, its most venerated
authorities: wives and young children, infants of ne-
cessity in many cases, remain at home. It was usual
no doubt for a ruler, on leaving his country, to appoint
some guardian to remain behind him, as we see from
the case of Agamemnon, (Od. iii. 267,) and from the
language of Telemachus, (Od. xv. 89); but no regent,
deputy, or adviser, could be of much use in that stage
of society. Again, in every class of every community,
there are boys rapidly passing into manhood; they form
unawares a new generation, and the heat of their young
blood, in the absence of vigorous and established con-
troul, stirs, pushes forward, and innovates. Once more,
as extreme youth, so old age likewise was ordinarily a
disqualification for war. And as we find Laertes and
Pelens, and Menoetius, with Admetus, besides probably
other sovereigns whom Homer has not named to us, left
behind on this account, so there must have been many
elderly men of the class of nobles (apiaTrje?, e^o-^oi avSpes)
who obtained exemption from actual service in the war.
There is too every appearance that, in some if not all
the states of Greece, there had been those who escaped
from service on other grounds; perhaps either from be-
longing to the elder race, which was more peculiarly
akin to Troy, or from local jealousies, or from the love
of ease. For in Ithaca we find old men, contempo-
raries and seniors of Ulysses, who had taken no part in
the expedition ; and there are various towns mentioned
in different parts of the poems, which do not appear
from the Catalogue to have made any contribution to
the force. Such were possibly the various places bear-
ing the name of Ephyre, and with higher likelihood
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the towns offered by Agamemnon to be made over to
Acbillesk.

Again, as Cinyres1 the ruler of Cyprus, and Eche-
polusm the son of Anchises, obtained exemption by
means of gifts to Agamemnon, so may others, both
rulers and private individuals, have done. But the two
main causes, which would probably operate to create
perturbation in connection with the absence of the
army, were, without much doubt, first, the arrival of
a new race of youths at a crude and intemperate
manhood; and secondly, the unadjusted relations in
some places of the old Pelasgian and the new Hellenic
settlers. Their differences, when the pressure of the
highest established authority had been removed, would
naturally in many places spring up afresh. In con-
formity with the first of these causes, the Suitors as a
body are called very commonly veol (nreprivopiovre^,
' the domineering youths.' And the circumstances
under which Ulysses finds himself, when he has re-
turned to Ithaca, appear to connect themselves also with
the latter of the above-named causes. But, whatever

k There is a nexus of ideas at- lemus may have been an acquit-
tached to these towns that excites tance of a residue of debt stand-
suspicion. It would have been in ing over from the original offer
keeping with the character of of Agamemnon, out of which
Agamemnon to offer them to the seven towns appear to have
Achilles, on account of his hav- dropped by consent of all par-
ing already found he could not ties,
control them himself. No one of l II. xi. 20.
them appears in the Catalogue. m II. xxiii. 296.
Nor do we hear of them in the n Od. ii. 324, 331, et alibi.
Nineteenth Book, when the gifts The epithet is, I think, exactly
are accepted. It seems, however, rendered by another word very
just possible that the promise by difficult to translate into English,
Menelaus of the hand of his the Italian prepotenii.
daughter Hermione to Neopto-
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the reasons, it is plain that his position had become
extremely precarious. Notwithstanding his wealth,
ability, and fame, he did not venture to appeal to the
people till he had utterly destroyed his dangerous ene-
mies ; and even then it was only by his promptitude,
strength of hand, and indomitable courage, that he
succeeded in quelling a most formidable sedition.

Nothing, then, could be more natural, than that, in
the absence of the sovereigns, often combined with the
infancy of their children, the mother should become
the depositary of an authority, from which, as we see
by other instances, her sex does not appear to have
excluded her: and that if, as is probable, the instances
were many and simultaneous, this systematic character
given to female rule should have its formal result on
language in the creation of the word Queen, and its
twin phrase Sea-voiva, or Mistress. The extension of the
word avao-a-a from divinities to mortals might result
from a subaltern operation of the same causes.

In the very same manner, the diminished force of
authority at its centre would increase the relative pro-
minence of such among the nobles as remained at
home. On reaching to manhood, they would in some
cases, as in Ithaca, find themselves practically inde-
pendent. The natural result would be, that having,
though on a small scale, that is to say, so far probably
as their own properties and neighbourhoods respectively
were concerned, much of the substance of sovereignty
actually in their hands, they should proceed to arrogate
its name. Hence come the /3a<ri\i?e? of Ithaca and the
islands near it; some of them young men, who had
become adult since the departure of Ulysses, others of
them old, who, remaining behind him, had found their
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position effectively changed, if not by the fact of his de-
parture, yet by the prolongation of his absence.

The relaxed use, then, of the term /3a<7*\ei>? in the
Odyssey, and the appearance of the term fia<ri\eia and
of others in a similar category, need not qualify the pro-
position above laid down with respect to the fiacrikevs
of the Iliad. He, as we shall see from the facts of the
poem, stands in a different position, and presents to
us a living picture of the true heroic age0.

This change in the meaning of the word King was
accompanied by a corresponding change in the idea of
the great office which it betokened. It had descended
from a more noble to a less noble type. I do not mean
by this that it had now first submitted to limitations.
The /3aa-iXey? of the Greeks was always and essentially
limited: and hence probably it was, that the usurper of
sole and indefinite power in the state was so essentially
and deeply odious to the Greeks, because it was felt
that he had plundered the people of a treasure, namely,
free government, which they and their early forefathers
had possessed from time immemorial.

It is in the Odyssey that we are first startled by
meeting not only a wider diffusion and more lax use of
the name of king, but together with this change another
one; namely, a lower conception of the kingly office.
The splendour of it in the Iliad is always associated
with duty. In the simile where Homer speaks of

0 I need hardly express my an ava£ was not a paviKevs. I t is
dissent from the account given of true that an aval- might be Sva£
the /3ocrtXeiis and &va£ in the note either of freemen or of slaves ;
on Grote's History of Greece, vol. but so he might of houses (Od. i.
I I . p. 84. There is no race in 397), of fishes (II. xiii. 28), or of
Troas called Pa<ri\evTa.Tov. Every dogs (Od. xvii. 318).

was an aval-; but many
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corrupt governors, that draw down the vengeance of
heaven on a land by crooked judgments, it is worthy
of remark, that he avoids the use of the word ftaai-

ore b-ij p" avbpecrcn Koreiro-AiJLevos

o% /3(T) elv ayopfj aKokias Kpivaxri Oijuaras.

The worst thing that is even hinted at as within the
limits of possibility, is slackness in the discharge of the
office: it never degenerates into an instrument of op-
pression to mankind. But in the Odyssey, which evi-
dently represents with fidelity the political condition of
Greece after the great shock of the Trojan war, we find
that kingship has come to be viewed by some mainly
with reference to the enjoyment of great possessions,
which it implied or brought, and as an object on that
account of mere ambition. Not of what we should
call absolutely vicious ambition : it is not an absolute
perversion, but it is a clear declension in the idea, that
I here seek to note

rj (pfjs TOVTO KCLKUTTOV kv avOp&TlOHn TtTVJ^Bai \

ov pev yap r t naicbv /3acriA.ef e'juei'1 al\j/d r e ol d<3

cupvewv TtiXtrai, KO.1 n/Mjeorepos avros.

This general view of the office as one to be held for
the personal enjoyment of the incumbent, is broadly
distinguished from such a case as that in the Iliad,
where Agamemnon, offering seven cities to Achillesr,
strives to tempt him individually by a particular in-
ducement, drawn from his own undoubtedly rather
sordid mind;

oif K4 k b<i)Tivrj<n Oebv &s Tifuricrovcnv.

The moral causes of this change are in a great de-
gree traceable to the circumstances of the war, and we

P II. xvi. 386. 1 Od. i. 391-3. r II. ix. 155.
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seem to see how the conception above expressed was
engendered in the mind of Mentor, when he observes55,
that it is now useless for a king to be wise and benevolent
like Ulysses, who was gentle like a father to his people,
in order that, like Ulysses, he may be forgotten : so
that he may just as well be lawless in character, and
oppressive in action. The same ideas are expressed by
Minerva* in the very same words, at the second Olym-
pian meeting in the Odyssey. It would therefore thus
appear, that this particular step downwards in the cha-
racter of the governments of the heroic age was owing
to the cessation, through prolonged absence, of the in-
fluence of the legitimate sovereigns, and to consequent
encroachment upon their moderate powers.

And it is surely well worthy of remark that we find
in this very same poem the first exemplification of the
character of a bad and tyrannical monarch, in the per-
son of a certain king Echetus ; of whom all we know
is, that he lived somewhere upon the coast of Epirus,
and that he was the pest of all mortals that he had to
do with. With great propriety, it is the lawless Suitors
who are shown to be in some kind of relation with him ;
for in the Eighteenth Odyssey they threaten" to send
Irus, who had annoyed them in his capacity of a beggar,
to king Echetus, that he might have his nose and ears
cut off, and be otherwise mutilated. The same threat
is repeated in the Twenty-first Book against Ulysses
himself, and the line that conveys it reappears as one of
the Homeric formula*;

fh "Eyerov ficHnXfja, j3por&v brfXr/fiova ir&vrasv.

Probably this Echetus was a purchaser of slaves. It

8 Od. ii. 230-4. * Od. v. 8-12.
u Od. xviii. 83-6 and 114. x Od. xxi. 308.
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is little likely that the Suitors would have taken the
trouble of sending Irus away, rather than dispose of
him at home, except with the hope of a price; as they
suggest to Telemachus to ship off Theoclymenus and
Ulysses (still disguised) to the Sicels, among whom
they will sell welly.

The kingship, of which the features were so boldly
and fairly defined in the Homeric age, soon passed
away; and was hardly to be found represented by any
thing but its <p6opa, the rvpawh or despotism, which
neither recognised limit nor rested upon reverence or
upon usage, but had force for its foundation, was essen-
tially absolute, and could not, according to the condi-
tions of our nature, do otherwise than rapidly and
ordinarily degenerate into the positive vices, which
have made the name of tyrant ' a curse and a hissing'
over the earth. In Hesiod we find what Homer no
where furnishes; an odious epithet attached to the
whole class of kings. The Oeiot /3ao-iA»?ey of the heroic
age have disappeared: they are now sometimes the
alSoloi still, but sometimes the 3wp6(payoi, the gift-
greedy, instead. They desire that litigation should in-
crease, for the sake of the profits that it brings themz;

jj.iya KvbaCvmv /3a<rL\rjas

boopo(f>ayovs, oi rrjvbe biKqv eOtkovai biKacrtrai.

The people has now to expiate the wickedness of these
corrupted kings;

bijfws a.Ta<r0a\ia$

A Shield of Achilles, manufactured after the fashion
of the Hesiodic age, would not have given us, for the
pattern of a king, one who stood smiling in his fields

y Od. xx. 382, 3. z Hesiod "Epy. i. 39. 258. cf. 262.
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behind his reapers as they felled the corna. Yet while
Hesiod makes it plain that he had seen kingship de-
graded by abuse, he has also shown us, that his age
retained the ideas both that justice was its duty, and that
persuasion was the grand basis of its power. For, as he
says in one of his few fine passages1", at the birth of a
king, the Muses pour dew upon his tongue, that he
may have the gift of gentle speech, and may administer
strict justice to the people. He then, or the ancient
writer who has interpolated him, goes on to describe
the work of royal oratory, in thoughts chiefly borrowed
from the poems of Homer. But the increase of wealth,
and the multiplication of its kinds through commerce,
mocked the simple state of the early kings, and tempted
them into a rapacity, before which the barriers of ancient
custom gave way: and so, says Thucydides0, TO iroWa
TvpavvlSes ev Tais iroXecri KaQlaTavTO, TWV irpocroSaiv /xeiXp-

vwv yiyvo/j.ei'wv. The germ of this evil is just discernible
in the Agamemnon of the Iliad: and it is marked by
the epithet of Achilles, who, when angry, still knows
how to strike at the weakest point of his character, by
calling him fy/nofiopos (3ao-i\evsd, a king who eat up, or
impoverished, those under his command. Whether the
charge was in any great degree deserved or not, we can
hardly say. Helen certainly gives to the Achaean king
a better character6. But however that may be, the
reproach was altogether personal to the man. The
reverence due and paid to the office must have been
immense, when Ulysses, alone, and armed only with
the sceptre of Agamemnon, could stem the torrent of

II. xviii. 556. b Hes. Theog. 80-97. c Thuc. i. 13.
d II. i. 231. e II. Hi. 179.
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the flying soldiery, and turn them back upon the place
of meeting.

Even in the Iliad, indeed, we scarcely find the strictly
patriarchal king. The constitution of the state has
ceased to be modelled in any degree on the pattern of
the family. The different classes are united together
by relations which, though undefined and only nascent,
are yet purely political. Ulysses, in his character of
king, had been gentle as a fatherf; but the idea which
makes the king even metaphorically the father of his
people is nowhere, I think, to be found in Homer: it
was obsolete. Ethnical, local, and dynastic changes,
often brought about by war, had effaced the peculiar
traits of patriarchal kingship, with the exception of the
old title of ava£ avSpwv; and had substituted those
heroic monarchies which retained, in a larger develop-
ment, so much of what was best in the still older sys-
tem. As even these monarchies had begun, before the
Trojan war, to be shaken here and there, and as the
Odyssey exhibits to us the state of things when appa-
rently their final knell had sounded, so, in the age of
Hesiod, that iron age, when Commerce had fairly settled
in Greece, and had brought forth its eldest-born child
Competition^, they had become a thing of the past. Yet
they were still remembered, and still understood. And
it might well be that, long after society had outgrown
the forms of patriarchal life, men might nevertheless
cling to its associations; and so long as those associa-
tions were represented by old hereditary sovereignties,
holding either in full continuity, or by ties and tradi-
tions not absolutely broken, much of the spirit of the
ancient system might continue to subsist; political free-

f Od. ii. 47. e Hesiod. "Epy. 17-24.
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dom respecting the tree, under the shadow of which it
had itself grown up.

It should be easier for the English, than for the na-
tions of most other countries, to make this picture real
to their own minds; for it is the very picture before our
own eyes in our own time and country, where visible
traces of the patriarchal mould still coexist in the na-
tional institutions with political liberties of more recent
fashion, because they retain their hold upon the general
affections.

And, indeed, there is a sign, long posterior to the
account given by Hesiod of the heroic age, and distinct
also from the apparently favourable notice byThucydides
of the irarpiKai fiacriXeiai, which might lead to the sup-
position that the old name of king left a good character
behind it. It is the reverence which continued to at-
tend that name, notwithstanding the evil association,
which events could not fail to establish between it and
the usurpations (rvpawlSes). For when the office of the
ftatriXevs had either wholly disappeared, as in Athens, or
had undergone essential changes, as in Sparta, so that
fiaalXeia no longer appears with the philosophical ana-
lysts as one of the regular kinds of government, but
ixovapyla is substituted, still the name remained h, and
bore for long long ages the traces of its pristine dignity,
like many another venerable symbol, with which we
are loath to part, even after we have ceased either to
respect the thing it signifies, or perhaps even to under-
stand its significance.

Such is a rude outline of the history of the office.

h The title is stated to have Griechische Staatsrerfassungen,
been applied in Attica even to b. ii. p. 70.
the decennial archons. Tittmann,
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Let us now endeavour to trace the portrait of it wliich
has been drawn in the Iliad of Homer.

1. The class of /3a<n\fa has the epithet 0«oi, which
is never used by Homer except to place the subject of
it in some special relation with deity; as for (a) kings,
(I)) bards, (c) the two protagonists, Achilles and Ulysses,
(d) several of the heroes who predeceased the war,
(e) the herald in II. iv. 192 ; who, like an ambassador
in modern times, personally represents the sovereign,
and is therefore Ato? ayye\os JSe ical avSpwv, II. i. 334.

2. This class is marked by the exclusive application
to it of the titular epithet Aiorpeipri?; which, by the
relations with Jupiter which it expresses, denotes the
divine origin of sovereign power. The word Awyevm
has a bearing similar to that of Aiorpecp^, but appa-
rently rather less exclusive. Although at first sight
this may seem singular, and we should perhaps expect
the order of the two words to be reversed, it is really
in keeping; for the gods had many reputed sons of
whom they took no heed, and to be brought up under
the care of Jupiter was therefore a far higher ascription,
than merely to be born or descended from him.

3. To the ftaaiXevs, and to no one else, is it said that
Jupiter has intrusted the sceptre, the symbol of au-
thority, together with the prerogatives of justice'. The
sceptre or staff was the emblem of regal power as a
whole. Hence the account of the origin and successive
deliveries of the sceptre of Agamemnonk. Hence
Ulysses obtained the use of it in order to check the
Greeks and bring them back to the assembly, ii. 186.
Hence we constantly hear of the sceptre as carried by
kings: hence the epithet a-K^Trrodxoi is applied to them

1 II- 11-205. k H. ii, I O I
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exclusively in Homer, and the sceptre is carried by no
other persons, except by judges, and by herald-ser-
jeauts, as their deputies.

4. The /3aa-t\̂ ey are in many places spoken of as a
class or order by themselves ; and in this capacity they
form the fiovXij or council of the army. Thus when
Achilles describes the distribution of prizes by Aga-
memnon to the principal persons of the army, he says1,

a\\a 8' dpiorjfecrai biftov yepa, KCU fiacriXevoiv.

In this place the Poet seems manifestly to distinguish
between the class of kings and that of chiefs.

When he has occasion to speak of the higher order
of chiefs who usually met in council, he calls them the
yepovre$m, or the /3ao-i\ije$" : but when he speaks of the
leaders more at large, he calls them by other names, as
at the commencement of the Catalogue, they are ap-^o\,
riy€fi.6ve<s, or Kolpavoi: and, again, apicrrrjes0. In two
places, indeed, he applies the phrase last-named to the
members of that select class of chiefs who were also
kings: but there the expression is apio-Trjes Uava^aiwvP,
a phrase of which the effect is probably much the same
as [3acri\rjes 'A^aito!*: the meaning seems to be those
who were chief over all orders of the Greeks, that is
to say, chiefs even among chiefs. Thus Agamemnon
would have been properly the only fiaaiXevs Uava-^aicov.

The same distinction is marked in the proceedings
of Ulysses, when he rallies the dispersed Assembly:
for he addressed coaxingly,

ovnva IJ.IV ftarriXrja KCU t£oxov avhpa Kt^etrj,

whatever king or leading man he chanced to overtake 1.

I II. ix. 334. P II. ii. 404, and vii. 327. On
10 II. ii. 53 et alibi. the force of Uavaxaioi, see Aehseis,
n II. xix. 309. ii. 86. or Ethnology, p. 420.
0 II. ii. 487, 493. xx. 303. 1 II. ii. 188.

D
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5. The rank of the Greek Pa<ri\&9 is marked in the
Catalogue by this trait; that no other person seems
ever to be associated with them on an equal footing in
the command of the force, even where it was such as
to require subaltern commanders. Agamemnon, Mene-
laus, Nestor, Ulysses, the two Ajaxes, Achilles, are each
named alone. Idomeneus is named alone as leader in
opening the account of the Cretans, ii. 645, though,
when he is named again, Meriones also appears (650,1),
which arrangement seems to point to him as only at
most a quasi-colleague, and 6irau>v. Sthenelus and
Euryalus are named after Diomed (563-6), but it is
expressly added,

(TvimavToiv S1 f/yeiTo fiorjv ayadbs AIOJUTJ&T/S.

Thus his higher rank is not obscured. Again, we know
that, in the case of Achilles, there were five persons,
each commanding ten of his fifty ships (II. xvi. 171), of
whom no notice is taken in the Catalogue (681-94),
though it begins with a promise to enumerate all those
who were in command of the fleet (493),

ap\ovs av vr\5>v epe<o vrjas re irpoiiacras;

and in the case of the Elians he names four leaders
who had exactly the same command, each over ten
ships (618). It thus appeare natural to refer his silence
about the five to the rank held by Achilles as a king.

So much for the notes of this class in the Iliad.
Though we are not bound to suppose, that Homer

had so rigid a definition of the class of kings before his
mind as exists in the case of the more modern forms
of title, it is clear in very nearly every individual case
of a Greek chieftain of the Iliad, whether he was a (3a-
eriXevs or not.

The class clearly comprehends :
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1. Agamemnon, II. i. 9, and in many places.

2. Menelaus 1 f r o m H-xix.310,311, where they re-
AT , main with Achilles, while the other

3. Nestor
V (3am\>jes, ver. 309, are sent away.

4. Ulysses A, ,. TT, . ,^ J Also for Ulysses, see xiv. 379 ; and5. Idomeneus various places in the Odyssey.

6. Achilles, II. i. 331. xvi. 211.

7. Diomed, II. xiv. 27, compared with 29 and 379.

8. Ajax Telamonius, Il.vii.321 connected with 344.

9. Ajax, son of Oileus.

Among the indications, by which the last-named chief
is shown to have been a (3aa-i\eus, are those which fol-
low. He is summoned by Agamemnon (II. ii. 404-6)
among the yepovre? api<TT>je? Tiava-^aiwv: where all the

abovenanied persons appear (except Achilles), and no
others. Now the yepovres or elders are summoned be-
fore in ver. $3 of the same book, and are called in ver.
86 the cncriTTTovyoi ^acrtX^ey. Another proof of the rank
of Oilean Ajax is the familiar manner in which his
name is associated on terms of equality, throughout the
poem, with that of Ajax Telamonius.

But the part of the poem, which supplies the most
pointed testimony as a whole with respect to the com-
position of the class of kings, is the Tenth Book.

Here we begin with the meeting of Agamemnon
and Menelaus (ver. 34). Next, Menelaus goes to call
the greater Ajax and Idomeneus (53), and Agamemnon
to call Nestor (54, 74). Nestor awakens Ulysses (137);
and then Diomed (157), whom he sends to call Oilean
Ajax, together with Meges (175). They then con-
jointly visit the <pu\aice$ or watch, commanded by Thra-
symedes, Meriones, and others (ix.8o. x.57-9). Nestor
gives the watch an exhortation to be on the alert, and

D 2
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then reenters within the trench, followed by the Argeian
kings (194, 5);

rot 8' a / / eirovro

'Apye iW /3a<TiArjes, O<TOI KtKkrjaTO fiovXriv.

The force of the term fiaonXqes, as marking off a certain
class, is enhanced by the lines which follow, and which
tell us that with them, the kings (roh S" a/xa), went
Meriones and Thrasymedes by special invitation

(196,7);
avrol yap K&keov (rv^^TidaaOai.

Now in this narrative it is not stated that each of
the persons, who had been called, joined the company
which visited the watch : but all who did join it are
evidently ftao-ikrjes. But we are certain that Oilean
Ajax was among them, because he is mentioned in ver.
228 as one of those in the Council, who were anxious
to accompany Diomed on his enterprise.

Ajax Oileus therefore makes the ninth King on the
Greek side in the Iliad.

These nine King-Chiefs, of course with the exception
of Achilles, appear in every Council, and appear either
absolutely or almost alone.

The line between them, and all the other chiefs, is on
the whole preserved with great precision. There are,
however, a very few persons, with regard to whom the
question may possibly be raised whether they passed it.

1. Meges, son of Phyleus, and commander of the
Dulichian Epeans, was not in the first rank of warriors;
for he was not one of the ten who, including Menelaus,
were ready to accept Hector's challenger. Neither was
he a member of the ordinary Council; but on one occa-
sion, that of the Night-council, he is summoned. Those
who attended on this occasion are also, as we have

'' II. vii. 167-yo.
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seen, called kings5. And we have seen that the term
has no appearance of having been loosely used : since,
after saying that the kings followed Nestor to the
council, it adds, that with them went Meriones and
Antilochus*.

But when Diomed proceeds to ask for a companion
on his expedition, six persons are mentioned (227—32) as
having been desirous to attend him. They are the two
Ajaxes, Meriones, Thrasymedes, Menelaus, and Ulysses.
Idomeneus and Nestor are of course excepted on account
of age. It seems plain, however, that Homers inten-
tion was to include the whole company, with those ex-
ceptions only. He could not mean that one and one
only of the able-bodied warriors present hung back.
Yet Meges is not mentioned ; the only one of the per-
sons summoned, who is not accounted for. I therefore
infer that Homer did not mean to represent him as
having attended ; and consequently he is in all likeli-
hood not included among the /3aa-i\ijes by v. 195.

2. Phoenix, the tutor and friend of Achilles, is caress-
ingly called by him Aiorpe(f)>]sa in the Ninth Book; but
the petting and familiar character of the speech, and
of the whole relation between them, would make it
hazardous to build any thing upon this evidence.

In the Ninth Book it may appear probable that he
was among the elders who took counsel with Agamem-
non about the mission to Achilles, but it is not posi-
tively stated; and, even if it were, his relation to that
great chieftain would account for his having appeared
there on this occasion only (II. ix. 168). It is remark-
able that, at this single juncture, Homer tells us that
Agamemnon collected not simply the yepovres, but the

5 II. x. 175, connected with 195. l II. x. 196, 7.
u II. ix. 607.
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yepovres aoXXees, as if there were persons present, who
did not belong to the ordinary Council (II. ix. 89).

Again, in the Nineteenth Book, we are told (v. 303)
that the yepovre? 'Axawv assembled in the encamp-
ment of Achilles, that they might urge him to eat. He
refused ; and he sent away the 'other kings;' but there
remained behind the two Atreidse, Ulysses, Nestor, and
Idomeneus, ' and the old chariot-driving Phoenix.' The
others are mentioned without epithet, probably because
they had just been described as kings; and Phoenix is
in all likelihood described by these epithets, for the
reason that the term fiacriXrjes would not include him
(xix. 303-12).

On the whole then, and taking into our view that
Phoenix was as a lord, or ava£, subordinate to Peleus,
and that he was a sub-commander in the contingent of
Achilles, we may be pretty sure that he was not a (iavi-
\evi; if that word had, as has I think been sufficiently
shown, a determinate meaning.

3. Though Patroclus was in the first rank of warriors
he is nowhere called (3a<Ti\evs or AioTpecpfc; but only
Aioyevrj?, which is a word apparently used with rather
more latitude. The subordinate position of Menoetius,
the father of Patroclus, makes it improbable that he
should stand as a king in the Iliad. He appears to
have been lieutenant to Achilles over the whole body
of Myrmidons.

4. Eurypylus son of Euaeuion*, commander of a
contingent of forty ships, and one of the ten acceptors
of the challenge, is in one place addressed as AioTpecpfc.
It is doubtful whether he was meant to be exhibited
as a PaeriXels, or whether this is a lax use of the epi-
thet ; if it is so, it forms the only exception (apart from

x II. ii. 736, 7. vii. 167, xi. 819.
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ix. 607) to the rule established by above thirty passages
of the Iliad.

Upon the whole, then the evidence of the Iliad clearly
tends to show that the title fiaaikevs was a definite one
in the Greek army, and that it was confined to nine
persons ; perhaps with some slight indistinctness on the
question, whether there was or was not a claim to that
rank on the part of one or two persons more.

Upon viewing the composition of the class of kings,
whether we include in it or not such cases as those of
Meges or Eurypylus, it seems to rest upon the com-
bined basis of

1. Real political sovereignty, as distinguished from
subaltern chiefship ;

2. Marked personal vigour ; and
3. Either, a. Considerable territorial possessions, as

in the case of Idomeneus and Oilean
Ajax ;

b. Extraordinary abilities though with
small dominions, as in the case of
Ulysses; or, at the least,

c. Preeminent personal strength and va-
lour, accepted in like manner as a
compensation for defective political
weight, as in the case of Telamonian
Ajax.

Although the condition of commanding considerable
forces is, as we see, by no means absolute, yet, on the
other hand, every commander of as large a force as fifty
ships is a fiairtXev?, except Menestheus only, an excep-
tion which probably has a meaning. Agapenor indeed
has sixty ships ; but then he is immediately dependent
on Agamemnon. The Boeotians too have fifty; but they
are divided among five leaders.
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Among the bodily qualities of Homeric princes, we
may first note beauty. This attribute is not, I think,
pointedly ascribed in the poems to any person, except
those of princely rank. It is needless to collect all the
instances in which it is thus assigned. Of some of them,
where the description is marked, and the persons in-
significant, like Euphorbus and Nireus^, we may be the
more persuaded, that Homer was following an extant
tradition. Of the Trojan royal family it is the eminent
and peculiar characteristic; and it remains to an observ-
able degree even in the case of the aged Priamz.
Homer is carefula to assert it of his prime heroes;
Achilles surpasses even Nireus; Ulysses possesses it
abundantly, though in a less marked degree; it is ex-
pressly asserted of Agamemnon ; and of Ajax, who, in
the Odyssey, is almost brought into competition with
Nireus for the second honours; the terms of descrip-
tion are, however, distinguishable one from the other.

Again, with respect to personal vigour as a condi-
tion of sovereignty, it is observed by Groteb that ' an
old chief, such as Peleus and Laertes, cannot retain
his position.' There appears to have been some diversity
of practice. Nestor, in very advanced age, and when
unable to fight, still occupies his throne. The passage
quoted by Grote to uphold his assertion with respect
to Peleus falls short of the mark : for it is simply an
inquiry by the spirit of Achilles, whether his father is
still on the throne, or has been set aside on account
of age, and the question itself shows that, during the
whole time of the life of Achilles, Peleus, though old,
had not been known to have resigned the administra-

y II. xvii. 51. ii. 673. iii. 224, 169, 226, and Od. xi.
z II. xxiv. 631. 469.
» I), ii. 674. Od. xvi. 175. 11. b Hist. vol. ii. p. 87.
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tion of the government. Indeed his retention of it
appears to be presumed in the beautiful speech of
Priam to Achilles (II. xxiv. 486-92).

At the same time, there is sufficient evidence supplied
by Homer to show, that it was the more usual custom
for the sovereign, as he grew old, either to associate his
son with him in his cares, or to retire. The practice
of Troy, where we see Hector mainly exercising the
active duties of the government—for he feeds the
troops0, as well as commands them—appears to have
corresponded with that of Greece. Achilles, in the
Ninth Iliad, plainly implies that he himself was not, as
a general, the mere delegate of his father; since he in-
vites Phoenix to come and share his kingdom with him.

But the duties of counsel continued after those of
action had been devolved: for Priam presides in the
Trojan ajoph, and appears upon the walls, surrounded
by the SwoyepovTes, who were, apparently, still its prin-
cipal speakers and its guides. And Achillesd, when in
command before Troy, still looked to Peleus to provide
him with a wife.

I find a clear proof of the general custom of retire-
ment, probably a gradual one, in the application to
sovereigns of the term a'lfyoi. This word is commonly
construed in Homer as meaning youths : but the real
meaning of it is that which in humble life we convey
by the term able-bodied ; that is to say, those who are
neither in boyhood nor old age, but in the entire
vigour of manhood. The mistake as to the sense of
the term has created difficulties about its origin, and
has led Db'derlein to derive it from a'1600, with refer-
ence, I suppose, to the heat of youth, instead of the
more obvious derivation form a and £a«, expressing

c II. xvii. 325. d II. ix. 394.
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the height of vital power. A single passage will, I
think, suffice to show that the word a'lfyos has this
meaning: which is also represented in two places by
the paraphrastic expression at^to? avype. In the Six-
teenth Iliad, Apollo appears to Hector under the form
of Asius (716):

avepi daififvos al^rja re /cpare/><3 re.

Now the Asius in question was full brother to Hecuba,
the mother of Hector and eighteen other children ; and
he cannot, therefore, be supposed to have been a youth.
The meaning of the Poet appears clearly to be to pre-
vent the supposition, which would otherwise have been
a natural one in regard to Hector's uncle, that this
Asius, in whose likeness Apollo the unshorn appeared,
was past the age of vigour and manly beauty, which is
designated by the word a'lfyos.

There is not a single passage, where this word is
used with any indication of meaning youths as contra-
distinguished from mature men. But there is a par-
ticular passage which precisely illustrates the meaning
that has now been given to ai'^oy. In the Catalogue
we are told that Hercules carried off Astyochef:

•nepuas aorea TTOWO. Aiorpcfciwv ai£r]&v.

Pope renders this in words which, whatever be their
intrinsic merit, are, as a translation, at once diffuse and
defective:

' Where mighty towns in ruins spread the plain,
And saw their blooming warriors early slain/

Cowper wholly omits the last half of the line, and
says,

' After full many a city laid in dust' . . . .

e II. xvii. 520. Oil. xii. 83. f II. ii. C60.
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Chapman, right as to the epithet, gives the erroneous
meaning to the substantive :

( Where many towns of princely youths he levelled with
the ground/

Voss, accurate as usual, appears to carry the full
meaning:

' Viele Stadt1 austilgend der gottbeseligten Manner.'

This line, in truth, affords an admirable touchstone for
the meaning of two important Homeric words. The
vulgar meaning takes Awrpecpewv alfywv as simply illus-
trious youths. What could Homer mean by cities of
illustrious youths ? Is it their sovereigns or their fight-
ing population ? Were their sovereigns all youths ?
Were their fighting population all illustrious? In no
other place throughout the Iliad, except one, where
the rival reading apmQowv is evidently to be adopted,
does the Poet apply Aiorpecpr^ to a mass of men£. If,
then, the sovereigns be meant, it is plain that they
could not all be youths, and therefore ou^o? does not
mean a youth. But now let us take Aiorpe(pris in its
strict sense as a royal title only; then let us remember
that thrones were only assumed on coming to man-
hood, as is plain from the case of Telemachus, who,
though his father, as it was feared, was dead, was not
in possession of the sovereign power. ' May Jupiter,'
says Antinous to him, ' never make you the fiaariXevs
in Ithaca: which is your right,' or ' which would fall to
you by birth h :'

o 701 yevffi r,a.Tpa>l6v kariv.

When Telemachus answers, by proposing that one of the

S Nor is it applied in the of Scheria, Od. v. 378 ; and to
Odyssey to any bodies more nu- them in the character of kings,
merous than the thirteen 'kings' h Od. i. 386.
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nobles should assume the sovereignty. Lastly, upon
declining into old age, it was, for the most part, either
as to the more active cares, or else entirely, relinquished.
Then the sense of Il.ii. 660 will come out with Homer's
usual accuracy and completeness. It will be that
Hercules sacked many cities of prince-warriors, or
vigorous and warlike princes.

Thus, then, it was requisite that the Homeric fiaa-i-
\evs should be a king, a konig, a man of whom we could
say that actually, and not conventionally alone, he can,
both in mind and person. Such was the theory and
such the practice of the Homeric age. There is not a
single Greek sovereign, with the honourable exception
of Nestor, who does not lead his subjects into battle;
not one who does not excel them all in strength of
hand, scarcely any who does not also give proofs of
superior intellect, where scope is allowed for it by the
action of the poem. Over and above the work of
battle, the prince is likewise peerless in the Games.
Of the eight contests of the Twenty-third Book, seven
are conducted only by the princes of the armament.
The single exception is remarkable : it is the boxing
match, which Homer calls irvyixaylri dAeye/iV, an epi-
thet that he applies to no other of the matches except
the wrestling.

But his low estimation of the boxing comes out in
another form, the value of the prizes. The first prize
is an unbroken mule: the second, a double-bowled
cup, to which no epithet signifying value is attached.
But for the wrestlers (a contest less dangerous, and not
therefore requiring, on this score, greater inducement
to be provided,) the first prize was a tripod, worth twelve
oxen ; and the second, a woman slave, worth four.

' II. xxiii. 653.
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What, then, was the relative value of an ox and a
mule not yet broken ? Mules, like oxen, were em-
ployed simply for traction. They were better, because
more speedy in drawing the ploughk; but, then, oxen
were also available for food, and we have no indication
that the former were of greater value. Without there-
fore resting too strictly on the number twelve, we may
say that the prize of wrestling was several times more
valuable than that of boxing. Again, the second prize
of the foot-race was a large and fat ox, equal, probably,
to the first prize of the boxing-match1. Epeus, who
wins the boxing-match against the prince Euryalus, third
leader of the Argives, was evidently a person of tradi-
tional fame, from the victory he obtains over an adversary
of high rank. But Homer has taken care to balance
this by introducing a confession from the mouth of
Epeus himself, that he was good for nothing in
battle111;

ri ov)( tikis, OTTI /xax^s eiridevofiai ;

an expression which, I think, the Poet has used, in
all likelihood, for the very purpose of shielding the
superiority of his princes, by showing that this gift of
Epeus was a single, and as it were brutal, accomplish-
ment.

As with the games, so with the more refined accom-
plishments. There are but four cases in which we
hear of the use of music and song from Homer, except
the instances of the professional bards. One of these
is the boy, who upon the Shield of Achilles plays and
sings, in conducting the youths and maidens as they
pass from the vineyard with the grapes. It is the bard,
who plays to the dancers; but his dignity, and the
composure always assigned to him, probably would not

k II. x. 352. ' II. xxiii. 750. m II. xxiii. 6)0.
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allow of his appearing in motion with such a body, and
on this account the -rrah may be substituted; of whose
rank we know nothing. In the other cases, the three
persons mentioned are all princes: Paris is the first,
who had the lighter and external parts of the character
of a gentleman, and who was of the highest rank, yet
to whom it may be observed only the instrument is
assigned, and not the song. The second is the sublime
Achilles, whose powerful nature, ranging like that of
his Poet through every chord of the human mind and
heart, prompts him to beguile an uneasy solitude by the
Muse; and who is found in the Ninth Iliad" by the
Envoys, soothing his moody spirit with the lyre, and
singing, to strains of his own, the achievements of by-
gone heroes. Again, thirdly, this lyre itself, like the
iron globe of the Twenty-third Book, had been among
the spoils of King Eetion.

But the royal and heroic character must with Homer,
at least when exhibited at its climax, be all compre-
hensive. As it soars to every thing above, so, without
stooping, must it be master of every thing beneath it.
Accordingly, the Poet has given it the last touch in the
accomplishments of Ulysses. As he proves himself a
wood-cutter and ship-builder in the island of Calypso,
so he is no stranger to the plough and the scythe; and
he fairly challenges0 Eurymachus the Suitor to try
which of them would soonest clear the meadow of its
grass, which drive the straightest furrow down a four-
acre field.

So much for the corporeal accomplishments of the
Greek kings and princes; of their intellectual powers
we shall have to treat in considering the character of
the governments of the heroic age.

n II. ix. 186. o Od. xviii. 366-75.
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But these accomplishments, mental and bodily, are
not vulgarly heaped upon his characters by Homer, as
if they were detailed in a boarding-school catalogue.
The Homeric king should have that, which incorporates
and harmonizes them all: he should be emphatically a
gentleman, and that in a sense not far from the one
familiar to the Christian civilization of Europe. Nestor,
Diomed, Menelaus, are in a marked manner gentlemen.
Agamemnon is less so ; but here Homer shows his
usual discrimination, for in Agamemnon there is a
sordid vein, which most of all mars this peculiar tone of
character. It is, however, in the two superlative heroes
of the poems, that we see the strongest development of
those habits of feeling and action, which belong to the
gentleman. It will be admitted that one of these traits
is the love of that which is straightforward, truthful,
and above-board. According to the vulgar conception
of the character of Ulysses, he has no credit for this
quality. But whatever the Ulysses of Virgil or of
Euripides may be, the Ulysses of Homer, though full
of circumspection, reserve, and even stratagem in deal-
ing with enemies and strangers, has nothing about him
of what is selfish, tricky, or faithless. And, accordingly,
it is into his mouth that Homer has put the few and
simple words, which rebuke the character of the in-
former and the tale-bearer, with a severity greater
perhaps even than, under the circumstances, was neces-
sary. When he is recognised by Euryclea, he strictly
enjoins upon her the silence, on which all their lives at
the moment depended. Hurt by the supposition that
she could (in our homely phrase) be likely to blab, she
replies that she will hold herself in, hard as stone or
as iron. She adds, that she will point out to him which
of the women in the palace are faithful, and which are
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guilty. No, he replies: I will observe them for
myself; that is not your businessP :

fxaia, TIT] 8e crii ras iwOtfcreai; ovbi TI ere xpri'

ev vv KCU avrbs eyw <£pa<rojuai K<X\ etcofi eKoorijf•
dAA' ex« criyfj /wBov, emrpe^ov be deoiaiv.

As Homer has thus sharply exhibited Ulysses in the
character of a gentleman with respect to truths, so he
has made the same exhibition for Achilles with respect
to courtesy: protesting, as it were, in this manner
by anticipation against the degenerate conceptions of
those characters, which were to reproduce and render
current through the world Achilles as a brute, and
Ulysses as a thorough knave. But let us see the re-
sidue of the proof.

In the first Iliad, when the wrath is in the first flush
of its heat, the heralds Talthybius and Eurybates are
sent to his encampment, with the appalling commission
to bring away Briseis. On entering, they remain awe-
struck and silent. Though, in much later times, we
know that

The messenger of evil tidings
Hath but a losing office,

he at once relieves them from their embarrassment,
and bids them personally welcome;

e, KrjpvKes, Atbs ikyyeXoi, qbe KCU avhp&v

And he desires Patroclus to bring forth the object
of their quest. More extraordinary self-command and

i> Od. xix. 500-2. was proposed, and when the
1 In Od. xxii. 417, he applies Chief probably reckoned on hav-

to Euryclea for the information, ing himself more time for ob-
which he had before declined, serration than proved to be the
This is after the trial of the case.
Bow : the other was before it •' II. i. 034,
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considerateness than this, never has been ascribed by
auy author to any character.

Again, when in the Ninth Book he is surprised in
his seclusion by the envoys Phoenix, Ulysses, and Ajax,
though he is prepared to reject every offer, he hails them
all personally, without waiting to be addressed and with
the utmost kindnesss, as of all the Greeks the dearest
to him even in his wrath ; he of course proceeds to order
an entertainment for them. But the most refined of all
his attentions is that shown to Agamemnon in the
Twenty-third Book. Inferior to Ajax, Diomed, and
Ulysses, Agamemnon could not enter into the principal
games, to be beaten by any abler competitor, without
disparagement to his office: while there would also
have been a serious disparagement of another kind in
his contending with a secondary person. Accordingly,
Achilles at the close makes a nominal match for the
use of the sling—of which we never hear elsewhere in
the poems—and, interposing after the candidates are
announced, but before the actual contest, he presents
the chief prize to Agamemnon, with this compliment;
that there need be no trial, as every one is aware
already how much he excels all others in the exer-
cise.

Yet these great chiefs, so strong and brave and wise,
so proud and stern, so equipped in arts, manners, and
accomplishments, can upon occasion weep like a woman
or a child. Ulysses, in the island of Calypso daily pours
forth his ' waterfloods' as he strains his vision over the
sea; and he covers up his head in the halls of Alcinous,
while Demodocus is singing, that his tears may flow
unobserved. And so Achilles, fresh from his fierce

s II. ix. 197.
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vengeance on the corpse of Hector, yet, when the
Trojan king1 has called up before his mind the image
of bis father Peleus, at the thought now of his aged
parent, and now of his slaughtered friend, sheds tears
as tender as those of Priam for his son, and lets his
griefs overflow in a deep compassion for the aged sup-
pliant before him. Nor is it only in sorrow that we
may remark a high susceptibility. The Greek chief-
tains in general are acutely sensible of praise and of
blame. Telemachus" is delighted when iEgyptius com-
mends him as a likely looking youth: and even Ulys-
ses, first among them all in self-command, is deeply
stung by the remark of the saucy Phseacian on his ap-
pearance, and replies upon the offender with excellent
sense, but with an extraordinary pungencyx. A similar
temper is shown in all the answers of the chieftains to
Agamemnon when he goes the round of the army^.

The hereditary character of the royal office is stamped
upon almost every page of the poems ; as nearly all the
chiefs, whose lineage we are able to trace, have appa-
rently succeeded their fathers in power. The only
exception in the order, of which we are informed, is one
where, probably on account of the infancy of the heir,
the brother of the deceased sovereign assumes his
sceptre. In this way Thyestes, uncle to Agamemnon,
succeeded his father Atreus, and then, evidently without
any breach of regularity, transmitted it to Agamemnon.

And such is probably the reason why, Orestes being
a mere child2, a part of the dignity of Agamemnon is
communicated to Menelaus. For in the Iliad he has
a qualified supremacy ; receives jointly with Aga-

t II. xxiv. 486, » Od. ii. 33, 5. x Od. viii. 159. and seqq.
y II. iv. 231 and seqq. z Od. i. 40.
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memnon the present of Euneus; is more royal, higher
in rank, than the other chieftains: we are also told of
hima, /neya vavTwv'Apyelwv rjvacrcre; and he came to the-
second meeting of yepovre? in the Second Book avro-
/UCITO?, without the formality of a summons.

In a case like that of Thyestes, if we may judge
from what actually happened, the uncle would perhaps
succeed instead of the minor, whose hereditary right
would in such case be postponed until the next turn.

The case of Telemachus in the Odyssey is inter-
esting in many ways, as unfolding to us the relations of
the family life of the period. Among other points
which it illustrates, is that of the succession to sove-
reignty. It was admitted by the Suitors, that it de-
scended to him from his father1'. Yet there evidently
was some special, if not formal act to be done, without
which he could not be king. For Antinous expresses
his hope that Jupiter will never make Telemachus
king of Ithaca. Not because the throne was full, for,
on the contrary, the death of Ulysses was admitted or
assumed to have occurred0; but apparently because
this act, whatever it was, had not been performed in his
case.

Perhaps the expressions of Antinous imply that such
a proceeding was much more than formal, and that the
accession of Telemachus to the supreme dignity might
be arrested by the dissent of the nobles. The answer
too of the young princed

 (TU*V /ceV TI? T6$ e^a-tv) seems
to be at least in harmony with the idea that a practice,
either approaching to election, or in some way involving
a voluntary action on the part of the subjects or of a

a 11. x. 32. b 0 TOI yever) warpaiov itrnv, Od. i. 387-
c Od. i. 396. ii. 182. d Od. i. 396.
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portion of them, had to be gone through. But the
personal dignity of the son of Ulysses was unquestioned.
Even the Suitors pay a certain regard to it in the midst
of their insolence: and when the young prince goes
into the place of assemblye, he takes his place upon his
father's seat, the elders spontaneously making way for
him to assume it.

It may, however, be said with truth, that Telemachus
was an only son, and that accordingly we cannot judge
from his case whether it was the right of the eldest to
succeed. Whether the rights of primogeniture were
acknowledged among the Greeks of the heroic age, is a
question of much interest to our own. For, on the one
hand, there is a disposition to canvass and to dispute
those rights. On the other hand, we live in a state of
society, to which they probably have contributed more
largely than any other specific cause, after the Christian
religion, to give its specific form. Homer has supplied
us with but few cases of brotherhood among his greater
characters. We see, however, that Agamemnon every-
where bears the character of the elder, and he appears
to have succeeded in that capacity to the throne of
Atreus, while Menelaus, the younger, takes his inhe-
ritance in virtue of his wife. Tyro, in the Eleventh
Odyssey, is said to have borne, on the banks of the
Enipeus, the twins Pelias and Neleus. In this passage
the order in which the children are named is most pro-
bably that of agef. We find Pelias reigning in Iaol-
cus, a part of the original country of the iEolids:
while Neleus emigrates, and, either by or before
marrying Chloris, becomes king of Pylos in the south
of Greece?. Of the two brothers Protesilaus and
Podarces, the former, who is also the elder, com-

e Od. ii. 82. f Od. xi. 254, 6. % Od. xi. 281.
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mands the force from Phylace. He was, however,
braver, as well as older. This statement of the merits,
ages, and positions of the two brothers raises a question
applicable to other cases where two brothers are joined
without ostensible discrimination in command. Of these
there are four in the Catalogue. The first is that of
Ascalaphus and Ialmenus, whom their mother Astyoche
bore clandestinely to Mars, inrepwiov ela-avaftaa-a. The
expression seems to imply, that it was at a single
birth. But even by this supposition we do not get rid
of the idea of seniority in this case; nor can we sup-
pose all the pairs to have been twins. We naturally
therefore ask, whether this conjunction implied equality
in command ? We may probably venture to answer,
without much doubt, in the negative. On the one
hand, there is nothing unlikely in the supposition that
the first named of two brothers was the eldest, and had
the chief command. While on the other hand it is
certain, that there is no case of two coequal commanders
except it be among these four, which are all cases of bro-
thers ; and which, under the interpretation which seems
the most natural one they can receive, would bear fresh
testimony to the prevalence of the custom of primo-
geniture. Again, among the sons of Nestor, who are
exhibited to us as surrounding him in the Third Odyssey,
we may perhaps find, from the offices assigned to them
at the solemn sacrifice and otherwise, decisive signs
of primogeniture. Pisistratus steps forward to greet
Telemachus on his arrival, and leads him to his seath,
sleeps near him under the portico, and accompanies
him on his journey. But these functions appertain to
him because he was the bachelor (yideoi) of the family,

h Od. iii. 16,
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as we are appropriately told in reference to his taking
a couch near the guest, while the married persons al-
ways slept in some separate and more private part of the
palace'. Pisistratus, therefore, was probably the youngest
son. But it is also pretty clear that Thrasymedes was
the eldest. For in the sacrifice he strikes the fatal blow
at the ox: while Stratius and Echephron bring it up,
Aretus holds the ewer and basin, Perseus holds the
lamb, Pisistratus cuts up the animal and Nestor per-
forms the religious rites of prayer and sacrificek.

And again, when Pisistratus brings up Telemachus
and the disguised Minerva, he places them, evidently as
in the seat of honour, ' beside his brother Thrasymedes
and his father.'

This is in perfect consonance with our rinding Thrasy-
medes only, together with Antilochus who fell, selected
for service in the Trojan war.

Upon this question, again, an important collateral
light is cast by Homer's mythological arrangements.
They are, in fact, quite conclusive on the subject of
primogeniture among the Hellenes. The Olympian
order is founded upon it. It is as the eldest of the
three Kronid brothers, and by no other title, that
Jupiter stands at the head of the Olympian community.
With respect to the lottery, he is but one of three.
His being the King of Air invests him with no right
to command the King of Sea. In the Fifteenth Book,
as he is of nearly equal force, Neptune declines to
obey his orders until reminded by Iris of his seniority.
The Erinues, says the Messenger Goddess, attend upon
the elder. That is to say, his rights lie at the founda-
tion of the moral order. Upon this suggestion, the

i Od. iii. 402. II. vi. 242-so. I- CM. iii. 1.39-46 ami 45 f.
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refractory deity at once succumbs1. And, reciprocally,
Jupiter in the Thirteenth Odyssey recognises the claim
of Neptune to respect as the oldest and best (of course
after himself) of the godsm.—

Thus exalted and severed in rank, thus beautiful
in person, thus powerful in hand and mind, thus asso-
ciated with the divine fountain of all human honours,
the Greek Baa-iXevg of the Iliad has other claims, too,
to be regarded as representing, more nearly perhaps
than it has ever been represented by any other class of
monarchs, a benignant and almost ideal kingship. The
light of these great stars of heroic society was no less
mild than it was bright; and they might well have
supplied the basis of that idea of the royal character,
which has given it so extraordinary a hold over the
mind of Shakspeare, and led him to adorn it by such
noble effusions of his muse.

The Homeric King appears before us in the four-
fold character of Priest, Judge, General, and Pro-
prietor.

It has already been remarked, that no priest appears
among the Greeks of the Troic age ; and, in conformity
with this view, we find Agamemnon in the Iliad, and
Nestor in the Odyssey, charged with the actual per-
formance of the rite of sacrifice; nor is it apparently
committed to any other person than the head of the
society, assisted by his KrjpuKe?, officers who acted as
heralds and as Serjeants, or by his sons.

But while this was the case in regard to what may
be called state sacrifices, which were also commonly
banquets, we likewise learn, as to those of a more
private character, that they must have been performed

1 II. xv. 204-7 m ^d. xiii. 141,
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by the head of the household. To slay an animal
for food is in every case to sacrifice him (lepeveiv)
whether in the camp, the palace of Nestor, the unruly
company of the Suitors, or the peaceful cottage of
Eumelus; and every animal ready for the knife was
cal led an lepr/1'ov™.

The judicial office of the king is made known to us,
first, by the character of Minos. While on earth, he
had direct communications from Jupiter, which pro-
bably referred to the administration of justice ; and, in
the Shades beneath, we find him actually exercising the
office of the judge. Nothing with which we become
acquainted in Homer has the semblance of criminal
justice, except the fines for homicide ; and even these
have no more than the semblance only. The punish-
ment was inflicted, like other fines, as an adjustment or
compensation0 between man and man, and not in satis-
faction of the offence against public morality, peace, or
order.

In the Second Iliad, the remonstrance of Ulysses
with the commonalty declares that it is the king, and
to the king alone, to whom Jupiter has committed the
sceptre and the administration of justice, that by these
he may fulfil his regal office-":

els Koipavos earot,

eh ^aaikevi, co eocoKe Kpovov TraTs dyjci>Ao/i?jre«

(naympov r' rjbe defxiarras, tva <r<pl(nv eju,/3ao"tXev;/.

Now the sceptre is properly the symbol of the judicial
authority, as we know from the oath of Achilles^ :

vvv avTi fxiu ules A)(ai&v
kv -naXaixys (popcavai biKaanoKoi, olVe 0e'//,ioras
•npbs Aibs

» Od. xiv. U- 94- ° II, xviii. 498.
P II. ii. 204. q II, j_ 33^
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From the combined effect of the two passages it
is clear that the duties of the judicature, the determina-
tion of relative rights between the members of the
community, constituted, at least in great part, the
primary function of sovereignty. Still the larger con-
ception of it, which includes the deliberative office, is
that presented to us in the speech of Nestor to Aga-
memnon, on the occasion of the Council which fol-
lowed the Night-assemblvr.

KCU Tot Zevs eyyvdki£ev

aKrjiiTpov T', rjbe Oinurras, " ; a <T4''-<TL fiovX.€vrj<rOa.

The judicial function might, however, even in the
days of Homer, be exercised by delegation. For in
the Assembly graven on the Shield, while the parties
contend, and the people sympathize some with one and
some with the other, it is the yepovres, or elders, who
deliver judgments Of these persons each holds the
sceptre in his hands. The passage, II. i. 237, seems to
speak of one sceptre held by many persons: this scene
on the Shield exhibits to us several sceptres. In the
simile of the crooked judgments, a plurality of judges*
are referred to. But as we never hear of an original and
independent authority, like that of II. ii. 2,04, in the
senators or nobles, it seems most likely that they acted
judicially by an actual or virtual delegation from the
king.

The duty of the king to command his troops is
inscribed on every page of the Iliad; and the only
limit to it seems to have been, that upon the approach
of old age it was delegated to the heir, or to more than
one of the family, even before the entire withdrawal of
the sire from public cares. The martial character of

r II. ix. 98. s II. xviii. 506, * II. xvi. 386.
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the sovereign was indeed ideally distinguishable from
his regal one ; for Agamemnon was"

aiMporepov, j3a<nkeijs T ayaObs, /cparepo's r' alxwrfs-

Still, martial excellence was expected of him. When
Hippolochus despatched his son Glaucus to Troy, he
enjoined him always to be valiant, and always to excel
his comrades in armsx.

Lastly, the king was a proprietor. Ulysses had very
large landed property, and as many herds and flocks,
says Eumseus in a spirit of loyal exaggeration, as
any twenty chiefs alive>\ And Homer, who always
reserves his best for the Lycians, has made Sarpedon
declare, in an incomparable speech, the virtual condition
on which estates like these were held. He desires
Glaucus to recollect, why it is that they are honoured
in Lycia with precedence at banquets, and with greater
portions than the rest, why looked upon as deities, why
endowed with great estates of pasture and corn land by
the banks of Xanthus; it is that they may the more
boldly face the burning battle, and be great in the eyes
and in the minds of their companions. So entirely
is the idea of dignity and privilege in the Homeric
king founded upon the sure ground of duty, of re-
sponsibility, and of toil2.

What Hippolochus taught, and Sarpedon stated, is
in exact correspondence with the practical part of the
narrative of Glaucus in the Sixth Book. When Belle-
rophon had fully approved himself in Lycia by his
prowess, the king of the country gave him his daughter
in marriage, together with one half of his kingdom ;
and the Lycians presented him with a great and fertile
demesne.

u II- i"- i79- x II. vi. 207.
>' Od. xiv. 98. z 11. xji_ 3x0-28.
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This estate is called re/mevos; a name never applied
in Homer but to the properties of deities and of rulers
He uses the word with reference to the glebe-lands of

Spercheius, II. xxiii. 148.
Venus, Od. viii. 362.
Ceres, II. ii. 696.
Jupiter, II. viii. 48.

And to the domains of
Bellerophon, II. vi. 194.
iEneas (promised by the Trojan community if he

should slay Achilles), II. xx. 184.
Meleager, II. ix. 574.
Sarpedon and Glaucus, II. xii. 313.
The flao-iXev? on the Shield, II. xviii. 550.
Iphition {iroXeuov riyrirwp Xawv), II. XX. 3 9 1 .
Alcinous, Od. vi. 293.
Ulysses, Od. xi. 184, and xvii. 299.

On the other hand, the merely rich man (II. xi. 68)
has an apovpa, not a rifievos; and the farm of Laertes is
called aypos, not Te/u.evo$. And why ? Because it was a
private possession, acquired by him apparently out of
savings (Od. xxiv. 2,06);

ov pa TTOT' avrbs

Aa€pTijs KTtaruTffev, iirel ixd\a 770AA' ep.6yrj(rev.

The word re/nevos is probably from Te/uvw, or from
the same root with that verb, and signifies land which,
having been cut off from the original common stock,
available for the uses of private persons, has been set
apart for one of the two great public purposes, of
government or of religion.

Besides their great estates, the kings appear to have
had at least two other sources of revenue. One of
these was not without resemblance in form to what we
now call customs'-duties, and may have contained their
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historical germ. In the Book of Genesis, where the
sons of Jacob go down to buy corn in Egypt, they
carry with them a present for the ruler; and doubtless
the object of this practice was to conciliate the protec-
tion to which, as foreigners, and perhaps as suspected
persons, avowedly seeking their own gain, they would
not otherwise have had a claim. 'Take of the best
fruits of the land in your vessels, and carry down the
man a present; a little balm, and a little honey, spices,
and myrrh, nuts, and almonds2.' In conformity with
the practice thus exemplified, when Euueus in the
Seventh Iliad despatches his ships from Lemnos to
sell wine to the Greek army, in return for which they
obtain slaves, hides, and other commodities, he sends
a separate supply, x^ia f^erpa, as a present to the
two sons of Atreus". Agamemnon indeed is, in the
Ninth Book, slily twitted by Nestor with the largeness
of the stores of wine, that he had contrived to accu-
mulate.

So likewise we find that certain traders, sailing to
Scheria, made a present to Alcinous, as the sovereign,
of the captive Eurymedusa. When we compare this
with the case of Euneus, the gift obviously appears to
have been a consideration for permission to trade1".

The other source of revenue traceable in the Iliad
was one sure to lead to the extensive corruptions, which
must already have prevailed in the time of Hesiod. It
consisted in fees upon the administration of justice.
In the suit described upon the shield, the matter at
issue is a fine for homicide. But quite apart, as it
would seem, from this fine, there lie in the midst, duly
' paid into court,' two talents of gold, to be given at
the close to him, of all the judges, who should deliver

z Gen. xliii. n . H II. vii. 467-75. b Qd. vii. 8-11.
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the most upright, that is the most approved, judg-
ment1':

7(5 80/j.ef 6s ixera roi<7i hU-qv iOvvTara elnoi.

However righteous the original intention of a payment
in this form, it is easy to estimate its practical tendencies,
and curious to remark how early in the course of time
they were realized.

On the other hand, the great possessions of the king
were not given him for his own use alone. Over and
above the general obligation of hospitality to strangers,
it Mas his duty to entertain liberally the principal persons
among his subjects. Doubtless this provided the ex-
cuse, which enabled the Suitors to feast upon the stores
of Ulysses, without the shame, in the very outset, of
absolute rapine. And it would appear from the Odyssey
that Alithersesc and other friends of the royal house,
frequented the table there as well as its enemies,
though not perhaps so constantly.

In the Seventh Iliad, after his fight with Hector,
Ajaxd repairs, not invited, but as if it were a matter
of course, to share the hospitality of Agamemnon. In
the Ninth Book, Nestor urges Agamemnon to give a
feast to the elders, as a duty of his office :

lo(K€ TOI, ovroi
adding,

TToXeecrcn 8'

and then to take their counsel. But perhaps the
ordinary exercise of this duty is best exhibited in the
case of Alcinous, who is discovered by Ulysses on his
arrival entertaining his brother kings in his palace?.

I have not here taken specific notice of the Swrivai,
or tributes, which, as Agamemnon promised, Achilles

13 II. xviii. 508. c Od. xvii. 68. d II. vii. 313.
e II. ix. 70. f Ibid. 73. <? Od. vii. 49, 108.
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was to receive, from the seven cities, that it was pro-
posed to place under his dominion. The expression is1',

0? K4 e bcdTivrjai 6ebv &s ri/xrJcToucru',

na( ol VTIO (TKqiiTpu Xmapiis TfKeovtri fe'/xio-ras.

The connection of the ideas in the two lines respect-
ively would appear to show, that the Swnvai may be no
more than the fees payable to the sovereign on the ad-
ministration of justice.

Thus then the king might draw his ordinary revenues
mainly from the following sources :

First and principally, the public re/uevof, or demesne
land.

Next, his own private acquisitions, such as the aypoi
of Laertes.

Thirdly, the fees on the administration of justice.
Fourthly, the presents paid for licenses to trade.
The position of Agamemnon, the greatest king of

the heroic age, constitutes in itself too considerable a
feature of Greek polity at that period to be dismissed
without especial notice.

He appears to have united in himself almost every
advantage which could tend to raise regal power to its
acme. He was of a house moving onward in its as yet
unbroken career of accumulating greatness : he was
the head of that house, supported in Lacedsemon by his
affectionate brother Menelaus; and the double title of
the two was fortified with twin supports, by their mar-
riages with Clytemnestra and Helen respectively. This
family was at the head of the energetic race which
ruled, and deserved to rule, in the Greek peninsula; and
which apparently produced such large and full develop-
ments of personal character, as the world has never

155-
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seen, either before or since, at so infantine a stage of
civilization. There were various kings in the army be-
fore Troy, but among them all the race of Pelopids was
the most kingly1. Agamemnon possessed the courage,
strength, and skill of a warrior, in a degree surpassed
only by the very greatest heroes of his nation; and
(according to Homer) evidently exceeding that of
Hector, the chief Trojan warrior opposed to him. He
must have been still in the flower of his age; and
though neither gifted with extraordinary talents, nor
with the most popular or attractive turn of character,
yet he possessed in a high degree the political spirit, the
sense of public responsibility, the faculty of identifying
himself with the general mind and will. Avarice and
irresolution appear to have been the two most faulty
points in his composition.

His dominions were the largest which, up to that
time, had been known in that portion of the world : in-
cluding Greece, from Mount Olympus to the Malean
Cape, reaching across to the islands on the coast of Asia
Minor, and even capable of being held to include the
island of Cyprus. Before Troy, his troops were TTOXV

Tr\ei<TToi KOU api<rroi (TI. ii. 577), which must imply, as
his ships were not greatly more numerous than those
of some other contingents, that they were of large size;
and he also supplied the Arcadians, who had none of
their own, (v. 612.) Lastly, he bore upon him the
mellow brightness of the patriarchal age, signified by
the title ava^ avSpwv.

Thucydides was not an antiquarian, or he would have
left on his history more marks of his researches in that
department. But he seems to have formed with care

i II. X. 239.
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the opinions which he •expresses on archaic Greece, in
the admirable introduction to his great work. Among
them he says that, as he conceives, the fear of Aga-
memnon operated more powerfully than the oath given
to Tyndareusk, or than good will, in the formation of
the confederacy which undertook the war of Troy.

It seems clear from Homer, that the name and fame
of Agamemnon were known far beyond the limits of
Greece, and that the reputation of being connected
with him was thought to be of value. For Menelaus,
on his return from Pharos to Egypt, erected there a
funeral mound in his honour, 1v ao-fieo-rov ic\e6s «i/;
which he would not have done in a country, to whose
inhabitants that monarch was unknown. And again,
when Ulysses is challenged by the Cyclops to declare,
to what and to whom he and his crew belong, he makes
the reply, that they are the subjects of Agamemnon,
the son of Atreusm :

Kaol 81 'ArpeiSeco 'Aya^fivovos ev\6jxeQ' etvat,

rod 8rj vvv ye [xeyurrov vitovp&viov KXIOS £<TTIV.

Ulysses evidently conceives the fame of the great mo-
narch, thus enhanced by success, to have been likely to
supply any one who belonged to him with a defence
against the formidable monster, before whom he stood.

The statements of Homer respecting the position of
Agamemnon and the motives of the war, fall short of,
but are not wholly at variance with, the opinion which
has been expressed by Thucydides. Of the oath to
Tyndareus Homer knows nothing: but he tells us of the
oath, by which the Greek chieftains had bound them-
selves to prosecute the expedition. Before setting out,
they had a solemn ceremonial at Auiis; they offered

k Thuc. i. 9. 1 Od. iv. 584. m ()&. ix. 263.
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sacrifices, they made libations, they swore, they pledged
hands11, they saw a portent, and had it interpreted by
Calchas0. But all this only shows that the Atreidse were
conscious how formidable an enterprise they were about,
and how they desired accordingly that their companion
kings should, after having once embarked, be as deeply
pledged as possible to go forward. It does not tell us
what was the original inducement to enter into the
undertaking. Again, it does not appear that the Greeks
in general cared much about the abduction or even the
restoration of Helen. The only passage directly touching
the point is the one in which AgamemnonP expresses
his opinion that, if Menelaus should die of his wound,
the army would probably return home. It seems as
if Agamemnon thought, that without doubt they
would then be in honour released from their engage-
ment, and that they would at once avail themselves
of their freedom. The hope of booty, however, would
do much; and the members of a conquering race
unite together with great facility for purposes of war,
through a mixture of old fellow-feeling and the love
of adventure, as well as through anticipation of spoil.
On the other hand, it was evidently no small matter
to organize the expedition: much time was consumed;
a friendly embassy to Troy had been tried without
success; the ablest princes, Nestor and Ulysses, were
employed in obtaining cooperation. The general con-
clusion, I think, is, that a combination of hope, sym-
pathy, respect, and fear, but certainly a very strong
personal feeling, whatever its precise ingredients may
have been, towards the Pelopid house, must have ope-
rated largely in the matter. And it is in this spirit
that we should construe the various declarations of

u II. ii. 303-7. 339-41. ° Ibid. 308, 322. P II. iv. 169-72.
F
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Homer respecting those who came to the war, as
courting the Atreidse, and as acting for their honour;
namely these,

efityo-i (pepovTes- Od. v. 30J.
vi fjpa (pepovres. II. xiv. 132.

apvvp-evoi Mei»e\d(i) trot re, Kvv&va. II. i. 159.

Before Troy, Agamemnon is always regarded by
others as responsible for the expedition, and it is plain
that he so regards himself. The use of his sceptre by
Ulysses in the great eflFort to stem the torrent of the
retiring multitude, is highly significant of the influence
belonging to his station ; and when Ulysses argues with
the leaders, he rests his case on the importance of
knowing the whole mind of Agamemnon, while he
strongly dwells on bis royal authority, and on the
higher authority of heaven as its foundation.

His position, however, did not place him above the
influence of jealousy and fear: for he was gratified
when he saw Achilles and Ulysses, the first of his chief-
tains, at variance''. And bis weight and authority de-
pended for their efficacy on reason, and on the free will
of the Greeks. Agamemnon takes Briseis from Achilles
by an act of force; but he nowhere seeks to move the
army, or the individuals composing it, upon that princi-
ple ; nor does the prolongation of the service appear to
have been placed beyond the judgment of the particular
chiefs and of the troops. Achilles not only declares that
he will go, but says he will advise others to go with
himr, and asks Pboenix to remain in his tent for the
purpose. The deference paid to the Head is a defer-
ence according to measure ; and the measure is that of
his greater responsibility, his heavier stake in the wars.

q Od. vii. 77. «• II. ix. 356-63, 417-30. II. iv. 415-8.
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His functions in regard to the host are, to think for
and advise it in council, and to stimulate it by exhor-
tation and example in the field. If we may rely on
Homer, it was essentially, so far as regarded the rela-
tion between the general in chief and the rest of the
body, a free military organization.

The Agamemnon of Homer does not appear to be
intended by the Poet for a man of genius. But on
this very account, the dominance of political ideas in
his mind is more remarkable. On political grounds he
is ready to give up Cbryseis1. On political grounds he
quells his own avarice, and slays Trojans instead of
taking ransom for them". He deeply feels the respon-
sibilities of his station, and care banishes his sleep. The
amiable trait in his character is his affection for Mene-
laus, and in this, as in many other respects, he recalls
the Jupiter of Homer, whose selfishness is nowhere re-
lieved, except by paternal affection.

Further, Agamemnon, though without genius, is a
practitioner in finesse. In his love of this art, I fear,
he resembles the tribe of later politicians. He resem-
bles them, too, in outwitting himself by means of it:
he is ' hoist upon his own petard.' This seems to be,
in part at least, the explanation of his unhappy device in
the Second Iliad, to prepare the people for an attack on
Troy, by counselling them to go home forthwith. The
breakdown of his scheme is, as it were, the first-fruits
of retribution for his art] in the First Book.

As, upon the whole, there is no idea of selfishness
involved in the prerogatives of the Homeric king, so is
it clear that, except as against mere criminals, there is
no general idea of coercion. The Homeric king reigns
with the free assent of his subjects—an assent inde-

t II. i. 117. u II. vi. 45-62.
F 2
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terminate, but real, and in both points alike resembling
his kingly power. The relation between ruler and ruled
is founded in the laws and condition of our nature.
Born in a state of dependence, man, when he attains
to freedom and capacity for action, finds himself the
debtor both of his parents and of society at large; and
is justly liable to discharge his debt by rendering ser-
vice in return. Of this we have various indications in
Homer, with respect to parents in particular. Those
who die )7oung, like Simoeisius by the hand of Ajax*,
die before they have repaid to their parents the cost,
that is the care, of their education (OpeTrrpd). In a most
remarkable and characteristic passage, Phoenix describes
how, when he was young, some deity restrained his
wrath against his father, and shows the infamy that
would attend the taking away of that life, in a coun-
try where voluntary homicide, in general, was regarded
more as a misfortune than a crime" :

os p" evl dvjAto

hrj\xov 9fJK€ <P&TII>, Koi oveibea TTOAA' avdpa>Tt<ov,

o)j \i7] Trarpcxfrovos per 'A^atoXiriv Kakeoiixrjv.

The reciprocal obligations of father and son are
beautifully shown by Andromache in her lament over
Hector, when she speaks of her childx :

OVTe (TV TOijTti)

«We<u, "E/erop, oveiap, eirel Oaves, ovre <rol ovros.

As to the relation between the subject and the sove-
reign authority, it seems everywhere to be taken for
granted. In the Twenty-fourth Odyssey, the object of
those who march against Ulysses is not to put down
authority, but to avenge the deaths of their sons and
brothers. But there appears nowhere in Homer the

t II. iv. 473-9- " II. ix. 459.
x II. xxii. 485. Od. xxiv. 434.
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idea that in this relation could be involved a difference
of interest, or even of opinion, between class and class,
between governors and governed. The king or chief
was uplifted to set a high example, to lead the common
counsels to common ends, to conduct the public and
common intercourse with heaven, to decide the strifes
of individuals, to defend the borders of the territory
from invasion. That the community at home, or any
regularly subsisting class of it, could require repression
or restraint from the government, was an idea happily
unknown to the Homeric times.

Those classes, indeed, were few and simple. There
was, first of all, the king ; and round him his family
and his K^pvKe?, the Serjeants or heralds, who were his
immediate, and apparently his only immediate, agents.
They conveyed his orders; they assisted him in the
Assembly, in sacrifice, and in banquets. They appear
to be the only executive officers that are found in Ho-
mer. With these was the Bard, apparently also an in-
dispensable member of royal households. Both were
recognised among the established professions.

Next to the kings and other sovereigns, we must
place the chief proprietors of the country. In the
Odyssey, we find the members of the aristocracy hav-
ing their own estates and functions, and sustaining the
part of yepovreg, or leaders in the Assembly. The judi-
cial office, as we have seen from the Shield and other-
wise, was in their hands, probably by delegation. But
it would appear, that the distinction between them and
the sovereign family was rather a broad one ; since, in
almost every case, we seem to find the prince contract-
ing a marriage beyond his own borders. Laertes brings
Anticlea^ from the neighbourhood of Parnassus ; The-

y Od. xi. 85.
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seus marries Ariadne from Crete; Agamemnon and
Menelaus, belonging to Mycenae, are united to the
daughters of the king of Sparta; of the two daughters
of Icarius,Ulysses in Ithaca married Penelope, and Eu-
melus in Pherse married Iphthime (Od.iv. 797); one of
tiie two, at least, and perhaps both, must have married
from a considerable distance; Menelaus sends his beau-
tiful daughter Hermione to be the wife of Neoptolemus
in Thessaly : and the only instance, even apparently in
the opposite sense, seems to be that of his son Mega-
penthes, who married a Spartan damsel, the daughter
of Alector. But then Megapenthes was not legitimate;
he was born of a slave-mother, and therefore he was
not a prince2. All these facts seem to show us that
the royal houses formed a network among themselves,
spread over Greece, and keeping pretty distinct from
the aristocracy: a circumstance which may, in some
degree, help to explain the wonderful patience and
constancy of Penelope.

Next to the nobles, and in the third place, we
may class what we should now call trades and profes-
sions : observing, however, that, in Homer's time, both
the useful arts and the fine arts had a social dignity,
as compared with that of wealth and station, which
the former have long ago lost, and which the later
have not retained in as full manner as perhaps might
be desired, not for their own advantage merely, but to
secure due honour for labour, and the humanizing effect
of this kind of labour in particular for society at large.
I draw the proof of their estimation in the heroic age,
first, from the manner in which they are combined
under the common designation of r>>i/ui6epyo[, and ar-

z Od. iv. lo-is .
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ranged in a mixed order, the preference being only given
by a more emphatic description to the barda:

TG>V, O\ brjfuoepyol eaaiv,

/xai'Tiv, r) irjTrjpa K<XKG>V, T) TeKTOva bovpcov,

r/ na.1 Oeamv aoidov, o xev T(pT:r\cnv ae(8a>v ;

Here I take reKrova Sovpoov to represent the entire
class of artificers, of whom many are named in Homer;
in a poor country like Ithaca, depending very much on
the use of boats for fishing and for its communications,
the carpenters might naturally represent the whole.

And next, from the manner in which these arts
were practised by princes, it seems plain that there was
nothing in the pursuit of them inconsistent with high
rank. The physicians, or surgeons rather, of the Greek
army, Podaleirius and Machaon, were themselves princes
and commanders of a contingent: and even Paris, who
was not the man to demean himself by employments
beneath his station, seems to have taken the chief share
in the erection of his own palaceb :

ra p avrbs erev^e <rvv avhpacriv, o\ TOT apicrTOt

tfcrav ivl Tpoir] kpifiakaKi Tenroves avbpes.

Again, the bard of Agamemnon was appointed quasi-
guardianc to Clytemnestra in her husband's absence:
and Phemius, the bard of Ulyssesd, proceeded to the
Assembly of the Twenty-fourth Odyssey in order to
prevent any tumult, together with Medon the herald,
who addressed the people accordingly. The heralds, or
Serjeants, are also recognised as $tj[Moepyole. Again, Ali-
therses, being the navTi<s or seer of the island, and ap-
parently the only one, takes part in the debates both
of the Second and of the Twenty-fourth Books.

» Od. xvii. 383. b II. vi. 314. c Od. iii. 267.
d Od. xvii. 263. xxiv. 439. e Od. xix. 135.
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The professions, then, thus far are five:
1. Seers. 4. Bards.
2. Surgeons. 5. Heralds.
3. Artificers.

We may remark the absence of priests and mer-
chants. Not that merchants were unknown: we find
them mentioned by Euryalus the Phaeacian, as vpn^n-
/je?, but their business was esteemed sordid; it too
much resembled that of the kidnapper or swindler,
and it is the reproach of seeming to belong to this class
that smartly stings Ulyssesf. And even the merchant
Mentes, whose form was assumed by Pallas, belonged to
the Taphians, a tribe of pirates%. As yet, neither the
order of priests would seem to have been completely
taken over from the Pelasgians, nor the class of mer-
chants formed in imitation of the Phoenicians.

After the classes we have named, come the great mass
of the population, who till the ground and tend the live
stock for themselves or their employers, if free, and for
their lords if slaves. The fisherman, too, is distinctly
noticed11 in Ithaca. Mr. Grote classes with the free
husbandmen the artisans1, and separates both of them
from the Otjreg, or hired labourers, and the slaves. It
appears to me, however, that we ought to distinguish
the artisans from the mere husbandmen, as having been
in a higher station. On the other hand, I see no passage
in Homer which clearly gives to the husbandmen as a
class a condition superior to that of the hired servants,
or eveu, perhaps, the slaves. The evidence of the
poems is not clear as to the existence or extent of a
peasant proprietary. We must beware of confound-
ing those conceptions of a slavery maintained whole-

f Od. viii. 161. g Od. i. 183.
h Od. xxiv. i Hist. Greece ii. p. 84.
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sale for the purposes of commerce, which our ex-
perience supplies, with its earliest form, in which the
number of slaves would seem to have been small, and
their ranks to have been recruited principally by war,
with slight and casual aid from kidnapping. In those
times, the liability to captivity would seem to have
affected all men alike, independently of all distinctions
whether in rank or in blood. The sons of Priam were
sold into slavery like any one else: the only difference
was, that, in proportion to the wealth of the parents,
there was a better chance of ransom. It would appear
that the slaves of Homer were properly, even when
not indoor, yet domestic. The women discharged the
indoor and household offices: except that a few men
performed strictly personal services about their masters,
as SptjtTTijpes and as carversk (depdirovTe Sari/move Sairpo-

a-vvawv). But the men-slaves were more largely em-
ployed out of doors in the care of flocks and herds,
fields and vineyards. Thus, the slaves were in a differ-
ent position apparently from the freemen, for they seem
to have been gathered as servants and attendants round
the rich. It would appear, however, from the case of
Eumseus, who had a slave of his own, Mesaulios1, that
they might hold property for themselves. Again, not
Eumseus only, but in the Twenty-fourth Odyssey Dolius
and his six sons, sit down to table together with Ulysses,
and fondly clasp his hands. They bear arms too; and this
could not have been very strange, for Homer describes
the arming of the sons without remark, while he calls
both the father and Laertes, on account of their old agem,

k Od.xvi. 248,253,also Sairpos, and may fairly be rendered
Od. i. 141. There were likewise 'masters of the ceremonies.' (Od.
in Scheria nine ala-v/ivriTai, who viii. 258.)
made arrangements for the dance. ' Od. xiv. 449—52.
These were public officers (%uoi) m Od. xxiv. 498.
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avayicaiot iroXefAHTTaL The moral deterioration of slaves
is noticed very strongly by Eumseus himself"1, though
not with reference to himself. We have, however, no
reason to suppose that their outward condition was
inferior to that of the free labouring population in any
thing, except that we must presume they did not take
part in the assemblies or in war. When Achilles" in
the infernal regions compares the highest condition
there with the lowest on earth, he does not choose the
slave, but the labourer for hire (dyTeve/uev is his expres-
sion), as the type of a depressed condition upon earth.
The state of the hired servant probably resembled that
of the slave in being dependent upon others, and fell
beneath it in the point of security. This is the more
likely, because the point of the passage turns on the
poverty of the employer,

avbpl Trap' anXr/pui, <o jurj / 3 « T O ? To)ivs em,

as constituting the misery of the servant.
Indeed, if we consider the matter a little further, we

shall perhaps see the greater reason to think, that the
expression OqTeve/Aev has been chosen otherwise than at
random. What do we mean by a hired servant, at a
period in the movement of society when money did not
exist? We can only mean one who was paid by food,
clothes, and lodging, like a slave, but who was not, like
a slave, permanently attached to his master or his mas-
ter's estate. The difference between the two would
thus lie in the absence of the permanent tie : a differ-
ence much more against the dw, than in his favour.

The position, then, of the slaves was probably analo-
gous to that of domestic servants among ourselves, who
practically forfeit the active exercise of political privi-
leges, but are in many respects better off than the

m Od. xvii. 320-3. n Od. xi. 489-91.
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mass of those who depend on bodily labour. It doubt-
less grew out of the state of things in which slaves
were practically servants, and servants of the rich, that
masters, or a'cowcres", were regarded as constituting the
wealthy class of the community.

I stop for a moment to observe, that the view here
taken of the comparatively restricted numbers and
sphere of the slaves in heroic Greece may serve in some
degree to answer the question, why do we not hear of
them in the army of the Iliad? As men of equal blood
with the Greeks themselves, they would perhaps be
dangerous comrades in arms. As persons established
in charge of the property of the lord, there would be a
strong motive to leave them behind for its care. It is
very difficult to judge how far the state of heroic
Greece bore any resemblance to the feudal system of
the later middle ages, and whether it did not present a
more substantial correspondence with the allodial sys-
tem of the earlier. We have before us a large number
of independent proprietors, each bound by usage pro-
bably to render personal service, but we have nothing
that resembles the obligation to bring so many re-
tainers into the field with reference to the size of the
estate. And accordingly, in the Iliad we do not find
many merely personal retainers. The menial services in
the tent of Achilles are performed by the women-cap-
tives, or by Patroclus in person. After Patroclus was
dead, his tent was attended only by Automedon, his
charioteer, and by one other warrior. Agamemnon had
no other male attendants that we hear of, except his
two herald-serjeants, Talthybius and Eurybates, who
discharged a double function0:

T(O 01 <k<JaV K7)pVKt KOt DTpr/pO) OepCLTTOPTf.

n Od. xiii. 223. ° II. i. 321-
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We may infer from the poems, that each independent
family furnished one or more of its members, drawn by
lot, to serve in the expedition?. Such is the declara-
tion of the pseudo-Myrmidon to Priam: and again, in
the Odyssey we find iEgyptius^ of Ithaca had sent one
son to Troy, while he kept three at home. The infer-
ence is strengthenedr by the negative evidence of the
Twenty-fourth Odyssey. Theres Dolius the slave ap-
pears with no less than six sons: but no mention is
made of any member of his family as having attended
Ulysses to Troy, although, if there had been such a
person, some reference to him here, in the presence of
Ulysses just returned, would have been most appro-
priate. Indeed, the six are introduced as 'the sons' of
Dolius, which of itself almost excludes the idea of his
having sent any son to the war.

Again, we see that the whole mass of the soldiery
attended the assemblies, and were there addressed by
kings and chiefs in terms which seemed to imply a
brotherhood. They are ' friends, Danaan heroes, satel-
lites of Mars',' and it is hard to suppose such words
could be addressed to persons held in slavery, however
mild, familiar, or favourable. The employment of these
terms may suggest a comparison with our own modes
of public address, according to which the word ' Gen-
tlemen' would be commonly used, though the audience
should be composed in great part of the humbler class.
But all these words are so many proofs of that political
freedom, pervading the community and the spirit of its
institutions as a whole, which exacts this kind of hom-
age from the great and wealthy on public occasions.

P II. xxiv. 396-400. q Od. ii. 17. r ibid. 474.
» Od. xxiv. 387. 497. t ji. ij, I I O
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It was a natural and healthful sign of the state of
political society, that slavery was held to be odious.
But it was odious on account of its effects on the
mind, and not because it entailed cruelty or oppres-
sion. There is not, I think, a single passage in the
poems which in any degree conveys the impression
either of hardship endured, or of resentment felt, by
any slave of the period.

Neither, as has been said, is there any thing in Homer,
which clearly exhibits to us a peasant-proprietary; or
entitles us positively to assert that the land was culti-
vated to a great extent by small proprietors, each
acting independently for himself. On the one hand,
as has been remarked, we do not find large numbers of
personal retainers and servants about the great men: but,
on the other hand, Homer does not paint for us a single
picture of the independent peasant. In the similes, in
the legends, on the Shield of Achilles, in Ithaca, we hear
much of large flocks and herds, of great proprietors, of
their harvest-fields and their vineyards, but nothing of
the small freeman, with property in land sufficient for
his family, and no more. The rural labour, which he
shows us in action, is organized on a large scale.

The question, what after all was the actual condition
of the Greek people in the age of the Troica, is thus
left in great obscurity. It is indeed at once the capital
point, and the one of which history, chronicle, and
poem commonly take the least notice. Upon the
whole it would appear most reasonable, while abstain-
ing from too confident assertion, to suppose,

i. That, as respected primogeniture and the dispo-
sition of landed property, society was aristocratically
organized.

a. That this aristocratic organization, being founded
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on military occupation, embraced a rather wide range
of greater and of smaller proprietors.

3. That these proprietors, by superior wealth, energy,
and influence, led the remainder of the population.

4. That there may have existed a peasant-proprietary
class in considerable numbers, neither excluded from
political privilege nor exempt from military service,
but yet not combined, under ordinary circumstances,
by any community of interest or of hardship ; led, not
unwillingly, by the dominant Achaean race; and by no
means forming a social element of such interest or at-
tractiveness, in the view of the Poet, as to claim a
marked place or vivid delineation, which it certainly
has not received, on his canvass.

5. That the cultivation of the greater estates was
carried on by hired labourers and by slaves, between
which two classes, for that period, no very broad line of
distinction can be drawn.

It is not within the scope of this work to enter
largely upon the 'political economy' of the Homeric
age. But, as being itself an important feature of
polity, it cannot be altogether overlooked; and this
appears to be the place for referring to it.

There has been, of late years, debate and research
respecting the name given to the important science,
which treats of the creation and distribution of wealth.
The phrase ' political economy,' which has been esta-
blished by long usage, cannot be defended on its
merits. The name Chrematistic has been devised in its
stead; an accurate, but perhaps rather dry definition,
which does not, like the names IIoXiTt/o; and 'H&/c>7,
and like the exceptionable title it is meant to displace,
take the human being, who is the real subject of the
science, into view. Homer has provided us beforehand
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with a word which, as it appears to me, retrenches the
phrase ' economy' precisely in the point where retrench-
ment is required. The Ulysses of the Fourteenth
Odyssey, in one of his fabulous accounts of himself as
a Cretan, states",

epyov 6e /xot ov <f>i\ov eaicev

oi>8' oiK<ii(pt\irj, rjre rp£<$>ei aykaa Tewa.

And T believe that, were it not too late to change a
name, ' political oecophely' precisely expresses the idea
of the science, which, having its fountain-head in good
housekeeping, treats, when it has reached its expansion
and maturity, of the ' Wealth of Nations.'

It was not surprising, that the Greeks of the heroic
age should have a name for the business of growing
wealthy; for it was one to which Hellenes, as well as
Pelasgians, appear to have taken kindly. Of this we find
various tokens. Though the spirit of acquisition had not
yet reached the point, at which it becomes injurious to
the general development of man, we appear to have in
the distinguished house of the Pelopids at least one
isolated example of its excess. We have the friendly
testimony of Nestor, as well as the fierce invective of
Achilles"', to show that in Agamemnon it constituted a
weakness : and he is distinguished in war from the other
great chieftainsx, by his habit of forthwith stripping
those whom he had slain. But Ulysses also, to whom we
may be certain that Homer did not mean in this matter
to impute a fault, was, according to Eumseus?, richer
than any twenty; and after making every allowance
for friendly exaggeration, we cannot doubt that Homer
meant us to understand that, in the wealth of those

u Od. xiv. 222. w II. ix. 70-73, 330-3. i. 121.
*II. xi. 100, 110. y Od. xiv. 96-104.
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days, he was very opulent. The settlement from time
to time of Phoenicians in Greece, and the ready docility
of the Hellenes in the art of navigation, are signs to the
same effect. The idea of wealth again is deeply in-
volved in the name of 6'A/3o?, which appears to mean a
god-given felicity: and /xaKap is the epithet in common
of the gods, the rich man, and the happy man2. Not
that the Greeks of those times were, in a greater
degree than ourselves, the slaves of wealth, but that
they spoke out in their simplicity, here, as also with
other matters, what we keep in the shade; and thus
they made a greater show of particular propensities,
even while they had less of them in reality.

But, even more than from particular signs, I estimate
the capacity of the Homeric Greeks for acquisition
from the state of facts in the poems. Here we observe
a remarkable temperance, and even a detestation of
excess, in all the enjoyments of the senses, combined
with the possession, not only of a rude abundance in
meat, corn, and wine, but with the principle of orna-
ment, largely, though inartificial ly, established in their
greater houses and gardens; with considerable stores of
the precious as well as the useful metals, and of fine
raiment; and with the possession of somewhat rich works
of art, both in metal and embroidery. This picture
seems to belong to a stage, although a very early one,
in a process of rapid advance to material wealth and
prosperity. The wealth and the simplicity of manners,
taken together, would seem to imply that they had not
yet had time to be corrupted by it, and consequently
that, by their energy and prudence, they had gathered
it promptly and with ease.

z The gods, II. i. 599 et alibi. The rich man, II. xi. 68. Od. i. 217.
The happy man, Od. vi. 158. xi. 482. II. iii. 182. xxiv. 377.
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The commercial intercourse of the age, however, was
still an intercourse of barter. There can hardly be a
stronger sign of the rudeness of trading relations, than
the Homeric use of the word xpe'°s- It signifies both
the obligation to pay a debt regularly contracted for
value received (Od. iii. 367), and the liability to sustain
retaliation after an act of rapine (II. xi. 686, 8). The
possession of the precious metals was probably confined
to a very few. Both these, and iron, which apparently
stood next to them in value, formed prizes at the
Games; in which, speaking generally, only kings and
chiefs took part. A certain approximation had been
made towards the use of them as money, that is, as the
measure of value for other commodities. For, as they
were divided into fixed quantities, those quantities
were in all likelihood certified by some mark or stamp
upon them. Nor do we ever find mere unwrought
gold and silver estimated or priced in any other com-
modity. The arms of Glaucus are indeed eKaTop.-
fio'ia3-, and they are -^pva-ea. But this means gilded or
adorned with gold; an object made of gold would
with Homer be irayxpvG-eos. Such are the dva-avoi, the
gold drops or tassels of Minerva's iEgis; each of which
is worth an hundred oxen. Thus gold, when manufac-
tured, even if not when in mass, had its value expressed
in oxenb.

It is possible that gold and silver may, to a limited
extent, have been used as a standard, or as a medium
of exchange. The payment of the judge's fee in the
Eighteenth Iliad suggests, though it does not abso-
lutely require, this supposition. Like writing in the
Homeric age, like printing when it was executed from
a mould among the Ancients, the practice may have

a II. vi. 236. b II. ii. 448, 9.
G
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existed essentially, but in a form and on a scale that
deprived it of importance, by limiting its extent.

The arms of Glaucus and Diomed, and the drops of
Minerva's iEgis, are, as we have seen, valued or priced
in oxen. The tripod, which was the first prize for the
wrestlers of the Twenty-third Book, was valued at
twelve oxen: the captive woman, who was the se-
cond, accomplished in works of industry, was worth
fourc.

But Laertes gave for Euryclea no less than twenty
oxen, or rather the value of twenty oxen (eeiKoard/3oia <5'
eSootcev, Od. i. 431). We need not ascribe the differ-
ence in costliness to the superior merit of Euryclea;
but we may presume the explanation to be, that La-
ertes, in time of peace, paid for Euryclea the high
price of an importing market; whereas the Greeks, in
a state of war before Troy, had probably more captives
than they knew how to feed. They were, at any rate,
in the country of production: and the price was low
accordingly.

When we find it said that a woman slave was esti-
mated at four oxen, we are not enabled at once to judge
from such a statement whether oxen were a measure of
value, or whether the meaning simply was, that a man,
who wanted such a slave, would give four oxen for
her. But the case of Euryclea clears up this point.
For what Laertes gave was not the twenty oxen, but
something equal to them, something in return for
Avhich they could ordinarily be had. Again, Lycaon
brought Achilles the value of a hundred oxen, a hun-
dred oxen's worthd. In this case, then, oxen are used
as a medium for the expression of value.

In a passage of the Odyssey, we find that the Suitors,
e II. xxiii, 702-5. d II. xxi. 79.
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when they try to make terms with Ulysses in his wrath,
promise as follows by the mouth of Eurymachusd;

\akKov re yjivaov T airobdaofxev, elaoKe crop K%>
lavdrj.

This has been rendered as a double engagement to
pay the oxen and the metals. It seems to me, from
the construction of the passage, as if it would be more
properly understood to be a declaration, that they
would each of them bring him a compensation of the
value of twenty oxen in gold, and in copper. If Eury-
machus had meant to express the restoration of the live
stock of Ulysses, it is not likely that he would have
spoken of oxen only, especially in the goat-feeding and
swine-feeding Ithaca.

There is another passage in the poems, which seems
to carry a similar testimony one point further. When
Euneus sends ships with wine to the Greek camp, the
Greeks pay him for his wine, some with copper, some
with iron, some with hides, some with slaves, and some
with oxen. Slaves, as we have seen, would probably
be redundant in the camp. The same would be emi-
nently the case with respect to hides; since they would
be redundantly supplied by the animals continually
slaughtered for the subsistence of the army. Even as
to the metals, we need not feel surprise at the passage;
for they were acquired largely by spoil, and not greatly
needed by the force, since wear and tear scarcely con-
stitute an element in the question of supply for those
times. But it is certainly more startling that any of
the Greeks should have sold oxen to the crews of
Euneus. Neither in that age nor in this would any
merchants carry away oxen from a vast and crowded

d Ocl. xxii. 57-9.
G 2,
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camp, where they would be certain to be in the highest
demand. I therefore presume the meaning to be as
follows ; that those particular Greeks, who happened
to have more oxen than they wanted at the moment,
sold them to the people of the ships; and that the
people of the ships took these oxen, in exchange for
wine, not intending to carry them away, but to sell
them again, perhaps against hides or slaves on the
spot, as the live cattle would be certain to find a
ready and advantageous market among other Greeks
of the army.

Oxen therefore, in that age, seem to have come
nearer, than any other commodity, to the discharge of
the functions now performed by the precious metals:
for they were both used to express value, and probably
purchased not for use only, but also with a view to
re-sale. Thus the Homeric evidence, with respect to
them, is in conformity with the testimony of iEschylus
in the Agamemnon, who seems to represent the ox as
the first sign imprinted upon money*5.

The precious metals themselves were much employed
for both personal ornament and for art. This was, no
doubt, their proper and established application ; and
when they are stored, they are stored in common with
other metals not of the same class, and with a view, in
all likelihood, to manufacture.

It appears clear, from the Homeric poems, that silver
was more rare than gold. It is used, when used at all,
in smaller quantities : and it much more rarely appears
in the accounts of stored-up wealth. A like inference
may be drawn, perhaps, from the books of Moses; and
it corresponds with the anticipations we should reason-
ably form from the fact that gold is found in a native

e A gam. 37.
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state, and, even when mixed with other material, is
more readily fitted for use. The extensive employment
of silver only arrives, when society is more advanced,
and when the use of money is more familiar and mi-
nute. Payments in the precious metals on a somewhat
large scale precede those for smaller transactions. We
are not however to infer, from the greater rarity of
silver, that it was more valuable than gold : the value
depending, not on the comparative quantities only, but
upon the compound ratio of the quantities as compared
with the demand. It would however appear from a
passage in the account of the funeral games, that gold,
if not silver, was then much less esteemed than it now
is. For, while a silver bowl was the first prize of the
foot-race, a large and fat ox (perhaps worth three ordi-
nary ones) was the second, and a half talent of gold
was only the thirds.

The position of iron, however, relatively to the other
metals, was very different in the heroic age from what
it now is: and probably its great rarity was due, like
that of silver, to the difficulty of bringing the metal
into a state fit for use ; which could more readily be
effected with copper, with tin, or with nvavos, in what-
ever sense it is to be interpreted. Iron, however, would
appear to have been more valuable than these metals ;
greatly more valuable, in particular, than copper, which is
now worth from fifteen to twenty times as much as iron.
A mass of crude iron is produced at the funeral games
as a prize; and iron made into axe-heads forms another.
No other metal, below the rank of gold and silver, is ever
similarly employed in an unmanufactured state.-—

Let us now turn to a brief view of the polity and
organization of the army.

f II. xxiii. 740-51.
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We perceive the organization of the Greek commu-
nities in a double form : both as a community, properly
so called, in time of peace, a picture supplied by the
Odyssey ; and likewise as an army, according to the de-
lineations of the Iliad.

The differences are worth noting: but they do not
seem to touch fundamental principles. Agamemnon
governed the army by the ordinary political instru-
ments, not by the rules of military discipline. Ari-
stotle^ quotes from the Iliad of his own day and place,
and as proceeding from the mouth of Agamemnon,
the words,

•nap yap e/xoi 6a.va.Tos'

and Grote founds upon this citation the remark, that
' the Alexandrian critics effaced many traces of the old
manners.' But was this really a trace of the old man-
ners? Is there a single passage now remaining of the
Iliad, a single thought, a single word, which at all cor-
responds with the idea that Agamemnon had in his
own hands, in the shape of a defined prerogative, the
power of capital punishment ? Aristotle certainly ac-
cepts the passage, and contrasts this military power of
Agamemnon with the restraints upon him in the
peaceful sphere of the ayoprj; but I am by no means
sure that English institutions do not afford us the
aid of far more powerful analogies for appreciating the
real political spirit of the Homeric poems, than any
that even Aristotle could draw in his own day from
the orientalizing government of Alexander. I do not,
however, so much question the passage, as the con-
struction put upon it. The prerogatives of the Greek
kings were founded in general duty and feeling, not in
law. When Ulysses belaboured Thersites, it was not

S Pol. iii. 14. 5.
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in the exercise of a determinate right, but in obedience
to the dictates of general prudence, which, upon a high
emergency, the general sense approved. Doubtless,
if Agamemnon had caught a runaway from the ranks,
he might have slain him; but is it supposed that
Ulysses might not ? What was the meaning of the
advice of Nestor, to put the poltroons in the middle of
the ranks, but that their comrades about them should
spear them if they should try to run ? There is no
criminal justice, in the proper sense of the term, though
there is civil justice, in either of the Homeric poems ;
the wrongs of man to man are adjusted or requited by
the latter form of remedy, but the ideas on which the
former rests were unknown : there is no king's peace,
more than there is a king's highway : the sanctions of
force are added upon occasion to the general authority
of office by those who bear it, according to the sugges-
tions of their common sense. Had it been otherwise,
Ulysses would never have put the wretched women in
his household, who could not, like the Suitors their
paramours, be politically formidable, to a death, which
fully entitled him to say with the Agamemnon of the
citation, Trap yap i/uol OdvaTo?. The general reverence
for rank and station, the safeguard of publicity, and the
influence of persuasion, are the usual and sufficient in-
struments for governing the army, even as they governed
the civil societies of Greece. In the Assembly of the
army, the quarrel with Achilles takes place : in the As-
sembly arises the tumultuary impulse to return home :
in the Assembly, that impulse having been checked, it
is deliberately resolved to see what they can do by
fighting: in the Assembly it is determined to ask a
truce for burials, and to erect the rampart: in the noc-
turnal Assembly that Council is appointed to sit, which
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sends the abortive mission to Achilles. Every great
measure affecting the whole body is, as we shall find,
adopted in the Assembly: and, finally, it is here that
Agamemnon explicitly confesses and laments his fault,
and that the reconciliation with Achilles is ratified.

We may therefore take the polity, so to speak, of
the Greek army into a common view with that of the
Ithacan ayopti; but first it will be well to sketch its
military organization.

Next to the fia<ri\tjes came the e%o%oi avSpe? (II. ii.
188), or apio-T^es, of the Greek army. They are pretty
clearly distinguished from the kings in the speech of
Achilles (ix. 334); when, after describing the niggard-
liness of Agamemnon with respect to booty, he goes
on to say,

a\\a 8' apiVTijeo-ai 81801; ytpa KCU j3a<n\evcriv

which I understand to mean, he gave to these two
classes prizes different, i. e. proportioned to their re-
spective stations.

The language of the Catalogue pointedly marks the
same distinction in other words. At the beginning, the
Poet invites the Muses to tell him (ver. 487),

oi/nves rj-ye/Jioves Aava&v KCU Koipavoi ri<rav,

and at the close he says (ver. 760),
OVTOI ap' rjye[x6ves Aava&v KCU Koipavoi 7\aav.

These two verses appear to be in evident correspond-
ence with each other: and if so, we may the more con-
fidently rely on the language as carefully chosen to de-
scribe the two classes, first the kings as Kolpavoi (cf. II.
ii. 204, 207), and, secondly, the apicnqes as ^ye/uove?.

This class, it is probable, consisted,
First, of the leaders of the minor and less significant

contingents.
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Secondly, of lieutenants, or those who are named in
the Catalogue as holding inferior commands under the
great leaders (such as Meriones, Sthenelus, and Eury-
alus).

But, below the fyepoves of the Catalogue, there
would appear to have been several grades of minor
officers, in command of smaller subdivisions of the
army. These would seem to have been described by a
general name, tye/noves. When Nestor (ii. 362) advises
the distribution of the army according to (pvXa and
(pprjrpai, it will, he says, have the advantage of showing
not only which of the soldiers, but which of the officers
were good, and which bad. Probably therefore there
were officers of each (pvXov, if not even, under these,
of each (ppyTptj.

Of the Greeks nine are named in II. xi. 301—3, who
were slain by Hector at once, before he went among
the privates (7TAJ/0I;?). Of these nine no one is men-
tioned in any other part of the poem ; and since at the
same time they are expressly declared to be tye/noves,
we may safely look upon them as examples of the class
of minor or secondary officers. From their names,
which have a strong Hellenic colourh, we may ven-
ture at least to conjecture, that this class was chiefly
Achaean, or of Achaean rank, and that the Pelasgian
blood of the army was principally among the common
soldiers.

The maritime order of the armament, which re-
quired a commander for each vessel, necessarily in-
volved the existence of a class of what we may call
subaltern officers.

When Helen describes the chieftains to Priam from

11 Vid. Achseis or Ethnology, p. 574-
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the tower, of whom Idomeneus is one, she proceeds
(II. iii. 231);

d/«/>t hi IUV Kprjr&v ayol rj-yepiOovrai.

Again, when Achilles went with fifty ships to Troy,
he divided his 2500 men under five yyefxove?, whom
he appointed to give the word of command (a-rjixalveiv)
under him. The force thus arranged formed five cn-Ẑ e?
or ranks, II. xvi. 168-72 : and here the private persons
are expressly called h-aipoi (ver. 170). Most probably
these ayoi of the Cretans, and these five Myrmidon
leaders, are to be considered as belonging to a class
below the apuTrrje?, yet above the subalterns.

Lastly, we have to notice the privates, so to speak,
of the Greek army, who are called by the several
names of \ao$ (II. ii. 191. i. 54), c^oy (ii.198), and 7rX̂ -
0w (ii. 278).

In their military character they are indeed a mass of
atoms, undistinguishable from one another, but yet dis-
tinguished by their silence and order, which was founded
probably on confidence in their leaders.

No private or nameless* person of the Greek army,
however, on any occasion performs any feat, either great
or small: these are always achieved by the men of
birth and station: and the three designations we have
mentioned, the only ones which are used to designate
the whole mass of the soldiery, represent them to us as
a community bearing arms, rather than as an army in
any sense that is technical or professional.

All these were entitled to attend the ayoph, or As-
sembly, if they pleased. And accordingly, on the first
Assembly that Achilles attended after renouncing his

1 Even the instance, in II. xiii. 211, of a nameless person who had
simply been wounded is a rare, if not indeed the single, exception.
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wrath, we find that, from the great interest of the oc-
casion, even those persons were present who did not
usually appear: namely, the pilots of the ships, and
others who probably had charge of them while ashore,
together with those who managed the provisioning of
the force (ra/xlai), or, in our language, the commissariat
(II. xix.42-5).

Tn their strictly military capacity they were, however,
divided into

1. iinrrje?, who fought in chariots, commonly (II.
xxiii. 334-40) with two horses. When there were
three (xvi. 467—75), the outrunner was called iraptopog.
The chariot of Hector was drawn by four horses (viii.
185), but we have no such case among the Greeks.
Two persons went in each chariot; of whom the infe-
rior (jvloxos) drove, and the superior (Traps/3aovce) stood
by him free to fight. But probably none of these lir-
7r̂ e? were of the mere TrXtjOvs of the army, or common
soldiery.

1. acriria-rai, the heavy-armed, of the a-Ta§l>] va-fjLivi].

These use the longer spear, the axe, the sword, or the
stone.

3. aKovTia-rai, using the lighter spear (II. xv. 709.
xxiii. 622. Od. xviii. 261).

4. TO^OTCU (II. ii. 720. iii. 79).

Again, the men are distinguished by epithets accord-
ing to mer i t ; each being e£o%o$, ixearrjeis, or xepeioTepos

(II. xii. 269), or even KOKOS ; and with the last-named
the precaution is taken to place them in the midst of
their comrades.

The policy of Nestor, which recommended the mus-
ter of the whole army, with a view to stronger mutual
support among those who had peculiar ties, was en-
tirely in harmony with what we meet elsewhere in the
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poems. For instance, in the defence of the rampart
in the Thirteenth Book, we find Boeotians, Athenians,
and Locriansk, who were neighbours, all mentioned as
fighting side by side.

All ranks apparently went to the Assemblies as free-
men, and were treated there by their superiors with
respect. It was not those of the common sort in ge-
neral, but only such as were clamorous for the tumul-
tuary breaking up of the Assembly, that Ulysses went
so far as to hit (iXda-aa-Ke) with the staff he bore, the
supreme sceptre of Agamemnon. In addressing them
he used the word Saifj.6vie, the same word which he
employed to their superiors, the kings and chiefs (II. ii.
190, 200). When they heard a speech that they ap-
proved of, they habitually and immediately shouted in
applause \

'Apyeloi he /xe'y' ' a X w

\xvdov eT

and they commented freely among themselves on what
occurred (U. ii. 271 and elsewhere).

The modes of warfare in the heroic age were very
simple: the open battle was a battle of main force, as re-
garded both the chieftains and the men, relieved from
time to time by a sprinkling of panics. But besides
the battle, there was another and a more distinguished
mode of fighting: that of the Ao'̂ o? or ambuscade.
And the different estimate of the two, which reverses
the popular view, is eminently illustrative of the Greek
character.

In that epitome of human life, which Homer has
presented to us on the Shield of Achilles, martial ope-
rations are of course included. The collective life of
man is represented by two cities, one for peace and the

k II. xiii. 685. 1 II. ii. 333.
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other for war. Two armies appear beneath the walls
of the latter; and one of these takes its post in an
ambush"1. Whenever persons were to be appointed out
of an army for this duty, the noblest and bravest were
chosen. Hence Achilles launches the double reproach
against Agamemnon, that he has never had spirit enough
to arm either with the soldiery at large for battle, or
with the chiefs and prime warriors for ambuscade11.
And the reason why the ambuscade stood thus high
as the duty and the privilege of the best, is explained
in an admirable speech of Idomeneus. It is simply
because it involves a higher trial, through the patience
it requires, of moral as opposed to animal courage.

The Cretan leader supposes the case to have oc-
curred, when all the flower of the army are picked for
an ambush. ' There,' he says, 'is the true criterion of
valour;

<tvda IAOXUTT' apery] Siaei'Sercu avhp&v'

and there it soon appears who is the hero, and who the
coward; for the flesh of the poltroon turns to one
colour and another, nor can he settle his mind so as to
sit quiet, for his knees yield under him, and he shifts
from resting on one foot to resting on the other; his
heart is fluttering in his breast, and his teeth chatter,
as he gives himself up for lost: but the brave man,
from the moment when he takes his place in the am-
bush, neither changes colour, nor is over nervous; but
only prays that the time may soon come for him to
mingle in the fearful fight0.' Then he goes on to com-
mend Meriones as one suited for such a trial.

In exact conformity with what we should expect
from these descriptions, it appears that Ulysses was

m II. xviii. 509,13, 20. n II. i. 226.
° II. xiii. 276-86.
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the warrior who was preeminent in the Xo'̂ oy, while
Achilles towered so immeasurably above all others in
the field. When the Greeks were concealed in the
cavity of the Horse, and Helen came down from the
city imitating the voices of their wives, Menelaus and
Diomed were on the point of either going forth, or
answering; but Ulysses restrained them. One Anticlos
was still unwilling to be silent; and Ulysses, resolutely
gagging him with his hand, ' saved the lives of all the
AchseansP.' In all this we again see how the poems
of Homer are, like the Shield, an epitome of life. All
the points of capital and paramount excellence, for
which he could find no place in the hero of the one
poem, he has fully represented in the hero of the other;
and he has so exhausted, between the two, the re-
sources of our nature, and likewise its appliances as
they were then understood, that, had he produced yet
a third Epic, not even he could have furnished a
third protagonist to form its centre, who should have
been worthy to count with Achilles and Ulysses among
the undying ideals of human greatness.

We have now considered the Greek community of
the heroic age, as it was divided in time of peace into
classes, and as in time of war it resolved all its more
potent and energetic elements into the form of a mili-
tary order.

We have also examined the position and functions
of the king; who was at once a person, a class, and a
great political institution. It remains to consider two
other political institutions of heroic Greece, which not
only, with the king, made up the whole machinery both
of civil and military administration for that period, but
likewise supplied the essential germ, at least, of that

P Od. iv. 277-88.
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form of constitution, on which the best governments of
the continent of Europe have, two of them within the
last quarter of a century, been modelled, with such
deviations as experience has recommended, or the
change of times has required. I mean the form of
government by a threefold legislative body, having for
one of its members, and for its head, a single person,
in whose hands the executive power of the state is
lodged. This form has been eminently favoured in
Christendom, in Europe, and in England; and it has
even survived the passage of the Atlantic, and the trans-
ition, in the United States of America, to institutions
which are not only republican, but highly democratic.

Of these two Greek institutions, we will examine
first the /3OIAJ?, or Council.

It was the usage of the Greeks to consider, in a small
preliminary meeting of principal persons, which was
called the j3ov\n, of the measures to be taken in manag-
ing the Assembly, or ayop^.

To the persons, who were summoned thither, the name
of yepovres appears to have been officially applied. It Lad
thus become dissociated from the idea of age, its original
signification: for Nestor was the only old man among
the Greek senators. Idomeneus, indeed, was near upon
old age: Ulysses was elderly (w/u.oyepwvi), apparently
not under fifty. The majority would seem to have been
rather under middle life; so that yepoov was, when thus
employed, a title, not a description. The /3oi/A>7 was
composed of the men of greatest rank and weight; and
no more required an advanced age among the qualifica-
tions for it, than does the presbyterate of the Christian
Church, though it too signifies eldership.

Before the great assembly of the Second Book, we
1 II. xxiii. 791.
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are told, not that Agamemnon thought it would be well,
as it were for the nonce, to consult the kings or seniors
of the expedition; but, in language which indicates a
fixed practice, that the choice of the place for the
meeting was on this occasion by the ship of Nestor,
whose great age possibly either made nearness conve-
nient, or entitled him to this mark of honour:

fiovkr] 8e TrpQrov fieyaOv/xoiv I{e yepovrap

Nccrropejj uapa vrjt rivkaiyeveos ftacnkrjos. II. ii. 5 3 .

These yipovres were summoned1" again by Agamemnon
before the sacrifice of the Second Book, which pre-
ceded the enumeration. On this occasion they are not
called a /3OIAJ? ; probably because they were not called
for consultation.

The Council meets again in the Ninth Books, by ap-
pointment of the Assembly, and sends the mission to
Achilles . In the same night, and perhaps under the
same authority, the expedition of Ulysses and Diomed
is arranged.

There is no fiovXri indeed in the First Book, and none
in the great Assembly of the Nineteenth: but then
both of these were summoned by Achilles, not by Aga-
memnon, and neither of them were called for properly
deliberative purposes".

Again, Ulysses, in urging the Greeks not to quit the
assembly of the Second Book prematurely, l'eminds them
that they ought to know fully the views of Agamem-
non, and that they have not all had the advantage of
learning those views in the /3ov\ti.

In the Seventh Book, the Council held under the
roof of Agamemnon forms the plan for a pause to bury
the dead, and erect the rampart. Accordingly, when

r II. ii. 408-8. s II. IX. 10. 89. t II, x_ rpg_
u II. i. 54. xix. 41.
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just afterwards a herald arrives with a proposal from
Troy, he finds the Greeks in their Assembly, doubtless an
Assembly held to sanction the project of the kings.
That this amounted to an institution of the Greeks,
we may further judge from the familiar manner, in
which Nestor mentions it in the Odyssey to Telema-
chus, on seeing him for the first time, (Od. iii. 127).
' Ulysses and I,' he says, ' never differed:' ovre TTOT «V
ayoprj df% epa(^o//.ev, OUT evi povAt]*:

Among other causes, which might tend to promote
the establishment of the Greek fiovXr) or Council, we
may perhaps reckon with propriety the inability of the
old to discharge the full duties of sovereignty in the
heroic age. Bodily force usually undergoes a certain
amount of decay, before the mind has passed out of its
ripeness; and both kings and subordinate lords, who
had ceased to possess the strength that was requisite
for bearing the principal burdens of government, might
still make their experience available for the public good
in the Council; even as we find that in Troas the bro-
thers of Priam, with others advanced in life, were the
principal advisers of the Assembly}".

I admit that we have no example to give of the use
of the fiovXr) by the Greeks during peace, so precise as
those which the Iliad supplies for time of war. But
even in war we do not find it except before Assemblies,
which had deliberative business to transact. Now the
only deliberative Greek ayoprj which we meet with in
time of peace is that of the Twenty-fourth Odyssey.
The absence of a sovereign and a government in Ithaca
at that time, and the utter discord of the principal per-
sons, made a Council quite impossible, and left no mea-
sure open except a direct appeal to the people.

x II. vii. 344, 382. y II. iii. 146-53-
H
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It appears however clear, that the action of the {3ov\r)
was not confined to war. For we not only find the
yipovres on the Shield2, who sit in the ayoph, exercising
exclusively the office of judges, but they are also dis-
tinctly noticed as a class or ordera in the Ithacan Assem-
bly, who had a place in it set apart for themselves. Nor
are we without a proof which, though conveyed in few
words, is complete, of the conjunction of the Council
with the sovereign in acts of government. For when
Ulysses in his youth undertook the mission to Messene,
in the matter of the sheep that had been carried off
from Ithaca, he did it under the orders of Laertes, to-
gether with his councilb:

Ttpo yap r)Ke irarrjp aXXoi re yepovres-

And Nausicaa meets her father Alcinous, on his way
to the fiovXr/ of the Phspacians.

Upon the whole, the /3otA»y seems to have been a
most important auxiliary instrument of government;
sometimes as preparing materials for the more public
deliberations of the Assembly, sometimes intrusted, as a
kind of executive committee, with its confidence; always
as supplying the Assemblies with an intellectual and au-
thoritative element, in a concentrated form, which might
give steadiness to its tone, and advise its course with a
weight adequate to so important a function.

The individuals who composed this Council were
of such a station that, when they acted separately,
King Agamemnon himself might have to encounter
resistance and reproof from them in various instances.
Accordingly, upon the occasion when Agamemnon
made a survey of the army, and when he thought fit
to rebuke Ulysses for slackness, that chieftain remon-

z II. xviii. 506. a Od. ii. 14. b Qd. xxi. 21.
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strated with him something more than freely (inroSpa.
IScov) both in voice and manner. So far from trusting
to his authority, Agamemnon made a soothing and
even an apologetic reply0. Again, when on the same
occasion he reproved Diomedd, Sthenelus defended his
immediate Chief in vainglorious terms. These the more
refined nature of Diomed himself induced him at once
to disclaim, but they do not appear to have been con-
sidered as involving any thing in the nature of an
offence against the station of Agamemnon. Again,
though Diomed on this occasion restrained his lieute-
nant, yet, when he meets Agamemnon in the Assembly
of the Ninth Book, he frankly tells him that Jupiter,
who has given him the honours of the sceptre, has not
endowed him with the superior power that springs
from determined couragee; and even the passionate in-
vectives of Achilles in the First Book bear a similar
testimony, because they do not appear to have been
treated as constituting any infringement of his duty.

In the /3ov\>i(, Nestor takes the lead more than Aga-
memnon. As to the Assembly, the whole plan in the
Second Iliad is expressly founded upon the supposi-
tion, that the army was accustomed to hear the chiefs
argue against, and even overthrow, the proposals of
Agamemnon. His advice that they should return
home, which Grote^ considers only an unaccountable
fancy and a childish freak, is however capable of being-
regarded in this view, that, before renewing active
operations without Achilles, it was thought wise to
test the feeling of the army, and that it could not be
more effectually tried than by a recommendation from
the commander-in-chief that they should re-embark for

c II. iv. 329-63. d Ibid. 385-418. e II. ix. 37.
1 Cf. Od. xi. 512. 8 Hist, of Greece, vol. ii. 95, 97.
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Greece. The plan was over-refined ; and it may even
seem ridiculous, because it failed, and simply kindled an
ungovernable passion, which would not listen to debate.
But the proposal does not bear that character in the
Ninth Book, where the same suggestion is renewed,
without the previous knowledge of the chiefs, in the
same words, and at a time when the Greeks were in far
worse condition.

When Agamemnon made it in order to be over-
ruled, it took effect: when he made it in good earnest,
it failed. If then the Greeks could be retained con-
trary to his wish in the Ninth Book, it might be mis-
judged, but could hardly be absurd, to expect a similar
result in the Second, when they had less cause for dis-
couragement.

And why did it take effect ? Simply because the As-
sembly, instead of being the simple medium £ through
which the king acted, was the arena on which either
the will of the people might find a rude and tumultuary
vent, or, on the other hand, his royal companions in
arms could say, as Diomed says, ' I will use my right
and resist your foolish project in debate; which you
ought not to resent.'

'ArpeCbrj, crol np&ra iiaxriuoixai acppabiovri,

fj difxis (ITTIV, ava^, «y°'p2T <™ $e \>A « xok^Bys.

The proposal of Agamemnon had been heard in
silence11, the mode by which the army indicated its
disinclination or its doubt. But the counter proposal
of Diomed, to fight to the last, was hailed with accla-
mation' ;

01 8' apa -navTes eitCaxov vies
fxvOov ayaaffapievoi Ato^Seo? iT

5 Grote ii. 104. •> II. ix. 30. « Ibid. 50.
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so that the Assembly was then ripe for the plan of
Nestor, which at once received its approval^:

&s etpaQ' • ol 8' apa TOV jwdAa fiev KKVOV, ?J8' imOovTO.

Subsequently, in the ftovXtj of the same Book, Nestor
tells Agamemnon that it is his duty to listen as well as
to speak, and to adopt the plans of others when they are
good (100—2). At the same time, the aged chieftain
appears to submit himself to the judgment of Agamem-
non in the Councilk. His expressions are perhaps matter
more of compliment than of business; and at any rate
we do not find any like terms used in the Assembly.

It was a happy characteristic of heroic Greece, that
while she abounded in true shame, she had no false
shame. It was not thought that a king, who had done
wrong, compromised his dignity by atonement; but, on
the contrary, that he recovered it. So says Ulysses, in
the Assembly of the Nineteenth Iliad1;

ov ixev yap n i>efx«r<r>jroj> /3a<nA?/a

avhp'' airapea-vacrOai, ore TIS -npoT<spos \ake-n-qvrj.

This passage at once establishes in the most pointed
manner both the right to chide the head of the army,
and the obligation incumbent on him, as on others, where
he had given offence to make amends.

Thus then a large liberty of speech and judgment on
the part of the kings or chiefs, when they differed from
Agamemnon, would appear, to be established beyond
dispute, a liberty which in certain cases resulted in his
being summarily overruled. I cannot therefore here
subscribe even to the measured statement of Mure, who,
admits the liberty of remonstrance, but asserts also the
sovereignty of the will of Agamemnon. Much less to
the very broad assertions of Grote, that the resolu-
tions of Agamemnon appear uniformly to prevail in the

j II. ix. 79. k Ibid. 97. ' II. xix. 182.
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Council, and that the nullity of positive function is
still more striking in the Agore"1.

To that institution it is now time for us to turn.
The trait which is truly most worthy of note in

the polities of Homeric Greece, is also that which is so
peculiar to them ; namely, the substantive weight and
influence which belonged to speech as an instrument
of government; and of this power by much the most
remarkable development is in its less confined and
more popular application to the Assembly.

This power of speech was essentially a power to
be exercised over numbers, and with the safeguards of
publicity, by man among his fellow-men. It was also
essentially an instrument addressing itself to reason
aud. free will, and acknowledging their authority.
No government which sought its power in force, as
opposed to reason, has at any time used this form of
deception. The world has seen absolutism deck itself
with the titles and mere forms of freedom, or seek shelter
under its naked abstractions : but from the exercise of
free speech as an instrument of state, it has always
shrunk with an instinctive horror.

One mode of proving the power of speech in the
heroic age is, by showing what place it occupied in the
thoughts of men, as they are to be gathered from their
language. Another mode is, by pointing to its connec-
tion, in practical examples, with this or that course
of action, adopted or shunned. A third is, by giving
evidence of the earnestness with which the art was
prosecuted, and the depth and comprehensiveness of
the conceptions from which it derived its form.

We shall presently trace the course of public affairs,
as they were managed by the Greeks of the heroic age

m Grote's Hist. vol. ii. pp. go, 2.
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in their public assemblies. For the present, let us
endeavour to collect the true sense of Homer respect-
ing oratory from his language concerning it, from the
characters with whom he has particularly connected it,
and from the knowledge which he may be found to
have possessed of its resources.

Although it is common to regard the Iliad as a poem
having battle for its theme, yet it is in truth not less a
monument of policy than of war; and in this respect it
is even more broadly distinguished, than in most others,
from later epics.

The adjectives in Homer are in very many cases the
key to his inner mind: and among them all there is
none of which this is more true, than the grand epithet
KvSiaveipa. He confines it strictly to two subjects,
battle and debate, the clash of swords and the wrestling
of minds. Of Achilles, he says in the First Book", (490)

oijre TTOT els ayoprjv TrcoKeaKeTo nvhiaveipav,

oiire HOT is TTO\€(JI,OV.

In every other passage where he employs the word, it
is attached to the substantive n-ayy. Tims with him
it was in two fields, that man was to seek for glory;
partly in the fight, and partly in the Assembly.

The intellectual function was no less essential to the
warrior-king of Homer, than was the martial; and the
culture of the art of persuasion entered no less deeply
into his early training. How, says Phoenix to Achilles,
shall I leave you, I, whom your father attached to you
when you were a mere child, without knowledge of the
evenhanded battle, or of the assemblies, in which men
attain to fame,

CWT7G) dhoff O/MOUOV TToXefXOLO

OVT ayopiiav, tva T avbpes apnrp&Trees reXedovcnv.

n He uses the epithet for battle in 11. iv. 225, 6. 124, 7. 113, 8.
448, 12. 325, 13. 270, 14. 155, and 24, 391.
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So he sent me to teach you the arts both of speech
and fight0,

IJLvdbJv re prjTTJp' (fxevcu, irprjKTf/pa re epywv.

Even so Ulysses, in the under-world, relates to
Achilles the greatness of Neoptolemus in speech, not
less than in battle, (Od. xi. 510-16.)

Nay, the ayoprj of little Ithaca, where there had been
no Assembly for twenty vears, is with Homer the
ayopt] TroXvcfui/uLOi^. In a description, if possible yet
more striking than that of Phoenix, Homer places be-
fore us the orator at his work. ' His hearers behold
him with delight; lie speaks with tempered modesty,
yet with confidence in himself (acnpaXeoog); he stands
preeminent among the assembled people, and while he
passes through the city, they gaze on him as on a godi.
From a passage like this we may form some idea, what a
real power in human society was the orator of the he-
roic age; and we may also learn how and why it was,
that the great Bard of that time has also placed him-
self in the foremost rank of oratory for all time.

It is in the very same spirit that Ulysses, in the same
most remarkable speech given in the Odysseyr, sets
forth the different accomplishments by which human
nature is adorned. The three great gifts of the gods to
man are, first, corporeal beauty, strength and bearing,
all included in the word cpvri; secondly, judgment or
good sense (<ppives), and thirdly, the power of discourse,
or ayop^TU's. To one man, the great gift last named is
the compensation for the want of corporeal excellence.
To another is given beauty like that of the Immortals;
but then his comeliness is not crowned by eloquence:
aAX' ov 01 X"/3'? afx<pnrepia-T€(peTat eireearcriv. F o r -vapis

in Od. xi. 367 we have /uop(prj ei

II. ix, 438-43. P Od ii. 150. <l Od.viii. 170-3.
r Od, viii. 166-85,
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In full conformity with this strongly developed idea,
the Poet places before us the descriptions of a variety of
speakers. There is Thersites8, copious and offensive, to
whom we must return. There is Telemachus, full of
the gracious diffidence of youth1, but commended by
Nestor for a power and a tact of expression beyond his
years. There is Menelaus, who speaks with a laconic
ease". There are the Trojan elders, or Sq/moyepovTe?,
•who from their experience and age chiefly guide the As-
sembly, and whose volubility and shrill small thread of
voicex Homer compares to the chirping of grasshop-
pers. Then we have Nestor the soft and silvery, whose
tones of happy and benevolent egotism flowed sweeter
than a stream of honey-v. In the hands of an inferior
artist, Plicenix must have reproduced him; but an ab-
sorbing affection for Achilles is the key-note to all he
says; even the account in his speech of his own early
adventures is evidently meant as a warning on the ef-
fects of rage: this intense earnestness completely pre-
vents any thing like sameness, and thus the two garru-
lities stand perfectly distinct from one another, because
they have (so to speak) different centres of gravity.
Lastly, we have Ulysses, who, wont to rise with his
energies concentrated within him, gives no promise of
display: but when his deep voice issues from his chest,
and his mighty words drive like the flakes of snow in
winter2, then indeed he soars away far above all com-
petitors.

It is very unusual for Homer to indulge thus largely
in careful and detailed description. And even here he
has left the one superlative, as well as other considerable,
orators, undescribed. The eloquence of Achilles is left

8 II. ii. 212. * Od. iii. 23, 124. u II. iii. 213.
* II. iii. 150. y II. i. 248. 7 II. iii. 216, 23.
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to describe itself; and to challenge comparison with
all the choicest patterns both of power and beauty in
this kind, that three thousand years since Homer, and
all their ebbing and flowing tides, have brought within
the knowledge of man. Although he modestly describes
himself as beneath Ulysses in this accomplishment, yet
in truth no speeches come near to his. But Homer's
resources are not even now exhausted. The decision of
Diomed, the irresolution of Agamemnon, the bluutness
of Ajax, are all admirably marked in the series of
speeches allotted to each. Indeed Homer has put into
the mouth of Idomeneus, whom he nowhere describes as
an orator at all, a speech which is quite enough to esta-
blish his reputation in that capacity. (II. xiii. 275-94.)

In reviewing the arrangements Homer has made, we
shall find one feature alike unequivocal and decisive.
The two persons, to whom he has given supremacy in
oratory, are his two, his only two godlike heroes (Oeloi),
the Achilles and the Ulysses, each of whom bears up,
like the Atlas of tradition, the weight of the epic to
which he principally belongs.

How could Homer have conceived thoughts like these,
if government in his eyes had rested upon either force or
fraud ? Moreover, when he speaks of persuasion and of
strength or valour, of the action of the tongue and that
of the hand, he clearly does not mean that these ele-
ments are mixed in the ordinary conduct of a sovereign
to his subjects: he means the first for peace, the latter
for war; the first to be his sole instrument for governing
his own people, the latter for their enemies alone.

If, again, we endeavour to estimate the importance
of Speech in the heroic age by the degree in which the
faculty was actually cultivated, we must take the
achievements of the Poet as the best indicators of the
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capacities of the age. The speeches which Homer has
put into the mouths of his leading orators should be
tolerably fair representatives of the best performances
of the time. Nor is it possible that in any age there
should be in a few a capacity for making such speeches,
without a capacity in many for receiving, feeling, and
comprehending them. Poets of modern times have
composed great works, in ages that stopped their ears
against them. ' Paradise Lost' does not represent the
time of Charles the Second, nor the ' Excursion' the first
decades of the present century. The case of the orator
is entirely different. His work, from its very inception,
is inextricably mixed up with practice. It is cast in the
mould offered to him by the mind of his hearers. It is
an influence principally received from his audience (so to
speak) in vapour, which he pours back upon them in
a flood. The sympathy and concurrence of his time is
with his own mind joint parent of his work. He cannot
follow nor frame ideals; his choice is, to be what his
age will have him, what it requires in order to be
moved by him, or else not to be at all. And as when
we find the speeches in Homer, we know that there
must have been men who could speak them, so, from
the existence of units who could speak them, we know
that there must have been crowds who could feel them.

Now if we examine those orations, we shall, I think,
find not only that they contain specimens of tran-
scendent eloquence which have never been surpassed,
but likewise that they evince the most comprehensive
knowledge, and the most varied and elastic use, of all
the resources of the art. If we seek a specimen of iu-
vective, let us take the speeches of Achilles in the
debate of the First Iliad. If it is the loftiest tone of
terrible declamation that we desire, I know not where
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(to speak with moderation) we can find any thing that
in grandeur can surpass the passage (II. xvi. 74-9)
beginning,

oil yap Tvbtibeu Aio/M75eos kv ndka\xrfaiv

ixaiverat iyx_elr], K. T. A.

But if it is solemnity that is sought, nothing can, I think,
excel the vai fJ.a T0§e ancrJTTTpov. (II. i. 233—44.)

What more admirable example of comprehensive
statement, which exhausts the case, and absolutely
shuts up the mouth of the adversary, than in the speech
of Ulysses to Euryalus, who has reproached him with
looking like a sharper? That speech consists of twenty
lines: and I think any one who attempts to give a
really accurate summary of it will be apt to find that
his epitome, if it be at all complete, has become un-
awares a paraphrase. Nor is Homer less successful in
showing us, how he has sounded the depths of pathos.
For though the speeches of Priam to Achilles in the
Twenty-fourth Iliad are spoken privately, and from
man to man only, and are therefore not in the nature
of oratory properly so called, they are conclusive, a
fortiori, as to his knowledge of the instruments by
which the human affections might be moved so much
more easily, when the speaker would be assisted at
once by the friendliness and by the electric sympathies
of a multitude.

All these are direct instruments of influence on the
mind and actions of man. But of assaults in flank
Homer is quite as great a master. He shows a pecu-
liar genius for that which is properly called repartee;
for that form of speech, which flings back upon the oppo-
nent the stroke of his own weapon, or on the supplicant
the plea of his own prayer. There was one Antimachus,
a Trojan, who had grown wealthy, probably by the bribes
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which he received from Paris in consideration of his
always opposing, in the Trojan Agore, the restoration of
Helen to the Greeks. His sons are mastered by Aga-
memnon in the field. Aware that he had a thirst for
money, they cry, ' Quarter, Agamemnon ! we are the
sons of rich Antimachus: he will pay well for our
lives.' ' If,' replies the king, ' you are the sons of that
Antimachus, who, when Menelaus came as envoy to
Troy, advised to take and slay him, here and now shall
ye expiate your father's infamya.' Compare with this
the yet sharper turn of Ulysses on Leiodes in the
Odyssey : ' Spare me, Ulysses ! I have done no ill in
your halls ; I stopped what ill I could; I was but
Augur to the Suitors.' Then follows the stern reply.
' If thou dost avow that thou art Augur to the Suitors,
then often in prayer must thou have augured my de-
struction, and desired my wife for thine own ; where-
fore thou shalt not escape the painsome bed of deathV

But the weapons of sarcasm, from the lightest to the
weightiest, are wielded by Homer with almost greater
effect than any others. As a sample of the former,
I take the speech of Phoenix when he introduces, by
way of parable, the Legend of Meleager. ' As long as
Meleager fought, all was well; but when rage took
possession of him—which (I would just observe) now
and then bewilders other great minds also—then,' and
so onward.

But for the great master of this art, Homer has chosen
Achilles. As with his invectives he grinds to powder,
so with the razor edge of the most refined irony he
cuts his way in a moment to the quick. When Greece,
in the person of the envoy-kings, is at his feet, and he
has spurned them away, he says,' No : I will go home:

a 11. xi. T32-42. b Od. xxii. 310-25.
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you can come and see me depart—if you think it worth

your while.'
o\jreai, r\v kOikrjirda, /cat at K£V rot ra \i.ffxr]\r].

Of this passage, II. ix. 356-64, the following translation
may give a very imperfect ideac:

Of fight with Hector will I none ;
Tomorrow, with the rising sun,
Each holy rite and office done,
I load and launch my Phthian fleet;

Come, if thou thinkest meet,
See, if thou carest for the sight,
My ships shall bound in the morning's light,
My rowers row with eager might,

O'er Helle's teeming main.
And, if Poseidon give his grace,
Then, with but three revolving days,

I see my home again ;
My home of plenty, that I left
To fight with Troy; of sense bereft!

The plenty of his house (eWf Se /uoi /uaXa TroXXa) is the

finishing stroke of reply on Agamemnon, who had

thought that his resentment, unsatisfied in feeling,

could be appeased with gifts.

In the same speech occurs the piercing sarcasmd:

rj /J.OVVOI, ipikeova' ak6)(ovs \j.ep6ttu>v avdpa>TSCov

'ArpetSai;

c The version of Voss is very point not satisfactory : he weak-
accurate, but, I think, lifeless, ens, by exaggerating, the delicate
The version of Cowper is at this expression ^t^Xy :

Look thou forth at early dawn,
And, if such spectacle delight thee aught,
Thou shalt behold me cleaving with my prows, &c.

The version of Pope simply omits the line !
Tomorrow we the favouring gods implore :
Then shall you see our parting vessels crowned,
And hear with oars the Hellespont resound.

d II. ix. 340.
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The Greeks had come to Troy to recover the wife of
Menelans : and while they were there, Agamemnon
took for a concubine the intended wife of Achilles.
Was it, he asks, the privilege of the sons of Atreus
alone among mankind to love their wives ? Agamem-
non, too, being the chief of the two ; who had laid hold
on Briseis, as he had meant to keep Chryseis, in dis-
paragement of his own marriage bed. Nor can the
reader of this passage fail, I think, to be struck with
the wonderful manner in which it combines a stately
dignity, and an unimpeachable solidity of argument,
with the fierceness of its personal onslaught.

If the power of oratory is remarkable in Homer, so
likewise is the faculty of what in England is called debate.
Here the orator is a wrestler, holding his ground from
moment to moment; adjusting his poise, and deliver-
ing his force, in exact proportion to the varying pres-
sure of his antagonist. In Homer's debates, every
speech after the first is commonly a reply. It belongs
not only to the subject, but to the speech that went
before : it exhibits, given the question and the aims of
the speaker, the exact degree of ascent or descent, of
expansion or contraction, of relaxation or enhancement,
which the circumstances of the case, in the state up to
which they were brought by the preceding address, may
require. In the Assembly of the First Book, five, nay,
six, successive speeches of Achilles and Agamemnone

bring their great contention to its climax. But the
discussion with the Envoys deserves very particular no-
tice. Ulysses begins a skilled harangue to the offended
hero with a most artful and well-masked exaggeration
of the martial fury of Hector. He takes care only to
present it as part of a general picture, which in other

e II. i. 106-244.
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parts is true enough ; but he obviously relies upon it as
a mode of getting within the guard of Achilles. He next
touches him upon the point, to which Priam afterwards
made a yet higher appeal; the tender recollection of his
father Peleus, who had warned him how much more
arduous was the acquisition of self-command, than that
of daring. He then recites the gifts of Agamemnon :
and, encouraged perhaps by the kind greeting that,
with his companions, he had received, he closes by urging
that, however hateful Agamemnon may be, yet, in pity
for the other Greeks, both high and low, and in antici-
pation of their gratitude, he ought to arm. I shall not
attempt to analyse the wonderful speech of Achilles
which follows, and to which some references have
already been made. Suffice it to say, that it com-
mences with an intimation to Ulysses that it will, in
the opinion of the speaker, be best for all parties if he
tells out his mind plainly: an indirect and courteous
reproof to Ulysses for having thought to act upon him
by tact and by the processes of a rhetorician. After this
follows such a combination of argument, declamation,
invective, and sarcasm as, within the same compass, 1
do not believe all the records of the world can match.
But the general result of the whole is the announce-
ment that he will return to Phthia the very next
morning; together with an absolute, unconditional re-
jection of all gifts and proffers, until the outrage of
Agamemnon is entirely wiped awayf:

tspiv y airb iraaav fjj.ol hopevai Ovfxakyia kwfirjv.

When he has concluded, all his hearers, abashed by his
masculine wrath, are silent for a while. Then Phoenix, in
the longest speech of the poem, pours forth his unselfish

f II. ix. 387.
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and warm, but prolix and digressive affection. This
speech displays far less of rhetorical resource, than that
of Ulysses. Ulysses had conceded, as it were, the
right of Achilles to an unbounded resentment against
Agamemnon (300) : Phoenix, on the contrary, by
parable, menaces him with retribution from the Erinus,
unless he shall subdue the mighty soul within him.
But Achilles, touched in his better nature, gives way a
little to the more ethical appeal, where he had been
inflexible and invulnerable before the intellectual and
rhetorical address. He now bids Phoenix come himself,
and sleep in his encampment: there they can consider
together, in the morning, whether to go or to stay (618).
Still he announces, that nothing will induce him to
quit the ships for the field (609). Next comes blunt
Ajax into the palcestra; deprecates the wasting of
time; is for taking back the answer, bad as it may be:
Achilles has evidently made up his mind ; and cares
not a rush for all or any of them. ' What,' says the
simple man-mountain, 'the homicide of a brother or
child is atoned for by a fine, and yet here is all this
to-do about a girl. Aye, and a single girl; when we
offer seven of the very best, and ever so much besides.'
Having thus reached the acme of his arts, he now aims
at the friendly feeling of Achilles, and in a single word
bids him be placable to men whom he has admitted
beneath his roof, and whom he owns for as loyal friends
as the whole army could find him.

The leverage of this straightforward speech, which is
only saved by kindliness from falling into rudeness,
again produces an initial movement towards concession
on the part of the great hero. He replies in effect to
Ajax,' You have spoken well: I like your way of going

1
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to work : but my heart swells and boils with the shame
inflicted on me before the Greeks by Agamemnon.
Tell them then'—there is now no announcement of
setting sail; nay, there is no longer any need for de-
bate in the morning whether to set sail or not—' tell
them that I fight no more, till Hector, carrying
slaughter and fire, shall reach this camp, these ships.
Keen as he may be, it will then be time enough for
ME to stay his onward path.'

Such is the remarkable course of this debate. But
Ulysses, when they return to Agamemnon—meaning
probably to bring him and all the Greeks fairly to bay
—takes no notice of the partial relaxations of the iron
will of Achilles, but simply reports that he has threat-
ened to set sail. Then comes the turn of Diomed.
' You were wrong to cringe to him. Of himself, he is
arrogant enough : you have made him worse. Let
him alone; he will come when he thinks proper, or
when Providence wills it; and no sooner. My advice
is that we sleep and eat now, and fight at dawn. I,
at any rate, will be there, in the foremost of the
battle.'

We will now proceed to consider the nature and
place of the ayoptj or Assembly, in the heroic age:
and a view of the proceedings on several occasions will
further illustrate the great and diversified oratorical re-
sources of the Poet.

A people cannot live in its corporate capacity with-
out intermission, and the king is the standing repre-
sentative of the community. But yet the ayoptj, or
Assembly, is the true centre of its life and its vital mo-
tion, as the monarch is of its functional or administra-
tive activity; and the greatest ultimate power, which
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the king possesses, is that of influence upon his subjects
collected there, through the combined medium of their
reverence for his person, and of his own powers of persua-
sion. In the case of the army before Troy, to the strength
of these ordinary motives is added, along with a certain
spirit of resentment for injury received in the person
of Helen, the hope of a rich booty on the capture of the
city, and the principle of pure military honour; never
perhaps more powerfully drawn than in the Iliad, nor
with greater freedom from extravagances, by which it
is sometimes made to ride over the heads of duty and
justice, its only lawful superiors.

First, it would appear to have belonged to the Assem-
bly, not indeed to distribute the spoil, but to consent
to its distribution by the chief commander, and his
brother-leaders. To the former it is imputed in the
Ninth Book. But in the First Book Achilles says to
him in the Assembly, We the Greeks ('Amatol) will re-
quite you three and four-fold, when Troy is takenS. It
is probable that he here means to speak of the chiefs
alone, (but only so far as the act of distribution is con-
cerned,) because Thersites uses the very same expres-
sion (a? TOI 'A^aiol •wpwTicrTw SlSo/nev11) in the Second
Book. Therefore the division of booty was probably
made on the king's proposal, with the aid of the chiefs,
but with the general knowledge and consent of the
army, and in right of that consent on their part.

It must be remembered all along, that the state of
political society, which Homer represents to us, is that
in which the different elements of power wear their
original and natural forms; neither much altered as
yet by the elaborate contrivances of man, nor driven

8' II. i. 127. h 1 227.

I 2
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into their several extremes by the consequences of
long strife, greedy appetite, and furious passions, ex-
cited by the temptations which the accumulation of
property presents.

In those simple times, when the functions of govern-
ment were few, and its acts, except perhaps the trial
of private causes, far between, there was no formal dis-
tribution of political rights, as if they could be made
the object of ambitious or contentious cupidity: but
the grand social power that moved the machine was in
the determinations of the ayoph, however informally
declared.

Grote has observed, that in the Homeric ayoprj no
division of affirmative and negative voices ever takes
place. It would require a volume to discuss all that
this remark involves and indicates. I will however
observe that the principle surely cannot be made good
from history or in philosophy, that numbers prevail by
an inherent right. Decision by majorities is as much
an expedient, as lighting by gas. In adopting it as a
rule, we are not realizing perfection, but bowing to
imperfection. We follow it as best for us, not as best
in itself. The only right to command, as Burke has
said, resides in wisdom and virtue. In their applica-
tion to human affairs, these great powers have com-
monly been qualified, on the one hand by tradition and
prepossession, on the other hand by force. Decision by
majorities has the great merit of avoiding, and that by
a test perfectly definite, the last resort to violence; and
of making force itself the servant instead of the master
of authority. But our country still rejoices in the be-
lief, that she does not decide all things by majorities.
The first Greeks neither knew the use of this nume-
rical dogma, nor the abuse of it. They did not employ
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it as an instrument, and in that they lost: but they
did not worship it as an idol, and in that they greatly
gained. Votes were not polled in the Olympus of
Homer; yet a minority of influential gods carry the
day in favour of the Greeks against the majority, and
against their Head. There surely could not be a grosser
error than to deny every power to be a real one, unless
we are able both to measure its results in a table of
statistics, and to trace at every step, with our weak and
partial vision, the precise mode by which it works to-
wards its end.

We have seen, in the first place, that all the great
decisions of the War were taken in the Assembly of
the Greeks. And here the first reflection that arises
is, how deeply this method of political action must
have been engrained in their habits and ideas, when it
could survive the transition from peace to war, and,
notwithstanding its palpable inconveniences in a camp,
form the practical rule of its proceedings under the eye
of the enemy.

The force of this consideration is raised to the utmost
height by the case of the Night Assembly in the Ninth
Book. The Trojans, no longer confined to their walls,
are lying beside a thousand watch-fires, just outside
the rampart. Some important measure is absolutely
demanded on the instant by the downcast condition of
the less than half-beaten, but still thoroughly discou-
raged army. Yet not even under these circumstances
would Agamemnon act individually, or with the kings
alone. He sends his heralds round the camp (II. ix. 11),

K\rfir)v eis ayoprjv KIKX^O-K(LV avbpa (KacrTOP,

lAtjbe j3oav

to summon an Assembly noiselessly, and man by man.
Can there be a more conclusive proof of the vigour,
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with which the popular principle entered into the idea
of the Homeric polities? If it be said that such an
operation could hardly be effected at night without
stir, I reply that if it be so, the argument for the
power and vitality of the Assembly is but strength-
ened: for Homer was evidently far more careful to
speak in harmony with the political tone of his coun-
try than to measure out time by the hour and minute,
or place by the yard, foot, and inch ; as valuing not the
latter methods less, but the former more.

The Greek army, in fact, is neither more nor less
than, so to speak, the State in uniform. As the soldier
of those days was simply the citizen armed, so the
armament was the aggregate of armed citizens, who, in
all except their arms and the handling of them, con-
tinued to be what they had been before. But when
we find that in such great emergencies political ideas
did not give way to military expediency, we cannot, I
think, but conclude that those ideas rested on broad
and deep foundations.

It further tends to show the free nature of the re-
lation between the Assembly and the Commander-in-
chief, that it might be summoned by others, as well as
by him. We are told explicitly in the First Book, that
Achilles called it together, as he did again in the
Nineteenth for the Reconciliation. On the second of
these occasions, it may have been his purpose that the
reparation should be as public as had been the insult:
at any rate there was a determination to make the re-
conciliation final, absolute, and thorough. But, at the
former time, the act partook of the nature of a moral
appeal from Agamemnon to the army. It illustrated,
in the first place, the principle of publicity so prevalent
in the Greek polities. That which Calchas had to de-
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clare, he must declare not in a ' hole and corner,' but
on his responsibility, liable to challenge, subject to the
Sfoov (pans if he told less than the truth, as well as to
the resentment of the sovereign if he should venture
on divulging it entire. But secondly, it shows that
Achilles held the Greeks at large entitled and bound
to be parties to the transaction. He meant that the
Greeks should see his wrong. Perhaps he hoped that
they would intercept its infliction. This at any rate is
clear: he commenced the debate with measured re-
proofs of Agamemnon'; but afterwards he rose, with
a wider scope, to a more intense and a bitterer straink.

When he found that the monarch was determined,
and when he had repressed the access of rage which
tempted him to summary revenge, he began to use
language not now of mere invective against Agamem-
non, but of such invective as tended to set him at
odds with the people. Then further on, perhaps be-
cause they did not echo back his sentiments, and be-
come active parties to the terrible fray, he both taunts
and threatens them. For he begins1, ' Coward that
that thou art! Never hast thou dared to arm with
the people for the fight, or with the leaders for the
ambush.' And then111. 'Devourer of the people ! over
what nobodies thou rulest! or surely this would be the
last of your misdeeds.' Again, in the peroration", ' By
this mighty oath, every man among you shall lament
the absence of Achilles.'

It has often been asserted that the principle of
popular opposition in debate is only represented by
Thersites. But let us proceed step by step. It is at
any rate clear enough that opposition by the con-

' II. i. 121-9. k Ibid. 149-71. ' Ibid. 225.
111 Ibid. 231. n Ibid. 239.
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federate kings is at once sufficiently represented in
Achilles; and that it is not represented by him alone,
since in the Assembly of the Ninth Book, Diomed
both strongly reprehended Agamemnon, and proposes
a course diametrically the reverse of his ; which
course was forthwith adopted by the acclamations of
the army.

Let us now pass on to Thersites. There is no more
singular picture in the Iliad, than that which he pre-
sents to UR. It well deserves examination in detail.

Homer has evidently been at pains to concentrate
upon this personage all that could make him odious to
the hearers of his song, while nevertheless he puts into
his mouth not only the cant of patriotism, but also a
case that would perhaps have been popular, had he not
averted the favour of the army by his insolent vulgarity.

Upon its merits, too, it was a tolerable case, but not
a good one; for he was wrong in supposing Achilles
placable ; and again wrong in advising that the Greeks,
now without Achilles, should give way before the Tro-
jans, to whom they were still superior in war.

He is in all things the reverse of the great human
ideals of Homer. As, in the pattern kings and heroes,
moral, intellectual, and corporeal excellences, each in
the highest degree, must be combined, so Thersites
presents a corresponding complication of deformities to
view. As to the first, he is the most infamous person
(CUO-XKTTO?) in the army; and he relies for his influence,
not on the sense and honour of the soldiers, but on a
vein of gross buffoonery; which he displays in the only
coarse allusion that is to be found in all the speeches
of the poems. As to the second head, his voluble
speech is as void of order as of decency0. As to the

° II. ii. 21,3.
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third, he is lame, bandy-leggedP, hump-backed, round-
shouldered, peak-headed, and lastly, (among the naprj-
Ko/jLOtovres,) he is bald, or indeed worse, for on his
head a hair is planted here and there's. Lastly, hate-
ful to all1", he is most of all hateful to, as well as
spiteful against, the two paramount heroes of the
poems, Achilles and Ulysses : an observation inserted
with equal ingenuity and significance, because Homer,
by inserting it, effectually cuts off any favour which
Thersites might otherwis-3 have gained with his hearers
from seeming to take the side of the wronged Achilles.
It is also worthy of note, as indicating how Homer felt the
strength of that bond which unites together all great
excellences of whatever kind. Upon a slight and ex-
terior view, the two great characters of Achilles and
Ulysses appear antagonistic, and we might expect
to find their likes and dislikes running in opposite
directions. But as, in the Ninth Book, Ulysses is
declared by Achilles to be one of those whom he loves
best among the Greekss, so here they are united in
carrying to the highest degree a common antipathy to
Thersites.

While depriving the wretch of all qualities that could
attract towards him the slighest share of sympathy,
Homer has taken care to leave Thersites in full pos-
session of every thing that was necessary for his trade;
an ample flow of speech (213), and no small power of
vulgar invective (2,15).

Again, the quality of mere scurrility assigned to Ther-
sites, and well exemplified in his speech, stands alike
distinguished in Homer from the vein of fun, which he

P $OXKO'S. See Buttmann, Lid- 1 II. ii. 214-19.
dell and Scott. Commonly ren- r Ibid. 275, 220.
dered 'squinting.' s II. ix. 198.
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can open in the grave Ulysses of the Odyssey, even
while he is under terror of the Cyclops; and from
that tremendous and perhaps still unrivalled power
of sarcasm, of which we have found the climax in
Achilles.

In the short speech of Thersites, Homer has contrived
to exhibit striking examples of malice (vv. 226, 234),
coarseness (232), vanity (vv. 228, 231, 238), coward-
ice (236); while it is a tissue of consummate impudence
throughout. Of this we find the finest stroke at the
end of it, where he says1,

a\\a /xaA.' OVK ^AxiATj't \6\os <f>pe<nv, a\\a fi.eQi]fxu>v

r\ yap &v, 'Arpet'Sr), vvv varara Aco^aatou.

For here the wretch apes Achilles, whom (for the sake
of damaging Agamemnon) he affects to patronize, and,
over and above the pretension to speak of his feelings as
if he had been taken into his confidence on the occasion,
he actually closes with the very line which Achilles,
at the moment of high passion, had used in the Assem-
bly of the First Book (i. 232).

If we consider the selection of topics each by them-
selves, with reference to effect, the speech is not with-
out a certain eva-ro^la: he hits the avarice of Aga-
memnon hard (226); and his responsibility as a ruler
(234): while pretending to incite the courage of the
Greeks (235), he flatters their home-sickness and faint-
heartedness by counselling the return (236); and, in
supporting Achilles, he plausibly reckons on being
found to have taken the popular side. But if we
regard it, as every speech should be regarded, with
reference to some paramount purpose, it is really sense-
less and inconsequent. Dwelling as he does upon the

t In 237 he appears to follow what Achilles had said i. 170.
'• II. ii. 241, 2.
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wrong done to Achilles, and asserting the placability of
that chieftain, he ought to have ended with recommend-
ing an attempt to compensate and appease him;
instead of which he recommends the Return, which had
been just abandoned. But the real extravagance of
the speech comes out only in connection with his self-
love ; when, like many better men, he wholly loses
whatever sense of the ridiculous he might possess. It
is not only ' the women whom we give you' (227);
'the service which we render you" (238), but it is also
'the goldx that some Trojan may bring to ransom his
son, Avhom I, or else some other Greek, may have led
captive.' I, Thersites, or some other Greek! The
only Greek, of whom we hear in the Iliad as having
made and sold on ransom captives during the war, is
Achilles^; and it is with him that Thersites thus
couples himself. Upon this, Ulysses, perceiving that
he stands in opposition to the prevailing sentiment
of the Assembly, silences him by a judicious application
of the sceptre to his back and shoulders: yet not even
Thersites does he silence by force, until he has first
rebuked him by reasoning'.

Such are the facts of the case of Thersites. Are we
to infer from it, with Grote, that Homer has made him
ugly and execrable because he was a presumptuous
critic, though his virulent reproaches were substantially
well founded, and that his fate, and the whole circum-
stances of this Assembly, show ' the degradation of the
mass of the people before the chiefsa?'

In rallying the Greeks, says the distinguished histo-
rian15, Ulysses flatters and soothes the chiefs, but drives

x II. ii. 229—31. a Grote's Hist. Greece, vol. ii.
y xxi. 40, 79. xxii. 44. 95, 6.
2 246-56. b Ibid. pp. 96, 98.
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the people with harsh reprimand and blows. Now
surely, as to the mere matter of fact, this is not quite
so. It is not the people, but those whom he caught
carrying the matter by shouts, instead of returning to
hear reason in the Assembly, that he struck with the
sceptrec:

hv 5' av hrtfxov r avbpa t'Sot, fioocavrti T e<pevpof

and it may be observed, that he addresses all classes
alike by the word (W,«eWd; which, though a term of
expostulation, is not one of disrespect.

If Thersites represented the principle of reasoning in
the public Assembly, we might well see in the treat-
ment of him the degradation of the people. But it is
railing, and not reasoning, that he represents; and
Homer has separated widely between this individual
and the mass of the army, by informing us that in the
general opinion Ulysses had rendered a service, even
greater than any of his former ones, by putting down
Thersites. ' Ulysses has done a thousand good things
in council and in war: but this is the best of all, that
he has stopped the scoundrel in his ribaldrye.'

Thersites spoke not against Agamemnon only, but
against the sense of the whole army (2,12); and the
ground of the proceeding of Ulysses is not laid in the
fact of his having resisted Agamemnon, or Agamemnon
with the whole body of the kings; but in the manner of
his speech, and in his having acted alone and against the
general sentiment. Above all, we must recollect the
circumstances, under which Ulysses ventured to chastise
even this rancorous and foul-mouthed railer. It was at
a moment of crisis, nay, of agony. The rush from the
Assembly to the ships did not follow upon an orderly

c II. ii. 198. d Ibid. 190, 200. e vv. 271-8.
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assent to a proposal, such as was generally given; but
it resulted from a tumultuous impulse, like that of
blasts tossing the sea, or sweeping down upon the corn-
field (II. ii. 144-54). If therefore Ulysses employs the
sceptre of Agamemnon to smite those who were shout-
ing in aid of this ruinous tumult (ii. 198), we need not
take this for a sample of what would be done in ordi-
nary circumstances, more than the fate of Wat Tyler for
a type of British freedom under the Plantagenets.
Odious too as was Thersites, yet the army, amidst a
preponderating sentiment of approval, still appear to
have felt some regret at his mishapf;

01 be, KCU ayjwv^ivoi irep, I11 avr£ fjbv ye\aa<Tav

for the first words would suggest, that they knew how
to value the liberty of thought, which had been abused,
disgraced, and consequently restrained, in his person.
Surely it would be most precipitate to conclude, from a
case like this, that the debates of the Assemblies were
formal, and that they had nothing to do but to listen
to a sham discussion, and to register or follow decrees
which were substantially those of Agamemnon only.

I believe that the mistake involved in the judgment we
have been canvassing is a double one : a mistake of the
relation of Agamemnon to the other kings and chiefs;
and a mistake of the relation of the sovereigns generally
to their subjects. Agamemnon was strong in influence
and authority, but he had, as we have already seen,
nothing like a despotic control over the other kings.
The kings were strong in personal ability, in high
descent, in the sanction of Jupiter, in possession, and
in tradition : but all their strength, great as it was, lay
as a general rule in the direction of influence, and
not in that of violence.

f II. ii. 270.
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I do not think, however, that we ought to be con-
tented with the merely negative mode of treatment
for the case of Thersites. I cannot but conceive that,
upon an impartial review, it may teach more, than is
drawn from it by merely saying that it does not prove
the Assembly to have been an illusion. We must
assume that Homer's picture, if not historical, at least
conformed to the laws of probability. Now, what is the
picture ? That the buffoon of the army, wholly without
influence, capable of attracting no respect, when the
mass of the people had overcome their homeward
impulse, had returned to the Assembly, and were await-
ing the proposition of the kings, first continues to rail
(efcoAwa) while every one else is silent, and then takes
upon himself the initiative in recommending the re-
sumption of the project, which they had that moment
abandoned. If such conduct could be ascribed by
the Poet to a creature sharp-witted enough, and as
careful as others of his own back, does not the very
fact presuppose that freedom of debate was a thing in
principle at least known and familiar ?

In the scene depicted on the Shield of Achilles, new
evidence is afforded us that the people took a real part
in the conduct of public affairs. The people are in
Assembly. A suit is in progress. The matter is one
of homicide; and the guilty person declares that he has
paid the proper fine, while his antagonist avers that he
has not received it. Each presses for a judicial decision.
The people sympathizing, some with one, and some
with the other, cheer them on.

Aaot 8' an^OTfpoicriv l-nyynvov, aiufns apoiyot'

K?ipvK.£s 8' &pa Xabv £prjTvov%.

I understand the latter words as declaring', not that
£ II. xviii. 502.
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the heralds forbade and put a stop to the cheering of the
people, but either that they kept it within bounds, or
rather that, when the proper time came for the judges to
speak, these, the heralds, procured silence. According
to the meaning of eprirvw in II. ii. 211,

akkoi jj,ev p efrvro, eprjTvOev be Kad' ebpas.

Now of the cheering of the people I venture to say,
not that it raises a presumption of, but that it actually
constitutes, their interference. The rule of every
tolerably regulated assembly, charged with the conduct
of important matters, is to permit no expressions of
approval or otherwise during the proceedings, except
from the parties immediately belonging to the body.
The total exclusion of applause in judicial cases belongs
to a state of mind and manners different from that of
the heroic age. But the exclusion of all applause by
mere strangers to the business rests upon a truth com-
mon to every age; namely, that such applause constitutes
a share in the business, and contributes to the decision.
It will be remembered how the cries of the Galleries
became one of the grievous scandals of the first revolu-
tion in France, and how largely they affected the deter-
minations of the National Assembly. The irregular
use of such a power is a formidable invasion of legisla-
tive or judicial freedom: the allowed possession of the
privilege amounts to participation in the office of the
statesman or the judge, and demonstrates the substan-
tive position of the Aaoy, or people, in the Assemblies
of the heroic age.

But apparently their function was not completed by
merely encouraging the litigant, with whom each man
might chance to sympathize. For we are told not only
that the Judges, that is to say, the yepovre?, delivered
their opinions consecutively, but likewise that there lay
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in the sight of all two golden talents, to be given to him
who should pronounce the fairest judgment (xviii.508);

•no hojxev, 6s //.era roifft biKrjv Wvvrara fiiroi.

Thus it is plain that the judge who might do best was
to get the two talents: but who was to give them ?
Not the yepovTes or elders themselves, surely; for
among them the competition lay. There could be but
one way in which the disposal of this fee could be set-
tled : namely, by the general acclamation of the people,
to be expressed, after hearing the respective parties, in
favour of him whose sentiments they most approved.
And those, to whom it may seem strange to speak of
vote by acclamation, should remember, that down to
this day, in all deliberative assemblies, an overpowering
proportion of the votes are votes by acclamation, or by
the still less definite test of silence. The small mi-
nority of instances, when a difference of opinion is
seriously pressed, are now settled by arithmetic; they
would then have been adjusted by some prudent ap-
peal to the general will, proceeding from a person of
ability and weight. Indeed even now, in cases when
the numbers approximate to those of the Greek army,
there can be no bond fide, decision by arithmetic.
The demand, however, that dissension shall be the only
allowed criterion of liberty, is one which really worsens
the condition of human nature beyond what the truth
of experience requires.

And finally, what shall we say to the direct
evidence of Agamemnon himself? Idseush, the Trojan
herald, arrives with the offer to restore the stolen
property, but not Helen. He is received in dead si-
lence. After a pause, Diomed gives utterance to the
general feeling. ' Neither will we have the goods

h II. vii. 381.
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without Helen, nor yet Helen with the goods. Troy
is doomed.' The Assembly shouts its approbation.
Agamemnon immediately addresses himself to the mes-
senger ; ' Idseus, you hear the sense of the Achaeans,
how they answer you; and I think with them.' At
the least this is a declaration as express as words can
make it, and proceeding out of the mouth of the rival
authority, to the effect that the acclamation of the As-
sembly was, for all practical purposes, its vote, and that
it required only concurrence from the king, to invest it
with the fullest authority. In the Ninth Iliad, as we
have seen, the vote held good even without that con-
currence1.

We may now, I hope, proceed upon the ground that
we are not to take the ill success of a foulmouthed
scoundrel, detested by the whole army, as a sample of
what would have happened to the people, or even a
part of them, when differing in judgment from their
king. But what shall we say to the argument, that no
case is found where a person of humble condition takes
part in the debates of the Assemblies? No doubt the
conduct of debates was virtually in the hands of those
whose birth, wealth, station, and habits of life gave
them capacity for public affairs. Even in the nineteenth
century, it very rarely happens that a working man
takes part in the proceedings of a county meeting: but
no one would on that account suppose that such an
assembly can be used as the mere tool of the class who
conduct the debate, far less of any individual prominent
in that class. If we cannot conceive freedom without
perpetual discord, the faithful performance of the duty
of information and advice without coercion and oppres-
sion, it is a sign either of our narrow-mindedness, or of

' Sup. p. ioo.

K
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our political degeneracy; but a feeble eye does not im-
pair the reality of the object on which it may happen
to be fixed.

Still we may admit that among the numerous as-
semblies of the Iliad, there is no instance where as-
sent is given by one part of the Assembly, and with-
held by the other. There is, as we have seen, a clear
and strong case where the opinion of the eommander-
in-chief is rejected, and that of an inferior commander
adopted in its stead. This in my opinion goes far to
prove all that is necessary. We have from the Odys-
sey, however, the means of going further still.

Only, before leaving the Iliad, let us observe the
terms in which the Greek Assemblies are addressed by
the kings: they are denominated friends and heroes;
names which at least appear to imply their title to
judge, or freely to concur, at least as much as such a
title was recognised in the ancient councils and as-
semblies of the Anglo-saxons. Was this appearance a
mockery? I do not say we should compare it with the
organized, secure and regular privileges of a few nations
in modern days. But it would be a far greater mistake to
treat it as an idle form, or as otherwise than a weighty
reality.

From what is related in that poem to have occurred
after the capture of Troy, it becomes abundantly clear
that the function of the Greek Assembly was not con-
fined to listening. The army met in what, for the sake of
distinction, we may call the Drunken Assembly.). Now,
the influence of wine upon its proceedings is amply
sufficient to show that its acts were the acts of the
people : for Homer never allows his chiefs to be moved
from their self-possession by the power of liquor.

i Od. iii. 139.
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There was a marked difference of opinion on that
occasion : the people took their sides; Sl-^a Si a-cpia-iv
%v8ave /3oy\i? (Od.iii. 150). One half embarked ; the resi-
due staid behind with Agamemnon (155-7). The moiety,
which had sailed away, split again (162); and a portion
of them went back to Agamemnon. We see, indeed,
throughout the Odyssey, how freely the crews of Ulysses
spoke or acted, when they thought fit, in opposition to
his views. If it be said, we must not argue from the un-
ruly speeches of men in great straits at sea, the answer
is, first, that their necessities might rather tend to induce
their acquiescence in a stricter discipline ; and secondly,
that their liberty, and even license, are not out of
keeping with the general tone of the relations between
freemen of different classes, as exhibited to us elsewhere
in the Homeric poems.

It may, indeed, be said, that the divisions of the
Greeks in the final proceedings at Troy were divisions,
not of the men, but of the chiefs. This, however, upon
the face of the text, is very doubtful. We see from the
tale of the Pseudo-Ulysses, in the Thirteenth Odyssey
(265, 6), that there were parties and separate action in
the Greek contingents: and it is probably to these that
Nestor may allude, when he recommends the Review
in order that the responsibility of the officers may be
brought home to them individually. Now, in the case
before us, the first division is thus described. Menelaus
exhorted all the Greeks (Trdvras 'A%aiov$) to go home :
Agamemnon disagreed (141, 3): while they were con-
testing the point, the Assembly rose in two parties
(vv. 149, 50);

ol b' avopovaav eiJKVqfxibes 'A\aiol

r])(jl Gtcmzairi' bi\a Se <T§UJW y\vhavz f$ov\r\.

There is no intimation here that the people in di-
K 2
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viding simply followed their chiefs. Nay, the tone of the
description is such as obliges us to understand that the
movement was a popular one, and took its rise from the
debate: so that, even if the chiefs and their men kept
together respectively, as they may have done, still the
chiefs may probably have followed quite as much as they
led. Again, when the second separation takes place, it
is thus described, 'One portion returned, under Ulysses,
to Agamemnon. Prognosticating evil, I made sail home-
wards with the whole body of my ships, which followed
me. Diomed did the same, and (wpa-e <T eralpovs) invited
his men (to do it). And after us at last came Menelaus.'
(vv. 162-8). Now here instruction is given us on three
points:

1. Diomed urged his men; therefore it was not a
mere matter of course that they should go.

2. Nestor mentions especially that his division all
kept together (a-vv vt)v<r\v aoXXea-iv); therefore this did
not always happen.

3. It is very unlikely that the part, which is first
named as having returned with Ulysses, should nave
been confined to his own petty contingent.

Thus it is left in great doubt, whether the chiefs and
men did uniformly keep together: and the tenour of
the narrative favours the supposition, that the men at
least contributed materially to any joint conclusions.

As, in the first Assembly of the Iliad, Achilles acts
his personal quarrel in the public eye, and lodges a
sort of tacit appeal against Agamemnon, so, in that of
the Odyssey, Telemachus does the like with reference to
the Suitors. It is there that he protests against their
continued consumption of his substance; that he re-
jects their counter-proposal for the dismissal of his
mother on their behalf, and that he himself finally pro-
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pounds the voyage to the mainlandk. There too we
find a most distinct recognition by Mentor, his guard-
ian, of the powers and rights of the people; for he
loudly complains of their sitting silent, numerous as
they are1, instead of interposing to rebuke the handful
of Suitors that were the wrongdoers. But if, accord-
ing to the genius and usages of the heroic age, the
people had nothing to do but to listen and obey their
betters, the expectation that they should have risen to
defend a minor against the associated aristocracy of the
country would have been absurd, and could not have
been expressed, as we find it expressed, by Mentor.

It is true indeed, as has been observed by Titt-
mannm

3 that this Assembly makes no effective response
to the appeal of Telemachus; and that the Suitor Anti-
nous is allowed to declare in it his own intention, and
that of his companions, to continue their lawless proceed-
ings. But what we see in the Odyssey is not the normal
state of the heroic polities: it is one of those polities
disorganized by the absence of its head, with a people,
as the issue proves, deeply tainted by disloyalty. Yet
let us see what, even in this state of things, was still
the weight of the Agore. First, when Telemachus de-
sires to make an initial protest against the acts of the
Suitors, he calls it to his aid. Secondly, though at the
outset of the discussion no concession is made to him,
yet he gains ground as it proceeds. The speech of An-
tinous, the first Suitor who addresses the Assembly
(Od. ii. 85-128), is in a tone of sheer defiance, and
treats his attempt as a jest and as an insult (v. 86). The
next is that of Eurymachus; who, while deriding the
omens, yet makes an advance by appealing to Telema-
chus to take the matter into his own hands, and induce

k Od. ii. 212. ' Od. ii. 239-41. "> Griech.Staatsv. b.ii. p.57.
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his mother to marry one among them (178-207). The
third, that of Leiocritus, contains a further slight ap-
proximation ; for it conveys an assent to his proposed
voyage, and recommends that Mentor and Alitherses
shall assist him in making provision for it (242-56).
Thus even here we see that progression, which may
always be noticed in the Homeric debates; and the
influence under which it was effected must surely have
been an apprehension of the Assembly, to which both
Telemachus, and still more directly Mentor, had ap-
pealed.

Thirdly, however, we perceive in this very account
the signs of the disordered and distracted state of the
public mind. For, beyond a sentiment of pity for
Telemachus when he bursts into tears (v. 81), they
make no sign of approval or disapproval. We miss
in Ithaca the well-known cheers of the Iliad, the

01 § apa TiavTes eniaypv lues ""A^aiSiv.

They are dismissed without having made a sign ; just as
it is in the Assembly of the First Iliad (an exception in
that poem); where the mind of the masses, puzzled and
bewildered, is not in a condition to enable them to in-
terfere by the distinct expression of their sympathies".

There are, however, two other instances of Assem-
blies in the Odyssey.

The first of these is the Assembly of the Phseacians
in the Eighth Book; which we may safely assume to be
modelled generally according to the prevailing manners.

The petition0 of Ulysses to Alcinous is, that he may
be sent onwards to his home. The king replies, that
he will make arrangements about it on the following
day P. Accordingly, the Assembly of the Phasacian

11 Od. ii. 257. II. i. 305. ° Od. vii. 151.
P Od. vii. 189-94, 317.
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people is called: Minerva herself, under the form of
the herald, takes the pains to summon the principal
persons^. Alcinous then proposes that a ship shall be
got ready, with a crew of fifty-two picked men . For
his part he will give to this crew, together with the
kings, an entertainment at the palace before they set
outs. This is all done without debate. Then comes
the banquet, and the first song of Demodocus. The
company next return to the place of assembly, for the
games. It is here that Ulysses is taunted by Eurya-
lus*. In his reply he appeals to his character as a
suppliant; but he is the suppliant of the king and all
the people, not of the king, nor even of the king and
his brother kings, alone";

T]ixai, \i(ra6fxei>os paarikrja re , -navra re brjfxov.

We must therefore assume that Alcinous, in his pro-
posal, felt that he was acting according both to prece-
dent and the general opinion. He does not order any
measure to be taken, but simply gives his opinion in
the Assembly about providing a passage, which is
silently accepted (ver. 46). Yet I cannot but take it
for a sign of the strong popular infusion in the political

1 Od. viii. 7—15. with so large a number is re-
r The number deserves re- markable, and may be best ex-

mark. Fifty, as we know from plained by supposing that it
the Catalogue, was a regular refers to the Sua>, who were the
ship's crew of rowers. What principal men of the crew, and
were the two 1 Probably a com- that the fifty are not regarded as
mander, and a steersman. The forming part of the subject of
dual is used in both the places the verb. If this be so, the pas-
where the numbers are men- sage shows us in a very simple
tioned (Kpivdo-dav, ver. 36, Kpiv- form the rudimentary nautical
Bivre, 48, $r\Tr\v, 49). There are order of the Greek ships,
other passages where the. dual s Od. viii. 38.
extends beyond the number two, ' Od. viii. 158-64.
to three and four. See Nitzsch, u Od. viii. 157.
in lou. But the use of it here
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ideas of the age, when we find that even so slight a
measure, as the dispatch of Ulysses, was thought fit to
be proposed and settled there.

But we have weightier matter disposed of in the
Twenty-fourth Odyssey, which affords us an eighth
and last example of the Greek Assembly, its powers,
and usages.

The havock made of the Suitors by Ulysses is at
last discovered after the bodies have been disposed of;
and upon the discovery, the chiefs and people repair in
a mass to the open space where Assemblies were held,
and which bears the same name with them". Here
the people are addressed on the one side by Enpeithes,
father of the leading Suitor Antinous, on the other, by
Medon the herald, and Alitherses, son of Mastor the
Seer. And here we are supplied with further proofs,
that the Assemblies were not wholly unaccustomed to
act according to their feelings and opinions. There is no
sign of perplexity or confusion; but there is difference
of sentiment, and each party acts upon its own. More
than half the meeting loudly applaud Alitherses, and
break up, determined not to meddle in the affair y. The
other party keep their places, holding with Eupeithes;
they then go to arm, and undertake the expedition
against Ulysses. Having lost their leader by a spear's
throw of Laertes, for which Minerva had supplied him
with strength, they fall like sheep before the weapons
of their great chief and his son. Yet, though routed,
they are not treated as criminals for their resistance;
but the poem closes by informing us that Minerva, in

x Probably the strictly proper iii. 131), but the name common
name of the Assembly, as distin- to the two prevails,
guished from the place of-meet- >' Od. xxiv. 463.
ing, is riyvpis or navryyvpi.s (as Od,
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the form of Mentor', negotiated a peace between the
parties51.

Since the Assemblies of Olympus grow out of the poly-
theistic form of the Greek religion, we must treat them
as part of its human element, and as a reflection of the
heroic life. There will therefore be an analogy per-
ceptible between tlie relation of Jupiter to the other
Immortals in the Olympian Assembly, and that of the
Greek Sovereign to all or some of those around him.
But as the deities meet in the capacity of rulers, we
should seek this analogy rather in the relation between
Agamemnon and the kings, or between the local sove-
reign and his elders (yipovres), than between either of
the two respective heads, and the mass of those whom
he ruled. This analogy is in substance sustained by
the poems. The sovereignty of Jupiter undoubtedly
stands more elevated, among the divinities of Olympus,
than that of Agamemnon, or any other of his kings, on
earth. It includes more of the element of force, and
it approximates more nearly to a positive supremacy.
Accordingly, whatever indicates freedom in Olympus
will tend a fortiori to show, that the idea of freedom
in debate was, at least as among the chiefs, familiar
here below. Yet even in Olympus the other chief
deities could murmur, argue, and object. The power

1 Od. xxiv. 546. is likewise addressed to the
a Besides all the particulars whole body of 'Amatol (II. i. 15),

which have been cited, we have that is, either to the entire army,
incidental notices scattered about or at any rate to all the kings ;
the poems, which tend exactly or, to all the members of the
in the same direction. For ex- Achsean race. This we may
ample, when Chryses prays for compare with the application of
the restitution of his daughter, the prayer of Ulysses in Scheria
his petition is addressed princi- to the king and people,
pally to the two Atridse, but it
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of Jupiter is exhibited at its zenith in the Assembly of
the Eighth Iliad, when he violently threatens all that
disobey, and challenges the whole pack to try their
strength with him. The vehemence with which he
spoke produced the same intimidatory effect upon the
gods, as did the great speech of Achilles upon the en-
voys : and the result upon the minds of the hearers in
the two cases respectively, is described in lines which,
with the exception of a single word, precisely corre-
spond"3. Still, immediately after Jupiter has given the
peremptory order not to assist either party, Minerva
answers, Well, we will not fight—which she never had
done—but we will advise ; and this Jupiter at once
and cheerfully permits0. But there is more than this.
Be the cause what it may, the personal will of Ju-
piter, fulfilled as to Achillesd, is not fulfilled as to
Troy. The Assembly of the Fourth Book is opened
with a proposal from him, that Troy shall stande.
From this he recedes, and it is decided that the city
shall be destroyed; while the only reservation he makes
is not at all on behalf of the Trojans, but simply on be-
half of his own freedom to destroy any other city he
may mislike, however dear it may chance to be to
Juno.

The position of Agamemnon, of which Jupiter is in
a great degree a reflection, bears a near resemblance to
that of a political leader under free European, and,
perhaps it may be said, especially under British, institu-
tions. Its essential elements are, that it is worked in
part by accommodation, and in part by influence.

Besides its grand political function, the ayoph is, as
we have seen, in part a judicial body. But the great

b II. viii. 28, 9. ix. 430, 1. d II. i. 5.
<•- II. viii. 38-40. c II. iv. 17-19.
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safeguard of publicity attends the conduct of trials, as
well as the discussion of political affairs. The par-
tialities of people who manifest their feelings by visible
signs is thus prevented, on the one hand, by the culti-
vation of habitual self-respect, from passing into fury,
and on the other hand, from degenerating into base-
ness.

It is perhaps worthy of notice, as assisting to indicate
the substantive and active nature of the popular in-
terest in public affairs, that where parties were formed
in the Assemblies, those who thought together sat
together. Such appears to be the intimation of the
line in the Eighteenth Iliad (502),

Xaol 8' a/xcfioripoKnv li:r\Tivov, afj.(jns apooyoC.

As the a/xcpis apceyol expresses their sentiments, ap.(poTe-
pooOev can hardly signify any thing other than that they
sat separately on each side of the Assembly. A similar
arrangement seems to be conveyed in the Twenty-
fourth Odyssey, where we find that the party of the
Suitors remained in a mass (rol <5' aOpooi avroOi /xl/xvov,
v. 464.) I think this circumstance by no means an
unimportant one, as illustrative of the capacity, in which
the people attended at the Assemblies for either poli-
tical or judicial purposes.

The place of Assemblies is also the place of judi-
cature. But the supremacy of the political function is
indicated by this, that the word ayoph, which means
the Assembly for debate, thus gives its own designation
to the place where both functions were conducted. At
the same time, we have in the word Themis a clear in-
dication that the original province of government was
judicial. For that word in Homer signifies the prin-
ciples of law, though they were not yet reduced to the
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fixed forms of after-times; but on the other hand Themis
was also a goddess, and she had in that capacity the office
of summoning and of dissolving Assemblies'. Thus the
older function, as often happens, came in time to be
the weaker, and had to yield the precedence to its
more vigorous competitor.

But in Homer's time, though they were distin-
guished, they were not yet divided. On the Shield of
Achilles, the work of Themis? is done in full Assembly:
and this probably signifies the custom of the time. But
in the Eleventh Iliad, Patroclus passes by the ships of
Ulysses1',

tva <r<\> ayoprj re Oefxis r e
Tj-qv.

And, in the description of the Cyclopes, the line is yet
more clearly drawn ; for it is said1,

Toicrw 8' oiiT ayopal j3ov\r)<f>6poi, OVT€ BifxiiTTts.

In that same place, too, the public solemnities of
religion were performed: and though in the Greek
camp it was doubtless placed at the centre of the line
with a view to security, its position most aptly sym-
bolized also its moral centrality, as the very heart of
the national life. At the spot where the Assemblies
were held were gathered into a focus the religious, as
well as the patriotic sentiments of the country.

The fact is, that everywhere in Homer we find the
signs of an intense corporate or public life, subsisting
and working side by side with that of the individual.
And of this corporate life the 070^ is the proper
organ. If a man is to be described as great, he is
always great in debate and on the field; if as insignifi-
cant and good for nothing, then he is of no account

f Od. ii. 68, 9. ML xi. 807.
g II. xviii. 497 i Od. ix. 112-15.
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eitber in battle or in council. The two grand forms of
common and public action are taken for tbe criteria of
the individual.

When Homer wishes to describe the Cyclopes as
living in a state of barbarism, he says, not that they
have no kings, or no towns, or no armies, or no country,
but that they have no Assemblies, and no administra-
tion of justice, which, as we have seen, was the primary
function of the Assemblies. And yet all, or nearly all
the States had Kings. The lesson to be learned is, that
in heroic Greece the King, venerable as was his title,
was not the fountainhead of the common life, but only
its exponent. The source lay in the community, and
the community met in the Agore. So deeply imbedded
is this sentiment in the mind of the Poet, that it seems
as if be could not conceive an assemblage of persons
having any kind of common function, without their
having, so to speak, a common soul too in respect of it.

Of this common soul the organ in Homer is the TJ?
or ' Somebody;' by no means one of the least remark-
able, though he has been one of the least regarded,
personages of the poems. The Th of Homer is, I ap-
prehend, what in England we now call public opinion.
We constantly find occasions, when the Poet wants to
tell us what was the prevailing sentiment among the
Greeks of the army. He might have done this didac-
tically, and described at length the importance of
popular opinion, and its bearings in each case. He has
adopted a method more poetical and less obtrusive. He
proceeds dramatically, through the medium of a person,
and of a formula :

wde be n s einecrKfit, lba>i> es irkr/awv a\\ov.

It may, however, not seem worthy of remark, con-
sidering the amount of common interest among the
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Greeks, that he should find an organ for it in his TV?.
But when he brings the Greeks and Trojans together
in the Pact, though it is only for the purpose of a
momentary action, still he makes an integer pro hdc vice
of the two nations, and provides them with a common
TJs (II. iii. 319):

<S8e Se m direa-Kev 'A^at5i' re Tpdwv re.

We find another remarkable exemplification in the
case of the Suitors in the Odyssey. Dissolute and
selfish youths as they are, and competitors with one
another for a prize which one only can enjoy, they are
nevertheless for the moment banded together in a
common interest. They too, therefore, have a collective
sentiment, and a ready organ for it in a Tl? of the
Odyssey (Od. ii. 324), who speaks for the body of
Suitors:

<S8e 8e TLS fiirecnce viiov {nreprjvopeovTotv.

All these are, in my view, most striking proofs of the
tenacious hold, which the principle of a public or cor-
porate life for all aggregations of men had taken upon
the mind of Homer, and upon Greece in the heroic
age. Nor can I help forming the opinion, that in all
probability we may discern in the Homeric Tl? the
primary ancestor of the famous Greek Chorus. It is
the function of the Chorus to give utterance to the
public sentiment, but in a sense apt, virtuous, and
pious. Now this is what the Homeric TJ? usually
does; but of course he does on behalf of the com-
munity, what the Chorus does as belonging to the body
of actors.

It is then surely a great error, after all we have seen,
to conclude that, because the political ideas and prac-
tices of those times did not wear the costumes now in
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fashion, they were without their own real vitality, and
powerful moral influence upon the minds and charac-
ters of men.

But, on the other hand, in repelling these unsound
and injurious notions, we must beware of assuming too
much of external resemblance between the heroic age
and the centuries either of modern Christendom or
even of historic Greece and Rome. All the determinate
forms of public right are the growth of long time,
of dearbought experience, and of proved necessity.
Right and force are supplements to one another; but
the proportions, in which they are to be mingled, are
subject to no fixed rule. If the existence of rights, both
popular and regal, in the heroic age is certain, their
indeterminateness is glaring and conspicuous. But the
shape they bore, notwithstanding the looseness of its
outline, was quite adequate to the needs of the time.
We must not, in connection with the heroic age, think
of public life as a profession, of a standing mass of pub-
lic affairs, of legislation eternally in arrear, of a com-
plex machinery of government. There were no regular
regencies in Greece during the Trojan war. There
was no Assembly in Ithaca during the long absence of
Ulyssesk, before the one called by Telemachus, and
reported in the Second Book of the Odyssey. We
have seen, however, in what way this lack of machinery
told upon the state of Greece by encouraging faction,
and engendering revolution. The strain of the Trojan
expedition was too great for a system so artless and in-
organic. The state of Ithaca in the Odyssey is politically
a state almost of anarchy; though the symptoms of that
disease were milder by far then, than they could now
be. The condition of the island shows us what its polity

k Tittmann Griech. Staatsv. b. ii. p. 56.
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had been, rather than what it was. But for all or-
dinary occasions it had sufficed. For Assemblies met
only when they had something to do; and rarely
indeed would such junctures arrive. Infractions of
social order and social rights, which now more com-
monly take place by fraud, were then due almost
wholly to violence. And violence, from its nature,
could hardly be the subject of appeal to the Assembly:
as a general rule, it required to be repaid on the instant,
and in the same coin. Judicial questions would not
often be of such commanding interest, as to divide a
people into two opinions; nor the parties to them
wealthy enough to pay two talents to the successful
judge. Great controversies, affecting allegiance and the
succession, must of necessity in all ages be rare; and
of a disputed succession in Greece the poems can
hardly be said to offer us an instance. We find, how-
ever, in the last Book of the Odyssey, that, according
to the ideas of that period, when a question as to the
sovereignty did arise, the people needed no instructor
as to the first measure they were to take. They repaired,
as if by a common and instinctive impulse, to the
Agore; in which lay deposited their civil rights and
their old traditions, like the gems of the wealth of
Greece in the shrine of the Archer Apollo1.

1 II. ix. 404.



II. I LI O S.

THE TROJANS COMPARED AND CONTRASTED

WITH THE GREEKS.

W E have perhaps been accustomed to contemplate
the Trojans too exclusively, either as enemies of the
Greeks, or else as constituting, together with them,
one homogeneous chapter of antiquity, which we might
be content to examine as a whole, without taking
notice of specific differences. Let us now endeavour
to inquire what were the relations, other than those of
mere antagonism in the war, between the two nations;
what points they embraced, and what affinities or
discords they disclose. The direct signs of kindred
between Troy and Greece have already been con-
sidered ; but the examination into points of contrast
and resemblance as respects religion, polity, and cha-
racter, will assist us in judging how far a key to those
affinities and discords is to be found in the different
interfusion and proportion, in the two cases, of ethnical
elements which they possessed in common.

We have seen in another placea that the Greeks, or
Achseans, and the Trojans, were akin by the Hellic
element, which appears to establish a connection chiefly
as regarded the royal house, and other ruling houses, of
Troy. On the other hand it has seemed clear, from
many sources, that the main affinity between the bulk

a Achseis, or Ethnology, sect. ix. p. 496.

L
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of the two nations was Pelasgian. As respects the
ethnological question, the supposition most consonant
to the evidence as a whole appears to me to be, that
in Troas we find Hellic families, possessed of dominion
over a Pelasgian people: in Greece we find Hellic
tribes, placed in dominant juxtaposition with Pelasgic
tribes, of prior occupancy; constituting, as is probable,
whole classes of the community, and mingling with
and powerfully modifying the aggregate composition so
as to produce a mixed result; while in Troy, though
the ruling houses are probably a different order, and
there may be found here and there the tokens of this
influence, yet the general face of society, and the sub-
stance of manners and institutions, are Pelasgian. It
will be recollected, that even in Greece we trace two
forms of Hellic diffusion. Sometimes the descendants
of the Helli appear as single families, like the iEolids;
sometimes as races, like the Achaeans. The state of
facts here supposed as to Troy is in accordance with the
former class of indications within Greece itself.

Upon the footing supplied by these assumptions, I
shall treat the comparison of the two countries as to
religion, policy, social usages, and moral ideas and
practice.

We have already been obliged, in considering the
respective shares of the Hellenic and Pelasgian factors
in the compound Greek character, to anticipate in
some degree the conclusions with regard to the religion
of the Trojans in its general character, which I will
now proceed more fully to explain and illustrate.

We have found three conspicuous deities, of worship
apparently supreme and universal: Jupiter, Minerva,
and Apollo. After these comes Neptune, of a more
doubtful position when we pass out of the Hellenic
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and Phoenician circles; and Latona with Diana, who,
doubtless from the vantage ground of early tradition,
take rank alike with an Hellenic and a Pelasgian people.
We have also supposed Ceres to be of immemorial
standing as a deity of the Pelasgians; and Venus to have
made great way among them.

Passing on from the consideration of Pelasgian reli-
gion at large, it will now be requisite to show, with
particular reference to Troy, how far we find the names
of the Greek divinities recognised there; nor must we
omit to consider, in what degree identity of name im-
plies identity of person and function.

1. Jupiter had a Te/xevoi, or portion of consecrated
land, on Mount Gargarus; and there Onetor was his
priesta. He is, with the Trojans as with the Greeks,
the first and greatest of the godsb. He himself attests
their abundant liberality in sacrifices offered to him-
self0. The Greek Jupiter is Olympian; the Trojan
Jupiter is Jupiter of Ida. Except as to abode, there
is no difference to be discerned between the features
of the two.

2. We have no direct indication, in the Iliad, of the
worship of Neptune by the Trojans. But the legend
of his employment under Laomedon must be taken to
imply that his divinity was acknowledged in that
country: confirmed as it is by his sharing with Jupiter
and Apollo the destruction of the Greek rampart after
the conclusion of the ward.

3. In the case of Juno, I have elsewhere noticede

the three passages, which alone appear to establish a
faint connection between her and the Trojans.

a II. viii. 47, 8. d II. xxi. 442 seqq. vii. 459.
b II. iii. 298. xii. 17.
c II. iv. 48. e Olympus, sect. iii. p. 197.

L 2
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4. Minerva had a temple on Pergamus; and was
served there by a priestess, Theano ; who, as the wife of
Antenor, was of the very next rank to Priam and his
house. The goddess is addressed, on the occasion of
the procession of the Sixth Book, in a strain which
seems to acknowledge her possession of supreme
powerf: the defender of cities, excellent among god-
desses, she is entreated to have pity on Troy, to break
the lance of Diomed, and to grant that he himself may
fall.

5. Apollo would appear to be the favourite among
the great deities of the country. He, like Minerva,
has a temple in the citadel?. Chryses is his priest at
Chryse, and there too he has a temple. He is the
special protector of Cilia and of Tenedosh. With Mi-
nerva, he is indicated as the recipient of supreme
honour'1. The Lycian name, so prevalent in Troas,
establishes a special connection with him. In the
Iliad, he seems to be the ordinary and immediate Pro-
vidence to the Trojan chiefs, as Minerva is to the
Greek ones. At the same time, he carries no sign of
exclusive nationalism ; he bears no hatred to the
Greeks; but, after the restitution and propitiation, he
at once accepts the prayer, and stays the pestilencek.

6. Latona must have been known among the Tro-
jans ; because Homer has represented her as contending
on the Trojan side in the war of the gods, and as en-
gaged in tending the wounded iEneas within the temple
of Apollo on Pergamus.

7. The same reasons apply also to Diana: and we
moreover find, that she instructed the Trojan Scaman-
drius in the huntsman's art1.

f II. vi. 298-300. 305-10. i II. vii. 540. xiii. 827.
g II. V. 446. h II. i. 37-9. k II. j . 4 5 7 1 I L T 4 9
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8. Venus is eminently Trojan. Her relation to this
people is marked by her favour towards Paris: her
passion for Anchises: her sending a personal ornament
as a marriage gift to Andromache; her ministerial
charge over the body of Hector (II. xxiii. 184-7); n e r

being chosen as the model to which Trojan beauties
are compared, while Diana is the favourite standard for
the Greek woman. It is also marked by her zealous,
though feeble, partizanship in favour of Troy among
the Immortals : and by the biting taunts of Pallas, of
Helen, and of Diomed™.

9. Vulcan is not only known, but has a cult in Troy :
for Dares is his priest, and is a person of great wealth
and consideration; one of whose sons he delivers from
death in battle, to comfort the old man in his decline".

10. Mars. Of this deity it would seem, that he has
been given by Homer to the Pelasgians, mainly be-
cause of his so strongly marked Thracian character,
and his want of recognition among the Hellenes, who
had a higher deity of war in Minerva. I have touched
elsewhere upon his equivocal position as between the
two parties to the war. It corresponds with that of
the Thracians, who appear to form a point of intersec-
tion, so to speak, for the Hellic and Pelasgian races.
Those of the plain of Adrianople are, like the Pelasgi,
horse-breeders, dwelling in a fertile country: the ruder
portion are among the mountains to the north and
west.

11. Mercury. One sign only of the ordinary agency
of this deity in Troas is exhibited ; he gives abundant
increase to the flocks of Phorbas0.

12. Earth (Taia) would appear to have been recog-
nised as an object of distinct worship in Troas: for
m II. v.421-5. 348-51. iii. 405-9. n II. v. 9. and 20-4. °Il.xiv.49O.
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when Menelaus proposes the Pact, he invites the Tro-
jans to sacrifice a black lamb to her, and a white one
to the Sun ; while the Greeks will on their part offer
up a lamb to Jupiter. The proposal is at once accepted ;
and the heralds are sent by Hector to the city for the
lambsP, which seems to be conclusive as to the acknow-
ledgment of these two deities in Troy.

13. The Sun. Besides that the passage last quoted
for Earth is also conclusive for the Sun, we have another
token of his relation to Troy, in the unwillingness with
which he closes the day, when with his setting is to end
the glory of Hector and of his country 9.

We have thus gone through the list of the greater
Greek deities, and have found them all acknowledged
in Troas, with the following exceptions : 1. of Ceres,
whom we may however suspect, from her Pelasgian cha-
racter, to have been worshipped there under some name
or form ; 1. of Aidoneus; and 3. of Persephone. These
exceptions will be further noticed.

Again, among the thirteen who have been identified
as objects of Trojan worship, we find one, namely, Taia,
of whom we can hardly say that she was worshipped in
Greece ; though she was invoked, as by Agamemnon in
the Nineteenth Book, and by Althea in the Ninth, to
add a more solemn sanction to oaths.

14. Together with her, we may take notice of a four-
teenth deity, apparently of great consideration in Troy,
namely, the River Scamander. He bears a marked
sign of ancient worship, in having a divine appellation,
Xanthus, as well as his terrestrial one, Scamander. He
had an aprjrrip, by name Dolopion. To him, according
to the speech of Achilles, the Trojans sacrificed live
horses. He enters into the division of parties among

1' II. iii. 103. 116. q II, xviii. 239.
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the gods about the war, and fights vigorously against
Achilles, until he is at length put down by Hephaestus,
or Vulcan. As a purely local deity, however, he has
of course no place in the Greek mythology.

15. Though we have no direct mention of the trans-
lation of Tithonus by "Hoy, or Aurora, yet, as Homer
gives Tithonus a place both in the genealogy of the
Dardanidse, and likewise by the side of Aurora, we may
consider that, by thus recognising the translation, he
also points out Aurora as an acknowledged member of
the supernatural order in Troas.

Several among these names call for more particular
notice : especially those of Vulcan, Earth, and Sca-
mander.

The case of Vulcan, and his place in Troy, may
serve to remind us of a proposition somewhat general
in its application; this namely, that, in classifying the
Trojan divinities, Homer need not have intended to
imply that the same name must in all cases carry ex-
actly the same attributes. We must here bear in mind,
that probably all, certainly almost all, of the properly
Olympian gods, were Greek copies modified from Ori-
ental or from traditive originals. But as these concep-
tions were propagated in different quarters, each country
would probably add or take away, or otherwise alter,
in conformity with its own ruling tendencies. Hence
when we find a Vulcan in Greece, and a Vulcan in
Troas, it by no means follows, that each of them pre-
sented the same features and attributes. If Homer
believed them to be derived from a common original
in Egypt or elsewhere, that would be a good and valid
reason for his describing them by the same name,
though the Trojan Vulcan might not present all the
Hellenic traits, nor vice versa. In some cases, such as
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those of Jupiter, Apollo, Minerva, Diana, and Venus,
there is such a correspondence of attributes entering
into the portraiture of the respective deities in the two
countries, that their identity, at least so far as the evi-
dence goes, seems quite unimpaired and unequivocal.
But we have no means of showing from the poems,
that the Trojan Hephaestus corresponded with the Greek
one. Indeed when we find no mention of his being
actually worshipped in Greece, and at the same time
learn that he had a priest in Troas, the presumption
arises, that different conceptions of him prevailed in
the two countries. Again, there is nowhere assigned
to him as a Greek deity any such exercise of power, as
that by which he saves Idaeus, a son of his priest Dares,
from imminent death on the field of battle.

These general considerations, which tend to show that
the identity of name in a Trojan and a Greek deity
may be compatible with much of dissimilarity in the
popular development of the functions, will relieve us
from difficulties, which we should otherwise have had
to meet, in accounting for the place of some of the
Olympian divinities in Trojan worship. We have
found reason to suppose, that Vulcan may have come
into Greece through Phoenicia. But the Trojans ap-
pear to have had very little connection with Phoenicia.
The precious Kei^Xiov of Priam, the cup that he car-
ried to Achilles, was not Phoenician but Thracianr.
The only token of intercourse mentioned is, that Paris
brought textile fabrics from Sidons. Again, Vulcan
was especially worshipped in Lemuos, and had his ter-
restrial abode there. But this goes more naturally to
account for the works of metal in Thrace, than for the
position of Vulcan in Troas ; higher as it was, appar-

r II. xxiv. 234, 5. s. H. v i . 289-92.
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ently, than in Greece. Again, it is worth notice, that
the Vulcan of the Romans was, like their Mars, one of
the old gods of Etruria, a country stamped with many
Pelasgian characteristics. It may be, that we ought to
look back to Egypt for the origin of all these Vulcans.
In the time of Herodotus1, the Egyptian priests claimed
him as their own: and Phtah, the principal deity of
Memphis, was held by the later Greeks to correspond
with their "H^GUO-TO?. Even the two names carry tokens
of relationship. From that fountain-head might be
propagated diverging copies of the deity: and, as far as
we can judge, the Vulcan worshipped in Troy was
much more like the common ancestor, than the highly
idealized artificer of Olympus, upon whom the Poet
has worked out all his will".

There is another of its points of contact with the
Olympian system, in which this list of Trojan deities is
remarkable. While investigating the Greek mytho-
logy, we have found reason to suppose that Juno,
Ceres, and Gaia are but three different forms of the
same original tradition of a divine feminine: of whom
Ceres is the Pelasgian copy, Juno the vivid and power-
ful Hellenic development, and Gaia the original skele-
ton, retaining nothing of the old character, but having
acquired the function of gaol-keeper for perjurors
when sent to the other worldv In the retention how-
ever of all three within the circle of religion, we see
both the receptiveness and the universalism of the
Greek mythology. Now, in Troy, where there was less
of imaginative power, the case stands very differently.
Of Ceres, who represents the Pelasgian impression of

t Herod, ii. 50. v Ehea (epa) shows us the
« Dollinger Heid. u. Jud. VI. fourth and cosmogonic side of

iii. p. 411. the same conception.
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the old earth-worshipping tradition, we hear nothing in
Troas. Probably she was not there, because Gaia, her
original, was still a real divinity for the Trojans. But
how are we to explain the fact that Gaia and Juno are
both there? I venture to suggest, that it is because
these are different names, the foreign and the domestic
one, for the same thing. When Hector swears to
Dolon, it is by Jupiter, ' the loud-thundering husband
of Here: which almost appears as if Juno held, in the
Trojan oath, a place more or less resembling the place
occupied in the Greek oaths (where Juno does not
appear at all) by Gaia.

Again, it is obvious that, if this relation exists be-
tween Gaia and Juno, it explains the fact that we do
not find both, so to speak, thriving together. In Troas
Gaia is worshipped, but Juno scarcely appears. In
Greece Juno is highly exalted, but Gaia has lost all
body, and has dwindled to a spectral phantasm. It is
the want of imagination in the Trojan mythology, which
makes it a more faithful keeper of traditions, stereo-
typed in the forms in which they were had from their
inventors.

Next, as to Mercury. I have already adverted to
the fact that Priamx, notwithstanding his obligations
to Mercury in the Twenty-fourth Iliad, takes no notice
of his divinity. I tbink that a close examination of the
narrative tends to show, that the Greek Mercury was
not worshipped in Troy; and leaves us to conclude
that Homer uses a merely poetical mode of speech in
saying that this god gave increase to the flocks of
Phorbas?: even as when he makes Priam call Iris an
Olympian messenger2.

He appears before Priam and his companion Idseus,
x Olympus, sect. iii. p. 234. y II. xiv. 490. '• II. xxiv. 194.
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when they are on their way to the Greek camp, in the
semblance of a young and noble Myrmidon. There
were, we knowa, certain visible signs, by which deities
could in general be recognised or, at least, guessed as
such. Both Idaeus, however, and Priam himself, saw
nothing of this character in Mercury, and simply took
him for a Greek enemy b. Mercury, after some genial
conversation, conducts his chariot to the quarters of
Achilles, and then, before quitting him, announces
himself. Not, however, like Apollo to Hector (II. xv.
256), and Minerva to Ulysses (Od. xiii. 299), simply by
giving his name : but he also declares himself to be an
Immortal, 6e6<; a/xftporos (460). This unusual circum-
stance raises a presumption, that he was not already
known as a divinity to Priam ; and the presumption
seems to become irrefragable, when we find that
Priam, though given to the observances of religion,
uses no act or expression of reverence or even recog-
nition to his benefactor, either on his first declaration
and departure (460, 7), or upon his second nocturnal
appearance (682,), followed by a second and final flight
to Olympus (694).

The case of Scamander will require particular notice :
because it is immediately connected with the question,
whether the Trojans partook of that tendency to a
large imaginative development of religion, which so
eminently distinguishes the Grecian supernaturalism.

We will therefore consider carefully the facts re-
lating to this deity, and such other kindred facts as
Homer suggests.

He speaks of Dolopion as followsc;
{mepOvfiov A0A.0771W0S, os pa 2/<a/xdf8pou

aprjTTjp (TiTVKTO, 0fOS 8' &>S Ti(TO S?fflO).

a Olympus, sect. v. h II. xxiv. 347, 355, 358-60. f II. v. 77.
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This is entirely in keeping, as to particulars, with
the Pelasgian and Trojan institutions. The apyrhp of
Homer is apparently always the priest. Dolopion was a
man in very high station and honour, like the priests of
Rome, and of early iEtoliad; but not like those of later
Greece. And he had been ' made' or 'appointed' priest;
as Theano was chosen to be priestess by the people.
The priesthood of the Homeric age never appears as a
caste in these latitudes. The only approximation to
caste is in the gift of the paims, which, as we find from
the Odyssey, was hereditary in the family of Melampuse.
Thus far, then, the evidence respecting Scamander cer-
tainly would appear to belong to the category of Homer's
historical statements.

Beyond this, everything assumes a figurative stamp.
Scamander fights as a deity with Achilles, and his waters
are so powerful that they can only be subdued by the
immediate action of the god of fire. The hero, too, is
aided by the powerful blasts of Zephyr and of Notus,
whom Juno rouses up to scorch the Trojansf. As we can
hardly doubt, that the plague in the First Book repre-
sents some form of marsh-fever, so here it appears likely
that the Poet takes very skilful advantage of a flood,
caused by summer rains, which had annoyed the
Greeks, and which had been followed by the subsidence
of the waters upon the return of hot weather.

Scamander is very great in the Iliad, but with a
purely local greatness. As a person, he speaks both to
men and to gods. He addresses Simois as his beloved
brother ; but it is entirely on the affair of the deluge
and the heat. Though he takes part in the war, the
distinction is not awarded to him of being a member of

'' II. ix. 575. e Od. xv. 223 and seqq.
i II. xxi. 331 and seqq.
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the smaller and select Olympian community: he merely
stands included by presumption in the general category
of Rivers s.

We have a description from the mouth of Achilles
of certain sacrifices, as belonging to the worship of
Scamanderh:

ovS1 ifxlv TTOTajxos irep evppoos apyvpobivrjs

apKeaei, & 8rj brjda no\ias Upevere ravpovs,

(aiovs 8' ev bCvrjcri KaOUre n&vvxas hmovs.

This offering of live horses is peculiar, and unlike
anything else represented to us in the Homeric poems.
Not only the youths, but even the dogs, whom Achilles
offers to the Shade of Patroclus, are slain before they
are cast into the fire. The same thing is not mentioned
with respect to the four horses, who are also among
the victims ; but it is probably, even from the physical
necessities of the case, to be presumed.

It may, perhaps, be argued, that this speech of Achil-
les partakes of the nature of a sarcasm. The fine Trojan
horses were reared and pastured on the river banks ;
taunts often pass between the warriors of the two
sides: the Srj SqOa may have had the force offorsooth.
Some doubt may attach to the evidence, which the
passage gives, on this ground; and also from the sin-
gularity of the practice that is imputed. It is, on the
whole, however, safest to assume that it is trustworthy.

The case will then stand thus; that we have ap-
parently one single case in Troy of a pure local imper-
sonation of a power belonging to external nature.
Now this might happen under peculiar circumstances,
and yet a very broad distinction might subsist between
the religion of the two nations as to imaginative de-
velopment.

S II. xx. 7, h II. xxi. 130-2.
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Scamander was indeed a great power for the Trojans ;
it was the great river of the country, the fiiyas irorafxos
fiaQvSlvrjs. The child of the great Hector was named
by him Scamandrius, while Simoeisius1 was the son of a
very insignificant person. Another Scamandrius was a
distinguished huntsman, taught by Diana, in a country
where the accomplishment was rarek. His floods, how-
ever useful in time of war, would in time of peace do
fearful damage. It is possibly the true explanation of
the last among the lines quoted from the speech of
Achilles, that he carried away, in sudden spates, many
of the horses that were pastured on his banks. The
Trojans, then, may have had strong motives for deify-
ing Scamander, and particularly for providing him with
a priest, who might beseech him to keep down his
waters. And it will be remembered, from the case of
Gaia, that the Trojau religion was, without doubt,
favourable to the idea of purely elemental deities :
what lacked was the vivid force of fancy, that revelled
in profuse multiplication.

For we cannot fail to perceive, that the idea of a
river-god did not enter into the Trojan as it did into
the Greek life. Ulysses, when in difficulty, at once in-
vokes the aid of the Scherian river1, at whose mouth
he lands. Now the Trojans are driven in masses into
the Scamander by the terrible pursuit of Achilles, and
they hide and sculk, or come forth and fight, about its
banks and waters. Yet no one of them invokes the
River, although that River was a deity contending on
their side. So entirely was he without place in their
consciousness as a power able to help, even though he
may have been publicly worshipped in deprecation of a
calamity, which he was known to be able to inflict.

i II. iv. 47.1, 488. k II. v. 49. < Od. v. 44.5.
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With this remarkable silence we may compare, be-
sides the prayer and thanksgiving of Ulysses, the invo-
cation ofAchilles to Spercheius m. On his leaving home,
his father Peleus had dedicated his hair as an offering
to be made to the River on his return, and to be accom-
panied by a hecatomb. This would have been a thank-
offering ; and as such, in accordance with the prayer of
Ulysses, it implies the power of the River deity to
confer benefits. Nor is that power rendered doubtful
by the fact, that in the particular case the prayer is not
fulfilled, and that the hair is therefore devoted to the re-
mains of Patroclus. We may remark, again, the sacrifice
offered, apparently almost as matter of course, by the
Pylian army to Alpheus, on their merely reaching his
banks". And, as a whole, the multitudinous imperso-
nations of natural objects in the Greek mythology are,
both with Homer and in the later writers, of a benign
and genial character. This bright and sunny aspect is
in contrast with the formidable character of Scamander,
and of the worship offered to him.

There is, perhaps, enough of resemblance between
the Scamander of the Trojan mythology, and the Sper-
cheus or Alpheus of the Greek, to suggest the question,
whether the deification of this river may possibly have
been due to the Hellic influences, which resided in the
royal houses of the country. There are not wanting signs,
that the family of Priam was closely connected with
the river and its banks. The name given to Hector's
child is one such token; and we know that the mares
of Erichthonius were fed upon the marshes near Sca-
mander". It is also worth observation that the Priest of
Scamander was called Dolopion, while Dolops was the
name of a son of Lampus, a Trojan of the highest

111 II. xxiii. 144. " II. xi. 728. ° II. xx. 221.
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rank, brother to Priam, and one of the Sy/jLoyepovres of
Troy P.

But though there may be a special relation between
the worship of Scamander, and the influence of the
royal family, I think the explanation is chiefly to be
sought in the specific differences which separate it from
River-worship, as generally conceived in the Olympian
system.

There is another aspect of River-worship in Greece,
•with which it seems to have more affinity. There is
the terrible adjuration of Styx, which implies its
vindictive agencyi. This river is represented on earth
by a branch from itself, called Titaresius, near the Per-
rhsebian Dodona1'. The Rivers are expressly invoked,
in this character, by Agamemnon in the adjuration of
the Pact: and are associated with the deities that
punish perjury after death. Moreover, it is curious
that, when Agamemnon makes an adjuration before
Greeks alone, he omits the appeal to the Rivers, whom
he had named when he was acting for the two peoples
jointlys. This seems to show that the invocation of
Rivers, or of some class of Rivers, in a retributive capa-
city, was familiar, and may have been peculiar, to the
Trojans.

In effect, then, the grand distinction seems to be this.
The worship of Scamander in Troas belonged to the
elemental system and earth-worship, which the Greeks,
for the purposes of their Olympus, had refined away
into a poetical vivifying Power, replete with more bland
influences: retaining it, more or less, for the purpose of
adjuration, in the darker and sterner sense. Accord-
ingly, while Scamander, who is also called Xanthus, has,

v II. iii. 147-9- xv. 525-7. q II. xiv. 271. xv. 37.
r II. 2. 751-5. s Compare II. iii. 276. xix. 258.
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as a god, a mark of antiquity in the double name1, he
shows none of the Greek anthropophuistic ingredients.
Even for speech and action, he does not take the human
form ; but he is, simply and strictly, the element alive.

The species of deification, implied in earth-worship,
scarcely lifted the objects of it in any degree out of the
sphere of purely material conceptions. Thus, while
Scamander, from his superior power, rs no more than
Nature put in action, all the other Rivers of Troas ex-
hibit to us Nature purely passive, a blind instrument
in the hand of deity. The total silence and inaction
of Simois", after the appeal of Scamander, makes his
impersonality more consjricuous, than if he had not been
addressed. Again, when the Greeks have quitted the
country, Apollo takes up the streams of the eight rivers
that descend from Ida, including great Scamander, like
so many firemen's hose, and turns them upon the ram-
part to destroy it. We have no example in Homer of
this mechanical mode of handling Greek rivers.

The distinction of treatment seems to be due to a
difference in the mythology of the two countries as its
probable source. And I find an analogous method of
proceeding with reference to the Winds. In the Iliad
they are deities, addressed in prayer, and capable of
receiving offerings. In the Odyssey they are mere
senseless instruments of nature, under the control of
iEolus. But then in the Iliad Homer deals with them for
a Greek purpose (for I do not except the impersona-
tion of Boreas, II. xx. 203, where the Dardanid family
is concerned): it is Achilles who prays to them: it is
the Greek war-horse that they beget. In the Odyssey
he introduces them amidst a system of foreign, that is
to say, of Phoenician traditions.

t II. xx. 74. « II. xxi. 308.
M
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Turning now to other objects, let us next see whether
further inquiry will confirm the suggestions, which I
have founded on the cases of Gaia and of Scamander.

At the head of Scamander are two fountains, and
hard by them are the cisterns, which the women of the
city frequent for washing clothes. Thus the spot is one
of great notoriety; yet there is not a word of any
deity connected with these fountains. This is in remark-
able contrast with what we meet in Homer's Greek topo-
graphy. Ulyssesx, immediately on being aware that he
has been disembarked in Ithaca, prays to the Nymphs of
the grotto, which was dedicated to them. There they
had their bowls and vases, and their distaffs of stone,
with which they spun yarn of sea-purple?- And the
harbour, in which he was landed, was the harbour of
Phorcys, the old man of the seaz. So again at the
fountain, where the people of the town drew water,
there was an altar of the Nymphs that presided over it,
upon which all the passers-by habitually made offer-
ingsa. Nor could this be wonderful, as all groves, all
fountains, all meadows, and probably all mountains, had
their proper indwelling Nymphs according to the
Greek mythology; while the Rivers were impersonated
as deities, and the sea too teemed at every point with
preternatural life.

Homer has named many, besides Scamander, of the
rivers of Mount Ida; but to none, not even to Simois,
nor again to Ida or Gargarus themselves, does he assign
any of these local inhabitants.

There are, however, three curious cases of Nymphs
assigned by him to Troas. The vv/xcprj vijl'g, called Abar-
baree, bears two sons to Bucolionb, a spurious child of

* Od. xiii. 356. y Od. xiii. 103. z Ibid 96.
11 Od. xvii. 208-11. *> II. vi. 21.
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Laomedon ; and another nymph of the same class bears
Satniua to Enopsc. A third similar case is recorded in
the Twentieth BookA These would appear to be
simple cases of spurious births, and to have no proper
connection with mythology. For the mother of Sat-
nius is called afxvixwv ; a name never applied by Homer
to the Immortals. If, however, the Nymphs be deities,
they mark another difference between Greece and Troy :
for Homer never attributes lusts to the Nymphs of the
Greek Olympus.

Amidst the whole detail of the Iliad, in one instance
only have we Trojan Nymphs conceived after the Greek
fashion : it is when those of the mountains, according
to the speech of Andromache, planted elms round about
the fresh-made tomb of her father Eetion.

As a general rule, no Trojan refers in speech either
to any legend, or to any intermediate order, of super-
natural beings. Destiny, named by Hecuba, is, as we
have seen, a metaphysical idea, rather than a persone.

The very name of Olympus itself is a symbol of na-
tionality ; and around it are grouped the forms, which
either the popular belief, or the imagination of the
Poet, incorporated into the company of objects for
worship. They form a body wonderfully brilliant and
diversified. They pervade the Greek mind in such a
way, as to appear alike in its didactic, and its most
deeply pathetic moods. The speech of Phoenix gives us
the Parable of "AT>7 and the KLTUI : then the episode
of Meleager, which is founded on the wrath of Diana:
but into this legend itself, inserted into the speech, is
again interpolated the separate legend of Apollo and
Alcyonef. The speech of Agamemnon, in the Nine-

c II. xiv. 444. d I]_ xx. 384, e Jl_ xxii. 435. xxiv. 209.
1 II- ix. 559.
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teenth Book, affords us another examplef. The case is
the same in the most pathetic strains. Achilles, in
the interview with Priam, exhorts him to take food by
the example of Niobe, and appends her tales': Pene-
lope, praying to Diana in the extremity of her grief,
recites the tale of the daughters of Pandareus11. Even
the Suitor Antinous points his address to Ulysses with the
semi-divine legend of the Centaurs andLapithse1. Every-
where, and from all the receptacles of thought, mytho-
logy overflows. But in Troy the case is quite different.
There the human mind never seems to resort to it,
either for food or in sport. We find deities, priests,
prophets, ceremonial, all apparently in abundance: in
all of these, except the first, the Greeks are much
poorer; but each of them, in and for himself, is in con-
tact with an entire supernatural world, the creation of
luxuriant and energetic fancy, which ranges alike over
the spheres of sense and of metaphysics. Andromache,
virtuous and sincere as Penelope, has no such mental
wealth ; her thoughts, and those of Hecuba and Priam,
both ordinarily and also on the death of Hector, are
limited to topics the most obvious and primitive, with
which society, however undeveloped, is familiar. From
this limitation, and from the nature of those legends
respecting deities, of which the scene is* laid in Troas,
it seems reasonable to believe that the mythological
dress is of purely Hellenic origin.

The dedication to Jupiter of the lofty and beautiful
chestnut-treek near Troy, is in correspondence with the
oak of Dodona, and indicates quite a differeut train
of thought from those which conceived the Greek
Olympus. It is probably both a fragment of nature-

f II. xix. 90-133. s II. xxiv. 602-17. h Od. xx. 66.
' Od. xxi. 295-304. k II. v. 697, and vii. 60.
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worship in its Oriental form, and likewise a portion of
the external and ritual development, in which the
religion of Troy was evidently prolific enough. And in
this case the negative evidence of Homer is especially
strong; because the great number of the particular
spots on the plain of Troy, which he has had occasion
to commemorate, constitute a much more minute topo-
graphy there, than he has given us on any other scene,
not even excepting Ithaca: so that he could hardly
have avoided showing us, had it been the fact, that the
religion of Troy entered largely into what Mr. Grote
has so well called ' the religious and personal interpret-
ation of nature.'

Next as to those divine persons of the second order,
who are so abundantly presented to us by Homer in
relations with the (ireeks. Iris visits the Trojans thrice.
First, she repairs to their Assembly in the form of
Polites. Secondly, she appears to Helen, as her sister-
in-law Laodice. She delivers her message to Priam in
the Twenty-fourth Book without disguise; perhaps be-
cause it was necessary1 that he should have the assist-
ance of a deity seen and heard, in order to embolden
him for a seemingly desperate enterprise. But there is
nothing in his account of the interview, which requires
us to suppose that the person Iris was known to
Priam. The expression he uses is™

avrbs yap aKOvaa Ofov nal ecrihpaKOP avnjv.

And again, he calls her an Olympian messenger" from
Jupiter. Another passage carries the argument a point
further, by showing us that the appearance of this
benignant deity was alarming, doubtless because it was
strange, to him. When she arrives, she addresses him

1 II. xxiv. 220. m II. xxiv. 223, 194. n Sup. p. j 55.
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very softly TVTQOV (p9ey£a/j.ei»] (170): but he is seized
with dread ;

TOP de Tpopos ekkafie yvwr

an emotion, which I do not remember to have found
recorded on any apparition of a divinity to a Greek
hero.

Thus far then it would appear probable, that in the
Trojan mythology the list of major deities was more
contracted than in Greece, and that the minor deities
were almost unknown. But perhaps the most marked
difference between the two systems is in the copious
development on the Greek side of the doctrine of a
future state, compared with the jejune and shadowy
character of that belief among the Trojans.

In the narrative of the sack of Hvpoplacian Thebes,
and again in her first lament over Hector, Andromache
does indeed speak of her husband, father, and bro-
thers, respectively, as having entered the dwellings of
Aides". But these references are slight, and it may
almost be said perfunctory. Not another word is said
either in the Twenty-second Book, or in the whole of
the Twenty-fourth, about the shade of Hector.

When Pope closed his Iliad with the line
And peaceful slept the mighty Hector's shade,

it probably did not occur to him, that he was not
merely altering the poetry of Homer, but falsifying
also his picture of the Trojan religion; which had
indeed its funeral rites, but so described as to leave us
no means of concluding, that they were in any degree
directed to procuring the comfort and tranquillity of
the dead. The silence observed about the spirit of
Hector is remarkable from the contrast with the case

11 II. vi. 422. xxii. 482.
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of Patroclus. Both are mourned for passionately, by
those who love them best: but the shade of Patroclus
is the great figure in the mourning of Achilles, while
Hector's existence after death is but once owned, faintly
and in the abstract. Nor, as we see from the Odyssey,
was this homage to the shade of Patroclus a thing
occasional or accidental. We there meet the souls of
all the great departed of the War, in the under-world.
That region, opened to Ulysses, had formerly been
opened to Hercules. Even the dissolute Suitors can-
not be dismissed from life, without our being called to
accompany their spirits past the Lencadian rock to the
place of their destination. The warriors slain in battle
with the Cicoues are thrice invoked by the survivors0.
Nay Elpenor himself, most insignificant of men, is duly
brought before us in his last home'1.

We are, however, enabled to open another chapter
of evidence, that bears upon this interesting subject. It
is obtained through the medium of the oaths of the
two nations respectively.

Displacing the elemental powers from their ordinary
religion, the Greeks made them gaolers, as it were, of
the under-world, and gave them this for their proper
business. Hence they are paraded freely in the Greek
oathsi. Agamemnon before the Pact invokes, with Ju-
piter, the Sun, the Rivers, the Earth, the infernal gods.
In the Nineteenth book, the same; omitting however
the Rivers, and naming, instead of simply describing,
the Eriniiesr. In the Fourteenth Iliad, Juno ap-
parently swears by Styx, Earth, Sea, and the infernal
godss. In the Fifteenth, by Earth, Heaven, Styx, the
head of Jupiter, and their marriage bed*. Calypso

° Od. ix. 65. P Od. xi. 51. 1II. iii. 276. r II. xix. 258.
s II. xiv. 271-4, 278, 9. l II. xv. 36—40.
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swears, for the satisfaction of Ulysses, and according to
his fashion as the imponens, by Earth, Heaven, and
Styx". Thus the Greeks made an effective use of
these earthy and material divinities, in connection with
their large development of the Future State, by install-
ing them as the official punishers of perjury. Now the
Trojans appear, from what we have seen, to have wor-
shipped this class of deities; but as super-terranean, not
as sub-terranean gods. Had they not been thus worship-
ped at the least, Agamemnon could not have included
them in the Invocation of the Pact, where he had to
act and speak for both nations'1. And while we see they
sacrificed lambs to Earth and Sun, still we have a
curious proof that these deities were not worshipped in
Troy as avengers of perjury. For when in the Tenth
Book Hector swears to Dolon, he invokes no divinity,
except Jupiter the loud-thundering husband of Juno.
There may, as we have seen here, be a faint reference
to the earthy character of the Trojan Juno; but there
is no well-developed system, which uses a particular
order of powers for the punishment of perjurors in a
future state. We can hardly doubt that this was pri-
marily because the doctrine of the Future State was
wanting in deep and practical roots, so far as we can
see, among the Trojans. A materializing religion seems
essentially, hostile to the full development of such a
doctrine. And it is not a little curious to find that in
this same country, where the oath was less solemn
than in Greece, and the life after death less a subject
of practical and energetic belief, perjury and breach of
faith should have been, as we shall find they were, so
much more lightly regarded.

For the sake of realizing to ourselves the contrast
11 Oil V. 184. x n . Hi. 264-75.
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between the religious system of Troy, as we thus at
least by glimpses seem to perceive it, and the wonder-
ful imaginative richness of the preternatural system of
the Greeks as exhibited in Homer, it may be well to
point briefly to a few cases, which are the more illustra-
tive, because they are the accessories, and not the main
pillars of the system. Take, then, the personifications
of all the forms of Terror in the train of Mars: the
transport, by Sleep and Death, of the body of Sarpe-
don to his home ; the tears of blood wept by Jupiter;
the agitation of the sea in sympathy with Neptune's
warlike parade; the dread of Aidoneus lest the crust
of earth should give way under the tramp of the gods
in battle; the mourning garb of Thetis for the friend
of her son's youth ; the long train of Nymphs, rising
from the depths of the sea to accompany her, when she
mounts to visit the sorrowing Achilles ; the redundant
imagery of the nether world ; the inimitable tact with
which he preserves the identity of his great chieftains
when visited below, but presents each under a deep
tint of sadness. All this makes us feel not only that
war, policy, and poetry, are indissolubly blended in the
great mind of Homer, and of his race, but that the
harmonious association of all these with the Olympian
religion was the work of a vivifying imagination, which
was a peculiar and splendid part of their inheritance.

There is a more marked trace in the Trojan worship,
than is to be found among the Greeks, of the practice
of the Persian; who paid homage to the Deity,

To loftiest heights ascending, from their tops,
With myrtle-wreathed tiara on his browy.

For Hector offered to Jupiter sometimes (which may
v Wordsworth's Excursion, b. iv.
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be referred to a different cause) on the highest ground
of the city, sometimes on the tops of Idaz:

"Ifirjs h> KOf>vcf>fj<ri TTOXVITTV^OV, aWore b' avre

tV 7 I O A « aKpOTCLTTf.

At all events we may say, that the only sign remaining
in Greece of this principle of worship, was one com-
mon to it with Troy, and seen in the epithet v^-ifyyo?
applied to Jupiter, as well as in the association between
the seats of the gods, and the highest mountains.

On the other hand, the religion of the Trojans ap-
pears to have abounded more in positive observance
and hierarchical development, than that of the Greeks.

This subject may be considered with reference to the
several subjects of

1. Temples. 4. Statues.
2. Endowments (refxevea). 5. Seers or Prophets.
3. Groves. 6. The Priesthood.

It has been debated, whether the Greeks of the
Homeric age had yet begun to erect temples to the
gods.

The only case of a temple, distinctly and expressly
mentioned as existing in Greece, is in the passage of
the Catalogue respecting the Athenians, on which
there hangs a slight shade of doubt. But another pass-
age, though it does not contain the word, seems to
be conclusive as to the thing. It is that where Achilles
mentions treasures, which lie within the stony threshold
of Apollo at Pythoa:

ovb' orra Xaivos ovbbs ap ropos evTos fepyei,

"i>oi/3ou 'ATTO'AAWVOS, Ylvdoi evi irerprjecrar).

Though there may have been treasuries which were not
temples, they could hardly have been treasuries of the
gods: for in what sense could treasures be placed

z II. xxii. 171. a II. ix. 404. Ld. Aberdeen's Essay, p. 86.
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under their special protection, unless by being deposited
in places which were peculiarly theirs ?

In the Odyssey, Eurylochus promises to build a tem-
ple to the Sun, on getting safe to Ithaeab; and Nausi-
thousc, the father of Alcinous, built temples of the
gods in Scheria. Now Scheria was not Greece ; yet it
was more akin to Greece than to Troy.

It is, on the other hand, observable that, though
under these circumstances we can hardly deny that
temples existed among the Greeks, yet we have no
case in Homer of a temple actually erected to a purely
Hellic deity.

Our clear instances are, in fact, confined to the temples
of Minerva at Troy and Athens, and the temples of
Apollo at Troy, Chrysed, and Pytho : and when we see
old Nestor performing solemn sacrifice in the open air
at Pylos, himself, too, a reputed grandchild of Nep-
tune, we cannot suppose that it was usual with the
Hellenes to worship Hellenic gods in temples. It is
possible, though 1 would not presume to say more, that
Apollo and Minerva may have been the only deities to
whom it was usual in that age to erect temples, whether
in Greece or Troy.

I must not, however, presume to dismiss this sub-
ject without noticing the line, Od. vi. 266 ;

tvda be re <T(j> ayopr), KOXOV Yloaiirjiov afj.(pt.s.

This verse is often interpreted as 'the place of assembly
round about the beautiful temple of Neptune.' So
Eustathiuse: so one of the scholiasts : the other inter-
prets it to mean a refievog only. Nitzsch, Terpstraf and
Crusius take it for a temple. * The word Tloo-iSfiov
without a substantive is a form found nowhere else in

b Ocl. xii. 345. c Od. vi. 10 ; vii. 56.
fl II. i. 39. e In loc. f Terpstra, c. iii. 4.
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Homer: so that we have only the aid of reason to in-
terpret it. Now, this ayoph was the place of the public
assemblies for business. It is surely improbable, that
there could have been a roofed temple in the midst of
it, which would interrupt both sight and hearing. On
the other hand, we know that before Troy the altars
were in the ayopr/ of the camp& : and this would cause
no inconvenience. Jt would seem then, that Uoo-iSfiov
means not a covered temple, but a consecrated spot, in
all likelihood inclosed, on which an altar stood.

I would not, however, argue absolutely upon the
word VYJQV, in cases where it is found without a word
signifying to construct, or other signs marking it as a
building. For its resemblance to vrfiov raises the ques-
tion, whether it may not originally have meant the
consecrated land which passed under the name of ri-
luevos. If so, it may have had this sense in a passage
like that of the Catalogue ; where the epithet joined
to it (ew ev\ TTIOVI V>JW) is one more suitable to the idea of
a piece of ground, than of a temple; though applicable
by Homeric usage to the latter too, and though suffi-
ciently supported by fiaXa TTLOVO? e£ aSuroto. (II. v. 512.)

2. The derivation of T€/JLEVO? is supposed, by some phi-
lologists, to be the same with that of templum. And if
so, there is a marked analogy between this association
and that of vrjov with vn'Cov. Each would seem to indicate
the customs of a race, which had both dedicated lands
and a priesthood, before it began to raise sacred edifices.

As respects the endowment in land, which was some-
times consecrated to the gods, and was called re/mevo?,
I presume we must conclude that, wherever such an en-
dowment was found, there must have been a priesthood
supported by it. For it is difficult to conceive what other

? II. xi. 807, 8.
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purpose could have been contemplated, at such a time,
by such an appropriation of land. And again we may
assume that, where the re/u.evos or glebe existed, there
would be if not a temple yet at least an altar, something
which localized the worship in the particular spot.

It is indeed much more easy to suppose a temple with-
out a priesthood, than a glebe. And here it is again
remarkable, that we meet with no example in Homer of
a glebe set apart for an exclusively Hellic god.

The cases of glebes, with which he supplies us, are
these:

1. Of Ceres, a Pelasgian deity, in Thessaly, II. ii.
696 ;

2. Of Jupiter, on Mount Garg-arus in Troas, together
with an altar, II. viii. 48 ;

3. Of Venus, a Pelasgian deity, at Paphos in Cy-
prus, with an altar, Od. viii. 362 ;

4. Of Spercheius in Thessaly, with an altar, II. xxiii.
148. As respects this case, we have indeed found,
that the imaginative deification of Nature appears to
have been Hellenic, and not Pelasgian. Still, with the
case of Scamander before us, and considering that we
find the Te/mevoi attached to Spercheius in an eminently
Pelasgian district, while there is no example of such
an inheritance for the deities among the Hellic tribes,
it seems most rational to consider the appropriation of
it as belonging to the Pelasgian period, and as having
simply lived over into the Hellenic age.

3. The a'Xcro? of Homer appears to be quite different
from the re/j.evo$ : and to mean rather what we should
call a site for religious worship, as distinguished from an
endowment which, as such, would produce the means
of subsistence. Such places were required by the spirit
of Hellenic religion, as much as by the Pelasgian wor-
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ship, and we find them accordingly disseminated as
follows: we have

i. In Scheria, the aAo-os- of Minerva, Od. vi.291,321.
1. At Ismarus, the aXtros of Apollo, in which dwelt

Maron the priest, Od. ix. 200.
3. In Ithaca, the aXaos of the Nymphs, with an

altar, beside the fountain, where all passers-by offered
sacrifice, Od. xvii. 205-11.

4. In Ithaca again, the a'Ao-o? of Apollo, where
public sacrifice was performed in the city on his feast-
day, Od. xx. 277, 8.

5. In Bosotia, Onchestus is called the ayXaov aXvos
of Neptune, II. ii. 506.

6. The aXa-ea of Persephone are on the beach beyond
Oceanus, and are composed of poplars and willows,
Od. x. 509.

7. In the great Assembly of gods before the Theo-
machy, all the Nymphs are summoned, who inhabit
a\a-ea as well as fountains and meadows, II. xx. 8. But
here the meaning includes auy grove, dedicated or not.
And again,

8. The attendants of Circe are such as inhabit ahtrea,
groves, or fountains, or rivers, Od. x. 350.

Thus the aXa-og, when used in the religious sense,
means a grove or clump of trees, sometimes with turf,
or with a fountain ; set apart as a place for worship, and
inhabited by a deity or his ministers, yet quite distinct
from a property capable of supporting them. These
clumps appear to be so appropriated more commonly
by Hellenic, than by Pelasgian practice.

4. We will take next the case of statues of the gods.
In the opinion of Mure, the metaphor which repre-

sents human affairs as resting in the lap of the gods (dewv
ev yovvaa-i), gives conclusive evidence that the custom of
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making statues of the deities prevailed among the
Greeks. I do not however see why this particular
figure should bear upon the question, more than any
of the other very numerous representations which treat
them as endowed with various members of the body.
If this evidence be receivable at all, it is overwhelm-
ing. But it is open to some doubt, whether, because
gods are mentally conceived according to the laws of
anthropomorphism, we may therefore assume that they
were also materially represented under the human form.

We have, I believe, no more than one single piece
of direct evidence on the subject, and it is this; that,
when the Trojan matrons carry their supplication to the
temple of Minerva, together with the offering of a robe,
they deposit it on her knees (II. vi. 303), 'A^m/i;? ETTJ

yovvaa-iv JJUKO/XOW. This appears to be quite conclusive
as to the existence of a statue of Minerva at Troy: but
it leaves the question entirely open, whether it was an
Hellenic, as well as a Pelasgian, practice thus to repre-
sent the gods.

It is quite plain, I think, that the practice was not
one congenial or familiar to the mind of Homer. Had
it been so, he surely must have made large poetic use
of it. Whereas on the contrary it is by inference
alone, though certainly by unavoidable inference, from
language which he uses without that intention, that
we become assured even of their existence in his time.
He speaks, indeed, more than once of placing aydXpLara
in temples, or of suspending them in honour of the
gods'1: but our title to construe this of statues appears
to be wholly conjectural.

It would seem inexplicable that a poet, who enlarges
with so much power, not only on the Shield of Aga-

h Od. iii. 438. xii. 347.
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memnon and the Anns of Achilles, but on the ideal
iEgis of Minerva, the chariot of Juno, the bow of
Apollo, and the metallic handmaids of Vulcan, should
entirely avoid description of the statues of the Olym-
pian gods, if they were habitually before his eyes.

I have argued elsewhere that we see in Homer the
Hellenic, not the Pelasgian, mind. And if it be so,
then I think we are justified in associating with his
Hellenism, as one among many signs, this remarkable
silence. The ritual and external development of Pe-
lasgian religion would delight in statues as visible
signs: the Hellenic idealism would not improbably
eschew them. Hence we may treat this practice of the
period as belonging to Pelasgian peculiarities.

If this be so, then I think we may pass on to the
conclusion, that the original tendency to produce visible
forms of the Divinity was not owing to, and formed no
part of, the efforts of the human imagination, so largely
developed in Homer, to idealize religion, and to beau-
tify the world by its imagery. But, on the contrary,
so far as we can judge from Homer, it first prevailed
among a race inclined to material and earthy concep-
tions in theology, and from them it spread to others
of higher intelligence. It was a crutch for the lameness
of man, and not a wing for his upward aspirations.

And indeed, as it appears to me, this proposition is
sustained even by the past experience and present state
of Christendom. When faith was strongest, images were
unknown to the faithful. Nor is it art, which produces
them: it is merely a kind of corporal and mechanical
imitation. No considerable work of art is at this mo-
ment, I believe, in any Christian country, an object of re-
ligious worship. The sentiment which craves for mate-
rial representations of such objects in order to worship
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them, appears also commonly to exact that they should
be somewhat materialized. The higher office of art,
in connection with devout affection, seems to be that
it should point our veneration onwards, not arrest it.
It holds out the finger which we are to follow, not the
hand which we are to kiss.

The order of Seers or Diviners was common to
Greeks, Trojans, and probably we may add, from its
being known among the Cyclopes, to all contemporary
races. It is singular that we should find here, and not
among the priesthood, the traces of caste, or the here-
ditary descent of the gift. In all other points, this
function stands apart from hierarchical developments.
For the /xdv-m, except as to his gift, is like other men.
Melampus engages to carry off oxen. Polypheides
migrates upon a quarrel with his father. Cieitus is
the lover of Aurora. Theoelymenus has committed
homicide1. Teiresias is called ava^, a lord or princek.
We do not know that Calchas fought as well as pro-
phesied, but it may have been so, since Helenus, the
sou of Priam, and Ennomus, the Mysitin leader, were
seers or augurs not less than warriors. But the most
instructive specimen of this order among the Greeks is
the Suitor Leiodes1, who was also Ouocncoos, or inspector
of sacrifices, to the body of Suitors. Now Ulysses had,
in consideration of a ransom, spared Maron the priest
of Apollo at Ismarus™. But, far from recognising in
the professional character of Leiodes a title to immu-
nity, he answers the plea with characteristic and deadly
repartee. And this, notwithstanding that Leiodes was,
as we learn, distinguished from the rest of the Suitors
by the general decency of his conduct.

i Od. xv. 224 et seqq. k Od. xi. 150.
1 Od. xxii. 310-29. xxi. 144. m Od. ix. i97-.:oi.

N
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The dvoa-Kooi apparently inspected sacrifices, but did
not offer them; for this character is clearly distin-
guished in the Iliad m from that of the priest. Indeed, the
word Bveiv in Homer appears properly to apply to those
minor offices of sacrifice, which did not involve the
putting to death of victims; as in II. ix. 219, where, it
may be observed, the function is not performed by the
principal person, but is deputed by Achilles to Patro-
clus. The inspection of slain animals would probably
stand in the same category, among divine offices, as the
interpretation of other signs and portents.

The members of this class are, upon the whole, as
broadly distinguished from the priests in Homer, as
are the prophets of the Old Testament from the Levi-
tical priesthood.

Tliey were called by the general name of fiamt, or
by other names, some of them more limited : such as
Qeoirpoiros, virocpi'iTr]?, oiwvoTroXos, oveipoiroXo?. T h e y

sometimes interpreted from signs and omens; some-
times, as in II. vi. 86, and vii. 44, without them.

The diffusion of the gift among the royal house of
Troy, where Polydamas had it as well as Helenus, and
possibly also Hector, is less marked than the great case
of the family of Melampus. The augur was in all
respects a citizen, while possessed of a peculiar endow-
ment: and the inrocpijrai11 mentioned in the invocation
of Achilles, whether they were the royal house, or
persons dispersed through the community, evidently
formed a more conspicuous object among the Helli
than we find in any Pelasgian race. Again; in Greece
we find the oracles of Delphi and Delos, as well as of
Dodona; but there is no similar organ for the delivery
of the divine will reported to us in Troy.

in II. xxiv. 22T. 11 I], xvi. 235.
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We come now to the last and most important point
connected with the outward development of the reli-
gious system, that of the priesthood : and here I shall
endeavour to describe distinctly the evidence with re-
gard to both nations. First, let us consider the case
of priesthood as it respects the Greeks.

We have at least one instance before us in the
Iliad, where a combined religious action of Greeks and
Trojans is presented to us. In the Third Book, Priam
comes from Troy to an open space between the armies,
and meets Agamemnon and Ulysses. The honour of
actually offering the sacrifice is allotted to the Greeks
No priest appears; and the function is performer] by
the King, Agamemnon. It is therefore natural to sup-
pose that the Greeks have with them in Troas no sacri-
ficing priest. On every occasion, the Greek Sovereign
offers sacrifice for himself and for the army. So also do
the soldiery" at large for themselves ;

aWos S1 aWio epefe 6e<ov aieiyeveriioov.

There was an altarP for the very purpose in the part
of the camp appropriated for Assemblies; a fact which,
though it does not demonstrate, accords with the union
of the regal and sacerdotal functions. Nor can we ac-
count for the absence of priests from the camp, on the
the same principle as for that of bards; since poems
were a luxury, but sacrifices a necessity. And we find
Calchas representing the class of religious functionaries
that the Greek nation did acknowledge; namely, the
Seers, who interpreted the divine will, without any
fixed ministry belonging to any particular place, al-
though the gift was generally derived from Apollo, as
one among his peculiar attributes.

In the remarkable passage, which enumerates for us
0 II. ii. 400. P II. xi. 807, 8.

N 2
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the principal trades and professions of Greece in the
heroic agei, we find mentioned the prophet, the phy-
sician, the artificer, the divinely prompted bard; but
not the priest. Yet, had such an order existed, it could
not well, on account of its importance, have been omit-
ted. For in truth this enumeration is, as we have before
seen, nearly exhaustive, as applied to an age when there
was no professional soldier, when the husbandman,
fisherman, or herd, could not be called a Symuoepyos, for
he had no relation to the public, and when commerce
was confined to foreigners like the Phoenicians, or
pirates like the Taphians, and formed no part of the
business of the settled communities of Greece.

On the other hand, in the Legend of Phoenix con-
cerning Meleager, we have a notice of priests as having
existed at that time in iEtolia. The embassy, which
was sent to conciliate Meleager, consisted of elders and
of the best, or most distinguished, among the priests;

TOV be Xiaaovro yepovres
AITU>\SSV, iri/ATTov be Oe&v Upfjas apiarovs. II. ix. 574.

Now, the word AfVwXoy, I apprehend, indicates an
Hellenic race, for Tydeus is AITWXIO? ; and it is worth
notice, that in this passage the elders are called iEto-
lian, but not the priests.

Again, this event took place during the reign of
(Eneus, two generations before the Trojan war1". At
that time the Hellenic influence was quite recent in
Middle and in Southern Greece. The family of Sisy-
phus had indeed arrived there at least two generations
before, but it disappeared, and it had never risen to
great power. It was the date of Augeias, of Neleus,
and of Pelops; all of them, apparently, the first of their
respective families in Peloponnesus. So again the name

q Od. xvii. 384-6. r n. j x ,
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Portheus, assigned to the father of (Eneus, probably
marks him as the first Hellenic occupant of the
country.

Plato observes, that new settlers might naturally
remain for a time without religious institutions8 of
their own.

The Hellenes, then, had recently come into iEtolia
at the time, and even on this ground were less likely
to have had priests of their own institution. But it is
not to be supposed that, finding a hierarchy among the
Pelasgian tribes, devoted to the worship of such deities
(Minerva and Apollo for example) as they themselves
acknowledged, they would extirpate such a body. The
most probable supposition is, that it would continue in
all cases for a time. The person of Chryses, the priest
of Apollo, was respected, at least for the moment, even
by Agamemnonl in his displeasure. Fearless of his
threats, the injured priest immediately appealed to his
god for aid. We cannot doubt that interests thus de-
fended would be generally left intact. Still, as priests
were, in the language of political economy, unproductive
labourers, and as they seem to have held their offices
not by descent but by election, we can easily perceive a
road, other than that of violence, to the extinction of the
order among a people that set no store by its services.

There is yet another place, in which the name is
mentioned among the Greeks. It is in the Assembly
of the First Iliad, held while the plague is raging.
Achilles says, ' Let us inquire of some prophet, or
priest, or interpreter of dreams (for dreams too are
from Jupiter), who will tell us, why Apollo is so much
exasperated".' But the allusion here seems plainly to
be to Chryses, who had himself visited the camp, and
had appeared with the insignia of his priestly office in

8 Legg. vi. 7. l II. i. 28. u II i. 62.
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a previous Assembly of the Greeksx. Being now in
possession of the whole open country, they of course
had it in their power to consult either him or any
other Trojan priest not within the walls. We cannot,
therefore, argue from this passage, that priesthood was
a recognised Hellenic institution at the period.

In the Odyssey, we find Menelaus engaged in the
solemn rites of a great nuptial feast; and Nestor in like
manner offering sacrifice to Neptune, bis titular ances-
tor, in the presence of thousands of the people. In
neither of these cases is there any reference to a priest:
and on the following day Nestor with his sons offers a
new sacrifice, of which the fullest details are given.

Again, had there been priests among the Homeric
Greeks, it is hardly possible but that we must have
had some glimpse of them in Ithaca, where the order
of the community and the whole course of Greek life
are so clearly laid open.

An important piece of negative evidence to the same
effect is afforded by the great invocation of Achilles in
the Sixteenth Iliad. It will be remembered, that we
there find the rude highland tribe of the Helli in pos-
session of the country where Dodona was seated, toge-
ther with the worship of the Pelasgian Jupiter; and
themselves apparently exercising the ministry of the
god. Now that ministry was not priesthood, but inter-
pretation ; for they are inro<prjTai, not lep^y.

It therefore appears clear, that the Hellenic tribes of
Homer's day did not acknowledge a professional priest-
hood of their own; that there was no priest in the
Greek armament before Troy; that the priest was not
a constituent part of ordinary Greek communities :
and that, if he was any where to be found in the

x II. i 15. y II. xvi. 235.
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Homeric times, it was as a relic, and in connection with
the old Pelasgian establishments of the country.

At a later period, when wealth and splendour liad
increased, and when the increased demand for them ex-
tended also to religious rites, the priesthood became a
regular institution of Greece. It is reckoned by Ari-
stotle, in the Politics, among the necessary elements of
a State; while he seems also to regard it as the natural
employment of those, who are disqualified by age from
the performance of more active duties to the public,
either in war or in council. The priest was, even in
Homer's time, a distinctly privileged person. Like
other people, he married and had children: but his
burdens were not of the heaviest. He would live well
on sacrifices, and the proceeds of glebe-land : and it is
curious, that Maron the priest had the very best wine of
which we hear in the poems2. The priest formed no part
of the teaching power of the community, either in this
or in later ages. Dollinger makes the observationa, that
Plutarch points out as the sources of religious instruc-
tion three classes of men, among whom the priests are
not even included. They are (i) the poets, (2) the
lawgivers, and (3) the philosophers: to whom Dio
Chrysostom adds the painters and sculptors. So that
Isocrates may well observe, that the priesthood is any-
body's affair. Platob in the NoVot requires his priests,
and their parents too, to be free from blemish and from
crime : but carefully appoints a separate class of e^yr]-
rat, to superintend and interpret the laws of religion ;
as well as stewards, who are to have charge of the con-
secrated property.

The priest of the heroic age would however appear
z Od. ix. 205. a Dollinger, Heid. u. Jud. iv. 1.

b Plat. Legg. vi. 7. (ii. 759.)
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to have slightly shared in the office of the /navrt?, al-
though the ftavris had no special concern with the offer-
ing of sacrifice. The inspection of victims would fall to
priests, almost of course, in a greater or a less degree;
and there is some evidence before us, that they were
entitled to interpret the divine will. It is furnished by
the speech of Achilles'3, which appears to imply some
professional capacity of this kind : and, for Troy at least,
by the declaration0 of Priam, who mentions priests
among the persons, that might have been employed to
report to him a communication from heaven.

We have now seen the case of priesthood among the
Greeks. With the Trojans it is quite otherwise. We
are introduced, at the very beginning of the Iliad, to
Chrysesd the priest (lepevs) of Apollo. In the fifth Iliad
Ave have a Trojan", Dares, who is priest of Vulcan ; and
we have also Dolopion, who, as dpt]Tripi of the Scaman-
der, filled an office apparently equivalent. Chryses the
priest is also called an dp>]Trjp% ; and though, on the
other hand, it was the duty of Leiodes in the Odyssey
to offer11 prayer on behalf of the Suitors, yet he is never
termed dp^rnp. In the Sixth Iliad appears Theano,
wife of Antenor, and priestess of Minerva1. And in the
Sixteenth, we have Onetork, priest of Idoean Jupiter.
Again, while Eumaeus in the Odyssey does not recognise
the priest among the Greek professions, but substitutes
the prophet, Priam, on the contrary, in the Twenty-
fourth Iliad, says he would not have obeyed the injunc-
tion to go to the Greek camp if conveyed to him by
any mortal, of such as are in these professions1,

T) O\ jj.dvri€s eteri, 6VO<TK6OI, rj lepfjes,

h II. 1. 62. r II. XXiv. 2 2,. <1 I}. L 23 . e II y g

f Ibid. 76. S.. II. i. 11. h Od. xxii. 322.
5 II. vi. 298. k II. xvi. 604. 1 II. xxiv. 221.
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where it might be questioned, whether navns and 6vo-
are different persons, or whether he speaks of the
dvoo-Koo?; but in either case it is equally clear

that he names the priest, tepev?, apart from either. The
speech of Mentes, in Od. i. 202, probably suffices to
draw the line between the pavTis and the 6VO<TK6O<;.

It further appears that among the allies of Troy, as
well as in the country, the priest was known ; for in
the Ninth Odyssey we find Maron, son of Euanthes
the priest of Apollo at Ismarus™, among the Cicones.
The city they inhabited was sacked by Ulysses on his
way from Troy, and on this account we must infer that,
as they were allies of Troy (II. ii. 846), so likewise they
belonged to the family of Pelasgian tribes.

To these priests, personally engaged in the service of
the deities, a personal veneration, and an exemption
from military service, appear to have attached, which
were not enjoyed by the navTies. This is plainly de-
veloped in the case of Chryses. The offence is not that
of carrying off a captive, for there could be no guilt in
the act, as such matters were then considered, but
rather honour: it is the insult offered to Apollo in the
person of his servant, by subjecting his daughter to the
common lot of women of all ranks, including the
highest, that draws down a frightful vengeance on the
army. So, again, the priest never fought; Dolopion,
Dares, and Onetor, all become known to us through
their having sons in the army, whose parentage is men-
tioned. And as to the priest Maron, Ulysses says he
was spared from a feeling of awe towards the god, in
whose wooded grove, or portion, he resided":

ovviKa \t.w crvv TrouSt Tre pur^p^ed' 7j8e yvvatKL
dfo/xeiw (i'(cet yap ev a\ae'i bffhpTjevTi,
$01)3011 'ATTOAAWOS.

m Od. ix. 196-9. Ibid. 199-201.
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But it does not appear that the /xavTis, though he was
endowed with a particular gift, bore, in respect of it,
such a character, as would suffice to separate him from
ordinary civil duties, and to make him, like the priest,
a clearly privileged person.

Upon the other hand, we should not omit to notice
that we are told in the case of Theano, though she was
of high birth and the wife of Antenor, that she was made
priestess by the Trojan people. The same fact is pro-
bably indicated in the case of Dolopion, who, we are
told, had been made or appointed aptjr^p to Scamander
{apt)rrip ereTVKTQ II. v. 77). And the appearance of the
sons of priests in the field appears to show, that there
was nothing like hereditary succession in the order;
which was replenished, we may probably conclude, by
selections having the authority or the assent of the pub-
lic voice. Thus the body was popularly constituted, and
was in thorough harmony with the national character.
It does not, on that account, constitute a less impor-
tant element in the community, but rather the reverse.

Now, whatever might be the other moral and social
consequences of having in the community an order of
men set apart to maintain the solemn worship of the
gods, it must evidently have exercised a very power-
ful influence in the maintenance of abundance and
punctuality in ritual observances. There can be no
doubt, that the priest lived by the altar which he served,
and lived the better in proportion as it was better sup-
plied. Besides animals, cakes of flour too, and wine,
were necessary for the due performance of his office0;
and in the case of Maron this wine was so good, that
the priest kept it secret from his servants, and that it
has drawn forth the Poet's most genial praise P:

tjhvv, aKrjpdmov, deiov TIOTOV'

II. i. 458, 46J. P Od. ix. 20K.
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He was rich too; for he had men and women servants
in his house. So was Dares, the priest of Vulcan 1.
So probably was Dolopion, priest of Scamander; at
any rate his station was a high one; as we see from
the kind of respect paid to him (de6s S1 «? rlero Sijfiai);
and we have another sign in both these cases of the
station of the parents, from the position of the sons in
the army, which is not among the common soldiery
(wXrjdvs), but among the notables. The sons of Dares
fight in a chariot; and the name of Hypsenor, son of
Dolopion, by its etymology indicates high birth.

In point of fact the Homeric poems exhibit to us,
together with the existence and influence of a priestly
order, a very marked distinction in respect to sacrifice
between the Trojans and the Greeks : a state of things
in entire conformity with what we might thus expect.

In no single instance do we hear of a Trojan chief,
who had been niggardly in his banquets to the gods.
Hector1" is expressly praised for his liberality in this
respect by Jupiter, and iEneas by Neptunes. The
commendation, however, extends to the whole com-
munity. In the Olympian Assembly of the Fourth
Book, Jupiter says that, of all the cities inhabited by
men, Troy is to him the dearest; for there his altar
never lacked the sacrifice, the libation and the savoury
reek, which are the portion of the gods*:

ov y&p /xoi 7rore /3ci>juos ibeuero hairbs ficrrjs,

Xoi/3^s re Kviai]s re" TO yap X&xpfiev yipai fjixels.

But the Greeks, thus destitute of priests, often fail,
as we might expect, in the regularity of their religious
rites. Ulysses", indeed, is in this, as in all the points of
excellence, unimpeachable. But his was not the rule
rl II. v. 9, 78. r II. xxii. 170. xxiv. 168. 5 II. xx. 298.

t II. iv. 48. « Od. i. 61.
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of all. (Eneus, two generations before the Troica,
while sacrificing to the other deities, either forgot or
did not think fit (S? \a6er % OVK evoria-ev) to sacrifice to
Dianax; hence the devastations of the Calydonian boar.
Nor is his the only case in point.

The account given by Nestor to Telemachus in the
Third Odyssey is somewhat obscure in this particular.
He says that, after the Greeks embarked, the deity
dispersed them; and that then Jupiter ordained the
misfortunes of their return, since they were not all
intelligent and righteous y. It appears to be here
intimated, that the Greeks in the first flush of victory
forgot the influence of heaven ; and that an omission
of the proper sacrifices was the cause of the first
dispersion.

After they collect again in Troas, the Atreid bro-
thers differ, as Menelaus proposes to start again, and
Agamemnon to remain, and offer sacrifices in order to
appease Minerva; but, as Nestor adds, the deities are
not so soon appeased. Agamemnon, therefore, seems to
have been too late with his celebration ; and Menelaus,
again, to have omitted it altogether.

The party who side with Menelaus offer sacrifices on
their arrival at Tenedos, seemingly to repair the former
error: but Jupiter is incensed, and causes them to fall
out anew among themselves. A portion of them return
once more to Agamemnon2.

Menelaus finds his way to Lesbos, and then sails as
far as Malea. Here he encounters a storm, and with
part of his ships he gets to Egypt: where he is again
detained by the deities, because he did not offer up the
proper hecatombsa. Such remissness is the more re-

* II. ix. 523. y Od. iii. 131. z Ibid. 164.
a Ibid. 135.
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niarkable, because Menelaus certainly appears to be one
of the most virtuous characters in the Greek host.

The course, however, of the siege itself affords a
very marked instance, in which the whole body of
the Greeks was guilty of omitting the regular sacrifices
proper to be used in the inauguration of a great under-
taking. In the hasty construction of the trench and
rampart, they apparently forgot the hecatombsh. Nep-
tune immediately points out the error in the Olympian
Court; and uses it in aid of his displeasure at a work,
which he thinks will eclipse the wall of Troy, executed
for Laomedon by himself in conjunction with Apollo.
Jupiter forthwith agrees0, that after the siege he shall
destroy it. And the Poet, returning to the subject at
the commencement of the Twelfth Book, observes that
the work could not last, because it was constructed
without enlisting in its favour the good will of the
Immortals'1. This omission of the Greeks is the more
characteristic and remarkable, because the moment
when they erected the rampart was a moment of ap-
prehension, almost of distress.

Thus, then, it appears that, as a nation, the Trojans
were much more given to religious observances of a
positive kind, than the Greeks. They were, like the
Athenianse at a later epoch, SeicriSaifiovecrrepoi. And,
again, as between one Greek and another, there is no
doubt that the good are generally, though not invariably,
scrupulous in this respect, and the bad commonly
careless. Thus much is implied particularly in Od. iii.
131, as well as conclusively shown in the general order
of the Odyssey. But, as between the two nations, we
cannot conceive that the Poet had any corresponding

b II. vii. 450. c Ibid. 459. d II, xii. g, g.
e Acts xvii. 22.
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intention. Although a more scrupulous formality in
religion marks the Trojans than the Greeks, and
although in itself, and cmteris paribus, this may be the
appropriate sign of piety, yet it is a sign only; as a
sign it may be made a substitute, and, as a substitute, it
becomes the characteristic of iEgisthus and Autolycus,
no less than it is of Eumseus and Ulysses. As between
the two nations, the difference is evidently associated
with other differences in national character and mo-
rality. We must look therefore for broader grounds,
upon which to form an estimate of the comparative
virtue of the two nations, than either the populousness
of Olympus on the one side, or the array of priests and
temples on the other.

Nowhere do the signs of historic aim in Homer
seem to me more evident, than in his very distinct
delineations of national character on the Greek and the
Trojan part respectively. But this is a general propo-
sition ; and it must be understood with a certain re-
servation as to details.

It does not appear to me that Homer has studied
the more minute points of consistency in motive and
action among the Trojans of the poem, in the same
degree as among the Greeks. He has (so to speak)
manoeuvred them as subsidiary figures, with a view to en-
hancing and setting off those in whom he has intended
and caused the principal interest to centre; not so as to
destroy or diminish effects of individual character, but
so as to give to the collective or joint action on the
Trojan side a subordinate and ministerial function in the
machinery of the poem. As Homer sung to Greeks, and
Greeks were his judges and patrons as well as his theme,
nay rather as his heart and soul were Greek, so on the
Greek side the chain of events is closelv knit; if its
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direction changes, there is an adequate cause, as in the
vehemence of Achilles, or the vacillation of Agamem-
non. But he did not sing to Trojans; and so, among
the Trojans of the Iliad, there are as it were stitches
dropped in the web, and the connection is much less
carefully elaborated. Thus they acquiesce in the breach
of covenant after the single combat of the Third Book,
although the evident wish among them, independent of
obligation, was for its fulfilment6. Then in the Fourth
Book, after the treachery of Pandarus, the Trojans not
only do not resent it, but they recommence the fight
while the Greek chiefs are tending the wounded Me-
nelausf; which conduct exhibits, if the phrase may be
permitted, an extravagance of disregard to the obliga-
tions of truth and honour. Hector, in the Sixth Book,
quits the battle field upon an errand, to which it is
hardly possible to assign a poetical sufficiency of cause,
unless we refer it to the readiness which he not unfre-
quently shows to keep himself out of the fight. Again,
there is something awkward and out of keeping in his
manner of dealing with the Fabian recommendations of
Polydamas when the crisis approaches. Some of these
he accepts, and some he rejects, without adequate reason
for the difference, except that he is preparing himself as
an illustrious victim for Achilles, and that he must act
foolishly in order that the superior hero, and with him
the poem itself, may not be baulked of their purpose.

Thus, again, Homer has given us a pretty clear idea
even of the respective ages of the Greek chiefs. It can
hardly be doubted that Nestor stands first, Idomeneus
second, Ulysses third: while Diomed and Antilochus
are the youngest; Ajax and Achilles probably the next.
But as to Paris, Helenus, iEneas, Sarpedon, Poly-

e II. iii. 451-4. f II. iv. 220.
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damas, we find no conclusion as to their respective ages
derivable from the poem.

Yet though Homer may use a greater degree of
liberty in one case, and a lesser in another, as to the
mode of setting his jewels, he always adheres to the
general laws of truth and nature as they address them-
selves to his poetical purpose. Thus there may be reason
to doubt, whether he observed the same rigid topogra-
phical accuracy in dealing with the plain of Troy, as he
has evinced in the Greek Catalogue: but he has used
materials, all of which the region supplied; and he has
arranged them clearly, as a poetic whole, before the
mental eye of those with whom he had to do. Even
so we may be prepared to find that he deals with the
moral as with the material Troas, allowing himself
somewhat more of license, burdening himself with
somewhat less of care. And then we need not be sur-
prised at secondary or inferential inconsistencies in the
action, as respects the Trojan people, because it has
not been worth his while to work the delineation of
them, in its details, up to his highest standard; yet we
may rely upon his general representations, and we are
probably on secure ground in contemplating all the main
features of Trojan life and character as not less delibe-
rately drawn, than those of the Greeks. For, in truth,
it was requisite, in order to give full effect among his
countrymen to the Greek portrait, that they should be
able, at least up to a certain point, to compare it with
the Trojan.

Regarding the subject from this point of view, I
should say that Homer has, upon the whole, assigned
to the Greeks a moral superiority over the Trojans,
not less real, though less broad and more chequered,
than that which he has given them in the spheres of
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intellectual and of military excellence. But, in all cases
alike, he has pursued the same method of casting the
balance. He eschews the vulgar and commonplace
expedient of a formal award: he decides this and
every other question through the medium of action.
The first thing, therefore, to be done is, to inquire into
the morality of his contemporaries, as it is exhibited
through the main action of the poems.

It is admitted on all hands that, in the ethical pic-
ture of the Odyssey, the distinctions of right and
wrong are broad, clear, and conspicuous. But the case
of the Iliad is not so simple. The conduct of Paris,
which leads to the war, is so flagrant and vile, and the
conduct of the Greeks in demanding the restoration of
Helen before they resort to force, so just and reason-
able, that it is not unnaturally made matter of surprise
that any Avar could ever have arisen upon such a sub-
ject, except the war of a wronged and justly incensed
people against mere ruffians, traitors, and pirates. The
Trojans appear at first sight simply as assertors of a
wrong the most gross and aggravated, even in its ori-
ginal form ; their iniquity is further darkened by ob-
stinacy, and their cause is the cause of enmity to every
law, human and divine. Yet the Greeks do not as-
sume to themselves, in connection with the cause of
the war, to stand upon a different level of morality:
and the amiable affections, with the sense of humanity,
if not the principles of honour and justice, are exhibited
in the detail of the Iliad as prevailing among the Tro-
jans, little less than among the Greeks.

Now, let us first endeavour to clear away some mis-
apprehensions that simply darken the case : and after
this let us inquire what exhibition Homer has really
given us of the moral sense of the Greeks and the

o
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Trojans respectively, in connection with the crime of
Paris.

In the first place, something is due to the falsifica-
tion by later poets of the Homeric tradition: and to
the reflex affiliation upon Homer of those traits which,
through the influence first of the Cyclic poets, proba-
bly exaggerating the case in order to conceal their re-
lative want of strength, and then of the tragedians and
Virgil, have come to be taken for granted as genuine
parts of the original portraiture.

According to the Argument of the Kvirpia "ETTIJ, as it
has been handed down to us, Paris, having been re-
ceived in hospitality by Menelaus, was left by him
under the friendly care of his wife, on his setting out
for Crete. He then corrupted Helen; and induced
her, after being corrupted, to elope with him, and with
the greater part of the moveable goods of Menelaus.

Upon this tale our ideas have been formed, and, this
being so, we marvel why Homer does not make the
Greeks feel more indignation at a proceeding which
simply combined treachery, robbery, and adultery. As
he prizes so highly the rights of guests, and pitches
their gratitude accordingly, we cannot understand how
he should be so insensible to the grossest imaginable
breach of their obligations.

Homer is here made responsible for that which, in
part, he does not tell us, and which is positively, as well
as inferentially, at variance with what he does tell us.
He tells us absolutely, that Helen was not inveigled
into leaving Sparta, but carried off by force : and that
the crime of adultery was committed after, and not be-
fore, her abduction.

This difference alters the character of the deed of
Paris, in a manner by no means so insignificant ac-
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cording to the heroic standard of morality, as according
to ours. As it seems plain from Homer's expression,
dp-irdi~a$%, that Paris carried off Helen in the first in-
stance by an act of violence, so also it is probable that,
when the first adultery was committed in the island of
Cranae, he was her ravisher much more than her cor-
rupter. Her offence appears to have consisted mainly
in the mere acceptance, at what precise date we know
not, of the relation thus brought into existence be-
tween them, and in compliances that with the lapse
of time naturally followed, such as the visit to the
Trojan horse. It would have been, however, under all
the circumstances, an act of superhuman rather than
of human virtue, if she had refused, through the long
years of her residence abroad, to recognise Paris as a
husband : and accordingly the light, in which she is
presented to us by the Poet, is that of a sufferer infi-
nitely more than of an offender'1.

When we regard Helen from this point of view, we
perceive that Homer's narrative is at least in perfect
keeping with itself. The Greeks have made war to
avenge the wrongs of Helen not less than those of
Menelaus: nay, Menelaus himself, the keenest of them
all, is keen on her behalf even more than on his own".
He regards her as a person stolen from him : and the
Greeks regard Paris only as the robber.

We have no reason to suppose the Cyprian Epic to be
a trustworthy supplement to the narrative of Homer.
We have seen some important points of discrepancy
from the Iliad. And there are others. For instance, this
poem makes Pollux immortal and Castor only mortal,
while Homer acquaints us in the Iliad with the inter-
ment of both, and in the Odyssey with their restoration

K I], iii. 444. h See inf. Aoidos, sect. vi. ' II. ii. 589.
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on equal terras to an alternate life. It gives Agamem-
non four daughters, the Iliad but three. It brings Briseis
from Pedasus, the Iliad brings her from Lyrnessus. And
there is other matter in the plot, that does not appear
to correspond at all with the modes of Homeric con-
ception1. Had Homer told us the same story as the
Cyprian Epic, he would perhaps have made his coun-
trymen express all the indignation we could desire.

And now let us consider what is the view taken of
the abduction in the Iliad by the various persons whose
sentiments are made known to us: and how far that
view can be accounted for by the general tone of the
age, or by what was peculiar to the character and insti-
tutions of each people respectively.

Helen herself nowhere utters a word of attachment
or of respect to Paris. Even of his passions she appears
to have been the reluctant, rather than the willing in-
strument. She thinks alike meanly of his under-
standing' and of his courage1': and he shares1 in the
rebukes which she everywhere heaps upon herself;
though, with the delicacy and high refinement of her
irresolute but gentle character, she never reproaches
him in the presence of his parents, by whom he conti-
nued to be loved.

To the Trojan people he was unequivocally hateful1".
They would have pointed him out to Agamemnon, if
they could: for they detested him like black Death.
It was by a mixture of bribery and the daring assertion
of authority, that he checked those movements in the
Assembly, which had it for their object to enforce the
restoration of Helen to Menelaus". Of all his country-

1 Duntzer, pp. 9-16. Fragm. iv. xi. xv. J II. vi. 352.
k II. iii. 428-36, and vi. 351. 1 II. vi. 356.
m II. iii. 453. n II. vii. 354-6.1: and xi. 123.
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men, Hector appears to have been most alive to his guilt,
and is alone in reproaching him with it°. It is under
the influence of a sharp rebuke from Hector, that he
proposes to undertake a single combat with MenelausP.

The only persons on the Greek side, who utter any
strong sentiment in respect to Paris, are Diomed and
Menelaus. This is singular; for when we consider
what was the cause of war, we might have expected,
perhaps, that recurrence to it would be popular and
constant among the Greeks. Nor is this all that may
excite surprise. Diomed is unmeasured in vituperating
Paris, but it is for his cowardice and effeminacy. The
only word, which comes at all near the subject of his
crime, is TrapQevo-w'nra : and by mocking him as a dangler
after virgins, the brave son of Tydeus shows how small
a place the original treachery of Paris occupied in his
mind.

Menelaus, indeed, has a keen sense of the specific
nature and malignity of the outrage. He beseeches
Jupiter to strengthen his hand against the man who
has done such deadly wrong, not to him only, but to
all the laws which unite mankind:

ocppa TIS ippiyyai KCLL 6\jny6voov avdpamav

£eivohoKOV Kana pt£ai, o Kev rfuXoTr/Ta Tiap6.rryr)'\.

But then Homer has already, in the Catalogue, intro-
duced Menelaus to us as distinguished from the rest of
his countrymen, by his greater keenness to revenge the
wrongs and groans of Helen1". Accordingly, the injured
husband returns on other occasions to the topic: calls
the Trojans /ca/caJ m'ws, and invokes upon them the anger
of Zev? ̂ elvios, the Jupiter of hospitalitys;

° II. iii. 46-53. P Ibid. 68-75. 1 Ibid. 351-4.
r II. ii. 588-90. s 11. xiii. 620-7.
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of fj.ev Kovpihvqv &.\o^ov teal KTr\\xara iroWa

fxa\j/ ot^ead' avayovres, eiru tyikteuGi Trap air?;.

Thus it is plain, that Menelaus resents not only a pri-
vation and an act of piracy, but a base and black breach
of faith. It is quite plain, on the other hand, that in
this respect he stands alone among his countrymen.
They, regarding the matter more crudely, and from a
distance, apj)ear to see in it little beyond a violent ab-
duction, which it is perfectly right, for those who can,
to resent and retrieve, but which implies no extraordi-
nary and damning guilt in the perpetrator.

Hence probably that singular appearance of apathy
on the part of the Greeks, which might at first sight
seem to entail on them a moral reproach, in some
degree allied to that which justly attaches itself to the
Trojan community. It is not possible, indeed, to take a
full measure of their state of mind in regard to the
crime of Paris, without condemning the views and pro-
pensities to which it was due. But the causes were
various: and the blame they may deserve is both very
different from that which must fall upon the Trojans,
and is also different in a mode, which may help to
illustrate some main distinctions in the two national
characters.

I speak here, as everywhere, of the adjustment of
acts and motives in the poem as poetical facts, that is
to say, as placed relatively to one another with care and
accuracy in order to certain effects; and as liable to be
tried under the law of effect, just as, in a simple his-
tory, all particulars alleged are liable to be tried under
the law of fact. The assumption of truth or fable in
the poem does not materially widen or narrow the field
of poetical discussion. The critic looks for consistency
as between motive and action, causes and effects, in the
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voyage to Lilliput or Laputa, as well as in Thucydides
or Clarendon. The difference is that, in the one case,
our discussion terminates with the genius of the inven-
tor; in the other we are verifying the life and condition
of mankind.

If then we admit the abduction, and inquire for
what probable cause it is that the wrong, being so ob-
vious and gross, was not more prominent in the mind
of the people who had endured it, a part at least
of the answer is this. We do not require to go back
three thousand years in the history of the world in
order to learn how often it happens that, when a con-
flict has arisen between nations, the original causes of
quarrel tend irresistibly to become absorbed and lost
in its incidents. As long as honour and security are
held to depend more on strength than on right, relative
strength must often prevail over relative right in the de-
cision of questions, where the arbitrement of battle has
been invoked. Both the willingness of the Trojans to
restore, and the willingness of the Greeks to accept
the atonement, may be expedients of the Poet to give
a certain moral harmony to his work; of which it is a
marked feature that it artfully divides our sympathies
throughout, so far at least as is needed for the interest
of the poem. On the one side, the ambition and rapa-
city of Agamemnon may have induced him not only
not to seek, but even to decline or discourage accom-
modation ; which, we may observe, he never promotes
in the Iliad. Having got a fair cause of war, he
may have been bent on making the most of it, and
confident, as Thucydides believes he was, in his power
to turn it to account. While, on the other hand,
Troy was not so far from or so strange to Greece, as
to be exempt from the fear of appearing afraid ; and,
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until it had become too late, she may have thought
her safety would be compromised by the surrender of
Helen.

Here may be reasons why restitution was neither
given on the one side, nor steadily kept in view on the
other : especially as it was of course included in the idea
of the capture of the city. But it is not clear that this
was enough to account for the apathy of the Greeks in
general with respect to the crime of Paris, which we
might have expected to find a favourite and familiar
topic with his enemies at large, instead of being con-
fined, as it is, to the immediate sufferer by the wrong.

Now, the answer to this question must after all be
sought partly in the prevalent ideas of the heroic age;
and partly in those which were peculiar more or less to
the Greek people.

According to Christian morality, the abduction and
appropriation of a married woman is not simply a crime
when committed, but it is a crime that is aggravated
by every day, during which her relation with her se-
ducer or ravisher is continued. This was not so in the
heroic age.

We have examples in the poems of what Homer con-
siders to be a continued course of crime. Such is the
conduct of the Suitors in the Odyssey, who for years
together waste the substance of Ulysses, woo his wife,
oppress his son, and cohabit with the servants. This
was habitual crime, crime voluntarily and deliberately
persevered in, when it might at any time have been
renounced.

This vicious course of the Suitors is never called by
Homer an art); it is described by the names of aracr-
OaXlai and inrepftaaiti1. So likewise the series of enor-
* O<1. xxi. i (6. xxiii.67. xiii. 193. xxii.64. See Olympus, sect.ii.p. 16?.
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mities committed by iEgisthus, the corruption of Cly-
temnestra, the murder of her husband, the expulsion of
Orestes and prolonged usurpation of the throne; these
are never called by the name of arrj; but GIT/?, and not
one of the severer names quoted above, is the appella-
tion always given by Homer to the crime of Paris.

The arrj of a man is a crime so far partaking of the
nature of error, that it is done under the influence of
passion or weakness; perhaps excluding premeditation,
perhaps such that its consequences follow spontaneously
in its train, without a new act of will to draw them, so
that the act, when once committed, is practically irre-
trievable. Something, according to Homer,was evideutly
Avanting in the crime of Paris, to sink it to the lower
depths of blackness. Perhaps we may find it partly in
the nature of marriage, as it Avas viewed by his age.

Having taken Helen to Troy, he made her his wife,
and his wife she continued until the end of the siege.
We should of course say he did not make her his wife,
for she Avas the wife of another man. But the distinc-
tion betAveen marriage de faclo and marriage de jure,
clear to us in the light of Divine Revelation, Avas less
clear to the age of Homer. Helen was to Paris the
mistress of his household; the possessor of his affec-
tions, such as they Avere; the sole sharer, apparently, of
his dignities and of his bed. To the mind of that period
there was nothing dishonourable in the connection itself,
apart from its origin ; while, to our mind, every day of its
continuance was a fresh accumulation of its guilt. The
higher Avrong of Avounded and defrauded affections was
personal to Menelaus. In the aspect it presented to the
general understanding, the act of Paris, once committed,
and sealed by the establishment of the de facto conjugal
relation, remained an act of [(kinder and nothing else.
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To comprehend these notions, so widely differing from
our own, we may seek their further illustration by a
reference to the established view of homicide. He, who
had taken the life of a fellow creature, was bound to
make atonement by the payment of a fine. If he offered
that atonement, it was not only the custom, but the
duty, of the relations of the slain man to accept it. So
much so, that the blunt mind of Ajax takes this ground
as the simplest ; nd surest for argument with Achilles,
whom he urges not to refuse reparation offered by Aga-
memnon, in consideration that reparation (71-0/07) covers
the slaughter of a brother or a son. Beforehand, the
Greek would have scorned to accept a price for life.
But, the deed being done, it came into the category of
exchangeable values. Even so the abstraction of Helen,
once committed, assumed for the common mind the
character of an act of plunder, differing from the case
of homicide, inasmuch as the thing taken could be given
back, but not differing from it as to the essence of its
moral nature, however aggravated might have been the
circumstances with which it was originally attended.

Now, wherever the moral judgment against plunder
has been greatly relaxed, that of fraud in connection
with it is sure to undergo a similar process; because,
in the same degree in which acts of plunder are ac-
quitted as lawful acquisition, fraud is sure to come into
credit by assuming the character of stratagem. We may,
I think, find an example of this rule in the Thirteenth
Odyssey; where, with an entire freedom from any con-
sciousness of wrong, Ulysses feigns to have slaughtered
Orsilochus at night by ambush, in consequence of a
quarrel that had previously occurred about booty".

Here then we reach the point, at which we must
11 Od. xiii. 258 et seijq.
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take into view the peculiar ideas and tendencies of the
Greek mind in the heroic age, as they bear necessarily
upon its appreciation of an act like that of Paris. The
Greeks, of whom we may fairly take Diomed as the
type, detest and despise him for affectation, irresolu-
tion, and poltroonery: these are the ideas uppermost
in their mind : we are not to doubt that, besides seek-
ing reparation for Menelaus, they condemned morally
the act which made it needful; what we have to ac-
count for is, that they did not condemn it in such a
manner as to make this moral judgment the ruling
idea in their minds with regard to him.

We have seen that, according to Homer, instead of
Helen's having been originally the willing partner of
the guilt of Paris, he was, under her husband's roof, her
kidnapper and not her corrnpter. Her offence seems
to have consisted in this, that she gave a half-willing
assent to the consequences of the abduction. Though
never escaping from the sense of shame, always re-
taining along with a wounded conscience her original
refinement of character, and apparently fluctuating
from time to time in an alternate strength and weak-
ness of homeward longingsx, the specific form of her
offence, according to the ideas of the age, was rather
the preterite one of unresisting acquiescence, than the
fact of continuing to recognise Paris as a husband
during the lifetime of Menelaus. It was the having
changed her husband, not the living with a man who
was not her husband; and hence we find that she was
most kindly treated in Troy by that member of the
royal house, namely Hector, who was himself of the
highest moral tone.

The offence of Paris, though also (except as to the
x See U. iii. 139. Od. iv. 259-61.
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mere restitution of plundered goods) a preterite offence,
was more complex. He violated the laws of hospi-
tality, as we find distinctly charged upon him by
Menelaus5\ He assumed the power of a husband over
another man's wife. This he gained by violence. Now,
paradoxical as it may appear, yet perhaps this very in-
gredient of violence, which we look upon as even aggra-
vating the case, and which in the view of the Greeks
was the proper cause of the war, (for their anxiety was
to avenge the forced journey and the groans of Helen,)
may nevertheless have been also the very ingredient,
which morally redeemed the character of the proceed-
ing in the eyes of Greece. This it might do by lifting it
out of the region of mere shame and baseness, into that
class of manful wrongs, which they habitually regarded
as matters to be redressed indeed by the strong hand,
but never as merely infamous. Hence, when we find
the Greeks full of disgust and of contempt towards
Paris, it is only for the effeminacy and poltroonery of
character which he showed in the war. His original
crime was probably palliated to then) by its seeming to
involve something of manhood and of the spirit of ad-
venture. So that we may thus have to seek the key to
the inadequate sense among the Greeks of the guilt of
Paris in that which, as we have seen, was the capital
weakness of their morality; namely, its light estima-
tion of crimes of violence, and its tendency to recog-
nise their enterprise and daring as an actual set-off
against whatever moral wrong they might involve.

The chance legend of Hercules and Iphitus, in the
Odyssey, affords the most valuable and pointed illustra-
tion of the great moral question2 between Paris and
Menelaus, which lies at the very foundation of the

y II. iii. 354. ' Vid. Od. xxi. 23-30.
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great structure of the Iliad. For in that case also, we
seem to find an instance of abominable crime, which
notwithstanding did not destroy the character of its
perpetrator, nor prevent his attaining to Olympus; ap-
parently for no other reason, than that it was a crime
such as had probably required for its commission the
exercise of masculine strength and daring.

There remained, however, even according to con-
temporary ideas, quite enough of guilt on the part of
Paris. The abduction and corruption of a prince's wife,
combined with his personal cowardice, his constant
levity and vacillation, and his reckless indifference to
his country's danger and affliction, amply suffice to
warrant and account for Homer's having represented
him as a personage hated, hateful, and contemptible.
But while the foregoing considerations may explain
the feelings and language of the Greeks, otherwise
inexplicable, there still remains enough of what at first
sight is puzzling in the conduct, if not in the senti-
ments, of the Trojans.

We ask ourselves, how could the Trojans endure, or
how could Homer rationally represent them as endur-
ing, to see the glorious wealth and state of Priam, with
their own lives, families, and fortunes, put upon the die,
rather than surrender Helen, or support Paris in with-
holding her ? The people hate him: the wise Antenor
opens in public assembly the proposal to restore Helen
to the Greeks: Hector, the prince of greatest influ-
ence, almost the actual governor of Troy, knew his
brother's guilt, and reproached him with ita. How is
it that, of all these elements and materials, none ever
become effective?

We must, I think, seek the answer to the questions
a II. iii. 46-57.
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partly in the difference of the moral tone, and the
moral code, among Greeks and Trojans; partly in the
difference of their political institutions.

We shall find it probable that, although the osten-
sible privileges of the people were not less, yet the
same spirit of freedom did not pervade Trojan insti-
tutions ; that their kings were followed with a more
servile reverence by the people ; that authority was of
more avail, apart from rational persuasion; that amidst
equally strong sentiments of connection in the family
and the tribe, there was much less of moral firmness
and decision than among the Greeks, and perhaps also
a far less close adherence to the great laws of conjugal
union, which had been violated by the act of Paris.
Indeed it would appear from the allusion of Hector to
a tunic of stoneb, that Paris was probably by law sub-
ject to stoning for the crime of adultery: a curious
remnant, if the interpretation be a correct one, of the
stern traits of pristine justice and severity, still re-
membered amidst a prevalent dissolution of the stricter
moral ties.

Although it results from our previous inquiries that
the plebeian substratum, so to speak, of society, was
perhaps nearly the same in both countries, yet the
opinions of the masses would not then have the same
substantiveness of character, nor so much independence
of origin, as in times of Christianity, and of a more ela-
borate development of freedom and its main conditions.
Then, much more than now, the first propelling power
in the formation of public opinion would be from the
high places of society: and in the higher sphere of the
community, if not in the lower, Greece and Troy were,
while ethnically allied, yet materially different as to

>> II. iii. 57.
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moral tone. It is remarkable, that there is no T!? in
Troy.

If we may trust the general effect of Homer's repre-
sentations, we shall conclude that the Trojans were
more given to the vices of sensuality and falsehood,
the Greeks, on the other hand, more inclined to crimes
of violence: in fact, the latter bear the characteristics
of a more masculine, and the former of a feebler,
people. In the words of Mure, the contrast shadows
forth 'certain fundamental features of distinction,
which have always been more or less observable, be-
tween the European and Asiatic races0.'

On looking back to the previous history of Troy, we
find that Laomedon defrauded Neptune and Apollo of
their stipulated hire: and Anchises surreptitiously ob-
tained a breed of horses from the sires belonging to
Laomedon, who was his relatived. The conditions of
the bargain, under which Paris fought with Menelaus,
are shamelessly and grossly violated. Pandarus, in the
interval of truce, treacherously aims at and wounds
Menelaus with an arrow ; but no Trojan disapproves
the deed. Euphorbus comes behind the disarmed
Patroclus, and wounds him in the back; and even
princely Hector, seeing him in this condition, then
only comes up and dispatches him. That these were
not isolated acts, we may judge from the circumstance
that Menelaus, ever mild and fair in his sentiments,
when he accepts the challenge of Paris, requires that
Priam shall be sent for to conclude the arrangement,
because his sons—and he makes no exceptions—are
saucy and faithless, inrep<pla\oi Km (ITUO-TOI^. This must,
I think, be taken as characteristic of Troy; though he
mildly proceeds to take off the edge of his reproach by

c Greek Lit. vol. i. p. 339. d H- v. 269.
e II. iii. 105.
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a yvw/uLt] about youth and age. But the most scandalous
of all the Trojan proceedings seems to have been the
effort made, though unsuccessfully, to have Menelaus
put to death, when lie came on a peaceful mission to
demand the restoration of his wifef.

Nothing of this admiration for fraud apart from
force appears either in the conduct of the Greeks
during the war, or in their prior history: and the
passage respecting Autolycus, which, more than any
other, appears to give countenance to knavery, takes
his case out of the category of ordinary human action
by placing it in immediate relation to a deity; so that
it illustrates, not the national character as it was, but
rather the form to which the growing corruptions of
religion tended to bring it. Yet, while Homer gives
to the Trojans alone the character of faithlessness, he
everywhere, as we must see, vindicates the intellectual
superiority of the Greeks in the stratagems of the war.
And if, as I think is the case, I have succeeded in
proving above that the doctrine of a future state was
less lively and operative among the Trojans than among
the Greeks, it is certainly instructive to view that de-
ficiency in connection with the national want of all re-
gard for truth. This difference teaches us, that the im-
precations against perjurers, and the prospects of future
punishment, were probably no contemptible auxiliaries
in overcoming the temptations to present falseness, with
which human life is everywhere beset.

As respects sensuality, the chief points of distinction
are, that we find a particular relation to this subject
running down the royal line of Troy ; and that, whereas
in Greece we are told occasionally of some beautiful
woman who is seduced or ravished by a deity, in Troas
we find the princes of the line are those to whose

f 11. x\. 139.
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names the legends are attached. The inference is, that
in the former case a veil was thrown over such sub-
jects, but that in the latter no sense of shame required
them to be kept secret. The cases that come before
us are those of Tithonus, who is said to become the
husband of Aurora; of Anchises, for whom Venus con-
ceives a passion ; and of Paris, on whom the same deity
confers the evil gift of desire?, and to whom she pro-
mises the most beautiful of women, the wife of Mene-
laus. All these are stories, which seem to have tended
to the fame of the parties concerned on earth, and by
no means to their discredit with the Immortals. And
again, if, as some may take to be the case, we are to
interpret the three vvfx<f>aih of Troas as local deities, how
remarkable is the fact that Homer should thus describe
them as tainted with passions, which nowhere appear
among the corresponding order within the Greek
circle ! There, male deities alone are licentious. Juno,
Minerva, Diana, and Persephone, whom alone we can
call properly Greek goddesses of the period, have no
such impure connection with mortals, as the goddesses
both of the Trojan and of the Phoenician traditions.

We hear indeed of Orion', who was also the choice
of Aurora: but we cannot tell whether he belonged
more to the Trojan than to the Greek branch of the
common stem. To the Greek race he cannot have been
alien, as he is among Greek company in the Eleventh
Odyssey: but then he is not there as an object of
honour; he appears in a state of modified suffering,
engaged in an endless chasek. We also find Iasion,
probably in Crete, who is reported to have been loved
by Ceres': but he was immediately consumed for it by

S 11. xxiv. 30. h Sup. p. 162. ' Od. v. 12 r.
k Od. xi. 572. 1 Od. v. 128.
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the thunderbolt of Jupiter. And so the detention of
Ulysses by the beautiful and immortal Calypso is not
in Homer a glory, but a calamity; and it allays none of
the passionate longings of that hero for his wife and
home.

The marked contrast, which these groups of inci-
dents present, is perhaps somewhat heightened by the
enthusiastic observation of the Trojan Elders on the
Wall in the Third Iliad'. Though susceptible of a
good sense, yet, when the old age of the persons is
taken into view, the passage seems to be in harmony
with the Trojan character at large, rather than the
Greek : and perhaps it may bear some analogy to the
licentious glances of the Suitors"1. If so, it is very
significant that Homer should assign to the most
venerable elders of Troy, what in Greece he does not
think of imputing except to libertines, who are about
to fall within the sweep of the divine vengeance.

The difference between the races in this respect
seems to have been deeply rooted, for there is evi-
dently some corresponding difference between their
views and usages in respect to marriage.

The character of Priam, which has been so happily
conceived by Mure", undoubtedly bears on its very
surface the fault of over indulgence, along with the
virtues of gentleness and great warmth and keenness
of the affections. But it may be doubted, whether the
poems warrant our treating him as individually disso-
lute. His life was a domestic life : but the family was
one constructed according to Oriental manners. Ac-
cording to those manners, polygamy and wholesale
concubinage were in some sense the privilege, in an-

1 II. iii. 154-60. m Qd. xviii. 160-212.
n Lit. Greece, vol. i. p. 341 and seqq.
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other view almost the duty, of his station ; confined, as
these abuses must necessarily be from their nature (and
as they even now are in Turkey), to the highest ranks
wherever they prevail. The household of Priam, not-
withstanding his diversified relations to women, is as re-
gularly organized as that of Ulysses: and when he speaks
of his vast family, constituted as it was, he makes it
known to Achilles, in a moment of agonizing sorrow,
and evidently by way of lodging a claim for sympathy0,
though the effect upon modern ears may be somewhat
ludicrous. ' I had,' he says, 'fifty sons: nineteen from
a single womb: the rest from various mothers in my
palace.' He might have added that he had also twelve
daughters?, whom he probably does not need to men-
tion on the occasion, as in this department he was not
a bereaved parent.

Hecuba, the mother of the nineteen, was evidently
possessed of rights and a position peculiar to herself.
The very passage last quoted distinguishes her from
the ywaiKe?, and throughout the poem she moves
alone').

Of the children of Priam we meet with a great number
in various places of the poem.

There are, I think, five expressly mentioned as
children of Hecuba.

Hector, U. vi. 87. Laodice, vi. 252.
Helenus, ibid. Deiphobus, II. xxii. ^2>3-
Paris, (because Hecuba was eKvprj to Helen,) Il.xxiv.
Next, we have two children of Laothoe, daughter of

Altes, lord of the Lelegians of Pedasus.
Lycaorj, II. xxi. 84. Polydorus, ibid. 91.

0 II. xxiv. 493-7. P H- vi. 248.
1 See particularly vi. 87 and seqq. 364 and seqq.

r 2,
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Next Gorgythion, son of Kastianeira, who came from
Aisume, (U. viii. 302).

Then we have, without mention of the mother,
Agathon 1 Troilos, II. xxiv. 257.
Pammon | . Echemmonr, v. 159.
Antiphonos \> * * T * " Chromiosr, ibid.
Hippothoos ' Antiphos, iv. 490. xi. 101.
Dios J Cebriones, viii. 318.
Cassandra, xxiv. 699. Polites, ii. 791.
Mestor, xxiv. 257.

And, lastly, illegitimate (v66oi),
Isos, II. xi. 101. Democoon, iv. 499.
Doryclos, xi. 489. Medesicaste, xiii. 173.

The most important conclusion derivable from the
comparison of the names thus collected is, that the chil-
dren of Priam, and consequently their mothers, fell into
three ranks :

1. The children of Hecuba.
2. The children of his other wives.
3. The children of concubines, or of chance attach-

ments, who were, voBoi, bastards.
The name v66os with Homer, at least among the

Greeks, ordinarily marks inferiority of condition.
The mothers of the four v66oi are never named. This
may, however, be due to accident. At any rate
Lycaon appears to have the full rank of a prince:
he was once ransomed with the value of a hundred oxen,
and, when again taken, he promises thrice as much;
again, in describing himself as the half-brother of Hector,
he avows nothing like spurious birth. The reference

r Possibly one of these is v68os, the two would be the charioteer ;
illegitimate: for they are to- who was commonly, though not
gether in the same chariot, as always, an inferior.
Antiphus and Isus were. One of
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to him by Priam explains his position more clearly, and
places it beyond doubt that Laothoe was recognised as
a wife, for she brought Priam a large dowrys; and if
her sons be dead, says the aged king, ' i t will be an
affliction to me and to their mother.' The language
used in another passage about Polydorus is also con-
clusive1. He is described as the youngest and dearest
of the sons of Priam, which evidently implies his being
in the fullest sense a member of the family. Again,
in the palace of Priam there were separate apartments,
not for the nineteen only, but for the fifty. Thus they
seem to have included all the three classes. So that
it is probable enough that the state of illegitimacy did
not draw the same clear line as to rank in Troy, which
it drew in Greece.

Laothoe, mother of Lycaon and Polydorus, was a
woman of princely rank : and when Lycaon says that
Priam had many more besides heru,

rov 8' <=xe Qvyarcpa Tlpia^os, itoWas h\ KOA, aWas,

he probably means many more of the same condition,
wives and other well-born women, who formed part of
his family.

So that Homer, in all likelihood, means to describe
to us the threefold order,

1. Hecuba, as the principal queen.
2. Other wives, inferior but distinctly acknowledged.
3. Either concubines recognised as in a position

wholly subordinate, or women who were in no perma-
nent relation of any kind with Priam.

Beyond the case of Priam, we have slender means of
ascertaining the usages and ideas of marriage among
the Trojans. We have Andromache, wife of Hector;
Helen, a sort of wife to Paris; Theano, wife to Antenor,

! II. xxii. 51, 3. l II. xx. 407. xxi. 79, 95. « II. xxi. 88.
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and priestess of Minerva ; who also took charge of and
brought up his illegitimate son Pedseus*. The manner
in which this is mentioned, as a favour to her husband,
certainly shows that the mark of bastardy was not wholly
overlooked, even in Troy. But, besides this Pedseus, we
meet in different places of the Iliad no less than ten
other sons of Antenor, all, I think, within the fighting
age. This is not demonstrative, but it raises a pre-
sumption that some of them were probably the sons of
other wives than Theano; who is twice described as
Theano of the blooming cheeks, and can hardly there-
fore be supposed to have reached a very advanced
period of life^.

But it is clear from the important case of Priam,
even if it stands alone, that among the Trojans no
shame attaches to the plurality of wives, or to having
many illegitimate children, the birth of various mothers.
It is possible that the manners of Troy, with regard to
polygamy, were at this time the same (unless as to the
reason given,) with those which Tacitus ascribes to the
Germans of his own day: Singulis uxoribus contenti
swit; exceptis admodum paucis, qui, non libidine, sed ob
nobilitatem, plurimis nuptiis ambhmturz. We must add
to this, that Paris, in detaining as his wife the spouse
of another man still living, does an act of which we
have no example, to which we find no approximation,
in the Greek manners of the time. Its significance
is increased, when we find that after his death she is
given to Deiphobus: for this further union alters the
individual trait into one which is national. Her Greek
longings, as well as her remorse for the surrender of
her honour to Paris, afford the strongest presumption

x II. v. 7 i. y 11. vii. 298. xi, 234.
z Tile. Germ, u, 18.
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that the arrangement could hardly have been adopted
to meet her own inclination; and that it must have
been made for her without her choice, as a matter of
supposed family or political convenience.

We seem therefore to be justified in concluding that,
as singleness did not enter essentially into the Trojan
idea of marriage, so neither did the bond with them
either possess or even approximate to the character of
indissolubility. The difference is very remarkable be-
tween the horror which attaches to the first crime of
jEgisthus in Greece, the corruption of Clytemnestra,
though it was analogous to the act of Paris, and the
indifference of the Trojans to the offence committed by
their own prince. We have no means indeed of know-
ing directly how iEgisthus was regarded by the Greeks
around him, during the period which preceded the re-
turn and murder of Agamemnon. But we find that
Jupiter, in the Olympian Court, distinctly describes
his adultery as a substantive part of his sina;

O)S KOI vvv A'iyicrOos virep^opov 'ArpeiSao

yr\jj! akoypv [i.vr\drx\v, TOV 8' enrave vo<JTr\aavTa.

And I think we may rest assured, that Jupiter never
would give utterance on Olympus to any rule of
matrimonial morality, higher than that which was ob-
served among the Greeks on earth.

So again, it was a specific part of the offence of the
Suitors in the Odyssey, that they sought to wed Penelope
while her husband was aliveb; that is to say, before his
death was ascertained, though it was really not extra-
vagant to presume that it had occurred.

From both these instances, and more especially from
the last, we must, I think, reasonably conclude that the
moral code of Greece was far more adverse to the act

a Od. i. 35. b Od. xxii. 37.
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of Paris, considered as an offence against matrimonial
laws, than the corresponding rule in Troy.

In connection with this topic, we may notice, how Ho-
mer has overspread the Dardanid family, at the epoch
of the war as well as in former times, with redundance of
personal beauty. Of Paris we are prepared to hear it as a
matter of course; but Hector has also the cuSos ajrjTovc;
and, even in his old age, the 6-^is ayaOrj of Priam was
admired by Achilles . Deiphobus again is called Oeoel-
KeXoi and 6eoeiS>]se, and on two of Priam's daughters
severally does Homer bestow the praise of being each the
most beautiful' among them all. With this was appa-
rently connected, in many of them, effeminacy, as well
as insolence and falseness of character; for we must
suppose a groundwork of truth in the wrathful in-
vective of their father, who describes his remaining
sons as (II. xxiv. 261.)

tyevtTTat T 6p\r)<jTal re, \opoiTvi:l,rjTiv apurroi,

apvGtv 778' fpiffxov kitihrfp,iot dpTraicrrjpes.

An invective, which completely corresponds with the
Greek belief concerning their general character in the
Third Book?. The great Greek heroes are also beautiful;
but their mere beauty, particularly in the Iliad, is for
the most part kept carefully in the shade.

We will turn now to the political institutions of
Troy. Less advanced towards organization, and of a
less firm tone than in Greece, they will help to explain
how it could happen that a people should bear pro-
longed calamity and constant defeat, and could pass on
to final ruin, for the wicked and wanton wrong of an
individual prince.

It has been noticed, that the idea of hereditary suc-
c II. xxii. 370. d II. xxiv. 632. f The sense of apurros in Ho-
e II. xii. 94. and Od. iv. 276. mer, though emphatic, is not ab-

See also the case of Euphorbus, II. solute.
xvii. 51. S II. iii. 106.
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cession was definite, as well as familiar, in Greece. In
Troy it appears to have been less so. And this is cer-
tainly what we might expect from the recognition in
any form, however qualified, of polygamy. It tends to
confound the position of any one wife, although sup-
posed supreme, with that of others ; and in confound-
ing the order of succession, as among the issue of
different wives, it altogether breaks up the simplicity
of the rule of primogeniture.

And again, if, as we shall presently see, the Trojan
race had a less developed capacity for political organ-
ization, they would be less likely to establish a clear
rule and practice of succession, which is a primary ele-
ment of political order in well-governed countries.

The evidence as to the Asiatic rule of inheritance
is, I admit, indirect and scanty: nor do I attempt to
place what I have now to offer in a rank higher than
that of probable conjecture.

i. Sarpedon was clearly leader of the Lycians, with
some kind of precedence over Glaucus.

The general tenour of the poem clearly gives this
impression. He speaks and acts as the person princi-
pally responsiblef. But by birth he was inferior to
Glaucus; for he was the grandson of Bellerophon only
in the female line through Laodamia, while Glaucus
stood alone in the male line through Hippolochus. I
do not venture to rely much on the mere order of the
names; and therefore I do not press the fact, which
indeed is not needed for the argument, that it makes
Laodamia junior to Hippolochus. It will be said that
Sarpedon was in chief command, because he was of
superior merit. But among the Greeks we have no
instance in which superior merit gives preeminence as

f See II. v. 482.
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against birth. And the reputation of divine origin clearly
could not put aside the prior right of succession.

Again, both Sarpedon and Glaucus are both expressly
called /3a<ri\>]es8, kings. Now, they were first cousins,
and they belonged to the same kingdom. Hippolochus
was perhaps still alive11; for he gave Glaucus a parting
charge, and his death is not mentioned. In Greece we
find the heir apparent called king, namely, Achilles:
but the title is never given to more than one person
standing in the line of succession. A possible expla-
nation, I think, is, that the Lycian kingdom had been
divided1: but if this be not so, then the use of the term
seems to prove that in Asia all the children of the
common ancestor stood, or might stand, upon the same
footing by birth: and as if it was left to other causes,
instead of to a definite and single rule, to determine
who should succeed to the throne.

a. In a former part of this workk, I have stated rea-
sons for supposing that iEneas represented the elder
branch of the house of Dardanus. But, whether he
did so or not, it is sufficiently clear from the Iliad that
he was not without pretensions to the succession. The
dignity of his father Anchises is marked by his remain-
ing at Dardania, and not appearing in the court of
Priam. iEneas habitually abstains from attending the
meetings or assemblies for consultation, in which
Priam, where they are civil, and Hector, where they
are military, takes the lead. Achilles taunts him ex-
pressly with looking forward to the succession after
the death of Priam, and with the anticipation of public
lands which he was to get from the Trojans forthwith,
if he could but slay the great Greek warrior. The par-

? 11. xii. 319. h II. vi. 207. i II. vi. 193.
k On the ava£ avhpav, aw Aehseis, .sect. ix.
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ticular succession, to which the taunt refers, is marked
out; it is the dominion, not over the mere Darda-
nians, but over the TpZe? !inr6$aij.otu. In following
down the genealogy, JSneas does not adhere to either
of the two lines (from Ilus and Assaracus respectively)
throughout, as senior, and therefore supreme; but, after
putting the line of Ilus first in the earlier part of the
chain, he places his own birth from Anchises before
that of Hector from Priam.

Apart from the question which was the older line,
the effect of all these particulars, taken together, is to
show an indeterminateness in the rule of succession, of
which we have no indication among the Greeks. Even
the incidental notice of the right of Priam to give it to
iEneas, if he pleased, is as much without example in
anything Homer tells us of the Greek manners, as the
corresponding power conferred by the Parliament on
the Crown in the Tudor period was at variance with the
general analogies of English history and institutions.

3. The third case before us is one in the family of
Priam itself. It appears extremely doubtful whether
we can, upon the authority of the poems, confidently
mark out one of his sons as having been the eldest, or as
standing on that account in the line of succession to the
throne of Priam. The evidence, so far as it goes, seems
rather to point to Paris; while the question lies be-
tween him and Hector.

Theocritus1 indeed calls Hector the eldest of the
twenty children of Hecuba. But this is an opinion,
not an authority; and the number named shows it to
be unlikely that he was thinking of historic accuracy,
for Homer says, Hecuba had nineteen sons, while she
had also several daughters™.

k xx. 180. l Idyll, xv. 139. '" 11- xxiv. 496. vi. 252.
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There can be no doubt whatever, that Hector was
the most conspicuous person, the most considerable
champion of the city. He was charged exclusively
with the direction of the war, and with the regulation
of the supplies necessary to feed the force of Trojans
and of allies. Polydamas, who so often takes a dif-
ferent view of affairs, and Sarpedon, when having a
complaint to make, alike apply to him. iEneas is the
only person who appears upon the field in the same
rank with him, and he stands in a position wholly dis-
tinct from the family of Priam. As among the mem-
bers of that family, there can be no doubt of the pre-
eminence of Hector. He was, indeed, in actual exercise
of the heaviest part of the duties of sovereignty. iEneas,
in the genealogy, finishes the line of Assaracus with
himself; and, to all appearance, as not less a matter of
course, the line of Ilus with Hector". Again, the name
Astuanax, conferred by the people on his son, appears
to show that the crown was to come to him. But all
this in no degree answers the question, whether Hector
held his position as probable king-designate by birth,
or whether it was rather due to his personal qualities,
and his great and unshared responsibilities and exer-
tions. There are several circumstances, which may lead
us to incline towards the latter alternative.

(i.) When his parents and widow bewail his loss, it
is the loss of their great defender and chief glory0, not
of one who by death had vacated the place of known
successor to the sovereignty.

(2.) Had Hector been by birth assured of the seat
of Priam, his right would have been sufficient cause
for giving to his son at once the name of Astuanax.
But this we are told the people did for the express

» II. xx. 240. 0 11. x x i i . 56> 4 3 3 j 5 o 7 x x i v 2 9
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reason, that Hector was the only real bulwark of Troy.
It seems unlikely that in such a case his character as
heir by birth would have been wholly passed by. The
name, therefore, appears to suggest, that it was by prov-
ing himself the bulwark of the throne that Hector had
become as it were the presumptive heir to if.

When Hector takes his child in his arms, he prays,
on the infant's behalf, that he may become, like him-
self %

apnrpeirea Tpoiecraiv,
<58e fsCqv T ayaObv, KOU. 'Ikiov l(pi avaaaeiv

that is, that he may become distinguished and valiant,
and may mightily rule over the Trojans. This seems to
point to succession by virtue of personal qualities rather
than of birth.

There are also signs that Paris, and not Hector, may
have been the eldest son of Priam, and may have had
that feebler inchoate title to succession, which, in the
day of necessity, his brother's superior courage and cha-
racter was to set aside.

This supposition accords better with the fact of his
having had influence sufficient to cause the refusal of
the original demand for the restitution of Helen, peace-
fully made by the Greek embassy; and the endurance
of so much evil by his country on his behalf.

It explains the fact of his having had a palace to
himself on Pergamus; a distinction which he shared
with Hector onlyr, for the married sons as well as
daughters of Priam in general slept in apartments with-
in the palace of their father8. And also it accords with
his original expedition, which was evidently an affair of
great pains and cost; and with his being plainly next in
military rank to Hector among the sons of Priam.

P II. vi. 402, and xxii. 506. 1 II. vi. 477.
r II. vi. 313, 317, 37°- s I b i d ' 242-50.
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Further, it would explain the fact, otherwise very
difficult to deal with, that alone among the children of
Priam, Paris or Alexander is honoured with the signi-
ficant title of (3ao-i\evs. Helenus is called ava%, and
Hector irolfjujv Xauv, but neither expression is of the
same rank, or has a similar effect. This exclusive ap-
plication of the term j3a<ri\ws is a very strong piece of
evidence, if, as I believe to be the case, it is nowhere
else applied in the Iliad to a person thus selected, with-
out indicating either the possession, or the hereditary
expectancy of a throne.

And indeed, even if we could show that Homer had
applied the name (3a<ri\ev? to two brothers in one
family, the result would be the same, as far as the
main argument is concerned, for there is no such pro-
nounced mark of equality found among brothers in any
of the royal families of Greece.

Again; in considering the law of succession among
the Greeks, we have found four cases in the Catalogue,
where contingents were placed under the command of
two leaders seemingly co-ordinate; they are in every
instance brothers, and the four dual commands occur
in a total of twenty-nine. Or let us state the case in
another form, so as to include the cases of Boeotia and
Elis. Among sixteen Trojan contingents, there are but
six where the chief authority is plainly in a single hand;
out of twenty-nine Greek contingents, there are twenty-
three, and, of the remaining six, four are the cases of
brothers. This fact is material, as tending to show a
looser and less effective military organization in the
ranks of the Trojans and their allies, than in those of
the Greeks; a circumstance which does not prove, but
which harmonizes with, the hypothesis that they were
wanting also in a defined order of succession to the seat
of political power.
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There are other reasons, immediately connected with
Hector, for supposing that Homer intended to repre-
sent Paris as older than his brother1. Paris had been in
manhood for at least twenty years, according to the
letter of the poem, which must at least represent a long-
period of time. But Hector has one child only, a babe
in arms, which is in itself a presumption of his being
less advanced in life. Again, we must suppose his age
probably to be not very different from that of Andro-
mache. But it is quite plain that she was a young
mother; since after the slaughter of Eetion, her father,
Achilles shortly took a ransom for her mother, who
thereupon went back to the house of her own father,
Andromache's maternal grandfather, and subsequently
died there". If then the grandfather of Andromache
was alive when Thebe was taken, and Hector's age was
in due proportion to her own, he must in all likelihood
have been younger than Paris. Again, it may be noticed
that the term #/3i7 is nowhere ascribed to Paris, but it is
assigned to Hector at his deathx. Notwithstanding its
complimentary use for Ulysses in Od.viii. 135, that word
has a certain leaning to early life. But we have a
stronger, and indeed I think a conclusive argument in
the speech of Andromache after his death?;

avep, aif alawos vios &>A.eo.

Thus he is distinctly called young. And we may con-
sider it almost certain, under these circumstances, that
Paris was the first-born son of Priamz, but that his right
of succession oozed away like water from a man's hand.

The relations of race between the Trojans and the
Greeks have already been examined, in connection

4 II. xxiv. 765. u II. vi. 426—8. convey this opinion in the words
x II, xxii. 363. Quid Paris "'! ut salvus regnet,
y I], xxiv. 725. vivatqus beatiis, Cogi posse negot.
z Possibly Horace meant to Epist. I. ii. 10.
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with the great Homeric title of aval- avSpwvz; under
some difficulties, which resolve themselves into this, that
Homer, on almost every subject so luminous a guide,
is in all likelihood here, as it were, retained on the
side of silence; and that we have no information, except
such as he accidentally lets fall. But he was under no
such preoccupation with regard to the institutions of
Troy; so that, while he had no occasion for the same
amount of detail as he has given us with reference to the
Greeks, or the same minute accuracy as he has there
observed, enough appears to supply a tolerably clear
and consistent outline.

We have been accustomed too negligently to treat
the Homeric term Troy, as if it designated only or
properly a single city. But in Homer it much more
commonly means a country, with the city sometimes
called Troy for its capital, and containing many other
cities beside it. The proper name, however, of the city
in the poems is "IXio?, not Tpolrj. Ilios is used above an
hundred and twenty times in the Iliad and Odyssey,
and always strictly means the city. The word Tpo/i? is
used nearly ninety times, and in the great majority of
cases it means the country. Often it has the epithets
evpela, ep[(3w\o$, epi/3u>\a£, which speak for themselves.
But more commonly it is without an epithet; and then
too it very generally means the countrv. When the
Greeks speak, for example, of the voyage TpottjvSe, this
is the natural sense, rather than to suppose it means a
city not on the sea shore, and into which, till the end
of the siege, they did not find their way at alla.

According to the genealogical tree in the Twentieth
Iliad, Dardanus built Dardania among the mountains :

z Achseis, sect. ix. p. 492. that it may too mean the district.
a One only of the epithets of It is cvnu'Xos, used II. v. 551, and

the word Ilios seems to point out in four other places.
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his son Erichthonius became wealthy by possessions in
the plain; and Tros, the son of Erichthonius, was the
real founder of the Trojan state and name1.

Tjofia 8' 'Epixdovios T4K€TO Tpwcvaiv auaKTa.

Thus the name of Troes at that time covered the
whole race. But the town of Ilios must, from its name,
have been built not earlier than the time of Ilus, the son
of Tros. And now the dynasty separates into two lines,
as Assaracus, the brother of Ilus, continues to reign in
Dardania. Thus the local existence of the Dardanian
name is prolonged; for it is plain that the Dardanian
throne was associated, at least in dignity, with a rival,
and not a subordinate, sovereignty. Still it does not
extend beyond the hills. It was over these that iEneas
fled from Achillesb. But even the Dardanians did not
wholly cease to be known by the appellation of Tro-
jans ; for not only does Homer frequently use the
dominant name Troes for the entire force opposed
to the Greeks, which is naming the whole from the
principal part, but he also uses the word Troes to sig-
nify all that part of the force, which was nnder the
house of Dardanus in either branch; and he distin-
guishes this portion from the rest of the force described
under the name eiriKovpoi, at the opening of the Trojan
Catalogue:

ev6a TOTS Tp&es re bicKpidev, 778' eTiiKovpoi0.

This line is followed by an account of the whole
force opposed to the Greeks, in sixteen divisions. Of
these the eleven last bear each their own national
name, beginning with the Pelasgians of Larissa, and
ending with the Lycians; and they are under leaders,

a II. xx. 230. b Ibid. 189. c II. ii. 815. So likewise
II. vi. i n . xiii. 755. xvii. 14. xviii. 229.

Q
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whom the whole course of the poem marks as not
being Trojan, but independent. These eleven evidently
were the eiriKovpoi of ver. 815.

The five first contingents are introduced and com-
manded as follows:

1. Troes under Hectord:
Tpaxrl fikv rjyefxoveve fieyas KopvdaioXos "EKToip.

2. Dardanians, under iEneas, with two of the (ten)
sons of An tenor, Archelochus and A cam as, for his
colleaguese.

Aapbai'MP avr fjpxiv evs irals 'Ay^Caao.

3. Trojans of Zelea, at the extreme spur of Ida,
under Pandarusf:

ot be Zikeiav ivawv inrai noba vtiarov "ibijs

Tp&es.

4. People of Adresteia and other towns, under
Adrestus and Amphius, sons of Merops of Percotes:

ot 8' ^Abprjareidv r it\ov, K. T. K.

5. People of Percote and other towns, under Asius :
ot 8' apa TlfpK<iTr]p, K. T. A.

And then begins the enumeration of the Allies, each
under their respective national names.

It seems evident, that these five first-named contin-
gents comprise the whole of the subjects of the race of
Dardanus. First come the Trojans of the capital and
its district, under Hector. Then, taking precedence on
account of dignity, the Dardanian division of JSneas.
In the third contingent the Poet returns to the name
Troes, which, I think, plainly enough overrides the
fourth and fifth, just as in the Greek Catalogue the
name Pelasgic Argosh introduces and comprehends a

d Ver. 816. " Vcv. 819. f Ver. 824-6. ;r Ver. 828.
h ii. 68).
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number of contingents that follow, besides that of
Achilles.

There are several reasons, which tend plainly to this
conclusion. The sense of SiiicpiQev (815) and the refer-
ence to the diversity of tongues spoken (804) almost re-
quire the division of the force between Troes and allies ;
it is also the most natural division. The fourth and
fifth contingents are not indeed expressly called Troes,
but this name, already given to the third, may include
them. We must, I think, conclude that it does so,
when we find clear proof that they were not inde-
pendent national divisions: for the troops of Percote
were in the fifth, but the sons of Percosian Merops
command the fourth, a fact inexplicable if these were
the forces of independent States, but natural enough
if they were all under the supremacy of Priam and his
house.

Tn the great battle of the Twelfth Iliad, the Trojans
are -rrevTa-^a Koa/ntjOevTeg (xii. 87). Sarpedon commands
the allies with Glaucus and Asteropaeus (v. 101), thus
accounting for eleven of the sixteen divisions in the
Catalogue. iEneas, with two sons of Antenor, com-
mands the Dardanians, thus disposing of a twelfth.
Again, Hector, with Polydamas and Cebriones, com-
mands the TrXeio-Toi ical apierroi, evidently the division
standing first in the Catalogue. This makes the num-
ber thirteen. The three remaining contingents of the
Catalogue are

1. Zelean Troes, under Pandarus, (since slain,) 11. ii.
824-7.

2. Adresteans &c. under Adrestus and Amphius,
(828-34,) both slain, II. v. 612. vi. 63.

3. Percotians &c. under Asius (835-9).
These three remaining divisions of the Catalogue ovi-
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dently reappear in the second and third of the five
Divisions of the Twelfth Book. The Second is under
Paris, with Alcathous, son-in-law of Antenor, and Age-
nor, one of his sons. In the command of the Third,
Helenus and Deiphobus, two sons of Priam, are asso-
ciated with, and even placed before, Asius. The position
given in these divisions to the family of Priam appears
to prove, that the troops forming them were among his
proper subjects.

Again, the territorial juxtaposition of these districts,
between Phrygia, which lay behind the mountains of
Ida, on the one side, and the sea of Marmora with the
/Egsean on the other, perfectly agrees with the descrip-
tion in the Twenty-fourth Iliad' of the range of country
within which Priam had the preeminence in wealth, and
in the vigour and influence of his sons. Strabo quotes
this passage as direct evidence that Priam reigned
over the country it describes, which is rather more
than it actually states; and he says that Troas certainly
reached to Adresteia and to Cyzicus.

Again, we have various signs in different passages of a
political connection between the towns we have named
and the race of Priam. Melanippus, his nephew, was
employed before the war at Percotek. Democoon1, his
illegitimate son, tended horses at Abydus; doubtless,
says Strabo1", the horses of his father.

The partial inclusion of the Dardanians within the
name of Troes is further shown by the verse",

Alveta, Tpdtov /3ov\ri(f)6pe'

and by the appeal of Helenus to yEneas and Hector
jointly, as the persons chiefly responsible for the safety

i II. xxiv. 543-5. k II. xv. 548. 1 II. iv. 99.
ra P. 5§5- n II. xiii. 463.
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of the Troes and Lycians: the name Lycians being
taken here, as in some other places0, to denote most
probably a race akin to and locally interspersed with
the Trojans.

But the Dardanians have more commonly their pro-
per designation, separately given them. It never in-
cludes the Troes. And we never find the two appella-
tions, Troes and Dardans, covering the entire force.
Whenever the Dardans are named with the Troes,
there is also another word, either eiriKovpoi, or AVKIOI.

The word Troes, it is right to add, is sometimes con-
fined strictly to the inhabitants of the city: but the
occasions are rare, and perhaps always with contextual
indications that such, is the sense.

Another sign that Priam exercised a direct sove-
reignty over the territory which yielded the five contin-
gents may perhaps be found in the fact, that we do not
find any of his nephews in command of them. They were
led by their local officers, while the brothers of Priam
constituted a part of the community of Troy, and chiefly
influenced the Assembly: and their sons, though ap-
parently more considerable persons than most of those
local officers in general, simply appear as acting under
Hector without special command. The brothers of
Priam are Lampus, Clytius, and Hiketaon. His ne-
phews and other relatives are Dolops the son of
Lampus; Melanippus the son of Hiketaon; Polydamas,
Hyperenor, and Euphorbus, the sons of Panthous and
his wife Phrontis.

Had the senior members of the family held local
sovereignties, we should have found their sons in local
commands. But we find only two sons of An tenor in
command, as either colleagues or lieutenants of iEneas,

0 See II. iv. 197, 207. xv. 485.
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over the Dardans, whom we have no reason to suppose
they had any share in ruling.

Strabo, indeed, contends, that there are nine separate
Swacnelai immediately connected with TroyP, besides
the e-w'iKovpm. Of these states one he thinks was Le-
legian, and was ruled over by Altes, father of Laothoe,
one of Priam's wives. Another by Munes, husband of
Briseis. Another, Thebe, by Eetion, father of Andro-
mache. Others he considers to be represented by An-
chises and Pandarus : but this does not well agree with
the structure of the Catalogue. He refers also to Lyr-
nessus and Pedasus; which are nowhere mentioned by
Homer as furnishing contingents, but they had appa-
rently been destroyed, as well as taken, by Achilles.
He places several of the dynasties in cities thus de-
stroyed : and they all, according to him, lay beyond the
limits marked out in the Twenty-fourth Iliad.

This assemblage of facts appears to point to a very
great diversity of relations subsisting between Priam,
with his capital, and the states, cities, and races, of
which we hear as arrayed on his side in the war.
There are first the cities of Troas, or Troja proper, fur-
nishing the five, or if we except Dardania four out of
the five, first contingents of the Catalogue. Over these
Priam was sovereign.

There are next the cities, so far as they can be traced,
under the Swaa-relai mentioned by Strabo, such as
Thebe, and the cities of Altes and Munes. These
were probably in the same sort of relation to the
sceptre of Priam, as the Greek states in general to
that of Agamemnon.

Thirdly, there are the independent nations. Of these
eleven named in the Catalogue; others are added as

P Strabo xiii. 7, p. 584.
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newly arrived in the Tenth Book% and further addi-
tions were subsequently made, such as the force under
Memnon, and the Keteians under Eurypylus1'. Nothing
perhaps tends so much, as the powerful assistance lent
to Priam by numerous and distant allies, to show how
justly in substance Horace has described the Trojan
war as the conflict between the Eastern and the West-
ern world. The two confederacies, which then came
into collision, between them absorbed the whole known
world of Homer; and foreshadowed the great conflicts
of later epochs.

We may now proceed to consider the political in-
stitutions of the kingdom of Priam, which has thus
loosely been defined.

The Ba<Ti\ev$ of the Trojans is less clearly marked,
than he is among the Greeks : for (as we shall find) they
had no BovXtj, and therefore we have not the same op-
portunities of seeing the members of the highest class
collected for separate action in the conduct of the war.
Still, however, the name is distinctly given to the fol-
lowing persons on the Trojan side, and to no others.

1. Priam, II. v. 464, xxiv. 630.
2. Paris, iv. 96.
3. Rhesus, x. 435.
4. Sarpedon, xii. 319. xvi. 660.
5. Glaucus, xii. 3 19.

Among the Trojans, as among the Greeks, it was the
custom for the kings, as they descended into the vale
of years, to devolve the more active duties of kingship
on their children, and to retain, perhaps only for a
time, those of a sedentary character. Hence Hector
at least shares with Priam the management of Assem-
blies, as it is hes who dissolves that of the Second

q II. x. 428-30. '• Od. xi. 519-22. 9 II. ii. 808. viii. 489.
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Book, and calls the military one of the Eighth. Hence,
too, he speaks of himself as the person responsible for
the burdens entailed by the war upon the Trojans. ' I did
not,' he says to the allies, ' bring you from your cities
to multiply our numbers, but that you might defend
for me the wives and children of Trojans; with this
object in view, I exhaust the people for your pay and
provisions1.' Hence we have iEneas leading the Dar-
danians, while his father Anchises nowhere appears,
and, as it must be presumed, remains in his capital.
Hence, while ten or twelve sons of Antenor bear arms
for Troy, and two of them are the colleagues of iEneas
in the command of the Dardanian contingent, their
father appears among the ^/moyepovTei, who were
chief speakers in the Assembly within the city. We
do not know that Antenor was a king ; more probably
he held a lordship subordinate to Priam, in a relation
somewhat more strict than that between Agamemnon
and the Greek chieftains, and rather resembling that
between Peleus and Menoetius ; but the same custom
of partial retirement seems to have prevailed in the case
of subaltern rulers, as indeed it would be dictated by
the same reasons of prudence and necessity.

The /3a<r<X)?i? TIM of Troy was not, any more than
those of Greece, an absolute despotism. In Troy, as
in Greece, the public affairs were discussed and settled
in the Assemblies, though with differences, which will
be noticed, from the Greek manner of procedure. It
was in the Assembly that Iris, disguised as Polites,
addressed Priam and Hector to advise a review of the
army". And it was again in an Assembly that Antenor
proposed, and that Paris refused, to give up Helen:
whereupon Priam proposed the mission of Idseus to

t II. xvii. 223-6. u ii. H. 7 9 5 .
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ask for a truce with a view to the burial of the dead,
and the people assented to the proposal" ;

ol 8' apa rod i*A\a /j.ev Kkuov ?}8' km6ovro.

Tt was in the Assembly, too, that those earlier pro-
posals had been made, of which the same personage
procured the defeat by corruption.

Lastly, in the Eighth Book, Hector?, as we have
seen, holds a military ayoph of the army by the banks of
the Scamander. At this he invites them to bivouac
outside the Greek rampart, and they accept his pro-
posal by acclamation. This Assembly on the field of
battle is an argument a fortiori to show, that ordinary
affairs were referred among the Trojans to such meet-
ings. We have, indeed, no detail of any Trojan Assembly
except these three. But we have references to them,
which give a similar view of their nature and functions.
Idseus, on his return, announces to the Assembly that
the truce is grantedz. It is plain that the restoration
of Helen was debated before, as well as during the war,
in the Assembly of the people; because Agamemnon
slays the two sons of Antimachus on the special ground
that the father had there proposed that Menelaus, if
not Ulysses, should be murdereda, when they came as
Envoys to Troy, for the purpose of demanding her
restoration. This Antimachus was bribed by Paris, as
the Poet tells us, to oppose the measure1". Again,
Polydamas, in one of his speeches, charges Hector with
having used him roughly, when he had ventured to differ
from him in the Assemblies, upon the ground that
he ought not, as a stranger to the Trojan Srjuos, to pro-
mote dissension among themc.

x II. vii. 379. a II. xi. 138.
y II. viii. 489, 542. b Ibid. 123.
z II. vii. 414-7. c II- xii. 211-14.
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Trojan institutions do not, then, present to our view
a greater elevation of the royal office. On the con-
trary, it is remarkable, that the title of S>]/j.oyepwv,
which Homer applies to the chief speakers of the
Trojan Assembly, not being kings, is also used by him
to describe Ilus the founder of the cityd. It is, how-
ever, possible, perhaps even likely, that this title may
be applied to Ilus as a younger son, if his brother
Assaracus was the eldest and the heire.

But although it thus appears that monarchy was
limited in Troy, as it was in Greece, and that public
affairs were conducted in the assemblies of the people,
the method and organization of these Assemblies was
different in the two cases.

i. The guiding element in the Trojan government
seems to have been age combined with rank; while
among the Greeks, wisdom and valour were qualifica-
tions, not less available than age and rank.

i. The Greeks had the institution of a fiovkrj, which
preceded and prepared matter for their Assemblies.
The Trojans had not.

3. The Greeks, as we have seen, employed oratory as
a main instrument of government; the Trojans did not.

4. The aged members of the Trojan royal family
rendered their aid to the state, not as counsellors of
Priam in private meetings, but only in the Assembly of
the people.

A few words on each of these heads.
1. The old men who appear on the wall with Priam,

in the Third Book, are really old, and not merely titular
or official yepovres; they aref,

yqpdi brj woAejoioto ireTtavjxivoi.

There are no less than seven of them, besides Priam.
d l l . xi. 37. e l l . XX. 232. f II. iii. 150.
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Three are his brothers, Lampus, Clytius, Hiketaon;
the others probably relatives, we know not in what
precise degree: Panttious, Thymoetes, Ucalegon, An-
tenor. They are called collectively the Tpwwv ^ynrope^,
as well as the ayoprjTal eudXol; and they were mani-
festly habitual speakers in the Assembly.

There is nothing in the Greek life of the Homeric
poems that comes near this aggregation of aged men.
Now we have no evidence, that their being thus collected
was in any degree owing to the war. Theano, wife of
Antenor, was priestess of Minerva in Troy; which makes
it most probable that he resided there habitually, and
not only on account of the war.

The only group at all approaching this is, where we
see Menoetius and Phoenix at the Court of Peleus; but
we cannot say whether this was a permanent arrange-
ment. Phoenix, as we know, was lord of the Dolopians,
and if so, could not have been a standing assistant at
the court of Peleus ; we do not know that the Trojan
elders held any such local position apart from Troy,
even in any single case ; and on the other hand, we
have no knowledge whether Phoenix and Menoetius,
even when at the court of Peleus, took any share in the
government of his immediate dominions The name
yepovre?, as usually employed among the Greeks to de-
scribe a class, had no necessary relation to age whatever.

Of the respect paid to age in Greece, we have abun-
dant evidence; but we find nothing like this gathering-
together of a body of old men to be the ordinary guides
of popular deliberation in the Assemblies.

It is true that we hear by implication of both Hector
and Polydamas, who were not old, as taking part in
affairs : but all the indications in the Iliad go to show
that Hector's share in the government of Troy, though
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not limited to the mere conduct of the forces in the
field, yet arose out of his military office, and probably
touched only such matters as were connected with the
management of the war. Polydamas evidently was
treated as more or less an interloper.

But even if it were otherwise, and if the middle-aged
men of high station and ability took a prominent part
in affairs, the existence of this grey-headed company,
with apparently the principal statesmanship of Troy in
their hands, forms a marked difference from Greek
manners. For in Greece at peace we have nothing
akin to it; while in Greece at war upon the plain of
Troy, we see the young Diomed as well as the old
Nestor, and the rather young Achilles and Ajax, as
well as the elderly Idomeneus, associated with the mid-
dle-aged men in the government of the army and its
operations.

First then, I think it plain that the Trojans had no
fiouXtj, for the following reasons:

1. That although we often hear of deliberations and
decisions taken on the part of the Trojans, and we
have instances enough of their holding assemblies of
the people, yet we never find mention of a /3ov\rj, or
Council, in connection with them.

2. In the Second Book, Homer describes the Trojan
ayoph thus (II. ii. 788, 9):

ol 8' ayopas ayopevov enl Yipia.fj.ow Ovprjaiv
Tidvres o^yepifs, rnxeu veoi tjbe yipovrts.

This latter line is only to be accounted for by the sup-
position, that Homer meant to describe a difference
between the usages of the Trojans, and those of the
Greeks; whose yepovres were recognised as members of
the fiovXt], even when in the Assemblies.

Of the separate place of the Greek yepovres in the
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Assemblies, we have conclusive proof from the Shield
of Achilles (xviii. 497, 503):

Aaot 5' dv ayopy ecrav aQpoor

and afterwards,
oi bk yepovrts

elW eirl ^eaToZrt, ktdois, lep£ evl KVK\<±>.

And again, where the Ithacan yepovres make way for
Telemachus, as he passes to the chair of his father.

But in Troy the yepovre? (such is probably the
meaning of II. ii. 789.) have no separate function : the
young and the old meet together: while in Greece,
besides distinct places in the Assembly, the yepovreg
had an exclusive function in the fiovkh, at which they
met separately from the young.

3. It would appear that the ayoph was with the
Trojans not occasional, as with the Greeks, for great
questions, but habitual. And this agrees with the de-
scription in II. ii. 788. For when Jupiter sends Iris to
Troy, she finds the people in Assembly, but apparently
for no special purpose, as she immediately, in the like-
ness of Polites, begins to address Priam, and we do not
hear of any other business. So, when Idseus came back
from the Greeks, he found the Trojan Assembly still
sitting. All this looks as if the entire business of ad-
ministering the government rested with that body only.

I draw a similar inference from the remarkable ex-
pression in II. ii. 788, ayopag ayopevov. This seems to
express that there was a standing, probably a daily,
assembly of the Trojans, not formally summoned, and
open to all comers, which acted as the governing body
for the state. The line would then mean, not simply
'the Trojans were holding an assembly,' but 'the Trojans
were holding their assembly as usual.'

The names /3oi/A«W and ayoprirhs appear to have
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been merely descriptive, and not titular. Both are
applied to the Trojan elders.

And so fiovka), fiovXevetv, fiov\ri<p6poi, are constantly

used without any, so to speak, official meaning. In
II. x. 147, the expression /3oiAa? fiovXeveiv can hardly
mean ' to attend the fiovXh,' for the singular number
would be the proper term for the ftovXh specially con-
voked : and I interpret it as meaning, to attend at or to
hold the usual council. This is among the Greeks.
Among the Trojans, in II. x. 415-17, Dolon says,

"Exrcop jx\v ixera rolcnv, oaoi /3ouA?j<£opoi elcrlv,

fiovXas j3ov\evei 6dov -napa aj)fj.aTi "Wov,

VOtTCpLV CLTTO (jiXoiaftoV.

Now the word fiovXycpopos is applied, II. xii. 414, to
Sarpedon, as well as in xiii.463 and elsewhere to iEneas.
Neither were among the yepovres /3ov\evraL But fur-
ther, it is applied, Od. ix. 112, to the ayoph itself:

rolaiv 8' OVT ayopai j3ovkr]cj)6poi, ovre ^e'jutores

And therefore the word, though it means councillor in
a general sense, does not mean officially member of a
/3ovXij, as opposed to an ayoph or Assembly.

The phrase ($ovXa<s fiovXevei, in the passage II. x.
415-17' does not oppose, but supports what has now
been said. It is quite plain that this of Hector's was
a small military meeting, or council of war, just as in
viii.489 he held an ayoph, or assembly of the army, both
Trojans and allies; it was not a meeting of a /3ovXh of
Troy, because it was held in the field, far from the city,
and without any of the Elders, who were the great
ayoptjral and fiovXevral of Troy; for Hector had already
arranged (II. viii. 517-19) that the old men should
remain in the city, to defend the walls from any night
attack: most of all however because, as we hear of no
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/3ov\t) before the military Assembly in the Eighth
Book, so we hear of no Assembly following the meeting
for deliberation in the Tenth. Generals in modern
times hold councils of war : but no parallel can be
drawn between them, and Councils for dispatching the
affairs of a State.

As we never have occasion to become acquainted
with Trojan politics in peace, we can only argue the
case as to the nonexistenceof a council from the state
of war. But in Greece, it will be remembered, both
war and peace present their cases of the use of this
institution, as one regularly established, and appa-
rently invested with both a deliberative and an execu-
tive character.

It is next to be inquired, whether the Trojans, like
the Greeks, employed eloquence, detailed argument as
furnishing, and the other parts of oratory, a main in-
strument of government.

I think it is plain, that the decisions of their Assem-
blies were governed rather by simple authority; by
the avcnroSeiKTal (pdarei?, the simple declarations, of per-
sons of weight.

The report of the re-assembled ayopri of the Greeks
in the Second Book begins with the 2,11th line, and
ends with the 398th : occupying 188 lines. But the
Trojan ayopri of the same Book is despatched in twenty
one lines (788-808).

A more remarkable example is afforded by the se-
cond Trojan Assembly (II. vii. 345-379). For this ayopr)
is described as $eiv% reTprj-^vla ; and well it might be, in
circumstances so arduous. The Elders in the Third
Book were of opinion that, beautiful as Helen was, it
was better to restore her, than to continue the suffer-
ings and dangers of the war. Accordingly, Antenor
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urged in this Assembly that she should be restored,
together with the plundered property. He referred
also to the recent breach of a sworn covenant on the
Trojan side, and said no good could come of it. This
he effects in a speech of six lines ; the first of which is
the mere vocative address to the Assembly, and the last
is marked as surplusage with the obelos (348-53).

Paris, the person mainly concerned, replies. He does
not address himself to the Assembly at all, but to An-
tenor: and he disposes of the subject of debate in eight
lines (357-64). Four of them are given to the an-
nouncement of his intentions, and four to abuse of
Antenor.

It was impossible to conceive a subject more likely
to cause debate; and excitement we see there was, but
after the speech of Paris, nothing more was said about
Helen, either for or against the restoration. Priam
then arose, and in a speech of eleven lines (368—78) laid
down another plan of proceeding, namely, by a message
to the Greeks for a truce with a view to funeral obse-
quies, which was at once accepted.

Nowhere, in short, among the Trojans have we any
example, I do not say of multiplied or lengthened
speeches, but of real reasoning and deliberation in the
conduct of business : though Glaucus tells his story at
great length to Diomed on the field of battle (II. vi.
145-211), and iEneas to Achilles (II. xx. 199-258)
nearly equals him. Indeed, it may almost be said, the
Trojans are long speakers when in battle, and short
when in debate: the Greeks copious in debate, but very
succinct in battle.

Again, we may observe the different descriptions
which the Poet has given of the elocution of Nestor,
and of that of the Trojan Stmoyepovres in their re-
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spective ayopal. To Nestor (II. i. 248, 9) he seems to
assign a soft continuous flow indefinitely prolonged.
Theirs he describes as resembling the 6Va Xeipioea-aw
of grasshoppers (II. iii. 151, 2), a clear trill or thread of
voice, not only without any particular idea of length
attached to it, but apparently meant to recall a sharp
intermittent chirp. Yet there is an odd proof that to
Priam at least, as one of these old men, there was at-
tached, by the younger ones, the imputation of favour-
ing either too many or else too long orations. For,
in the ayoptj of the Second Book, Iris in the character
of Polites, though there is no account of what had
preceded her arrival, objurgates Priam as both then
encouraging what may be called indiscriminate speak-
ing, and as having formally, before the war, been ad-
dicted to the same practice s;

<u ykpov, aieC TOL /xv0oi (̂ >iAot aKpiToi elcnv

&<S TTOT Sir' elp7\V7)S.

Upon the whole, I think it must have been Homer's
intention, while representing both Trojans and Greeks
as carrying on public affairs in their public Assemblies,
to draw a very marked distinction between them in re-
gard to the use of that powerful engine of oratory,
which played so conspicuous a part in the former, as
well as in the later stages of the Greek history.

And it is important, that nowhere does a sentiment
escape the lips of a Trojan chieftain, which indicates a
consciousness of the political value of oratory. Ulysses,
in a state of peace, describes before the Phseacians
beauty and eloquence as the noblest gifts of the gods to
manh: and employs eVea and voos, eloquence and intel-
ligence, as convertible terms. Polydamas, when re-
buking Hector in the Thirteenth Iliad, delivers a pas-

si II. ii. 796. 1' Od. viii. 170, 5, 7.

R
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sage in many respects strikingly analogous. He speaks,
however, of wo? and /3ov\t], mind and counsel1; he
does not drop a word relating to public speech or to
eloquence as instruments of government, though he
describes the mental quality and the habit which he
names as of priceless value for the benefit of States.

The phrases applied to the Trojan elders appear to
indicate, that they derived their political character
from taking a prominent part in tPie Assembly, and
from that alone. For the word Sij/Aoyepcov indicates an
elder acting in and among the &7/xo?, or people. And
this name the Poet uses but twice : once in II. iii. 149,
where he enumerates the eight persons, who bore that
character in Troy; and once with reference to Ilus (II.
ii. 372). Homer nowhere employs this term for any of
the Greeks.

The want of the (3ov\t) shows us, that there was no
balance of forces in the Trojan polity, less security
against precipitate action, more liability to high-handed
insolence and oppression of the people, and, on the
other hand, unless the danger had been neutralized by
mildness or lethargy of character, likewise in all like-
lihood to revolutionary change.

Again, on the Trojan side we do not find the silence
and self-possession of the Greeks. After the enume-
ration in the Third Book, at its opening, we find that
the Trojans marched with din and buzz:

Tpwey fj.lv K\ayyf] r ' cvoTtfj 7' iaav, opvides & '

but as to the Greeks, we are told that they marched
in profound silence: and the Poet skilfully heightens
the contrast by mentioning that they breathed forth

* II. xiii. 726-34.
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what thev did not articulate, and that they were steeled
with firm resolution to stand by one anotherk:

01 5' ap Itrav (nyfj fxivea irveiovres 'A\_aiol,

iv 6v[A(6 ij.ijj.aa>T(s ake^i^v akk-qkoiaiv.

We are finally told that each leader indeed gave the
word to his men, while all beside were mute1:

ol §' akkoi aKrjv laav, ovbi Ke (pairjs

roaaov kaov ewecrtfcu i\0VT ev (TT-qBicnv aibrjv,

(nyfj SstSto'res cnj/xtWopas"

but from the Trojans there arose a sound, like that of
sheep bleating for their lambs111:

oiy Tp(oa>v akaXr/TOi ava aTparbv evpvv dpaSpei.

And, again, we find the relation of the burning of
the dead given with the usual consistency of the Poet.
The men of the two armies met: and on both sides
they shed tears as they lifted their lifeless comrades on
the wagons : but, he adds, there was silence among the
Trojans,

oi8' eta Kkaieiv Ylpi.ait.os jueyas"

and it was because the king had felt that there would
be indecency in a noisy show of sorrow: while the
Greeks needed not the injunction (Tl. vii. 426-32),
from their spontaneous self-command.

When the Poet speaks of the Trojan Assembly in
the Seventh Book as Seivrj Terprj-xyla, he evidently
means to describe an excitement tending to disorder:
and one contrasted in a remarkable manner with the dis-
cipline of the Greeks, who were summoned to meet
silently in the night, that they might not, in gathering,
arouse the enemy outside the ramparts. Even in their
respective modes of expressing approbation, Homer
makes a shade of difference. When the Greeks ap-
plaud, it is eTrla^ov we? 'A%aiwv, or what we call loud

k II. iii. 2,8. 1 II. iv. 429. m Ibid. 456.
R 2
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or vehement cheering: but when the Trojans, it is em
Se Tpwes KeXaSfja-av, which signifies a more miscellaneous
and tumultuous noise.

In short, it would appear to be the intention of Ho-
mer to represent the Greeks as possessed of a higher
intelligence throughout. In the Odyssey, we find that
Ulysses made his way into Troy disguised as a beggar,
communicated with Helen, duly imformed himself
(Kara Se cppoviv r/yaye TTOWIJV1'), and contrived to de-
spatch certain of the Trojans before he departed. In
the Iliad we are supplied with abundant instances of
the superior management of the Greeks, and likewise
of their auxiliary gods, in comparison with those of the
Trojans. Juno outwits Venus in obtaining from her
the cestus, and then proceeds to outwit Jupiter in the
use of it. Minerva, on observing that the Greeks are
losing, (II. vii. 17) betakes herself to Troy, where Apollo
proposes just what she wants, namely, a cessation of
the general engagement, with a view to a personal en-
counter between Hector and some chosen chieftain:
she immediately adopts the plan; and he causes it to
be executed through Helenus. It both stops the ge-
neral havoc among the Greeks, and redounds greatly
to the honour of their champion Ajax. At the end of
the day, however, Nestor suggests to the Greek chiefs,
on account of their heavy losses (II. vii. 328), that they
should, on the occasion of raising a mound over their
dead, likewise dig and fortify a trench, which might
serve to defend the ships and camp. In the mean time
the Trojans are made to meet; and they send to pro-
pose the very measure, namely, an armistice for funeral
rites, which the Greeks desire, in order, under cover of
it, to fortify themselves (II. vii. 368-97). And this

a Od. iv. 258.
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accordingly Agamemnon is enabled to grant as a sort
of favour to the Trojans (II. vii. 408) :

a-ixcju 8e viKpoirriv KaraKaiefjiev ovri ixeyaipia.

This superior intelligence is probably meant to be
figured by the exchange of arms between Glaucus and
Diomed. And, again, when Hector attempts anything
in the nature of a stratagem, as the mission of Dolon
by night, it is only that he may fall into the hands of
Diomed and Ulysses. But there does not appear to be
in any of these cases a violation of oath, compact, or
any absolute rule of equity by the Greeks.

Of all these traits, however, it may be said, that they
are of no value as evidence, if taken by themselves.
They are means which would obviously occur to the
Poet, zealous for his own nation. It is their accord-
ance with other indications, apparently undesigned,
which warrants our relying upon them as real testi-
monies, available for an historic purpose.

Although, on the whole, we seem to have the signs
of greater wealth among the Trojans than the Greeks,
yet in certain points also their usages were more pri-
mitive and simple. Thus we find the youths of the
house of Nestor immediately about his person ; and
Patroclus, as well as Achilles, was apparently brought
up at the court of Peleus. Again, the youthful Nestor
travels into Thessaly for a campaign: Ulysses goes to
hunt at the Court of his grandfather Autolycus. The
Ithacan Suitors employ themselves in manly games.
But we frequently come upon passages where we are
incidentally informed, that the princes of the house of
Dardanus were occupied in rustic employments. Thus
Melanippus, son of Hiketaon, and cousin of Hector,
who was residing in Priam's palace, and treated as one
of his children, had before the war tended <>xen in
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Percote0. iEneas, the only son and heir of Anchises,
had been similarly occupied among or near the hills, at
the time when he had a narrow escape from capture by
Achilles P. Lycaon, son of Priam, was cutting the
branches of the wild fig for the fellies of chariot-
wheels when Achilles took him for the second time: on
the first occasion, he had been at work in a vineyard 1.
Antiphos and Isos, sons of Priam, had been captured
by Achilles whilst they were acting as shepherds1'.
Anchises was acting as a herdsman, when he formed
his connection with Venuss. The name of Boucolion,
an illegitimate son of Laomedon, seems to indicate that
he was bred for the like occupation1.

From the force, variety, and extreme delicacy of his
uses of the word, it is evident that Homer set very
great store by the sentiment which is generally expressed
through the word ai§w$, and which ranges through
all the varieties of shame, honour, modesty, and rever-
ence. Though a minute, it is a remarkable circum-
stance, that he confines the application of this term
to the Greeks; except, I think, in one passage, where
he bestows it upon his particular favourites the Ly-
cians", and a single other one, where JSneasx employs
it under the immediate inspiration of Apollo, with an-
other sense, in an appeal to Hector and his brother
chiefs, not to the soldiery at large.

With the Greeks it supplies the staple of military
exhortationy from the chiefs to the army; 'Ai'&e?,
'Apyeioi.

But quite a different form of speech is uniformly ad-
dressed to the Trojans proper: it is

o II. xv. 546-51- P II- xx. 188. q II. xxi. 37. 77.
r II. xi. 105. B II. ii. 821. v. 313. t U. v i . 25.
« II. xvi. 422. " II. xvii. 336. y II. v. 787. viii. 228. et alibi,
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avepes &rre, <pikoi, /w?jo-acr0€ 8e Oovpibos aAiajs,

which is below the other, and appeals to a less peculiar
and refined frame of intelligence and of sentiment.

Whatever may be thought of the degree of detail
into which (guided as I think by the text) I have ven-
tured to carry this discussion, and of the particularity
of some of the inferences that have been drawn, I ven-
ture to hope few will quit the subject without the con-
viction that Homer has worked with the purpose and
precision which are his wont, in the diversities which
mark the general outline of his Greeks and his Trojans,
and of the institutions of each respectively ; and that he
has not altogether withheld from his national portraits
the care, which he is admitted to have applied to his in-
dividual characters on both sides with such extraordinary
success. If we look to the institutions of the two coun-
tries, although the comparison is diversified, we must
upon the whole concede to the Greeks, that they had
laid more firmly than their adversaries those great cor-
ner stones of human society, which are named in their
language, 6e/xis, op/co?, and ydju.09. In the polity of Troy
we find more scope for impulse, less for deliberation and
persuasion ; more weight given to those elements of au-
thority which do not depend on our free will and intelli-
gence, less to those which do; less of organization and
of diversity, less firmness and tenacity of tissue, in
the structure of the community. We are told of no
(pv\a and no (pptjrpai, no intermediate ranks of officers
in the army; no order of nobles or proprietors, such
as that which furnished the Suitors of Ithaca. There
are, in short, fewer secondary eminences; it is a state
of things, more resembling the dead level of the pre-
sent Oriental communities subject to a despotic throne,
though such was not the throne of Priam. Among the
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people themselves, there is more of religious observance
and apparatus, but not more of morality : less tendency
indeed to crimes of violence and turbulence, but also
less of truth, of honour, above all of personal self-
mastery and self-command. The Greeks never would
have produced the Paris of the Iliad; for on behalf of
no such dastard would they have been induced to bleed.
But if they had engendered such a creature, they
would not have paid the penalty: for man in the Trojan
type would not have had the energy to recover it from
the warrior-statesmen of the Achaean race, and under no
circumstances could the really extravagant sentiment
put by Virgil into the mouth of Diomedz have been
fulfilled:

ultro Inachias venisset ad urbes
Dardanus, et versis lugeret Graacia fatis.

z Mn. xi. 286.
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THE OUTER GEOGRAPHY OF THE ODYSSEY.

JL HE legendary Geography of the Odyssey may in one
sense be compared with that of Ariosto, and that of
Bojardo. I should be the first, indeed, to admit that
a disquisition, having for its object to establish the de-
limitation of the Geography of either of those poets,
and to fix its relation to the actual surface of the earth,
was but labour thrown away. For two thousand years,
however, perhaps for more, the Geography of the
Odyssey has been a subject of interest and of contro-
versy. In entering upon that field I ask myself, why
the case of Homer is in this respect so different from
that of the great Italian romancers ? It is not only
that, great as they were, we are dealing with one before
whom their greatness dwindles into comparative little-
ness. Nor is it only, though it seems to be in part,
because the adventures of Ulysses are, or appear to be,
much more strictly bound up with place, than those of
Orlando, Rinaldo, or Ruggiero. The difference, I
think, mainly lies in this, that an intense earnestness
accompanies Homer every where, even through his
wild and noble romance. Cooped up as he was within
a narrow and local circle—for such it was, though it
was for so many centuries the centre of the whole
greatness of the world—here is his effort to pass the
horizon ' by strength of thought;' to pierce the mist:
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to shape the dim, confused, and conflicting reports
he could pick up, according to the best of his know-
ledge and belief, into land and sea; to people its
habitable spots with the scanty material he could com-
mand, every where enlarged, made good, and adorned
out of the wealth of his vigorous imagination; and to
form, by effort of the brain, for the first time as far as
we know in the history of our race, an idea of a certain
configuration for the surface of the Earth.

Hence, perhaps, may have flowed the potency of the
charm, which has attended the subject of Homer's
Outer Geography. The subject has, however, in my
belief, its utility too. It is rarely otherwise than well
worth while to trace even the erroneous thoughts of
powerful minds. But, moreover, in the present instance,
I apprehend we can learn, through the Outer Geography
of Homer, important and interesting matter of history,
which is not to be learned from any other source. For
the Poet has embedded into his imaginative scheme a
multitude of real geographical and physical traditions ;
and by means of these, upon comparing them with
their proper originals, we can judge with tolerable
accuracy what were the limits of human enterprise on
the face of earth in the heroic age.

The question before us is, what map of the earth did
Homer shape in his own mind, that he might adjust to
it the voyages and tours of his heroes Menelaus and
Ulysses, particularly the latter? And in order to a
legitimate inquiry the first step to be taken is negative.
Do not let us engage in the vain attempt to construct
the Geography of the Odyssey upon the basis of the
actual distribution of the earth's surface. Such a
process can lead to no satisfactory result. Whatever
materials Homer may have obtained to assist him, we
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must consider as so many atoms ; I speak of course, as to
all that lay beyond the narrow sphere of his Greek know-
ledge and experience. He had no adequate means of
placing the different parts of the accounts which reached
him in their true geographical relations to one another.
The outer world was for him broken up into fragments,
and these fragments were rearranged at his pleasure,
with the aid of such lights only, as his limited physical
knowledge could afford him.

Assuming for the present that the Phcenicianism
of the Outer Geography has been on the whole suffi-
ciently proved, I proceed to a more exact examination
of the subject itself; and I propose to inquire into the
following questions.

1. Has Homer two modes of dealing with the subject
of locality, considered at large ? if so, can it be shown
that he applies them to two distinct geographical
regions; one the circumscribed central tract of land
and sea within which he lived, the other a wider and
larger zone, which lay beyond it in all directions; and
can a line be drawn with reasonable confidence and pre-
cision between these geographical regions accordingly ?

2. If it be established that Homer has a system of
Outer Geography, severed by a sufficiently-defined
barrier from his Inner Geography, then are there any,
and if s<*> what, keys, or leading ideas of local arrange-
ment for the former scheme, which, themselves derived
from the evidence of his text, should be used for the
adjustment of its details?

3. Under the system thus ascertained, what was the
rout of Menelaus, and more especially of Ulysses, as
these presented themselves to the mind of Homer ?

I set out from the proposition, which, as I conceive,
rests upon universal consent, that within a certain
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sphere the poems may be considered as a record of ex-
perimental geography; and one sometimes carried down
into detail with so much of accuracy, that it embraces
even the miniature of that branch of knowledge, to
which we usually give the name of topography.

By way of example for the former, I should say that
when Homer describes the Boeotian towns, when he
measures the distance over the JEgean, nay, when he
makes Ulysses represent that he floated in ten days
from some point near Crete to the Thesprotian coast,
he is a geographer. Again, in his variously estimated
account of the interior of Ithaca, he is a topographer. He
is the same on the whole, though probably with greater
license, when he is dealing with the Plain of Troy.

In speaking of the experimental geography of
Homer, of course I do not intend to imply that he
had, even within his narrow sphere, the means that
later science has afforded of establishing situations and
distances with absolute precision. He could only pro-
ceed by the far ruder testimony of the senses, trained
in the school of experience. Neither do I mean that
the experience was in every case his own, though to a
great extent his geographical information was probably
original, and acquired by him principally in the exercise
of his profession as an itinerating Bard. But by the
experimental and real geography of Homer, I mean
these two things; first, that the Poet believed himself
to be describing pro tanto points upon the earth's
surface as they actually were; secondly, that his means
of information were for practical purposes adequate.
The evidence of the passage containing the simile of
the Thought (Il.xv.580) would suffice, were there none
other, to show that he was himself a traveller; he also
lived among a people already accustomed to travel, and
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familiar with the navigation of a certain portion of the
earth's surface. In a former part of this work I have
given several instances to illustrate the disposition
of the early Greeks with respect to travela. A people
of habits like theirs was well qualified to supply a
practical system of geography for the whole sphere
with which it was habitually conversant.

But the boldness and maturity of navigation may be
measured pretty nearly by the length of its voyages.
The geographical particulars of the Wanderings, how-
ever dislocated and distorted, show us that the people
who had supplied them had acquired a considerable
acquaintance with all the waters within, and probably
also, nay, I should be disposed to say certainly, some
that were without, the Straits of Gibraltar. But in all
the poems of Homer we find the traces of Greek
knowledge and resort become fainter and fainter, as
we pass beyond certain points. On the Greek Penin-
sula, to the south of the Ambracian gulf on the west
and of Mount Olympus on the east, we have the signs
of a constant intercourse to and fro. The same tokens
extend to the islands immediately surrounding it, and
reaching at least as far as Crete. Indeed, apart from
particular signs, we may say that, without familiar and
frequent intercourse among the members that com-
posed it, the empire of Agamemnon could not have
subsisted.

But, at certain distances, the mode of geographical
handling becomes faint, mistrustful, and indistinct.
Distances are misstated, or cease to be stated at all.
The names of countries are massed together in such a
way as to show that the Poet had no idea of a particular
mode of juxtaposition for them. Topographical or local
features, of a character such as to identify a descrip-

11 Achasis, or Ethnology ; sect. vii. p. 330.
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tion with some particular place or region as its proto-
type in nature, are erroneously transposed to some
situation which, from general indications, we can see
must be upon a different and perhaps distant part of
the surface of the globe. Again, by ceasing to define
distances and directions, he shows from time to time
that he has lost confidence in his own collocation, that
he is not willing to challenge a comparison with actual
nature, and that, from want of accurate knowledge, he
feels he must seek some degree of shelter in gene-
ralities.

It is obvious that, under the circumstances as they
have thus far been delineated, the geography of the
poems, with a centre fixed for it somewhere in Greece,
say at Olympus or Mycenae, might be first of all
divided into three zones, ranging around that centre.
The first and innermost would be that of the familiar
knowledge and experience of his countrymen. The
second would be that of their rare and occasional
resort. The third would be a region wholly unknown
to them, and with respect to which they were wholly
dependent on foreign, that is on Phoenician, report;
much as a Roman, five hundred years ago, would
practically depend upon the reports of Venetians and
Genoese mariners for all or nearly ail his ultra-marine
knowledge.

Now, though we may not be able to mark positively
at every point of the compass the particular spot at
which we step from the first zone to the second, and
from the second to the third, yet there is enough of
the second zone discernible to make it serve for an
effectual delimitation between the first and the third ;
between the region of experience and that of marvel;
of foreign, arbitary, unchecked, and semifabulous re-
port. Just as we are unable to fix the moment at which
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night passes into dawn, and dawn into day; but yet
the dawn of morning, and the twilight of evening are
themselves the lines which broadly separate between
the day and the night, lying respectively at the ex-
tremities of each. So with the poems of Homer, it
may be a question whether a given place, say Phoe-
nicia, is in the first or the second zone; or whether
some other, such as Scheria, or as the Bosphorus, is in
the second or the third; but it will never be difficult
to affirm of any important place named in the poems
either that it is not in the zone of common experience,
or else that it is not in the zone of foreign fable.

Let me now endeavour to draw the lines, which
thus far have been laid down only in principle.

1. And first it seems plain, that the experimental
knowledge of Homer extended over the whole of the
continental territory embraced within the Greek Cata-
logue, including, along with the continent, those islands
which he has classed with his mainland, and not in his
separate insular groupb.

2. It may be slightly doubtful whether he had a
similar knowledge of the islands forming the base of the
iEgean. There is a peculiarity in the Cretan description
(II. ii. 645-52), namely, that after enumerating certain
cities he closes with general words (649),

aAAoi 6', 0% KprjTTjV eKaro/XT7o\ti> ajxcpeveiiovro.

Still he uses characteristic epithets: and in another
place (Od. xiv. 257), he defines (of course by time) the
distance from Crete to Egypt. So again in Rhodes
(6$6), Camirus has the characteristic epithet of apyi-
v6ei$. On the whole we may place this division within
the first zone of Homeric geography.

3. Homer would appear to have had an accurate
knowledge of the positions of the islands of Lemnos,

b II. ii. 645-80.
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Samothrace, Imbros, Lesbos, Samos, and Chios0. These
we may consider, without further detail, as answering
practically for the whole iEgean sea.

4. Homer knew the positions of Emathia and Pieria,
relatively to one another and to Greece; and the
general course of the southern ranges of the Thracian
mountains'1. The Trojan Catalogue appears to show
that he also knew the coast-line westward from the
Dardanelles, as far as to the river Axius. There we
may consider that his Pieria begins, with Greece upon
its southern and western border.

5. It would appear that Homer had a pretty full know-
ledge of the southern coast-line of the Propontis. He
seems to place the Thracians of the Trojan Catalogue
on the northern side of that sea, but his language is
quite general with respect to this part of it. On the
south side, however, and in the whole north-western
corner of Asia Minor, we appear to find him at homee.
Thus much we may safely conclude from the detail of
the Trojan Catalogue; from the particular account of
the Idsean rivers in the Twelfth Iliadf; from the latter
part of the journey of Juno in the Fourteenths; and
from the speech of Achilles in the Twenty-fourth11,
which fixes the position of Phrygia relatively to Troy.

6. From the point of Lectum to the southward, Ho-
mer shows a knowledge of the coast-line as far as Lycia
in the south-western quarter of Asia Minor. But here
we must close his inner sphere. The Solyman mountains
supply the only local notice in the poems which can be
said to belong to the interior country, and of these his

c II. xiv. 225-30. xiii. 10-16, to a certain extent. Handbuch
33. xiv. 281. xxiv. 78, 753, 434. der Alten Geograpliie, sect. 4.
Od. iii. 169-72. p. 10.

(i II. xiv. 225-30. Od. v. 50. f II. xii. 17-24.
e Forbiger thinks he knew the g II. xiv. 280-4.

southern coast of the Black sea h II. xxiv. 543-6.
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conceptions are evidently as far as possible from geo-
graphical. In the Sixth Iliadh he appears to conceive
of the Solyman people as bordering upon Lycia. Al-
though the name has suggested to some a connection
with Jerusalem, we ought to consider it as representing
that for which it stands in geography, a part of the grand
inland mass of Asiatic mountains. But from the proxi-
mity of the Solymi to Lycia, Homer would appear to
have moved them greatly westward. Again, when
Neptune in the Fifth Odyssey sees Ulysses from the
Solyman mountains on his way from Ogygia, we must
suppose that Homer conceived them to command
some point of a neighbouring and continuous line of
sea, which would allow of such a prospect. He would
hardly have made Neptune see Ulysses from Lycia, or
from a point across the mountains of Thrace, or from
one on the other side of the actual Mount Taurus.

We have now, I think, made the circuit of the
whole zone, and it is a small one, of the real or experi-
mental geography of Homer.

Let us take next the intermediate zone, which marks
the extreme and infrequent points of Greek resort.

Beginning in the west and north-west, we have
found Sicania (now Upper Calabria), Epirus, and the
country of the Thesprotians1, marking the points of
this intermediate region. To the northward, we may
fix it at Emathia. In the north-east, it seems to be
bounded by the northern shore of the Sea of Marmora.
The Thracians of Homer inhabit a country which he
calls epiftw\a£, II. xx. 485, and which the Hellespont
enclosed (iepyei), that is to say, washes on two sides at
least. The Hellespont, as in this place it is termed
aydp'p'oos, signifies to the Eastern part of its waters in

h II. vi. 184. i Achseis, or Ethnology, sect. iv. p. 235.
S
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particular; and the name probably includes the Pro-
pontis (which he might well suppose to have a strong
current throughout, like the Straits of Gallipoli), to-
gether with the northern iEgean between Chalcidice
and the Thracian Chersonese. He has described these
Thracians in very vague terms'5, and without any local
circumstance, in the Catalogue: but the form of the
coast-line apparently implied in the word iipyei, and
the epithet of fertility, appear to indicate the plain of
Adrianople and the Maritz. But this inclosure on two
sides terminates when the northern shore begins to
trend directly to the eastward: and the TIXayKrai, or
Bosphorus, which no man but Jason ever succeeded in
passing, are to be considered as in the zone of a semi-
fabulous or exterior chorography.

When we pass into the south-east, we find that
Cyprus, Phoenicia, and Egypt may perhaps most pro-
perly be placed in the doubtful zone. We have seen
that Cyprus was known as a stage on the passage to the
East, and as within the possible military reach of Aga-
memnon. But its lord did not join in the war: and
Homer has no details about the island, beyond the
specification of Paphos as the seat of the residence, and
of the principal worship, of Venus.

We have no instance of any visit paid by Greeks
to Phoenicia under ordinary circumstances. The tour
of Menelaus is, like that of Ulysses, outside the sphere
of ordinary life. He describes himself in it to Telema-
chus as TroXka 7ra9u>v KCU 7ro'\\' iiraXr]dei.g\ which may be

compared with Od. i. 4. respecting Ulysses. We hear
of the Taphians there; for it was at Sidon that they
kidnapped the nurse of Eumseus. Piracy in those
times probably reached somewhat further than trade,

k 11. ii. 844, 5. 1 Od. iv. 83.
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These same Taphians appear to be of doubtful Hel-
lenism. On the one hand, Mentes their leader was a
i~e?vo9 to Ulysses™. But (i) we thus find them in Phoe-
nicia", which is not a place of usual Greek resort.
(2) They sail to Temese in foreign parts, eV aWodpoovs
avQponrows (Od.i. 183), which we do not find elsewhere
said of Greeks. The case of the pseudo-Ulysses can-
not stand as a precedent for the rest of Greece, nor
even for the rest of Crete0. (3) The father of Mentes
had given Ulysses poison for his arrows, which Ilus, the
Hellene, had from motives of religion refused him.
This at once supplies a particular reason for the xenial
bond between them, and suggests that this Taphian
prince may have been, though a ^eivos, yet of a differ-
ent religion and race. (4) The absence of the Taphians
from the war, especially as a tribe so much given to
navigation, further strengthens the presumption that
they were not properly Greeks.

Phoenicia, then, hangs doubtfully on the outer verge
of the Greek world, and belongs to the intermediate
zone. Yet more decidedly is this the case with Egypt.
For Ulysses means something unusual, when he de-
scribes the voyage as one lasting for five days across
the open sea, even with the very best wind all the way,
from Crete; and it is elsewhere described as at a
distance formidably great. Such is the idea apparently
intended by the statement, that the very birds do but
make the journey once a year over so vast a seaP. No
ordinary Greek ever goes to Egypt: and when the
pseudo-Ulysses planned his voyage thither, it was under
a sinister impulse from Jupiter, who meant him il

avrap e/xol 5eiA<3 naica p,rfiiTo fxr/rUra Zevs.

m Od. i, 105. n Sup. Ethnology, sect. iv.
0 Ibid. P Od. iii. 320-2. 1 Od. xiv. 243.

S 2
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Again, the Poet appears to have entirely miscon-
ceived the distance of Pharos from the coast. He
places it at a day's sail from Aiyvirros, meaning pro-
bably by that name the Nile. Vain attempts have
been made to get rid by explanation of this geographi-
cal error. Nitzsch1" says truly, that for the geography
of this passage Homer was dependent on the gossip of
sailors, and compares it with that of Ogygia, Scheria,
and the rest. When Menelaus went to Egypt, it was
involuntarily, as we are assured by Nestors;

wrap Tas irevre Was KvavoTspvpetovs

Atyi?7iT(i> e7re\a<Tcre <f>eph>v az>e/xos r e nal vboop.

Beyond the circumscriptions which have thus been
drawn, lie the countries of the Outer Geography. Out-
wards their limit in the mind of Homer was either the
great River Ocean, or else the land immediately bor-
dering upon it. Their inner line, that is, the line
nearest to the known Greek or Homeric world, may
be defined by a number of points specified in the
poems. We have, for example, the Lotophagi and
Libya in the south ; the land of the Cyclops on the
west; (I pass by Sicily, because it can, I think, be
shown, that Homer transplanted it into another
quarter;) Scheria to the north-west, the Abii, Glac-
tophagi, and Hippemolgi, to the north. Then come
the Strait of the UXajKral, or Bosphorus, pretty accu-
rately conceived as to its site ; next towards the east, the
Amazons and the Solymi with their mountains; in the
south-east the 'Epefifioi, and then the widely spread
AWloTres. All the places and people visited by Ulysses
after the Lotophagi, that have not been named, must
be conceived to lie yet further outwards.

I have now explained the grounds on which I assume
r On Od. iv. 354. s Od. iii. 299.
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the existence of two great zones, the one of a real, the
other of an imaginative, fluctuating, and semi-fabulous
Geography in Homer ; and of a third zone, drawn as a
somewhat indeterminate border-ground between them.

I come now to consider what are the keys or lead-
ing ideas of local arrangement which we can first obtain
from the particulars of the Outer Geography of Homer,
and which we may then apply to the solution of such
questions of detail as it presents.

It is plain that we have real need of some such keys.
To ascertain the general direction of the movements
of the Wanderings of Ulysses, and the general idea
entertained by the Poet of the distribution of land and
sea, is an essential preliminary to the solution of such
questions as, Where were the Sirens ? or, Where were
the Lsestrygones ? According to the statement I have
recently given, many of the points, that Ulysses in the
Wanderings visited by sea, would appear to have been so
fixed by Homer, as to imply his belief that the chieftain
sailed over what we know to be the European continent.

The two propositions, which I have already ventured
to state as being the keys to the Outer Geography of
the Odyssey, are in the following terms*:

1. That Homer placed to the northward of Thrace,
Epirus, and the Italian peninsula, an expanse, not of
land, but of sea, communicating with the Euxine; or,
to express myself in other words, that he greatly ex-
tended the Euxine westwards, perhaps also shortening-
it towards the East; and that he made it communi-
cate, by the gulfs of Genoa and Venice, with the south-
ern Mediterranean.

2. That he compounded into one two sets of Phoe-
nician traditions respecting the Ocean-mouth, and fixed
the site of it in the North-East.

t See Ethnology, sect. iv. p. ,504.
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In the first place, I assume that it would be a waste
of time to enter upon an elaborate confutation of the tra-
ditional identifications, which the pardonable ambition
of after-times has devised for the various points of the
wanderings. According to those expository figments, we
must believe that the land of the Cyclops is an island,
that it is the same island which reappears at a later
date as Thrinacie, that iEolia is Stromboli in sight of
that island of the Cyclops, (though it took Ulysses nine
days of fair wind to sail from it to within sight of
Ithaca,) and that Ulysses could sail straight across the
sea from JEolia to Ithaca. We must look for the
Lsestrygones and their perpetual day in the latitudes of
the Mediterranean. We must either place the ocean
northward, (but wholly without any prototype in nature,)
and the under-world on the west coast of Italy, where
there is no stream whatever, and seek, too, for fogs
and darkness in the choicest atmospheres of the world;
or else we must remove the Ocean-mouth to a distance
about four times as far from the island of Circe, as that
island is from Greece, whereas the poem evidently pre-
sumes their comparative proximity. But in truth, it is
useless to go on accumulating single objections, for it is
not upon these that the confutation principally depends.
The confutation of these pardonable but idle traditions
rests on broader grounds. The grounds are such as really
these, that in no one particular do these Italian fables—
for such I must call them, notwithstanding the partial
countenance they receive from the chaotic and seem-
ingly adulterated parts of the Theogony of Hesiod™—
satisfy the letter of the text of Homer; that in the at-
tempt to give it a geographical character, they miscon-
ceive its spirit; and that they oblige us to override and
nullify not only the facts of actual geography, for that

" Hes. Theog. 1011-15,
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we might do without violating any law of reason and
likelihood under the conditions of the case, but also
the positive indications which Homer has given us from
phenomena that lay within his knowledge and expe-
rience. In fact, they would oblige us to condemn
Homer as geographically unworthy of trust, within the
sphere of the every day life and resort of the Greeks,
as well as in regions, which he and his countrymen
never visited.

And the result of all the violence thus done to
Homer would be, that we should have sacrificed at
once his language and his imagination, in the attempt
to struggle with contradictions to the actual geography
which defy every attempt at reconciliation.

At the outset, according to my view, both admis-
sions must be made, and principles must be laid down,
as cardinal and essential to the conduct of the inquiry
we have now in hand.

It must, I think, be admitted,
i. That Homer has dislocated or transplanted the

traditions he had received. For example, he has either
carried the Bosphorus westwards3*, or else the Straits of
Messina eastwards.

a. That therefore as we are on this occasion inquiring
not into the geographical information Homer can give
us, but into the errors he had embraced, we must not
be surprised if we fail to arrive at any conclusions, either
wholly self-consistent or demonstratively clear. We
must exact from his text, with something less than geo-
graphical rigour, even the conditions of inward harmony.

It may then reasonably be asked, if this be so, how
are we to find any clue to his meaning.

My answer is, by laying down rules which will
x Muller's Orchomenos, p. 274.
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enable us to discriminate between his primary and his
secondary statements; between the results of his know-
ledge, and the fruits of his fancy.

By his knowledge I mean, what he had seen, what
he had travelled over, what was familiarly and habit-
ually known to his countrymen, so as to give him ample
opportunities of refreshing recollection, of enlarging
knowledge, and of correcting error.

By the fruits of his fancy I mean, the forms he has
thought fit to give to statements of geography lying
outside the world of his own experience, and that of
the Greeks in general. These statements, gathered
here and there as time and opportunity might serve, he
could hardly have moulded into a correct and con-
sistent scheme. Emancipating himself wholly from
obligations which it was impossible for him to fulfil, he
has treated them simply as the creatures of his poetic
purpose, and has analysed, shifted, and recombined them
into a world of his own, in the creation and adjustment
of which, the principal factor has of necessity been his
own will.

I therefore lay down the following postulates :
1. That, Homer having an Inner or known and an

Outer or imagined world, between which a line may be
drawn with tolerable certainty, the voyage of Ulysses,
from the Lotophagi to Scheria inclusive, lies in the
Outer world.

2. That we may not only implicitly accept the geo-
graphical statements of Homer, when they lie within
his own horizon or the Inner world, but may fearlessly
argue from them.

3. That arguments so drawn are available and para-
mount, as far as they go, for governing the construction
of passages relating to the geography of the Outer world.
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4. That we have no title to argue, when we find a
point in the Outer world described in such a manner as
to correspond with some spot now known, that Homer
gave to that tract or region in his own mind, the site
which we may now know it to occupy, but that he is
quite as likely to have placed it elsewhere.

5. That arguments grounded on the physical know-
ledge of the Poet are to be trusted. I would name
by way of example, (subject only to a certain latitude
for inexactness,) such arguments as are drawn from the
directions of winds, and from other patent and cardinal
facts of common experience, for example, the distances
which may be traversed within given times.

6. So* likewise are the indications, which harmonize
with known or reasonably presumed historical and
ethnological views, to be trusted as good evidence on
questions relating to his geographical meaning.

In order, however, to be in a condition to make use
of indications supplied by the Winds, we must consider
what the Winds of Homer are.

The Winds of Homer are only four in number, and
the manner of their physical arrangement is rude. It
by no means corresponds with our own, but varies
from it greatly, just as his points of the compass varied
from ours. And though he names only four winds,
yet I apprehend we must consider that upon the
whole he uses them with such latitude, as to express
under the name of some one of them every gale that
blew.

As to some of these winds, Homer has provided us
with an abundance of trustworthy data for their point
of origin: and through them the evidence as to the
rest may be enlarged.

Homer's governing points, from which to measure
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arcs of the horizon were, as is evident, the sunrise and
the sunset. This is clearly shown by his expressions,
such as Trpo? »/&> T ijeXtov re, for the east, and then in
opposition to this, -WOT\ Xptyov ycpoevray for the west.
Again, when Ulysses urges upon his companions that
he has lost all means of forming a judgment of their
position, his mode of expression is this, that he does
not know where is dusk or where is dawn ; where the
joy-giving sun rises, or where he sinks2. We must
therefore dismiss from our minds the four cardinal
points to which we are accustomed. They were not
cardinal points for Homer. We must also remember
not only (i) that Homer had only twoa, but also
(a) that his two did not correspond with any of our
four, and (3) that from the variation of sunrise and sunset
with the seasons of the year a certain amount of vague-
ness was of necessity introduced into his conceptions
of the point of origin for each of the different winds.

We should not, however, exaggerate this vagueness.
It had its cause in the variations of the ecliptic, and,
like its cause, it was limited. I suppose, however, that
the eye guesses rudely at the deviations of the ecliptic,
and that we must take N.W. and S.E. for the two car-
dinal points of Homer.

Homer's west then ranged to the north of west, and
Homer's east to the south of east. But although this
must be borne in mind when we translate his winds

y II. xii. 239, 40. is in Homer no word meaning
z Od. x. 190-2. strictly either south, or north.
a Wood (Genius of Homer, p. Daksha, however, from whence

23,) says, ' only four,' meaning is derived Segws, means soutlierly
only four winds. But it is pretty as well as on the right: but pro-
clear that Homer's four winds bably S. E. rather than S. Pott,
were not at anything like ninety Etymolog.Forschungen,II. 186,7.
degrees from one another. There
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into our language, yet of course the winds themselves
were arranged, not technically so as each to cover a
certain arc on the horizon, but with reference to the
directions in which they were found by experience com-
monly to blow. And in associating each wind with a
particular point of the horizon, we must bear in mind
that such a point is to be regarded as its centre, and
that the same name Avould be given to a wind within a
number of points on either side of it.

As to the respective prevalence of the different
winds, the criterion is certainly a rude one, still it is
a criterion, which is provided for us by the compara-
tive frequency of the occasions on which they are
mentioned. Eurus is mentioned in the poems seven
times, Notus fifteen; Boreas twenty-seven, subject to a
small deduction for cases where he is simply a person;
and Zephyr twenty-six. The latter pair are the lead-
ing Winds of the poem: not necessarily that they indi-
cated the prevailing currents of air, but that they re-
presented such currents of air as usually prevailed with
force sufficient to make them good poetical agents.

We may also learn, from the epithets given to the
winds, the impressions which they respectively made
upon the mind of Homer.

Eurus never has a character attached to it. Notus
seldom has any epithet; but still it is mentioned, by the
comrade of Ulysses in Od. xii. 289, as one of the most
formidable winds. This may probably have been on
account of its direction relatively to the place of the
speaker; because from that point it blew right upon
Scylla1'. Again, as Zephyr and Notus are nowhere
else associated by the Poet, the presumption arises on
that ground also that here Notus is put in for a special

b Od. xii, 427.
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and local reason. It is called apyearr^, and is so essen-
tially allied with the idea of moisture, that VOTIOS stands
simply for wet (VOTIOS ISpm, II. xi. 810).

The characteristic epithets of Boreas are peyas, Sirw-
pivos, and aWpriyevt]?. The first of these indicates that
he blew hard: and we know the same thing from the
facts, that Achilles desired him to contribute towards
rapidly consuming the pyre of Patroclus, and that he is
often used for a storm".

But, of all the winds, the Zephyr evidently was the
most prominent in the view of Homer. It is
(Od. xiv. 458), \a(3pbs iiraiylfyv (II. ii. 148),
(II. xxiii. 208), Svo-atj? (11. xxiii. 200, and Od. xii. 289),

(Od. xii.408); and it alone of the winds roars,
Iwy (II. iv. 276). In Od. xii. 289, it is men-

tioned with Notus: they are the winds most apt to
destroy ships even despite or without the gods. For
Notus, as I have said, this character seems to be local:
but the Zephyr is here called (Wai??, and the sense of
the passage is in accordance with his general reputa-
tion. He, with Boreas, is invoked for the pyre of
Patroclus: and these two are the only winds which
are ever employed singly to make foul weather. Ho-
mer's other modes of creating a tempest by the agency
of the winds are (1) to make a combination of all or
several of them, (2) to cover the matter in a gene-
rality by speaking of the 6\oo\ ave^ot without distinc-
tion.

There is, however, in Homer a faint trace of the milder
character, which was afterwards more fully recognised
in Zephyr, when he had moved down from the north,
and become a simple west wind. In the description of

c II. xxiii. 194.
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the Elysian plain, we find that it is never vexed with
tempest or with rain, but that the happy spirits dwelling
there are incessantly refreshed with the Zephyrs which
spring from Oceand. But even here the breezes are
XiywjrvelovTe?: and this word means what is called blow-
ing fresh. And the conception of the wind here is
rather as a sea-wind, and therefore not a cold one, than
as being soft and gentle.

Of these four Winds, Homer has made, on various
occasions, two couples. He repeatedly associates Boreas
and Zephyr in the same worke :

d>s 8' afejuot bvo TTOVTOV opCverov lyOvocvTa,

Bopirjs KCU Zecpvpos, rdre QpriKr}6ev ar)rov.

And again, for the purposes of Achilles, the two
come together over the sea, and quickly fall to, that
the pyre may be consumed ; even as the prayer of the
hero had been addressed to them in commonf.

In the same way, Eurus and Notus are associated
together as exciting the Icarian Sea. This passage is
curiously illustrative of Homer's distinctions between
the winds. He has two successive similes, both de-
scribing the agitation of the same Assembly?. In the
first it is compared to the Icarian Sea lashed by Eurus,
and by Notus charging from the clouds. In the se-
cond, to a corn-field, on which Zephyr powerfully
sweeps downh.

From a just consideration of these passages, it be-
comes clear that the four winds of Homer were not at
equidistant points of the compass, but that each two

d Od. iv. 565-9. similes tells powerfully against
e II. ix. 4. the ingenious argument of Mr.
f II. xxiii. 194, 212. Wood concerning the birthplace
g II. ii. 144-6, 147-9. °f Homer. Genius of Homer.
h The arrangement of these pp. 7-33.
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of them were capable of association, while neither
member of one pair is ever described, except in a
single passage, which I will presently notice, as co-
operating with one of the other. Of course I do not
refer to those cases, where the Poet raises all the four
winds at once, simply to create a hurricane; no bad
conjecture, I will add, for those times, in anticipation
of the modern discovery that hurricanes are eddies, and
that it is their circular motion which makes them seem
to blow almost simultaneously in all directions'.

Let us now inquire what can be done towards ascer-
taining more particularly the leading points of these
winds, of which we have surveyed the general descrip-
tions.

I begin with the more prevailing pair, Zephyr and
Boreas.

There can, I think, be no hesitation in deriving
Zecpvpv? from ^6(pog. It may be well to remind the
reader that ^6<pog is the same word in substance with
Kvecpag and ve(j>o? k .

Thus the north-west is his cradle. But he is so
closely associated with Thrace and with Boreas, the
former being his residence, and the latter1 his com-
panion, that though he may mean any wind from west
up to north, we must consider him as usually leaning
from the north-west towards the north, while he pro-
perly belongs to the north-west rather than any other
given point of the compass.

The position of Boreas is the best defined of all the
winds of Homer. He cannot come from any point to
the west of clue north : for all that space is appro-

1 See General Reid's Law of k Buttmann. Lexil. voc. KI-
Storms and Variable Winds. Xaivor.
London,. 1849. ' D- xxiii. 214.
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priated to Zephyr. He is equally well defined on the
other side. For he blows from Thrace, both generally,
as in II. ix. 5, and particularly on the Plain of Troym.
I hold to be of no authority, as fixing the direction of
this wind, the Boreas which carries the pseudo-Ulysses
from Crete to Egypt11: for there Homer is already
beyond the Inner World, and he only knows the posi-
tion of Egypt from Phoenician report. But we have
other trustworthy indications from within the sphere
of Greek nautical knowledge, in his carrying Hercules
from Ilium to Cos0, in his preventing a voyage from
Crete to IliumP, and in the fate of Ulysses, who, in
rounding Malea, is carried off by Boreas to the west-
ward of Cytherai. All these operations can be per-
formed only by a wind blowing from the quarter be-
tween east and north-east.

Putting together these indications, I think we must
conclude that the Boreas of Homer is a wind to the east
of north. But it seems plain that he does not embrace
nearly the whole quadrant from north to east. For,
like and even more than Zephyr on the other side of
the pole, he has a leaning towards the polar side, and,
in the absence of more particular marks, Homer should
be taken to mean by him a N.N.E. wind, that is, a
wind ranging principally or wholly from N. to N.E.

I take the line II. ix. 5, which many have treated as
a difficulty, for a sound and valuable geographical indi-
cation. Boreas and Zephyr blow from Thrace. To a
Greek, say at Mycense, Thrace, which reaches from the
Adriatic to the Euxine, covers more than ninety de-
grees of the horizon. It is from within those ninety
degrees that every Boreas, and probably every Zephyr,

m II. xxiii. 214, as above. n Od. xiv. 253.
0 II. xiv. 255. xv. 26. P Od. xix. 200. <i Od. ix. 81.
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of Homer can be shown to blow. These are facts
which we may hold in deposit, ready for service in the
explanation of the movements of the Outer Geography.

And along with them we must keep in mind the
Homeric affinity and sympathy established between
Boreas and Zephyr. It is so considerable, and they
are especially in such local proximity, that practically
we should not go far wrong were we to say Homer
divides the whole circumference of his horizon into
three nearly equal arcs of 12,0 degrees, more or less. The
first of these, beginning from due west, is given to
Zephyr and to Boreas. The next, reaching to within
300 of the South Pole, to Eurus : and the third, em-
bracing the residue of the circle, to Notus.

Notus is the great southern wind, Eurus being com-
paratively of little account. Now, one of the chief
data applicable to determining the direction of these
winds is the passage II. ii. 144-6. Here they are
described as disturbing the Icarian Sea, which was
within the sphere of Greek navigation. Now the po-
sition of that sea, on the coast of Asia Minor to the
south of Samos, shows,

1. That both these winds in Homer have a decidedly
southern character.

1. That one, of course Eurus, must come from the
east, and the other, Notus, in that place, from the west
of south. Because the conflict of the two winds pre-
sumes a considerable space between the points from
which they blow, while the position of the Icarian Sea
requires both to be southern. But in the Fifth
Odyssey, too, Notus is treated as the proper antago-
nist of Boreas. His centre therefore lies a little to
the westward of due south; but Eurus does not ap-
proach the South Pole, and every wind from about
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S.S.E. to W. will probably fall within the Homeric
description of Notus.

The associations of Notus and Eurus are frequentr. On
one occasion, however, Notus is combined with Zephyr,
though there is no corresponding case of junction be-
tween Eurus and Boreas. Notus and Zephyr are sent
from the sea by Juno to blast the Trojan army with
heat. Boreas would of course be a cold wind : and
Eurus would be cold on the plain of Troy, from passing
over the chain of Ida : though in Greece he melts the
snow that Zephyr has brought. Differences of season,
as well as of situation, may have to do with these
varieties of operation.

Though less strong than Zephyr and Boreas, Notus
is a stronger wind than Eurus. And though generally
the counterpart of Boreas, his power of cooperating with
Zephyr shows that he must reach over the quadrant
from the South pole to West, whereas we have no
Boreas coming down from the North pole as far as
East.

As the opposite of Zephyr, Eurus blows principally
from the south-eastern quarter; and hence is in fre-
quent cooperation with Notus, but never with any
other wind. He must, however, be understood to
cover the whole space from the rigidly northern Boreas
down to Notus, or from about N.E. to within 300 of
the South pole. Boreas is inflexibly confined by all
the evidence of the poems to a very narrow space:
and Eurus, his neighbour eastward, does not much
frequent those points of the compass that lie nearest
to him.

'• II. ii. 144-6. xn . 765. Od. v, 330. xii. 326.
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\ Homer.

The accompanying sketch expresses what I believe to
be in the main Homer's arrangement of the Winds. At
the same time, I do not know that we have any prac-
tical example of any wind in Homer which blows from
within forty-five degrees on either side of due East, or
from within about the same number of degrees on
either side of due West. Perhaps it was from their
local infrequency, that he does not appear to have put
such winds in i*equisitions.

The name Eurus is further attached to the point of
sunrise by the root e«?, to which it is traced*. The

5 Friedreich has discussed the
winds of Homer (Eealien der II.
und Od. §. 3). His results are
to me unsatisfactory : but the
fault seems to lie in his basis.
For (1) he fixes the four Winds
of Homer as the four cardinal
points : and (2) he finds data
for ascertaining the Winds in the

Passages of the Outer Geogra-
phy, instead of determining those
Passages themselves by the Winds,
after these latter have been as-
certained from evidence belong-
ing to the sphere of Homer's
own experience.

t Liddell and Scott in voc.
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tracts of Aides are with Homer a-fxepSaXea evpwevra (11.
xx. 65). May not this evpweis come from the same
source ? The Cimmerian darkness of Homer is close
to the mouth of Ocean, and near that chamber of the
Sun, which is at iEsea". Viewing dawn as the middle
point between night and day, Homer possibly con-
nected it with each. It seems further possible, that
he connected the Eastern with the Western darkness:
both because this would bring his two regions of the
future world into relations with each other, and be-
cause he makes the Sun disport himself with his
oxen on the same spot in Thrinacie after his setting in
the evening, and before his rising in the morning: a
passage, which for its full explanation might require
the supposition, that Homer believed the earth to be
cylindrical in form, and thus the extremes of East and
West to meet . There will shortly be occasion to re-
vert to this subject, in further considering what were
the constituent parts of Homer's East.

I shall trust mainly then to winds, thus ascertained
from Homer's Inner world, as the means of indicating
the directions of the movements described in his Outer
one. But besides directions, we have distances to con-
sider. And here too we have some evidence, supplied
by his experimental knowledge, to guide us.

By combining the inner-world data of distance with
those of direction, we shall obtain the essential con-
ditions of decision for the outer-world problems. Con-
ditions both essential and sufficient, when we can lay
hold upon them ; but we shall still have to contend
with this difficulty, that in one or two remarkable cases
the Poet takes refuge in language wholly vague, and

a Od. xi. 13-16. xii. 1-4.
x See Friedreich, Realien, §. 9. p. 19.

T 2
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leaves us no guide for our conjectures, except the rule
of making the unascertained conform in spirit to what
has been made reasonably certain.

The distances of which I now speak are sea-distances.
It is a somewhat remarkable fact, that Homer scarcely
gives us land-distances at all. Telemachus and Pisis-
tratus drive in two days from Pylus to Sparta: but
it is not the wont of the Poet to describe places, which
communicate over land, by the number of days occupied
in travelling between them. This circumstance is illus-
trative of a trait, which assumes great importance in
Homer's Outer Geography, namely, the miniature scale
of his conceptions as to all land-spaces ; a trait, I may
add, to which we shall have occasion to revert.

The sea-distances of Homer are performed in no less
than six different modes.

1. By ordinary sailing.
2. By ordinary rowing.
3. By rafts, Od. v. 251.
4. By drifting on a timber, Od. xiv. 310-15.
5. By floating and swimming, Od. v. 374,5, 388, 399.
Sixthly, and lastly, the ships of the Phseacians per-

form their voyages by an inward instinct, and with a
rapidity described as marvellous.

The language of the poems nowhere takes cognizance
of any difference in speed as between sailing and
rowing. For example, when Achilles speaks of the
time of his voyage to Phthia as dependent upon
einrXoin, which the favour of Neptune could give, he
evidently means a good sea and the absence of tempest,
and does not at all bargain for a wind from a particular
quarter, which was not a matter lying within Neptune's
especial province. Nor does there seem to be, on
general grounds, any cause for assuming a difference
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between the average speeds of rowing and of sailing,
when we consider, in favour of the first, that the crew
rowed almost to a man, with little cargo to carry;
and, to the prejudice of the second, that the science and
art of building quick sailers could not then have been
understood. I therefore take rowing and sailing as
equal in celerity. So that we have in reality no more
than five different cases to consider.

But, again, I think there is no reason why we should
assume a difference in speed between drifting on a
piece of timber, and making way by floating and swim-
ming only. In practicability there may be a considerable
difference: but that is not the point before us.

The four methods now remaining seem to require the
assumption of different speeds respectively.

Now Homer has supplied us with the times necessary
for performing known distances in two cases ; and has
also given us a third case, which may be used for
checking one of the other instances.

A case of known distance is that from the mouth of
the Straits of Gallipoli to Phthia. This, according
to Achilles in the Ninth Iliads, -would, with favourable
weather, be performed so as to arrive on the third day.
It may amount to a little more than three degrees,
and may be taken at two hundred and twenty miles.
The time is three days and two nights. So that, for
ordinary sailing or rowing, a day and a night may be
taken at about ninety miles, of course without any
pretension to minute accuracy.

Secondly. With a good passage, a ship sailing from
Crete to Egypt arrives on the fifth day (Od. xiv. 2,57).
But we cannot consider Homer's opinion of the dis-
tance between Crete and Egypt as entitled to the full

y II. ix. 362.
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weight of his experimental knowledge. Again, it is to be
borne in mind, that here the north wind, which carries
the ship, was a prime one (axparis KCXXOS, 253)- Lastly,
much might depend on the part of Crete, from which
we suppose the vessel to have sailed.

As respects the last-named question, we must, from
the habits of ancient navigation, suppose the eastern
extremity of the island to have been the point of de-
parture ; because no sailor would have committed
himself to Boreas on the open sea, as long as he could
make way under cover of a shore lying to windward.

The distance between the eastern point of Crete
and the western mouth of the Nile is about three
hundred and fifty miles; the time five clays and four
nights. This would give a somewhat less rate of
progress per diem than the last case ; but then it is
likely that Homer took the distance to be greater
in that almost unknown sea (see Od. iii. 32,0.) than
it really is; so that we have cause to view the two
computations as in substance accordant. And even if
they had clashed, the former would still be entitled to
our acceptance.

What, however, does appear to be the case is, that
Homer mistook the course from Crete to Egypt. It is
really S.W.: he has defined it by the wind Boreas, which
never blows from a point westward, or at the very ut-
termost never from one materially westward, of N. So
that the course must have been about S. Now, as
Homer knew the position of Crete, this would show
that he brought Egypt too much to the westward,
by shortening the eastern recess or arm of the Medi-
terranean ; an error in exact conformity, I conceive,
with all his operations in imagining the geography of
the east. But this by the way.

The third test of sea-distances is supplied by the
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pretended passage of Ulysses, on a mast, from a point
just out of sight of Cretez to Thesprotiaa. He arrives
on the tenth night. The distance exceeds, by about
one half, the voyage from Troas to Phthia. The time
is nearly four times as long. But then some allowance
may be made for delay on the score of the irregular
winds (6X00*1 avefAoi) which prevailed. We may there-
fore justly calculate the rate of a floating or drift-
passage at about one half that of a sailing passage, or
two miles an hour instead of four. And here our direct
evidence closes.

At an intermediate point between these, we may
place the mode of passage by raft, which brought
Ulysses from Ogygia. For merchant ships were built
broad in the beam ; and the raft was as broad as a mer-
chant shipb. Thus constructed, and with its flat bot-
tom, it must have been very greatly slower than an
ordinary sailing vessel, and 1 venture to put it by con-
jecture as low as two and a half miles an hour.

Lastly, we have to consider the rates of the Scherian
ships. About these the only thing that is clear is, that
Homer meant to represent them as far exceeding all
known speed of the kind. They went, says Alcinous,
to Euboea, or as the verse may be rendered, to Euboea
and back, in a dayc: they are like a chariot with four
horses scouring the plain ; the hawk, swiftest of birds,
could not keep up with themd. We cannot, I think,
pretend to appreciate with great precision Homer's
meaning in this point; but it is plain that, as he had
a map of some kind in his head, he must have had some
meaning with respect to the distance performed by the
ship from Scheria, though probably a vague one. I
think we may venture to take it at three times the

7 Od. xiv. 301. a Ibid: 310-15. b Od. v. 249-51.
c Od. vii. ,525. a Od. xiii. 81, 86.
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speed of the ordinary sailing vessel, or at about twelve
miles an hour.

Thus, taking drift-speed for our unit, we have the
following scale approximately established :

1. Drift = 2 miles per hour = 48 miles per day of
24 hours.

2. Raft =14- drift =24- miles per hour = 60 miles
per day of 24 hours.

3. Sailing or rowing ship = 2 drift = 4 miles per
hour = 96 miles per day of 24 hours.

4. Hawk-ship of Scheria = 3 sailing ship = 6 drift =
12 miles per hour= 288 miles per day of 24 hours.—

Let us next proceed to consider, whether there are
any cardinal ideas of particular places or arrangements
in the Outer Geography of Homer, which govern its
general structure. For such ideas may, together with the
data that we have now drawn from the circle of his Inner
or Experimental Geography, assist us in the examina-
tion of what undoubtedly at first sight appear to be
almost chaotic details.

Setting out from this point, my first business is to
show, that Homer believed in a sea-route from the
Mediterranean to the Euxine, other than that of the
Straits of Gallipoli and the Bosphorus. This route was
formed in his mind, as I shall endeavour to prove, by
cutting off the land from east to west, a little to the
north of the Peninsula of Greece, all the way from the
Adriatic to the Euxine. Thus we practicallysubstitute an
expanse of sea for the mass of the European continent;
and we must not conceive of any definite boundary to this
QaKatra-a, other than the mysterious one which may finally
separate it from Ocean. Or, in other words, we must give
to the Black Sea an indefinite extension to the west and
north-west, perhaps also shortening it in the direction of
the East. This is the one master variation from nature
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in Homer's ideal geography'1; and, when his belief on
this subject has been sufficiently proved, almost every
thing else will fall into its place with comparative
ease.

I will endeavour to illustrate and sustain this hypo-
thesis from the positive evidence, either direct or in-
ferential, of the poems: and I hope to show that it
stands upon grounds independent of the negative argu-
ment, that it is absolutely necessary in order to supply
a key to the Wanderings. At the same time, I hold
that that negative argument, if made good, would suf-
fice : for, though we do no violence to probability in
imputing to the geography of the Odyssey any amount
of variance, however great, from actual nature, yet we
should sorely offend against reason, if we supposed that
Homer had constructed a route so elaborate and de-
tailed, without laying it out before his own mental
vision, and presenting it to that of his hearers, after
the fashion of something like a map. This was alike
demanded by the realism (so to speak) of the time,
and needful for the complete comprehension and easy
enjoyment of the romance.

The indications on this subject, apart from the evi-
dence of the Wanderings themselves, are as follows:

i. When, in the Thirteenth Iliad e, Jupiter turns away
his eyes from the battle by the Ships, he turns them
towards the north-east: in the direction, that is, in
which, according to the hypothesis above stated, there
was for Homer not, as we now know to be the case, a
wide expanse of land capable of containing a countless
multitude of tribes, but, after a certain interval, a vast
and unexplored sea. Now the Poet tells us, not that Ju-
piter looked over an indefinite mass of continent, or the

d On this hypothesis is founded the Homeric Erdkarte of Foi-
biger, Handbuch der Alt. Geogr. I. 4. e II. xiii. 1.
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a-n-elpova yalav; but that he looked over the country of
the Thracians, the Mysians, the Hippemolgi, the Glae-
tophagi, and the Abii. Moreover, he indicates, by
giving characteristic epithets to each of these nations,
that they lay more or less within the sphere of contact
with Greek intercourse and experience, and therefore
at no great distance to the northward : for not only are
the Thracians riders of horses, but the Mysians are
fighters hand to hand, the Hippemolgi are formidable
or venerable, and the Abii are the most righteous of
men. The Giactophagi are defined by their name as
feeders upon milk. This limited and characteristic enu-
meration is in conformity, at the very least, with the
hypothesis, that Homer imagined in that direction no
continuous succession of land and of inhabitants, but a
sea circumscribing the country of Thrace to the north.

2. A more marked indication is, 1 think, yielded by
the passage of the Odyssey, in which Alcinous says to
Ulysses, ' We will convey you to your home, even
though it should be more distant than Euboea, the
furthest point that has been visited by our people ; of
whom some saw it, when they carried Rhadamanthus
thither, in the matter of Tityus, son of the Earthf.'

It appears to me evident, that Homer means in this
place to suppose a maritime route between Scheria and
Euboea, to the North of Thrace. He is not, we must
remember, experimentally informed as to the position
of Scheria itself, and probably he conceived it to lie
quite outside the sphere of Greece, at a considerable
distance to the northward. Though he brings Ulysses
from thence to Ithaca in a day, this is effected by the
privileged and miraculous rapidity of passage, which was
the distinguishing gift of the Phseacians. as the kin of
the Immortals. They are indeed in contact, according

f Od. vii. 19-26.
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to the poem, with the habitable world, but they are
strictly upon the outer line of it. They are of the race
of Neptune: related to the Cyclops and the Giants:
their ordinary life and their maritime routes could not,
without doing utter violence to the conceptions of the
Poet, be brought within the sphere of ordinary Greek
experience. We cannot, therefore, be intended to sup-
pose them to have carried the ancient Rhadamanthus
past every known town, port, and point in Greece;
past Ithaca, Dulichium, the Cephallenes, Pylus, and the
rest. Nor would Euboea, thus approached, be to Ulysses,
who had himself visited Aulis on his way to Troy, a
good type of remoteness: nor does it answer that de-
scription for the Phseacians themselves, if we consider
it according to geographic prose; for though the way
to it is long, it is not so distant in a direct line as other
parts of Greece, Crete for example; and any people
who had made a voyage to Euboea by sea, round the
peninsula, would know very well that the proper way
to it was by land. We must, in short, presume such
a position for the Scheria of Homer, as to imply a
communication by sea between it and Euboea, other
than that through the known waters of Greece.

But if we suppose a maritime passage from the
Adriatic round Thrace to exist, then we keep the Phse-
acians entirely in their own element, as borderers be-
tween the world of Greek experience, and the world of
fable. They still, when they carry Rhadamanthus, as
in all other cases, hang upon the skirt, as it were, of
actual humanity. And, thus viewed, Eubosa might
fairly stand for a type of extreme remoteness.

3. Another passage of Homer, when understood ac-
cording to its geographical bearings, appears to me, of
itself, nearly conclusive upon this question.
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When Mercury is ordered to carry the message of
the gods from Olympus to Calypsos, his proceedings
are carefully described. He equipped himself with his
foot-wings (Od. v. 44), took in hand his wand (47),
and got upon the wing (49). The next step in the
narrative is,

Utepbiv 8' emfias, ef aWepos z^THcre TTOVTU- (50.)

He then bounded along the wave (51), reached the
remote island ($$), landed on the beach ($6), and
finally arrived at the cave (57). I think no one can
read this description, which extends over sixteen
verses, without feeling that it is meant to convey to
us, that Mercury moved with great rapidity in a right
line, the shortest by which he could reach his destina-
tion. But now, if this be so, then, as Pieria lies to
the northward of Olympus, we have only to ask how
does he pursue his further route ? From Pieria he
sweeps down upon the sea, and rides upon the waves
(54) all the way to Ogygia. It is hopeless to fit this
even by a moderate deviation either way to any exist-
ing sea: we have only, therefore, to conclude, in con-
formity with the other indications, that Homer believed
in a Qahao-a-a. to the northward of Pieria. We cannot
take refuge in the plea, that Homer did not know where
Pieria lay. First, because it was on the Olympian border
of Thessaly, and as Homer knew that region well, he
must have known that Pieria lay to the north of it.
Secondly, it was probably within the circle of Greek
traditions; since it is sometimes read for Uripeltj in II. ii.
766, and at any rate they seem to be in all likelihood
different forms of the same word. Thirdly, a complete
proof is given by the route of Juno in the Fourteenth
Iliad. She passes, in accordance with the actual geo-

B Od. V. 43-58.
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graphy, from Olympus to Pieria, from Pieria (apparently
verging eastwards) to Emathia, and so by the Thracian
mountains, evidently of Chalcidice, to Lemnos1'.

4. There is another passage which may be cited in
direct corroboration of these views'. The spirits of
the Suitors passed (1) the stream of Ocean, and (2) the
Leucadian rock; and also passed (3) the gates of the
Sun, and (4) the people of Dream Land.

Now it may be observed, that to pass the Leucadian
rock is not the way from Ithaca to the Straits of Gi-
braltar : the course would lie round either the north or
the south point of Cephallonia. Neither is it the way
to the Bosphorus and Black Sea ; which must be sought
by steering first in a southerly direction. But it is the
way to Ocean, and the nether Shades, if I am correct
in my belief that Homer believed the route to lie
along the Adriatic, and round the north of Thrace.
Nor am I aware of any other view of his geography,
on which this passage can be explained. The evidence,
which it affords, is at first sight conclusive in support of
the proposition, that Homer's route to the Ocean-mouth
lay up the Adriatic. But there are two grounds, on
which a scruple may be felt about its reception. First,
it stands in the second Newta, the only considerable
portion of either poem which appears, to me at least,
open to the suspicion that it may have been seriously
tampered with. Secondly, the order of the passage is
singular, as it runs thus: they passed, or they went
towards, the channels of Ocean, and the Leucadian
rock, and the gates of the Sun: while, according to
Homer's geography, the Leucadian rock would come
first, the gates of the Sun second, and Ocean-mouth
would be the last of the three points.

h II. xiv. 225-30. ' Od. xxiv. 11.
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But in answer to the first, the suspicions affecting
this passage are too vague and indeterminate to war-
rant our rejecting its evidence, where it is in harmony
with the general testimony of Homer. Even if these
lines were interpolated, they would be remarkable as
embodying an ancient, probably a very ancient opinion,
as to Homer's geographical view on the point at issue.

As regards the second, we may cite the parallel case
of Menelaus in his narrative of his own tour. After
Cyprus and Phoenicia, he describes his visits in the
following order: (i) Egypt, (2) Ethiopians, (3) Sido-
nians, (4) Erembi, (5) Libya. It is evident that this
cannot be intended to be understood as the order in
which the several places were actually visited14.

We have thus, I hope, secured for Ulysses, without
drawing upon the Wanderings for testimony, what sea-
men call a good or wide berth ; room enough for the dis-
position of his marvels, and the mystery of the distances
between them. In this northern division of the 6a-
\aa-a-a we may imagine Homer to have placed, without
any impropriety, or any violence done to his experience
of his own latitude, both the double day of the Laestry-
gones, and the fogs of the Cimmerians. Into it he might
well drive Ulysses by the force of the south Mind1, and
from it bring him back by the strength of Zephyr or
of Boreas™. Lastly, by means of this ddXao-o-a, we
can avoid placing Circe and the Sunrise to the west of
Homer's own country ; and we are not obliged to find
his representation of the liXayKTa) involving him in the
hopeless absurdity of contradiction to his own experi-
mental knowledge of the general direction of Jason's
course with the ship Argo.

k Od. iv. 83-5. ' Od. xii. 325, 427.
m Od. v. 485. x. 25. xii. 407.
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I now pass on to the second of the two propositions,
on which it appears to me that a reasonable interpreta-
tion of the Outer Geography is to be founded.

* It is this: that the Poet has compounded into one
two sets of Phoenician traditions respecting the Ocean-
mouth, one of them originally proceeding from, or be-
longing to, the West, and the other to the North-east:
and that he has chosen the north-eastern site as the
ground on which to fix the scene of his amalgamated
representation.

The argument, which has recently been adduced for
another purpose from the Twenty-fourth Odyssey, is
available to show that the Ocean-mouth of Homer is
towards the north : but it does not suffice to decide the
question between North-east and North-west, nor does
it decide whether Homer simply transplanted the
Straits of Gibraltar, or whether he mixed together the
accounts of it and of some other strait, and welded
them into one.

This question we must examine from the evidence
concerning the Ocean-mouth supplied by the Wander-
ings themselves.

Ulysses and his- companions, when they enter the
great River Ocean, enter it at a point far north, by the
city and country of the Cimmerians, who are enveloped
in cloud and vapour" : and they are carried up or
against the stream {irapa p'oov), by the breath of Boreas0,
to the mouth of the Inferno. Returning from thence,
they come down the stream (/caret poov Od. xi. 639) back
to the sea (dd\a<r<ra); and they there find themselves
at the isle of Circe, where is the dwelling of "Hwy, and
where is also the couch, from which the sun rises in
the morning.

» Od. xi. 13, 21. ° Od. x. 507.
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In this account it is not difficult to trace certain
outlines of truth. The ideas of Homer respecting the
gates of Ocean would be drawn from reports which
may have related primd facie to any one of several
geographical points; to the Straits of Gibraltar, to the
Bosphorus, to the Straits of Yenikale leading into the
Sea of Azof, or to all the three. At one and all of these
there appears to be a continual stream flowing inwards
in the direction of the Mediterranean or OdXaaa-a. One
and all, as sea-straits, present the character of a vast
marine river. In exact accordance with these physical
facts, Homer makes the ship of Ulysses, entering the
great River Ocean, sail up the stream. We may ob-
serve in passing, that he describes his OdXaa-cra as evpv-
7rojoo?, in evident contrast with the Ocean, which is
marked, therefore, by a contraction of shores.

Further, Homer had conceived the existence of what
we may call ultra-terrene parts, both westwards and
eastwards. On the one hand, Menelaus, after death, is
to be carried to the Elysian plain, where Zephyrs con-
tinually blow, springing fresh from the bed of western
Ocean. On the other hand, the groves of Persephone
are on the beach of Ocean, but in the furthest East.

Still it does not at all follow from this, that he had
in his mind the idea of a double egress from the Medi-
terranean, or, the daXaa-cra at large, to the Ocean. On
the contrary, we never hear of any mode of access to
it except one; and his placing the point where Ulysses
enters it amidst mist and cloud, and his calling in the
aid of Boreas to carry the ship to the groves of Perse-
phone and mouth of the Shades (which he probably
intended to be the exact counterpart in position of the
Elysian plain), lead to the belief that his egress from
sea to Ocean was in the north, and that the further
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route to the Shades lay for the most part, in a southerly
direction.

The reader of the Odyssey will observe, that Ulysses
encounters on his passage tempests indeed, but yet
nothing in the nature of a dangerous maritime passage,
before lie has entered the Ocean-river, and then, com-
pleting his excursion to the nether world, has returned
to the island of CirceP. Therefore we may say with
certainty, that the mouth of Oceanus is, according to
the ideas of Homer, accessible by the broad and open
sea. Thus we have attained a first condition for the
determination of its site.

But, before he sets out a second time from iEaea,
Circe, now his friend, directs him as to his onward and
homeward course. First, he was to reach the island of
the Sirens'). After passing beyond this, the deity no
longer lays before him. a single and continuous route1":
but indicates to him two alternatives, each involving a
most dangerous passage. The first is described in the
lines Od. xii. 59-72, beginning evQev /j.ev yap. The se-
cond, which she recommends in vv. 73-110, begins
with ol Se §vw a-KOTreXoi: where the Se is the apodosis

to the fiev of v. 59. Now, it must be remembered, that
physically there was nothing to prevent his returning
by the way he came, and thus avoiding botli of these
passages. Why then does Homer expose him to such
extraordinary danger, leaving him no option but either
total destruction, or the certain loss, at the least, of six
men of his crews ?

The voyage of Ulysses might have been given us by
the Poet as the execution of a divine plan, comprehen-
sively premeditated as a whole : but it is not so : it is
shown us as simply prolonged from time to time by

P Od. xii. 3. 1 Ibid. 39, 167. ' Ibid. 56. » Ibid. 109, 10.
u
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some error of his own or of his companions, or by the
spite of Neptune, or by the vengeance which the Sun
demanded and obtained1. At jEsea he has nothing to
do, but to take the best way home. Tiresias had in-
deed prophesied that he would come to Thrinacie",
but nowhere intimates that he was to be divinely com-
pelled to do this, or that he would take that route for any
other reason than according to his own best judgment.
Why then does he not return, as he had come, by the
open sea, instead of tempting either of the two pass-
ages of peril ?

The answer I believe to be this. He was subject to
the resentment of Neptune, who operates by storm in
the open sea. Otium divos rogat in patenti prensus
Mgseo. As in the heroic age, every wound, generally
speaking,is death,so storm either invariably or commonly
means foundering or shipwreck. Thus then Ulysses
might prudently keep to landlocked waters and narrow
seas, even with a crisis of great danger before him,
rather than face the angry Sea-god on the long passages
over the open main, by which he had come to the land
of the Cyclops, and so onwards to iEsea.

Rationalized, and reduced to its simplest form, this
seems to imply that the routes pointed out to him by
Circe, and perhaps especially that which he was to pre-
fer, were short cuts either to his home, or at least back
into the Inner or Greek world. And in conformity
with this supposition, the whole prediction of Circe
appears to presume that a passage of moderate length
would bring him back within the known world ; for it
never speaks of the breadth of any unknown sea to be
crossed, which to the navigators of that day was always
its most formidable feature.

t Od. i. 75. xii. 373 et seqq. u Od. xi. 104-7.
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In the mental view of Homer, then, the passage of
Scylla could not lie much beyond the horizon of his own
Greek world and of geography proper. This was the
more eligible of the two routes. The other was that
of the HXayKTa), or Bosphorus. It was rejected as in-
volving certain destruction : for only Jason had safely
passed it by the aid of Juno, and Pallas was not now
at hand to succour Ulysses; since he was outside that
Greek world, to which her action has been restricted,
generally speaking, and in all likelihood for poetical
reasons, in the Odyssey. Now, since both these passages
are spoken of as apparently lying near the island of the
Sirens, which is itself separated, as far as we can judge,
by no long interval from iEaea and Circe, the next in-
ferences we have to draw are two of very great im-
portance. The first is, that although the one strait of
Homer physically corresponds with the Straits of Mes-
sina, while by the other he plainly means the Bospho-
rus, yet he conceived of these as within no great dis-
tance of one another. The second inference is that,
according to the belief of Homer, the waters beyond
the Bosphorus were accessible by some channel other
than that of the Dardanelles and Sea of Marmora: for
otherwise Ulysses could not have placed himself on the
farther side of those terrible narrows, except by navi-
gating one of them.

There were therefore three maritime routes by which
Homer conceived that mouth of Ocean, which Ulysses
entered, to be approachable :

1. The route by which the hero actually arrived
there:

2. The route of Scylla and Charybdis, by which he
returned from it:

3. The route of the Bosphorus, by which Jason had
u 2
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passed, and which Ulysses might, according to the de-
scription of Circe, have attempted.

But now, what in the view of Homer was this mouth
of Ocean ? that is, on what geographical basis rested the
reports or descriptions which he adopted for the ground-
work of his picture ? We cannot but admire, as we
pass along, the manner in which the Phoenicians guarded
the treasures of their distant markets: no way lay to
them except through a choice of terrors; terror in the
boundless expanse of devouring waters ; terror in ship-
wreck by the TlXajKral, which none but Jason (so says
Circe, the Phoenician witness') had escaped; terror in cer-
tain loss of men by the voracious maw of Scylla. What,
however, was this Ocean-mouth that lay beyond them ?

My answer is, that there are two mouths of Ocean,
either of which might tolerably correspond with the
Homeric picture, if tried only by its relation to the in-
termediate points that are represented by these dan-
gerous passages.

Firstly the Straits of Gibraltar, leading to the At-
lantic.

Secondly, the Straits of Kertch or Yenikale, leading
to the Sea of Azof.

i. As regards the Straits of Gibraltar, they corre-
spond with the Homeric description in respect of their
great distance from Ithaca : of their current ever setting
inwards to the Mediterranean: of their being accessible,
without previously leaving the wide or open sea for
any narrow passage: of their being, we may confidently
believe, within the maritime experience of the Phoeni-
cians. Further, on the route to them there lies an
island triangular in form, which was already described
by the name Thrinacie \ Again, it would appear that

x Od. xii. 127.
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there were other islands between Thrinacie and this
Ocean-mouth. For both Circe and the Sirens inhabit
islands. Even the nearest of the Balearic isles, namely,
Ibiza, is from the Straits of Gibraltar about as far as
Crete from Egypt, which we know to have been esti-
mated by the Poet at five days' sail. It seems, how-
ever, not unlikely that Homer, having received a notice
of the Balearic isles in the Phoenician reports concern-
ing the Pillars of Atlas, carried them over, together
with Atlas himself, into the eastern situation, where
he blends two sets of traditions into one. He may
therefore have been supplied from this source with
materials for his island of Circe and island of the
Sirens.

Lastly, although the misty Cimmerians are close by
the Ocean-mouth, while the atmosphere of Gibraltar is
warm and sunny, yet even the fogs may find their pro-
totype in St. George's Channel y, or in the Straits of
Dover, and it may also be said that, in the hazy distance
of a Phoenician captain's tale, they might from Homer's
point of view seem to stand nearly together. But still
this is a difficulty. There are other more serious im-
pediments, which make it absolutely impossible for us
to say that the Homeric mouth of Ocean corresponds
with the Straits of Gibraltar. This one especially: that
he has, by a multitude of ties, fastened down his mouth
of Ocean to an eastern rather than a western site ; for
there, at least hard by, is the dwelling of Aurora; there
is the morning couch of the Sun ; there is Circe, sister
of iEetes, to whose country Jason sailed through the
Bosphorus; and these both have had the Sun for their
father, and Perse, daughter of Ocean, without doubt an
eastern and not a western personage, for their motherz.

y Quart. Eev. vol. 102. p. 324. z Od. x. 135-9, and xii. 1-4.
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The site of iEsea will, however, together with that of
Ogygia, receive presently a fuller consideration.

Let us turn then to the other alternative in the inquiry.
i. As the Straits of Gibraltar offer a resemblance to

the Homeric picture, by their lying beyond the Straits
of Messina, so do the Straits of Yenikale, by their lying
beyond the Bosphorus. The perpetual current inwards8

is another feature of correspondence, such as may apply
to both the cases, and such as probably assisted the
process at which I shall presently glance. The whole
group of Oriental conditions, attaching' to Homer's
Ocean-mouth, appear to be exactly realized in the
straits of Yenikale.

The Cimmerian country of Homer is represented
down to the present day by the Crimea, one of the
most ancient passages from Asia into Europe, and
probably known to the Phoenicians, who could well
enough pass the Bosphorus themselves, while making
it a bugbear to others. The cloud, in which these Cim-
merians are wrapped, finds its counterpart in the noto-
riously frequent winter fogs of the Euxine. The pen-
insula, lying on the very Straits themselves, is in exact
correspondence with the passage (Od. xi. 13),

tj 8' els -neipad' 'Lave fiaQvppoov 'ilKeavow-

evOa he Ki/^tepfap avbpSsv brj/xoi re uoAts re b .

The only point of the description which is less faith-
fully represented at this point than at the other, is the
epithet /3a6vppoos. This agrees better with the deep
water of Gibraltar, than with the (now at least) shallow
current of Yenikalec.

Nor is it unnatural, that near the Cimmerian dark-
ness he should place the home of Aurora and the

a Danby Seymour's Black Sea to be fourteen feet : but it seems
and Sea of Azof, ch. xvii. to have been much deeper in old

b Ibid. The minimum appears times.
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Eastern Sun: for it is out of darkness that dawn and
day must ever rise; and we have occasion to notice, in
various forms, the association in Homer's mind of ideas
belonging to darkness with the East. Again, there is
a combination of a northerly with an easterly direction
in the conditions of the Homeric description, which is
exactly met by the position of these Straits relatively
to Greece.

But if we say, that these Straits form the single pro-
totype of the Homeric description, we are again met
by hopeless contradictions. For there does not lie any
triangular island close by the Bosphorus, which might
answer to Thrinacie: and there is no free maritime
passage whatever, other than the Bosphorus, by which
the Ocean-mouth, that is, the mouth of the Palus Mce-
otis, can be attained by a person who has Troy for his
point of departure.

These facts appear to direct us plainly towards one
satisfactory, and as it seems inevitable, conclusion. It
is exhibited in the sentences that immediately follow.

First, it seems at once clear that Homer either
knew, or else dimly figured to himself by Phoenician
report, certain geographical facts, including those which
follow:—

1. That there was an island, whose figure was defined
by a word signifying three promontories, and which was
accessible by a passage on the western side of Greece.

2. That near this island, there lay on one side the
jaws of a dangerous narrow.

3. That either on the other side of it or in some
other neighbouring quarter lay the open sea, and a route
along it, by which the further side of the island might
be reached, without traversing the narrow.

4. That at a point beyond both these openings (I say
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nothing for the present of the points of the compass)
there lay a great stream such as he called 'QKeavo?,
flowing always inwards to the 6d\a<r<ra, which he sup-
posed to be fed by it (II. xxi. 196).

5. That there was likewise a passage, which Homer
called the UXa.yKTa\, accessible from the eastern side of
Greece; and through which Jason, and as he believed
Jason alone, had sailed.

6. That at a point beyond this passage too, there lay
an expanse of sea, daXaao-a, and again a great stream,
such as he called 'QKeavos, flowing always inwards to
the OdXaatra.

Now we have seen that he gives us in the poem
one mouth, and one mouth only, of 'Q/ceavo?, which
corresponds with every one of these propositions taken
singly: it is, according to him, beyond Thrinacie, beyond
the Straits of Scylla and Chary bdis, attainable by an open
sea passage, and beyond the UXayKTai or Bosphorus.

It seems to follow almost mathematically, that he
believed in an open sea route, which must have lain to
the north, and which established a communication, in-
dependent of the Bosphorus, between the Mediterra-
nean and the Euxine.

It also hereby appears that he had received from the
Phoenicians two sets of reports, one relating to western,
and the other to north-eastern navigation, but both in-
volving a description of a great inward flowing stream
as an ultimate point, agreeably to his idea of the River
Ocean. These two ulterior points, obtained respect-
ively from each set of reports, Homer, led by the
similarity of features, has blended into one. We can
even now take his untrue representation to pieces, and
can see where and how it separates into two, each of
them geographically true. In his one mouth of Ocean
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he has combined the conditions, that in nature belong
to two separate geographical points. Both the north-
eastern report and the western report he has amal-
gamated, by carrying the remote point of the former
round, so to speak, in order to meet the latter: and
having thus made his Ocean-mouth northern, as well
as eastern, he consistently calls in Boreas to take the
ship of Ulysses to the mouth of the Shades below, so
as to fix that point in the east, because it was the
counterpart to his Elysian fields which lay in the west.
The two sets of Phoenician reports are in this way
oddly brought to integrate one another. The Ocean
mouth in the Euxine gets the benefit of the open sea
route; and the Ocean mouth at Gibraltar has credit
for being placed in a northern latitude and eastern
longitude; each report thus throwing its own separate
attributes into the common stock.

The effect of thus forcing Yenikale and Gibraltar
to meet, naturally enough brings the Faro of Messina
and the Bosphorus near to one another: and hence
Circe, in the Twelfth Book, names them to Ulysses
as alternative routes, both apparently lying in the same

region.
But again I say, that in order to comprehend the

Outer or imaginary geography of the Odyssey, we must
entirely dismiss from our minds the map of Europe as
it is. We must treat as having been a real map to
Homer only the little sphere which was embraced
within the resort of ordinary Greek navigation. Be-
yond that narrow range, we must consider him as
distributing land and sea in the manner he best could,
by the aid of reports, necessarily in that age most in-
distinct, and in all likelihood exaggerated, and even
wilfully darkened to boot, by trading craft. Sometimes
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therefore he puts a people upon poetical terra firma
at points, where it fortunately but accidentally turns
out that nature has provided an antitype for the
imagery of the Poem. Sometimes he lodges them
where there is none; ubi nil nisi pontus et aer. But
though details are to be thus disposed of, still the one
master variation from actual nature is this; the sea ex-
tended from the Mediterranean to the Euxine, behind,
i.e. to the north of, the Bosphorus and of Thrace. This
gives us that open passage into the Euxine, by which
Homer supposed Ulysses to have reached the maritime
region, that Jason had sought and found through the
Bosphorus.

In sum ; it is too plain to require much of the de-
tailed proof which I have tried to give, that Homer
believed in a great expanse of waters lying somewhere
to the north. The probability is, that from some Phoe-
nician source he had heard rumours of the great Ger-
man Ocean. It need not to us appear strange that
his mind did not readily conceive an extent of land
like that of the continent of Europe, when we notice
that his experience made him conversant partly with
islands, partly with countries in minute subdivisions,
and of small breadth from sea to sea. This great ima-
ginary mass of waters he included within the ddXao-o-a,
to which everything belonged as far as the point where
the great River Oceanus was reached.

I think then that we have now found the two keys
to the Outer Geography,

1. In the sea-route north of Thrace;
2. In the amalgamation of the western with the

north-eastern report of the Ocean-mouth.
From the site of the Ocean-mouth of Homer, we

may most naturally proceed to examine the site of
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iEaea; which, as being within one day's sail, is a kind
of porter's lodge to itb, and is a point of the utmost
importance in the system. Hitherto I have proceeded
only by assertion, so far as the site of the Homeric
iEaea is conceived. But to defend the second main
proposition or key to the system, in the face of counter-
theories, it will be necessary to examine, with as much
care as may be, all the Homeric evidence that bears
either upon this question, or upon the kindred one
of the site of Ogygia.

We have then to inquire, subject to the rules which
have been laid down, first, whether iEaea, the island of
Circe, is to be placed, its northward direction being
generally admitted, in the north-west or in the north-
east ?

Secondly, as dependent very much upon the prior
question, and as entering at the same time largely into
the proof of it, what is the site of Ogygia, the island of
Calypso ?

Now I think that the arguments, which have been
used for the north-western theory, have been princi-
pally founded,

i. Upon precipitate inferences, drawn from some
one or more of Homer's outer-world statements, and
then illegitimately used in order to govern the rest
of them;

a. Upon the course of the later tradition, which was
led, probably by the course of colonization, to identify
and appropriate the particulars of the Outer Geography
rather in the West than in the East. For Sicily and
Italy became at an early period familiar to the Greeks;
but it was long before they grew to be well acquainted
with the more dangerous, remote, and isolated navi-

b Od. xii. 10-13.
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gation of the Black Seac. Perhaps, indeed, the main rea-
son for placing the tour of Ulysses all along in the West
has been no better than this; that Homer has given
us an account of an island apparently corresponding in
form with Sicily ; which it may very well do, and yet
the conception of the site may be totally erroneous.
Again, with respect to traditional authority, I apprehend
it may be asserted, that the Fragment of Mimuermusd,
which carries Jason to the East, to the chamber of the
Sun, and to the city of iEetes, as to one and the same
point, expresses an universal tradition, so far as the
voyage of the Argonauts is concerned. And I would also
observe, that the current local appropriations about the
coast of Italy seem to be given up on all hands as geogra-
phically worthless: the only question is, not so much that
of removal, as into which of two quarters they shall be
transplanted. On the other hand, the principal argu-
ments for the north-eastern hypothesis are, as I con-
ceive, founded upon legitimate inferences, drawn from
the inner-world or experimental statements of Homer,
and then applied, by a law essentially sound, to deter-
mine the cardinal problems of his Outer Geography.

For example, much will depend upon the answer
to the question, whether we are to carry the Straits
of Messina, or rather the fable of Scylla and Charybdis,
taken to represent them, eastwards, or whether we are
in preference to move the Bosphorus westwards.

I answer without hesitation, that it is much more
reasonable to construe Homer as shifting essentially
the site of Scylla and Charybdis, than the site of
the Bosphorus ; and for the following reasons.

We have not the slightest reason to suppose that
c Mtiller's Orchomenos, p. 269,
d Mirnn. Fragm. x. quoted in Strabo, i. p. 67.
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either Sicily or the Scylla passage came within the
experimental knowledge of Homer and the Greeks of
his time, either as to the island and the Strait them-
selves, or as to the direction in which they lay.

We find indeed that a continuance of winds, which
ranged between E. and S.W. detained Ulysses in Thri-
nacie or Trinacria. It has from this been, as I think
by much too hastily, inferred that Thrinacie lay to the
north-west of Ithacae. Even if it did so, we should
still miss the true bearing of Sicily, which is west, with
an inclination to the south, and not north-west, from
Ithaca. But the assumption is in fact unwarranted. The
wind, which principally held Ulysses fast in Thrinacie,
was, as is evident from the passage, Notus, a southerly
wind. Eurus plays a secondary part theref. Besides
this, the wind, which Ulysses needed, may have been
needed to bring him not to Ithaca, but to some
point on his way to Ithaca, from whence his bear-
ings would be known; to some point at which, from
the Outer, it would have been practicable for him to
re-enter the Inner or Greek world. The needful con-
ditions would be satisfied if, for instance, Thrinacie lay
either north-west or north-east from the Dardanelles ;
and then Ulysses would want either Zephyr or else
Boreas to get there. And the opposite theory pro-
ceeds upon the entirely arbitrary, nay, untrue, assump-
tion, that the way back through the Narrows was, like
the way by which Ulysses had come to /Esea, an open-
sea route, and not one in which the course would have
to be governed by fixed points of land lying along the
course.

There is then no middle term between Thrinacie

e Miiller's Orcliomenos, p. 272. Nitzsch, Od. xii. 361.
f Od. xii. 325, 6.
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and any fixed point of the Inner Homeric world, from
which we can by direct inference argue as to its site.
And the winds, which detain Ulysses in Thrinacie, go
far of themselves to show that this island is not on the
site of Sicily.

The case is far otherwise in regard to the Bosphorus,
or nXay/cral, of the Odyssey. For here we know,

1. That Homer was familiar with the Dardanelles, a
stage on the way to it, and not very far from it:

2. That he makes Jason pass the Bosphorus :
3. That he also makes Jason settle at Lemnos, and

become sovereign of the island, evidently in connection
with his route from Thessaly to the East.

But Thessaly, and Lemnos too, are places of the
inner world: with Lemnos the Poet appears to have
been accurately acquainted ; and the line between that
island and the home of Jason determines absolutely so
much as this; that the general direction of his voyage was
known by Homer, at least up to this point, to have lain
to the north-eastward through the Straits of Gallipoli.

I hold therefore that the passage of the HXajKTal is
fixed immovably, by known-world evidence, as to its
general direction : that to transplant it to the west, is to
break up the foundations of Homer's experimental
knowledge, which is always to be trusted: whereas to
move his Thrinacie eastward is merely to suppose that
he gave the site which was poetically most convenient
to a tradition which, as it came to him, had no site at
all, no positive local or geographical determination.

Again, I take the island Thrinacie by itself; and I
contend that, although the report on which this deli-
neation was founded may probably have had its origin
in Sicily, yet the Thrinacie of Homer is associated
rather with the East than with the West.
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For, though he has given us no geographical means
for directly determining the site, he has supplied us
with other means that belong, not to Phoenician ru-
mour or fireside tale, but to his own knowledge and
experience. Since nothing can be more certain, than
that the leading local association of the Sun, for Homer
as for all mankind, is with the east. It is true that he is
in the west just as often as in the east; but we certainly
hold Napoleon to belong more to Corsica than to Saint
Helena; and so the mind connects the Sun with the
place of his daily birth, and not with that of his daily
death. Now, without entering upon any other ques-
tion for the present, I only observe, that in Thrinacie
are the oxen with which the Sun disports himself when
not engaged in his daily labours; that is, as he himself
supplies the explanation, both before they begin, and
after they are ended £. In deference, then, to those
associations, founded on actual nature, which for the
present purpose are strictly facts, I cannot hesitate to
maintain, that the island of Thrinacie is upon the whole,
relatively to Greece, an eastern island.

A like inference may be drawn from the names
Lampetie (kafnreiv) and Phaethusa {<pdos), which IK?
has given to the Nymphs of the Sun. Had the island
been in his intention western, he would have called
them by names of a different etymology.

And as the Scylla passage, which is on its coast, is
near the HXayKTa), I think we shall pretty closely con-
form to the views of Homer, if we make Thrinacie
form the western side of the Bosphorus, and if we sepa-
rate it by an imaginary or poetical Scylla from the main
land of Turkey in Europe.

Again, it is admitted that Aî -nyy has his name from
e Od. xii. 380.
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From the personal relations of iEetes, as well
as from those of his daughter Circe, we may therefore
argue respecting the site of Msea, provided we can at-
tach them to any known and fixed point of the system
of Homeric ideas.

Now their parentage furnishes a point of this kind,
on both the father's and the mother's side. Their
father is the Sun : a divinity not, like the Apollo or
Minerva1', de-localized, but one having his daily sojourn
(out of work-hours) in the east. The mother is Perse:
and enough, I think, has been shown with respect to
the import of this name for the Achaean mind1, to
make it pretty certain that, when Homer gives a
residence to the children of Perse, he intends it to be
in the east.

It is now time to bring more directly into the discus-
sion a point much contested—the situation of the island
of Calypso. The usual modes of solution, which place
the original of this picture on the Bruttian coast or in
Maltak, are inadmissible in spirit as well as in the
letter. For very great remoteness is the most essential
point in the description, and to bring it near would
wholly change its character. It requires eighteen days
of favourable wind1 to come by raft within sight of
Scheria from Ogygia: while even the distance from
Crete to Egypt, a greater one than from the Bruttian
coast to Greece, might be performed, as Homer thinks,
in fivem. It is the midpoint, or opi.(pa\oiD, of a vast
expanse of sea: and Mercury, passing thither from

h See Olympus, sect. iii. p. k Schb'nemann de Geogr. Horn.
82. p. 20. Nitzsch on Od. v. 50, n.

1 See Achseis, or Ethnology, 1 Od. v. 268-75.
sect, x ; and Olympus, sect. iv. p. m Od. xiv. 257.
220, on Persephone. n Od. i. 50.
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Olympus, mentions the route as one which traverses a
mighty space of water, without habitations of men be-
tween0. Again, the name of Calypso (KakvvTeiv) places
it wholly beyond the circle of Greek maritime expe-
rience : as does her relation to Atlas, who holds the
pillars, that is, stands at the extremity, of earth and sea.
The first and cardinal point to be fixed therefore is its
decided, if not extreme remoteness.

Next, if it is thus remote, we find by a process of
exhaustion that it must be in the north. As far as we
know, Homer recognised the African coast by placing
the Lotophagi upon it, and the Ethiopians inland from
the East all the way to the extreme West. In that
direction there is no more QaXaaraa, or sea. And again,
as Nitzsch truly remarks, Scheria is on the proper
homeward line of the voyage of UlyssesP. Consequently
he cannot pass, nor can he even approach, Ithaca while
on his way to Scheria: I add, he must come to it down
the Adriatic on his way to Ithaca.

Now we are provided with an important argument,
drawn, like some preceding ones, from what we may
fairly call Homer's experience, and tending to fix the
site of Ogygia in the north or north-east. It is derived
from the route taken by Mercury, when he carries the
message of the Immortals to Calypso, which in another
point of view we have already had to examine^:

YlifpirjV 5' eTTi(3a$, eg aldipos e/XTTf(re T;6VTU>.

We are obliged to suppose, as has been observed, that
Mercury, who does not march, but flies like a bird wont
to hunt for fish1", must move in a direct line towards
his object. But Pieria is a district stretching along

0 Od. v. 100-2. P Nitzsch on Od. v. 276-8.
Q Od. v. 50. r Ibid. 51-3.

X
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the shore of Macedonia; it begins in the south, to the
eastward of Olympus, and then extends due north of it.
Its limits are variously defineds; but the only question
about it could be, whether it verges, not to the west-
ward, but to the eastward of North. Again, from the
route of Juno in the Fourteenth Iliad1, no question
can arise, except what would tend to give Pieria an
eastward turn.

A line drawn from Olympus over the centre of
Pieria would carry Mercury to the North. It might,
consistently with the condition of crossing Pieria, di-
verge a little either to the east or the west of due
North, but only a little. Consequently the island of
Calypso may be affirmed to be, according to the in-
tention of Homer, in the North, and not very far from
due North.

This conclusion is confirmed by two other arguments;
which are both of the class which I have described as
legitimate, because they are founded on Homer's phy-
sical knowledge of the direction of the winds.

After the storm has destroyed the ship of Ulysses to
the south of Thrinacie, Notus, a wind of decidedly
southerly character, carries him back again to Scylla,
Od. xii. 426 : and again, when he has passed it, he
proceeds thusv:

evOtv 8' evvrjixap (f>ep6ftr)v, SeK&rrj 5e j«,e VVKTI

vrjcrov es 'SlyvyCriv neXaa-av 6eo(.

Now there is no mention between these two passages
either of any change of wind, or of any particular wind.
Consequently it seems rational to assume that Homer
meant us to understand a continuance of the wind just
named, namely Notus. Even independently of this
collocation, we should be thrown back upon the general

s Cramer's Greece, i. 204. * II. xiv. 226. v Od. xii. 447.
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rule of the Wanderings, which is that southerly winds
blow Ulysses away from home, while northerly ones
bring him back again.

Consequently, the natural construction to put upon the
passage is, that it was a south wind, whether a little
east or west of south matters not much, which continued
to blow, and which drifted Ulysses away from Ithaca
to the island of Calypso. This is in entire accordance
with the passage which describes him as windbound
by Eurus and Notus at Thrinacie; since the way from
home is presumably the exact reverse of the way towards
it. But it will be said, this implies that he made westing
on his way to Ogygia from yEsea. I answer, that this is
probably so : for Circe is described as immediately con-
nected with the east, while Calypso is far, as Mercury
complains, from all land and habitation : so that ap-
parently her island is, in the intention of Homer, ma-
terially to the westward, as well as greatly to the
northward, of iEaea. But the main direction taken
from Scylla is northward; and, since Scylla is near the
TlXayKra), and the TlXayKral are the Bosphorus of actual
nature, it must be taken from a point near the Bospho-
rus, along the imaginary expanse of an enlarged and
westward-reaching Euxine.

According to this argument, then, Ogygia might lie
upon a line drawn from Mount Olympus in a direction
not very wide either way of St. Petersburg!].

Nor are we wholly without means of measuring the
distance. He floats (from Scylla) for nine days, and ar-
rives on the tenth. Now this is just what happened
to the pseudo-Ulysses", who in the same space of time
drifted from a point near Crete to the country of the

" Od. xiv. 310-15. 301-4.

X 2
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Thesprotians. We may therefore fix Ogygia as (in the
intention of the Poet), at about the same distance from
Scylla, which we measure from the south of Epirus to
a point near, yet not in sight of, Crete. But this in
passing.

The corresponding argument is derived from the
homeward passage of Ulysses, and. stands as follows:

For seventeen days Ulysses pursues his raft-voyage
from Ogygia to Scheria; and the raft threatens to
founder on the eighteenth. He then floats, by the aid
of the girdle he had received from Ino. Up to this point
there is no positive indication of the wind ; the argu-
ment from the relation between his course and the stars
I will consider shortly. But after he has put on the
girdle, and when Neptune withdraws his persecution,
since he is now approaching the horizon of the Inner
world again, Minerva's agency revives, and she sends a
north wind or a north-north-east wind, Boreas, to bring
him to Scheria.

Now there is no reason for our supposing that Ho-
mer meant to represent Ulysses as changing his general
direction at this particular point. The orders of Circe
with respect to the stars all indicate a single right line
from Ogygia to Scheria, and neither the wind nor his
course alter, until he has seen the island on the far hori-
zon. The natural inference therefore is, that Boreas, the
N. or N. N. E. wind, which at last drifted him in, was
the wind which had brought him all the way from the
island of Calypso, over an unbroken and unincumbered
expanse of sea.

We appear to have seen, thus far, that Ogygia is
greatly to the northward, and probably somewhat to
the westward, of the Strait of Scylla. We shall obtain
further light upon the site of that island, if we can
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more precisely define the position of Scylla with regard
to what lay southward, as well as with respect to what
lay northward, from it.

Our data are as follows:
1. Thrinacie appears to be close to Scylla, for it is

reached avrUa (xii. 261).
2. The comrades of Ulysses, when they arrive at the

island, and when he attempts to dissuade them from
landing, reply by asking what is to become of them if
they set sail at night, and are then caught by a squall
of Eurus or of Zephyr (284-93).

3. The ship is windbound in Thrinacie for a month
by Eurus and Notus ; which may be taken in Homer as
the winds that cover the whole horizon from a point
north of east to the western quarter^.

4. When they finally set sail, we are not told with
what wind it was: but, after they have got out of
sight of the island, the sky darkens, and mischief
follows x ;

al^/a yap r/XOev

K€KX?jy&)S Zicpvpos, fxeyaXrj avv \ai\a.Tti 0vu>V

and the ship goes to pieces in the tempest. At length
Zephyr ceases, and Notus blows Ulysses back upon
Scylla.

5. If it was the intention of Homer to place Thrina-
cie by the Bosphorus, then the next point which Ulysses
had to make was the Dardanelles.

The question therefore is, what conclusion can we
draw from the evidence now before us as to the posi-
tion of Scylla relatively to the Dardanelles? I think a
pretty clear one.

We have at least two of those statements, which may
be called experimental, now before us. Homer knew the

v See sup. p. 274. x Od. xii. 4°3~8-
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position of the mouth of the Dardanelles. He knew
the nature of the wind Notus. And there is a third
piece of evidence not unimportant, which we may here
properly bring into view. We have seen that, in U. ii.
845, Homer confines or contains his Thracians (eWo?
eepyei) by the Hellespont: and the Hellespont with him
means all the waters from the Sea of Marmora to the
northern iEgsean inclusive. Now by this he intends
only a part of the Thraeians, those, say, of the plain of
Adrianople. It is presumable therefore that he be-
lieved the configuration of the coast at the two ex-
tremities of the Dardanelles to be something like at
least two of the sides of a square, running N. and W.
respectively : for unless it formed a portion of some
marked figure, it would not answer his description of
including a certain district, and the words would be-
come applicable to the whole of Thrace alike. There-
fore it appears that Homer thought the northern coast
of the Sea of Marmora trended, from its western point,
more rapidly to the north, than is really the case.

The most decisive evidence, however, is that which
had been previously named.

When the storm came, which shattered the ship,
Ulysses was on the true course from Thrinacie to the
Dardanelles. But if we know the point for which he
was making in a right line from point A\ and if we
also know the wind which carried him back to point x,
then the line on which point x itself lies is also known.
In other words, as Notus, or say the S.S.W. wind, car-
ried him back upon Scylla, Scylla lies to the N.N.E. of
the inner mouth of the Dardanelles : and the unnamed
wind which takes him back to Scylla is Notus, which we
are entitled to consider as blowing (even as Boreas, its
counterpart, blows from due N. to the eastward) from
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any point between the limit of Eurus on the East of
South, and 45 or even 90 degrees beyond South to the
westward.

iEsea, then, is in the East; with somewhat of an in-
clination, as measured from Greece, towards the north.
Ulysses has much westing to make, in order to get to
Scheria. Part of this is made on his passages between
iEsea and Ogygia in the farther north. The rest in the
course of his long seventeen days' voyage from the north,
which is propelled, as it would appear, by Boreas, and
therefore includes also a slight westerly inclination.

All these arguments converge towards the same con-
clusions, and all of them are mainly founded, not on
Homer's outer-world representations, but upon indi-
cations drawn from his knowledge of nature, or else
from his experimental or otherwise familiar acquaint-
ance with the Inner world: that is, they are built not
on the figures of his fancy, but on the facts of his own
and his countrymen's every-day experience.

And now let us consider the adverse construction
put upon the text of the Odyssey; particularly with
regard to the island of JEsea.

It is quite plain, from the accounts given of the
route both ways, that the Ocean-mouth is meant by
Homer to be near the island of iEsea; that is, within
a day's sail? of that island. How is this reconcilable
with the doctrine, which places the island in the far
north-west ? In the north-east we have an Ocean-
mouth, the situation of which the Poet, guided up to
a certain point by his inner-world knowledge, has not
very inaccurately conceived. In the north-west there
is no Ocean-mouth. The Straits of Gibraltar, though
they lie rather to the south of west from Ithaca, must

y CM. x i . 1 1 .
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be carried far into the north for the purpose; in what
form, or with what accompaniments, it is hard to con-
ceive. To attempt such a transposition would involve
the complete abandonment of all actual geography, and
would after all leave us involved in hopeless confusion
in the effort to construct any tolerable scheme from the
text of Homer.

At the mere transportation, indeed, we need not
scruple overmuch, if we could justify the proceeding
by other clear indications of Homer's intention. But
there is no such justification. It is hardly possible to
exaggerate the violence done to the text of Od.xii.3,4,
by the interpretation which Nitzsch (following, as I ad-
mit, Eustathius), puts upon it. The ship, leaving the
stream of Ocean, reaches the sea and the islandz:

vfjcrop r ' AiairfV, odi. T 'HOOT

Kal \opoi elai, sat ai>To\ai '

The <WoAal, the rising, or rising-point of the sun,
does not, he says, mean the east, but only the first ap-
pearance of the sun on their return from darkness, which
is a kind of dawning on them. And the dwelling of
the early-born Dawn, and the place (such appears to
be the meaning of x°P0L) °f t n e Dances of her kindred
or attendant Nymphs—who in later mythology became
the virgin train of Hours, that now delight us in the
frescoes of Guido and Guercino—not only do not mean
anything eastern, but apparently in this place are con-
ceived to have no meaning whatever, and to be an
idle, indeed a most inconvenient and bewildering, pleo-
nasm. And thus the magic poetry of this passage
and all the curious traditions it involves, are destroyed,
in order to make room—for what ? For the hypothesis

z Od. xii. 3.
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that Homer places the dwelling of Morning and the
chamber of the rising Sun far to the westward of the
country that he himself inhabited11!

There is, I confess, something almost of naivete in
the confession of Nitzsch, that ' it sounds rather strange
to interpret avaroXai without any reference to sunrise,
since it is the customary counterpart to Sva-is, the sun-
set.' But fortunately there is no Homeric evidence
against it: as indeed there cannot well be, since the
word occurs in no other passage. With respect to 'HaSf,
Nitzsch contends that it means not dawn, but light:
and he quotes the passages which say, ' your glory
shall reach as far as ' H&)?,' and ' horses, the best to be
found beneath the Sun and 'Hw?.' Certainly it is most
allowable, (though I by no means think the sense of
dawn inadmissible in these two passages,) especially as
day goes nowhere except preceded by dawn, to gene-
ralize the word 'Hw? so as to make it equivalent to light.
But the fatal flaw in the interpretation is this, that when
'HMJ is thus used, it is invariably apart from any circum-
stances which can give a local colour to its meaning.
But wherever there is any thing local implied, as is
admitted to be in the case before us, the >?«? uniformly
means the east, though with a certain indefiniteness
perhaps as to northward and southward inclination.
For instance, when Homer speaks of omen-birds flying
eastwards, he describes them as flying irpos n& T >jeXi-
6v re, and the opposite movement as TTOTJ fycpov, which
here evidently means north-west, although it too may

a In the well known case of awares and not on purpose. Had
a noble description in the Anti- he recited instead of writing, the
quary, Walter Scott has made error could not have escaped cor-
the sun set on the east coast of rection.
Great Britain : but this was un-
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signify darkness in general. The whole aim of the
passage (Od. xii. 1-5) is, to fix locality; and it is in
the teeth of all Homeric usage to deprive >;'«? in such
a passage of local force, while it confessedly can have
no local meaning but an eastern one.

To me, I confess, it appears that Homer has nowhere
done more, and rarely so much, in a single passage, as
in this, with a view of declaring his intention. The
island iEsea, irrespective of all geographical argument,
is, as we have seen, directly bound and fastened to an
eastern site by four separate cords. First, as the rising
point of the Sun. Secondly, as the residence of Dawn.
Thirdly, because Circe, its mistress, has the Sun, the
most eastern of all mythological conceptions except
the Dawn, for her father. Fourthly, because she has
also Perse, whose name indicates a trans-Phoenician
origin, for her mother. And further, I am convinced
we cannot alter the place of JSsea without uprooting
the whole Phoenician scheme of the Outer Geography.

The scope and range thus given to the adventures
of Ulysses confines them without doubt to the northern
semi-circle, but allows them to reach, within that semi-
circle, to its eastern and to its western extremities, as
they are imagined by the Poet. iEolus and the Laestry-
gonians are evidently placed by him in the north-west.
The hypothesis, which has here been maintained for
/Esea and Calypso, supplies an effectual counterpart,
and properly fills up the eastern corner. But, indepen-
dently of all other objections, the north-western hypo-
thesis for these islands jumbles them, if I may so
speak, in one heap with the others, and leaves the
eastern quarter towards the North wholly unoccupied.
And yet that East was, for a Greek, the source and the
scene of the richest legendary and mythological repre-
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sentations. Such an incongruous view of the question
would not, I think, be at all in keeping with Homer's
ordinary modes of conceiving, handling, and presenting
his materials.

But I am aware that, up to this time, we have left
out of view a passage, of which I freely admit that the
prevailing, and in so far the most obvious, interpretation
is against me. Ulysses sails over the sea from Ogygia,
governing the rudder of his raft with art, and watching
the stars, especially the Great Bear; which at that
period, I believe, was nearer the Pole, and was a more
conspicuous and splendid astronomical object, than it
now is. It was with respect to this constellation that
he had received a particular order from Calypsob:

TTJV yap bij jj.iv iivaye Ka\v\j/(i), §ta Oedav,

TTOVTOTTopeveij.evai err apurrepa \eipbs e\ovra.

Or, according to the common construction of the words,
he was to keep that constellation on the left during
his voyage. But if his course lay in the direction of
a right line drawn from St. Petersburgh to Corfu, it
appears that Arctus, when visible to him, would be
visible on the right, and not on the left.

I could not, however, accommodate myself to this pas-
sage at such a cost as that of oversetting an interpret-
ation of the general scheme, which is so deeply rooted
both in the letter and spirit of the poem, as is the
eastern, and likewise somewhat north-eastern, hypo-
thesis for Msea, together with a northern site for Ogygia.
These two, it may be observed, stand together. It is
plain, from the times occupied by the several stages
between Msea, and Ogygia, and from the language
used where no precise time is stated, that the Poet
conceived the distance between them to be limited,

t> Od. v. 276.
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though very considerable. And indeed the north-
western hypothesis for iEsea would do nothing for the
passage I have quoted, unless we also carry Ogygia
into the north-west, in order that Ulysses, on his way
home from it, may have Arctus on his left. Inasmuch,
however, as the admission of the received sense for the
lines would involve us in a new series of the most com-
plicated and hopeless contradictions, we must look for
relief in some other direction.

I desire to eschew, as a general rule, the dangerous
and seductive practice of questioning the genuineness
of the text because it seems to stand in conflict with
a favoured interpretation. I may however state, with-
out unduly relying on them, one or two particulars
which, drawn from the poem itself, may show that
these two lines are not unjustly open to the suspicion
of interpolation.

1. The two lines are wholly void of any necessary
connection with what precedes and follows them, and
the text is complete without them. We should not
break up the passage generally by removing them.
This argument, however, is one purely negative.

2. These lines tell us, that Calypso had bid Ulysses keep
Arctus on his left. Now Homer has given us a speech
of Calypso0 on the subject of this voyage, in which she
promises to send, from behind him, a breeze which shall
carry him home. But there is in this speech no order
to him whatever about observing the stars; and the
promise of the wind in some degree, though not perhaps
quite conclusively, tends to show that no such injunc-
tion was needed. For it is plain that, if the wind blew
fair across the open sea, he did not depend at all upon
the helm, and noticing the stars would be of no assist-

<-' Od. v. 160—70.
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ance to him. I rely, however, more upon this, that
there is here a sort of patchwork, very unlike Homer's
usual method, in the mode in which the injunction is
recorded. Clearly, if Calypso gave a direction respect-
ing the stars, the proper place for it was in the speech
where she delivered to Ulysses what may be called his
general instruction for the voyage. And I am not sure
whether another instance can be found in the whole of
the poems, where an omission of something relevant
and material in one of the speeches is supplied by a
recital in the subsequent narrative. It is wholly con-
trary to the manner of Homer, M'ho so uniformly throws
into speech and the dramatic form whatever is suscep-
tible of being thus handled.

3. The expression eV apla-repa xeiP°s is found no-
where else in Homer, though the phrase eir' apiarepa
occurs many times.

4. There is no other passage in the Wanderings, or
elsewhere in the poems, which describes the conduct
of navigation by means of the stars. In the Iliad we
have the mention of a star in connection with sea-
travelling ; but it is simply as a portent, (vavrrio-i repays,
II. iv. 76). On this, however, if it stood alone, I should
place no commanding stress: and it should also be ob-
served that the objection is one which, if admitted,
would displace eight lines.

So much for the genuineness of the passage.
As respects the grammatical meaning of the phrase,

I have endeavoured to discuss it at large in a separate
paper; and to show that its real sense is in fact the re-
verse of that which is ordinarily assumed. It means, I
believe, a star looking towards the left, and therefore
a star looking from and situated on the right hand in
the sky.
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In no case, however, can I admit it to be the true
meaning of Homer, that Ulysses is to follow a south-
westward course from Ogygia to Scheria; because this is
at variance with all the trustworthy, I must add with the
consentient,indications of Homer's intention in the whole
arrangement of the tour, as well as in the particular de-
scription of Circe's island. It is also in contradiction to
those indications, drawn from his inner or experimental
geography, which determine at certain points the bear-
ings applicable to the Outer or Phoenician sphere.

Before proceeding to draw up in propositions the
whole outline of the interpretation which I venture to
give to the route of Ulysses, I would call attention to
the means, which the Poet has adopted to signify to us
his own doubt and incertitude respecting its actual
bearings at several important points.

By means of the wind Boreas he indicates to us the
direction, not however the distance, of the Lotophagi.
After leaving them, he tells us nothing either of dis-
tance or direction between their country and that of
the Cyclopes. From this point he provides us with
certain aids until we reach ^Eolia. When in iEolia,
Ulysses is to the north-west of Ithaca: for the Zephyr
given by iEolus, he says, would have carried him home.
From this isle, six days of rowing take him to Laestry-
gonia. Another passage of indefinite length next carries
him to iEaea; and, arriving here, he is entirely out of
his bearings; he cannot tell where is east or west11, the
point of dusk or the point of dawn, until he has been
duly instructed by Circe: but he sees an unbounded
sea (TTOVTOS cnrelpiTos) on every side of him.

This expression of ignorance, put into the mouth of
Ulysses, probably conveys the true sense of the Poet;

d Od. x. 190.
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who, more or less puzzled with even his own method of
harmonizing the Phoenician reports, and suspecting that
it might not bear the test of application to actual nature,
shielded himself by anticipation, through giving us to
understand that he did not mean to submit Circe's isle
to the strict rules of geographical measurement.

And indeed it was no wonder that he felt some dif-
fidence, when we recollect that he had to concentrate
in a single point facts or traditions that embraced east,
north, and west. Eastern his site must be to allow of
the rising of the sun, and the accompanying legends :
he may have had misgivings, lest his Thrinacie, and also
other traditions of which he had to work up the mate-
rials, should in reality lie westward from Greece:
lastly, an appreciable northern element was involved in
the general direction of the navigation through the
Bosphorus, which in fact supplies a kind of meeting-
point for the two former. The remedy is, thus to
hang the island of Circe in a vague and shadowy dis-
tance, which gives the nearest practicable approach to
an exemption from the laws imposed by any determi-
nate configuration of the earth.

Nor are these the only cases, in which Homer has
afforded us tokens of his own want of clear knowledge
and confidence in regard to the scenes through which he
has carried his hero. On the contrary, he has indicated
the haziness of his views, and the insecurity of the
ground he trod, by forbearing in several other instances
to fix with precision the particular winds which favoured
or opposed the voyage of Ulysses, or to particularize the
distances he travelled.

We are now at liberty to approach the last portion
of our subject. We have, I trust, fixed the distinction
of the Inner and Outer Geography; ascertained the
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keys of the outer system, and fixed its governing points.
It remains to inquire what, according to the data ascer-
tained, did the Poet intend to be the route of Ulysses
over the face of his ideal map; and then, finally, to show
its relation to that of Menelaus, and to Homer's general
conception of the configuration and distribution of the
surface of the earth.

I. His first halting-place, after quitting Troy, is with
the Cicones, in Thrace. This visit was paid with scarcely
a deviation from his homeward route : and therefore it
does not belong to the Outer Geography. The Cicones
of the Odyssey were probably placed near the northern-
most point of the iEgsean sea (Od. ix. 39).

II. From the country of the Cicones, he sails south-
ward, under a heavy north-north-east gale (Od. ix. 67),
which lasts for three days. He has then fair weather,
till he gets to Cape Malea. But, as he is rounding
Cape Malea, the north-north-easter returns, and drives
him down the west coast of Cythera (now Cerigo), and
so out to sea (7981). After nine days' sail, with oKooi
avefMoi, he reaches the land of the Lotophagi (82-4).
Now, as it took five days of the best possible wind to
sail from Crete to Egypt (Od. xiv. 253), we may per-
haps assume that, in the ten clays of veering gales,
about an equal distance was made in the general di-
rection of south-south-east indicated for us by the Bo-
reas of v. 82. This will place the Lotophagi on the
Syrtis Major, now the Gulf of Sidra. Here the re-
gion of the marvel-world begins: and the mention of
the 0A00I ave/j.01, in lieu of the pure Boreas, may be
taken as fair notice from the Poet, that he had no pre-
cise knowledge on what portion of the coast of Africa
Ulysses was to set his foot.

The Lotophagi are full of Egyptian resemblances:
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and it appears that, as Egypt and Phoenicia were for
Homer the two greatest border-lands between the real
and the imagined worlds, therefore Ulysses makes his
first step into the Outer world through a quasi-Egyptian
people, and his last step out of it among a quasi-Phoe-
nician people.

Til. The voyage from the land of the Lotophagi to
the next stage, the country of the Cyclopes, is without
the smallest indication either of distance or direction
(103—5). But as, within the Outer sphere, northern
winds are always homeward, and southern ones carry
Ulysses outward, we may assume that Homer here
intended some southern wind; though, as he breaks at
this juncture the last link with the known world, he
could not venture to state any thing like the precise
point of the compass.

Shall we place the Cyclopes of Homer on any point
of terra firma, or must we imagine a country for them ?

Tradition has answered this question by commonly
placing them in Sicily. But a vague tradition, as we
have seen, is of little authority in regard to Homeric
questions; and in this instance, I think, it may be shown
to be in error, for the following reasons:

1. The country of the Cyclopes is not an island : it is
mainland (yaitj KuKXunrwv, 106), with an island near to
it, 105. By the expression yalr;, Homer sometimes means
a great island such as Crete: but we have no authority
for supposing he would apply it to Sicily.

2. It can hardly be doubted that the little which
Homer probably did know of Sicily is represented to
us by his Thrinacie. And all this consists in two points:
the first, that it was an island (Od. xii. 127): the
second, that it was triangular, and derived its name
from its form. But his Thrinacie he has given to the

Y
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oxen of the Sun: and therefore he certainly does not
mean it to be the land of the Cyclopes, or he would
have given it the same name on both occasions. Indeed,
on the contrary, he has actually given another name to
the land of the Cyclopes: it is the evpv-^opos 'Yiripeia of
Od. vi. 4. I may add, that the epithet evpv^opo^ is not
generally applicable to Sicily, which is channelled all
through with hill and dale, and which nowhere, unless
perhaps between Syracuse and Catania, seems to present
any great breadth of plain.

3. Besides this, Ulysses traverses very long dis-
tances6, in order to reach Maea from Hypereia: but
Thrinacie, on the other hand, is very near Maza, so that
he has not retraced his distance, and therefore cannot
be in Sicily.

Where then were situated these Cyclopes, to whose
country Ulysses came after quitting the Lotophagi? It
is plain that they were not within the Greek maritime
world, or Homer would, we may be sure, have indicated
their position by the time of the voyage, or by the
quarter from which the wind blew to take him there.

I submit that Homer meant to place the Cyclopes in
Iapygia, the heel of Italy; a region nearly correspond-
ing, on the west of the Ionian sea, with the position of
Scheria on the east. This hypothesis is consistent with
the whole evidence in the case, and might well stand
on that ground only. But it is, I think, also sustained
by a separate argument from the migration of the
Pha?aciansf.

The Phseacians, descended like the Cyclopes from
Neptune, were recent inhabitants of Scheria; they for-
merly dwelt near the Cyclopes in Hypereia, and were
dislodged from thence by the violence of their brutal

e See Od. x. 28 and 80. f Od. vi. 4.
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neighbours. They removed under Nausithous, and
settled in Scheria.

They were flying from a race who had no ships with
which to follow them. If Hypereia in which they lived
was Iapygia, any place in the situation of Scheria, or
near it, would be a natural place of refuge for them.
But if they had been in Sicily, Homer in all likelihood
would not have carried them beyond the neighbouring-
coast of Italy, which would have afforded them the se-
curity they desired.

IV. From Iapygia or Hypereia, the country of the
Cyclopes, Ulysses proceeds to pay his double visit to
jEolia. We are not assisted in the first instance (Od.
ix. 565. x.i.) by any indication of wind or distance.
It is not unfair to presume that Stromboli, with its
active volcano, was the prototype of this gusty island.
But, like other places, it is not on the site of its proto-
type. For iEolus gives Ulysses a Zephyr or north-west
wind, which would have carried him home, had it not
been for the folly of his comrades (Od. x. 25, 46). The
iEolia of Homer then must conform to these two
conditions:

1. It must lie north-west of Ithaca.
2. There must be a continuous open sea between

them ; and one uninterrupted by land, so that one
and the same wind may carry a ship all the way.

To meet these conditions, we have only to move
iEolia northward. For the northern part of Italy has
no existence in the Outer Geography. It is swept
away, along with the great mass of the European conti-
nent, and the QaXaaa-a covers all.

After the opening of the bag (x. 48, 54) the ship is
driven back by a dveWa upon iEolia. But here we
have had another valuable indication. They had en-

Y 1
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joyed the Zephyr nine full days, and they were in sight
of home on the tenth (v. 28,9), when the folly was
committed. Therefore iEolia is between nine and ten
days' sail to the north-west of Ithaca: or, with an allow-
ance of fifty miles for the distance to the horizon, there
will be about one thousand miles between them.

V. The fifth stage is Lsestrygonia: and it is reached
after seven days' rowing (x. 80). There is no indica-
tion of direction in the voyage : but we have a sure
proof that the prototype of this place was far north;
namely, that there is here perpetual day;"

el(T(KA(av, 6 be T e£e\a(av v

It cannot, I think, be doubted that Homer obtained
information of a region displaying this natural peculi-
arity from Phoenician mariners, who had penetrated
into the German Ocean to the northward of the British
Isles. His retentive mind has, then, made an early re-
cord of this, along with so many other singular reports,
out of which a large proportion have been verified.

There is another proof that we are here nearly, or ra-
ther quite, at the furthest bound of distance ever reached
by Ulysses. For the united distances (1) from within
sight of Ithaca to iEolia, and (2) from iEolia to Lag-
strygonia, make seventeen days, the same number occu-
pied in a much slower craft on the voyage from Ogygia
to Scheria.

It will be found, under the rules of calculation which
have been adopted, that we may place Lsestrygonia at
near seventeen hundred miles from Iapygia. If we are to
suppose that by the name Artacie, given to the fountain
in Laestrygonia, he means an allusion to a place of that
name in the Euxine, I take this as a new sign of his dim
and confused extension of that sea to the westward.
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The name Lsestrygonia appears to belong to a city,
not to a country. It is T̂ XeVi/Xo?, and it is also Aa/mov
aiTrv iTToXleQpov. Homer avoids calling it either a land
(yali]) or an island {vijtros). By the former term he
sometimes designates large islands as well as portions
of a continent. The epithet alirv points to a steep and
rocky site : but his forbearing to fix it as continent or
island seems to show, that he was himself in doubt
upon the point. The trait of perpetual day, however,
speaks most explicitly for the bona fides of the tradi-
tion on which the Poet proceeds, and for the latitude
from whence it came: and it seems far from impro-
bable that Iceland may have been the dimly perceived
original of Lsestrygonia; of which the site in the Odyssey
is near the actual site of Denmark.

VI. The sixth stage is iEsea. This could only be
reached by a long passage from Lsestrygonia. The
Poet has not ventured to define its extent or direction.
But he leaves himself an ample margin by the declara-
tion from the mouth of Ulysses, that he knew nothing
on his arrival of the latitude or longitude (Od.x.190-2):
and he is content with planting it immovably near the
point of sunrise, though with a great vagueness of con-
ception (Od. x. 135-9; xii. 1-4).

There is indeed something near a verbal contradic-
tion between the declaration of Ulysses in Od. x., that
he, being then at iEsea, did not know where to look for
sunrise or for sunset, and his narrative in xii. 3, 4,
where he so directly associates the island with the
land of sunrise. But he had remained there a full year
in friendly company with Circe (x. 466-9), and he was
instructed by her as to his movements, so that we
may, I presume, fairly consider that during that time he
learned what on his first arrival was strange to him.

The course from Lsestrygonia to iEsea is prim a facie
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conjectural: but it is not really so, for Laestrygonia is
fixed by the times and winds from Hypereia; and Msea
is practically determined by its local relations to Ocean-
mouth, Thrinacie, and the Bosphorus.

The Euxine does not abound in islands, such as we
might appropriate to Circe and the Sirens : for it is
little likely that a rock like the Isle of Serpents, which
on a recent occasion acquired a momentary notoriety,
should have been noticed particularly in the navigation
of the heroic age. It is much more likely, that Homer
brought his islands for the Euxine from among the
materials provided by his western traditions. We may
however reasonably presume that Homer meant to place
/Eaea at the east end of the Euxine, not far perhaps
from the Colchis of iEetes : and in that neighbourhood
I shall venture to deposit three islands, vaguely cor-
responding with the Baleares, which may have been
transplanted into this vicinity together with the other
traditions of the western Ocean-mouth.

(1) From hence, under the directions of Circe, they
sail for one day with a toward breeze, to the Ocean-
mouth, hard by that abode of the Cimmerians, which is
wrapt in perpetual mist and night (Od. xi.1-19). Circe
promised them the aid of Boreas, when Ulysses, alarmed
at the unusual journey he was to make, asked who would
guide him. I therefore infer that Boreas was to blow
not before, but after, they had entered the Ocean-mouth,
and was to carry them up the stream. Before reaching
it, we may assume that, as usual on his way outwards, he
was sailing with a wind from some southern quarter.

(2) In the Ocean-river, they haul their vessel high
and dry, and proceed by land up the stream to the
mouth of the Shades or under-world (Od. xi. 20-2).

(3) From the mouth of the Shades they return to
their ship, and in it clown (KOTCI) the Ocean stream,
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and to the .ZEâ an island. They go first by rowing, and
then by a favourable breeze, of which the direction is
not mentioned (Od. xi. 638-40; xii. 1-3: also xxiii.

VII. Heiprivctiv vrjcros. This island is reached with an
"ncfxevos ovpos; the quarter is not named, nor is the dis-
tance, but from the terms of the passages it would ap-
pear to have been very short. (Od. xii. 149-54,165-7;
also 39, and xxiii. 32,6.)

VIII. Avoiding the JIXayKra), the hero passes be-
tween Scylla and Charybdis, to Thrinacie, the island
of the Sun. The strait is reached forthwith, auTCKa
(Od. xii. 201), after leaving the island, and Thrinacie
is reached forthwith in like manner (avriica v. 261)
after leaving the strait (Od. xi. 106, 7 ; xii. 262,;
xxiii. 32,7-9. The last passage appears to place the
IlXajKra). and the Scylla passage close together, as it
says that he came to them both, though he passed only
through Scylla).

In Thrinacie he is detained by Notus, blowing for a
month, and by the total absence of any wind but Notus
and Eurus. The common point of these winds is, that
they are chiefly in the southern hemisphere. Also it
would seem from this part of the Fourth Book that
Boreas was evidently the wind that Ulysses required
to help him forward on his way home, rather than
Zephyrus : for it was the latter wind that caught them
when they were already on their passage, and brought
the hurricane in which the ship went to pieces (Od.
xii. 408).

Accordingly, as the Bosphorus is geographically fixed,
I place Thrinacie beside it, and Scylla beside Thrinacie.

It will be observed that, after allowance is made for
too much northing in the north coast of the Propontis,
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the mouth of Scylla will be at the point, from which a
N. N. E. wind would have brought Ulysses to the
Dardanelles, and would thus have placed him, by the
shortest cut, at the very gate of the iEgasan, and of
the known route to his home.

The Crimea has so much the character of an island,
and its south-eastern face appears to be both in scenery
and climate so delightful, while again its proximity to
the Ocean-mouth of the Odyssey is so suitable, that
we might be tempted to consider it as representing
the abode of the Sirens. But it is too large for one
of Homer's vtja-ot. Probably, too, the isle of Sirens should
lie on the direct route from JEsea to the Straits.

IX. When out of sight of the island (403), the ship
encounters a violent Ze<pvpos, and founders. Ulysses
mounts on a couple of spars (424). In one night Notus
drifts him upon the passage of Scylla and Charybdis,
which he traverses in safety (427—30,442—6), and then
drifting on, apparently with the same wind, he reaches,
on the tenth day, the island of Calypso, 'Qyvylr) vrja-os
(xii. 447, 8 ; xxiii. 333), which is the o/n<pa\os or central
point of the OaXaa-aa (Od. i. 50): that is to say which,
as nearly due north from Greece, not only is conceived
to be alike removed from the supposed eastern and
western Ocean, but also if not equidistant, yet very
distant, at all points from main land.

X. The next stage to Ogygia is Scheria, 2xeP(}? (O^.
vi. 8), or the yaltj ^airjKuiv (Od. v. 345). Leaving Ogy-
gia on his raft (v. 263 and seqq.), he keeps Arctos set
on his right, and looking towards his left hand, till on
the eighteenth day (v. 278), he arrives in sight of
Scheria. Neptune, coming up from among the Ethi-
opians, discerns him afar, from the Solyman mountains
(282). The storm rises, and the raft is tossed in a
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hurricane of all the winds (293 and 331,2). At length
it founders (370): Minerva sends a brisk Boreas, and
the hero drifts to Seheria, arriving on the third day
(382-98). Homer gives to Scheria the name of ijireipos
(Od. v. 348,50); and it does not appear clear that he
considered it as an island. At the same time, the term
ijTreipoi may mean the shore: and the word yalrj may
be used, like Kp^rrj T«? ya" eo-nv, for an island, if it be
presumed to be of extraordinary size.

XI. 'lOaKtj. The living ship of the Phaeacians leaves
somewhat early in the day, after the proper rites; the
goods having been stowed at daybreak (Od. xiii. 18,
and seqq.) No wind is named : but, with a speed
more rapid than that of a hawk, the vessel, propelled
by oars, reaches Ithaca before the next dawn. Od. xiii.
78, 86, 93-5.

We have however still to consider the directions and
distances of the tour, from Meea onwards, on the way
home.

Homer plainly intends to describe very short pass-
ages, first to the island of tbe Sirens, next from that
island to Seylla, and then from Scylla to the landing
on the coast of Thrinacie. They are not defined : but
they by no means correspond with the very considerable
eastward stretch of the Euxine from the Bosphorus.

It has already been observed that Homer shortens
the eastern recess of the Mediterranean, and brings
Egypt nearly to the southward of Crete : and that this
is part of a system of compression which abbreviates
all the distances of his Outer geography eastward from
Lycia. We have now come to another example of the
working of this idea in his mind : placing Msea, and
the Sirens so near the Bosphorus, he plainly curtails the
eastward Euxine, like the eastward Mediterranean.
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Ten days floatage northwards from Scylla would give
us a distance of nearly five hundred miles in that direc-
tion, up to the point where we should fix the island of
Calypso.

But from Ogygia to within sight of Scheria, Ulysses
occupies eighteen days in sailing by raft: which will
give us for the whole distance at sixty miles per diem,
with an allowance of fifty miles, as the distance from
which Ithaca had become visible, about eleven hundred
and thirty miles. We have also to consider the further
question, how far Scheria is to be placed from Ithaca.
We must reckon the time occupied by the hawk-like
ship at not less than sixteen hours; and we cannot
reckon the distance below one hundred and eighty or
ninety miles. Thus Ogygia ought to be reckoned at
fully thirteen hundred miles from Ithaca. Lsestrygonia
is, as we have found, nearly seventeen hundred from
Ithaca. And the site of Ogygia will be upon the point
which is both at the distance of five hundred miles
from the Homeric or transposed Scylla, and of eleven
hundred and thirty miles from the Homeric Scheria.
This point will, I think, lie a little to the west of the
real site of Kieff.

The actual distance from Ithaca to the middle point
or Corfu may be about eighty miles. Corfu is said to
resemble in its natural features the Scheria of Homer.
But if this be admitted, we must remove the site of
the island in the direction of Dalmatia to more than
double its real distance from Ithaca, so as to satisfy
the conditions of the Phseacian voyage. It will then
be near the point where we may, consistently with all
the representations of Homer, cut off the Greek penin-
sula, and substitute for the northward land the great
spaces of his sea.
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The island of Calypso, thus determined, will satisfy
in a great degree the conditions of the 6V<£a\o? OaXaa--
cr>]9. It may be nearly equidistant from iEsea and the
Cimmerian country in the south-east, from Scylla in
the south, and from the possible extension of the Cim-
merian country to the north. Towards .ZEolia and
Lsestrygonia on the west the distances will indeed be
greater; but as among very great distances Homer
may naturally fail to maintain the close measurements
of small ones.

Thus, then, we have brought Ulysses home; and
now let us proceed to examine the undeveloped, but
still rather curious, relation between the tours of the
two chieftains, Ulysses and Menelaus.

The readers of Dante will recollect with what com-
plex precision, as a poetical Architect, he has actually,
for the purposes of his work, built an Universe of Hell,
Purgatory, and Paradise. Every line of his poem has
a determinate relation to a certain point in space, fixed
in his own mind; but whether every such point be fixed
or not in nature is no more material, than if it were
simply one to be determined by axes of coordinates.
Intricate as the fabric is, this great brother of Homer
in his art never for a moment lets drop the thread
of his labyrinth, but holds it steadily from the begin-
ning of the first canto to the end of the hundredth.
Homer, composing for a younger world, had to deal
with all ideas whatsoever in simpler forms; but, I
think, it is discernible that in his way he, too, made
a systematic distribution of the Outer Earth, as he had
rather vaguely conceived it in his teeming imagination.

We are apt to forget, from the comparatively sum-
mary manner in which the subject is dismissed by the
Poet, that the voyages and travels of Menelaus occupy
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a time almost as long as those of Ulysses. He has but
recently returned, says Nestor to Telemachus, in the
last year of his father's wanderings^: and Menelaus
himself states, that he came home only in the eighth
year after the capture of Troy'1. And as in point
of time, so likewise they are geographically in cor-
respondence. To Menelaus Homer has given, in out-
line, the southern world from east to west, and to
Ulysses, in detail, the northern world from west to
east. It is true that he made Ulysses begin his
Wanderings, properly so called, with the Lotophagi in
Africa: but this is because it was necessary to throw
him at Malea, by some wide and irrecoverable deviation,
off his route to Ithaca. So Menelaus loses his course at
the very same critical point, the Malean Promontory1.
Then the two strike off to the opposite ends of the dia-
meter : Menelaus to Crete, for Cyprus, Phoenicia, and
Egypt, in the south-east; Ulysses to Africa, for the Cyclo-
pes, iEolia, and Lsestrygonia, in the north-west. Again,
Menelaus visits Libya to the westward, where, it will
be remembered, he is to find his home after death in
the Elysian fields. The counterpart of this is in the
eastward movement of Ulysses along a northern zone
to the isle of Circe, and in his visit to the Shades.
Again, it is Phoenicia, which in the south-east forms
a kind of boundary line between the known and the
unknown world. Accordingly Homer has given us an
idealized Phoenicia on the north-western line. Perhaps
only partial, but still perfectly real, resemblances of
character establish a poetical relation between the
$oi'w«s and the <J>c»Vey. Other parts of the Phaeacian
character might seem to have been borrowed from the
Egyptians. No one, I think, can doubt that Homer

S Od. iii. 318. h Od. iv. 82. i Od. iii. 286-90.
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had the Phoenicians to some extent in his mind, when
he invented the Phagacians. But he has given us
another etymological sign of the connection. The
$oiWe? stand in evident connection with ~Zvplriv. Who
but they could give that name to the island where
Eumseus was born ? an island with which we see them
to have been in relations by a double token ; the first,
a Phoenician slave carried thither by the Taphians ; and
the second, Eumaeus as a boy carried off thence by the
Phoenicians, who had paid it a visit with a cargo of
fine goods. The island of tyvplti, lying north-west
from Chios, probably owed its title to the same
source: if not also Z^o? , corrupted from St/poy.
Surely then, like $atVe? from $o(We?, so Homer made
H-^eplt] from Hvplti. It being always remembered that
Scheria is for Homer, like Phoenicia, a maritime land.
It is nowhere called an island ; from which we know,
that Homer either believed it to be attached to the
continent, or to form, like Crete1, a continent of itself.

The Erembi of Menelaus are generally understood
to be the Arabians. The ^Ethiopes, whom he also
visits, extend from the extreme east to the furthest

k Od. xv. 402. Much diffi- is made about the phrase 061
culty has been raised about this Tpondi tjiXlow, which is interpreted
Svpirj : see Wood on Homer, pp. as describing the position rela-
9-16; but surely without need, tively to Delos. I know not why
We have no occasion to translate this should constitute a difficulty
Ka6vncp6e into trans, irepr^v, or he- at all, if Syros is to the west
yond. The 'Svplrj pjjo-or, or Syros, and north of Delos. But there
has the same bearing in respect to would be no difficulty, even if
Delos, as Vvpirj in respect to Chios, Delos were west of Syros : for
which is called KaBimepBe Xt'oio, the words 081 rpojrai r/eXtow may
Od. iii. 170. I t may perhaps apply grammatically to either of
mean to windward, and this the two islands as viewed from
would correspond with the idea the other.
of Ze<pvpos as the prevailing wind ' Od. xix. 172,
ofthe^Egsean. Another difficulty
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west of the surface of the earth; and they possibly may
have a counterpart in the Cimmerians of the north. In
the same zone with the iEthiopes, on the borders of
Ocean to the south, a passage of the Iliad places the
avSpeg Tivyfjiaioi1". Herodotus supports Homer in this,
as in most other particulars. And the researches of the
most recent travellers sustain the assertion of these
two old ethnologists of Greece, that there are dwarfed
races in the interior of Africa, accessible from Egypt.

Thus, then, it would appear in general that the
voyage and travels of Menelaus, together with those of
Ulysses, including in the former his final passage to
Elysium, cover the entire surface of the earth, such as
Homer had conceived it. This, however, can only be
taken generally, and tells us little of what Homer
thought concerning the actual form of the earth's
surface, while it leaves untouched various questions
regarding its distribution in detail. With some of
these let us now endeavour to deal.

And first, what was Homer's belief concerning the
form of the earth ?

The passage of the poems which bears most directly
upon the solution of this question is that which de-
scribes the Shield of Achilles. We here learn that, in
finishing his work, Vulcan gave it the great River
Ocean for a border". From this it follows conclusively,
that the form of the Shield was that which Homer
also conceived to be nearest to the form of the surface
of the Earth.

The question then arises, what was the form of the
Shields treated of by Homer ? And it is one not easy
to answer. Homer compares the light of this very
Shield of Achilles in a subsequent passage to that of

«> II. iii. 2-6. II. xviii. 607.
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the moon0: but he does not say the full moon, and
the moon in certain stages might suggest the oval,
although when full it would require the circular shape.
The epithets which he uses do not solve the question:
for some of them appear to agree better with the one
supposition, and some with the other. The aa-wig
a/x0i/3|OOT̂ , for instance, in II. xi. 32, suggests a shape
adapted in a great degree to that of the human form.
The vo8riveKri? of II. xv. 646 appears absolutely to re-
quire it. No circular shield, which reached down to
the feet, could have been carried on the arm. But, on
the other hand, Homer calls the shield euWAoyP and
•jravroa-e "crrj, which certainly at first sight favour the
idea of a circular form. Shall we then suppose that
both forms prevailed? And if so, which of the two
shall we assign to the Shield of Achilles ?

It appears that in the military system of historic
Greece the round shield chiefly prevailed ; but for the
time of Homer I cannot help leaning to the supposi-
tion that the Shield was oval. For I do not know any
explicit testimony, with respect to its primitive form,
that can weigh against the lines of Tyrtseus 1;

Uripovs r e , Kvtfuas r e icdrco, KOI (rrepva, (cat ai/xovs

cMTiTbbos evpiCrjs y a a r p i Ka\v\}raiAfvos.

Another strong testimony to the same effect is borne
by the ancient custom of bearing the dead warrior
upon his shield, whence came the old formula of the
Spartan mothers, n rav, % eVJ rdv; Bring it, or be
brought upon it1".

With respect to the Homeric epithets, it is impos-
sible to reconcile those which favour the oblong form

° II. xix. 374. P II. v. 433. r Hut. Lacon. Instit. (Opp.
q Tyrt. ii. 24. Also Anthol. vi. 898.) ed. Reiske; Potter's

Grsec. Greek. Antiq. B. iii. ch. iv.
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with the rival sense : but the vavToa-e %<rn might apply
to any regular figure, and the etWcAo? is hardly strained
if we understand it of an oval pretty regularly formed.

To a certain extent, the natural form of the hides
of animals affords an indication ; they were worn as
cloaks coming down to the heels, and they would pro-
perly cut into the oblong form1'. Again, in the expres-
sion a-d/cos a-aicei 7rpo6e\vfj.va>s, I understand the epithet

to mean that the shields were rested on the ground in
front of the bearers of them. The meaning com-
mon to it, in the three places where Homer uses it,
seems to be ' from the ground,' or ' from the base.'

It would not be satisfactory to assume that the two
forms prevailed, but that they had, though different,
been confounded by Homer; and on the whole we
shall perhaps do best to consider the o-a'/co? as an oval.

It follows that such was, in Homer's estimation, the
form of the world. And this interpretation agrees with
the other Homeric indications on the subject.

We must, I think, take Homer to have supposed
something like an equal extension of the earth north-
ward and southward from Greece. But, whether we
judge from the Tours of the Odyssey or from the gene-
ral indications of the poems, we have, I think, no sign
of an extension correspondingly great either eastward
or westward. The flights of migratory birds, and the
prevailing winds, are both evidently from the poles or
from the quarters near them. The only great positive
developments of distance in the Odyssey are those
towards Lsestrygonia and Ogygia, both of which lie in
the north ; the latter, as an 6V$>aAo?, with a sea stretch-
ing far beyond it. All appearances, too, go to show
that the Eastern Ocean was in Homer's view at no

r II. x. 24, 178. s 11. xiii. , 3 O ; x 5 3 7 x I 5
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great distance ; and I apprehend we should consider
the Western one as being on his map about equally
remote from Greece. Now the oval figure will give
us what we thus appear to want, namely a shorter
diameter of the earth from east to west, than the
diameter from north to south. Some other particulars
of evidence will appear as we proceed.

In conformity with his declaration, that the Ocean-
River surrounds the earth, he as it were realizes his
belief in it, by giving us instances of actual contact
with it at very many points of the compass. Thus the
Pigmies in the South are visited by the cranes, on their
way to the Ocean in the South1. The gods feast with
the Ethiopians by the Ocean, and this must be in the
S. E., as Neptune takes the Solymau mountains (which
are in immediate association with Lycia, a point of the
inner world) on his way back to the Thalassau. Ulys-
ses visits Ocean, as we have seen, in the East. The
Great Bear escapes dipping into its waters in the
Northx. Menelaus is destined to the Elysian plain
beside the Ocean, at the point from which Zephyr
blows, therefore between West and Norths.

This noble conception of a great circumfluent River
was doubtless founded upon reports of two classes
which had reached Homer. One class would be re-
ports of streams flowing from some great outer water
into the Thalassa, and seeming to feed it. The other
class might be formed by reports of waters outside the
Thalassa, and not known to communicate with it,
which Homer would at once very naturally reckon as
portions of his great world-embracing Stream. With
the former class we have already dealt largely in dis-

* II. iii. 5. u II. xxiii. 205. i. 423. Od. v. 282, 3.
x Od. v. 275. II. xviii. 489. y Od. iv. 561-9.
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cussing the Ocean-mouth. To the latter one, Phoeni-
cian sailors might contribute reports of the Atlantic
and German Oceans. And particularly in the east, I
think, we cannot doubt that, along with the rumours
and traditions of Arabians, Ethiopians, Persians, and
Cimmerians, Homer cannot but have received other
vague rumours of waters as well as lands; of waters
exterior to his Thalassa (which included the Mediterra-
nean and the Euxine), waters of which two would clearly
be the Caspian Sea, and the Persian Gulf. On these
two I wish to fix attention ; and indeed the only other
water he was likely to have heard of would probably
be the Red Sea. Now it will be observed upon any
map, i. that the Caspian lies north and south; a. that
a line prolonged from N. to S. down the Caspian will
strike the Persian Gulf. In conjunction with this, let
the reader observe the course of Ulysses. Quitting
the Euxine at the Ocean-mouth, or Straits of Yenikale,
he turns round to the right by the Sea of Azof, en-
larged so as to join the Caspian. In the interval be-
tween them there is still a low salt valley, which may
in Homer's time have been a water-way ?. He is thus
in a condition to proceed southward towards the dwell-
ing of Persephone, which I have already shown some
cause for placing in the east and to the south. Now the
provision of wind, which Homer has made for his hero,
is precisely that which this hypothesis requires2:

TT\V hi KC rot TTVOI/T] Bopeao ^ipyaiv.

In other words, from Homer's use of Boreas in this
place it appears that he meant to describe the course
of his Ocean-stream at this quarter as from south to
north, or thereabouts; and this is the line actually
formed by the junction of the Persian gulf and the

y Voyages de Pallas, vol.i. p. 320, Paris 1805. z Od.x. 507.
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Caspian, which I submit that we may accordingly with
propriety consider as genuine fragments of geography,
incorporated into his fabulous conception of the Ocean-
stream.

It is indeed true that the vague accounts, which had
probably reached Homer of these two waters, must be
supposed not to have included the indispensable element
of a current. The same remark, however, will apply
to whatever he may have heard of the German or At-
lantic Oceans. But in dealing with these shadowy
distances, his inference would be amply warranted,
without the means of complete identification, if he had
heard of any waters in positions agreeing with that of
his ideal Ocean, capable of communicating easily with
its mouth, and, above all, independent of the Thalassa.

One word before we finally quit the subject of the
enchanted River; in order to complete the chain of
connection between the Persephone of Homer and the
waters of the Persian gulf, in the character of a part
of Ocean, at that point upon the beach, which so well
balances the Elysian plain in the west.

I have already endeavoured to make use of the
names Perseus, Perse, and Persephone, as evidences
which attach the Persians to the eastern extremity of
Homer's ideal world, and which connect the Greek
race with a Persian origin. But here we have a geo-
graphical trait, which deserves further consideration.
The groves of Persephone are on the shore of Ocean,
in the east, and to the south of the sunrise. What is
the meaning of these groves ? We are compelled, by
unvarying analogies of signification, to understand them
as both the symbols and the sites of a certain organized
worship, which was paid to Persephone. But if paid,
then paid by whom ? Certainly not by the nations of

Z 2
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the dead : for the place, where these groves were, was
not within the kingdom of the goddess, but it was on
the shore of Ocean. Ulysses, too, was to haul up his
ship there, and only then to enter into the abode of
king Aidoneus. It therefore seems to follow, that the
Poet meant us to understand this as a place where
Persephone was habitually worshipped by a portion of
the human race, which could only be his Persians or
his Ethiopians. I do not say that the two were sharply
severed in his mind ; but here the race to which he
chiefly points appears to be the Persian racea.

There are even etymological signs, independent of
Homer, which deepen the association between the East
and the Under-world. Some writers have compared
the name Cimmeiia with the Arabic word kahm,
black, and ra, the mark of the oblique case in Persian:
Mseotis with the Hebrew Maweth, meaning death : and
have treated the ancient Tartarus as equivalent to the
modern Tartary, and as formed by the reduplication of
Tar, in Tarik, the Persic word for darkness13.

Next let me wind up what relates to the contraction
and compression of the Homeric East.

Homer's experience did not supply him with any ex-
ample of a great expanse of land : but the detail and
configuration of the countries, with which he was ac-
quainted, was minute. This probably was the reasou
why he so readily assumed the existence of that sea
to the northward of Thrace, in which he has placed
the adventures of Ulysses. To that sea, as we perceive
from the terms of days which he has assigned to the
passages of Ulysses, he attached his ideas and his epi-
thets for vastness; epithets, which he never bestowed

B Od. x. 508-12. PP-75, 76, 88. Bleek's Persian
b Welsford on Engl. Language, Vocabulary, (Grammar, p. 170.)
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on regions of land ; and ideas, which were sure, indeed,
to form a prominent feature in the Phoenician reports,
that must have supplied him with material. Acting
on the same principle, it would appear that he greatly
shortens the range of Asia Minor eastwards. Through
the medium of the Solymi (II. vi. 184, 204) he appears
to bring the Solyman mountains close upon Lycia. A
chain now bearing that name skirts the right bank of
the Indus: but it is probable that Homer identified,
or rather confounded, them with the great chain of the
Caucasus between the Euxine and the Caspian, and
with the Taurus joining it, and bordering upon Lycia :
for, on the one hand, we cannot but connect them
with the Solymi, the warlike neighbours of the Lyci-
ans: and on the other, since Neptune, from these
mountains, sees Ulysses making his homeward voyage
from Ogygia, it follows that they must have been con-
ceived by Homer to command a clear view of the
Euxine, and of its westward extension. Thus he at once
brings Egypt nearer to Crete (helping us to explain
the Boreas of Od. xiv. 253), and Phoenicia nearer to
Lycia: and it is in all likelihood immediately behind
Phoenicia that he imagined to lie the country of the
Persians and the aXo-ea Hepa-ecpoveltis (Od. x. 507), on
the shore of that eastern portion of Oceanus, for which
the reports both of the Caspian and of the Red Sea,
probably, as we have seen, have formed parts of his
materials. Thus we find much and varied evidence con-
verging to support the hypothesis, that Homer greatly
compressed his East, and brought Persia within mode-
rate distance of the Mediterranean.

In the obscure perspectives of Grecian legend, we
seem to find various points of contact between Egypt,
Phoenicia, and Persia ; and each of these points of con-
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tact favours the idea that Persia and Phoenicia were
closely associated in Homer's mind.

Proteus, a Phoenician sea-god, is placed only at a
short distance from the Egyptian coast. Helios,
strongly associated with Egypt through his oxen, is
associated with Phoenicia and with the remoter east
by his relationship to Circe, and by his residence, the
avTokai 'HeXloto. And again, from the family of Da-
naus, a reputed Egyptian, descends Perseus, in whose
name we find a note of relationship between the
Persians and the Greeks. Lycia, too, is near the So-
lyini, and the Solyman hills are really Persian. Here
is a new ray of light cast on Homer's passion for the
Lycians of the Warb.

A few words more will suffice to complete a probable
view of the terrestrial system of Homer.

The Ocean surrounds the earth. On its south-eastern
beach are the groves of Persephone, and the descent
to the Shades : on its north-western, the Elysian plain.
The whole southern range between is occupied by the
AiOioires, who stretch from the rising to the setting
sunc. The natural counterpart in the cold north to
their sun-burnt swarthy faces is to be found in the
Cimmerians, Homer's Children of the Mistd. Accord-
ingly, they are placed by the Ocean mouth, hard by the
island of Circe and the Dawn ; nearly in contact, there-
fore, with the Ethiopians of the extreme east. Two
hypotheses seem to be suggested by Homer's treat-
ment of the north. Perhaps Homer imagined that
the Cimmerians occupied the northern portion of the
earth from east to west, as the Ethiopians occupied
the southern : a very appropriate conjecture for the dis-
posal of the country from the Crimea to the Cwmri.

h Sec Achpeis, scct.iii. c Od, i. 24. d Ocl. xi. 15.
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On the other hand, it seems plain that Homer must
have received from his Phoenician informants two re-
ports, both ascribed to the North, yet apparently con-
tradictory : the one of countries without day, the other
of countries without night. The true solution, could
he have known it, was by time; each being true of
the same place, but at different seasons of the year.
Not aware of the facts, Homer has adopted another
method. While preserving the northern locality for
both traditions, he has planted the one in the north-
west, at the craggy city of Lamus; and the other in
the north-east, together with his Cimmerians.

On the foundation of the conclusions and inferences
at which we have thus arrived, I have endeavoured to
construct a map of the Homeric World. The materials
of this map are of necessity very different. First, there
is the inner or Greek world of geography proper, of
which the surface is coloured in red.

Next, there are certain forms of sea and land, ge-
nuine, but wholly or partially misplaced, which may be
recognised by their general likeness to their originals
in Nature.

Thirdly, there is the great mass of fabulous and ima-
ginative skiagraphy, which, for the sake of distinction,
is drawn in smooth instead of indented outline.

The Map represents, without any very important
variation, the Homeric World drawn according to the
foregoing argument. To facilitate verification, or the
detection of error, I have made it carry, as far as pos-
sible, its own evidences, in the inscriptions and refer-
ences upon it.



EXCUBSUS I.

ON THE PARENTAGE AND EXTRACTION

OF MINOS.

IN former portions of this work, I have argued from the
name and the Phoenician extraction of Minos, both to illus-
trate the dependent position of the Pelasgian race in the Greek
countriesa, and also to demonstrate the Phoenician origin of the
Outer Geography of the Odysseyb. But I have too summarily
disposed of the important question, whether Minos was of Phoe-
nician origin, and of the construction of the verse II. xiv. 321.
This verse is capable grammatically of being so construed as
to contain an assertion of it; but upon further consideration
I am not prepared to maintain that it ought to be so in-
terpreted.

The Alexandrian critics summarily condemned the whole
passage (U. xiv. 317-27), in which Jupiter details to Juno his
various affairs with goddesses and women. fThis enumera-
tion,' says the Scholiast (A) on verse 337, 'is inopportune, for
it rather repels Juno than attracts her: and Jupiter, when
greedy, through the influence of the Cestus, for the satisfac-
tion of his passion, makes a long harangue/ Heyne follows
up the censure with a yet more sweeping condemnation. Sane
absurdiora, quam hos decem versus, vix unquam ullus com-
mentus est rhapsodusc. And yet he adds a consideration,

a Achseis or Ethnology, sect. iii. b Ibid. sect. iv.
c Obss. in he.
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which might have served to arrest judgment until after further
hearing. For he says, that the commentators upon them
ought to have taken notice that the description belongs to a
period, when the relations of man and wife were not such, as to
prevent the open introduction and parading of concubines; and
that Juno might be flattered and allured by a declaration, pro-
ceeding from Jupiter, of the superiority of her charms to those
of so many beautiful persons.

Heyne's reason appears to me so good, as even to outweigh
his authority : but there are other grounds also, on which I de-
cline to bow to the proposed excision. The objections taken
seem to me invalid on the following grounds;

1. For the reason stated by Heyne.
2. Because, in the whole character of the Homeric Juno, and

in the whole of this proceeding, it is the political spirit, and not
the animal tendency, that predominates. Of this Homer has
given us distinct warning, where he tells us that Juno just
before had looked on Jupiter from afar, and that he was
disgusting to her ; (v. 158) arvyepos be ol eirAeTo 0D/X<3. It is
therefore futile to argue about her, as if she had been under
the paramount sway either of animal desire, or even of the
feminine love of admiration, when she was really and exclu-
sively governed by another master-passion.

3. As she has artfully persuaded Jupiter, that he has an
obstacle to overcome in diverting her from her intention of
travelling to a distance, it is not at all unnatural that Jupiter
should use what he thinks, and what, as Heyne has shown, he
may justly think, to be proper and special means of persua-
sion.

4. The passage is carefully and skilfully composed; and it
ends with a climax, so as to give the greatest force to the com-
pliment of which it is susceptible.

5. All the representations in it harmonize with the manner of
handling the same personages elsewhere in Homer.

6. The passage has that strong vein of nationality, which is
so eminently characteristic of Homer. No intrigues are men-
tioned, except such as issued in the birth of children of recog-
nised Hellenic fame. Tho gross animalism of Jupiter, displayed
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in the Speech, is in the strictest keeping with the entire con-
text ; for it is the basis of the transaction, and gives Juno the
opportunity she so adroitly turns to account.

7. Those, who reject the passage as spurious, because the
action ought not at this point to be loaded with a speech, do
not, I think, bear in mind that a deviation of this kind from
the strict poetical order is really in keeping with Homer's prac-
tice on other occasions, particularly in the disquisitions of Nes-
tor and of Phoenix. Such a deviation appears to be accounted
for by his historic aims. To comprehend him in a case of this
kind, we must set out from his point of departure, according to
which, verse was not a mere exercise for pleasure, but was to
be the one great vehicle of all knowledge: and a potent in-
strument in constructing a nationality. Thus, then, what the
first aim rejected, the second might in given cases accept and
even require. Now in this short passage there is a great deal
of important historical information conveyed to us.

We may therefore with considerable confidence employ such
evidence as the speech may be found to afford.

Let us, then, observe the forms of expression as they run in
series,

ovb' ore rrep Aavarjs KaWicrtyvpov 'AKpi<n<avr]$e.

oiff ore <J>oiV»cos Kovprjs

Taken grammatically, I presume the last verse may mean,
(1) The daughter of the distinguished Phoenix : or (a) The
daughter of a distinguished Phoenician : or (3) A distinguished
Phoenician damsel.

a. Against the first it may be urged, that we have no other
account from Homer, or from any early tradition, of this Phoe-
nix, here described as famous.

b. Against the second and third, that Homer nowhere
directly declares the foreign origin of any great Greek per-
sonage.

c. Also, that in each of the previous cases, Homer has used
the proper name of a person nearly connected in order to

d Ver. 317. e Ver. 319. f Ver. 321.
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indicate and identify the woman, whom therefore it is not
likely that he would in this single case denote only by her
nation, or the nation of her father.

d. Against the third, that, in the only other passage where
he has to speak of a Phoenician woman, he uses a feminine
form, 4>oCviacra : eWe be Trarpos epolo yvvrj Qoiviacr' evl OIK(O

(Od. xv. 417). But $>otvi£ is grammatically capable of the
feminine, as is shown by Herod, i. 193s.

e. Also that Homer, in the few instances where he uses the
word Tr)\eK\€LTos, confines it to men. He, however, gives the
epithet epiKvbrjs to Latona.

The arguments from the structure of the passage, and from
the uniform reticence of Homer respecting the foreign origin
of Greek personages, convince me that it is not on the whole
warrantable to interpret &oivi£ in this place in any other man-
ner, than as the name of the father of Minos.

The name Qotvi£, however, taken in connection with the
period to which it applies—nearly three generations before
the Troica—still continues to supply of itself no trifling pre-
sumption of the Phoenician origin of Minos.

It cannot, I suppose, be doubted that the original meaning of
<J>OIOT£, when first used as a proper name in Greece, probably was
' of Phoenician birth, or origin.1 But, if we are to judge by the
testimony of Homer, the time, when Minos lived, was but very
shortly after the first Phoenician arrivals in Greece; and his
grandfather Phoenix, living four and a half generations before
the Troica, was in all likelihood contemporary with, or ante-
rior to, Cadmus. At a period when the intercourse of the two
countries was in its infancy, we may, I think, with some degree of
confidence construe this proper name as indicating the country
of origin.

The other marks connected with Minos and his history give
such support to this presumption as to bring the supposition
up to reasonable certainty. Such are,

1. The connection with Dsedalus.
2. The tradition of the nautical power of Minos.

s See Jelf's Gv. Gramm. 103.
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3. The characteristic epithet 6Ko6<j>pa>v; as also its relation to
the other Homeric personages with whose name it is joined.

4. The fact that Minos brought a more advanced form of
laws and polity among a people of lower social organization;
the proof thus given that he belonged to a superior race : the
probability that, if this race had been Hellenic, Homer would
have distinctly marked the connection of so distinguished a
person with the Hellenic stem : and the apparent certainty
that, if not Hellenic, it could only be Phoenician.

The positive Homeric grounds for believing Minos to be
Phoenician are much stronger, than any that sustain the same
belief in the case of Cadmus : and the negative objection, that
Homer does not call him by the name of the country from
which he sprang, is in fact an indication of the Poet's uniform
practice of drawing the curtain over history or legend, at the
point where a longer perspective would have the effect of
exhibiting any Greek hero as derived from a foreign source,
and thus of confuting that claim to autochthonism which,
though it is not much his way to proclaim such matters in the
abstract, yet appears to have operated with Homer as a prac-
tical principle of considerable weight.



EXCUESUS II.

ON THE LINE ODYSS. V. 277.

I HAVE the less scruple in making the verse Od. v. 277 the
subject of a particular inquiry, because the chief elements of
the discussion are important with reference to the laws of Ho-
meric Greek, as well as with regard to that adjustment of the
Outer Geography, which I have supported by a detailed appli-
cation to every part of the narrative of the Odyssey, and which
I at once admit is in irreconcilable conflict with the popular
construction of the account of the voyage from Ogygia to
Scheria, as far as it depends upon this particular verse.

The passage is a (the rr)i> referring to "ApuTov in v. 273)
TT)V yap SJJ JUV avaye KaAvi/fco, 6ta deaav,

TTOVTOTropeveiievai eif apurrepa x^'pos e'xoira.

The points upon which the signification of the last line must
depend, seem to be as follows :

1. The meaning of the important Homeric word apiarepos.
2. The form of the phrase apiorepa xelpos, which is an anaf

Keyo/xevov in Homer.
3. The force of the preposition cm, particularly with the

accusative.
The second of these points may be speedily dismissed. For

(1) the only question that can arise upon it would be, whether
(assuming for the moment the sense of apurrepos)' the left of his
hand1 means the left of the line described by the onward move-
ment of his body, or the left of the direction in which his hand,
that is, his right or steering hand, points while upon the helm ;
which would be the exact reverse of the former. But, though
the latter interpretation would be grammatically accurate, it

a Od. v. 276, 7.
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is too minute and subtle, as respects the sense, to agree with
Homer's methods of expression. And (2) some of the Scholiasts
report another reading, v-qbs, instead of xelP°s> w n i c n would
present no point of doubt or suspicion under this head.

We have then two questions to consider ; of which the first
is the general use and treatment by Homer of the word dpt-
arepos.

It appears to me well worth consideration whether the Se£ws
and apiarepbs of Homer ought not, besides the senses of right
and left, to be acknowledged capable of the senses of east and
west respectively.

The word dptorepos takes the sense of left by way of deriva-
tion and second intention only.

The word <TKO.WS is that, which etymologically and primarily
expresses the function of the left hand. The use of this as the
principal hand is abnormal, and places the body as it were
askew (compare anafa, sccevus, schief)^. In Homer the only
word used singly, i. e. without a substantive, to express the left
hand is vxaios. At the same time, we cannot draw positive
conclusions from this fact, because dpiorepos could not stand in
the hexameter to represent a feminine noun singular, on ac-
count of the laws of metre, which in this point are inflexible.

SKCIHJ means the left hand in II. i. 501. xvi. 734. xxi. 490.
This adjective is but once used in Homer except for the hand :
viz., in Od. iii. 295 we have a-Kaibv piov for the foreland on
the left.1 But 'S.Kaial wiJAai may have meant originally the left
hand gates of Troy.

The application of 8efios to the right hand (from which wo
may consider Sefirepos as an adaptation for metrical purposes),
is to be sufficiently accounted for, because it was the hand by
which greetings were exchanged, and engagements contracted0.
But it is not so with dpiorepo's: and while we contemplate the
subject in regard only to the uses of the member, the word
amibs remains perfectly unexceptionable, and even highly ex-
pressive and convenient, in its function of expressing the left
hand.

It appears that the Greek augurs, in estimating the signiti-
b Liddell and Scott. c II. ii. 341. x. 542.
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cation of omens, were accustomed to stand with their faces
northwards ; or rather, I presume, with their faces set towards
a point midway between sunset and sunrise. The most common
descriptions of omen in the time of Homer appear to have been
(i) the flight of birds, and (2) the apparition of thunder and
lightning. The test of a good moving omen was, that it should
proceed from the west, and move to the east; and of a bad
moving omen, that it should proceed from the east, and move to
the west. Possibly we may trace in this conception the cosmogo-
nical arrangement, which planted in the West the Elysian plain,
and in the East the dismal and semi-penal domain of Aidoneus
and Persephone. Possibly the brightness of the sun, which
caused the East to be regarded as the fountain of light, may be
the foundation of i t : together, on the other hand, with that
close visible association between the West and darkness, which
the sunset of each day brought before the eyes of men ; so that
to lie irpbs £6<pov meant to lie towards the West, and was the
regular opposite of lying towards the sund.

Whatever may have been the basis of the doctrine of the
augurs, there grew up an established association (1) between
the west and what was ill-omened or evil, and through this (2)
between what was ill-omened or evil and the left side of a man.
The west was unlucky, because the science of augury made it
so. The left hand was unlucky, because in the inspection of
omens it was western. One half of the objects in the world,
and of the actions of the human body, thus lay, from their
position relatively to omens, under an incubus of ill-fortune.
It was retrieved from this threatening condition, by an eu-
phemism ; by the application of a word not merely innocente,
but preeminently good. Everything covered by the blight of
evil omen was to be, not only not harmful, but apiarepbs, better
than the best. Consequently it would appear that the word
apiaTepbs probably meant westerly, before it could mean on the
left hand: because not the left hand only, but everything west-
erly, was within the range of the evil to which it was intended
to apply a remedy.

In a passage like II. vii. 338, the meaning of 5e£ios and api-
d Od. ix. 25, 6. e Compare the use of the word
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orepos is, plainly, right and left. But what is it in the speech
of Hector, where he tells Polydamas that he cares not for
omens e,

eir «n 8e£i' tcaai irpos 'HS r' 'HeAioV re,
etr' ev apicrrepa roiye TTOTI £6(pov riepoevra.

In the first place, it is a more appropriate, because more direct,
method of description with respect to birds of omen to say,
they fly eastward or westward, than that they fly to the right
or the left hand : since the sense of right and left has no deter-
minate standard of reference, but requires the aid of an as-
sumption that the person is actually looking to the north, so
that the words may thus become equivalent to east and west.
But in this case, which is one of warriors on the battle-field,
would there not be something rather incongruous in interpolat-
ing the suggestion of their turning northwards as they spoke,
in order to give the proper meaning to these two words ? We
must surely conceive of Hector standing on the battle-field
with his face towards the enemy, if we are to take his posture
into view at all. If he stood thus, he would look, as far as we
can judge, to the west of north. Now the Co<f>os was the north-
west with Homer, and not the west: and, conversely, the ' H «
inclined to the south of east. In this way he would nearly
have his face to the former, and his back to the latter; and if
so the meaning of right and left would be not only farfetched,
but wholly improper, while the meaning of east and west would
be no less correct than natural.

I must add, that there are other places in Homer where
difficulty arises, if we are only permitted to construe begib? and
apL<TT€pbs by right and left. I will even venture to say, that
there are passages in the Thirteenth Book which render the
topography of the battle that it describes, not only obscure,
but even contradictory, if dptorepos in them means left; and
which become perfectly harmonious if we allowed to under-
stand it as signifying west.

These are respectively II. xiii. 675 and 765.
In order to apprehend the case, it will be necessary to follow

closely the movement of the battle through most of the Book.
e II. xii. 238-40.
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1. II. xiii. 126-9 : The Ajaxes are opposed to Hector, vqvcrlv
ev ixia-crrja-iv, 312, 16.

2. The centre being thus provided for, Idomeneus pi*oceeds
to the left, aTpaiov eir' apiaTtpa (326), which is the station of
Deiphobus; and makes havock in this quarter.

3. Deiphobus, instead of fighting Idomeneus, thinks it pru-
dent to fetch Jilneas, who is standing aloof, 458 and seqq.

4. Summoned by Deiphobus, jEneas comes with him, at-
tended also by Paris and Agenor, 490.

5. They conjointly carry on the fight at that point, with in-
different success (95-673), but no decisive issue.

6. Hector, in the centre, remains ignorant that the Trojans
were being worsted vr)&v kit' apiarepa by the Greeks, 675.

7. By the advice of Polydamas he goes in search of other
chiefs to consider what is to be done ; of Paris among the rest,
whom he finds, ixdxrjs iit apurrepa (765). With them he re-
turns to the centre, 753, 802, 809.

Now the following propositions are, I think, sound:
1. When Homer thus speaks of in apio-repa in II. xiii. 326,

675, and 765, respectively, he evidently means to describe in
all of them the same side of the battle-field. Where Idomeneus
is, in 329, thither he brings .ZEneas in 469, who is attended at
the time by Paris, 490; and there Paris evidently remains
until summoned to the centre in 765.

2. If Homer speaks with reference to any particular com-
batant, of his being on the left or the right of the battle, he
ought to mean the Greek left or right if the person be Greek,
and the Trojan left or right if the person be Trojan.

3. This is actually the rule by which he proceeds elsewhere.
For in the Fifth Book, when Mars is in the field on the Trojan
side, he says, Minerva found him n&xns eir apiarepa, II. v. 355.
What is the point thus described, and how came he there?
The answer is supplied by an earlier part of the same Book.
In v. 35, Minerva led him out of the battle. In v. 36, she
placed him by the shore of the Scamander; that is to say, on
the Trojan left, and in a position to which, he being a Trojan
combatant, the Poet gives the name of paxr)s erf apiarepd.

Now e7r' apiarepa is commonly interpreted ' on the left.3 But
if it means on the left in II. xiii., then the passages are contra-

A a
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dictory : because this would place Paris on both wings, whereas
he obviously is described as on the same wing of the battle
throughout.

But if we construe apiGrepos as meaning the west in all the
three passages, then we have the same meaning at once made
available for all the three places, so that the account becomes
self-consistent again; and if the meaning be ' on the west,'
then we may understand that Idomeneus most naturally be-
takes himself to the west, because that was the quarter of the
Myrmidons, where the Greek line was deprived of support.
If, however, it be said, that the Greek left is meant through-
out, then the expression in v. 765 is both contrary to what
would seem reasonable, and at variance with Homer's own
precedent in the Fifth Book.

Thus there is considerable reason to suppose that, in Homer,
apurrepbi may sometimes mean ' west.' So that if em in Od. v.
277 really means ' upon,' the phrase will signify, that Ulysses
was to have Arctus on the west side of him, which would place
Ogygia in the required position to the east of north.

The point remaining for discussion is at once the most diffi-
cult and the most important. What is the true force of the
Homeric ewi?

I find the senses of this preposition clearly and comprehen-
sively treated in JelFs Greek Grammar, where the leading
points of its various significations are laid down as followsr:

1. Its original force is upon, or on.
2. It is applied to place, time, or causation. Of these three,

when treating of a geographical question, we need only con-
sider the first with any minuteness.

3. 'FJTTI, when used locally, means with the genitive (a) on
or at, and (6) motion towards a place or thing. With the
dative (a) on or at, and (b) by or near. With the accusative
(a) towards, and (b) ' extension in space over an object, as well
with verbs of rest as of motion.' Of this sense examples are
quoted in Trkfiv f-nl olvcrna TTOVTOV for verbs of motion, and fit'
Ivvia (ceiro ni\iQpa for verbs of rest. Both are from Homer, in
II. vii. 83, and Od. xi. 577.

f Jelf's Gr. Gr. Nos. 633-5.
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The Homeric em be£ia and eir apinrepa are also quoted as
examples of this last-named sense. But in Od. v. 277, if the
meaning be on the left, it is plainly quite beyond these defini-
tions : for so far from being an object extended over space, the
star is, as it appears on the left, a luminous point, and nothing
more. It was an extension over space, such as the eye has from
a window over a prospect; but then that space is the space
which lies over-against the star ; so that if the space be on the
left, the star must be looking towards the left indeed, but for
that very reason set on the right. The difference here is most
important in connection with the sense of the preposition. If
eii apiaTfpa means on the left, it is only on a single point of
the left; if it means towards or over-against the right, it
means towards or over-against the whole right. Now, the
former of these senses is, I contend, utterly out of keeping
with the whole Homeric use of em as a preposition governing
the accusative : while the latter is quite in keeping with it.

The idea of motion, physical or metaphysical, in some one
or other of its modifications, appears to inhere essentially in
the Homeric use of iirl with the accusative. In the great ma-
jority of instances, it is used with a verb of motion, which places
the matter beyond all doubt. In almost all other instances,
either the motion of a body, or some covering of space where
there is no motion, are obviously involved. Thus the Zephyr
(Kikabeio) whistles em olvo-na -novrov. A hero, or a bevy of
maidens, may sellout em y.aKpovh. The rim of a basket is
covered with a plating of gold, XPva<? & t^l Xe^ea KeK.paa.vro :

that is, the gold is drawn over it*. Achilles looks'1 em oti'O7ra
TTOVTOV. The sun appears to mortals em (eibvpov apovpavK
Here we should apparently understand 'spread/ or some equi-
valent word. We have 'animals as many as are born' eirl
yaiavm. Or, again, we have ' may his glory be' (spread) im
{ei8ci>poj> apovpav". Again: im brjpbv be fj.oi al<ov eaaerai is, ' I
shall live long0.' And Achilles seated himself dw1 eft

s Od. ii. 421. ' Od. iii. 3.
h Od. vi. 117. II. v. 101. '» Od. iv. 417.
' Od. iv. 132. n Od. vii. 332.
1' II. i. 350. ° U. ix. 415

A a 2
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A dragon with a purple back isi em v&ra ba<poivos.
The shoulders of Thersites, compressed against his chest, are,
km arrjdos o-tivo)(coKor€r. The horses of Admetus stand even with
the rod across their backs3, (rTa(j)v\ri em V5>TOV eto-as. I have
not confined these examples to merely local cases, because a more
varied illustration, I think, here enlarges our means of judg-
ment. In every case, it appears, we may assert that extension,
whether in time or space, is implied; and the proper word to con-
strue km (except with certain verbs of motion, as, ' he fell on,'
and the like) will be over, along, across, or over-against.
Further, we have in II. vi. 400, according to one reading, the
preposition km combined with the verb 'ixeiv, and governing the
accusative. Andromache appears,

7raT8' kirl KOXTTOV expva arahdcppova.

The recent editions read /CO'ATTW : I suppose because the accu-
sative cannot properly give the meaning upon her breast. But
we do not require that meaning. The sense seems to be, that
Andromache was holding her infant against her breast; that
is, the infant was held to it by her hands from the opposite
side. The idea of an infant on her breast is quite unsuited to
a figure declared to be in motion. But the sense may also be,
stretched over or across her breast. Thus we always have ex-
tension involved in k-nl with the accusative, whether in range of
view or sound, steps of a gradual process, actual motion, pres-
sure towards a point which is initial motion, or extension over
space. But the Homeric use of km with the accusative will
nowhere, I think, be found applicable to the inactive, motion-
less position of a luminous point simply as perceived in space.
And if so, it cannot be allowable to construe kii dpiorepa x«pos
ex<av, having (Arctus) on his left hand.

The nearest parallel that I have found to the phrase in Od.
v. 277, is the direction given by Idomeneus to Meriones, who
had asked him (II. xiii. 307) at what point he would like to enter
the line of battle. Idomeneus, after giving his reasons, con-
cludes with this injunction:

v&lv §' <S8' kir apiarep' e^e urparov.

!' II. i. 350. q Tl. ii. 308. r Tbid. 318. * Ibid. 765.
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In the Odyssey, the order is to keep Arctus e-n apiarepa xei/w's.
Here it is to keep Idomeneus (and Meriones himself, who pre-
ceded him), (it apio-repa vrpaTov. The parallel is not complete,
because in the latter case the object of the verb moves ; in the
former it does not move. Let us, however, consider the mean-
ing of the latter passage, which is indisputable. It is ' hold or
keep us,' not on the left, but ' towards, looking and moving
towards, the left of the army.' Probably then they were
coming from its right. Therefore, if for the moment we waive
the question of motion, the order of Calypso was to keep
Arctus looking towards the left of the ship: and accordingly
Arctus was to look from its right.

We must, I apprehend, seek the key to the general meaning
of this phrase from considering that idea of motion involved in
the ordinary manifestation of omens, which appears to be the
basis of the phrase itself. Now, it seems to be the essential and
very peculiar characteristic of this phrase in Homer, and of the
sister phrases embe'iia (whether written in one word or in two)
and evbi&a, that they very commonly imply a position different
from that which they seem at first sight to suggest. For that
which goes towards the left is naturally understood to go from
the right, and vice versa.

' To' and not ' onJ is the essential characteristic of the Ho-
meric em with the accusative. Accordingly, where em is so used
with the words 8e£ia or dpwrrepa, we may often understand an
original position of the person or thing intended, generally oppo-
site to the point or quarter expressed. In such a case as evpev
. . . . juax»/s ew' apiarepa we should join eii apia-repa with the
subject of evpev, and not with its object. Not A found B on
the left, but A (coming) towards the left found B (there).
Again, in II. xiii. 673, vq&v eii apiarepa should, I submit, be
construed towards the left, or in the direction of the
left.

Now, while there is not a single passage in Homer that
refuses to bear a construction founded on these principles,
an examination of a variety of passages will, I believe, supply
us with instances to show, that there is no other consistent
mode of rendering the phrases aarpa-nreiv eTribe^ia ; eepyeiv
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iiT apianpa; olvo\6nv, alreiv, betKVVvai, evbe£ta; apivrepos opvis,
be£ioi> epdhov, and others.

And although in some of these phrases the idea of motion is
actually included, while the motion of omens was the original
groundwork of them all, yet, as frequently happens, the effect
remains when the cause has disappeared. A bird called 8efios
is one moving em fiefid; and this, according to the law of
omens, is usually a bird from the left moving towards the right.
And thus, by analogy, a star eV apiorepa is a star on the right
not moving but looking towards the left. Once more, when
we recollect that eir' apurrepa habitually or very frequently
means on the right as well as moving towards the left, it is not
difficult to conceive so easy and simple a modification of this
sense as brings it to being on the right, while also looking, in-
stead of moving, towards the left. Lightning, which had ap-
peared on the right, would I apprehend be aarpa-nr} eir'apiorepd:
'ApxTos eV dpto-Tepo would be ' Arctus on the right;1 and the intro-
duction of the word e\eiv cannot surely reverse the signification.

Tn later Greek, the expressions cvbegia and embigia, with
iitapiarepa, which seems to be the counterpart of both, the
preposition evl sometimes being divided from and sometimes
united with its case, appear to be equivalent to our English
phrases ' on the right,' and ' on the left.' But not so in Homer.

Let us now examine various places of the poems, where kv-
Se'fta and em begia (single or combined) cannot mean on the
right, but may be rendered either (1) from the left, or (2) to-
wards the right. Thus we have, II. ii. 353,

atrTp&TTTaiv emSefi', kvalxrifw. rr^jxara (paivwv.

This means lightning on and from the left, so that the
lightning passes, or seems to pass, towards the right. The
analogy of this case to that of the star is very close ; because
it is rarely that lightning gives the semblance of motion:
and this expression precisely exemplifies the observation, that
these phrases often really imply a position of the subject exactly
opposite to that which at first sight would be supposed.

Again, when Antinous bids the Suitors rise in turn for the
trial of the bow, he says, Od. xxi. 141.

opvvaff efewjs tinbfgia, vavTis kraipov
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and he goes to explain himself beyond dispute, by referring
to the order observed by the cupbearer at the feast;

ap£6.jj.evoL TOV x<opov, o6ev T4 itep olvo\oev€L. (142)
His meaning evidently is, Rise up, beginning on or from the left.

The practice of the cupbearer is stated with respect to
Vulcan, II. i. 597 :

avrap 6 rot's aW.01.cn deois cvbigia iracriv

So the KTjpvf (II. vii. 183) goes round evbegia with the lots
for the chieftains to draw. The beggar* in making his round
follows the supreme law of luck, and goes evbegia. And
as this meaning seems to be established, we must give the
same sense, in II. ix. 236, to ev$t£ia arnxara (palvuv aarpairret,
as to the ivbegia in II. ii. 353, namely, that Jupiter displayed
celestial signs on the left.

Again, Hector boasts of his proficiency in moving his shield
so as to cover his person, II. vii. 238,

018' « r i begia, oiS1 kii apia-repa, va>ixrjcrai [SS>v.

We should translate this probably without much thought ' to
the right and to the left.' But when we consider what sense
is required by the idea to be conveyed, it is evident that em
8efia means, from the left side of his person towards the right,
and en apL<TT€pa from the right side of his person towards
the left. That is to say, the first position before and during
the motion, in each case, is at the side opposite to that indi-
cated by the adjectives respectively.

Again, in a well known passage (II. xii. 239.) Hector tells
Polydamas that he cares not for omens, be they good or bad;

dr CTTI 8«£i" worn -npos 'H<3 r' 'He'AtoV re,
eir' CTT' apiarepa rotye, TTOTI £6(pov Tjepoeira.

Apart from the question, whether the sense of right and left is
suitable to this passage at all, and assuming it to be so, the
meaning is from the left for em Sef ta and from the right for
lii api<TTipa, on their way in each case to the opposite quarter.

Again, the portent which had drawn forth the observation of
Hector was, (II. xii. 219,)

' Ocl. xvii. 365.
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alerbs ixj/iireTris, sir apiorepa \abi> eepyw,

namely, an eagle appearing on the right and then moving
towards the left. Now Upyu> is not properly a verb of
motion; and yet we see that eepyeiv e-n apicrrepa means to
close the army in from the right; that is to say, the eagle,
which does the act CTT' apiarepa, is itself on the right.

There were in fact three things, which originally might,
and commonly would, be included in each of these phrases.
For example, in fTr' apurrepa,

1. Appearance at a particular point on the right;
%. Motion from that point towards the left;
3. Rest at another point on the left.

Of these the second named indicates the first and principal
intention of the word ; but when it passes to a second intention
or derivative sense, it may include either the first point, or the
third, or both. In the later Greek it appears rather to
indicate the point of rest; but in the Homeric phrases of the
corresponding word Seftos, oivoyosiv ivbe£i.a, beucvvvai evbe£ia,

alreiv evbe£ia, aarpanTiw em befjia, Upyeiv fir apia-repa, the
starting-point, and not the resting-point, is the one brought into
view. It is the commencement of the motion, in every one of
these cases, which is indicated by the phrase, and not its close.

Being engaged upon this subject, I shall not scruple to
examine one or two remaining passages, which may assist in its
more thorough elucidation.

I therefore ask particular attention to the passage in the
Twenty-third Book of the Iliad, where Nestor instructs his son
concerning his management in the chariot-race. On either
side of a dry trunk upon the plain, there lay two white stones
(xxiii. 329). They formed the goal, round which the chariots
were to be driven, the charioteer keeping them on his left
hand. The pith of the advice of Nestor is, that his son is to
make a short and close turn round them, so as to have a chance
of winning, in spite of the slowness of his team. The directions
a r e (335-7) :

avrbs be K\iv6r\vai evvXeKTui evl bitppia

TJK kit apicrTfpa ToZ'iv arap rbv bf£t,bv lifnov

s, eTfai re ol rji'la yjeptrlv.
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It is clear from the last line and a half that the goal was to be
on his left hand. But what is the meaning of K\\.VQT\V<XI ITS' api-
<TT€pa TOUV 1 Nothing can be more scientific than the precept.
The horses are to make a sharp turn: the impetus in the
driver's body might throw him forward if he were not pre-
pared : he is to do what every rider in a circus now does, to
lean inwards; and that is expressed by leaning i-n' apio-Tepa, of
the goal—for TOUV must, I apprehend, be understood to agree
with the dual Xae (329), and not the plural fairovs (334);
particularly because the word l-mros is repeated immediately
after it. The meaning then is, that he is desired to lean to the
left of the goal, while all the time he keeps on its right. We
should under the same circumstances say, ' Lean gently towards
the right side of the goal, as you are about to turn round it.'
He, meaning the same thing, says, 'Lean towards the left; that
is, lean from the right, or while keeping on the right, of the
object named. Now this I take to be exactly the sense of Od.
v. 277. Ulysses was bid to sail, having the Great Bear placed
on his right, but looking from his right, and towards his left,
as every star looks towards the quarter opposite to that in
which it is itself seen. He is to have the star e dextra, because
from that point it looks ad sinistram. It looks across him
towards his left, just as Antilochus was to lean in the direction
across the goal towards its left.

The whole of this interpretation without doubt depends upon
the word TOUV ; and I do not presume to say that it is necessa-
rily, under grammatical rules, to be understood of the goal,
and not of the horses. But it is the more natural construction:
and Homer often reverts merely by this demonstrative pronoun,
without further indication, to a subject which he has only
named some time back".

But if grammar leave that question in any degree open, I
apprehend that physical considerations must decide it. It is
impossible for the driver to lean to the left of his horses as
they are rounding the goal. To the left of his chariot he
may lean, as he stands upon it: but to their left he cannot,

u So rrjv 8f, II. i. 127, and particularly TT/V in II. i. 389, meaning
Chryseis, who has not been named since v. 372.
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for they are considerably in advance of him; and in order to
make the turn at all, they must, at each point of the curve,
which is a curve to the left, be much further along the curve,
and consequently much further to the left, than he can possibly
be. It would be a parallel case, if there were two riders round
a circus, one following the other, and the rider of the after
horse were told to lean to the right of the fore horse. There-
fore the word roiiV can, I submit, only refer to the two stones,
which form the goal.

A line in the Greek Catalogue will enable us to carry the
question still further. In II. ii. $IJ, after the two Boeotian
contingents, come the Phocians: and the Poet says, ver. 526,

BOLO>TS>V 5' efXTtkrjv ew' apicrrepa OwprjvaovTO.

I see that this is translated even by Voss ' on the left.' Now
is not this contrary to all likelihood? Was not all propitious
movement with Homer from left to right 1 Has not this been
proved by the cases of the Immortals, the Omens, the Cup-
bearer, the Beggar, and the Herald ? Is it likely, or is it even
conceivable, that Homer should depart from this principle in
his order of the army ? Surely the meaning is this: Having
fixed for himself geographically the order of his contingents,
lie has likewise to state their order of array upon the field;
and accordingly by this line he informs us, that the Phocians,
who were the second of the races he mentions, stood eir' api-
(TTepa of the Boeotians: he of course means us to understand
that the Abantes, the third race, were eti apujTepa of the Lo-
crians, and so on through the whole: or in other words, that
he informs us he does not forget to follow, amidst the multitu-
dinous detail of the Catalogue, the established, the religious,
and the propitious order of enumeration, namely, the order
which begins from the left, and moves towards the right.

Thus we must in this place translate e-ir dptorepa 'towards,
that is, looking towards the left of the Boeotians;' or ' looking
to the Boeotians on their left,' i.e. of the Phocians; the Phocians
being, whichever construction we adopt, on the right, actually
on the right, not the left of the Boeotians. The real force of
the expression probably is this: that the Boeotians, having
taken their ground, the Phocians came up and took theirs next
to them on their right.
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Now this case is precisely in point for Od. v. 37 7 : because
OiapprjacrecrOai is not properly a verb of motion; and in all like-
lihood it may be relied on independently of further details from
Homer, because it brings the matter to an easy test, through
the certainty which we may well entertain, that Homer would
have the order of his army begin from left to right, like every
other duly and auspiciously constituted order.

There is, however, another interpretation proposed as fol-
lows : they, the Phocians, took ground next (K/JLTTXIIV) to the
Boeotians on the left, i. e. of the army; the two together, as it
were, forming its left wing. To this construction there seem
to be conclusive objections:

1. Why should Homer tell us that the Boeotians and Pho-
cians together constituted a division of the army, when he tells
us nothing similar respecting any of the twenty-six contingents
that remain ? Neither of these races were particularly distin-
guished either politically or in arms.

2. It appears clear that the Boeotians and Phocians did not
together form a division of the army: for, in the Thirteenth
Book, the Boeotians fight in company with the Athenians or
Ionians, the Locrians, Phthians, and Epeans, but not with the
Phocians. II. xiii. 685, 6.

3. Neither did the Boeotians belong to the left wing of the
army at all: for they are found defending the centre of the
ships against Hector and the Trojans, with the two Ajaxes in
their front. II. xiii. 3 14-16, 674-84, 685, 700; 70], 2; 719,20.

4. There is nowhere the smallest sign, that the Greek army
was divided into wings and centre at all.

5. The order of the Catalogue is a geographical order, and
not that of a military arrangement. Therefore it was requisite
for Homer to tell us how the troops were arranged in the Re-
view. This he has effected by telling us that the Phocians, the
second of his tribes, drew up on the right of the Boeotians :
which we have only to consider tacitly repeated all through, and
the order is thus both complete and propitious. But, according to
the other construction, the Poet begins with an arrangement by
wings, of which we hear nowhere else: and then he forthwith
forgets and abandons it.
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6. I do not think kit apio-repa can be construed to the left of
the army. The army has nowhere been named. The phrases
em Segia and in' d/norepa require us to have a subject clearly in
view. It is frequently named, as in kii apiarepa ixaffls. When
it is connected with omens, it means to the west, and e7u8e£ia
the reverse. Again, oivoxoeiv einbegta is to begin pouring wine
from the left, and towards the right end of the rank whom the
cupbearer may be serving. The ' army' has not been mentioned
since the reassembling in v. 207.

These objections appear to me fatal to the construction now
under our view. They do not indeed touch the question
whether ew' apiarepa should be interpreted on the left, or (on
the right and) towards the left. That must, I think, be decided
by the general principles of augury duly applied to order and
enumeration.

On the whole, then, I contend that it is wrong to construe
Od. v. 277, ' to sail with Arctus on his left hand.' It would be
much more nearly right, and would, in fact, convey the
meaning, though not in a grammatical manner, if we construed
i t ' to sail with Arctus on his right hand.' But the manner of
construing it, grammatically and accurately, as I submit, is this:
' to sail with Arctus looking towards the left (of his hand, or
his left hand);' that is to say, looking from his right. And
generally, that the proper mode of construing !w' apicmpa and
Zirl be$ia in Homer is, towards the left, towards the right; or,
conversely, from the right, from the left.

This meaning is in exact accordance with the North-eastern,
and is entirely opposed to the North-western, hypothesis. And
I venture to believe that, itself established by sufficient evi-
dence from other passages in the poems, it enables us to give a
meaning substantially, though perhaps not minutely self-con-
sistent, though of course one not based upon the true configura-
tion of the earth's surface as it is now ascertained, to every
passage in Homer which relates to the Outer Geography of the
Odyssey.

Both en apurrepa and en dptorepa xilf>os are used repeat-
edly in the Hymn to Mercury". One of the passages resembles

x Hymn. Merc. 153. Of. 418,424,499.
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in its form that of the eagle, II. xii. 219. It is this :
Keiro, yikvv lpa.Ti)v kit1 dptcrrepa \eipbs eipyatv.

And probably the basis of the idea is the same. The really
correct Greek expression for ' on the left hand' I take to be
X«pos ef apLcrrepas, which is used by Euripidesy.

But in the later Greek the idea of the point of arrival pre-
vailed over that of the point of departure: and, conventionally
at least, the em8e'£ia, with its equivalent evbtgia, came to mean
simply ' on the right,' and fir' apiuTepa, ' on the left.' I t is
worth notice, that we have a like ambiguous use in English of
the word towards. Sometimes towards the left means being
on the left: sometimes it means moving from the right in the
direction of the left: and a room ' towards the south' means
one with its windows on the north, looking out over the south,
like as the star Arctus looks out towards the left of Ulysses2.

y Hecuba 1127. Senior &fios would of course be the
z I have observed that §e£ios right shoulder, and Se£«}, as we

opvis means a bird flying from have seen, may stand alone to
the left towards the right, and signify the right hand. And so
dpio-repos opvis, the reverse. Here in general with these words, when
however the force of the epithet used as epithets, apart from a
is derived from immediate con- preposition implying motion, and
nection with the motion implied, from any relation to omens,
and with the doctrine of omens :



IV. AOIDOS.

SECT. I.

On the Plot of the Iliad.

ALTHOUGH the hope has already been expressed at
the commencement of this work, that for England at
least, the main questions as to the Homeric poems have
well nigh been settled in the affirmative sense; yet I
must not pass by without notice the recently pro-
pounded theory of Grote. I refer to it, partly on ac-
count of the general authority of his work; for this
authority may give a currency greater than is really
due to a portion of it, which, as lying outside the domain
of history proper, has perhaps been less maturely con-
sidered than his conclusions in general. But it is partly
also because I do not know that it has yet been treated
of elsewhere; and most of all because the discussion
takes a positive form ; for the answer to his argument,
which perhaps may be found to render itself into a
gratuitous hypothesis, depends entirely upon a compre-
hensive view of the general structure of the poem, and
the reciprocal relation and adaptation of its parts.

Grote believes, that the poem called the Iliad is
divisible into two great portions: one of them he con-
ceives to be an Achilleis, or a poem having for its subject
the wrath of Achilles, which comprises the First Book,
the Eighth, and all from the Eleventh to the Twenty-
second Books inclusive; that the Books from the Second
to the Seventh inclusive, with the Ninth and Tenth, and
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the two last Books, are portions of what may be called
an Ilias, or general description of the War of Troy, which
have been introduced into the original Achilleis, most
probably by another hand ; or, if by the original Poet,
yet to the destruction, or great detriment, of the poetic
unity of his work.

In support of this doctrine he urges,
i. That the Books from the Second to the Seventh

inclusive in no way contribute to the main action, and
are ' brought out in a spirit altogether indifferent to
Achilles and his angera.'

a. That the Ninth Book, containing a full accom-
plishment of the wishes of Achilles in the First, by
' atonement and restitution15,' is really the termination
of the whole poem, and renders the continuance of his
Wrath absurd: therefore, and also from the language
of particular passages, it is plain that ' the Books from
the Eleventh downwards are composed by a Poet, who
has no knowledge of that Ninth Book, (or, as I presume
he would add, who takes no cognizance of itc.')

3. The Jupiter of the Fourth Book is inconsistent
with the Jupiter of the First and Eighth.

4. The abject prostration of Agamemnon in the
Ninth Book is inconsistent with his spirit and gallantry
in the Eleventh.

5. The junction of these Books to the First Book is
bad; as the Dream of Agamemnon'produces no effect,'
and the Greeks are victorious, not defeated'1.

6. For the latter of these reasons, the construction
of the wall and fosse round the camp landwards is out
of place.

7. The tenth Book, though it refers sufficiently to
a Grote's Hist, of Greece, vol. ii. p. 258 n.

b Ibid. p. 241 n. c Ibid. p. 244 n. d Ibid. p. 247.
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what precedes, has no bearing on what follows in the
poem.

Grote has argued conclusively against the supposi-
tion that we owe the continuous Iliade to the labours
of Pisistratus, and shows that it must have been
known in its continuity long before. He places the
poems between 850 and 776 B. C.f; admits the splen-
dour of much of the poetry whicli he thus tears from
its context^; yet he apparently is not startled by the
supposition, that the man, or the men, capable of com-
posing poetry of the superlative kind that makes up
his Achilleis, should be so blind to the primary exi-
gencies of such a work for its effect as a whole, that he
or they could also be capable of thus spoiling its unity by
adding eight books, which do not belong to the subject,
to fifteen others in which it was already completely
handled and disposed of. And though our historian
leans to the belief of a plurality of authors for the
Iliad, he does not absolutely reject the supposition that
it may be the work of one1'.

As to the Ninth Book1, he refers it more decisively
to a separate hand; and he makes no difficulty about
presuming that the Homerids could furnish men capable
of composing (for example) the wonderful speech of
Achilles from the 307th to the 429th line. Happy
Homerids ! andfelia? prole virum, happy land that could
produce them!

It appears to me that these are wild suppositions.
Against no supposition can there be stronger presump-
tions than against those which, by dissevering the prime
parts of the poem, produce a multiplication of Homers;
and however Grote may himself think that enlarge-

e Grote's History of Greece, vol. ii. p. 210. f Ibid. p. 178.
P Ibid. p. 260, 236, 267. h Ibid. p. 269. i Ibid.
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ments such as he describes, do not imply of necessity
at least a double authorship, few indeed, I apprehend,
will be found, while admitting his criticisms on the
poem, to contend that it can still be the production of a
single mind. Still less can I think that any one would
now be satisfied with the sequence of Books proposed, or
with the mutilated proportions, any more than with the
reduced dimensions, of the work as a whole.

I will say not that the propounder of such a theory,
but that such a propounder of any theory, is well en-
titled to have the question discussed, whether those
proportions are indeed mutilated by the change, or
whether they are, on the contrary, restored. Let me
observe, however, at the outset, that it is the general
argument with which only I shall be careful to deal.
I do not admit the discrepancies'1 alleged ; but neither
is it requisite to examine each case in detail, since
Grote concedes, that his own theory does not relieve
him from conflict with particular passages of the poem.

As respects the Ninth Book, this theory seems to
proceed on a misconception of the nature of the offence
taken by Achilles; as respects the others, upon a
similar misconception of the measure which the Poet
intends us to take of his hero's greatness, and of the
modes by which he means us to arrive at our estimate.

It takes time to sound the depths of Homer. Possi-
bly, or even probably, many may share the idea that what
Achilles resents is the mere loss of a captive woman,
and that restitution would at once undo the wrong.
But they misconceive the act, and the man also, to whom
the wrong was done. The soul of Achilles is stirred
from its depths by an outrage, which seems to him to
comprehend all vices within itself. He is wounded in

k Note, pp. 240-4.
B b
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an attachment that had become a tender one; for
he gives to Briseis the name of wife (aXo-^ov Ovfidpea),
and avows his care and protection of her in that
character. A proud and sensitive warrior, he is' in-
sulted in the face of the army; and to the Greeks,
whose governing sentiment was aiSooi, or honour, insult
was the deadliest of all inflictions. Further, he is
defrauded by the withdrawal of that which, by the
public authority, presiding over the distribution of
spoil, he had been taught to call his own; and he
keenly feels the combination of deceit with insolence"1.
Justice is outraged in his person, when he alone among
the warriors is to have no share of the booty. In
this he rightly sees an ingratitude of threefold black-
ness; it is done by the man, for whose sake" he had
come to Troy without an interest of his own ; it is
done to the man, whose hand, almost unaided, had
earned the spoil which the Greeks divided0 : lastly, it is
done to him, on whose valour the fortunes of their host
with the hopes of their enterprise principally depended,
and whose mere presence on the field of itself drives
and holds aloof the principal champions of TroyP. And,
lastly, while the whole army is responsible by acqui-
escence and is so declared by him, (evel [x atpeXea-Qe ye
Sovres, II. i. 299,) the insult and wrong proceed from
one, whose avarice and irresolution made him in the
eyes of Achilles at once hateful and contemptible 1.

Such is the deadly wrong, that lights up the wrath
of Achilles. And, as he broods over his injuries,
according to the law of an honourable but therefore

1 vfipis, II. i. 203, 214. icpvfipi- 375 ; egaird(poiTo, 376.
fav, II. ix. 368, also 646-8. n II. i. 152.

m II. ix. 370-6 : when he ° Ibid. 165-8.
returns again and again to the I» II. v. 789.
word : i^airar^auv, 371 ; anarrja-e, <J II. i. 225-8-
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susceptible, and likewise a fierce and haughty nature,
the flame waxes hotter and hotter, and requires more
and more to quench it. Thus there is a terrible pro-
gression and expansion in his revenge : and by degrees
he arrives at a height of fierce vindictiveness, that
minutely calculates the modes in which the suffering
of its object can be carried to a maximum, yet so as to
leave his own renown untouched, and open the widest
field for the exercise of his valour. It is not vice, nor
is it virtue, which Homer is describing in his Achilles;
it is that strange and wayward mixture of regard for
right and justice with self-love on the one side, and
wrath on the other, which are so common among us men
of meaner scale. The difference is, that in Achilles all
the parts of the compound are at once deepened to a
superhuman intensity, and raised to a scale of magnifi-
cence which almost transcends our powers of vision.
We must, indeed, no more look for a didactic and
pedantic consistency in the movement of his mind, than
in shocks from an earthquake, or bursts of flame from a
volcano. But a real consistency there is; and doubtless
it could be measured by the rules of every day, if only
every day produced an Achilles.

Let us now follow his course with close attention.
It can hardly fail to draw remark, that the spirit

of Achilles never from the first moment fastens on
mere restitution, or on restitution at all, as its
object. With his knowledge of his own might, which
was enough to prompt him, had he not been restrained
from heaven, to assail and slay Agamemnon on the
spot, he nevertheless does not so much as entertain the
thought of fighting to keep Briseis. His thought is
far other than this : ' I will not lift a finger against
one of you for the girl, since you choose to take from

B b 2
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me what you gave (298, 9). I will not hold what you
think fit to grudge.' While he adds, that they shall
not touch an article of what is properly his ownr.
Not that he cares for mere possession or dispossession.
Were that his thought, he would have lifted up the
invincible arm for the retention of Briseis. But his
thought is this, ' One outrage you have done to justice
and to me, and, encouraged as well as commanded
by great deities, I bear i t ; but not even under their
promises and injunctions will I endure that you shall
sin again.' The loss he had suffered now became quite
a subordinate image in his mind ; punishment of the
offenders, and not restitution, was ever before his view.
His first threat is that of withdrawal (II. i. 169) : which,
he conceives, will put a stop to Agamemnon's rapacious
accumulations. Next (233) he swears the mighty
oath that every Greek shall rue the day of his wrong,
and look in vain to Agamemnon for protection against
the sword of Hector. Again, in his prayer to Thetis,
he intreats that she will induce Jupiter to drive the
Greeks in rout and slaughter back upon the ships and
the sea. He never dreams of the mere reparation of
his wrong: when he refers to Briseis in the great
oration of the Ninth Book, it is for the purpose of
a slaying sarcasm against the Atreitlae ; his soul utterly
refuses to treat the affair in the manner of an action at
law for damages; he looks for nothing less than the
prostration of the Grecian host and its being brought
to the very door of utter and final ruin, with the
compound view of avenging wrong, glorifying justice,
enhancing the sufferings of his foe, and magnifying the

r The SXka, v. 300, must mean 335, as well as in i. 167, 356, he
what he had not acquired by apparently speaks of Briseis as
gift of the army ; since in II. 9. the only prize he had received.
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occasion and achievements of his own might, to be put
forth when the proper time shall come.

The hero withdraws, and remains aloof. The Greeks,
after a panic and a recovery, determine to carry on the
war without him. But the hostile deities, less under
restraint than the friendly ones, give active encourage-
ment to the Trojan chiefs and army in the fight. They
are discerned by the Greeks, who accordingly recedes.
Finding that, instead of driving the Trojans to the city,
on the contrary, even before the single fight of Hector
and Ajax, they themselves had suffered loss, they
supply their camp with the defences, which it had
never needed while the name of Achilles and his
prowess kept the enemy either within their walls, or in
the immediate vicinity of the city. This happens in
the Seventh Book, and it is the first note of the con-
sequences of the Wrath. In the Eighth, they are more
decidedly worsted under a divine influence, and are
driven back upon their works, while the Trojans bivouac
on the place of battle. The army had suffered no heavy
loss: yet the infirm will of Agamemnon gives way :
and, portending greater evils, he a second time counsels
flight*. The advice is warmly repudiated by Diomed
and the other chiefs. Still the course of their affairs
is now by undeniable signs altered for the worse.
Hereupon, Nestor advises an attempt to conciliate
Achilles by offers of restitution and of gifts, with close
union and incorporation into the family of Agamem-
non. Now it is most important that we should observe,
that gifts and kind words were the beginning and the
end of this mission. There was no confession of wrong
authorized by Agamemnon, or made by the Envoys, to
Achilles. The woes of the Greeks are described:

s II. v. 605, 702. t H. ix. 26.
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Achilles is exhorted to lay aside his Wrath : he is told
of all the fine things he will receive upon his com-
pliance : but not one word in the speech of Ulysses
conveys the admission at length gained from Agamem-
non in the Nineteenth Book, that he has offended.
Therefore Achilles is not appeased : but, I must add,
neither is justice satisfied, nor right re-established.

Presents and promises were not what Achilles wanted.
On the contrary, to his inflamed and inexorable spirit,
being less than and different from the thing he sought,
the very offer of them was matter of new exasperation.
The very offer of them thus made seemed, and in some
degree rightly seemed, to imply that they who tendered
it must take him for a man, whose mind was cast in
the same sordid mould as that of the king, who had
given the offence. Gifts indeed Achilles must have,
and abundauce of them, when he is at last to be ap-
peased : but it is not in order to swell an inventory of
possessions: it is that the memory of them may dwell
in his mind, and stand upon the record of his life, like
the golden ornaments that he wore upon his manly
person, namely, to exhibit and to make felt his glory.

I do not indeed presume to say we have evidence to
show that Achilles would have relented at the period
of the mission, if a frank confession of wrong, and
apology for insult, had been made together with the
proffer of the gifts. On the contrary, with his higher
sentiments there mingled a towering passion of a vin-
dictive order. It was as it were the corruption or
abuse, not the basis, of the mood of the estranged
Achilles : but it was there, and there, like everything
Achillean, in colossal proportions. Still I think it has
not been sufficiently observed that, as matter of fact,
the proceeding of the Ninth Book was radically de-
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fective, because it treated the affair as (so to call it) one
of mere merchandize, to be disposed of like the balance
of an account.

When Achilles finds that the desire to avenge the
death of Patroclus has become paramount within him,
and in consequence renounces the Wrath", it is true
that he does not stipulate for an apology. But nei-
ther does he stipulate for the gifts. Both however
are given, and the apology comes first in the faltering
the speech of Agamemnon*, who distinguishes between
two kinds of atonement;

a\f/ e64\o) apiaai, bo^evai r ' anepeicn' a/noiva.

Were there any doubt about the reality of this distinc-
tion, it might be removed by evidence which the Odys-
sey supplies. Eurualus, who appears to have been one
of the secondary kings in Scheria, had not yet atoned
for his insult to Ulysses, when Alcinous recommended
that all the twelve, who belonged to that order, should
make a present to the departing stranger. But from
Eurualus, he observes, something more is requisite ; he
must offer an apology as well as a gift y ;

KvpvaXos Se I avrbv apeaaaaOia eitetrrcnv

K<XL 8(«/KO' eirel OVTI eiros Kara noipav l-enrtv.

And this is done accordingly, in the amplest and
frankest manner.

All this should be borne in mind, when we estimate
the consistency of the Poet through the medium of the
conduct of Achilles.

It was not a moment's light apprehension, suffered
by Agamemnon and the army, that could avail to
obliterate his resentment. They had scarcely tasted of
the cup of bitterness; he required that they should
drain it to the dregs. He will not hear of the return

u II. xix. 67. x Ibid. 134-8. v Od. viii. 390-415.
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of Briseis : rrj Trapiavwv repirea-Ow2. With a mixture of
close argument, terrible denunciation, and withering
sarcasm, he overpowers and silences the Envoys. Only
Phoenix can address him, and that after a long pause
and in tears.

Yet the mighty spirit of Achilles sways to and fro
in the tempest of its own emotions. Again he has
threatened to depart: bidding them, with a bitterness
that mounts far away into the region of the sublime,
come the next day and see, if they think such a sight
can be worth their seeing, his fleet speeding home-
ward across the broad Hellespont; or north iEgean.
But this course of action would have balked his appe-
tite for glory; which, as he knewa, he could only buy,
and that with his life, at Troy. Perhaps, too, he was
softened by the respect of the Envoys, who were per-
sonally agreeable to him ; perhaps grimly pleased with
the awe that his Titanic passion had inspired ; perhaps
affected with a sympathetic feeling of regard by the
straightforward bluntness of Ajax. At any rate it is
plain that there followed upon the speech of the Tela-
moniad chiefb a greater sign of yielding, than any which
the paternal exhortations of Phoenix, or those most art-
fully drawn pictures by Ulyssesc of the rage and fury of
Hector, had sufficed to produce. In answer to Ulysses,
to the bottom of whose astuteness his clear eye had
pierced, he says, ' I shall god.' In answer to Phoenixe,
' To-morrow we will decide, whether to go or stay.' In
answer to Ajax, he makes a more sensible advance.
He now so far relents as to tell them, he will bethink
himself of battle ; yet it shall only be when the hand
of Hector, dealing death to Greeks, and flame to their

zll.ix.336. * il.i.352-4. b Il.ix.624-42. Sup.Agore,p.m.
<• Ibid. 237-43, and 304-6. d Ibid. 357. e Jbid. 617.
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vessels, shall have reached the tents and ships of the
Myrmidons. Then it will be time enough : for then, at
his encampment and by his dark ship, he trows that he
will stay the course of Hector, however keen for fightf.

Thus far, then, we surely have no pretext for saying
that Homer has departed from the purpose of his
poem, of which the man Achilles is the centre and
animating principle, and his Wrath with its terrible
effects the theme. These effects are now developed
up to a certain point: not such a point as really to en-
danger the army, or excite strong sympathy or appre-
hension on its behalf, but yet such a point as entirely
to tame the irresolute egotism of Agamemnon, and
drive his but half-masculine character into efforts again
to lay hold upon the prop, which he had so rashly and
lightly, as well as selfishly and unjustly, put away.

If we were to consider Achilles as engaged in a mere
personal quarrel, we must condemn him, without any
qualification whatever, for not accepting the reparation
now tendered by Agamemnon. But if we bear in
mind that the wrong done was a public wrong, that no
confession of this wrong was made, that the other
kings and leaders, and the whole army, became in some
degree parties to it by their acquiescence, and that he
was thus as much or more the vindicator of great
public rights than the mere avenger of a personal
offence, it is not so clear that the conduct of Achilles
after the mission of the Ninth Book is incapable in
principle of justification, according to the moral code
of Greece. It must, however, undoubtedly remain
amenable to severe censure on the score of excess : a
culpability, for the penal notice of which Homer has
made abundant provision in the sequel of the poem.

f II. ix. 649-55.
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But this question is by the way: the main issue
raised is as to the poetical consistency and effect of the
structure, which Homer has chosen for his work. Upon
this there is surely little room for doubt.

From the Ninth Book we commence afresh : Achilles
in his moody seclusion, the Greeks in a manful determi-
nation to do their best; even Agamemnon is now roused
to feel what he has brought upon the army, thrown back
from his moral irresolution as a chief upon his personal
courage as a soldier, and resolved to appear in the field,
that he too may earn his laurels there.

And these intentions are gallantly fulfilled. The
night foray of Diomed and Ulysses stands well, as one
of the minor but safe measures, by which a skilful gene-
ralship often makes its first efforts to raise the spirits
of a downcast army. Agamemnon then appears, and
shows himself to be a warrior of a high, nay of the
highest order of strength and valour. The other kings
exert themselves with their wonted chivalry. But the
decree of Jove, working through the accidents of war,
drives three of the four great champions from the field,
and leaves only Ajax; who, invincible wherever he is
found, yet cannot be everywhere, nor, single handed,
govern the result of battle along the whole extent of
the line. And now come the great exertions and suc-
cesses of the Trojans, especially Sarpedon and his Ly-
cian contingent, Hector playing rather a conventional
than a real part. Now it goes hard indeed with the
Greeks; the fire touches the ships; Patroclus must go
forth and die ; and the Wrath is at an end, for it is
drowned in the bitterness of the tears of Achilles.

With reference, then, to the main purpose of the
poem, it proceeds regularly to its climax, and there is
no limb of the Iliad separable from the body without

to
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destroying the symmetrical, masculine, and broad de-
velopment of its general plan. I speak now of the
principal fabric of the poem. Few who are not pre-
pared to pull that in pieces will, I apprehend, accede
to the proposal to shear it of the two last Books, which
therefore hardly require a separate defence.

To me it appears well worthy of remark, with what
extraordinary skill Homer has contrived to adjust his
poem to the several aims which he had to keep in
view. The grand one doubtless was the glory of his
country in the person of Achilles^. Still he was bound
not to sacrifice poetically the martial fame of the rest of
Greece even to the first among them, whatever calamities
he might make the army suffer on his account. To avoid
this sacrifice, he was obliged to uphold the military
character and power of the Greeks in their struggle
with the Trojans, even when deprived of the prowess
of their great champion Achilles. And yet he could
not degrade Hector and the Trojans, or he would have
reached the lame conclusion of adorning his own coun-
try's heroes with a poor and unworthy triumph. Thus
his course was to be steered among a variety of diffi-
culties, all pressing upon him from opposite quarters.

We see at once how steadily he kept in view his pole-
star ; how he handled the events and characters of his
poem so as to give the most powerful, or rather it may
be said the most overpowering, impression of the great-

S On the character of Achilles, son's Essays, Critique iv : and the
I recommend reference to Colo- Preelections of the Rev. J. Keble,
nel Mure, Lit. Greece, i. 273-91, i. 90-104. This refined work,
and 304-14. In no part of his which criticizes the poems in the
treatment of the poems has that spirit of a Bard, set an early ex-
excellent Homerist (if I may pre- ample, at least to England, of
sume to say so) done better ser- elevating the tone of Homeric
vice. See likewise Professor Wil- study.
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ness of his hero, which is lifted higher and higher by the
whole movement of the work as it proceeds. Let us
now examine whether, in giving full scope to his main
purpose, he has been obliged to sacrifice others which
were also important, nay, if the highest excellence was
his aim, even indispensable.

The paramount glory of Achilles is established by this:
first, that in the Ninth Book the whole army, as it were,
lies at his feet, and is spurned from thence: secondly,that
when he finally comes forth, it is not in deference to
those who have insulted him, but it is under the burning
impulses of his own heart. Let us now proceed to in-
quire whether the Poet has or has not satisfied two other
great demands. Has he, as a Greek, done all that was
required to glorify Greece, and is Achilles its crown
only, or is he its substitute? Has he, as a man, vindi-
cated the principles of the moral order, and of that re-
tributive justice which, even in this world, visibly main-
tains at least a partial balance between human action
and its consequences to the agent?

We should look in vain, I think, for a finer and
subtler exercise of poetic art, than in the mode in
which Homer has contrived to convey to us, both the
general, and in particular the military inferiority of
the Trojans, as compared with the Greeks. Hardly
any reader can be so superficial in his observation of
the poem, as not to rise from it with this inferiority
sufficiently impressed upon his mind. Yet there is not
a passage or a word throughout, in which it is asserted.
And why? Because every direct assertion that the
Trojans were less valiant or less strong than their anta-
gonists, would have been so much detracted from the
glory of overcoming them. It was essential to the work
of the Poet, that he should represent the contest as an
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arduous one. He might have done this in the coarse me-
thod, for which his theurgy would have afforded the ma-
terials : that is, by converting his Trojans into mere pup-
pets, whose arm, at every turn of the narrative, merely
represented the impelling force of some deity or other,
and, independently of such extraneous aid, was power-
less. But this would have destroyed the full-flushed
humanity of Homer's poem.

As it is, he has availed himself of the divine element
to make up by its assistance for the comparative weak-
ness of the Trojan chiefs: but it is only a subdued and
occasional assistance, so that there is no glaring difference
in point of free agency between the two parties. Nor
can it be without a purpose, that the two deities, who
appear in the field on behalf of the Trojans, namely,
Venus and Mars, are sent off it both wounded, the one
whining, and the other howling, by the prowess of
Diomed. If the Greeks are to suffer by the gods, he
takes care that it shall not be by those gods who are
the mere national partisans of Troy, but by a higher
agency; by the decree of Jupiter, now temporarily in-
deed, but effectively, set against them.

It is by an indefinitely great number of strokes and
touches each indefinitely small, that Homer has gained
his object. The Trojan successes are always effected with
the concurrence of supernatural power; the Greeks not
unfrequently without, and sometimes even against it1'.

He as it were sets up the Trojans, so to speak, by
generalities; but he gives to the Greeks, with certain
occasional exceptions, the whole detail of solid achieve-
ment. Sometimes he allows a panic of doubt and fear
to seize their host, but he takes care to make the sen-
timent only flit like a momentary shade over the sun.

h II. xvi. 780.
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Thus, when the assembled chieftains of the Greek army
hesitate to accept the challenge of Hector1,

albeadev jj,ev avrjvaadai, beiaav 8' inrohe\6ai.

But after a short interval, and a proper appeal, nine
champions appear, each and all burning to meet Hector
in single combat. Sometimes he contrives to direct
his praises to martial appearance and exterior, but
carefully avoids the real touches of heroic character; as
when he bestows on Paris the noble simile of the
O-TOTO? twos. Generally he pays off, as it were, the
Trojans with high-sounding words, and reserves nearly
all the true qualities of heroes, as well as their exploits,
for the Achaeans. With them are the sagacity, con-
sistency, firmness, promptitude, enterprise, power of
adapting means to ends, comprehensiveness of view, as
well as main strength of hand. But by the expedients
I have mentioned, the Trojans are raised to, and kept
at and no more than at, the level necessary to make
them worthy and creditable antagonists. One other
engine for the purpose has been employed by him,
namely, the real valour and manhood of the Lycian
kings and forces J, with whom he had evidently a strong
and peculiar sympathy; whose chief, Sarpedon, is really
a better man in war than Hector, though much less
pretentious; and who, under this prince, achieve the
only real, great, and independent success that is to be
found on that side throughout the whole course of the
poems, namely, the first forcing of the Greek en-
trenchments15.

1 II. vii. 93. philological evidence appears to
j Since the first portion of this have been recently obtained of a

work went to press, I have found close relationship between the
from the recent and still unfi- Lycians and the Greeks.
nished work of Welcher, Grie- k II. xii. 397-9.
chinche G'dtterlehre, i. 2. n., that
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The Trojan inferiority indeed lies very much more
palpably in the chiefs, than in the common soldiers.
Between the bulk of the army on the one side and on
the other, Homer represents no great—at least no
glaring difference. Sometimes the fight is carried on
upon terms purely equal1, as during the forenoon of
the day in the Eleventh Book: where there is supe-
riority, it is assigned to the Greeks"1 or to the Trojans",
according as the exigencies of the poem may require.
Still he contrives some note of difference so as to
draw a line between the merit of the respective suc-
cesses ; thus, when the Trojans turn the Greeks to flight,
there is commonly an intimation, in more or less general
terms, of a divine agency stimulating them. Hostile
weapons are indeed often turned aside on behalf of
Greeks: but only in one instance, I think, do the
Greeks derive decided advantage from a panic divinely
inspired: it is when, in the Sixteenth Book, Jupiter
instils into Hector the spirit of fear0.

This absence of broad contrast between the two sol-
dieries is in entire accordance with what we have seen
reason to presume as to their composition; namely,
that the rank and file on both sides was in all likelihood
composed from kindred and Pelasgian races.

Yet a strong jealousy on behalf of his country is ever
the predominant sentiment in the Poet's mind ; and
accordingly he insinuates, with much art, suggestions
which keep even the Trojan soldiery somewhat below
the Greeks; while to the chieftains of the Greek army,
though his laudatory epithets are nearly as high on the
one side as on the other, he assigns in action an enor-
mous superiority,both military and intellectual. Accord-
ingly, when we come to cast up the results of the actual

i II. xi. 67-83. m Ibid. 90.
n II. viii. 336. xvi. 569. xvii. 596. ° II. xvi. 656.
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encounters, we are astounded at the littleness, the
almost nothingness, of the Trojan achievements, and at
the large havock wrought by their opponents, even dur-
ing the period when Achilles was in estrangementP.

As regards the armies at large, observe the similes
used in the Fourth Booki. The Greeks move in silence
and discipline, like the swelling waves when the tem-
pest is just beginning to gather: the Trojans, like in-
numerable sheep, who stand bleating in the fold while
they are being milked1". In the Fifth Book, while it is
mentioned, as if casually, that Apollo, Mars, and Eris,
were stirring and keeping up the Trojans, it is sub-
joined, without ostensible reference to this intimation,
but plainly in artful contrast with it, that the Greeks
found sufficient incentives in the exhortations of the
two Ajaxes, of Ulysses, and of Diomeds. Again, when
Hector returns, after his battle with Ajax1, to his com-
rades, we are told that they rejoiced in finding him
restored to them in safety, contrary to their expectation,
aekTTTovres <T6OV elvai. On the other hand, it is added,
the Greeks led Ajax to Agamemnon, exulting in bis
victory over Hector (Ke-^aprjOTa WVJJ). The Greeks feel
no thankfulness, because they had, we are evidently to
understand, felt no fear. And the chief rejoices in his
victory, which it really was. It was, indeed, ended as a
drawn battle, though Ajax had had the best of it at every
stage ; but not so much for the honour of Hector, as for
the purposes of the poem, since Hector had to meet
Achilles in the field, and he would have been degraded
by encountering an antagonist that anybody else had pal-
pably worsted. To state the paradox as Homer had to

P This would be best shown by <l Ver. 421-38.
a list of the considerable person- r Ver. 517-20.
gaes slain on the two sides re- 9 II. v. 517-21.
spectively. t H. v;i, 307-12.
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confront it, the problem was to make Ajax conqueror,
without letting Hector be conquered.

When we look to the case of the chieftains as a
whole, the contrast is glaring. No first rate, or even
second rate, Greek chieftain is ever killed in fair field:
Tlepolemus, slain by Sarpedon, comes the nearest to that
rank, but is not in it. Patroclus is only slain after
being disarmed by Apollo: and here it seems to me
as if for once the Poet had a little overshot his mark;
for the artifice is gross, and covers the pretended ex-
ploit of Hector with indelible disgrace. In fact, Hector
never once achieves a considerable success in the field:
though only Achilles, the first Greek warrior, is allowed
completely to overcome him", yet he is decidedly infe-
rior in fight to both Diomed and Ajax, who jointly
occupy the two next places, but as between whom
Homer has not decisively marked the claim to pre-
cedence. In general terms, he gives it to Ajax more
emphaticallyx, but he details more and greater acts of
prowess in favour of Diomed.

Even with Agamemnon Hector is admonished, on
the part of Jupiter, not to contend : and he follows the
advice. Of the Trojan chiefs who really fight, a large
proportion are slain ; Glaucus, iEneas, Deiphobus, and
Polydamas are the most considerable who survive. No
eminent Trojan in fact is ever allowed to display real
heroism, except under circumstances where the issue is
quite hopeless: accordingly Homer has never sur-
rounded Hector with true heroic grandeur, in deed as
well as word, until his final battle against Achilles,
when he is at last brought to bay, and when his doom
is certain. All the considerable injuries inflicted upon

u Compare 11. ii. 768, with II. v. 414.
x II. xi. 185-209.
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great Greek chieftains are from causes not implying
personal prowess in their rivals : from the arrows of
Pandarus or of Paris, or by the chance hit of some
insignificant, or at the least secondary, but desperate
Trojan, such as Socus, or such as Coon, struck even as
he is himself receiving or about to receive his own
death-blowy. But for these ignoble wounds, which were
inflicted on many chiefs, including three prime heroes,
Agamemnon, Diomed, and Ulysses, the Greeks, accord-
ing to the agency of the poem as it stands, never would
have been driven back upon their ships at all.

Now Homer's difficulty in this matter was not simply
that which has been heretofore pointed out, or which
has been commonly supposed. His aim, says Heynez,
in representing the disasters of the Greeks is, ut per eas
Achillis virtus insigniatur, quippe qua destituti Achivi
succumbunt, eddem redditd vincunt. But this is surely
a misstatement of the case. Homer has not repre-
sented the Greeks plus Achilles as superior to the
Trojans, and the Greeks minus Achilles as inferior to
them. This was what a vulgar artist, whose mind
could only hold one idea at a time, would have done;
nay, what it was difficult to avoid doing, for it was vital
to Homer's purpose that the vengeance of Achilles
should be completely satiated : it was not to be thought
of that this transcendent character, this ideal hero,
should be balked by man of woman born ; the whole web
of the Poet's thought would have been rent across, had
there been failure in such a point. What was needful in
this view could only be accomplished by the extremest
calamities of the Greeks. These calamities he had to
bring about, and yet to give to the Greeks a real su-

y II. xi. 252, 437.
J Exo. ii. ad II. xxiv. s. iv. vol. viii. p. 801. See, however, also p. 802.
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periority of military virtue. We have seen already
how he effected the latter: how did he manage the
former? Partly by giving Achilles, in right of his
mother Thetis, such an interest in the courts of
heaven, as to throw a preponderating divine agency
for the time on the side of the Trojans; partly by a
skilful use of the chances of war, in assigning to Troy
a superiority in the comparatively ignoble skill (as it
was then used) of the bow. Thus he causes the Greeks
to be worsted, notwithstanding their superiority : by
their being worsted, he satisfies the exigencies of his
plot; by exhibiting their superiority, he fulfils the con-
ditions of his own office as a national poet. To speak
of the ingenuity of Homer may sound strange, for we
are accustomed to associate his name with ideas of
greater nobleness; but still his ingenuity, in this ad-
justment of conflicting demands upon him, appears to
be such as has never been surpassed.

And here I, for one, cannot but admire the way in
which Homer has made purposes, which others would
have found conflicting, to serve as reciprocal auxilia-
ries. The Embassy of the Ninth Book certainly glori-
fies Achilles: but let us ask, does it not help also to
glorify Greece ? Let us consider what had happened.
The withdrawal of Achilles was at once felt as a great
blow; and it acted on the whole tone of the army.
This appears in various ways. We read it in the home-
sick impulses of the Second Assembly (b. ii.); in the
advice of Nestor to take measures for securing the re-
sponsibility of officers and men (ii. 360-8); in the
slackness of various chiefs during the Circuit of Aga-
memnon (b.iv.); in its being recorded to the honour of
that leader (iv. 223) that he did not flinch from his duty;
lastly, in the momentary reluctance of the Greek heroes

c c 2
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to encounter Hector (vii. 93). All this is thoroughly na-
tural. Having leant upon a prop, they were not at once
aware of their remaining and intrinsic strength. They,
like all persons who have not learned the habit of self-
reliance, required to learn it with pain. Hence, after
the very first touch of comparative weakness in the
field, they conceive the idea of the rampart. They
had not really been worsted : but their enemies had
learned to face them ; their position was now no longer
what it had used to be, when Hector did not venture
out in front of the Dardanian Gate. But the building
of the rampart produced, as was natural, an increased
weakness. Besides this, Jupiter, seeing that the ten-
dency of events was not to give a sufficiently rapid and
decisive triumph to Achilles, now inhibited those deities,
who were friendly to Greece, from taking part, while he
himself (viii. 75) alarmed and abashed the Greeks with
his thunder. They thus feel themselves thrown one full
stage further into weakness. What more natural, than
that they should turn to Achilles, and try his disposition
towards them ? This is effected in the Ninth Book.
They then become acquainted practically, for the first
time, with the fierceness of the seven times heated
furnace of the Wrath. This experience teaches them,
that they must do or die. So at last, the bridge be-
hind them being broken, Greece is put upon her
mettle. The gallant Diomed becomes the spokesman
at once of chivalry and of common sense. ' You should
not have asked him. By asking, you have emboldened
and hardened him. Let him alone. Rely upon your-
selves. Refresh yourselves with sleep and a good meal,
and then, order out the troops, and have at them : I
for my part will be found in the vaivV Then it is that

a II. ix. 697-709.
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the Greeks understand their position, and, casting off
hope from Achilles, place it in themselves. Hence
that great development of valorous energies in the
Eleventh Book, which proves that in equal fight, even
though Achilles were absent, Troy had not a hope: so
that the expedient of chance-wounds, disabling all the
prime warriors but Ajax, is absolutely necessary in
order to bring about the required amount of disaster.
It appears to me, I confess, that this is a masterly ad-
justment, alike true in nature, and high in art.

But first, after the great repulse, comes the pilot-
balloon, the tentative effort, of the Doloneia.

Next to the skill and power with which the Poet
has discriminated the characters of his greater Greek
heroes, I am tempted to admire the circumspection and
precision, with which he has assigned their relative de-
grees of prominence in the action. To those who com-
plain of the Doloneia for want of a purpose, I would
reply that, in the first place, besides its merits as an
operation with reference to the circumstances of the
moment, (for it feeds the army, as it were, with milk,
when they were not yet ready for strong meat,) it re-
markably varies the tenour of the action, which with-
out it would have fallen into something of sleepy same-
ness, by substituting stratagem for force, and night-
adventure for the conflicts of the day. Let those who
doubt this strike out the Tenth Book, and then consider
how the course of the military transactions of the poem
would stand without i t : how much more justly the first
moiety of the military action of the poem would stand
liable to the imputation of monotony, which even now
is of necessity the besetting danger of the whole poem.
But more; I contend that the Doloneia constitutes, in
the main, the apia-rela of Ulysses. His distinguished
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part in the Second Book is political only, and has no
concern with his military qualifications. His ordinary
military exploits elsewhere are secondary, and also
scattered. To assign to him a great share in the field
operations would have been a much less fine prepara-
tion, than the Iliad now affords, for his appearance in
the Odyssey; and it would also have hazarded same-
ness as between his achievements and the other api-
a-Teia of the great chiefs. Besides, there was little room
in the field, as the martial art was then understood, for
his distinctive qualities, self-reliance, presence of mind,
fertility in resource. But military distinction, even
in the time of Homer, lay in two great departments,
one known as the fight (jua^), the other as ambush
(Ao'xoe). The latter was of fully equal, nay, on account
of its sharper trial of moral courageb, it was even of
still greater honour. To this class the night adventure
essentially belonged. Here Ulysses is thoroughly at
home. In the Doloneia, Diomed is merely the sword
in the hand of Ulysses; who directs the operation, and
overrules his brave companion when he thinks fit, as,
for example, in the matter of the slaughter of Dolon.
In what other way could Homer have given us an
equally characteristic illustration of the military qua-
lities of Ulysses ?

Now this view of the Doloneia fills up, I think, what
must otherwise be admitted to be a gap in the poem.
It being thus filled up, let us observe the accuracy
with which shares in the action of the poem are as-
signed to the respective chiefs. Nestor has his own
place apart as universal counsellor. Ulysses also, who,
as the great twin conception to Achilles, must never

b See II. i. 226-8. xviii. 509-13. and especially xiii. 275-86 : and
Sup. Agore, p. 92.
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be allowed to appear in a light of inferiority to any one,
is so managed as not to eclipse the might of Ajax or
the bravery of Diomed ; and yet he has all his attributes
kept entire for the great part he had to play in the
Odyssey, and is never beaten, never baffled, never ex-
celled. Then Ajax, Diomed, Agamemnon, Menelaus,
even elderly Idomeneus, have each the stage made
clear for them at different times, and with scope pro-
portioned to their several claims upon us. The very
intervals between their several appearances are made
as wide as possible : for Diomed is in the Fifth and
Eleventh Books, Ajax in the Seventh, Agamemnon in
the Eleventh, Idomeneus in the Thirteenth0, Menelaus
in the Seventeenth. Ajax excels in sheer might, Dio-
med in pure gallantry of soul, and what is called dash;
Agamemnon's dignity as a warrior is most skilfully
maintained, yet without his being brought into rivalry
with those two still greater heroes, by Hector's being
counselled to avoid him. Menelaus, secondary in mere
force, though with a spirit no less brave than gentle, is
carried well through by the care taken that he shall
only meet with appropriate adversaries, and the same
pains are employed on behalf of Idomeneus. For
Patroclus, as the friend and second self of Achilles,
Homer's fertile invention has secured a kind of distinc-
tion, which does not displace that of others, and which,
notwithstanding, is eclipsed by none of them. He turns
the Trojan host; he slays the great Sarpedon; he is
himself slain only by foul play. I cannot vindicate the
clumsy intervention of Apollo, and the meanness of
the part played by Hector in this cardinal passage of
his career; still I find it curious and instructive to ob-
serve in all this a new instance of the intense care, with

c He bears the chief part from 206. to 488.
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which the Poet watches over the character especially
of his Achilles. He exalts him, by exalting first those
secondary eminences, far above which he keeps him
towering. Therefore he would have Patroclus slain
indeed, but not defeated, by Hector; and to this capital
object he appears to have made, perhaps unavoidably,
considerable sacrifices.

Upon the whole, then, it would seem that Homer
had to maintain a complex regard to a variety of ob-
jects. First of all there was the relation to observe
between Achilles and all the other personages of his
poem on both sides of the quarrel. Then in distribut-
ing his minor Alps, the other prime or distinguished
Greek warriors, about this great Alp, he had to keep
in mind and provide for their relations to one another,
as well as to him. Lastly, he had to carry Hector
and the Trojans so high, that to overcome their chief
should be his crowning exploit, and yet so low, that
they should not stand inconveniently between the
Greeks and the view of such national heroes as Ulysses,
Diomed, Ajax, and Agamemnon. Like Jupiter on Idad,
from none of these objects has he ever removed his
bright and watchful eye; for all of them he has made
a provision alike deliberate and skilful.

It only remains to consider the outline of the plot
in reference to the Providential Government of the
world, and the administration of retributive justice; a
subject which has been ably handled by Mr. Granville
Penne.

I am not able to admit that broad distinction, which
is frequently drawn between the provision made for
satisfying this great poetical and moral purpose in the

d II. xvi. 644. Primary Argument of the Iliad.'
e In his ' Examination of the Dedicated toLord Grenville. 1821.
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Iliad and in the Odyssey respectively. In each I find
it not only remarkable, but even elaborate. In each
poem, Homer exhibits, above all things else, one chosen
human character with the amplest development. But
diversity is the key-note of the development in the
Odyssey, grandeur or magnitude in the Iliad. The
hurricane-like forces, that abound in the character of
Achilles, entail a greater amount of aberration from the
path of wisdom. But there is not wanting a proportion-
ate retributive provision. Ulysses, after a long course
of severe discipline patiently endured, has awarded to
him a peaceful old age, and a calm death, in his Ithaca
barren but beloved, with his people prospering around
him. Achilles, on the other hand, is so loaded with
gorgeous gifts that, wonderful as is their harmony in
all points but one, that one is the centre. He has not
the same unfailing and central solidity of moral equi-
poise. In himself gallant just, generous, refined, still
indignity can drive him into an extremity of pride and
fierceness, which call for stern correction. Hence it
comes about that, while the adversity of Ulysses is
the way to peace, the transcendent glory of Achilles is
attended by a series of devouring agonies; the rival
excitements of fierce pain and fiercer pleasure accom-
pany him along a path, which soon and suddenly de-
scends into the night of dismal death. Alike in the
one case and in the other, the balance of the moral
order is preserved; and that Erinus, who, in so many
particular passages of the poems, makes miniature ap-
pearances in order to vindicate the eternal laws, such as
the heroic age apprehended them, likewise presides in
full development over the general action of each of
these extraordinary poems.

Retributive justice, inseparably interwoven with hu-
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man destiny (for thus much the Erinus signified) tracks
and dogs Achilles at every stage. Take him, for in-
stance, as the Ninth Book shows him, at the very
summit of his pride. It is in no light or joyous mood,
that he repels the Envoys. Who among readers does
not seem to see his spirit writhe, when he describes the
hot and bursting resentment in his breast, the stinging
recollection of the outrages he has undergonef. Even by
the irrepressible curiosity, which compels him to mount
upon his ship for view, and to send out Patroclus to
learn the course of the battle, Homer has shown us how
false was any semblance of peace, that he could even
now enjoy in his giddy elevation.

The rampart is pierced, the ships are reached, the
firebrand is hurled, and the first Greek ship burns.
Achilles must not depart from his word: but his rest-
lessness now conceives an expedient, the sending forth
of Patroclus to the fight. At the same time, he takes
every precaution that sagacity can suggest: he clothes
his friend in his own armour, exhorts the Myrmidons
to support him, above all enjoins him to confine himself
to defensive warfare, and not to follow the Trojans,
when repulsed, to the city. What then happens to
him ? That which often befalls ourselves: that when
we have turned our back upon wisdom, wisdom turns
her back upon us. Achilles insisted upon the disaster
of his countrymen. When it came, it constrained him
to send out his friend : and the calamity he had him-
self invoked was death to the man that he loved better
than his own soul.

And why did Patroclus die ? It was not that Achilles
imprudently exposed him to risks beyond his strength.
He was abundantly able to encounter Hector. Hector

f II. ix. 646-8.
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had no care, so long as the battle was by the ships, to
encounter this chief. And Achilles had enjoined him to
fight by the ships only, lest, if he attempted the city, a
deity should take part against himA Patroclus dis-
obeyed, and perished accordingly. As Achilles had re-
fused to follow the laws of wisdom for himself, so, when
he carefully obeyed them, they were not to avail him
for the saving of his friend. Heaven fought against
Patroclus ; Jupiter, after deliberation, tempted him
from the ships, by causing Hector to fly towards the city;
and the counsel of Achilles was now baffled as he had
baffled the counsels of others, the dart was launched
that was to pierce his soul to the quick.

Thus his proud will was doomed to suffer. The suffering
is followed by the reconciliation, and by the climax of
his glory and revenge in the death of Hector. How in
these Books we see him moving in might almost pre-
ternatural, with the whole world as it were, and all
its forces, in subjection to his arm ! But he has only
passed from one excess of feeling into another: from
a vindictive excess of feeling against the Greeks, to
another vindictive excess of feeling against Hector.
The mutilation and dishonour of the body of his slain
antagonist now become a second idol, stirring the
great deep of his passions, and bewildering his mind.
Thus, in paying off his old debt to the eternal laws, he
has already contracted a new one. Again, then, his
proud will must be taught to bow. Hence, as Mr. Penn
has well shown, the necessity of the Twenty-fourth
Book with its beautiful machinery11. Achilles must
surrender the darling object of his desire, the wreaking
of his vengeance on an inanimate corpse. On this

s II. xvi. 93.
h See the 'Primary Argument of the Iliad,' pp. 241-73.
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occasion, as before, he is subdued : and both times it is
through the medium of his tender affections. But in
both cases his evil gratification is cut short: and the
authority of the providential order is reestablished.
The Greeks pursue their righteous war: the respect
which nature enjoins is duly paid to the remains of
Hector, and the poem closes with the verse which
assures us that this obligation was duly and peace-
fully discharged.

With these views, I find in the plot of the Iliad
enough of beauty, order, and structure, not merely to
sustain the supposition of its own unity, but to bear
an independent testimony, should it be still needed, to
the existence of a personal and individual Homer as
its author.



SECT. II.

The sense of Beauty in Homer; human, animal,
and inanimate.

THE idea of Beauty, especially as it is connected
with its most signal known manifestation in the human
form, and again the <p6opa, or corruption of that idea,
have each their separate course and history in the reli-
gion and manners, as well as in the arts, of Greece. By
the idea of Beauty, I mean here the conception of it in
the human mind as a pure and wonderful essence,
nearly akin to the Divine; derived from heaven, and
both continually and spontaneously tending to revert
to its source. By the corruption of that idea, I mean
the conception of it either mainly or wholly with re-
ference to animal enjoyment; sometimes within, and
sometimes beyond, the laws of Nature.

In the works of Homer, we find the first of these
conceptions exceedingly prominent and powerful. It
approaches almost to a worship: and yet is scarcely at
all tainted with the second, scarcely presents the
smallest deflection from the very loftiest type. In
Homer, that is to say, in the Homeric descriptions of
human characters and life, we never find Beauty and
Vice pleasurably associated: he seems to have felt in
the sanctuary of his mind as much at least as this, if
not more; that a derogation from purity involved of
itself a descent from the highest to a lower form of
beauty : and therefore he never associates his highest
descriptions of beauty with vice: differing in this not
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only from so many heathen, but even from many
Christian authors.

But yet it is most remarkable that, even in Homer's
time, the level of popular tradition on the subject of
beauty had begun to descend, and though he had
escaped the taint, yet it had touched his age. Let us,
for example, take that most striking series of traditions
in the Dardanian royal family, which are recorded in
the poems of Homer. That family appears to have
had personal beauty for an almost entailed inheritance.
Not only Hector, Deiphobus, Jineas, as well as Paris,
possessed it, but Priam, even in his old age and afflic-
tion, was divinely beautiful as he entered the apart-
ment of Achilles; and, as they sat at meat, and he
admired Achilles, Achilles returned his admiration8.

The line of traditions in this family, to which I now
refer, affords the best illustration of the idea of beauty
as ever striving, by an inner law, to rise to a heavenly
life. There are four of these traditions: and as we
pass from the older to the more recent, at each step
that we make, we lose some grain of the first ethereal
purity. The earliest of them all is the translation,
since coarsely and without ground called the rape, of
Ganymede: consistently indeed so called, according to
the idea of the fable which has prevailed in later ages,
but most absurdly, if it be applied to the tradition in
the shape in which it stands with Homer. With him
the tale of Ganymede is the most simple and perfect
assertion of the principle that beauty, heavenly in its
origin, is heavenly also in its destiny; and that the
heaven-born and heaven-bound should contract no
taint upon its intermediate passage. There were three
sons, says Homer, born to Tros; Ilus was one, Assa-

a II. xxiv. 483,631. Sup. Ilios, p. 216.
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racus another: and the third was Ganymede, a match
for gods. Ganymede, the most beauteous of men,
whom, for his beauty, and seemingly before he had
come to maturity for succession, the gods snatched up
and made the cupbearer of Jupiter, that he might
dwell for ever among the Immortals5 :

bs br) KcJAAioros yevero 6vr\T&v av9p<&iru>v
TOV Kal avrjpeC\j/avro 8eol Ail olvoxpeveiv
K&Weos etvfKa olo, IV aOavaroicn jj-treir].

The idea of sanctity, indeed, is not to be discovered
here; its traces can only be found among the inspired
records; the resemblance to the deity does not reach
beyond the flesh and mind; yet the sum of the tale is
full of interest. The other sons grew up, and became
kings; he, that he might not linger, might not suffer,
might not contract taint or undergo decay on earth, was
taken up to that sphere, which is the proper home of
all things beautiful and good.

The thought is somewhat related to that of the fol -
lowing remarkable lines by Emerson :

Perchance not he, but nature ailed;
The world, and not the infant, failed.
It was not ripe yet to sustain
A genius of so fine a strain,
Who gazed upon the sun and moon
As if he came unto his own :
And pregnant with his grander thought,
Brought the old order into doubt.
His beauty once their beauty tried;
They could not feed him, and he died,
And wandered backward, as in scorn,
To wait an iEon to be born.

Far as the tradition of Ganymede, according to Homer,
is below that of Enoch, it is set by a yet wider distance

b II. xx. 233-5.
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above the later version of the same tale. Thus, in
Euripides, we find him the Aios Xe/crpwv rpvcprifxa (plXov
(Tph. Aul. 1037): and what is more sad is to find, that
this utterly debased and depressed idea prevailed over
the original and pure one, even to its extinction, and
was adopted and propagated by the highest and the
lowest poets of the Italian romance0.

Next in order to the tradition of Ganymede comes
that of Tithonus, who, on account of his beauty, was
carried up, not by the gods at large, to be as one of
them, but by Aurora to become her husband, in which
capacity he remained in the upper regions d. This is a
step downwards; but the next is a stride. In the third
tradition, so far as is known from the authentic works
of Homer, iEneas is the son of Venus and Anchises,
but without their standing in the relation of husband
and wife. The particulars of the narrative are supplied
in the early Hymn, which perhaps was the more
readily ascribed to Homer, because it was believed to
embody a primitive form of the tradition. Jupiter in-
spired Venus with a passion for Anchises, and, after
having arrayed herself in fine vestments and golden
ornaments, she presented herself to him as he was
playing the lyre in solitude on Ida; when the connec-
tion was formed that gave birth to iEnease.

The next fall is the greatest of all: according to the
later tradition, Venus, to obtain a favourable judgment
from Paris (of the next generation to Anchises), pro-

" For example, we might poet, Forteguerra, in the Kicciar-
quote the Orlando Furioso of detto, vi. 23 :
Ariosto; and the very vulgar

II nettar beve, e Ganimede il mesce,
Che tanto a Giuno sua spiace e rincresce.

d II. xi. 1. Od. v. 1. e Hymn, ad Ven. 45-80.
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mised him a wife of splendid beauty and divine ex-
traction, whom he was to obtain by treachery and
robbery, as well as adultery; and filled him with what
Homer pronounces an evil passion'.

The Poet, indeed, tells us nothing of this promise,
which appears to imply powers far greater than any
that the Homeric Aphrodite possessed. But he men-
tions the contest, informs us that Venus was the winner,
makes Paris boast of her partiality, and introduces her
as mentioning her own favours to Helens.

Such was the downward course of all in the nature
of man that belonged to the moral sphere, apart from
the cherishing power of Divine Revelation ; for the
chronological order of these legends is also that of their
descent, step by step, from innocence to vice.

Homer, as we have already seen, represents a very
early and chaste condition of human thought. We
have now to observe how strong and genuine, as well
as pure, was his appetite for beauty.

Since here, as elsewhere, it is not the Poet's usage
to declare himself by express statements and elaborate
descriptions, we must resort in the usual manner to
secondary evidence; which, however, converging from
many different and opposite quarters upon a single
point, is perhaps more conclusive than mere statement,
because it shows that we are not dealing with a simple
opinion, but with a sentiment, a passion, and a habit,
which penetrated through the Poet's whole nature.

I shall notice Homer's sense of beauty with refer-
ence, first and chiefly, to the human countenance and
form; next, with respect to animals; and thirdly, with
respect to inanimate objects and to combinations of
them.

f II. xxiv. 30. S II. iii. 64, 440, 415.
D d
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As regards the first and chief branch of this inquiry,
we must notice to what persons, and in what degrees,
Homer assigns beauty, from whom he withholds it;
and how far he considers it to give a title to special
notice, in cases where no other claim to such a distinc-
tion can be made good.

We may then observe that Homer does not com-
monly assign personal beauty to any human person,
who is morally odious. In any questionable instance
where he does so assign it, he seems to follow an his-
torical tradition, or to be constrained by his subject.
He has covered Thersites with every sort of deformity;
and in the description of the persons and of the twelve
dissolute women among the fifty domestic servants of
Ulysses, there is barely a word that implies beautyh.

Melantho indeed, the most conspicuous offender, is
called in the Eighteenth Odyssey1 KaWnrdprjos. But it
seems probable, that he followed a local tradition con-
cerning her ; for, if she had been simply a creation of
his own, he certainly would not have represented her
as the daughter of the old and faithful Doliusk, who,
with his six sons, bore arms for Ulysses.

So also the beauty of Paris was an inseparable inci-
dent of the Trojan tale. Yet it is remarkable how
little it is brought into relief. Where he is called
beautiful, it is by way of sarcasm and reproach',

Avavapi, €?8os apiore.

The only passage, in which his beautiful appearance is
described at all, is from the mouth of Venus™1, to
whom Homer never intrusts anything, to be either
said or done, that he wishes us to regard with favour.

Compelled, however, to set off the imposing exterior
h Od. xxii. 424-73. ' Od. xviii. 321-5. k Od. xxiv. 496.

1 II. iii 39.
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of this prince, if only for the purpose of heightening
the contrast with his cowardice in action, he introduces
him flourishing his pair of spears at the commence-
ment of the Third Iliad; and what is more, when he
again goes forth in his newly burnished arms at the
close of the Sixth, bestows upon him one of the very
noblest of his similes, that of the stall-kept horse,
high fed and sleek in coat, who having broken away
from his manger rushes neighing over the plain".

It was necessary, in order to make up the true portrait
of Paris, that his exterior should be thus splendid, and
his movements imposing; and it was also a part of the
subtle plan, by which Homer made use of words and
appearances to bring up the Trojan chieftains and
people to some kind of level with the Greek. Yet
there is something singular in the fact that Homer,
who does not, I think, repeat his similes in any other
remarkable case, reproduces the whole of this splendid
passage in the Fifteenth Iliad for Hector0. There
is here, we may rely upon it, some peculiar meaning.
Possibly he grudged the exclusive appropriation of so
splendid a passage to so despicable a person. There is
also another singularity in his mode of proceeding.
The simile is given to Hector without addition, and
the poem proceeds

&sf'EKr(up kairjfrjpa, wo'Sas KM yovvar' kvd[xa.

But where he applies it to Paris, immediately after the
conclusion of the noble passage he subjoins (II. vi. 512.),

&s vibs Upi6.ii.oio ndpis Kara ITepyajuou a«prjs
Tivyeo-i TiaiJ.(pa(v(i>v, war •qkeKTuip, e/3e/3ij/cei.

What is the meaning of jXeKTwp ? It is commonly
taken as equivalent to yXeKrwp 'Y-Treplwv, which means
the Sun. I cannot but believe that Homer means by

n II. iii. 18. and vi. 506. ° II. xv. 263.
D d %
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it to signify the cock, called in Greek aXeKroop. The
rikeKroop'Yirepiwv, is used as a simile for Achilles; and it
would be much against the manner of Homer to use the
same simile for a Trojan, and that Trojan Paris. Whereas
by the strut of the cock he may mean to reduce and
modify the effect of the noble figure of the stall-horse.

Achilles, who is not only the bravest but by far the
most powerful man of the host, is also by far the
most beautiful; and the very strongest terms are used
to describe the impression which his appearance pro-
duced on Priam amidst the profoundest sorrow P ;

ocrcros er]v, olos re" 0eotcri yap avra eco/cet.

It may be doubted, whether any other Poet would
have ventured to combine the highest and most
delicate beauty, with a strength and size approaching
the superhuman. It was requisite for Achilles, as the
ideal man, not only to want no great human gift, but
also to have in unmatched degrees whatever gifts he
possessed. The beauty of Achilles is the true counter-
part to the ugliness and deformity of Thersites.

It appertains to the character of Ulysses, who comes
next to Achilles, that he too should not be wanting in
any thing that pertains to the excellence of human
nature; while completeness and manifoldness is the
specific character of his endowments, as unparalleled
splendour is of those possessed by Achilles. Ulysses?,
therefore, is also beautiful. Again,the office and function
of Agamemnon require him to be an object capable of
attracting admiration and reverence. He, accordingly,
is of remarkable beauty, but of the kind of beauty that
has in it most of dignity1";

P II. xxiv. 629. 1 Od. xiii. 430-3. r H. Hi. 169.
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Kakbv 8' o#rw Zya>v otfirw tbov d<f>da\p.oi<nv,

ovb OVTU) yepapov.

Homer never absolutely withholds beauty from any of
his Greek heroes, yet he does not always expressly state
that they possessed it. This endowment is, for instance,
never given to Diomed, but it is ascribed to Ajax in
the Eleventh Odysseys;

bs apurros fyv tibos re, bep.as re,

T&V a\ka>v Aava&v, /̂ ier' ap.vp.ova IlrjXe&oz/a.

It is probably because Diomed equals Ajax in chivalry,
and very far excels him in mental gifts, that Homer
has thrown weight into the scale of Ajax by assigning
to him expressly, while he is silent about Diomed, the
gift of a beautiful person.

As with individuals, so does Homer deal with masses.
It may be observed that he has a lower class of
epithets for the Trojans than the Greeks, and never
allows them the benefit of the same national designa-
tions. Individual beauty in men is confined on both
sides to the higher ranks ; but no Trojan, however
beautiful, is ever honoured with the title of %av66s.
Again, while he never gives to the Trojans as a body
any epithet which describes them as possessed of
beauty, he has assigned several expressions of this order
to the Greek race. Such are the epithets KaprjKo/j.6-
wvreg and eXliccoTres, and the phrase el$o$ ayr/rot, (II. v.
787. viii. 228.)

We have yet to examine how far Homer makes
beauty a title to distinguished notice on behalf of
those who have no other claim. The passage in the
Catalogue, where Nireus is named1, is highly curious
with reference to this part of the subject. It is as
follows:

» Od. xi. 469. * II. ii. 671-5.
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Ntpevs av "Ev^qdev aye rpeis vijas
Nipei/s, 'AyAoHj? uws Xapoyroio T' avaKTos,

Ntpevs, os K&KXKTTOS avrjp viro "\Xwv

TS>V &Kk<i)v Aava&v, /xer' ajxijuov

' a\aTiabvbs erjv, iravpos 8« ol efoero \aos.

These five lines form the largest of the merely per-
sonal descriptions contained in the Catalogue. Yet they
are given to a man, of whom we are frankly told that he
was a poor creature, and that he had but a small follow-
ing. Even this does not show the whole strength of
the case.

i. His ships were only three: no other commander,
having so few, is named at all. The next smallest num-
ber is seven: these were the vessels of Philoctetes, and
they seem to be named on account of his peculiar his-
tory and great merit.

i. This is the only instance, in which the contingent
supplied by a single and wholly insignificant place is
named by itself.

3. This is also one among very few cases of an
ordinary birth, where the mother (Aglai'e) is named as
well as the father (Charopos): the others are usually
cases of reputed descent from deities or heroes.

4. The names given to both parents are taken from
their personal beauty. They thus enhance the title of
the son; and, as we cannot well suppose them connected
with history, they were probably invented by the Poet
for that purpose.

5. The repetition of the name of Nireus thrice, and
in each case at the beginning of the verse, the most
prominent and emphatic part of it according to the
genius of the Greek hexameter, is plainly intentional.

6. All this care is taken in the most ingenious
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manner to mark a man, who did nothing to enable
Homer to name him in any other part of the Iliad.

One and one only key is to be found, which will lay
open the cause of these singular provisions: it is Ho-
mer's intense love of beauty, which made it in his eyes
of itself a title to celebrity. So he determined, appa-
rently, that the paragon of form should be immortal;
and he has given effect to his determination, for no
reader of the Iliad can pass by the place without re-
membering Nireus.

In a less marked manner, he has given a kindred
emphasis to the case of Nastes, who wore golden or-
naments, and therefore was presumably of strikingly
handsome person. With his brother Amphimachus
he commanded the Carians, and his name is men-
tioned thrice (but that of his brother twice only), to-
gether with the fact that he wore gold like a girl".

There is something, as it appears to me, most tender
and refined, in this mode used by Homer of fastening at-
tention through repetition of the word, which he wishes
gently but firmly to stamp upon the memory. We have
another instance of it in II. xxii. 127,

are Trapdevos rfiQeos re,

irapdivos jji'0eds T dap(£zrov akhrjkoiiv.

There is yet another passage which affords a striking
proof of what may be called the worship of beauty in
Homer. In the Seventeenth Iliad, Euphorbus, the son
of Panthoos, falls by the hand of Menelaus. Homer
gives him great credit for charioteering, the use of the
spear, and other accomplishments; but he performs no
other feat in the poem than that of wounding in the
back the disarmed, and astounded, and heaven-deserted

»• II. ii. 867.
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Patroclus. At best, we must call him a very secondary
personage. Though his personal comeliness was not
defaced like that of Paris by cowardice or vice, still he
was of the same race that in Italy has taken its name
from Zerbino. Yet Homer adorns his death with a
notice, perhaps more conspicuous than any which he
has attached to the death of any warriors of the Iliad,
with the exceptions of Hector, Sarpedon, and Pa-
troclus. Ten of the most beautiful lines of the poem
are bestowed in lamenting him, chiefly by an unsur-
passed simile, which compares the youth to a tender
olive shoot, the victim, when its blossoms are over-
charged with moisture, of a sudden hurricane. The
Poet was moved to this tenderness by the remembrance
of his beauty, of his hair, like the hair of the Graces, in
its tresses bound with golden and silver claspsx.

Although it is true that Homer eschews with respect
to beauty, as well as in other matters, the didactic mode
of conveying his impi'essions, yet he has placed them
distinctly on record in the answer of Ulysses to Eurya-
lus. Speaking not at all of women, but of men, he
places the gift of personal beauty among the prime en-
dowments that can be received from the providence of
the gods, in a rank to which only two other gifts are
admitted, namely, the power of thought (wo? or (ppeves),
and the power of speech (ayop^Tvs). In the idea of
personal beauty, conveyed under the names etSos, /mop(p>j,
and xa7»?> a re evidently included vigour and power, for
it is to his supposed incapacity for athletic exercises?,
that the discourse has reference. Nor can it be said,
that this full and large appreciation by Homer of the

x II. xvii. 50-60. Compare the sympathizing account of the
death of the young bridegroom Iphidamas (II. xi. 241-3).

y Od. viii. 167-77.
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value of bodily excellence, was simply a worldly or a
pagan, as opposed to a Christian, view.

It is not true, on the one hand, that when we cease
to entertain sufficiently elevated views of the destiny
and prerogatives of the soul, our standard for the body
rises either in proportion or at all. Nor is it true, on the
other, that when we think highly of the soul, we ought
in consequence to think meanly of the body, which is
both its tabernacle and its helpmate. In truth, a some-
what sickly cast seems to have come over our tone of
thought now for some generations back, the product,
perhaps, in part of careless or emasculated teaching in
the highest matters, and due also in part to the over-
crowding of the several functions of our life. But Homer
distinctly realized to himself what we know faintly or
scarce at all, though nothing is more emphatically or
conspicuously taught by our religion, namely, that the
body is part and parcel of the integer denominated man.

But the quality of measure ran in rare proportion
through all the conceptions of the Poet. Stature was a
great element of beauty in the view of the ancients for
women as well as for men: and their admiration of
tallness, even in women, is hardly restrained by a limit.
But Homer, who frequently touches the point, has
provided a limit. Among the Lsestrygonians, the
women are of enormous size. Two of the crew of
Ulysses, sent forward to make inquiries, are introduced
to the queen. They find her ' as big as a mountain,'
and are disgusted at herz:

TTJV be yvvaLKa

evpov odr)V r opeos KopvfyrjV, Kara 8' earvyov aiir-qv.

The large humanity of Homer is also manifested,
among other signs, by his sympathy with high qualities

z Od. x. 112.
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in the animal creation. There is no passage of deeper
pathos in all his works, not Andromache with her child,
not Priam before Achilles, than that which recounts
the death of the dog Argusa. The words too are so
calm and still, they seem to grow faint and fainter,
each foot of the verse falls as if it were counting out
the last respirations, and, in effect, we witness that last
slight and scarcely fluttering breath, with which life is
yielded up:

Apyov 8' av Kara Motp' eka(3ev ixikavos davdroio,

avrlK ibovT 'OSvarja, eewooriS eviavrQ.

We may also trace the same sympathy in minor
forms. As, for instance, where he says Telemachus
went to the Ithacan assembly not unattended6:

/3TJ p \\kiv ds ayoprjv, iraXdfir) 8' e\e x<£A./ceoz> ey\os,

Oil* OlOS.

We are certainly prepared to hear that some adviser,
either divine or at the least human, some friend or
faithful servant, was by his side: but no—it is simply
that some dogs went with him:

afj.a ruye xvves nobas apyol firoirro.

There is no sign, however, that Homer attached the
peculiar idea of beauty to the race of dogs in any
remarkable degree. Indeed, it is only in certain breeds
that the dog can be called by comparison a beautiful
animal. What he always commends is their swiftness ;
and Homer's ideas of beauty were nowhere more lively
than in regard to motion. But we see the Poet's
feeling for form much more characteristically displayed
in the case to which we shall now proceed.

Among other inferences which the poems raise in
respect to Homer himself, it can hardly be doubted that
he was a great lover of horses, and felt their beauty,

a Od. xvii. 327. t> Od. ii. 10.
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partially in colour, much more in form, and in move-
ment most of all.

This was quite in keeping with the habits of his
country and his race. Both the Trojans and the Greeks
appear not only to have employed horses in such uses
as war, journeys, races, and agricultural labour, but to
have given attention to developing the breeds and
points of the animal. In his Catalogue, Homer, at the
close, invokes the Muse to inform him which were the
best of the horses, as well as of the heroes, on the
Greek side. He constantly uses epithets both for
Trojans and Greeks connected with their successful
care and training of the animal: evnnros, evvooXos,

He not only treasures the traditions connected with
the animal, but treats them as a part of history. Ac-
cordingly, when Diomed desires Sthenelus to make sure
of the horses of iEneas he carefully proceeds to state,
that it is because their sires were of the race that Jupiter
gave to Tros. To them Anchises, without the know-
ledge of their owner Laomedon, brought his own mares,
and so obtained a progeny of six: of whom he kept
four himself, and gave two to his son iEneas (II. v.
265-73) t n a t n e m i g u t t a k e them to Troy.

Nay he goes back further yet: where, except in
Homer, should we find a tradition like that of the
mares of Erichthonius, fetched from a time five gene-
rations before his subject ? Their children had Boreas
for their sire. Three thousand mothers ranged over the
plains of the Troad, and made their lord the wealthiest
of men. So light was their footstep, that if they skimmed
the sea it touched the tips only of the curling foam;
and if they raced over the cornfield, the ripe ears sus-
tained their tread without one being broken0.

c II. xx. 220-9.
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In other places Homer describes with no less of
sympathetic emotion the vivid and fiery movements of
the animal. The most remarkable of all is the noble
simile of the stall-kept horse, whom every reader seems
to see as with proud head and flowing mane, when he
feels his liberty, he scours the boundless pastures.

That adaptation, or effort at adaptation, of sound to
sense, which with poets in general (always excepting
especially Dante and Shakespeare,) is a sign that they
have applied their whole force to careful elaboration,
is with Homer only a proof of a fuller and deeper flow
of his sympathies: wherever we find it, we may be sure
that his whole heart is in the passage. In this very simile
how admirable is the transition from the fine stationary
verse that describes the charger's customary bathe,

d(o0b>s \oijecr0ai tijppeios -noTa^oio,

to his rapid and easy bounding over the plain, when
every dactyl marks a spring*1;

p'lp.<j>a e yovva <j>epei [lira T rjOea nal v6[t.ov tirircav.

For this adaptation of metre to sense in connection
with the movement of horses, we may take another
example. To describe Agamemnon dealing destruction
among the routed Trojans on foot, we have a line and
a half of somewhat accelerated but by no means very
rapid movemente;

us ap vi! 'ArpetSj; 'Ayanefivovi wiwre K&pt]va
Tpaxav <ptvy6i>T<ov.

But when he comes to the Trojan horses in their flight,
we have two lines, dactylic to the utmost extent that
the metre will allow, except in one half-foot;

•JToMot 8' epiavx_cves Xn-noi

Kelt/' oxea KporAkifav ava irroXe'fxoio ye<pvpa$,

dIl . vi. 511. e II. xi.
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Then, coming back to the dead charioteers, he visibly
slackens again ;

ot 8 eirl yalrj
KeCaro, yvTiecraip TroXt) (piXrepoi r) a

To exhibit numerically the relative distribution of
times in these members of the sentence, we have these
three very different proportions;

In the first, 13 long syllables to 8 short.
In the second, 16 long syllables to 22 short.
In the third, 11 long syllables to 1 o short,

He has imparted much of the same glowing movement
to the speech, which in the Nineteenth Iliad is assigned
to the Immortal horses of Achilles; though the sub-
ject includes a reference to the death of their masterf.
In nearly every Hue, throughout the passage, that re-
lates to their own motion, the number of dactyls is at
the maximum, and in the ten lines there are eighty-six
short syllables to sixty long ones; a proportion, which
I doubt our finding elsewhere in Homer, except it be
among the similes, to which Homer seems in many
cases to give a peculiarly elastic prosodial movement.

Rhesus, king of the Thracians, who arrives at Troy
after the commencement of the Wrath, becomes suffi-
ciently distinguished for the central point of interest
in the Doloneia, by virtue chiefly of his horses. They
are the most beautiful, says Dolon, and the largest that
I have ever seen£ ;

kevKorepoi \16vos, Oeifiv 8' ave/j.OL<nv OJJLOWI.

The justice of this panegyric is corroborated by the
emphatic expression of Nestor, who pronounces them,

away anTivtcrcnv eoiKores ijeXiow
and their unparalleled excellence forms the subject

f II. xix. 408-17. B II. x. 437.
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of the speech of the old king, on the return of Ulysses
and Diomed to the camp1*.

It is not only, however, in elaborate pictures that
Homer shows his feeling for horses, but also, and not
less markedly, in minor touches. Does he not speak
with the manifest feeling of a skilled admirer of the
animal, when he describes the pair driven by Eumelus,
rapid as birds, the same in shade of colour, the same
in years, the same to a hair's breadth in height across
their backs' ?

TrobcoKtas, opviOas &s,
orpt^as, olireas, <TTa<pv\r] iirl V&TOV etcroy.

Again, we are met by the same feeling which, in a
bolder flight, made the horses of Rhesus weep, when
Pandarus falls headlong from the chariot of iEneas,
and his arms rattle over him in death. The horses,
instead of plunging or starting off, with a finer feeling
tremble by the corpsek ;

Tiaplrpicraav be ot

We may trace the same disposition, under a lighter
and more amusing form, in what had already passed
between iEneas and Pandarus. Pandarus had excused
himself for not having brought a chariot and horses to
Troy, on account of his fears about finding forage for
them where such crowds were to be gathered into a
small space ; at the same time describing, rather boast-
fully, his father Lycaon's eleven carriages with a pair
for each. (II. v. 192-203.) iEneas replies by inviting
him into his chariot when he will see what Trojan
horses are like. Then, he continues, do you fight, and I
will drive; or, as you may choose, do you drive, and I

h II- x. 544-53- ' II- ii- 764. k II. v. 295.
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will fight. Pandarus immediately replies, that iEneas
had better by all means be the driver of his own horses,

Then again, Homer will have the utmost care taken
of them ; and, so to speak, he looks to it himself. When
he describes them as unemployed, he specifies their
food; those of Achilles during the Wrath stand1,

A.O)TW epenrofxivoi kkeoOpeTirov re ariXivov.

But those of Lycaon, which had remained at home,
were1"

KpL XevKov ipeTTTofJ-evot KCU 6\vpas.

To each he gives the appropriate provender: to the
former, in an encampment, what the grassy marsh by
its side afforded: to the latter, in a king's palace, the
grain, or hard food, of their proper home.

And so in the night-adventure of the Tenth Book,
when Ulysses drags away the bodies of those Thra-
cians whom Diomed has slain, it is to make a clear
path for the horses of Rhesus which were to be carried
off, that they may not take fright from treading on
corpses n ;

vexpols an/SaCvoiires' arjOeaaov yap er' avr&v.

Throughout the chariot-race, in the Twenty-third Book,
we find them uppermost in the Poet's mind, though
the drivers, being his prime heroes, are not wholly
forgotten.

Even as to colour, of which Homer's perceptions
appear to have been so vague, it may be remarked,
that he employs it somewhat more freely with reference
to horses, than to other objects having definite form
or powers of locomotion.

But his liveliest conceptions of them are with respect
to motion, form, and feelings: and I suppose there is

1 II. ii. 776. »' II. v. 196. » II. x. 489-93-
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no poem like the Iliad for characteristic touches in re-
spect to any of the three.

It has been much debated whether the ancients
generally, and whether Homer in particular, had any
distinct idea of beauty in landscape.

It may be admitted, even in respect to Homer, that
his similes, to which one would naturally look for
proof, less commonly refer to the eye than to other
faculties. They commonly turn upon sound, motion,
force, or multitude : rarely, in comparison, upon colour,
or even upon form; still more rarely upon colour or
form in such combinations as to constitute what we
call the picturesque.

It seems to me, that we may draw the best materials
of a demonstration in this case from comparing his de-
scriptions of the form of scenery by means of the
outlines of countries, with his use of other epithets
which he employs to denote beauty.

The country of Lacedasmon was mountainous, and
it is hence termed by Homer in the Odyssey and in
the Catalogue, KOIXTJ. (II. ii. 581, Od. iv. 1.)

But it is also termed by him epareivrj (II. iii. 239),
and this, it may be observed, in a speech of Helen's;
to whom, while she was at Troy, the image of it in
memory could hardly, perhaps, be agreeable from any
moral association. We are, therefore, led to refer it
to the physical conformation or beauty of the district.

Next, we have pretty clear proof that in Homer's
mind the epithet epareivij was one proper to describe
beauty in the strictest sense. For he says of Helen,
with regard to her daughter Hermione0:

eyeivaro iralS' fpareivrjv,
rj eiSoy e^e XPvcrys

0 Od. iv. 13.
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' She had a lovely {eparewhv) daughter, endowed with
the beauty of golden Aphrodite.' And I observe but
few passages in Homer, perhaps only one (Od. xxiii.
300), when epareivos does not naturally and properly
bear this sense. A sense etymologically analogous to
our own use of the word lovely, which we employ to in-
dicate not only beauty, but a high degree of it.

It therefore appears to be clear that Homer called
Lacedsemon epaTeivrj, because it was shaped in moun-
tain and valley, and because countries so formed pre-
sent a beautiful appearance to the eye, as compared
with countries of other forms less marked. It is ap-
plied to Emathia (II. xiv. 225) and to Scheria (Od. vii.
79), both mountainous; to the city Ilios, (II. v. 210),
which stood on ground high and partially abrupt near
the roots of Ida; and I do not find it in any place of
the poems associated with flat lands.

The other instance which I shall cite seems to pre-
sent the argument in a complete form, within the com-
pass of a single line.

When describing Ithaca in the Odyssey, Telemachus
says it is?,

aiyt/3oros, KOI fiaWov eirqpaTos i7T7ro/3oVoto.

Here we may assume that by aiylftoros, goat-feeding, he
means mountainous, and even sharp and rocky ; more-
over consequently, in comparison, barren, so that it
could not be agreeable in the sense of being profitable.
On the other hand, the horse is an animal ill-suited to
range among rocks; and by linr6(3oTo$ Homer always
means a district or country sufficiently open and plain
to be suitable for feeding horses in numbers. Now, in
saying that Arran is more eir^paro^ than southern Lan-
cashire, we should leave no doubt upon the mind of

P Od. iv. 606.
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any reader as to the meaning; which must surely be
that it offers more beauty to the eye. Just such a
comparison does Homer make of the scenery of Ithaca
as it was with what it would have been, if the island
had been flat.

I ought however to notice the very forced interpre-
tation of Damm, which is this: /xaXkov eirriparo's, sc.
e/jioi, nam est patria mea; et ad /maWov subintelligit rod
God''Apryeo? (plXrj /ULOI ecrri.

Homer was better versed in the art of wedding
words to thought, than such an interpretation supposes.
For, according to it, the thought of Homer was this;
Though you rule over broad and open Argos, my moun-
tainous Ithaca is dearer to me, because it is my country!
So that he has left out the point of the sentence, with-
out the faintest trace to guide his reader. The idea of
the sentence, which is prolonged through many verses,
turns entirely on the difference between an open and a
steep rocky country as such, and not in the least on
native attachments. And Telemachus, who is lauding
the richness and fertility of Argos, and apologizing for
the barrenness of Ithaca, not ungracefully, in passing,
throws in, by way of compensation, the element of
beauty, as one possessed by Ithaca, and as one which it
must miss if it were flat.

Indeed, we here trace the usual refinement of Homer
in this, that Telemachus does not say, True, your Argos
is rich, but my Ithaca is picturesque: but, after com-
mending the fertility of broad Argos, he says, ' In
Ithaca we have no broad runs% and nothing like a
meadow: it will feed nothing but goats, yet it is more

1 He uses the phrase fyjdjuot blished as the classical word for
evpecs. I t is curious to find the the large open spaces of pastur-
word rims, so recently re-esta- age in the regions of Australasia.
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picturesque than if it, a little speck of that kind, were
flat and open.'

The word e-n-qpaTos is less frequently used in Homer
than epareivos; but we have it in six places besides this.
There is only one of them where it is capable of meaning
dear, in connection with the idea of countryr. In an-
other it means enjoyable or splendid, being applied to
the banquets. In the other places it is applied to a
town on the Shield, a cavern in Ithaca (twice), and the
garments put upon Venus in Cyprus; and in those four
places it can only mean fair or beautiful.

We are not, then, justified in limiting Homer's sense
of natural beauty to what was associated with utility*.
On the contrary, it appears plainly to extend to beauty
proper, and even to that kind of beauty in nature
which we of the present day most love.

I have dealt thus far with the most doubtful part of the
question, and have ventured to dissent from Mr.Ruskin,
whose authority I admit, and of whose superior insight,
as well as of his extraordinary powers of expression, I
am fully conscious.

Mr. Ruskin thinks" that 'Homer has no trace of
feeling for what we call the picturesque'; that Tele-
machus apologizes for the scenery of Ithaca; ami that
rocks are never loved but as caves. I think that the
expressions I have produced from the text show that
these propositions cannot be sustained. At the same
time I admit that the feeling with Homer is one in the
bud only: as, indeed, until within a very few generations,
it has lain undeveloped among ourselves. Homer may

r II. xxii. 121. Cambridge Essays, 1856. p. 126.
s II. ix. 228. v Ruskin's Modern Painters,
' See Mr. Cope's Essay on the part iv. chap. xiii. pp. 189-92.

Picturesque among the Greeks;
E e 2
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have been the father of this sentiment for his nation,
as he was of so much besides. But the plant did not
grow up kindly among those who followed him.

I assent entirely, on the other hand, to what Mr.
Ruskin has said respecting his sense of orderly beauty
in common nature. The garden of Alcinous is truly
Dutch in its quadrangular conceptions; but it is plain
that the Poet means us to regard it as truly beautiful*.
Symmetry, serenity, regularity, adopted from the forms
of living beauty which were before him, enter largely
into Homer's conceptions of one form, at least, of in-
animate beauty.

The scenery of the cave of Calypso ? is less restrained
in its cast, than is the garden in Scheria; but even
here Homer introduces four fountains, which compose
a regular figure, and are evidently meant to supply
an element of form which was required by the fashion-
able standard.

Another element of landscape, as we understand it,
is, that the natural objects which it represents should
be in rather extensive combination ; and our established
traditions would also require that the view of them
should be modified by the rendering of the atmosphere,
especially with reference to the scale of distances.

It is very difficult to find instances of extended land-
scape in Homer. But I think that we have at least
one, in the famed simile, where he compares the Tro-
jan watchfires on the plain to the calm night, which
by the light of moon and stars exhibits a breadth of
prospect to the rejoicing shepherd's eye. Here are cer-
tainly tranquillity and order; but with them we seem
also to have both extent and atmosphere; to which
even bold and even broken outline must be added by

x Od. vii. 112-32. y Od. v. 63-75.
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those who, like myself, are not prepared to surrender to
the destroying o/3e\o? the linez

eK r e<pavev ircurai VKOTSIOX, KCU wpcoores &Kpoi.

Upon the whole, considering Homer's early date,
and the very late development among the moderns of
a taste for scenery of the picturesque and romantic
order, I do not know that we are entitled even at
first sight to challenge him as inferior to any modern
of analogous date in this province. Yet we may fairly
pronounce that he is inferior to himself; that is to say,
he appears to have a sense of beauty, in the region of
inanimate nature, certainly less keen in proportion than
that, with which he looked upon the animated creation.

What is deficient in him with respect to landscape
may however, in all likelihood, be more justly referred
to positive than to negative causes.

It may be questioned whether the disposition to
appreciate still nature, especially in large and elaborated
combinations, may not in part depend upon conditions
that were not to be found in the age of Homer. I
should say, if the expression may be allowed, that we
of this generation take landscape medicinally. Human
life grows with the course of ages; and, especially in
our age, it has grown to be excited and hurried. But
nature has a reacting tendency towards repose ; and,
even in the case of the grosser stimulants, it seems to
be their soothing power which most helps to recom-
mend them. Besides the fact, however, that we have
wants which the Greeks had not, this subject may be
regarded in a broader view.

The mind of Homer and the mind of his age were
not addicted even to contemplation, far less to intro-
spection. Of ideas properly subjective there are very

z II. viii. 557.
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few indeed to be found in the poems. We have
one such furnished by the passage where he equates
thought to a wing, in a simile for the swift ships of the
Phseacians,

biael irrlpov t)e v6i]jj,a.

And another, the most remarkable that he supplies,
when in more detail he uses the motion of a thought
for an illustration of the rapid flight of Junoa.

Even when it became speculative, the Greek mind did
not give a subjective turn to its speculations. It was
probably Christianity which, by the stimulus it applied
to the general conscience, first gave mankind the intro-
spective habit on a large scale ; and mixed causes may
often render the tendency excessive and morbid. But
the tendency of the heroic age, standing at its maximum
in Homer, was to pour life outward, nay almost to force
it into every thing. The fountain from within overflowed;
and its surplus went to make inanimate nature breathe.
The profuse and easy fertility of Homer in simile surely
of itself demonstrates a wonderful observation and ap-
preciation of nature ; but, as has been remarked, these
similes are very rarely indeed still similes. They de-
light in sound, in multitude, above all in motion. The
automatic chairs of Vulcan, the living theatre of the
Shield of Achilles, that oldest mirror of our world, the
bounding armour of the same hero, what are all these
but the proofs of that redundant energy of life, whose
first resistless impulse it was to carry the vital fire
of Prometheus into every object that it encountered,
and which, not yet having felt the palsying touch of
exhaustion, lay under no necessity of curative provisions
for repose ? Therefore, while admitting the defect of
Homer with respect to colour, and admitting also that

a II. XV. 80.
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landscape (if we are to understand by it the elaborate
combination of natural objects reaching over consider-
able distances) is a great addition to the enjoyment
and wealth of mankind, I think the capital explanation
of the question raised is to be found, not in the want
of any space, or of any faculty, in the mind of Homer,
but in the fact that the space and the faculties were
all occupied with more active and vivifying functions;
that the beautiful forms in nature, which we see as
beautiful forms only, were to him the hem of the
garments, as it were, of that life with which all nature
teemed. Accordingly, the general rule of the poems is,
that where we should be passive, he is active ; that which
we think it much to contemplate with satisfaction, he is
ever at work, with a bolder energy and a keener
pleasure, to vivify. We deal with external nature, as
it were unrifled; he saw in it only the residue which
remained to it, after it had at every point thrown off
its cream in supernatural formations. His uplifting and
vitalizing process is everywhere at work. Animate
nature is raised even to divinity ; and inanimate nature
is borne upward into life.

If, then, Homer sees less in the mere sensible forms
of natural objects than we do, it probably is in a great
degree because the genius of his people and his own
genius had taught him to invest them with a soul, which
drew up into itself the best of their attractions. Mr.
Ruskin most justly tells us, with reference to the sea,
that he cuts off from the material object the sense of
something living, and fashions it into a great abstract
image of a sea-powerb. Yet it is not, I think, quite true,
that the Poet leaves in the watery mass no element of
life. On the contrary, I should say the key to his

b Modern Painters, part iv. cli. xiii. p. 174.
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whole treatment of external nature is to be found in
this one proposition: wheresoever we look for figure,
he looks for life. His waves (as well as his fire) when
they are stirredc, shout, in the very word (la-yew) that
he gives to the Assembly of Achfeans: when they
break in foam, they put on the plume of the warrior's
helmet*1 (Kopva-a-ea-Oai) : when their lord drives over
them, they open wide for joye: and when he strides
upon the field of battle, they, too, boil upon the shore, in
an irrepressible sympathy with his effort and emotionf.

c II. xxiii. 2x6. i. 482. d II. iv. 424.
e Tr)8o<ruvrj di 6aKa<T<ra Suoraro, II . xii i . 29 . f II. xiv. 392.



SECT. III.

Homer's perceptions and use of Number.

WHILE the faculties of Homer were in many re-
spects both intense and refined in their action, beyond
all ordinary, perhaps we might say.beyond all modern,
examples, there were other points in which they bear
the marks of having been less developed than is now
common even among the mass of many civilized nations.
In the power of abstraction and distinct introspective
contemplation, it is not improbable that he was inferior
to the generality of educated men in the present day.
In some other lower faculties, he is probably excelled by
the majority of the population of this country, nay even
by many of the children in its schools. I venture to
specify, as examples of the last-named proposition, the
faculties of number, and of colour. It may be true of
one or both of these, that a certain indistinctness in the
perception of them is incidental everywhere to the early
stages of society. But yet it is surprising to find it
where, as with Homer, it accompanies a remarkable
quickness and maturity not only of great mental powers,
but of certain other perceptions more akin to number
and colour, such as those of motion, of sound, and of
form. But let us proceed to examine, in the first place,
the former of these two subjects.

It may be observed at the outset, that probably none
of us are aware to how great an extent our aptitudes
witli respect to these matters are traditionary, and de-
pendent therefore not upon ourselves, but upon the
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acquisitions made by the human race before our birth,
and upon the degree in which those acquisitions have
circulated, and have been as it were filtered through and
through the community, so as to take their place among
the elementary ideas, impressions, and habits of the po-
pulation. For such parts of human knowledge, as have
attained to this position, are usually gained by each
successive generation through the medium of that in-
sensible training, which begins from the very earliest
infancy, and which precedes by a great interval all the
systematic, and even all the conscious, processes of edu-
cation. Nor am I for one prepared by any means to deny
that there may be an actual 'traducianism' in the case:
on the contrary, in full consistency with the teaching
of experience, we may believe that the acquired apti-
tudes of one generation may become, in a greater or
a less degree, the inherited and inborn aptitudes of
another.

We must, therefore, reckon upon finding a set of
marked differences in the relative degrees of advance-
ment among different human faculties in different stages
of society, which shall be simply referable to the source
now pointed out, and distinct altogether from such vari-
ations as are referable to other causes. It is not difficult
to admit this to be true in general: but the question,
whether in the case before us it applies to number and
colour, can of course only be decided by an examination
of the Homeric text.

Yet, before we enter upon this examination, let us en-
deavour to throw some further light upon the general
aspect of the proposition, which has just been laid down.

Of all visible things, colour is to our English eye the
most striking. Of all ideas, as conceived by the English
mind, number appears to be the most rigidly definite,
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so that we adopt it as a standard for reducing all other
things to definiteness ; as when we say that this field
or this house is five, ten, or twenty times as large as
that. Our merchants, and even our schoolchildren, are
good calculators. So that there is a sense of something
strikingly paradoxical, to us in particular, when we
speak of Horner as having had only indeterminate ideas
of these subjects.

There are however two practical instances, which
may be cited to illustrate the position, that number is
not a thing to be as matter of course definitely conceived
in the mind. One of these is the case of very young
children. To them the very lowest numbers are soon
intelligible, but all beyond the lowest are not so, and only
present a vague sense of multitude, that cannot be severed
into its component parts. The distinctive mark of a clear
arithmetical conception is, that the mind at one and the
same time embraces the two ideas, first of the aggre-
gate, secondly of each one of the units which make it
up. This double operation of the brain becomes more
arduous, as we ascend higher in the scale. I have
heard a child, put to count beads or something of the
sort, reckon them thus : ' One, two, three, four, a hun-
dred.' The first words express his ideas, the last one
his despair. Up to four, his mind could contain the
joint ideas of unity and of severalty, but not beyond;
so he then passed to an expression wholly general, and
meant to express a sense like that of the word multi-
tude.

But though the transition from number definitely con-
ceived to number without bounds is like launching into
a sea, yet the conception of multitude itself is in one
sense susceptible of degree. We may have the idea of
a limited, or of an unbounded, multitude. The essen-
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tial distinction of the first is, that it might possibly be
counted ; the notion of the second is, that it is wholly
beyond the power of numeration to overtake. Probably
even the child, to whom the word 'hundred' expressed
an indefinite idea, would have been faintly sensible of
a difference in degree between 'hundred' and 'million,'
and would have known that the latter expressed some-
thing larger than the former. The circumscribing out-
line of the idea apprehended is loose, but still there is
such an outline. The clearness of the double conception
is indeed effaced ; the whole only, and not the whole
together with each part, is contemplated by the mind ;
but still there is a certain clouded sense of a real differ-
ence in magnitude, as between one such whole and
another.

And this leads me to the second of the two illustra-
tions, to which reference has been made. That loss of
definiteness in the conception of number, which the
child in our day suffers before he has counted over his
fingers,the grown man suffers also,though at a point com-
monly much higher in the scale. What point that may
be, depends very much upon the particular habits and
aptitudes of the individual. A student in a library of a
thousand volumes, an officer before his regiment of a
thousand men upon parade, may have a pretty clear
idea of the units as well as of the totals; but when we
come to a thousand times a thousand, or a thousand
times a million, all view of the units, for most men,
probably for every man, is lost: the million for the
grown man is in a great degree like the hundred for
the child. The numerical term has now become essen-
tially a symbol; not only as every word is by its es-
sence a symbol in reference to the idea it immediately
denotes; but, in a further sense, it is a symbol of a
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symbol, for that idea which it denotes, is itself symbol-
ical : it is a conventional representation of a certain
vast number of units, far too great to be individually
contemplated and apprehended. As we rise higher
still from millions, say for example, into the class of
billions, the vagueness increases. The million is now
become a sort of new unit, and the relation of two
millions to one million, is thus pretty clearly appre-
hended as being double ; but this too becomes obscured
as we mount, and even (for example) the relation of
quantity between ten billions of wheat-corns, and an
hundred billions of the same, is far less determinately
conveyed to the mind, than the relation between ten
wheat-corns and one. At this high level, the nouns of
number approximate to the indefinite character of the
class of algebraic symbols called known quantities.

In proportion as our conception of numbers is definite,
the idea of them, instead of being suited for an address
to the imagination, remains unsuited for poetic handling,
and thrives within the sphere of the understanding only.
But when we pass beyond the scale of determinate into
that of practically indeterminate amounts, then the
use of numbers becomes highly poetical. I would quote,
as a very noble example of this use of number, a verse
in the Revelations of St. John. ' And I beheld, and I
heard the voice of many angels round about the throne,
and the beasts and the elders : and the number of them
was ten thousand times ten thousand, and thousands of
thousands'1.' As a proof of the power of this fine pas-
sage, I would observe, that the descent from ten thou-
sand times ten thousand to thousands of thousands,
though it is in fact numerically very great, has none of
the chilling effect of anticlimax, because these numbers

a Rev. v. 11.
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are not arithmetically conceived, and the last member
of the sentence is simply, so to speak, the trail of light
which the former draws behind it.

Now we must keep clearly before our minds the idea,
that this poetical and figurative use of number among
the Greeks at least preceded what I may call its cal-
culative use. W e shall find in Homer nothing that
can strictly be called calculation. He repeatedly gives
us what may be termed the factors of a sum in multipli-
cation ; but he never even partially combines them, even
as they are combined for example in Cowper's ballad,

John Gilpin's spouse said to her dear,
Though wedded we have been

These twice ten tedious years, yet we
No holiday have seen.

Reference has been made to the convenience which
we find in using number as a measure of quantity, and
as a means of comparing things of every species in
their own kind. But we never meet with this use of
it in Homer. He has not even the words necessary to
enable him to say, ' This house is five times as large as
that.' If he had the idea to express, he would say, Five
houses, each as large as that, would hardly be equal to
this. The word rph maybe called an adverb of multi-
plication ; but it is never used for these comparisons. In-
deed, Damm observes, that in a large majority of in-
stances it signifies an indefinite number, not a precise
one. Terpaic}? is found only once, and in a sense wholly
indeterminate: the passage isb Tpur/uLaKape? Aavao) KOU
TerpaKis. Ilei'TaKif does not even exist. Ajax lifts a
stone, not ' twice as large as a mortal of to-day could
raise', but so large that it would require two such mor-
tals to raise it. All Homer's numerical expressions are

b Od. v. 306.
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in the most elementary forms; such forms, as are with-
out composition, and refuse all further analysis.

His use of number appears to have been confined to
simple addition: and it is probable that all the higher
numbers which we find in the poems, were figurative and
most vaguely conceived. If we are able to make good
the proof of these propositions from the Homeric text,
we shall then be well able to understand the manner
in which Numeration, or the science of number, is
spoken of by the Greeks of the historic age as a mar-
vellous invention. It appears in iEscbylus, as among the
very greatest of the discoveries of Prometheus0:

egevpov avro'is'

he goes on to add,

So that the use of numbers by rule was to the Greek
mind as much a discovery as the letters of the alphabet,
and is even described here as a greater one : much as in
later times men have viewed the use of logarithms, or
of the method of fluxions or the calculus. In full con-
formity with this are the superlative terms, in which
Plato speaks of number. Number, in fact, seems to be
exhibited in great part of the Greek philosophy, as if it
had actually been the guide of the human mind in its
progress towards realizing all the great and cardinal
ideas of order, measure, proportion, and relation.

Up to what point human intelligence, in the time of
Homer, was able to push the process of simple ad-
dition, we do not precisely know. It is not, however,
hastily to be assumed that, in any one of his faculties,
Homer was behind his age; and it is safer to believe

c iEsch. Prom. V. 468. see also Soph. Naupl. Fragm. v.
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that the poems, even in these points, represent it advan-
tageously. Now, in one place at least, we have a primi-
tive account of a process of addition. The passage is in
the Fourth Odyssey, where Menelaus relates, how Pro-
teus counted upon his fingers the number of his sealse.
That it was a certain particular number is obvious,
because when four of them had been killed by Eidothee,
their skins were put upon Menelaus and his three com-
rades, and the four Greeks were then counted into the
herd, so that the word apiOfxbs here evidently means a de-
finite total. This addition by Proteus, however, was not
addition in the proper arithmetical sense, and would be
more properly called enumeration : it was probably
effected simply by adding each unit singly, in suc-
cession, to the others, with the aid of the fingers,
(proved through the word Tretx-warro-erai,) but not by the
aid of any scale or combination of units, either decimal
or quinal. In the word SeKas we have, indeed, the first step
towards a decimal scale; but we have not even that in
the case of the number five, there being no 7reeTa? or
•7re/j.7TTas. T h e m e a n i n g of 7refX7raa-a-erai ev iden t ly is,

not that he arranged the numeration in fives, but that,
by means of the fingers of one hand, employed upon
those of the other, he assisted the process of simple
enumeration.

Homer's highest numeral is /xupiou He describes
the Myrmidons as being imvptoi1, though, if we assume a
mean strength of about eighty-five for their crews, the
force would but little have exceeded four thousand:
and at the maximum of one hundred and twenty for
each ship, it would only come to six thousand. Again,
Homer uses the expression juvpia pSy, to denote a
person of instructed and accomplished mind*.

e Od. iv. 412, 451. f II. xxiii. 29. s Od. ii. 16.
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Next to the /xvpta, the highest numerals employed in
the poems are those contained in the passage where the
Poet says that the howl of Mars, on being wounded by
Diomed, was as loud as the shout of an army of nine
thousand or ten thousand menh:

avipes Iv

But it is clear that the expressions are purely poetical
and figurative. For he never comes near the use of
such high numbers elsewhere; and yet it obviously lay
in his path to use these, and higher numbers still, when
he was describing the strength of the Greek and Trojan
armies.

The highest Homeric number, after those which have
been named, is found in the three thousand horses of
Erichthonius. This we must also consider poetical,
because it is so far beyond the ordinary range of the
poems, and in some degree likewise because of the ob-
vious unlikelihood of his having possessed that particular
number of mares1.

Only thrice, besides the instances already quoted, does
Homer use the fourth power of numbers; it is in the
case of the single thousand. A thousand measures of
wine were sent by Euneos as a present to Agamemnon
and Menelaus. A thousand watch-fires were kindled
by the Trojans on the plain. Iphidamas, having given
an hundred oxen in order to obtain his wife, then
promised a thousand goats and sheep out of his count-
less herds k. In all these three cases, it is more than
doubtful whether the word thousand is not roughly
and loosely used as a round number. The combination
of the thousand sheep and goats with the hundred

h II. v. 860. ' II. xxi. 251.
k II. vii. 571. viii. 562. xi. 244.
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oxen, immediately awakens the recollection that even
the Homeric hecatomb, though meaning etymologically
an hundred oxen, practically meant nothing of the kind,
but only what we should call a lot or batch of oxen.
Again, it is so obviously improbable that the Trojans
should in an hurried bivouac have lighted just a thou-
sand fires, and placed just fifty men by each, that we
may take this passage as plainly figurative, and as con-
veying no more than a very rude approximation, of such
a kind as would be inadmissible where the practice of
calculation is familiar. It is then most likely, that in the
remaining one of the three passages, the Poet means only
to convey that a large and liberal present of wine was
sent by Euneus, as the consideration for his being allowed
to trade with the army. There is certainly more of ap-
proximation to a definite use of the single thousand,
than of the three, the nine, or the ten: but this differ-
ence in definiteness is in reality a main point in the
evidence. Most of all does this become palpable, when
we consider how strange is in itself the omission to
state the numbers of the combatants on either side of
this great struggle: an omission so strange, of what
would be to ourselves a fact of such elementary and
primary interest, that we can hardly account for it other-
wise than by the admission, that to the Greeks of the
Homeric age the totals of the armies, even if the Poet
himself could have reckoned them, would have been
unintelligible.

Among all the numbers found in Homer, the highest
which he appears to use with a clearly determinate
meaning, is that of the three hundred and sixty fat
hogs under the care of Eumseus in Ithaca';

ol be Tpirjuocnoi re nal efrJKOi/ra -nikovro.
1 Od. xiv. 20.
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The reason for considering this number as having a
pretty definite sense in the Poet's mind (quite a differ-
ent matter, let it be borne in mind, from the question
whether the circumstance is meant to be taken as
historical) is, that it stands in evident association with
the number of days, as it was probably then reckoned,
in the year. It seems plain that he meant to describe
the whole circle of the year, where he says, that for
each of the days and nights which Jupiter has given,
or, in his own words'",

ocrcraL yap IWKTSS re Kai fjfxipai SK A I O S elo-iv,

the greedy Suitors are not contented with the slaughter
of one animal, or even of two. Eumseus then gives an
account of the wealth of Ulysses in live stock, both
within the isle and on the mainland, from whence the
animals were supplied: and adds, that from the Ithacan
store a goatherd took down daily a fat goat, while he
himself as often sent down a fat hog. 1 have dwelt
thus particularly on the detail of this case, because it
may fairly be inferred from the correspondence be-
tween the number of the hogs and the days of the
year, that for once, at all events, the Poet intended to
speak, though somewhat at random, yet in a degree
arithmetically, and that of so high a number as 360.

There are other cases of lower numbers in different
parts of the poems, where it may be argued, with vary-
ing measures of probability, that Homer had a similar
intention.

The word eKarofxpri, without doubt, affords a strik-
ing proof of vagueness in the ideas of the heroic age
with respect to number: and this vagueness extends,
yet apparently in varying degrees, to the adjective

m Od. xiv. 93.
F f 2
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i. I have elsewhere" referred to adjectives of
this formation as indicative of the fact, that for those
generations of mankind oxen may be said to have con-
stituted a measure of value ; and this fact certainly in-
volves an aim at numerical exactitude. It seems, in-
deed, on general grounds far from improbable, that the
business of exchange may have been the original guide
of our race into the art, and thus into the science, of
arithmetic.

In the description of the Shield of Minerva, which
had an hundred golden drops or tassels, we are told
that each of them was eKaTOfifioIos, or worth an hun-
dred oxen. This use of the word must be regarded as
strongly charged with figure. Minerva was arming to
mingle among men upon the plain of Troy0, and it is not
likely, therefore, that the Poet would represent her in
dimensions utterly inordinate. He judiciously reserves
this license of exaggeration without bounds for scenes
where he is beyond the sphere of relations properly
human, as for example, the Theomachy and the Under-
world. Now we may venture to take the Homeric
value of an ox before Troy at half an ounce of gold.
In the prizes of the wrestling match, where a tripod
was worth twelve oxen, a highly skilled woman (TroXXa
$' eTrla-raro epya) was worth fourP. Two ounces of gold
would be a low price for such a person in almost any age.
According to this computation, each drop on the iEgis
of Minerva would weigh fifty ounces : the whole would
weigh above 300 lbs. avoirdupois, and if we were to as-
sume the purely ornamental fringe in a work of this
kind to weigh one tenth part of the whole, the iEgis
itself would weigh nearly a ton and a half. Primd
facie, this is susceptible of explanation in either of two

n Agore, p. 82. 0 II. ii. 450. P II. xxiii. 703, 5.
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ways: the one, that the numbers are used poetically and
not arithmetically; the other, that of sheer intentional
exaggeration in bulk. The rules of the Poet, as they are
elsewhere applied, oblige us to reject the latter solution,
and consequently throw us back upon the former.

Again, we are told that, when Diomed obtained the
exchange of arms from Glaucus, he gave a suit of
copper, and obtained in return a suit of gilti;

Here there seems to be a mixture of the metaphorical
and the arithmetical use. For, on the one hand, it is
singular that he should have chosen numbers which
require the aid of a fraction to express their relation
to one another. He could certainly not have meant to
say that the values of the two suits were precisely as
ioo: 9, or as 11-^: 1. And yet, on the one hand, he
could scarcely use the term eweafiola, except with re-
ference to the known and usual value of a suit of
armour, while the e/caTo/x/3ofa, from its use in other
places, must be suspected of having no more than a
merely indeterminate force.

With this fractional relation of 100 : 9, may be com-
pared the arrangement at the feast in Pylos, where
each division of five hundred persons was supplied
with nine oxen. These numbers, however, are pro-
bably less vague than in some other cases: for the
provision stated, though large, is not beyond what a
rude plenty might suggest on a great public occasion.

Again, Lycaon, when captured for the second time
by Achilles, reminds that hero of what he had fetched
or been worth to him on the former occasion1": eKaroix-
(iolov Se TOL %\<poi>. Here we have a decisive proof of
the figurative use of number. Had the young prince

q II. vi. 236. r II. xxi. 79.
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been ransomed by Priam, a great price, no doubt,
would have been given. But Achilles sold him into
LemilOS, avevOev ayaiv irarpos Te (plXmv r e : and to the
Lemnians he could hardly have value but as a labourer,
although indeed it chanced that he was afterwards re-
deemed, by a £e«/o? of Priams, at a high price. We can-
not, then, suppose that he had brought any such return
as would be represented by a full hundred of oxen.

The evidence thus far, I think, tends powerfully to
support the hypothesis, that there is an amount of
vagueness in Homer's general use of numbers, unless
indeed as to very low ones, which cannot be explained
otherwise than as metaphorical or purely poetical: and
that his mind never had before it any of those pro-
cesses, simple as they are to all who are familiar with
them, of multiplication, subtraction, or division.

I admit it to be possible, that his manner of treating
number may have been owing to his determination to
be intelligible, and to the state of the faculties of his
hearers, as much as, or even more than, his own. But
to me the supposition of the infant condition even of his
faculties with respect to number, though at first sight
startling, approves itself on reflection as one thoroughly
in conformity with analogy and nature. Indeed the
experience of life may convince us that to this hour
we should be mistaken, if we supposed arithmetical
conceptions to be uniform in different minds; that the
relations of number are faintly and imperfectly appre-
hended, except by either practised or else peculiarly
gifted persons; and that, in short, there is nothing
more mysterious than arithmetic to those who do not
understand it. As one illustration of this opinion, I will
cite the difficulty which most educated persons, when

s II. xxi. 42.
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studying history, certainly feel in mastering its chro-
nology ; while to those who are apt at figures it is
not only acquired with ease, but it even serves as the
nexus and support of the whole chain of events.

There were several occasions, upon which it would
have been most natural and appropriate for Homer to
use the faculty of multiplication; yet on no one of
these has he used it. He constantly supplies us with
the materials of a sum, but never once performs the
process.

The first example in the Iliad is supplied by that
passage of the unhappy speech of Agamemnon to the
Assembly in the Second Book, which causes the fever-
fit of home-sickness. He compares the strength of the
Greek army with that of the Trojans; and he only
effects the purpose by this feeble but elaborate con-
trivance. ' Should the Greeks and Trojans agree to be
numbered respectively, and should the Trojans properly
so called be placed one by one, but the Greeks in tens,
and every Trojan made cupbearer to a Greek ten,
many of our tens would be without a cupbearerV In
the first place, the fact that he calls this ascertaining
of comparative force numbering (apidfj.ri6tnji.evai) is re-
markable ; for it would not have shown the numbers
of either army; nor even the difference, by which the
Greeks exceeded a tenfold ratio to the Trojans; but
simply, by leaving an unexhausted residue, the fact
that they were more, whether by much or by little,
than ten times as many as the besieged. Secondly,
it seems plain that, if Homer had known what was
meant by multiplication, he would have used the pro-
cess in this instance, in lieu of the elaborate (yet
poetical) circumlocution which he has adopted; and

t II. ii. 123-8.
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would have said the Greeks were ten times, or fifteen
times, or twenty times, as many as the inhabitants of
Troy.

After this, Ulysses reminds the Assembly of the ap-
parition of the dragon they had seen at Aulis. The
phrase x^'K°L Te Kai f7rP">lX,a' which he employs, may
grammatically either belong to the epoch of the gather-
ing at Aulis, or to the time of the plague, which had
carried off a part of the force a fortnight or three weeks
before. In whichever connection of the two we place it,
it affords an instance of extreme indefiniteness in the
use of two adverbs which are at once expressive of
time and of number; for on one supposition he must
use them to express whole years, and on the other
they must mean near a fortnight, and therefore a cer-
tain number of days.

The next case is remarkable. It is that of the Cata-
logue.

The resolution, which introduces it, was not a resolu-
tion to number the host; but simply to make a careful
division and distribution of the men under their leaders,
with a view to a more effective responsibility, both of
officers and men". But when the Poet comes to enu-
merate the divisions, it is evidently a great object with
him to make known the relative forces, and thus the
relative prominence and power, of the different States
of Greece. Yet nothing can be more imperfect than
the manner in which the enumerating portion of his
task is executed. In the first place, we trace again the
old habit of the loose and figurative use of numbers.
For Homer could hardly mean us to take literally all
the numbers of ships, which he has stated in the Cata-
logue : since, in every case where they come up to or

u II. ii. 362-8.
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exceed twenty, they run in complete decades without
odd numbers; subject to the single exception of the
twenty-two ships of Gouneus. Podalirius and Machaon
have thirty, the Phocians forty, Achilles fifty, Mene-
laus sixty, Diomed eighty. Nestor ninety, Agamemnon
an hundred: the only full multiple of ten omitted
being the utterly intractable e^So/uujKovra. But again,
he gives us no effectual clue to the numbers of the
crews. Each of the fifty ships of the Boeotians had one
hundred and twenty men, and each of the seven ships
of Philoctetes had fiftyx. Thus he supplies us with the
two factors of the sum, which would find the number of
men, in each of these two cases ; but in neither case
does he perform the sum; and such is the uniform
practice throughout the poems. For the Greek force
generally, he has not even given us the factors. It has
indeed been conjectured, that fifty may have been the
smallest ship's company, and one hundred and twenty
the largest: but this is mere conjecture; and even if
it be well founded, still we do not know whether the
generality of the ships were about the mean, or nearer
one or the other of the extremes. Again, it would ap-
pear probable from the Odyssey, that these numbers, of
fifty and one hundred and twenty, are exclusive at least
of pilots and commanders, if not also of the stewards?
and the minor officers2; for the number mentioned by
Alciuous* is fifty-two ; and although he says that all
were to sit down to row, the texts when compared
cannot but suggest, that the number fifty was an usual
complement of oars, and that the two were the captain
and pilot respectively1'.

Plainly, there must have been very great inequalities
x II. ii. 509, 719. y II. xix. 44. z II. ii. 362, 5.

a Od. viii. 35. b Sup. Agore, p. 135.
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in the crews of the Greek armament; or Homer could
not have said, after giving Agamemnon an hundred
ships, that he had by far the largest force of all the
chiefs0;

&\xa r<5ye isoXv TtXeiffToi Kal &pidTOL

\ao\ ZTIOVT .

For Diomed and Idomeneus have each eighty ships,
and Nestor has ninety, so that their numbers would
come very near Agamemnon's, unless their ships were
smaller. But to sum up this discussion. It is evident
that, if only we suppose the Greeks of Homer's time to
have had a definite and well developed sense of num-
ber, the mention by Homer of the amount of force in
the Trojan expedition would have been a fact of the
highest national interest and importance. Yet he has
left us nothing, which can be said even definitely to
approximate to a record of it, though the enumeration
of the Catalogue appears almost to force the subject
upon him. The fair inferences seem to be, that he did
not understand the calculative use of numbers at all,
or beyond some very limited range; and that, even
within that range, he for the most part employed them
poetically and ornamentally; they were decorative and
effective, like epithets to his song, but they were not
statistical; as expressions of force they were no more
than (as it were) tentative, and that but very rudely.

I am further confirmed in the belief of Homer's in-
determinate conception of number, from the strange
result to which the contrary opinion Avould lead. He
tells us of the Trojan bivouac*3;

xiki 'dp' ev weS^u TTvpa /caterer irap be

eXaro

<= II. ii. 577. d II. viii. 562.
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In this case he has given us again the factors of a sum
in multiplication, though not the product. Did he
mean them to be taken literally? If he did, then it is
indeed strange that, although he says nothing whatever
on the subject of number in the Trojan Catalogue, yet
he has here supplied us with all the particulars necessary
for estimating the Trojan force, while as to the Greek
army, we remain unable to say whether it amounted to
fifty thousand, or to half, or to twice or thrice that
number. But it is quite plain from the total absence of
specified numbers in the Trojan Catalogue, that he had
no desire, as indeed he had no occasion, to give an ac-
curate account of the Trojan force. On the other hand
it appears, from the details of the Greek Catalogue,
that he did wish to describe the amount of the force on
that side, as far as he could conceive or convey it. If
all this be so, then nothing can show more clearly than
the thousand Trojan watch-fires, with their fifty men at
each, Homer's figurative manner of employing nume-
rical aggregations. If however we admit the figurative
use, we at once find everything harmonious. He de-
scribes the Trojans by the method of bold enhancement,
at a juncture of the poem where it is his purpose to
make them terrible to the Greek imagination.

The instance of Proteus in the Odyssey has already
been referred to : but one more marked is afforded by
the description that Eumseus gives of the herds and
flocks of Ulysses. This, again, is one of the instances
where the spirit and gist of the passage almost required
that a total should be stated. For the object is to give
a telling account. The wealth of this prince, says the
Poet, was boundless; none of the heroes, whether of
Ithaca or of the fertile continent, had so much ; no, nor
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had any twenty of them. Then he mentions how many
herds of cattle, goats, and swine, and flocks of sheep
there were, but gives no numbers of any of the herds,
nor any total: though, shortly before, the poem had men-
tioned the three hundred and sixty fat hogs under the
care of Eumaeus, and had also given us the sows in the
usual manner, stating that there were twelve sties with
fifty in each ; but not specifying anywhere the total of
six hundred which these figures yield when multiplied
together e.

Again, then the result of all these passages, as well as
of more which might be quoted, is, I think, to show
that Homer's conceptions of number, and his use of
number, especially when beyond a very low limit, were
so indeterminate, that they may not improperly be called
figurative.

In support and in illustration of this belief with re-
spect to Homer, I would once more refer to the curious
fragment ascribed to Hesiod respecting the age of the
Nymphs with beauteous locks, which begins,

evvia rot £coet yeveas Aa/cepu{a Kopa>vr)

avhp&v rj

In the Etymol. Magn. 13. 36, the reading is
Ttav; and Ausonius, following this authority in his
Eighteenth Idyll, makes the yeveh no less than 96 years.
But the sense of yeverj is fixed by Homer's account of
Nestor, and otherwise, in such a way as greatly to favour
the reading y/3<&vTa>v. The word therefore means the
term between birth and the prime of life, which may
well be taken at thirty years. Then comes a table as
follows.

e Od. xiv. 13-20.
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The age of the daw = 9 ages of men.
The age of the stag = 4 of daws = 36 of men.
The age of the crow = 3 of stags = twelve of daws —

108 of men.
The age of the palm = 9 of crows = 27 of stags =108

of daws — 97a of men.
The age of the Nymph = 1 o of palms = 90 of crows =

270 of stags =1080 of daws = 9720 of men.
And if the yevet) be 30 years, the age of the Nymphs

= 30 x 9720 = 291,600 years. But the point most re-
markable for us is, that while Hesiod, if Hesiod it be,
supplies us with the whole of the first factors after the
yeverj, for this long sum, he does not actually perform
one single multiplication; nor does he even define the
yevet], which is the first and most vital element of all.

He has thus given us at once a very pretty poetical
invention for expressing approximately the age of
Nymphs, who are Jove-born indeed, yet are not im-
mortal, and a remarkable proof of the indefmiteness
of numerical conceptions, and of total unacquaintance
with the rules of arithmetic*.

One consequence of the proposition I have advanced
with respect to Homer is, to destroy altogether a sup-
posed discrepancy between the Iliad and the Odyssey,
which has often been paraded as a reason, among
others, for assigning them to different authors. It is
truly alleged that, in the Catalogue8, Crete is called

f I subjoin the rest of this curious fragment;
eXa(f>os Se re rerpaKopavos'

rpels 8' iXdfpovs 6 Kopag yr)pa<TK(TaC avrap 6 <polvi£
ivvia roiis KopaKas' fie'ratS' fjfiets TOVS (polvmas
vvjifyai ivirkoKajj.01, novpai Aios afyid^oto.

It is noticed by Pliny, (Nat. Hist. vii. 48.) who terms it fabulous ;
but it is with more propriety, I think, to be called poetical,

g II. ii. 649.
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; and that in the Nineteenth Odyssey1' we
are told of it,

iv 8' avdpcaitoL

iroXXoi, a/neipeaioi, KM, ewqicovra woAjjes.

Each of these words appears to be interpreted as strictly,
as it would be if caught by an auditor in the accounts
of some delinquent Joint-Stock Company; and thus,
forsooth, a diversity of authors for the two poems is to
be made good. Now it is not a little odd, if both these
poets looked at the subject with the eye of statisticians,
that while each found a different number of cities in
Crete, yet each found an even, and more or less a round
number. But why is eKaro/xTroXis to be more strictly
interpreted than eKaTo/j.^1 And again, if we are to
construe ewtjKovTa statistically, what are we to do with
the very word that precedes it, namely, cnreipecrioi ? The
simple fact of the juxtaposition of that word with the
ewtiKovra ir6\t)e<s should surely have sufficed to show, that
the whole manner of speech was (what we now call)
poetical. So regarding it, I venture even to say that
the effect of a comparison with the epithet in the
Catalogue is to establish, not a discrepancy in point of
fact, but rather a similarity in the measure of figurative
conception and expression: so that in consequence, as
far as it is worth any thing, it rather tends to prove
the identity, than the diversity, of authorship between
the two poems.

A second consequence, which must be drawn from
the foregoing conclusions, is this; that we shall do wrong
to search the poems of Homer for any scheme of chro-
nology. The minute enumerations of the Mosaic books
have perhaps given the tone to our ordinary historical
inquiries: but, at least with respect to Homer, it must

h Od. six. 173.
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appear an erroneous course to use his numerical state-
ments as literal, when they are applied to time, after
we have had so much evidence of their generally orna-
mental and figurative character.

When Homer has occasion to define distance, he
does not attempt to do it by a fixed measure, but by
reference always to human or other action : it is as far
as a man can throw a spear, (Sovpbs epwr/); or as far as
a man's cry can be heard {b'&ov re yeyajve /3o'̂ o-as); or as
far, when we come to larger spaces, as we can sail
within a certain time; if I make a good passage, says
Achilles', I may get to Phthia on the third day: and
again, we hear of the distance that a ship can perform
within the dayk. The horses of the gods in Homer
clear, at each bound, a space as large as the eye can
cover along the surface of the sea. As he comes to
speak of points more remote and less known, he be-
comes greatly more vague, and says of Egypt, that even
the birds do not get back from it within the year1:
without doubt drawing his idea from those birds which
periodically migrate.

As with spaces, so with times. The year indeed by
its revolution forms itself into a natural whole, and is
thus in a manner self-defined. So the waxing and
waning moon defines the month. But even with these

i II. ix. 362. k O<T(TOV re 7ravr)fiepiri VTJVS fjvvtrt, O d . iv.
1 Od. iii.322. With this compare the Tempest, Act ii. Sc i ; where,

be it observed, Shakespeare is treating his subject as one of Dream-
land.

Ant. Who's the next heir of Naples ?
Seb. Claribel.
Ant. She that is queen of Tunis : she, that dwells

Ten leagues beyond man's life ; she that from Naples
Can have no note, unless the sun were post,
(The man i' th' moon 's too slow,) till new-born chins
Be rough and razorable.
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well marked terms Homer deals loosely; for the birth
of infants is promised to take place after the revolution
of a year from the time of conception™.

I do not remember that he ever mentions a very
high number of days or of years, but his use of both
days and years, when it does not embrace terms defined
by custom, has the marks of being highly poetical. Take
for instance the principal and almost only statements
of the poem, that can claim to be called chronological.
They are those which represent the period of the siege
as a decade of years, preceded by a decade of prepara-
tion, and followed by a third decade for the vicissitudes
of the Return. Here are three terms of years, all found
in a Poet, who does not elsewhere deal in terms of
years at all. Of history, or what purports to be such,
Homer has given us a great deal, and he has placed it
in the exactest and clearest order. But in no one in-
stance, out of all his prior history, does he found himself
on any numerical definitions of time. Moreover, these
three terms of years are all exactly equal, which height-
ens the unlikelihood of their being historical. Lastly,
the three terms are just of the number of years required
to make up what was, according to all appearances, the
Homeric term of a yevetj, or generation of men.

The passage, on which the proof of this last assertion
must principally be founded, is that in the First Book11,
which describes the age of Nestor;

r<d 8' rfir) hvo fj,ev yeveal fiepoirodv avQpdmuiv
i(p6£ad\ ot ol npoaQev ajxa rpdtpev ?)S' kyivovTo
kv nt/A(o riyaderj, pera be Tpirdrounv &vaaaev.

I take the word yever; to mean here, ' the term of
thirty years,' but with the necessary qualification of ' or
thereabouts;' and for the following reasons:

m Od. xi. 248. » II. i. 250-2.
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Nestor is represented in the Iliad as the oldest of
the Greek chieftains of the first order. Yet Ulysses0

was elderly, w/xoyipcov. Idomeneus, again, was older
than Ulysses, as is plain from the more marked manner
in which his advance in years is described. He is
fxeaanroXtosP, and not fully ablebodied, as appears from
his somewhat limited share in military operations; but
Nestor is evidently older than Idomeneus, as he always
addresses the whole body with the authority that be-
longs to the most extended experience, and as he never
takes an active part, either in battle or in the games.
We must, accordingly, suppose Nestor to be represented
as at this time an old man of seventy, or from that to
seventy-five.

Now the passage implies that he was in the third
yeveh, and in the midst, i. e. not at either extremity, of
it : the words are /WETCC TpiTaroicriv. No lower number
than thirty years will place Nestor fairly among, or in
the midst of, the third generation from his birth. If,
for example, we take five and twenty years as the
term, he would have been not so much among the
third as on the eve of arriving within the fourth
generation. But neither can we assign to yeverj any
meaning, which shall make it sensibly exceed thirty
years. For as we may say with confidence that the
Nestor of the Iliad is over seventy, so, on the other
hand, we may fairly compute that he is under eighty;
inasmuch as, though he takes no part in exertions
actually athletic, he spares himself nothing else. He
is found by Agamemnon, when the commander in chief
goes his rounds, on the field and at the head of his di-
vision : he is wakeful for the night council, and he goes
about awaking others'!. Retaining so large a share of

0 II. xxiii. 791. P II. xiii. 361. 1 II. x. 157.
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bodily activity, he is still not represented as possessed
of strength in such a degree as to border upon the
marvellous ; he is simply, in regard to corporal quali-
ties, what would now be called a remarkably fine old
gentleman. But if instead of thirty we were to take
forty years, then, in order to have well entered into
the third term he must have been already much beyond
eighty, indeed, probably beyond ninety, in the Iliad,
and above an hundred in the Odyssey; an age, which,
as he retains in that poem all his mental powers, we
may be quite sure Homer did not mean to assign to
him. If, then, yeveq meant any term of years, it must, in
all likelihood, have been somewhere about thirty years.

Homer has been careful, in the case of Nestor, to
mark, by an appropriate change of expressions, the
difference between his age in the two poems respect-
ively. In the Iliad he is exercising the kingly office
among the third generation since his birth. In the
Odyssey he is said to have exhausted the three terms'";

rph yap hrj \dv (pcunv av&gaaOai yeve' avbpZv.

That lucidity and accuracy in Homer's expressions,
to which we are so often beholden, may stand us yet
further in good stead. Two yeveai had passed, not of
men at large, but of the men o'l ol irpoaOev a/xa rpdcpev
$& iyivovTo, of those who were bred and born with
him, of his contemporaries. Now this proves that by
yeveh Homer does not mean the full duration of human
life, but that average interval between the successions
of men, which general experience places at about thirty
years. For if Homer had meant by yeverj the whole
time required for the dying out of a generation, Nestor

r Od. iii. 245. The meaning the Iliad no more is implied than
may be that he had reigned for that he had lived well into a
above two generations: but in third.
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could not have outlived two generations of contem-
poraries. In this sense, his contemporaries were mani-
festly not two generations, but one, or little more. But
if the Poet meant the usual interval at which child suc-
ceeds to, or rather follows upon, father, the expression is
clear; for the meaning is, that he had seen two of these
terms of years, or successions, pass ovef those who were
born at the same time with himself. And in fact this sense
of the term yeverj is much closer to its etymology than
any other. We may, then, on the whole, pretty safely
assume it to be a term of years, having the number
thirty, so to speak, for its pivot. And thus the three
decades of the war become yet more inadmissible as
historical expressions, because they are under the
strongest suspicion of being poetically employed in
order to make up the yeverj, so far at least as they
and it can be considered to approximate to an actual
number at all.

In full conformity with this reasoning, it has been
shown by Mure, that the events of the third decade,
with their times, instead of ten years only, make up
eight years and seven monthss: and he proceeds in the
same direction with the foregoing argument so far, at
least, as to observe, that the decades and their arrange-
ment are conceived ' in a mixed spirit of hyperbole
and method,' which commonly marks the genius of
heroic romance1.

That, however, which enables me with great confi-
dence at once to urge Homer's historical authority, and
yet to decline recognising him as a chronologist at all,
is the fact, that he nowhere founds his history at all in
chronology, or in the numbering of events by years,
more than he numbers distances by miles, but that he

s Lit. Greece, i. 460. ii. 139. * Ibid. ii. 138.
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arranges the succession of occurrences by the yeveai or
succession of human generations. On these generations
we must look as the real time-keeping organism of his
works : and the time with its elastic periods, although
indeterminate in its details, is kept by him most accu-
rately and effectually as a whole; so that his generations,
which are dispersedly recorded in various parts of the
poems, always tally when they meet. This is not the
place for the proof of the assertion : I only refer to it,
because it may help to dispel the illusion apt to possess
the mind with respect to Homer's decades. We, with
our definite numerical ideas, may naturally consider
that if an author of our own day had said a war lasted
in preparation, action, and return, each ten years, and
if it was afterwards found perhaps to have lasted (say)
only for ten years altogether or little more, such an au-
thor would have proved himself unworthy of belief:
he would have broken faith with us. But Homer does
not break faith with us in using numbers poetically;
they belong to his pictorial and not to his historical
apparatus, and in connection with this pictorial appara-
tus it is that he constantly employs them. I doubt if
there is any exception to be made to the broad assertion,
that, unless in the single case of the war, with the pre-
ceding and following decades, Homer never applies
number to narrative. And yet the poems are full of
independent narratives. Of-all these, very few indeed
are left unfixed in date; and in every case the date,
when found, is found, of course with a certain margin,
by means of the order of generations.

Now this view of Homer's mode of chronology will
serve, I think, to explain some difficulties that have
heretofore led to much of needless perplexity. If I
am right, it will follow that we must not adopt these
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decades as a guide to determine arithmetically the
order of events, because Homer has never conceived
them arithmetically, but has conceived them rather as
we conceive millions or billions. Hence they are more
justly to be viewed as a drapery thrown loosely over his
action, than as a rigid framework into which it must at
all costs be made to fit. Let us apply this to various
cases; and among them to those of Telemachus and
Neoptolemus respectively. Ulysses left Telemachus a
mere child, viov yeyawr eV2 O'IKW". He comes back and
finds him not a full man, for if he had been a full man,
he would have been guilty of a rooted cowardice be-
yond excuse, which there is no sign that Homer meant
to impute to him; but yet he was approaching man-
hood. Still he is contemptuously called ve'oy 7raf?x by
Antinous. Upon the whole, the case of Telemachus
would perhaps, according to the analogy of the poems,
best fall in with an absence of not more than fifteen
years, though it does not absolutely exclude nineteen.
Here there may be a slight, yet there is not a glaring,
discrepancy. But in another case, that of the number
of the days for which Telemachus was absent, Mure
has shown how little Homer cares to follow the lapse
of time, in a case where it does not essentially touch the
general order of the poem, with the precision that he
observes in everything that he treats historically ?. I
cannot treat this as a difficulty with respect to the ques-
tion of authorship, or admit it to be one: it is his child-
like and indeterminate but poetical habit of handling
numbers for effect, just as a painter handles colour. On
the other hand, in the case of Argus, on whom dark
death laid holdz,

CLVTIK ibovr' 'Obvarja eei/coono eviavrto,

u Od. xii. 112, 144. x Od. iv. 665. y Mure, Hist.
Lit. Greece, vol. i. p. 437. z Od. xvii. 327.
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he precisely coincides with his own decades. Yet I
believe he does this not from any sense of the neces-
sity of such coincidence, but because in that incom-
parable passage he had the extreme old age of a dog
to represent, and to this the expression of the twentieth
year was suited. When, however, we come to the case of
Neoptolemus, we find this to be one extremely difficult
of adjustment for any critic, who would insist upon a
merely numerical precision in Homer. We must indeed
dismiss from our minds the tales about the concealment
of a beardless Achilles at Scyros, under a female dis-
guise ; from which he was extracted by the art of
Ulysses. Of these stories Homer knows nothing;
though it seems probable that the grace and beauty of
the great warrior, as he stands in Homer, may have
been connected with, or may have suggested, them. But
what the Poet does represent is, that Achilles went to
Troy when without experience in war, that he was put
under a certain tutelage of Phoenix his original teacher,
and now one of his lieutenants, that Patroclus as his
senior was desired by Peleus to give him good advice,
and that he is called vWio<sz. Yet his son Neopto-
lemus succeeds him in command before the close of
the war, and attains to very high distinction. It is yet
more needful to be observed, that his distinction is in
council, as well as in the field3. The age of Achilles is,
indeed, presumably somewhat raised by the fact, that
Phoenix seems to represent himself as a good deal
younger than Peleus, who, he says, treated him as a father
might have done\ And again, Achilles is never repre-
sented as a young man in the Iliad, while Diomed is so
represented. Still there is a decided incompatibility in
the statements as to Achilles and his son, if we suppose
that Homer carried in his mind the effect of his three

z II. ix. 438. and xi. 783. a Qd. xi. 510-12. b u. j x . 48i.
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decades, as determining precisely the growth of Neop-
tolemus in years and strength; for Neoptolemus is
more advanced at the end of the war, than his illus-
trious father had been at its beginning. Mure has been
at the painsc to arrange all these matters which depend
on the decades chronologically, without, I think, remov-
ing the impression that mere chronology is consider-
ably strained by them, and that if strictly judged, the
narrative is, to all appearance, chargeable with some few
years of maladjustment. Tt seems to me more near the
truth to consider the three decades, together making up
a yever}, as a distribution of time which the Poet adopted
for its symmetry and grandeur, since it represented
the war as absorbing an age or generation of men : but
not to hold him bound to adjust the relations of all the
events he narrates with reference to a minute regularity
of progression, which he seems not to have taken into
account, and which his hearers were probably quite in-
capable of appreciating. If we wish to test his historical
credit, we may try him by his own scheme of chronology,
namely, his genealogies. His legends embrace some
seven generations. The same characters are produced
and reproduced in many of them; but they are no-
where presented in such a way as to be inconsistent
with their order of succession according to the ordinary
laws of human nature.

The application of these considerations to the poems
will assist in explaining difficulties, which it has been
thought worth while by learned men to raise.

For instance; while we take the three decades of
years historically, we are perplexed by such questions
as, How it came about that the Greeks'1 never had
been mustered till nine years had passed. Secondly,

c Lit. Greece, ii. 141. d H. ii- 36°-
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how it was that the Trojans had never until then seen
them in such forcee; whereas we know that multitudes
of the Greek army had diedf; and there is no sign that
any such communication with their native country took
place during the course of the war, as might have sufficed
to replenish their ranks. Thirdly, why the Trojans had
remained so closely shut within the walls, and yet at
the same time the Greeks had so seldom come near
them, that Priam should not have learnt to know Aga-
memnon and his compeers by sight during so long a
period ; and this although Achilles may probably have
been absent, for considerable intervals, on his predatory
expeditions. Fourthly, how it came about that the
great number of allies speaking various tongues, who
had gathered round Priam to assist him, should, like
the Greek army, not have been marshalled at an earlier
time.

But if we suppose the term of ten years to be in the
main a figurative expression for conveying the idea of
effort lengthened in duration, as well as extraordinary
in intensity, difficulties like these, which at the worst are
perhaps not very serious, either wholly vanish, or are
reduced to insignificant proportions. We are then at
liberty to suppose that, without at all departing from
the general truth of history, Homer felt himself au-
thorized to compress, to expand, or to group the events
of the war, in such a manner as he thought best for the
concentration of interest, and for the production of
adequate poetical and national effect.

e II. ii. 799. f II. i. 5 2 . ii. 302.



SECT. IV.

Homer's Perceptions and Use of Colour.

THE subject of the Homeric numbers has been dis-
cussed at considerable length, on account of its connec-
tion with important questions of history. That of
colours may, even on its own merits, deserve a careful
examination. This inquiry will resemble, however, the
former discussion in the appearance of paradox, which
the argument may seem to present. Next to the idea
of number, there is none perhaps more definite to the
modern mind generally, as well as in particular to the
English mind, than that of colour. That our own country
has some special aptitude in this respect, we may judge
from the comparatively advantageous position, which
the British painters have always held as colourists
among other contemporary schools. Nothing seems
more readily understood and retained by very young
children among us, than the distinctions between the
principal colours. In regard to one point, the case of
numbers is here reversed. There the idea becomes
indefinite as we ascend in the scale, here it is as we
descend. Colour becomes doubtful as it becomes
faint, more and more clear as it is accumulated and
heightened. But the facility with which we discrimi-
nate colour in all its marked forms, is probably the
result of traditional aptitude, since we seem to find, as
we go far backward in human history, that the faculty
is less and less mature.

I am conscious that the subject, which is now before
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us,in reality deserves a scientific investigation, which lam
not capable of affording to i t : and also that we are, as
yet, far from being able to render the language of the
ancients for colour into our own with the confidence,
which we can feel in almost every other department of
interpretation. My endeavours will be limited, firstly,
to a collection of ' realien,' or facts of the poems, in the
case of Colour: and, secondly, to pointing out what
appears to be the basis of the ideas and perceptions of
Homer respecting it, and the relation of that basis to
the ideas of the later Greeks.

Among the signs of the immaturity which I have
mentioned, the following are found in the poems of
Homer:

I. The paucity of his colours.
II. The use of the same word to denote not only

different hues or tints of the same colour, but colours
which, according to us, are essentially different.

III. The description of the same object under epi-
thets of colour fundamentally disagreeing one from the
other.

IV. The vast predominance of the most crude and
elemental forms of colour, black and white, over every
other, and the decided tendency to treat other colours
as simply intermediate modes between these extremes.

V. The slight use of colour in Homer, as compared
with other elements of beauty, for the purpose of poetic
effect, and its absence in certain cases where we might
confidently expect to find it.

Each of these topics will deserve a distinct notice.
I. First, then, with respect to the paucity of his

colours. We find, I think, scarcely more than the fol-
lowing words which can with certainty be described as
adjectives of colour properly so called :
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1. XevKOi. 4 . epvOpos. J. (polvi^.

2. /xeXaf. $. Tropfpvpeos. 8. TTOXIOS.

3 . £av66s. 6. Kvdveos.

There are other words which are taken from objects
that have colour, and to most of which I shall hereafter
refer: but which can hardly, in consistency with the
whole evidence from the text of Homer, be classed as
adjectives of definite colour.

Now we must at once be struck with the poverty of
the list which has just been given, upon comparing it
with our own list of primary colours, which has been
determined for us by Nature, and which is as follows:

1. Red. 4. Green. 7. Violet.
2. Orange. 5. Blue.
3. Yellow. 6. Indigo.

To these we are to add—

8. White, the compound of all colours ;
9. Black, the negative or absence of them all.

Out of these nine, three at least stand unrepresented.
For TroXioi can mean none of them : and (poivi£ can do
no more than double either iropcpvpeos, or £av6bs, or
epvOpot. The most favourable presumptions would per-
haps arrange the Homeric list as follows :

1. XevKo?, white. 4. epvQph, red.
1. fxiXai, black. 5- tropcpvpeos, violet.
3. %av66$, yellow. 6. Kvdveos, indigo.

And thus orange, green, and violet would remain with-
out any corresponding terms. But, in truth, when we
examine further into Homer's mode of employing his
adjectives of colour in detail, we shall perceive that he
is by no means so rich as this classification would allow.

The other words which will presently be considered,
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but which have very slight claims indeed to be treated
as adjectives of definite colour, are as follows :

1. ^Xwjooy. 6. /j.i\rovapi]os. IO. yXavico?.

2. aiOaXoeii. J. a'lQwv. I I . y^apoirof.

3 . poSoen. 8. apyos. 12. criyaXoeis.

4. loeii. 9. a'loXos. 13.

Along with each of these adjectives, which are the
chief though not quite the only ones of their class in
Homer, I shall take the cognate words, such as verbs
or compounds, which may belong to them.

II . Let us now review the particular applications
which Homer has made of these words respectively.
Among them, however, it will not be necessary to in-
clude XevKos and /miXas, because those epithets indicate
ideas which have at all times been used, to a consider-
able extent, by way of approximation only.

1. %av6bs is applied by Homer to the following ob-
jects :

a. horses, 'iirn-wv £av6a Kaptjva, II. ix. 407.
b. hair of men, i~av6os MeveXaos, passim: Achilles, II.

i. 197.
c. hair of women, £avQh ''AyafjujSt}, II. xi. 739 ; A^f-

Trjp, II. V. 500.

2. epvdpbs is evidently the same word with the Latin
ruber, and with our own 'ruddy,' as well as probably
the German roth.

It is used by Homer for
a. Copper in II. ix. 36$.
b. Nectar, II. xix. 38.
c. Wine, Od. v. 93.
d. Blood: in epvQalvos, II. x. 484.

3. Tropcpvpeos again is the Latin purpura, and our
' purple,' as well as our ' porphyry.' In the uses of this
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word we shall find for the first time a startling amount
of obvious discrepancy: and it will require to be con-
sidered in the proper place, whether this discrepancy is
to be referred to a bold exercise of the Poet's art, or
to an undeveloped knowledge and a consequently de-
fective standard of colour.

The word iropcpvpeos is employed as follows for ob-
jects of sense:

a. Blood, II. xvii. 361.
b. Dark cloud, ibid. 551.
c. Wave of a river when disturbed, II. xxi. 326.
d. Wave of the sea, II. i.482 ; and the disturbed sea,

II. xvi. 391.
e. The ball with which the Phseacian dancers played,

Od. viii. 373.
/ . Garments, as II. viii. 221 ; Od. iv. 115.
g. Carpets, as Od. xxi. 151; II. xxiv. 645.
h. The rainbow, II. xvii. 547.
i. Metaphorically it is applied to Death, Il.v.83: and,

as it would appear, to bloody death only.
Further, the verb iropfyvpw is applied

a. to the sea darkening, II. xiv. 16.
b. to the mind brooding, II. xx. 551.

Again, the compound d\nrop<pvpos is applied
a. to wool, Od. vi. 53.
b. to garments woven of it, Od. xiii. 108.

In this epithet we have the additional idea of the
sea introduced; and it literally means ' sea-purple.'
But I postpone any remark with respect to.Homer's
particular intention in the use of the word, until we
come to the epithets derived from 'lov, a violet.

Three forms of colour at least seem to be compre-
hended under this group of words;

1. The redness of blood.
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2. The purple proper, as of the sea in II. i. 482. To
this also probably belongs the rainbow, of whose seven
colours three may be said to belong to the family of
blue : and which is termed blue by Shakespeare.

3. The grey and leaden colour of a dark cloud
when about to burst in storm, and of a river when dis-
turbed.

W e shall hereafter see reason to suppose that the
word may also and often mean what is tawny or brown.

4. The word wdveos is very important in this inquiry;
and unfortunately it is not less obscure.

It at once throws us back on the prior question,
what was Kvavos ? But this question remains almost
wholly undetermined*1; so that we must follow, as well
as we can, the Homeric applications of the word itself,
together with its adjective and its compounds. These
are very numerous. First we have the substantive
Kvavos introduced in three places: in. each of which it
evidently belongs to a combination of colours as well
as of substances.

a. Once it is Kvavos simply. The interior wall of the
hall of Alcinous is covered with sheets of copper1';
and round the top is a Opiyicos or fringe of Kvavos. Od.
vii. 87.

b. Twice it is /ue'Xa? Kvavoi. On the breast-plate of
Agamemnon there are twenty stripes or layers of tin,
twelve of gold, and ten peXavos icvavoio.il. xi. 24. Also ;

c. Upon his shield there were ten rounds of copper;
and then, apparently on the face of the shield within
these, twenty white bosses (ontyaXoi XevKol) made of
tin, if such be the meaning of Kao-a-'irepos: in the centre
of all, there was one boss /meXavo? Kvavoio. II. xi. $$.

Passing now to Kvaveos, we come next to three pass-
a See note at the end of the Section. b Ibid.
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ages where it may be questioned whether they describe
colour only, or substance only, or both.

d. Upon the breastplate of Agamemnon, which has
ten layers of black Kvavo?, there are on either side three
Kvdveoi SpaKovres (II. xi. 26). These are compared to
the rainbow, which, as we have already seen, is de-
scribed elsewhere as iropcpvpey.

e. On the silver-plated belt of Agamemnon there is
a Kvdveoi SpaKCov. I I . x i . 3 8 , 9 .

/ . Around the golden vineyard on the shield of
Achilles, with its silver stakes, there is a fence of /ca<r-
a-hepos and a trench (/caVeTo?) described as Kvavkn. II.
xviii. 564.

The other applications at once appear to have refer-
ence to colour only.

g. To the eyebrows of Jupiter and Juno. II. i. 528.
xv. 102. xvii. 209.

h. To a dark cloud of vapour; but not to a storm-
cloud. II. xxiii. 188. v. 345. xx. 418.

i. To the hair of Hector, II. xxii. 402; and to the
beard of Ulysses, when he is restored to beauty by
Minerva. Od. xvi. 176. With this we may compare
the hyacinthine hair of Ulysses in Od. vi. 231.

j . To the serried masses of the Greeks: TTVKIVCU KI-

VVVTO (pd\ay<ye$ Kvdveai. II. iv. 281. Now this epithet
must have been derived from their arms, and these
would probably be composed in the main of two ele-
ments, not easy to combine in a common idea of colour;
firstly, copper, which is ruddy; and secondly, the hides
of oxen upon the shields and elsewhere. Homer never
(except in II. xiii. 703, and Od. xiii.32) describes these
animals by any epithet of colour. In those two pas-
sages they are /3o'e olvo-n-e. This epithet will be consi-
dered presently. In the meantime, we may assume it
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as probable, that a dark colour would predominate, and
that accordingly we should so understand Kvdveai: but
the leaning towards blue, which so often characterizes
the epithet, thus entirely escapes. The word is also ap-
plied to the Trojan host, in II. xvi. 66.

k. Thetis puts on mourning garments for Patroclus,
when about to appear to Achilles, II. xxiv. 93.

K^XV/X/X' e'Ae hia Oedcav

KvdveoV TOV 8' cftri ixeX.6.VTepov eitXero e<r6os.

Here Homer is careful to inform us that the KaXv/ufna,
or hood and mantle, was the blackest garment possible;
and, since in II. iv. 287 we find that he was acquainted
with pitch, we need not scruple to assume that here he
speaks literally, and either means a real black, which,
nevertheless, he also calls Kvdveov, or sees no difference
between the genuine black and the colour of tcvavos.

I. When the wave of Charybdis retires, the shore
appears -^rdixfiw tcvaveri. Now the colour of sea-sand,
when it has just been left by the wave, is a dull but
also rather a light brown.

We take now the compounds.
1. Kvavoya'iTris is applied
a. To Neptune, e. g. II. xv. 174.
b. To a mare, II. xx. 224.
2. KvavwTris is applied to Amphitrite, or the sea,

beating on rocks, Od. xii. 60.
3. Kvavoire^a is used for the foot of a beautiful table

(II. xi. 628). Here possibly substance may be desig-
nated rather than colour. Metal at the foot would
give steadiness to a table.

4. We have Kvavoirpwpo? and Kvavowpcopeios for the
prow of a ship. Evidently it is the coloured prow: for
otherwise the prow would be of the same hue with the
rest of the ship. (II. xv. 693, et alibi.) So the prows
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of ships are called frnXro-Trdpriot, in II. ii. 637, and Od.
ix. 125. Now (MIXTOS was red earth or ochre ; and yet
it seems that Homer uses fiiXroTrdprios as equivalent to
Kvav6irpwpo<s. For the first epithet is applied in the
Catalogue to the ships led by Ulysses; and the second
in Od x. 127 to the vessel in which he sailed.

The uses of this group of words thus appear to ex-
hibit a degree of indefiniteness, hardly reconcilable
with the supposition that Homer possessed accurate
ideas of colour. There is no one colour that can cover
them all. The hood of Thetis is closely akin to black ;
the prow of a ship to at least a dull red; the sand is of
russet or a lightish brown ; the cloud a leaden grey; the
hair and eyebrows are of a deep but not a dull colour;
the cornice in the hall of Alcinous must have been in
relief and contrast as compared with the copper wall,
and sufficiently light or clear to strike the eye at a dis-
tance, in an interior lighted at night only from the
ground. With perhaps this exception, the word ' dark'
will cover all the uses of Kvdveos: but dark derives its
force from a relation to light, and not to colour.

5. $otV<£ in Homer is clearly a word descriptive of
colour : but it as clearly partakes of the indefinite cha-
racter attaching to the other words of the class.

a. The blood drawn by Pandarus from Menelaus is
compared to the colour (polvt£, used for staining ivory.
In this simile, the sense leans to red, especially as the
hue of ivory is so near to that of flesh (II. iv. 141). It
is mentioned in other places, probably with the same
sense, as an ornamental dye.

b. In II. xxiii. 454, we learn that one of the horses
of Diomed was (polvi^, with a round white mark on his
forehead. Whether we render this bay or chestnut, it
is materially different from the red colour of blood.

Hh
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c. Qolvios is used for blood, Od. xviii. 96.
d. As is (poiv6s in II. xvi. 159.
e. And cpoivucoeis in II. xxiii. 716. This word is also

applied to a cloak, II. x. 133.
f. A dragon or serpent, borne by an eagle, is (poivriu?,

apparently because dappled or streaked with his own
blood, II. xii. 200-6, 1 18-21.

g. Ships are cpoiviKo-rrdp^oi, Od. xi. 123, and xxiii.
272: this word is apparently synonymous with /ULIATO-

iraprjoi.

h. The serpent is Sacpoivos evl vwra, II. ii. 308. And
we have the Sa(poivov Sepfia XiovTOS, II. X. 23.

On the whole, we trace here not less than three senses:
that in which cpolvi^ is applied to the horse, which
appears to be the equivalent of ^avdos, the more pre-
vailing word : next, that of the tawny and dull-coloured
lion's hide : then that of the brighter but yet deep
colour of blood, winch is freely called iropcpvpeo?. So
that (polfi^ merely renders other words, and does not
at all assist to make up deficiencies in the Homeric
vocabulary for the expression of colour.

Considered as an epithet of colour, the word Safpoivos,
meaning blood-red, is inappropriate to the dragon or
serpent, and further serves to illustrate that vagueness,
of which the signs multiply as we proceed.

6. TTOXIOS is applied in Homer as follows:
a. To human hair in connection with old age, II.

xxii. 74 et alibi.
b. To the sea, II. i. 350 et passim. I t remains to in-

quire, whether this refers to the sea, or to the foam
upon it.

c. To iron, II. ix. 366. xx. 261. Od. xxi. 3, 81. xxiv.
167.

d. To the hide of a wolf, which Dolon put on for his
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nocturnal expedition, II. x. 334. The meaning of the
word here appears to be not ' gray' but ' white.' It is
Homer's evident intention to exhibit Dolon as a sort
of simpleton11 (x. 316, 17); and accordingly he takes a
white covering, which makes him visible to the eye by
night, so that Ulysses saw him (cppacraTo, 339).

The last, then, of these four uses is white. The first
clearly inclines to the same idea. The second might
bear either of two senses. But iron cannot be brought
nearer to white, even if we assume it to be always
polished, than a bluish grey ; which, in truth, is some-
what distant from white. It will, moreover, be seen,
that Homer also describes iron as alOwv, and as toei?.

I now come to the class of words, in dealing with
which it will be shown that they have not in general
even the pretensions of those that have preceded to be
treated as adjectives of definite colour.

7. yXwpbi is used in Homer,
a. Chiefly in a metaphorical sense, as directly de-

scriptive of fear.
b. For the paleness of the face derived from fear, as

in )(\a)pol viral Selovs, II. x. 376 and xv. 4. This use
discloses to us the basis of the last-named metaphor.

c. For twigs, apparently when fresh-pulled by Eu-
maeus to make a bed for Ulysses, who was an unex-
pected guest; Od. xvi. 47.

d. For honey, II. xi. 630: where it must mean either
pale, or fresh.

a The celebrated Hunter noticed or less effeminate. I owe this
that Homer had made Dolon an information to one of the most
only son with five sisters, as distinguished living members of
a proof of the Poet's sagacity the profession, which Hunter him-
in observation : having himself self adorned. It was also a fa-
found, that youths under such vourite remark, I believe, with
circumstances are generally more Mr. Rogers.

H ll 2
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e. For the olive-wood club of the Cyclops in Od. ix.
320, 379. Here, for the first time, we find the word
applied to an object that might perhaps be called green.
But still there are two observations to be made. First,
even the leaf of the olive is rather grey than green:
and this is the bark, not the leaf, which is yet more
grey, and yet less green. Secondly, the governing idea
is not the greenness, but the newness: for Ulysses says
that he heated it in the ashes until it was about to
take fire, x^Mpo? vep iwv; although freshly cut, and still
seething with the sap.

f. The derivative xXwprjls is applied to the nightin-
gale in Od. xix. 518, as a lover of the woods: and
here the idea of greenness seems to be rather less
faintly indicated.

Upon the whole, then, ^Atopo? indicates rather the
absence than the presence of definite colour, although
it is derived from x ^ > meaning young herbage. If
regarded as an epithet of colour, it involves at once an
hopeless contradiction between the colour of honey on
the one side, and greenness on the other. Again, the
more we assume it to mean green, the more startling
it becomes that it could have taken paleness, as is mani-
festly the case, for its governing idea. Next to pale-
ness, it serves chiefly for freshness, i. e. as opposed to
what is stale or withered : a singular combination with
the former sense. The idea of green we scarcely find,
unless once, connected with this word in the poems of
Homer: and yet it is a remarkable fact that there is
no other word in the poems that can even be supposed
to represent a colour, which, not the rainbow only, but
every day nature, presents so largely to the eye.

8. I take next the word alda\6eis. The Homeric
sense of this word seems somewhat to resemble that
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of Kvaveos; although there is the difference between
them, that the derivation here is from alOaXtj, soot.

This epithet is applied by Homer, in sufficient con-
formity, as is contended, with the idea of soot,

a. To the interior of the palace of Ulysses, Od. xxii.
239, and to that of Priam, II. ii. 415. In the latter
case the word will, as it appears from the context,
bear to be construed with reference to the state of a
house blackened by a conflagration.

b. To the dark ash (KOVIS aldaXoeo-aa), which Achilles
poured over his head, II. xviii. 23, and which, in ver. 25, is
called ftehaiva Tecpptj: this material Laertes also used for
the same purpose in Od. xxiv. 315. Yet the propriety
of the second of these two applications depends, first,
upon the rather hardy supposition, that both Achilles
and Laertes had by them, at the moment of their sor-
row, the remains of a wood-fire ; and, secondly, upon
the assumption that the word KOVI$ may mean fire-ashes
as well as dust in general. But we may doubt both of
these assumptions ; while, if rows means ' dust,' and
aWa\6eis ' sooty,' it becomes plain that this epithet is
used, like others, with very great latitude.

9. It may be admitted that, at a first view, the
words p'oSoeis and p'oSoSaKTvXo? would appear to be in
the strictest sense epithets of colour. But it still
would seem that they add nothing to Homer's defec-
tive means of expressing i t : and not only so, but, in
fact, scanty as is their use, it is so little congruous, that
we are driven to suppose he must have employed these
words in a sense not only elastic, but altogether inde-
terminate and purely figurative.

'~POSOS<XKTV\OS, or rosy-fingered, has become, through
Homer's example and authority, a classical epithet for
the morning. It is, however, more open to criticism
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than is usually the case with the Homeric epithets.
There is nothing strange in personifying Morn, in order
to embellish her with an epithet belonging to personal
beauty; but redness, applied to the fingers, and not
merely to their tips, is more than equivocal in this re-
spect, since that colour is only even admissible in the in-
terior of the hand, which is the part not seen, and there-
fore presumably the part not intended in p'oSoSdicrvKof.

There are certain very fugitive tints of the sky,
which approach to the hue of the rose : but if Homer
had the colour of that flower definitely in his view, it
is most singular that he should never use it, either
for the human form or otherwise, except on this and
one other occasion only.

The nature of that other occasion is yet more
strange. Hector's corpse is anointed, in II. xxiii. 186,
with rosy oil, poSoevn iXaia. It does not appear allow-
able to follow Damni in rendering this as oil made from
roses: for we have no such thing as e'Xaiov in Homer,
except from the olive-tree. It therefore applies to the
hue of olive oil: and no conceivable use of an epithet
could be more conclusive to show an extreme vague-
ness in the Poet's ideas of colour, as well as probably
in those of his age.

10. The violet, no less than the rose, has supplied
Homer with epithets, which he has used in such a man-
ner as to deprive them of all specific force as vehicles
for the expression of a peculiar colour.

There is certainly a great temptation, when we find
in Homer the loeiSea -WOVTOV, to give him credit for the
full meaning of this very beautiful epithet, which he
uses thrice for the sea (U. ix. 298, Od. v. $$, xi. 106),
and never in any other connection. But when we
examine his employment of cognate words, it is obvious
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that he can mean little more by the epithet, than to
convey a rather vague idea of darkness.

For he uses loeis as an epithet for iron (II. xxiii.
850): and loSvecprjg, first for the wool (Od. iv. 135) with
which Helen is spinning. Here we might be tempted
to presume a purple dye. Yet it would be a somewhat
strained supposition : for what title have we to say
that dyeing was in use among the Greeks of the Ho-
meric age ? Do we hear of any dye except that of the
<polvi%, a name which tends to indicate a foreign cha-
racter? And does not the introduction of the Maeonian
or Carian woman in the simile of II. iv. 141, to stain
the ivory—a most simple example of the art, or scarcely
an example at all—afford a strong presumption, that the
art was foreign to Greece ? Such is apparently the true
inference: but, if it be the true one, then we at once
lose the specific force of purple for all the mantles,
carpets, and the like, in the poems; and we are only
entitled to presume them to have been woven of a
dark wool.

This construction is supported by the second and
only other passage, in which Homer has used the word
loSvecpfc. For here (Od. ix. 426) he speaks of the
living sheep of Polyphemus as

KaXoC re /xtyaXoi re, lobve<f>es etpos e'xoirey.

This passage appears evidently to apply to what we term
black sheep, which are more strictly of a dark brown.
So viewed, it affords another most striking token of the
indeterminateness of Homeric colours, that the name
of the violet can be employed with such a signification.
And it also seems to carry forward the proof that the
•n-opcpvpeai yXahai, the pyyea, and all other woven objects
with that epithet annexed, were in reality either black
or brown.
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1 1 . Homer employs the word o'lvo^ with evident
relation to colour; but it is for two objects only, viz.

a. For oxen, in II. xiii. 703, and Od. xiii. 32.
b. For the sea, without reference to any peculiar

state of it, in II. i. 350, et alibi.
There is no small difficulty in combining these two

uses by reference to the idea of a common colour.
The sea is blue, grey, or green. Oxen are black, bay,
or brown. I do not refer to their lighter colours,
which are excluded by the nature of the epithet. It is
remarkable that, among colours properly so called,
Homer has none whatever, derived from the name of
an object, that are light, unless it be in the case of the
rose. The violet, the unknown Kvavos, the <po!vi£, the
aldaXri, the dXiwopcpupos, the 7rop<pvp}}, whatever else they
may be, are all dark. And to this class o'tvo^r evidently
belongs.

Wine is mentioned by Homer in nearly one hun-
dred and forty places: in the majority of them it has
an epithet: but only ten times is it described by an
epithet of colour. Of these two are used for it, ipuOpog
and (Ue'Xa?; so that he plainly conceived of it as dark,
but probably without a determinate hue. He more
frequently calls it aldo^: but this word, which fluc-
tuates between the ideas of flame and smoke, either
means tawny, or else refers to light, and not to colour,
and bears the sense of sparkling.

Thus then o'ivo^r, like so many other words that we
have gone through, vaguely indicates a dark hue, but
cannot be referred to any one of the known principal
colours.

12. The word fuXroTrdpiios has already been disposed
of in connection with Kudveos and cpoivt!~*

13. u'l6ow is applied in Homer
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a. to horses, as in II. ii. 839; viii. 185.
b. to iron, as in Od. i. 184.
c. to a lion, as in II. x. 23.
d. to copper utensils, as in II. ix. 123 ; xxiv. 233.
e. to a bull, II. xvi.488 ; and to oxen, Od. xviii. 371.
/ . to an eagle, II. xv. 690.
With this word we may take its compound atQo-^r.

It is used
a. for wine, as we have seen.
b. for copper, II. iv. 495 et alibi.
c. for smoke, Od. x. 152.

We have also the At&We?, men of the tawny or
swarthy countenance, beneath the Southern sun.

In what manner are we to find a common thread
upon which to hang the colours of iron, copper, horses,
lions, bulls, eagles, wine, swarthy men, and smoke ? We
must here again adopt the vague word ' dark,' a word
of light and not of colour, for the purpose. But as
the idea of alOw includes flame struggling with smoke,
so there may be a flash of light upon the dark object.
^ToXoeis, sooty or smutty, belongs to the same group
with al6a\6eis and a'lOwv, and need not, therefore, be
separately discussed.

All the remainder of the words noted for examina-
tion are to be dealt with in two groups, each referable
to a single idea: the first that of motion, and the se-
cond that of light.

14, 15. Among adjectives of motion, which have
sometimes been improperly treated as adjectives of
colour, are apyos and cuoXos. The former acquires an
affinity to white, because it may signify an object which,
from being rapidly moved, assumes in the light the
appearance of whitenessa, and along with it may be

a See Achseis, or Ethnology, p. 383.
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placed its derivatives apyevvos, apyetrrri?, apyr/9, apyi-

voeig, apyio§ovs, apylirovs, and apyitcepavvos. The latter,

as in aloKoi ocpis, atoXos ITTTTOS, KopvOaioXos, iroSas a'loXos,

seems to mean whatever from the same cause appears
to shift its hues.

16. Of those adjectives of light in Homer, which
have also been taken for adjectives of colour, the most
important is yXavicos. Its uses, however, are only as
follows:

a. yXavKt] QaXacrcra, II. xvi. 34 .

b. TXavKunrts, the standing epithet, and even a proper
name, of Minerva, II. viii.406.

c. yXavKiowv; applied to the eye of a lion, when,
reaching the height of his wrath, he makes his rush at
the hunters, II. xx. 172.

The last of these passages seems effectually to fix
the sense of the term. The word yXavKiowv describes
a progression. The lion does not enhance the colour
of his eye as he waxes angry. If, for example, yXavicbs
can be taken as blue, it certainly does not become
more blue: on the contrary, rage, when kindling fire
in the eye, rather subdues its peculiar tint by flooding
it with a vivid light. So the word seems clearly to
refer to the brightening flash of the eye under the in-
fluence of passion. Of light and its movement, as also
of sound, and of beautiful form, Homer's conceptions
are even more distinct and lively, than those of colour
are, if not dull, yet at least indeterminate.

TXavicbs is derived from yXavo-a-w ; and has for its
root Xdai, to see. The meaning of bright or flashing
will suit the sea, as well as the epithet blue. And it
suits Minerva far better. ' Blue-eyed' would be for
her but a tame epithet. The luminous eye, on the
contrary, entirely accords with her character, and be-
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longs to a marked trait of those primitive traditions,
which she appears to representb.

17. Xdpoiros is applied to the lion in Od. xi. 611;
and it is the proper name of the father of Nireus in
the Catalogue, while his mother is \A7XaiV From
this latter use we see that âpoTroy is not in Homer an
epithet of colour; since he never describes the face by-
means of colour. Its etymology refers us to gladsome-
ness ; and this is much more connected, in the Poet's
mind, with light than with colour.

18, 19. Besides these we have
a-iya\6eis, glossy, like crlakos, or fat; and
pjiapudpeo?, applied

a. to a web, II. iii. 126.
b. to the iEgis, II. xvii. 594.
c. to the sea, II. xiv. 273.
d. to the rim of the Shield, II. xviii. 480.

We have also the fxap/xapvyai iroSwv (Od. viii. 265), or
twinkling of the feet in the dance : and the verb pap-
fialpw is applied to the eyes of Venus (II. iii. 397), to arms
(II. xii. 195 et alibi), and to the golden palace of Nep-
tune (II xiii. 22). The marble, from which the words
are derived, was white : but that signification would
not suit any of the uses of the words, except the
web of Helen. The sense, that will suit them, is one
derived from the idea of light, that of glittering or
sparkling.

Lastly: fepoeiSw (II. v. 770 ; Od. xiii. 103) is so evi-
dently an atmospheric epithet only, that it requires no
detailed discussion. It is worthy of note, as it indicates
the idea of atmospheric transparency.

III. We might have attained to some nearly similar

b See Olympus, sect. ii. p. 53. 'Aftjvij as immediately akin to
Welcker (Ghiechische Gotterhlire, aWr,p and the idea of light,
vi. 63, p. 300) treats the name
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results, by taking the names of substantives in Homer,
and considering the differences in the epithets of colour
by which he describes them.

Thus, for example, iron is violet, grey, and a'lOwv or
tawny. There is a certain opposition between the first
and second : a very marked one between the second and
third. When considered as names of colour, they cannot
be reconciled, but they may perhaps be made in some
degree to harmonize by introducing the element of
light. Iron is dark or tawny if in the shade: while
under light it may appear grey.

Again, the dragon, or serpent, which is Sdtyotvo? in
U. ii. 308, is also Kvaveos in II. xi. 26 ; and is compared
to the rainbow, which is Tropcpvpiij in U. xvii. Aacpoivos,
being applied to the lion's hide in Il.x.23, is essentially
of a dull colour, but the rainbow is as essentially bright.
Here, again, the only mode of harmonizing is by the
supposition that Homer really regulates the use of
those epithets according to light; and thus the same
object may be dull and bright in different positions.

Again, Kepawos is in composition white (apyucepawos):
but it is also -v̂ oXoe!?, smutty. In truth it is neither:
but its near connection both with light and with dark-
ness will admit of its being referred to either.

IV. I have next to notice the vast predominance in
Homer of the two simple opposites, white and black,
which may be called, perhaps, the elemental forms of
colour: white being the compound of the seven pris-
matic colours in their natural proportions, and black
the absence, or simple negative, of them all.

The adjective txeXa?, or ' black,' is used, in its dif-
ferent degrees, cases, and numbers, about one hundred
and seventy times. Besides this, we have the verb
(neXaivti), and several compounds from the adjective. It
also forms a very frequent element in proper names.
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The word Xewco?, or ' white,' is used nearly sixty
times: its compound XevKwXevos forty more, but almost
all of these as the stock-epithet of Juno, which should
not be taken into the account. We have also XevKalvw,
Xewcacnn?, and some proper names. But this by no
means exhausts Homer's means of expressing white-
ness. For that purpose he also uses p.ap/j.dpeo?, a-iya-
Xo'eiy, perhaps TTOXIOS, and an extensive group of words
having apyo? for its centre. In all, whiteness, or some-
thing intended for it, may perhaps be thus expressed
one hundred times or more.

Now assuming for the moment that adjectives of
colour, in the prismatic sense of the word, are found in
Homer, still it is remarkable how rarely they are found,
in comparison with whiteness and blackness.

For example: except as a proper name, and as the
stock-epithet of Menelaus, %avdos is, I think, hardly
found ten times in Homer. 'Io'e*?, and its cognate
words, come but six times: p'oSoeig is an aVa^ \e70-
ixevov: [XI\TO$ is only introduced in its compound twice;
yet it is probably the best red in Homer: epvOpos and
epvOalvw come but thirteen times: Trop<pvpeo<s and the
kindred words are found in all twenty-three times; but
it has, I think, been shown that this word was wanting,
with Homer, in the ingredient of specific colour, and
only implied what was dark, whether brown, crimson,
purple, or even black.

V. It remains to complete this circle of evidence,
by adducing cases where Homer's omission to name
colour, or to describe by means of it, is deserving of
remark.

1. Homer's similes are so rich in the use of all sen-
sible imagery, that we might have expected to find
colour a frequent and prominent ingredient in them,
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But it is not so. They turn chiefly, I think, upon the
following ideas:

i. Motion. 5. Symmetry.
1. Force. 6. Number.
3. Form. 7. Light and Darkness.
4. Sound. 8. Very rarely, upon Colour.

In the greater part of them colour is not even men-
tioned. I have seen the similes of the poems reckoned
at two hundred: and I have found it difficult to note
more than three which turn upon colour, even when it
is vaguely conceived.

The first is the blood of Menelaus, compared to a
crimson dye, on the cheek-piece of a horse, II. iv. 141.

The second, the meditations of Nestor, likened to
the darkening of the sea before a storm, II. xiv.
16—22.

Thirdly, the cloud in which Minerva is wrapped is
compared to the rainbow, II. xvii. 547-52.

Of these the second is very indefinite: the idea of
the first, as we have seen, was inaccurately and loosely
conceived: and the third is one of the most striking
proofs of the want of a close discrimination of colours
in Homer.

Yet here again we may find life and beauty in the
passage, if only we construe it of a cloud illuminated by
the rays falling on it. Indeed, generally the element of
light brings us back to Homer's usual definiteness, when
his use of colour makes him obscure.

2. Again, in the numerous and very exact epithets
by which the Poet has described the form and appear-
ance of different countries, we scarcely find any epithet
of colour. Out of about sixty of these epithets in the
Greek Catalogue, there are but three that refer to
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colour, and these all mention whiteness only (apyivoeis,
II. ii. 647, 656, and XevKos, ibid. 735).

3. It is most singular that, though Homer so loved
the horse that he is never M'eary of using him with his
whole heart for the purposes of poetry, yet in all his
animated and beautiful descriptions of this animal,
colour should be so little prominent. It is said, indeed,
that Homer tells us the horses of Eumelus cor-
responded in colour (orptxes II. ii. 765); but what the
colour was we know not; and the question may also
be raised, whether the epithet employed does not more
properly indicate similarity in the fineness of their coat.
Perhaps the only cases, where colour is distinctly as-
signed to horses, are the following two:

First, that of the horses of Rhesus. There the
colour is the negative one of whiteness, which seems,
with its counterpart blackness, to have been so much
more present to the mind of Homer than any interme-
diate colour. These horses were (II. x. 437) XevKorepoi
%t6vos. And afterwards Nestor in a noble line declares
them like, not to anything having colour, but to the
rays of the sun (U. x. 547). Thus reappears the old
identification in Homer's mind of light and colour.
There is, however, another reason to which it may be
suspected that we owe the mention of colour in this
instance : namely, that the whiteness is intended to
make them visible in the gloom, and thus to assist the
capture by night.

The second case is, that of the horse of Diomed in
the chariot-race. Here Idomeneus mentions the bay
or chestnut colour (U. xxiii. 454) with the white mark,
but then it is the only means of identifying the master,
•which is essential to his purpose in the speech.
Apart from these special reasons, Homer speaks in-
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deed twice of the %av6a ndp>]va of horses; this, how-
ever, is of horses in the abstract. Nestor (II. xi. 680)
mentions a set of one hundred and fifty mares all with
colour, that is to say, ^avOal: a new proof of the lax use
of the word, as they would hardly be all alike.

Among the four horses of Hector (II. viii. 185), the
two of the Atreidae (II. xxiii. 295), and the three of
Achilles (xvi. 475) we find only the name Xanthus
which is clearly referable to colour: and this is in
truth the only colour which, besides white, he ever
gives to his horses. For it is more probable that by
the name BdXio? he meant to refer to the effect of light
from rapidity of motion : while A'ldr] in II. xxiii. 409,
A'lOwv and Aa'/xTro? (II. viii. 485) may signify brightness
or darkness indeed, but neither of these is colour.

Again, in the magnificent simile of the cn-a-ros1 iViro?
there is no colour. The three thousand horses of Erich-
thonius (II. xx. 221) have no colour. The horses of Dio-
med (II. v. 257) have none. Nor have the heaven-born
horses of Tros, nor those which Anchises bred from them
(II. v. 265. et seqq.). None of the teams for the race
in II. xxiii. have colour. Lastly; Homer abounds in
characteristic and set epithets for horses, such as with,

ToSooKtjs, fxoovv^, epiav^rjv, aepviTrow;, e'S'cncapQpiof,

?, KaXXldpt^, Taxy$, and others; but none of them
are taken from colour.

Yet colour is in horses a thing so prominent that it
seems, wherever they are at all individualized, almost to
force itself into the description. Let us take two ex-
amples allied in their beauty, although separated in
birth by twenty-two hundred years. The first is from
Euripides, where the Chorus in the Iphigenia in Aulide
describes the Grecian host before embarcation0.

0 Eurip. Iph. in Aul. 213-22.
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6 be bupprjh&Tas /3oar'

EV/JLTIXOS •t>eprjTidbas,

<o KaAAtcrrouy elhofxav

Xpvcrobaiba\Tovs crTOjxioun Ttcakovs

Kevrpco deivofievovs, TOVS juet> juecr-

(TOVS (juyLOVS, KeVK0(TTlKT(O Tpi)(l

/3a/uoiis, roiis 8' ef&j anpa<j)6povs,

avrripeis na^vaim bpoixaiv

Tiypporpij^as, ^xovo^aAa §' VTTO cr<pvpa

•noiKi\obepfj.ovas-

The second, also eminently beautiful, is from Macau-
lay, where in the ' Battle of the Lake Regillus', after
the deadly conflict of Mamilius and Herminiiis, he de-
scribes what then happened to their steeds.

Fast, fast, with heels wild spurning,
The dark-grey charger fled ;

He burst through ranks of fighting men,
He sprang o'er heaps of dead

But like a graven image
Black Auster kept his place.

And ever wistfully he looked
Into his master's face.

How characteristically the element of colour enters
into these admirable descriptions.

4. It is not, however, the case of the horse alone, on
which an argument may be founded. Homer abounds
with notices of other animals, both domesticated and
wild. We have oxen, dogs, goats, hogs, and sheep
None of his stock epithets for them are drawn from
colour; and we have seen that by his wine-coloured
oxen, and his violet-coloured sheep, he, in all likelihood,
means no more than dark or tawny. His epithets for
wild animals are of the same character when they occur,
and similarly depend on the scale of degrees between
light and darkness, not upon colour. Once he mentions

1 i
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a white goose (Od. xv. 161); but it is borne on high in
the talons of an eagle, and the object evidently is to
create a clear visual image.

5. I would not lay overmuch stress on the fact, that
Homer never refers to colour in connection with the
human frame, unless as regards the hair, which is
either £av66s or Kvaveo? : expressions which, as we shall
see, are apparent exceptions, and not real ones. The
olive hue of the Mediterranean latitudes makes colour
a less prominent element in human beauty for a Greek
climate, than it is for ours. Still its almost entire ex-
elusion is an element in the case. One instance that I
have noticed, which introduces it, adds to the general
mass of testimony. When Minerva (Od.xvi. 175) restores
the beauty of Ulysses, the expression is a^ Se /j.e\ay-
XP0lw yevero. Now this certainly does not mean that
his flesh became black again. It can only signify that
he resumed the olive tint, which was associated with
personal vigour and beauty. So that even the fieXa? of
Homer means dark, and is indefinite : as might indeed
be shown by many other instances.

6. Lastly, it seems to deserve remark, that there is
not one single epithet of Iris taken from colour. She
is once, and only once, xpvo-oirrepos (II. viii. 398); but
this is in virtue of her office, and has no relation to
the rainbow; as, indeed, gold with Homer always
belongs to light rather than to colour. All her other
epithets, without exception, are taken from motion only.
She is swift (ww'a and Tcî eta), swift of foot (TTOSCK;

WK€O), swift as the wind (-n-oS^ve/jLoi), storm-footed (ae\-
\6TTOVSA), but from colour she derives no part whatever
of her Homeric costume. Now though the chain of
traditions which identified Iris with the rainbow was

d II. xviii. 409. xxiv. 159.
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brokene, yet the traces of it were not wholly lost.
For Homer treated the rainbow, physically, as a prophet
of storm (II. xvii. 548): and again, we find that she was
still tempest-footed. This epithet can only be derived
from her original relation to the rainbow. It is there-
fore highly instructive, that none of her traits of colour
should have been preserved.

Lastly, let us take the case of the sky, or the heavens.
Here Homer had before him the most perfect example
of blue. Yet he never once so describes the sky.
His ovpavos is starry (II. i. 317), or broad (II. iii. 364),
or great (II. i. 497), or iron (Od. xv. 328), or copper
(Od. iii. 1. II. xvii. 425); but it is never blue. This is
an important piece of negative testimony.

We have now before us a pretty large, though I by no
means venture to suppose it a complete, collection of
the facts of the case.

I submit that they warrant the two following propo-
sitions :

1. That Homer's perceptions of the prismatic colours,
or colours of the rainbow, which depend on the de-
composition of light by refraction, and a fortiori of their
compounds, were, as a general rule, vague and indeter-
minate.

1. That we must therefore seek another basis for
his system of colour.

But a few words may be permitted on the cause
which has led to his treatment of the subject in a
manner so different from that of the moderns.

Are we justified in referring it to his reputed blind-
ness?

Are we to suppose a defect in his organization, or in
that of his countrymen ?

e See Olympus, sect. ii. p. 157.
I i 2
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Or are we to reject altogether the idea of defect, and
to treat his use of colour as one conceived in the spirit
which, with even the most perfect knowledge, would
properly belong to his art ?

The mere tradition of Homer's blindness is hardiy
relevant. The presumption of it drawn from the
poems, because they make Demodocus blind, is in-
appreciably minute. The testimony of the Hymn to
Apollo is ancientf; but, as his blindness (if he really
was blind) allowed of the most vivid conceptions of light,
it will not account for defectiveness in his conceptions
of colour. The vigorous apprehension and accurate de-
scription of sensible objects in the poems demonstrate,
that we cannot seek in this hypothesis for an explana-
tion of what may be either singular, crude, or irregular.

Neither can we resort to the supposition of anything,
that is to be properly called a defect in his organization;
when we bear in mind his intense feeling for form, and
when we observe his effective and powerful handling
of the ideas of light and dark.

Our answer to the third question must also, I think,
be in the negative. It is true, indeed, that much of
merely literal discrepancy as to colour might be under-
stood to appertain to the license of poetry. There is
high poetical effect in what may be called straining
epithets of colour. But it seems essential to that
effect,

(i.) That the straining should be the exception, and
not the rule.

(2.) That there should be a fixed standard of the
colour itself, so that the departures from it may be
measured. Otherwise the result is not license, but
confusion. Shakespeare with high effect says£,

f Hymn, ad Apoll. v. 172. g Macbeth ii. 3.
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Here lay Duncan,
His silver skin laced with his golden blood.

Here the idea is not that silver is of the same colour
as skin, nor gold as blood; but that the relation of
colour between silver and gold may be compared with
that between skin and blood: the skin throws the
blood into relief, as a ground of silver would throw out
a projection of gold. In license of this kind we can
always trace both a rule and an aim. The rule is re-
laxed only for the particular occasion. The effect pro-
duced is that of tenderness, dignity, and purity. Had
Shakespeare been describing the horrible carnage of a
battlefield, he probably would have spoken of black or
foul gore instead of using a brightening figure.

Now this purpose is not traceable in Homer's use of
certain words, if we are required to treat them as ad-
jectives of colour. There is no Poet, whose rationale is
commonly more accessible; but these cases, upon such
a principle, do not admit of a rationale at all.

Take for instance his use of the rainbow. It is
( i ) -wopcpvpiri, and (2) like a SpaKwv, which is Kvaveos. Of

these, the first may be construed dark with a hue of
crimson ; the second, dark with a hue of deep blue or
indigo. Surely we have here, viewing it as a whole, a
most inadequate treatment of the colours of the rain-
bow. Shakespeare indeed saysh,

His crest, that prouder than blue Iris bends ;
and again, in the Tempest, Ceres addresses Iris thus ' ;

And with each end of thy blue bow dost crown
My bosky acres . . . .

But (1) blue differs from iropcpvpeos, which is esseu-

h Troilus and Cressida, i. 3, in Merry Wives of Windsor, iv.
.•>!.'& fin. 5, Winter ' s Tale, iv. 3, ;ind King

i Tempest , iv. 1. The rainbow John, iv. 2.
is ment ioned as of many colours,
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tially dark, and is not blue. (2) Blue, taken largely, re-
presents three of the seven prismatic colours : i.e. indigo
and purple along with itself. (3) In the last quoted
passage, Iris is also called ' many-coloured messenger,'
and with 'saffron wings.' How different an effect do these
words give, as they form a whole, from that of the simile
in II. xvii. In what manner then are we to understand
Homer? I answer, in the way of metaphor; and with re-
ference to light and dark, not to prismatic colour. The
SpaKovres on the buckler and belt are dark and terrible:
so is the storm of which Iris is the type, and it is in
viewing the rainbow as a type of what is awful, that we
are to find the reason of Homer's simply treating it as
dark, and not as a series and system of colours. Perhaps
we ought not to overlook the possibility that Homer
may also mean to compare the shifting hues of the ser-
pent with the varied appearance of the rainbow.

Again, let us take his use of /neXayxpolii. Now the
question is, did Homer mean by this simply to express
darkness, that is to say was dark his idea of [xiXas, or
did he, with the specific idea of black in his mind, use
the term which denoted it poetically for the olive com-
plexion of Ulysses ? Surely the former: for the latter
use of it would have been bad. It would have been
straining the figure in the wrong direction. For black-
ness would be a fitting trope only where the object was
to describe something awful or repulsive.

But beauty of form in Homer always leans to light
hues and not to dark ones, whence the Greeks are ^avQoi,
and the Trojan Hector, though beautiful, is icvdveos only.
Therefore it was not Homer's object to give an enhanced
idea of darkness in the tints of Ulysses. And yet, if
/ue'Aa? for him meant specifically black, then /meXayxpolris
was the height of exaggeration in the wrong sense. But
if by ntXws he only understood dark, that was a fair
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description of the olive tint, as compared with the
withered and shrivelled skin of old age.

We have other proofs from the poems that Homer
conceived of /ue'Aa? as dark, and not specifically as
black. The former idea accords best with his calling
earth /we'Xa?, when it is fresh behind the plough (II.
xviii. 548): and his calling blood /meXas, not stagnant
gore, but blood fresh as it comes spurting from the
wound (II. i. 303),

al\(rd rot at/xa KtXaivbv eputfcrei irepl bovpC'

and again, the fresh blood of Venus herself: /uieXalveTo Se
Xpoa KOLKOV (II. v. 354). It would be bad poetry to call
the blood of Venus black, for the same reasons which
make it good poetry in Shakespeare to call the blood of
Duncan golden. So the ne\as TroVro? of II. xxiv. 79 is
evidently no more than dark; though in vii.64 we may
properly say the sea blackens.

So again with wine-coloured oxen, smutty thunder-
bolts, violet-coloured sheep, and many more, it is surely
conclusive against taking them for descriptions of pris-
matic colours or their compounds, that they would be
bad descriptions in their several kinds.

We must then seek for the basis of Homer's system
with respect to colour in something outside our own.
And it may prepare us the more readily to acknowledge
such a basis elsewhere, if we bear in mind, that many of
the great elements and sources of colour for us presented
themselves differently to him. The olive hue of the skin
kept down the play of white and red. The hair tended
much more uniformly, than with us, to darkness. The
sense of colour was less exercised by the culture of
flowers. The sun sooner changed, the spring-greens of
the earth into brown. Glass, one of our instruments of
instruction, did not exist. The rainbow would much
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more rarely meet the view. The art of painting was
wholly, and that of dyeing was almost, unknown ; and
we may estimate the importance of this element of the
case by recollecting how much, with the advance of che-
mistry, the taste of this country in colour has improved
within the last twenty years. The artificial colours,
with which the human eye was conversant, were chiefly
the ill-defined, and anything but full-bodied, tints of
metals. The materials, therefore, for a system of colour
did not offer themselves to Homer's vision as they do to
ours. Particular colours were indeed exhibited in rare
beauty, as the blue of the sea and of the sky. Yet these
colours were, so to speak, isolated fragments; and, not
entering into a general scheme, they were apparently
not conceived with the precision necessary to master
them. It seems easy to comprehend that the eye
may require a familiarity with an ordered system of
colours, as the condition of its being able closely to ap-
preciate any one among them.

I conclude, then, that the organ of colour and its im-
pressions were but partially developed among the Greeks
of the heroic age.

In lieu of this, Homer seems to have had, firstly some
crude conceptions of colour derived from the elements;
secondly and principally, a system in lieu of colour,
founded upon light and upon darkness, its opposite or
negative. We have seen that the /j,e\as of Homer,
which is applied to fine olive tints in the skin, and
which joins hands with Kvdveos and iropcpvpeos, means
dark, the absence of light. On the other hand, the
basis of whiteness is clearly indicated to us in the ety-
mology of XevKos, which is the same as that of AeiWw
to see, and of AJKJJ light in A«ca/3a? the year, the walk
or course of light; as well as in the cognate words,
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which appear to have their root in the Sanscrit loch,
from whence lochan, an eyeJ.

As a general proposition, then, I should say that the
Homeric colours are really the modes and forms of
lightk, and of its opposite or rather negative, darkness :
partially affected perhaps by ideas drawn from the
metals, like the ruddiness of copper, or the sombre and
dead blue of Kuavos, whatever the substance may have
been; and here and there with an inceptive eiFort, as it
were, to get hold of other ideas of colour.

Under the application of this principle, I believe that
all, or nearly all, the Homeric words will fall into their
places : and that we shall find that the Poet used them,
from his own standing-ground, with great vigour and
effect. We can now see why Xewoy and fj.e\a? with
their kindred words have such an immense predomi-
nance : though white and black are the limiting ratios
of colour, rather than colour itself.

Of the transparent and opaque, or chiaroscuro, we
cannot expect to hear from Homer: yet, as has been
observed, a rudiment of it may be contained in the
highly poetical yepoetSes of the cave or sea; and again
in the Svocpepr/ vuj~ (Od.xiii.269), since vecpos is the basis
of the epithet.

When we speak of colour proper, we speak of
an effect which is produced by the decomposition of
light, and which, so long as the eye can discharge its
function, is complete, whatever the quantity, or the in-
cidence, of light upon the object said to have colour
may happen to be.

When we speak of light, shade, and darkness, we
refer to the quantity of light, not decomposed, which
falls upon that object, and to the mode of its incidence.

j Pritchard's Celtic Nations, p. 219. k Vid. Gothe, Geschichte
rler Farbenlehre, Works, vol. 53. p. 21. (Stuttgart, 1833.)
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Of light, shadow, and darkness thus regarded, Ho-
mer had lively arid most poetical conceptions. This
description of objects by light and its absence tax his
materials to the uttermost. His iron-grey, his ruddy,
his starry heaven, are so many modes of light. His wine-
coloured oxen and sea, his violet sheep, his things
tawny, purple, sooty, and the rest, give us in fact a
rich vocabulary of words for describing what is dark
so far as it has colour, but what also varies between
dull and bright, according to the quantity of light play-
ing upon it. Here (for example) is the link between his
a'ldo^r Konrvo<; and his alOo^- otvos.

As these words all follow in the train, so to speak, of
(Ue'Xay, even so \evKog is attended by its own family, all
falling under the meaning of the English adjective
light. On the one hand X̂wjooy and TTOXLOS; on the
other /jLap/mdpeos, apyos, and criyaXoeis, all mean light;
but the first two are dull, and represent the twilight of
colour, or debateable ground between it and its negative,
while the last three are bright and glistering.

Nothing can be more poetical than Homer's ideas of
dark and light. It was a redundancy of life in these
ideas, that made him associate light with motion; as in
those fine lines (II. ii. 457),

&s TG>V epxpfxevcav a-nb XO-\KOV 0€<ntealoio

aiykri irafx^avocaaa hi alQepos ovpavbv TKCV.

And, again, in the Arming of Achilles (II. xix. 362),

a'iykr) 8' ovpavbv IK(, ye'Aa<r<re be iracra wept \6dv.

So, on the other hand, the idea of darkness went to
animate metaphysical conceptions, as in black fate,
black death, black clouds of death, black pains (U. ii.
859, 834. xvi. 350. iv. 117).

Naturalists tell us, that there exist kinds of creatures
respecting which it is known, that their organs are
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sensitive to light and darkness, but with no perception
whatever either of colour or of form1. So far as
respects form, Homer perceived keenly such forms as
were beautiful: but of mere geometrical form he may
have had very indistinct ideas, if we are to judge from
his epithets for the form of a shield. The parallel is
nearer in the case of colour; for even his perceptions
were as yet undigested; as if they were novel, not
aided by tradition, acquired very much by himself, and
fixed as yet neither by custom nor nomenclature.

From the remains which have reached us of the
colours of the ancients, it has been found practicable
to treat of them in precise detail™. But, in examining
the question from the works of Homer, we must bear
in mind, first, their very early date, and, secondly, the
likelihood that heroic Greece may probably have been
far behind some countries of the east in the use and in
the idea of colour, which has always had a privileged
home there.

The tendency, however, to a mixture of the two
questions of light and colour appears to be traceable
more or less in the popular language, and likewise in
the philosophy, of the later Greeks.

In the classical period, the hues of the eye were
divided, as /miXas the darkest, x^o^o? the intermediate,
and y\avKos the lightest.

The word Trpao-ivog, leek-green, appears to be quite
adequate to the expression of the colour. It is used
by Aristotle ; but I do not know that it is found in the
poets or writers of the best age. For the classical
Greek the idea of greenness is expressed by xXwpbs, as

i Wilson's Five Gateways of and Modern Colours, by William
Knowledge, p. 4. Linton.' London 1852.

m See, for instance, 'Ancient
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far as it is expressed at all. Now this word seems
inadequate on two grounds. First, its predominant
idea is that of 'fresh' or ' recent;' which is but acci-
dentally, and not invariably, the property of those
objects in nature that are green.

When we find the word xXwpos applied alike to
objects of a green colour, and to others that have no
colour, (or else not in respect of their colour,) but yet
which are fresh or newly sprung, we are led to conclude
that it was for freshness, and not for greenness, that the
word was generally used. This idea is confirmed by two
circumstances. First, that when Âwjoo? does signify
colour, as in the case of paleness, (where it cannot
mean what is fresh,) it signifies the most indefinite and
feeble colour, little more indeed than a negative.

The meaning of ^Xwpov oeos is probably ashy-pale
fear. In the green of the olive we see the point of
connection between this use of the term on the one
hand, and natural verdure on the other. So that the
image of the colour green, to the Greeks, was neither
lively and bright on the one hand, nor was it strong
and deep on the other.

The second circumstance is this: that the word
%\wpos is applied by the later Greeks to objects that
have a colour, but a colour which is not green : and
this by authors who had the full use of sight. Thus,
in Euripides, (Hecuba 124,) we have alfiaTi -xXwpw for
blood freshly shed. It seems plain that, when the epithet
could be thus used, colour could only be very carelessly
and faintly conceived in the minds either of those who
used the expression, or of those to whom it was ad-
dressed.

I shall not open the general subject of the treatment
of colour by the later Greeks, or by the Latin poets.
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But that it continued to be both faint and indefinite
down to a very late period, and in a degree which
would now be deemed very surprising, we may judge
both from the general tenour of the iEneid, and from
the remarkable verse of Albinovanus, an Augustan poet,
which applied the epithet 'purpureus' to snow ;

Brachia purpurea candidiora nive.
Neither do I enter into the question, whether the

shadows of white may afford any ground for this
epithet: because an answer, drawn from the secrets as
it were of science or art, could not avail for the inter-
pretation of the works of a poet, who must describe for
the common eye.

So we may note the 'cervix rosea1 of Horace", and
of Virgil".

Such examination as I have been able to make
would lead me to suppose whatever of this kind was
crude or defective in the common ideas of Greece was
not without points of correspondence in its philosophy.

The treatise Ylepl -^pwiJ.dTwv, popularly ascribed to
Aristotle, would appear to belong to some other author.
It, however, in conformity with Greek ideas?, bases the
system of colour not, as we do, upon the prismatic
decomposition of light, but upon the four elements; of
which it declares air, water, and even earth when dry,
to be white, fire to be %av6os or yellow ; from the
mixtures of these arise all other colours, and a/coVo?, or
black, is the absence of light.

Dr. Prantl, a recent editor of this Treatise, has, in
a learned Essay of his own, gathered together the sys-
tems of the various Greek writers upon colour; and
especially that of Aristotle, from the testimony afforded

n Hor. Od. I. 13. 2. ° Virg. Mn. i. 402.
P Tid. Gotlie, Farbenkhre, Works, vol. 53. p. 23.
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by his Meteorologica and otber works. It exhibits a
curious combination of the aim at scientific exactness,
with the want of the physical knowledge which is, in
such matters, its necessary basis. Its leading ideas
appear to be as follows.

If we pass by the mere metaphysical portion of the
subject, the basis of colour is laid theoretically in trans-
parency and motion. With the idea of whiteness are
associated dryness and heat; and with blackness their
counterparts, wet and cold P. The air is white, fire the
highest form of white; water is black % earth the high-
est negation of colour, and blackest of all. All other
colours are treated as intermediate between white and
black1". An analogy prevails between the intervals of
the principal colours, and those of sound, taste (^MO?),

and other sensible objects. There are seven colourss:
namely,

1. /uiXav black. 5. aXovpyov violet.
2. £avQov gold. 6. irpaarwov green.
3. XevKov white. 71 Kvavovv blue.
4.. (poiviicodv red.

The (paiov or grey is a mode of black (jueXav n); and
the £avdov is ingeniously described as having the same
relation to light, which richness (Xnrapov) has to sweet-
ness (yXvKv). Red, (powiKovv or iropcpvpovv, is light seen
through black. This is the most positive colour after
£avQ6v; then comes green, and then (dXovpybv) violet1.
H e proceeds, en Se TO irXelov OVKBTI cpalverai; meaning,
I suppose, that the KVUVOVV (the same thing is said by

P Prantl's Aristoteles iiber die s Ibid. p. 116. Ar. de Sens. 4.
Farben, pp. 101, 3. 442 a. 12.

1 Ibid. pp. 104,6. t ibid. p. ri8. Met. III. 4.
r Ibid. p. 109. Ar. Metaph. I. 374 b. 31.

7. 1057 a. 23.
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Prantl of opcpviov, which he translates brown) is so
closely akin to the negative, or blackness, as to be in-
distinguishable from it. Thus Aristotle appears to
treat grey as outside his scale altogether; he gives
iroptyvpovv sometimes to red and sometimes to blueu;
and opcpviov or brown is wholly omitted. His order
likewise varies : for, in different passages, dXovpyw and
irpdcrcvov change places.

This condition of the philosophy of colour, so many
centuries after Homer, and in the mind of such a man
as Aristotle, may assist in explaining to us the unde-
veloped state of Homer's perceptions in this particular
department.

There appears to be a remarkable contrast between
such undigested ideas, and the solidity, truth, and firm-
ness of the remains of colour that have come down to
us from the ancients. The explanation, I suppose, is,
that those, who had to make practical use of colour, did
not wait for the construction of a philosophy, but added
to their apparatus from time to time all substances
which, having come within their knowledge, were
found to produce results satisfactory and improving to
the eye. And even so Homer, though his organ was
little trained in the discrimination of colours, and
though he founded himself mainly upon mere modifi-
cations of light apart from its decomposition, yet has
made very bold and effective use of these limited ma-
terials. His figures in no case jar, while they never
fail to strike. Nor are we to suppose that we see in
this department an exception to that comparative pro-
fusion of power which marked his endowments in ge-
neral, and that he bore, in the particular point, a
crippled nature ; but rather we are to learn that the

11 Comp. Met. I. 5. 342 b. 4. with III. 4. 374 a. 27.
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perceptions so easy and familiar to us are the results of
a slow traditionary growth in knowledge and in the
training of the human organ, which commenced long
before we took our place in the succession of mankind.
We exemplify, even in this apparently simple matter,
the old proverbial saying : 'The dwarf sees further than
the giant, for he is lifted on the giant's shoulders.'

Note on the meaning of Kvavos and

T H E first impression from the Homeric text is likely to be that
KVQVOS is a metal. For the substantive is mentioned but thrice in
Homer; and always in immediate connection with metals.

u. II. xi. 24. Upon the buckler of Agamemnon there are, with
twelve olfioi, folds, rims, or plies, of gold, and twenty of tin, ten of
Kvavos yfieXavos Kvavoio).

2. II. xi. 34. On the shield of the king, there were twenty white
bosses of tin, and, in the middle, one of Kvavos (neXavos KVAVOIO).

3. Od. vii. 86. The walls of the palace of Alcinous were coated
with XOXKOS within, and round about them there was a cornice or
fringe (6pvyn.os) of Kvavos.

There is no doubt that, in later Greek at least, the word acquired
other significations : such as lapis lazuli, the blue cornflower, the
rockbird (also as being blue), and, lastly, a blue dye or lacquera.
But, moreover, it seems impossible to identify the Kvavos of Homer
with any metal in particular.

Some have asserted the Kvavos of Homer to be steel t>. But to
this there seem to be conclusive objections. I t appears very doubtful,
whether the Greeks were acquainted with the process of making-
steel in masses by the immersion of iron in water. The English
translation of Beckmann's History of Inventions ascribes the know-
ledge of the process to Homer ; but apparently in errorc. There is
no allusion whatever to i t : for it is not at all implied by the ele-
mentary process of the manufacture of a tool in Od. ix. 391-3. I t
was only by fire that iron could be made malleable at all : and no

a Liddell and Scott in roc. Millin, b Friedreich, Eoalien, § 21. p. 86.
Mineralogie Hom(5rique. p. 149. r Vol. ii. p. 325.
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doubt it was known that by its immersion in water hardness was
restored Or increased (ro yap avre trib^pov ye Kpdros iariv). But we
have no trace either of the repetition of the process on the same
piece of metal, or of its application to unmanufactured iron, or of a
new denomination for iron when thus heated and cooled. On the
contrary, in this passage the metal when fully hardened is still de-
clared to be a-ldripos : and we have nowhere in Homer any trace of a
relation between Kvavas and a-i8rjpos, except the merely negative one,
that neither of them is cast into the furnace for making the Shield
of Achilles.

Again, the hardness of iron was such as apparently met all their
wishes, and almost of itself constituted a difficulty. Hence it is used
along with stones as a symbol of hardness ; eWi ov <r<pi \l8os xpus y*
aidrjposd. Again, we do not find it worked up with other metals ; for
example, on the buckler or shield of Agamemnon. As we have
seen, it is not used by Vulcan in making the shield of Achilles.
The god casts into the fire gold and silver, copper and tin ; lead
being apparently excluded as too soft, and iron as too hard for
working in masses with the other metals. But the idea of hardness
is never associated with xvavos; and, if it had been hard like steel,
certainly it would not have been a suitable material for the intricate
forms of dragons.

Again, the adjective nvdveos means in colour what is blue and what
is deep ; and by no means corresponds with the ordinary colour of
steel. All this, besides the strength of the negative evidence, seems
inconsistent with the idea that KVUVOS can have been steel.

The Compiler of the Index to Eustathius makes KVOVOS (in voc.)
simply a dark metal. But Millin argues that xiavos without an
epithet is tin, and that with the epithet /«'Aa? it is lead. He ob-
serves that Plinye appears to call tin by the name of plumbum
simply, and lead by the name of plumbum nigrum: so that the
double use of KVOVOS and Kao-trlrepos for tin would be like that of
plumbum and stannum for the same metal in Latin. This idea
treats the substance as taking its name from the colour : and is so
far sustained by the use of the German blei, which I presume is the
same word as blau, for lead. But it would be singular that Homer
should thus have double names for two metals, which of all classes
of objects have perhaps been most commonly designated by single
ones. And this hypothesis is not in accordance with the evident

a II. iv. 510. e H. N. xxxiv. 16. ». 47.
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meaning of Kvdveos in Homer ; since the word indicates a dark and
deep hue very far from that of tin, which Homer describes as white.
The after use of Kvavos is equally adverse to the interpretation
suggested.

The most probable interpretation for this difficult word appears to
be that which is also in accordance with its subsequent use and de-
scription as a colour. From Linton's 'Ancient and Modern Colours,'
(p. 21,) it appears that there was a Kvavos avTcicpvfjs, which was a
native blue carbonate of copper : and that, according to the express
testimony of Dioscorides, this was obtained by the ancients from the
copper-mines : Kvavos 8<f yevvarai pen ev KiVpo) f'x rtnv x^Kovpyiov /xerdX-

Xcov, v. 106. This interpretation would account for our finding
Kvavos in Homer : for the rarity of its use : for the dark colour and
the affinity to nopfyvptos. Such a substance would make a good
relief for the cornice in the palace of Alcinous, against the copper-
plated walls : and would stand well in the rest of the passages where it
appears to be placed in relief with other metals, II. xviii. 564, xi. 39,
and even on the buckler of Agamemnon, xi. 24. For on this
buckler, though the serpents, called Kvaveoi, are evidently placed in
contrast with the olfxoi, and though among the ot/xot there are ten of
Kvavos, yet, as they are combined with twelve of gold and twenty of
tin, the general effect would be one such as we need not suppose
Homer to have rejected. This blue carbonate is still found among
other copper-ores, but less in our deep mines, than in the shallow
ones worked by the ancients. I understand from a gentleman
versed in metallurgy, that in its purest form it is crystalline, rarely
massive or earthy, of a deep azure, brittle, easily powdered, and thus
readily converted to use as a pigment.

I should therefore suppose that the Kvavos is not a metal : that
the o'fiot on the buckler mean lines or bands coloured in pigment : and
that the boss on the shield is probably a nodule of the substance in its
native state. We can thus understand why m w is not used either
with the gold, silver, âX/mr, and tin, in the forge of Vulcan, or with
the gold, silver, iron, and xa^K0" of the chariot of Junof. We can
also understand why, though Kvavos is not used in the forge, yet the
trench round the vineyard on the shield of Achilles is KvavcrjS. This
interpretation is also in conformity with the Homeric employment
of the adjective Kvaveos.

I understand that there is, in the Museo Borbonico at Naples,

II. xviii. 474. v. 722. s Tbid 564.
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a spoon or ladle, with a boss on the end of the handle, which is
formed of this native blue carbonate of copper bored through for
the purpose.

Of the four significations given to xa^K°s m Homer (copper,
brass, bronze, and ironh), I adhere to the first. I t cannot be iron,
(1) because it is never mentioned as hard in the same way with it,
(2) because it is so much more common, (3) because these metals
are expressly distinguished one from the other, as in II. v. 723.

Neither can the XOAKOS of Homer be bronze. Not, however, from
absolute want of hardness : for I learn from competent authority
that very good cutting instruments (not, of course, equal to steel)
may be made in a bronze composed of 87^ parts copper, and 12^
parts tin. But for the following reasons :

1. Homer always speaks of it as a pure metal along with other
pure metals, even where Vulcan casts it into the furnace to be
wrought; II. xviii. 474.

2. Again, because, although we must not argue too confidently
from Homer's epithets of colour, yet in this case we may lay consi-
derable stress not only on his xa^K°s ipvdpbs (since the ipvdpos of
Homer leans to brightness), but upon the fjvo\jr and vapoxjr, which
mean bright and gleaming. These epithets of light would not apply
to bronze : nor would Homer plate with bronze the walls of the
palace of Alcinous. Neither does it appear likely that he would
give us a heaven of bronze among the imposing imagery of battle,
II. xvii. 424.

3. It does not appear that Homer knew anything at all of the
fusion or alloying of metals.

We have, then, to conclude that âXico? was copper, hardened by some
method; as some think by the agency of water : or else, and more
probably, according to a very simple process, by cooling slowly in
the air. (See Millin, Mineralogie Homerique, pp. 126—32.)

h Eustath. II i. p. 93.
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SECT. V.a

Homer and some of his Successors in Epic Poetry :
in particular, Virgil and Tasso.

T H E great Epic poets of the world are members of a
brotherhood still extremely limited, and, as far as appears,
not likely to be enlarged. It may indeed well be disputed,
with respect to some of the existing claimants, whether they
are or are not entitled to stand upon the Golden Book. There
will also be diiferences of opinion as to the precedence among
those, whose right to appear there is universally confessed.
Pretensions are sometimes advanced under the influence of
temporary or national partialities, which the silent action of the
civilized mind of the world after a time effectually puts down.
Among these there could be none more obviously untenable,
than that set up on behalf of Milton in the celebrated Epigram
of Dryden, which seemed to place him at the head of the poets
of the world, and made him combine all the great qualities of
Homer and of Virgil. Somewhat similar ideas were broached
by Cowper in his Table Talk. The lines, as they are less
familiarly remembered, may be quoted here:

Ages elapsed ere Homer's lamp appeared,
And ages ere the Mantuan swan was heard;
To carry Nature lengths unknown before,
To give a Milton birth, asked ages more.

But this great master is also subject to undue depreciation, as
well as flattered by extravagant worship. I myself have been

a The substance of this and January and July respectively,
the two following Sections form- 1857. They are reprinted with
ed two Articles in the Quarterly the obliging approval of Mr.
Review, Nos. 201 and 203, for Murray.
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assured in a company composed of Professors of a German
University, who were ardent admirers of Shakespeare, that
within the sphere of their knowledge Milton was only regarded
as of equal rank with Klopstock. It is not, I trust, either
national vanity or religious prejudice, nor is it the mere wonder
inspired by the wide range of his attainments and performances,
which makes England claim that he should be numbered in the
first class of epic poets; in that class of which Homer is the
head, distinguished before all competitors by a clear and even
a vast superiority.

It would be difficult to institute any satisfactory comparison
between Milton and Homer; so different, so wanting in points
of contact, are the characters partly of the men, and even
much more of their works. Perhaps the greatest and the
most pervading merit of the Iliad is, its fidelity and vividness
as a mirror of man and of the visible sphere in which he lived,
with its infinitely varied imagery both actual and ideal. But
that which most excites our admiration in Milton is the elasti-
city and force of genius, by which he has travelled beyond the
human sphere, and bodied forth to us new worlds in the un-
known, peopled with inhabitants who must be so immeasurably
different from our own race. Homer's task was one, which ad-
mitted of and received what we may call a perfect accomplish-
ment ; Milton's was an undertaking beyond the strength of man,
incapable of anything more than faint adumbration, and one of
which, the more elevated the spectator's point of view, the
more keenly he must find certain defects glare upon him.
The poems of Milton give us reason to think that his concep-
tions of character were masculine and powerful; but the sub-
ject did not admit of their being effectually tested. For his
nearest approaches to perfection in his art, we must look beyond
his epics.

A comparison between Milton and Dante would be somewhat
more practicable, but it would not accord with the composition
of the group, which I shall here attempt to present, and which
has Homer for its centre. On the other hand, Dante might,
far better than Milton, be compared with Homer; for while he
is in the Purgatorio and Paradiso far more heavenly than Milton,
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he is also throughout the Divina Commedia truly and pro-
foundly human. He is incessantly conversant with the nature
and the life of man; and though for the most part he draws
us, as Flaxman has drawn him, in outline only, yet by the
strength and depth of his touch he has produced figures, for
example, Francesca and Ugolino, that have as largely become the
common property of mankind, if not as Achilles and Ulysses, yet
as Lear and Hamlet. Still the theological basis, and the extra-
terrene theatre, of Dante's poem remove him to a great distance
from Homer, from whom he seems to have derived little and
with whom we may therefore feel assured he could have been
but little acquainted.

The poets, whom it is most natural to compare with Homer,
are those who have supplied us in the greatest abundance with
points of contact between their own orbits and his, and who at
the same time are such manifest children of genius as to
entitle them to the honour of being worsted in such a conflict.
These conditions I presume to be most clearly fulfilled by
Virgil and Tasso; and we may begin with the elder of the
pair.

Perhaps Chapman has gone too far when he says ' Virgil
hath nothing of his own, but only elocution; his invention,
matter, and form, being all Homer'sb.' Yet no small part of
this sweeping proposition can undoubtedly be made good.

With an extraordinary amount of admitted imitation and of
obvious similarity on the surface, the J5neid stands, as to al-
most every fundamental particular, in the strongest contrast
with the Iliad. As to metre, figures, names, places, persons
and times, the two works, where they do not actually concur,
stand in as near relations one to another, as seem to be attain-
able without absolute identity of subject; yet it may be doubted
whether any two great poems can be named, which are so pro-
foundly discordant upon almost every point that touches their
interior spirit; upon everything that relates to the truth of our
nature, to the laws of thought and action, and to veracity in the
management of the higher subjects, such as history, morality,
polity, and religion.

h Commentary on II. ii.



Contrast between form and spirit in the JEneid.

The immense powers of Virgil as a poet had been demon-
strated before he wrote the iEneid. He had shown their full
splendour in the Georgics; though the rjdos, or (so to speak)
the heart, even of that great work was touched with paralysis
by his Epicurean and self-centring philosophy. The iEneid
does not bear a fainter impression of his genius. The wonder-
fully sustained beauty and majesty of its verse, the imposing
splendour of its most elaborate delineations, the power of the
author in unfolding, when he strives to do it, the resources of
passion, and even perhaps the skill which he has shown in the
general construction of his plot, cannot be too highly praised.
But while its general nature as an epic (for the epic poem is
preeminently ethical) brought its defects into fuller view, the
particular object he proposed to himself was fatal to the attain-
ment of the very highest excellence. While Homer sang for
national glory, the poem of Virgil is toned throughout to a
spirit of courtierlike adulation. No muse, however vigorous,
can maintain an upright gait under so base a burden.

And yet, in regard to its external form, the iEneid is per-
haps, as a whole, the most majestic poem that the European
mind has in any age produced. We often hear of the lofty
march of the Iliad; but though its versification is always ap-
propriate and therefore never mean, it only rises into stateliness,
or into a high-pitched sublimity, when Homer has occasion to
brace his energies for an effort. He is invariably true to his
own conception of the bardc, as one who should win and de-
light the soul of the hearer; and so, when he has strung him-
self, like a bow, for some great passage of his action, ' has
brought the string to the breast, the iron to the wood,' and has hit
his mark, straightway he unbends himself again. Thus he ushers
in with true grandeur the marshalling of the Greek army in the
Second Book, partly by the invocation of the Muses, and partly
by an assemblage of no less than six consecutive similes, which
describe respectively the flash of the Greek arms, the resound-
ing tramp, .the swarming numbers, the settling down of the
ranks as they form the line, the busy marshalling by the
commanders, the majesty of Agamemnon preeminent among

c Ocl. xvii. 385.
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themd. Having done this, he sets himself about the Catalogue,
with no contempt indeed of poetical embellishment by epithets,
and with an occasional relief by short legends, but still in the
main as a matter of business, historical, geographical, and to-
pographical. And thus he proceeds, with perfect tranquillity,
for near three hundred lines, until his work is done. We then find
that he has given us, together with a most minute account of the
forces, a living map of the territories occupied by the Greek
races of the age. But Virgil, in his imitation of the Homeric
Catalogue (upon which there will be further occasion to com-
ment hereafter, with reference to other matters), has pursued a
course quite different. Waiving Homer's gorgeous introduc-
tion, which pours from a single point a broad stream of splen-
dour over the whole, Virgil with vast, and indeed rather painful,
effort, carries us through his long-drawn list at a laboriously-
sustained elevation. To vary the wearisome task, he uses
every diversity of turn that language and grammar can sup-
ply6. He passes from nominative to vocative, and from voca-
tive to nominative. Somebody was present, and then somebody
was not absent. Arms and accoutrements are got up as mi-
nutely, as if he had been a careful master of costumes dressing
a new drama for the stage. That we may never be let down
for a moment, he distributes here and there the similes, which
Homer accumulated at the opening, and introduces, between the
accounts of military contingents, legends of twenty or more lines.
Upon the whole, the level of his verse through the Catalogue,
instead of being, like Homer's, decidedly lower, is even higher
than is usual with him. There is not in it, I think, a single
verse approaching to the sermo pedestris. His reader misses
that tranquillizing relief so agreeable in Homer, which varies
as it were the play of the muscles, and freshens the faculties
for a return to higher efforts. Virgil seems to treat us, as horses
at a certain stage of their decline are treated by experienced
drivers, who keep them going from fear that, if they once let them
stop or slacken, they will be unable to get up their pace again.
He never unbends his bow. But a table-land may be as flat,

d II- "• 455-83- c. xviii. respecting the Shield in
11 See also Lessing's Laocoon, the
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and even wearisome, as a plain; and the ornaments in the
^Eneid frequently are not, and indeed could hardly be, more
ornamental than the passages which they purport to embellish.

The difference of the two Catalogues cannot be more clearly
exhibited than by comparing Homer's description of the very
first contingent, that from Boeotiaf, with Virgil's opening para-
graph about Mezentius; or Homer's last and nearly simplest,
on the MagnesiansS, with the description of Camilla, (certainly
a description of remarkable beauty,) with which is closed the
glittering procession of the Italian army in the iEneid.

The sustained stateliness of diction, metre, and rhythm in
the .ZEneid is a feat, and an astounding feat; but it is more
like the performance of a trained athlete, between trick and
strength, than the grandeur of free and simple Nature, such
as it is seen in the ancient warrior, in Diomed or Achilles; or
in Homer, the ancient warriors only bard. Different persons
will, according to their temperaments, be apt to treat this au-
gustness of diction as a merit or a fault: all, however, must
acknowledge it to be a wonder. In this respect Virgil has
been followed with no ordinary power, but yet not equalled,
by Tasso. And the impression, created in this respect by the
iEneid as it stands, must be heightened when we remember
that it is still an unfinished poem, and that the author had at
his decease by no means brought it, and the later books of it
in particular, up to what he considered the proper standard.

The immense and untold amount of imitation in Virgil has
perhaps tended to make us less than duly sensible of his vast
original powers; and the mean and feeble effects produced by
the character, if we can call it a character, of his iEneas, cheat
us into an untrue supposition that he could not have possessed
a real power of this the highest kind of delineation.

It is perhaps hardly possible to exhaust the topics of censure
which may be justly used against the iEneas of Virgil. His
moral deficiencies are not (so to speak) hidden amidst the ac-
complishments of a manly intellect, nor his intellectual medio-
crity redeemed by any fresh and genuine virtues. He is not,

{ II. ii. 494-510. ^En. vii. 8 II. ii. 756-9. Mn. vii.
647-54. 803-17.
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to our knowledge, a statesman ; nay more, he is not a warrior;
for we fee! that his battles and feats of war are the poet's, and
not his : and when he appears in arms we are tempted to ask,
'Son of Venus, what business have you here?' The violent
exaggerations, by which Virgil attempts to vamp up his hero's
martial character, only produce the \jrvxpbv of Longinus ; a cold
reaction, approaching to a shudder, through the reader's mind.
As, for instance, when in the Shades below, the poet represents
the Greek chieftains11 as trembling and flying at the sight of
him, the nobleness of the verses cannot excuse either the taste-
less solecism of the thought, or the prot'anation offered to the
memory of Homer in the person of his heroes, who indeed often
made iEneas tremble, but never trembled at him themselves.
But Virgil goes further yet, when he makes Diomed assert1 that,
having been engaged in single combat with iEneas, he knows
by experience how terrible a warrior he will prove; and that,
had there been two more such men, Troy would have con-
quered Greece, and not Greece Troy. Now, JSneas never in
the Iliad even once executes a real feat of war; and as to the
single combat between the two chiefs, Diomed first knocked
him down with a stonek, and then, after he had been carried
off and apparently set to rights by his mother, he was thrice
saved from the deadly charge of the same warrior by the single
intervention of Apollo, who by divine force arrested the attack.
In passing, it may be observed that, since Virgil could, with
impunity, as it appears, so far as his popularity was concerned,
thus mutilate and falsify the author from whose wealth he so
largely borrowed, either the knowledge of Greek literature in
its head and father, Homer, must have been very low among
even the educated Romans, or else their standard of taste must
have been seriously debased before they could accept such com-
pliments.

It is common to find fault with .ZEneas for his vile conduct
to Dido, and for the wretched excuse he offers in his own be-
half, when he encounters her offended spirit in the regions of
Aidoneus and Persephone. But the truth is, that this fairly

Mn. xi.

p

At Danaum proceres, &c.—yEn. vi. 489.
xi. 282-7. k H- v. 302-10.
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exhibits and illustrates not only the total unreality of this par-
ticular character, but, as will be further noticed presently, the
feeble and deteriorated conception of human nature at large,
which Virgil seems to have formed. Man has been treated by
him as, on the whole, but a shallow being : he had not sounded
the depths of the heart, nor measured either the strength of
good or the strength of evil that may abide in it. The
Virgilian jEneas is a made up thing, far fitter to stand among
the v(KVb>v afisvriva Kaprjva, than among men of true flesh and
blood.

Thy bones are marrowless, thy blood is cold;
Thou hast no speculation in those eyes
Which thou dost glare with1.

Nor can we draw an apology for the defects of this primary
character in Virgil from the ./Eneas of Homer. The Dardanian
Prince is indeed in the Iliad, as to everything essential, a taci-
turn and background figure. He is placed very high in station
and authority, and, as we have seenm, he may probably have
been, by the dignity of lineal descent, the head of the whole
Trojan race. But Homer pays him off with generalities ; for,
as no Poet is greater in the really creative work of character,
so none better understands how, where the purpose of his
poem requires it, to take a lay figure, and stuff him out with
straw. In what may be called the vital action of the Iliad,
^Eneas has no considerable share, either martial or political.
He is very far indeed behind the noble Sarpedon in the first
capacity, and Polydamas in the second, as well as Hector in
both. Still, if there is in the Homeric iEneas nothing grand,
nothing vigorous, nothing profound, there is on the other hand
nothing over-prominent or pretentious, and therefore nothing
mean, nothing inconsistent, nothing untrue. All the Homeric
characters, down to Thersites, are drawn each in its way with a
master's hand ; iEneas forms no exception : on the contrary, we
have to admire the skill with which, in a kind of middle distance,
his outline is filled up, and he is kept entirely clear of any con-
fusion with either those greater characters on the Trojan side,

1 Macbeth iii. 3. m Achseis, or Ethnology, sect. ix. p. 491.
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who have been named, or with the effeminate Paris. This is
the more worthy of note, because, as the favourite child of
Venus, he bore a qualified and dim resemblance to her chief
minion; as we may see by certain traits of his very negative
bearing in the field, and by Apollo's putting him (if the phrase
may be allowed) to bed in Pergamus", when he had been rescued
from Diomed, just as Venus had done with Paris, after she had
saved him in the Third Book from Menelaus0.

Neither did Virgil fail in the delineation of his hero, or
' protagonist,' from simple want of power to portray human
character. No such want can be ascribed to the poet of the
Fourth Book of the ^Eneid. And if it be true that, amidst all
the stormy wildness and intensity of the passion of Dido,
there is something not quite natural—something that recalls
the very remarkable imitation of it in the ' Duchesse de la
Valliere' of Madame de Genlis, and leaves us almost at a loss
to say which of the two has most the character of a copy,
and which of an original—what are we to say of the genuine
and manly character of Turnus ? The whole of that sketch
is as good and true as we can desire; and the noble speech
in particular, in which he rebukes the trim cowardice of
Drances, is a work of such extraordinary power and merit,
that it is fit (and this J take for the summit of all eulogies)
even to have been spoken by the Achilles of Homer. In vi-
gorous reasoning, in biting sarcasm, in chivalrous sentiment,
and in indignant passion, it presents a combination not easily
to be matched; and it is, as a whole, admirably adapted to
the oratorical purpose, for which it is presumed to have been
delivered. But, indeed, from our first view of Turnus to
our last, we do not find in him a single trait feeble in itself, or
unworthy of the masculine idea and intention of the portrait, ex-
cept where, in the very last passage of his life, his free agency
seems to be taken, as it were by force, out of his hands.

The failure in the ^Eneas of Virgil cannot be compared with
the case of any modern romance, such as the Waverley or Old
Mortality of Scott, where the hero may be an insipid person.
All the greater modern inventors have been compelled to lay

11 II. v. 445. ° II. iii. 382.
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their foundations in the palpable breadth of some historic event :
it was the prouder distinction of the Homeric epic, that it had a
living centre; it hung upon a man; there was enough of vital
power in Homer for this end : his Achilles and his Ulysses
were each an Atlas, that sustained the world in which they
also moved. Virgil made his poem an ^Eneid, instead of fol-
lowing the example of the Cyclic poets; he thus pledged him-
self to his readers, that ^Eneas should be its centre, its pole,
its inward light and life. But he did not keep his word: he
had drawn the bow of Homer without Homer's force. He
marks perhaps the final transition from the old epic of the
first class to the new. After him we have the epics of fact,
the Pharsalia, the Thebaid, and so forth. But iEneas stands
before us with the pretensions of Achilles and Ulysses; and
the failure is great in proportion to the gigantic scale of the
attempt. When, in the Italian romance, the character of the
ideal man, as shown in Orlando, again became the basis of
new epic poems, we again find in the protagonist great weak-
ness indeed, as compared with Achilles and Ulysses; but
strength and success as compared with the ^Eneas of Virgil.

Upon the whole we are thrown back on the supposition that
this crying vice of the iEneid, the feebleness and untruth
of the character of iEneas, was due to the false position of
Virgil, who was obliged to discharge his functions as a poet in
subjection to his dominant obligations and liabilities as a courtly
parasite of Augustus. As the entire poem, so the character of
its hero, was, before all other things, an instrument for glo-
rifying the Emperor of Rome. It at once followed, that in all
respects must that character be such as to avoid suggesting a
comparison disadvantageous to the person whose dignity, for
political ends, had already been elevated even into the unseen
world; nay, whose forestalled divinity was to be kept in a
relation of absolute and broad superiority to the image of his
human ancestor. ^Eneas is himself addressed in the action of
the ./Eneid, as

Dis genite, et geniture deos.

In order to arrive at the disastrous effects of this mental
servitude, take, first, the measure of the cold and unheroic
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character of Augustus; then estimate the degree of relative
superiority, which it was essential to Virgil's position that
he should preserve for him throughout; and thus we may
come to some practical conception of the straitness of the space
within which Virgil had to develop his iEneas, or, in other
words, to run his match against Homer. All the faults, and
all the faultiness, of his poem may be really owing, in a degree
none can say how great, to this original falseness of position.

On account of the personal principle on which the ancient
epic was constructed, failure in the character of the hero must
almost of necessity have entailed failure in the poem. Most of
all would this follow in a case where, as in the iEneid, the hero
is never out of view, and where the action does not, as in the
Iliad, travel away from his person, in order then to enhance the
splendour and effectiveness of his reappearance. Thus the false-
ness of Virgil's position was not confined to an individual cha-
racter, but extended to liis entire work. Living, too, in an age
less natural and more critical than that of Homer, he provided
against criticism, so far as regarded its merely technical
functions, more, and he studied nature less. He had to con-
struct his epic for a court, and a corrupt court, not for man-
kind at large; it followed, that he could not take his stand
upon those deep and broad foundations in human nature itself,
which gave Homer a position of universal command. Hence
as a general rule he does not sing from the heart, nor to the
heart. His touches of genuine nature are rare. Such of them
as occur have been carefully noted and applauded, for he is
always studious to set them off by choice and melodious diction.
For my own part, I find scarcely any among them so true as
the simile of the mother labouring with her maidens at night,
which he owes to HomerP:

Castum ut servare cubile
Conjugis. et possit parvos educerc natosQ.

With rare exceptions, the reader of Virgil finds himself utterly
at a loss to see at any point the soul of the poet reflected in his
work. We cannot tell, amidst the splendid phantasmagoria,

P Horn. II. xii. 433. q Mn. viii. 407-13.
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where is his heart, where lie his sympathies. In Homer a geninl
spirit, breathed from the Poet himself, is translucent through
the whole ; in the iEneid we look in vain almost for a single
ray of it. Again, Virgil lived at a time when the prevailing
religion had lost whatever elements of real influence that of
Homer's era either possessed in its own right, or inherited
from pristine tradition. It was undermined at once by philosophy
and by licentiousness ; and it subsisted only as a machinery,
a machinery, too, already terribly discredited, for civil ends.
Thus he lost one great element of truth and nature, as well as
of sublimity and pathos. The extinction of liberty utterly de-
prived him of another. Homer saw before him both a religion
and a polity young, fresh, and vigorous; for Virgil both were
practically dead: and whatever this world has of true great-
ness is so closely dependent upon them, that it was not his
fault if his poem felt and bears cogent witness to the loss.
Even the sphere of personal morality was not open to him;
for what principle of truth or righteousness could he worthily
have glorified, without passing severe condemnation on some
capital act of the man, whom it was his chief obligation to exalt ?

And once more. Homer sang to his own people of the
glorious deeds of their sires, to whom they were united by
fond recollection, and by near historic and local ties. This
was at once a stimulus and a check; it cheered his labour,
and at the same time it absolutely required him to study
moral harmony and consistency. Virgil sang to Romans of
the deeds of those who were not Romans, and whom only a
most hollow fiction connected with his hearers, through the
dim vista of a thousand years, and under circumstances which
made the pretence to historical continuity little better than
ridiculous. Or rather, he sang thus, not to Romans, but to
their Emperor ; he had to bear in mind, not the great foun-
tains of emotion in the human heart, but his town-house on
the Esquiline, and his country-house on the road from Naples
to Pozzuoli. In dealing with Greeks, with Trojans, with
Carthaginians, he again lost Homer's double advantage : he
had nothing to give a healthy stimulus to his imagination, and
nothing to bring him or to keep him to the standard of truth
and nature. And here, perhaps, we hit upon some clue to the
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superior character and attractions of Turnus. I he Poet was
now for once upon true national ground: he was an Italian
minstrel, singing to Italians, whether truly or mythically is of less
consequence, about an Italian hero. Thus he had something like
the proper materials to work with; and the result is one worthy
of his noble powers, though it has the strange consequence
of setting all the best sympathies of his readers, and of imply-
ing that his own were already set, in direct opposition to the
ostensible purpose of his poem.

It appears, however, as if this great and splendid Poet,
being thrown out of his true bearings in regard to all the
deeper sources of interest on which an epic writer must depend,
such as religion, patriotism, and liberty, became consequently
reckless, alike in major and in minor matters, as to all the
inner harmonies of his work, and contented himself with the
most unwearied and fastidious labours in its outward elaboration,
where he could give scope to his extraordinary powers of ver-
sification and of diction without fear of stumbling upon any-
thing unfit for the artificial atmosphere of the Roman court.
The consequence is, that a vein of untruthfulness runs through-
out the whole iEneid, as strong and as remarkable as is the
genuineness of thought and feeling in the Homeric poems.
Homer walks in the open day, Virgil by lamplight. Homer
gives us figures that breathe and move, Virgil usually treats us
to waxwork. Homer has the full force and play of the drama,
Virgil is essentially operatic. From Virgil back to Homer is a
greater distance, than from Homer back to life.

But more. Virgil is at once the copyist of Homer, and,
for the generality of educated men, his interpreterr. In all

"' In Dibdin's ' Editions of the ite poet of Europe.' I presume
Greek and Latin Classics,' we this distinguished writer does not
find nineteen editions of Virgil mean to imply that Homer has
between 1469 and 1478. The been more read than any other
Frinceps of Homer was only poet. Can his words mean that
printed in 1488. Panzer, accord- Homer has been more approved 1
ing to Dibdin, enumerates ninety It is worth while to ask the
editions of Virgil in the 15th question : for the judgments of
century (ii. 540.). Mr. Hallam Mr. Hallam are like those of
says (Lit. Eur., i. 420.),'Ariosto Minos, and reach into the fu-
has been after Homer the favour- ture.
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modern Europe taken together, Virgil has had ten who read him,
and ten who remember him, for one that Homer could show.
Taking this in conjunction with the great extent of the ground
they occupy in common, we may find reason to think that the
traditional and public idea of Homer's works, throughout the
entire sphere of the Western civilization, has been formed, to a
much greater degree than could at first be supposed, by the
Virgilian copies from him. This is only to say, in other
words, that it has been sadly impaired, not to say seriously
falsified; for there is scarcely a point of vital moment, in
which Virgil follows Homer faithfully, or represents him ei-
ther fairly or completely. Now this traditional idea is not
only the stock idea that governs the indifferent public, but it
is likewise the idea with which the individual student starts,
and which governs him until he has reached such a point in
his progress as to discover the necessity, and be conscious more-
over of the strength, to throw it off. This, however, is a point
that, from the nature of human life and its pursuits, very few
students indeed can reach at all. Elsewhere we shall see,
with what evil and untrue effect Virgil has handled some of
the Homeric characters. It is the same in every minor trait;
and it seems strange that so great a Poet should not have had
enough of reverence for another Poet, greater still and enshrined
in almost the worship of all ages, to have restrained him from
such constant and wanton, as well as wilful, mutilations of the
Homeric tradition. It would, however, appear that Virgil's
miscarriages are not all due to carelessness, in the common
sense of it. In many instances, unless so far as they can be
referred to the necessities that press upon a courtier, it would
seem as if they must be ascribable to torpor in the faculties, or
defect in the habit of mind, by which Homer should have been
appreciated. Nay, sometimes he appears to have been moved
simply by metrical convenience to alter the traditions of
Homer. Let us take first a minor instance to test this asser-
tion.

Nothing can be more marked than the prominence of the
Scamander as compared with the Simois in Homer. The
Simois is named by him only six times, and none of the

L I
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passages show it to have been a considerable stream. In the
Twenty-first Book9, Scamander invites Simois to join him in
pouring forth the flood which was to bear away Achilles, but
his ' brother' neither replies, nor takes part in the action. It
would appear, indeed, from geographical considerations, which
belong to the topography of the Troad, that in the summer
Simois was probably dry. This entirely accords with the pas-
sage in which this river supplies hpfipoalrfi, a figure, as may be
presumed, of grass, for the horses of Juno. At any rate, that
passage is at variance with the idea of the river as a tearing
torrent. Again, Homer mentions" that many heroes fell,
he does not say in, but about, the stream : above all, he does
not say they fell into its waters, but in the dust of it, or
near i t :

nal SifAoeis, 801 woAAa fioaypia KCU rpvcpakeiat

Again, Scamander is personified as the god Xanthus, and
plays a great part in the action: Simois is not personified at
all. Scamander is bios, biorpeQrjs and much besides: Simois
has no epithets. Simoeisius is the son of Anthemion, a person
of secondary account; but Scamandrius is the name given by
Hector to his boy. Simois, for all we know, may have been
either a dry bed, or little better than a rivulet; but armed men
are thown into Scamander, and whirled by him to the sea.
Lastly, the plain where the Greek army was reviewed is \eijj,uv
^Kaixavbpios, iribiov "2,Kaixavbpiov. Now a r ight conception of
these rivers is not altogether an insignificant affair, but is ma-
terial to the clearness of our ideas upon the military action of the
poem. What then has Virgil done with them ? He has simply
reversed the Homeric representation. Xanthus is with him the
unmarked river, Simois is the mighty torrent. Witness these
passages :

Mitto ea, quso muris bellando exhausta sub altis,
Quos Simois premat ille viros. (Ma. xi. 256.)

Again:

Victor apud rapidum Simoenta sub Ilio alto. (Mn. v. 261.)

» II. xxi. 307, et seqq. t II. v. 777. « II. xii. 22.
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And most of all, the passage which he has directlj carried off
from Homer, and corrupted it on his way (iEn. i. 104) :

Ubi tot Simois correpta sub undis
Scuta virum galeasque et fortia corpora volvit.

And why all this ? Plainly, I apprehend, because, while Sca-
mander was a word disqualified from entering into the Latin
hexameter, Xanthus also was somewhat less convenient than
Simois for the march of his resounding verse. Now this is a
sample in small things of what Virgil has done in nearly all
things, both small and great.

There are instances in which Virgil is popularly thought to
profit by the comparison with Homer, and where, notwithstand-
ing, a full consideration may lead to a reversal of the sentence.
The veKvia of the Eleventh Odyssey, for example, is thought
inferior to that of the Sixth iEneid. To bring them fairly
together, we should perhaps put out of view the philosophical
and prophetical part of the latter*; but whether we do it or
not is little material in the comparison. In either way, the
Inferno of Virgil is, upon the whole, a stage procession of stately
and gorgeous figures; but it has no consistent or veracious re-
lation to any idea of the future or unseen state actually opera-
tive among mankind. Yet there existed such an idea, at least
in the times of which Virgil was treating, if not at the period
when he lived. It was surely a subject of the deepest interest,
and of the most solemn pathos. What we are as men here de-
pends very much on our conception of what we are hereafter to
be. There is nothing more touching in all the history of the
race of Adam, than its blind and painful feeling after a future
still invisible. There is no witness to the comparative degra-
dation of a race or age, so sure as its having ceased to yearn
towards any thing beyond the grave. Homer has shown us
in the Eleventh Odyssey y, that, together with his keen sense
of the present and visible, he felt the full force of this myste-
rious drawing towards the unseen. He is plainly as much in
earnest here, as in any part of the poems. Virgil, on the other
hand, succeeds in investing his hell with almost unequalled

x Mn. vi. 724-893. second Neicvia of Od. xxiv. to be
y We cannot safely assume the free from interpolations.
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pomp, approximating at times to splendour. Homer attempts
nothing of the kind; but he produces a perfect and profound
impression of those regions, according to the idea in his own
mind : they are shadowy, gloomy, cold, above all, and in one
word, dismal. Virgil contrives to leave the reader convinced
that he is a very great artist: Homer lets all such matters
take care of themselves. But while Virgil creates no impres-
sion at all on the mind as to the World of Shades, no image of
the timid, vague, and dim belief that was entertained respecting
it, Homer has set it all before us with a truthfulness never
equalled or approached. And yet Virgil abounds in details
and measurements which Homer avoids. Tartarus is twice as
deep as the distance from earth to skyz, and the Hydra has
fifty mouths. Yet the details of the one give no impression of
reality, while the utter local vagueness and dreaminess of the
other is far more definite in its effect, because it is made to
minister to the appropriate ideas of sadness, sympathy, and
awe. As to particular passages, the appearance of Dido is
full of grandeur; but her silence, the basis of it, is borrowed
from that of Ajax; while in the Odyssey the striding of Achilles
in silence over the meadow of asphodel, when he swells with ex-
ultation upon hearing that his son excelled in council and in
war, is perhaps one of the most sublime pieces of human repre-
sentation, which Homer himself ever has produced.

Let us now give an instance of Virgil's utter indifference to
historic truth and consistency. It is the more remarkable,
because as he was pretending to derive the Julian family from
the stock of iEneas, there would apparently have been some
advantage in adhering strictly to the Homeric distinctions as
to races on both sides in the Trojan war. But this appears to
be entirely beneath his attention. For instance, he calls the
Homeric Greeks Pelasgia. It may be said he was guided by
the Italian traditions, which connected the Greek and Pelas-
gian names as early colonists of that country. But first, some
regard should be paid to Homer in matters which concern
Troy; and it is rather violent to call the Greeks Pelasgi,

z Homer has used this figure; nection, II. viii. 13—16.
but in an entirely different con- a JEn. vi. 503.
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when the only Pelasgi named in the war by the Poet are
placed on the side of their enemies. Secondly, as it was his
purpose throughout to depress the Greeks, why should he thus
thrust them into view as one with an Italian race ? Above all,
why do this in a case, where Homer had himself supplied a
link between Italy and Troy ? Again, Virgil calls the Greek
camp Dorica castrab. But the Dorians at the period of the
Trojan war were utterly insignificant, and are never once
named by Homer in connection with the contest. Again,
Virgil calls Diomed, and the city of Arpi founded by him,
iEtolian, and makes him complain that he was not allowed to
go back to Calydon0, simply because his father Tydeus, as a
son of CEneus, had been of iEtolian extraction; though he
commanded the Argives, and had nothing whatever to do with
the iEtolians of Homer. Again, following a late and purpose-
less tradition, he calls Ulysses iEolidesd, though Homer has
given the descent of Ulyssese without in any manner attaching
it to the line of the iEolids, a collection of families whose de-
scent, on account probably of their historical importance, he is
more than ordinarily careful to mark.

With cases of simple inaccuracy, to which I do not seek to at-
tach undue weight, we may connect the manner in which he con-
founds, on the other side, the distinctions of the Trojan races, so
accurately marked by Homer. In the Twentieth Iliad, the ge-
nealogy of the reigning families of Troy and of Dardania is given
with great precision. The distinction between Trojans and Dar-
danians is preserved through the Iliad, though the Trojan name
is sometimes, but rarely, used to include the whole indigenous
army, and sometimes it even signifies the entire force, including
the allies, which opposed the Greek army. We might here,
however, suppose that it would have been in the interest of
Virgil's aim to maintain, or even sharpen, the distinction
between the Dardanian line, which was at most but indirectly
worsted by the Greeks, and the line of Ilus, which fatally
both sinned and suffered in the conflict of the Troica. But, on
the contrary, he is still less discriminating in the use of names
here, than he has been for the Greeks. The companions of

h Ma. ii. 27. vi. 88. <' Mn. vi. 529.
c Mn. xi. 239-270. e Od. xvi. 118.
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iEneas are sometimes Teucri, Trojani, or Trojugense—sometimes
iEneadse, sometimes Dardanidse. In the first of these names
he entirely contravenes Homer, who produces a Teucer eminent
among the Greeks, but nowhere connects the name with Troy,
while Virgil makes a Cretan Teucerf the founder of the Trojan
race. I grant that he here founds himself upon what may be
called a separate tradition, though it is vague and slender, of
a Teucrian race in Troas. In the two last appellations, without
any authority, he wholly alters the effect of the Greek patro-
nymic, and changes the mere family-name into a national ap-
pellation. Then again they appear as the Pergamea gensS.
But Pergamus in Homer was simply the citadel of Troy, and is
a correlative to Tivpyosh: the English might almost as well be
called the people of the Tower. Not content yet, he will also
have the Trojans to be Phryges :

Phrygibusque adsis pede, diva, secundo1;
though in Homer the Phrygians are a people both ethnologi-
cally and politically separatek from the Trojan races. Again as
to iEneas himself. He is called Rhaeteius heros1; but if Virgil
chose thus to designate his hero by reference to a single point
of the Trojan territory, it should have been one with which he
was locally connected, whereas the dominions of his family
were not near the promontory or upon the coast, but among
the hills at the other extreme of the country. Then again
.ZEneas is Laomedontius herosm; but Laomedon was of the
branch of Ilus, while iEneas belonged to that of Assaracus;
and was moreover perjured, while the line of Assaracus was
marked with no such taint. So we have again—

Dardanus, Iliacaa primus pater urbis et auctor" ;
but Dardanus founded Dardania, while Ilium did not exist
until the time of his great grandson Ilus. And here Virgil
seems wholly to forget that he had himself made Teucer the
head of the race0. In describing the migration of this hero
from Crete to Troas, he says:

f Mn. iii. 104. k n ;;; jg^.

% Ma. vi. 63. 1 II. xii. 436.
h Scott and Liddell, in voc. m U. viii. 18.
; Ma. x.255. Cf. i.6i8,Phry- " Ibid. 134. Cf. vi. 650.

gins Simois ; vii. 597, et alibi. <> vEn, iii. 104.
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Nondum Ilium et arces
Pergamese steterant; habitabant vallibus imisP.

Here he not only rejects Homer, who places Dardanus and the
original settlement among the mountains, but likewise repre-
sents what is in itself improbable, since eminences, and not
bottoms, were commonly sought by the first colonists" with a
view to security. Choosing to depart from Homer, he does not
even agree with Apollodorus^. Lastly, he is not less neglectful
of the actual topography; for he implies that Ilium is among
the hills, while it was, according to Homer's express words and
according to universal opinion, on the plain as opposed to the
hills. Again we have from Virgil the allusion—

quibus obstitit Ilium, et ingens
Gloria Dardaniser.

Here is another case of metre against history, and in all such
cases history must go (as is said) to the wall. Ilium would
not satisfactorily admit the genitive case; there could there-
fore be no glory of Ilium, and on this account Virgil liberally
assigns vast renown to Dardania, which was a place of no re-
nown whatever. But he is quite as ready, it must be admitted,
to contradict himself as he is to contradict Homer. In JEn. ii.
540, he gives it to be understood that the city of Troy alone
was the kingdom of Priam, and that the Greek camp was
beyond it, for he makes Priam say of his return from the
camp,

meque in mea regna remisit.

But a very little further on he calls Priam (v. 55^),

tot quondam populis regnisque superbum
Eegnatorem Asias.

Each account is alike inaccurate: Priam had more than a city,
but his dominions were confined to a mere nook of Asia Minor.
And again, before quitting this part of the subject, let us ob-
serve how, in the case of Anehises, he departs from Homer,
even where it would have served the purpose of his story to
follow him closely. The Anehises of Homer is an ai>af avbp&v;
he does not appear at Troy among the S^oyepoz/res of the

P JEn. iii. 109. 1 Apollod. III. xii. 1. r Mn. vi. 63.
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city, or of Priam's court, which would have made him a
secondary figure; he resides at Dardania as an independent
sovereign, and it seems not unlikely that in lineal dignity, at
least, he was even before Priam. But the Anchises of Virgil
is resident in Troys; and is therefore, of course, to be taken
for a subject of Priam. Here the alteration very much lowers
the rank of iEneas, and so far, therefore, of Augustus.

The effect of all this is, without any real gain either moral
or poetical, entirely to bewilder the mind of the reader of the
/Eneid, in regard to a subject of real interest both historical
and ethnological, with respect to which Homer has left on re-
cord a most careful and clear representation. It must indeed be
admitted, that the intervening poets had set many examples of
similar license ; indeed they had made irregularity a rule ; but
they had no such powerful reasons as Virgil had for imitating,
in some points at least, the precision of Homer, and besides, he
has perhaps exceeded them all in the multitude and variety of
his departures from it. On the other hand, some allowance, I
admit, should be made for the less flexible character of the Latin
tongue, which might have made the peculiar accuracy of Homer
a real difficulty to Virgil.

I have thus minutely traced out this course of inconsistency
and contradiction in particular instances, because they are
highly illustrative of the character of VirgiFs work, if not of
his mind. After the political and courtly idea of the poem, he
seems to have abandoned all solicitude except for its form and
sound, and to have been totally indifferent as to presenting any
veracious, or if that word imply too much credulity, any self-con-
sistent pattern, of manners, places, events, or characters.

Virgil must, materially at least, have saturated himself with
the Iliad before he planned the -<Eneid, for his borrowing is
alike incessant and diversified; and this it is which renders it
so singular that he should at once have exposed himself to the
double charge of servilely imitating and of gratuitously dis-
liguring his original.

If we look to the action of the Twelfth Book of the iEneid,
it is all made up from Homer cut in pieces and recast. It
begins with the idea of the single combat, borrowed from the

5 JEn. ii. 634.
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Third and Seventh Iliads. Then come the pact and the breach
of it by Juturna, under Juno's influence, which are borrowed
from the treachery of Pandarus, prompted by Minerva, under
the same instigation. Next, the flight of Turnus before iEneas
is borrowed from that of Hector before Achilles. After this,
Turnus is disabled by a divine agency, like Patroclus before
Hector; a downfall brought about in the one case, as in the
other, without peril and without honour, so that here we have
a copy even of one among the few points where the Iliad was
little worthy to be imitated. Lastly, the thought of Pallas in
the mind of iEneas (more highly wrought, however, and very
effective), plays the part of the recollection of Patroclus1 in the
mind of Achilles.

Both here and elsewhere, the imitations in detail are too
numerous to be noted. Some of them even descend to a cha-
racter which, independently of their minuteness, approaches the
ludicrous. The very dung, in which the Oilean Ajax loses his
footingu, in the Twenty-third Iliad, is reproduced in the Fifth
iEneid, that Nisus may flounder in it. But even here we may
note two characteristic differences. Homer trips up a personage,
whom he has no particular occasion to set off favourably. Virgil
chooses for the object of derision Nisus, on whom, in the beautiful
episode which soon after follows, he is about to concentrate all
the tenderest sympathies of his hearers. And again, Homer
makes Ajax slip where, as he says, the oxen had just been slain
over Patroclus: Virgil has no such probable cause to allege for
the presence of the obnoxious material*, but says ccesis forte
juvencis. Now the Trojans had in fact left the tomb of An-
chises, and had gone to a chosen spot to celebrate the foot-
races5"; so that even his gore and ordure are quite out of place.

So again, of all the formulae in Homer, it is not very clear
why Virgil should have chosen to recall the rather common-
place line

avrap eirel TTOCTLOS KCU ibrirvos «£ Upov eWo

in his own more ambitious and resounding verse,

Postquam exemta fames, et amor compressus edendiz;

t II. xxii. 331-47- " U- xxi i i- 775~8i. ^ n . v. 333,356-
x Ibid. 329. y Ibid. 286-90. 7 Mn. viii. 185.
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but it is still more singular that, instead of saying that hunger
and thirst were satisfied, he should leave out thirst altogether,
and fill up his hexameter by mentioning hunger twice over.

Still it seems not a little strange, notwithstanding the power
of the disabling causes which have been enumerated, that, with
so vast an amount of material imitation, Virgil should not have
acquired, even by accident or by sheer force of use, some traits
of nearer resemblance in feeling, and in ethical handling, to his
great original.

His maltreatment of the Homeric characters is most con-
spicuous, perhaps, in the instance of Helen. This case, indeed,
deserves a separate consideration of the causes which have
reduced a beautiful, touching, and remarkably original portrait
to a gross and most common caricature. But Ulysses, as the
prince of policy, had perhaps a better claim to be compre-
hended by a Roman at the court of Augustus. Yet the Ulysses
of Virgil simply represents the naked ideas of hardness, cunning,
and cruelty. He is never named but to be abused; and, though
the mention of him is not very frequent, it is easy to construct
from the poem a pretty large catalogue of vituperative epithets,
unmitigated by any single one of an opposite character. He is
durus, dims, scevus, pellaoc.fandi fictor, artifex, inventor sce-
lerum, and scelerum hortator. Even physical circumstances,
however, and those too of the broadest notoriety, Virgil entirely
overlooks. Nothing can be more at variance with the effeminate
character of the Homeric Paris, his impotence in fight, and his
distinction limited to the bow, which was then the coward's
weapon, than to represent him as possessed of vast physical
force. Yet even on this Virgil has ventured. In the games of
the Fifth Book, when iEneas invites candidates for the pugilistic
encounter, the huge Dares immediately presents himself, and
he is described as the only person who could box with Parisa !

Solus qui Paridem solitus contendere contra.

Heyne urges by way of apology the authority of Hyginus,
who was no more than the contemporary of Virgil himself;
and presumes that Virgil followed authorities now lost: a
sorry defence, because the representation is inconsistent not

a Mn. v. 370.
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merely with the facts, but with the essential idea of the Paris
of Homer, and therefore proves that Virgil did not try or care
to understand the character, or to be faithful to his master.

But it is time to give some instances, which show an utter
disregard of either mythological or moral consistency.

In the Eighth iEneid, iEneas and Anchises are much troubled
in mind; and so it appears they must have continued,

M signum ccelo Cytherea dedisset aperto;
Namque improviso vibratus ab Eethere fulgor
Cum sonitu venitb.

This idea of a Cytherea tonans is as incongruous as it is
novel. To preserve the characteristic attributes of the several
deities of the Pagan mythology contributes-to beauty, and was
therefore at least an obligation imposed by the poetic ar t ; but
Virgil is not content with simply departing from it by taking
the management of thunder and lightning out of the hands of
Jupiter and the highest deities; he cannot be satisfied without
giving it to Venus. With her Homeric character, and with any
consistent conception of her attributes, it is utterly irrecon-
cilable.

But again, in the Second iEneid, Virgil makes Venus address
to her son the following majestic lines, when he was about to
slay Helen amidst the conflagration of Troy :

Non tibi Tyndaridis facies invisa LacasnEe
Culpatusve Paris: Divum inclementia, Divum
Has evertit opes, sternitque a culmine Trojamc.

In which he plainly imitates the words of Priam,

OVTI fxoi ahir) kacri, 6eo( vv fxoi avrioi elaiv,

ot jxoi, c(f>a>pi/,7](rav n6\e^ov noXvhaKpvv 'A\ai<av^-

Now, even with reference to the acquittal of Helen, the cases
are quite dissimilar. What Homer puts into the mouth of Priam,
Virgil stamps with the authority of a deity : what Priam says
of the Homeric Helen, who had been carried off by Paris, and
whose general character was very far from depraved, the Venus
of Virgil says of a hardened traitress as well as adulteress.
Again, what Priam says relative to himself, ' / do not blame

b JEn, viii. 523. c JEn. ii. 601. d 11. iii. 164.
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thee, ' seems in the iEneid to resemble the unlimited enuncia-
tion of an abstract proposition. But , above all, let us notice
how lamentably Virgil has mauled the sentiment by introducing
Paris into the passage, of whose moral guilt, if there be such
a thing as moral guilt upon earth, the re could be no doubt,
and whom Homer, with t rue poetic justice, has taken care to
punish by making him the object of the general reprobation
and hatred of his countrymene . In acquitting such an offender,
and throwing the charge of his crimes upon the Immortals, by
the mouth, too, of one belonging to their number, Virgil has
given into the worst form of fatalism, tha t namely which anni-
hilates all moral sanctions and ideas as applicable to human
conduct.

A n d this he has done with no plea whatever which might
have been drawn, valeat quantum, from the exigencies of his
poem. Paris was not before the eye of i E n e a s : Venus was
not dissuading her son from taking vengeance upon P a r i s ; he
is forced into our s igh t ; the allusion is as irrelevant with re-
ference to the purpose of the passage, as it is blameworthy in
an ethical point of view; and in all probability the mention of
him is introduced for no other reason than tha t it supplied
Virgil with a hemistich to fill up a gap in an extremely fine
passage, and to secure its prosodial equilibrium, to which the
balance of moral sanctions is sacrificed without remorse.

As it is with the management of his gods, so with his con-
ception of human na tu re ; Virgil seems to have lost the sight of
its higher prerogatives, and especially of the grea t and noble
truth, that it is susceptible of divine influences without the loss
of its free agency. The poems of Homer, notwithstanding
their copious theurgy, are throughout eminently and entirely
human. Their human agency is adorned and elevated (as well
as unhappily lowered and darkened), it is even modified and
controlled., but never inwardly mutilated, curtailed or super-
seded, by the interference of the Immortals. But, in regard
to his relations with the deities, JEneas is a mere puppe t ; and
the gallant spirit of Turnus on his last battlefield is, as it were.,
put down within him by main force from heaven.

c II. iii. 453, and elsewhere.
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Thus for example, Virgil is not ashamed to introduce to us
iEneas in the shades below apologizing to Dido for his black
desertion of her by saying, ' he could not help it, the gods
compelled him ; and really he never thought she would take it
so much to heart.'

Invitus, regina, tuo de litore cessi;
Sed me jussa deum
Imperiis egere suis; nee credere quivi
Hunc tantum tibi me discessu ferre doloremf.

Compare with this the extraordinary truth, beauty, and
manfulness of the speech, in which Ulysses takes his farewell
of Calypso s. This is its tenour: 'Be not incensed; I know
Penelope is less beautiful than thou; yet is my desire, from day
by day, towards my home ; and if I be wrecked upon my way,
this too I will endure, even as I have endured much before.'
In Virgil's hands, the chief would probably have shuffled off
the responsibility from himself upon the shoulders of the gods.
Never shall we find one of Homer's heroes doing this, either
beforehand, as by saying, ' I do not wish to do it, but I am
ordered,' or retrospectively. There is one exception; it is
when Agamemnon says that "ATT), the goddess of Mischief, with
Jupiter, had misled himh, and that he was not himself to blame.
But Agamemnon, alone among the Greek heroes, had in his
character a strong element of what we call shabbiness; and
what is more, he uses this plea only after making reparation,
and not, as iEneas does, in lieu of any. To resume, however,
the thread. Sometimes the Homeric heroes are pious, some-
times disobedient; sometimes bold, and sometimes fearful;
sometimes they submit to overpowering force, sometimes they
struggle even against destiny; but they never appear before
us shorn of the first attribute of manhood, its free will.

It seems then that Virgil really did not care to form the habit,
and thus commonly failed in the power, of working the higher

f JEn. vi. 460. it is evidently in his character of
S Od. v. 215-24. a high-bred gentleman ; a cha-
h II. xix. 86. When Achilles racter, of which he gives so many

(270) as it were countersigns this, proofs in the poem.
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springs of our nature. He puts the clay into the fire, but the
pitcher does not always come out such as he intended it; not
even when, instead of trusting, like Homer, to simple action as
the vehicle of his meaning, he uses the precautionary measure
of describing it.

Thus he prepares us to expect in Mezentius a monster of
impiety, cruelty, and brutality, from the account and the epi-
thets by which he is introduced to us1. In words scattered here
and there, this ' contemptor divum' is made to sustain his impious
character. Deoctra mihi deus, he says ; and again nee div&m
parcimus ullik. But these are really mere black patches, set
upon a character with which they do not accord; they remain
patches still, and not parts of it. Practically, Mezentius pro-
ceeds in the poem only as an affectionate father, and as a gallant
warrior, should do; and there is no more of real impiety in him,
than there is of real piety in iEneas. Nay, here again Virgil
shows his contempt of consistency. For, when Mezentius slays
Orodes, who prophesied that his conqueror would meet with
a similar fate upon the field of battle, Mezentius replies in the
most decorous manner (copying the very language of Achilles
to the dying Hector1),

Nunc morere. Ast de me divum pater atque hominum rex
Viderit™.

Though Virgil is esteemed a woman-hater, he has availed
himself of the use of female characters to a degree only ex-
ceeded, so far as I recollect, by the highly susceptible Tasso.
His celestial machinery is principally worked by Juno and by
Venus: we miss altogether in him that jovial might of the
Homeric Jupiter, which is recalled in the historic portraits of
king Henry the Eighth of England. Of mortals we have, be-
sides the mute Lavinia, and minor or transitory personages,
Dido, Juturna, Amata, Camilla. All these play very marked
parts in the poem; indeed, they supply the mainsprings of
the action; and the characters of all are drawn with great
spirit and success, while the Passion of Dido will probably

i Mn. vii. 648 ; viii. 7, 482. '< JEn. x. 773, 880.
1 II. xxii. 365. '" Mn. x. 743.
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always be quoted as the most magnificent witness, which the
whole range of the poem affords, to the original power and
genius of its author. Yet even in these, his signal successes, it
is curious to notice the dissimilarity between Virgil and Homer.
Homer, too, has been eminently successful in his women. His
greater studies of Helen, Andromache, and Penelope are fully
sustained by the truth and force of all the less conspicuous
delineations : Hecuba, Briseis, the incomparable Nausicaa, the
faithful Euryclea, the pert and heartless Melantho. But how
different are the works of the two poets! In all Virgil's women
(as on the other hand his men are apt to be effeminate) there is
a tinge of the masculine. Many a woman would stab herself
for love like Dido; but none, not even in France, with her pomp,
apparatus, and self-consciousness. Their fates, too, are all of
a violent character. Amata, as well as Dido, commits suicide;
Camilla is slain; Juturna is immortal indeed, but is dismissed
from earth with what for her comes nearest to an image of
death ; with defeat, mortification, shame. But on the contrary,
the feminineness of Homer's women has never been surpassed.
In Hecuba alone, at one single point in the story, there is an
apparent exception; yet it is no great violence done to nature,
if we find in her after Hector's death the wild ferocity of the
dam deprived of her offspring, and if revenge then drives her
for a moment into the temper of a cannibal. Elsewhere beyond
doubt, even in Melantho, the feminine character is not wholly ob-
literated, but is left at the point where in actual life licentiousness
and vanity might leave it. In Helen, Andromache, Nausicaa,
it reaches a perfection which has never been surpassed, unless
by Shakespeare, in human song. There is, however, something
to be observed, which is more striking and characteristic. The
Virgilian delineations of women tell us absolutely nothing, or
next to nothing, of the social position of womankind either at
the epoch of iEneas or at any other; a matter which has stood
so differently in different ages and states of mankind, yet which
has at all times been one of the surest tests for distinguishing
a true and healthy from a hollow civilization. But the Homeric
poems furnish a picture of this interesting subject not a whit
less complete than any other picture they contain. The Woman
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of the heroic age of Greece stands before us in that immortal
verse no less clear, no less truly drawn, no less carefully shaded,
than the Warrior, the Statesman, and the King.

These are great matters: but Virgil is also as careless, as
Homer is careful, of minor proprieties. For instance, he de-
scribes the Italian smiths engaged in preparing suits of armour
upon the invasion of JEneas. Some, he says, make breastplates
of brass; and he continues,

Aut leves ocreas lento ducunt argentou.

Here, we presume, his purpose was to represent the hammering
process by a heavy spondaic line—in evident imitation of
Homer, who has done it still more completely in the

But Homer always gains his metrical objects without injuring
the sense; Virgil, on the contrary, has committed an error, by
representing silver (a most rare and valuable metal, especially
in the Trojan times) as used in large masses for making
armour ; and a grosser solecism, by representing the greaves as
made of far finer material than the breastplates. Perhaps he
was helped into this error by a careless reminiscence, that
Homer had in some way connected silver with the greaves.
This is not, however, in armour as generally used, but in the case
of some of the greatest chiefs, including Paris, whose dandyism,
we know, extended particularly to his arms. Nor are even his
greaves made of, or even plated with, silver, but only the
clasps of them:

Kvrjfubas pfv irpura Ttfpl K.vl\\i.r\<nv eOrjicev

Ka\aS) apyvpiounv fTn<r<pvploLs apapvlasP.

Virgil is careful enough as to geography, when he deals with
countries under the eye of his hearers. But he can scarcely
be excused for inverting the Homeric order of the mountains
piled up by the giants. Homer places Mount Pelion on Ossa,
and Ossa on Olympus:

"Oacrav in' OV\VJJI.TI<J) p.ip.acrav defiev, avrap CTT' "Overt]

l

» Mn. vii. 633. ° II. ii. 544. P II. m\ 330.
q Od. xi. 315.
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This description is in conformity with the proportionate heights
of the mountains, among which Olympus is the highest, Ossa
the next, Pelion the least. But Virgil makes Pelion the base,
and Olympus the apex :

Ter sunt conati imponere Pelio Ossam
Scilicet, atque Ossse frondosum involvere Olympum .

It is not simply that Homer is here geographically accurate,
and Virgil the reverse. Homer has adopted the pyramidal
structure, which satisfies the eye, and lays a firm and obvious
road, so to speak, to the skies. Virgil does not. He subjoins
to his description the verse,

Ter pater extructos disjecit fulmine montes.
But Jupiter might have spared himself the trouble: the moun-
tains would have tumbled of themselves.

Before parting from the subject, it may be well to give an-
other example of the indifference of Virgil to the association
between poetry, and the order of external nature as such. In
the Fourth .ZEneid, he speaks of Mercury as passing over
Mount Atlas on his way to Carthage: from what point I do
not now inquire. The lines are theses:

Atlantis, cinctum assidue cui nubibus atris
Piniferum caput et vento pulsatur et imbri;
Nix humeros infusa tegit: turn flumina mento
Prascipitant senis, et glacie riget horrida barba.

His pine-bearing head, girt with clouds, is beaten by wind
and rain. So far so good. But while such is the temperature
of the air at the summit, it grows colder, not warmer, as we
descend: for snow covers his shoulders. This is the second
image. Next, we mount again to his mouth, which discharges
rivers over his chin: and not even here have we done with in-
congruity, for his beard, although thus watered from above,
is rough and stiff with ice. Now such a confusion, as is here
exhibited, of images which nature always exhibits in a fixed
and very imposing order, is, we may be assured, no mere
casual error, but indicates a rooted indifference about matters

r Georg. i. 281. s JEn. iv. 248-5T.
M m
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which the poets of nature study, not only with accuracy, but
with an accuracy which is the fruit of their reverence and love.

The Dolopes of Homer are a part of the Myrmidons, for they
are the subjects of Phoenix', and Phoenix commands the fifth
division of the Myrmidons: they are named by Virgil as a
separate race". The Rhadamanthus of Homer appears to have
been conceived by the Poet as a mild and benevolent character,
for he is placed in the Plains of the Blest, while Minos admin-
isters severer justice in the under-world. But the Rhadaman-
thus of Virgil is the judge of the infernal regions, and is the
image of rigour; while his Minosx has the very mild and also se-
condary function of dealing, in the vestibule of the Shades, with
the cases of such persons as had been unjustly condemned on
earthy. Again, where Homer uses exaggeration to enhance
effect, Virgil carries it far into caricature. In the Iliad, Diomedz

heaves a stone, of a weight that ' two men such as are nowadays
{plot vvv /Sporot etui) could scarcely lift.' He allows for a short
interval since the Trojan war, and says that two ordinary men
of his day could scarcely lift what warriors of extraordinary
strength, by an extraordinary effort, then raised and hurled. In
another place, Ajax flings a stone, such as even a man in the fullest
vigour could now scarcely holda. Again, Hector discharges
against the Greek rampart one which two strong men could
hardly raise with a lever; but then he is specially aided by Jupi-
ter1'. Now in the Fifth Jineid, iEneas gives to Mnestheus, as a
prize, a breastplate which he himself had won, the spoil of Demo-

* II. ix. 484, and xvi. 196. him is Palladis urbs ; so Argos
u Mn. ii. 7. («nro/3orop) is aptum equis, My-
x Ma. vi. 432. csense (nokvxpvo-os) elites, Larissa
y Although it may be a devia- (epi/3coXa|) opima. Lacedsemon is

tion from the direct path, yet, patiens, an epithet corresponding
having noticed in so much detail with no particular word in Ho-
the unfaithfulness of Virgil to his mer, but not contradicted by any;
original, I will also give an in- it had acquired the character since
stance of the accuracy of Horace, his time.
In the Seventh Ode of the First z II. v. 303. See also II. xx.
Book, he has occasion to refer to 285.
the places made famous in Ho- a II. xii. 382.
meric song; and Athens with '' Ibid. 445-50.
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leos. This Demoleosc was no hero, for he is never named by
Homer; again, the Demoleos of Virgil wore the breastplate when
he chased the Trojans flying in all directions ('palantes,' JEn. v.
265), so that it must have been light to him : there was no time
at all for human degeneracy, since they are still his contempo-
raries that are on the stage; and yet such was the weight of
this breastplate, that two men together could scarcely carry it
on their shoulders.

' Vix illam famuli Phegeus Sagarisque ferebant
Multiplicem, connixi humeris d '

Let it not be thought that the varied examples, which have
here been quoted, are either irrelevant or without serious signi-
ficance. There cannot, surely, be a more decided error than
to treat accuracy in matters of this kind as a matter of sheer
indifference. It is not only inseparable from the function of
the primitive Poet as the historian of his subject, but it apper-
tains also to the perfection of his poetic nature, that he should
have a nice sense of proportion even in figurative language. I
have dwelt, however, upon minor points, not for their own
sake, but because the manner in which Virgil handles them
appears to throw no unimportant light upon the frame and
temper of his work at large, and of the later as compared with
the earliest poetry.

In diction, Virgil is ornate and Homer simple; in metre,
Virgil is uniform and sustained, Homer free and varied; in the
faculty of invention, for which the historical office of early
poetry still leaves ample room, Homer is inexhaustible, while,
from the needless accumulation of imitations in every sort and
size, Virgil gives ground to suspect that he was poor, at least
by comparison. The first thought of Homer was his subject,
and the second his nation; the first thought of Virgil was his
Emperor and the court around the throne, the second the ela-
boration of his verse. Characters, feelings, facts, were used by
Virgil for producing on the mind the effect of scenic repre-
sentation ; the end of Homer, on the contrary, was to give

c Homer names a Demoleon, fighting for the Trojans. II. xx.
son of Agenor ; but lie is slain 395. d Mn. vi. 233.
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adequate vent, in and through these things poetically conceived
and handled, to his own yearnings, and to the sympathies of his
hearerse. The intercommunion of spirit between the poet and
those to whom he sang, was not in him a sordid quest of popu-
larity ; it was only an expression of the truth that he founded
both his composition and his hopes upon the basis of a great
effort to be the organ of the general heart of mankind. All
this we may discern in his notices, informal as they are, of the
profession of the minstrel:

7) KaX Oicrmv aoihov, 6 Ktv Tipirrjcnv deukoi>f-

in the names he assigns to them, where they were not historical
characters, Ar^fioboKos, and <t>?j/j«os Tep-niahris; in the moral up-
rightness with which he invests them; for, though it was the
office of Phemius to delight, his heart was never with the licen-
tious and guilty band that held the palace of Ulysses:

os />' rjeibe fxera \>.vr)GTr\p<nv avcry/cr) S.
And again, in the offices of guardianship which they exercised;
for Agamemnon, when he left his home for Troy, carefully en-
joined upon the bard of his palace the care of Clytemnestra;
and his advice, with her own right sense, for a time stood her
in good steadh. Such was the bard in the living description
of Homer ; such he was represented in the Poet himself, never
thrust into view, but ever understood, ever perceived, through
his works. On the other hand, the character of the bard, as
exhibited in Virgil, is what may be termed professional: the
fire and power of genius may be in him, but they must work
only under conventional forms, and for ends prescribed ac-
cording to the spirit of that lower and narrower utility which
is, not logically perhaps, but yet very effectively, denominated
utilitarianism. A remarkably high form of exterior art, with a
radical inattention to substance, both of facts and laws, has
been the result in the case of Virgil. And it is rather signifi-
cant, that this great Poet has nowhere placed upon his canvass
the figure of the bard amidst the abodes of man; as if the very

e The aim of the poet as such f Od. xvii. 385.
is finely, but somewhat too exclu- S Od. xxii. 331.
sively, expressed in the Sonnet of h Od. iii. 267.
Filicaja, Dietro a questi ancor io.
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type had perished from the earth in those degenerate days, and
the memory of him could not be recalled. An effete and cor-
rupted age could no longer conceive a mind like the mind of
Homer; an iEolian harp so finely strung, that it answers to
the faintest movement of the air by a proportionate vibration:
with every stronger current its music rises, along an almost
immeasurable scale, which begins with the lowest and softest
whisper, and ends in the full swell of the organ.

By a false association of ideas, we have come to place accu-
racy and genius in antagonism to one another. It is Homer
who may best undeceive us : except indeed that most complete
solution which the mind gladly perceives when, ascending to
the Author of all being, it finds in Him alone the source and
the perfection, alike of Order and of Light; alike of the most
minute, and of the most gigantic operations. But among men
Homer best exemplifies this union. It is not indeed the pre-
cision of dry facts, terminating upon itself: it is the precision
of sympathies, of sympathies with nature and with man, to
which the minute and scrupulous adjustments of Homer are to
be referred; and this precision is probably due by no means to
conscious effort, but to the spontaneous operations of the soul.
In this view his far-famed, but not even yet fully fathomed,
accuracy is no deduction from his greatness, but is in truth a
proof of the near approach to perfection in the organization of
his faculties. The later poets have too often torn asunder, what
in him was harmoniously combined. They have conferred upon
their art a deadly gift, in claiming first an exemption ad
libitum from the laws, not only of dry fact, but of Truth in its
higher sense, of harmony and self-consistency, and of all, except
a merely external beauty, which was meant to be the vehicle
and not the substitute for all those great and discarded quali-
ties. In this work of laceration, Virgil has borne no secondary
share.

Upon the whole, though it is doubtless natural that Virgil
should be compared with Homer, the mind is astonished at
finding that he should so often even have gained a preference.
We may account for his being chosen as Dante's guide, by
their being countrymen, and by the almost universal ignorance
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of Greek when Dante wrote. It is far more staggering to find
Saint Augustine emphatically call him' Poeta ma-gnus omnium-
que prceclarissimus atque optimus; for he was no stranger to
Greek influences, inasmuch as the philosophy of Plato had a
very high place in his estimation k. Nor can this be readily ac-
counted for, except by the advantage which Virgil had through
writing in the Latin tongue, and by the very great decay of
poetical tastes and perceptions.

Still let us not do wrong to the memory of him, who thrilled
with an immeasurable love, as he bore the sacred vessels of the
Muses; and who has received so unequivocally the seal of that
approbation of mankind, prolonged through ages, which comes
near to an infallible award. It is but fair to admit, that we
must not measure the relative rank of Homer and Virgil
simply by the comparative merits of their epic works. Homer
lived in the genial and joyous youth of a poetic nation and a
poetic religion, and amid the influences of the soul of freedom:
Virgil among a people always matter-of-fact rather than
poetical, in an age and a court where the heart and its emo-
tions were chilled, where liberty was dead, where religion was
a mockery, and the whole higher material of his art had passed
from freshness into the sear and yellow leaf. Whether Virgil,
if he had lived the life of Homer in Homer's country and Homer's
time, could have composed the Iliad and the Odyssey, may be
more than doubtful; but it is indisputably clear that Homer
could not have produced them, if it had been his misfortune to
live at the date and in the sphere of Virgil.

I pass on now to make some attempt at comparison between
the work of Tasso and the Iliad of Homer. But although the
relation between the subjects appears to recommend the choice
of Tasso for this purpose rather than any other Italian poet, I
have to confess, that as far as the qualities of the men are con-
cerned, both Bojardo and Ariosto are in my estimation more
Homeric than Tasso; as being nearer to nature in its truest
sense, as not conveying the same impression of perpetual effort
and elaboration, as exempt from the temptation to the conceits

> De Civ. Dei, i. ,5. k ibid. vjn. 4 _ I I t
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so unhappily frequent in the Qerusalemme, and generally as
working with a freer and broader touch, and exhibiting a more
vigorous and elastic movement.

There is, however, a striking resemblance between the rela-
tion in which the Trojan war stood to Greece, and that of the
Crusades to Western Europe. The political unity and collective
existence of Greece was greatly due to the first, that of Christen-
dom to the second. The combination of races and of chiefs, the
arduous character and extraordinary prolongation of the effort,
the chivalry displayed, the disorganizing effects upon the
countries which supplied the invading army, the representation
in each of Europe against Asia, of Western mankind meeting
Eastern mankind in arms, and the proof of superior prowess in
the former, establish many broad and deep analogies between
the subjects of these poems. In both struggles, too, the object
purported to be the recovery of that which the East had un-
righteously acquired: and into both what is called sentiment
far more largely entered, than is common in the history of the
wars which have laid desolate our earth.

As Godfrey is Tasso^s version of Agamemnon, so the Rinaldo
of Tasso occupies a place in the Jerusalem, similar to that of
Achilles in the Iliad. Now the whole character of Achilles,
mental and corporeal, which ranks at least among the most
wonderful of all the works of Homer, is colossal and vast, but
is not unduly exaggerated. Although the son of Peleus evidently
was of great bodily size, yet Homer never calls him by the epi-
thets ixiyas and TreXcJptos, but reserves them for Ajax, because
they suggest a predominance of the animal over the incorpo-
real element, which, in the case of Achilles, the Poet utterly
eschews. The character of Rinaldo as a warrior (and in no
other respect does he present any salient point) is, as will be
shown, exaggerated unduly, but yet does not leave the impres-
sion of the vast or colossal, because the excess beyond common
nature is not in harmony with the rest of the delineation.

Thus the strength of Achilles is the very highest; none can
use his spear. But Rinaldo, in the assault of the Tower, does
the work of a battering-ram. He takes up and carries a beam,
of which we are told,
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Ne cosi alte mai, ne cosi grosse
Spiega V antenne sue ligura nave1.

With this he breaks the bars, and beats down the gates ; and
the stanza proceeds:

Non 1' ariete di far piu si vanti,
Non la bombarda, fulmine di mortem.

No such excess of muscular power as this is ascribed to
Achilles; and yet a much more lively impression of grandeur
in his martial character is left upon the mind of the reader;
the fact being that mere exaggeration freezes, while the ad-
justed representation of greatness warms.

The largest size assigned by Homer to any even of his my-
thological personages who are in relations with man, and this
only in the Shades below, is in the case of Otus and Ephialtes.
At nine years old, when they were put to death, they were nine
cubits broad, nine fathoms (fifty-four feet) high". These were
they, who piled the mountains up to heaven. They are among
the few figures absolutely gigantic, which appear in Homer;
but they hover only in the distance through the mists of the Un-
der-world, and in describing even them he has adhered strictly
to the limits of what may be termed the gigantesque. Further
on, he describes Tityus as reaching over nine acres; but he
nowhere presents any such person to us in active motion, or in
any relation with man on earth. In II. xxi. however, occurs a
passage which it is more easy to impugn; for Mars, who had
marched about among the Trojans and the Greeks in battle
without driving either friends or foes from their propriety by his
bulk, and had fought with Diomed in the plain of Troy on
terms favourable to that hero, when overthrown by Minerva in
the battle of the gods, covers seven acres (407). Although
Homer has skilfully avoided localizing the conflict, this may be
thought to wear the aspect of a poetical incongruity; because in
the Mars of the Theomachy we cannot wholly forget the Mars
of the plain. As a general rule, however, Homer does not
employ vast size, except in cases where it can suggest no com-

1 Gei-us. xix. 36. m Ibid. 37. n Od. xi. 311.
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parison with objects of ordinary dimensions, and where, accord-
ingly, it in no way jars with our customary standard.

But if there be incongruity in the dimensions of the pro-
strate Mars of Homer, what shall we say to Tasso, who, care-
fully setting out in detail that his infernal assembly is held
within the four walls of the palace of Pluto, describes the sub-
terranean monarch, when he sits in actual council, as exceeding
in mass, and that immeasurably, any mountain whatever ?

Ne tanto scoglio in mar, ne rupe alpestra,
JSTe pur Calpe s' innalza, o '1 magno Atlante,
Ch' anzi lui non paresse un picciol colle°.

Thus, where Homer is in excess, Tasso multiplies upon him by a
thousandfold. This is not grandeur, but extravagance; nor is
it vastness, but indistinctness, of which an impression is left
upon the mind. The passage is followed by a description of
the countenance and gorge of Pluto, whieh all readers must
remember, but which all readers must likewise wish they could
forget. In general it is curious to compare the very sparing
use which Homer has made of mere bulk as a poetical engine,
with the boundless redundance of it, not only even to nausea in
such writers as Fortiguerra, who vulgarize everything they
touch, but even in a patriarch of Italian romance like Bo-
jardo.

It would not, however, repay the trouble to be entailed by the
perusal, were I to draw out in detail a comparison between the
diction, taste, figures, and all other incidents of poetic handling,
in Tasso, and those of Homer. It is better to direct attention
to what more easily admits of being brought into juxtaposition
—that is, the general structure and movement of the poems,
and the manner in which the greater laws of the poetic art
are applied to the respective subjects.

Mr. Hallam adopts an opinion of Voltaire, that in the choice
of his subject Tasso has been superior to Homer; and adds,
that ' in the variety of occurrences, in the change of scenes
and images, and of the trains of sentiment connected with
them in the reader's mind, we cannot place the Iliad on a level
with the Jerusalem;' that, by unity of subject and place, the

0 Gerns. iv. 6.
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poem of Tasso has a coherence and singleness not to be found
in the iEneid; and that, while we expect the victory of the
Christians, ' we acknowledge the probability and adequacy of
the events that delay it P.'

Of the Italians themselves, some place the work of Tasso at
the very head of all Epic compositions : others maintain, that
it was surpassed by the Orlando Furioso. Tiraboschi, while
declining to weigh the poems against each other generally, yet
compares the poets, and gives the higher place to Ariostoi.
Neither the agitated, struggling, and dependent life of Tasso,
nor the character of the time in which he lived, were favour-
able to the attainment of the very summit of poetic excellence.
The freshness of the morning of Christian civilization in Italy
had worn away. The romantic poetry, which seemed so con-
genial to that country, and which had attained to such high
perfection, had now run its course : it was rather an effort
against nature, than a movement in the line of it, when Tasso
wrought upon a subject which required him to bridle his coun-
try's freer Muse, and train her to historic grandeur and severity.
He has left us the undoubted work of a great mind, adorned
with abundant and, in some respects, extraordinary beauties;
yet many would own themselves not to have experienced from
the Jerusalem that peculiar sort of satisfaction, which any work
of simple tenour, if nearly approaching perfection in its kind,
even though that kind be somewhat below the epic, never fails
to impart to the mass of its readers.

Granting it to be true, that the Siege of Jerusalem is a nobler
subject than the Wrath of Achilles, together with all that it
includes of the siege of Troy, yet neither is the Siege of Jeru-
salem, with the high elements it comprehends, really the staple
of the subject matter of Tasso, nor is the Siege of Troy the
real subject of the poem of Homer. Tasso had evidently
studied with attention the Iliad as well as the J^neid ; and he
has taken largely from, or worked largely after, both, but a
great deal more, as far as I have seen, from the former than
the latter In which selection, doubtless, he chose well. The
copy of a copy is pretty sure to be a vulgar work. Without no-

P Hallam's Literature of Europe, ii. 268. 1 Lett. Ital., vol.vii.
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ticing at present anything except what governs the main action,
it may be observed, that the Wrath of Achilles is reproduced in
the Offence, given and taken, of Rinaldo : and the relation of
the one to Godfrey is evidently suggested by that of the other
to Agamemnon.

It is needful here to return to a topic, which I have already
more lightly touched. We may reckon it among the chief dis-
tinctions of Homer, that he has been able to make of the indivi-
dual man the broad basis of the most heroical among epic songs.
The weak thread of the iEneid is really sustained by something
that lies behind the figure of iEneas, namely, by its hanging
on the splendid fortunes of Rome ; the Odyssey is toned more
nearly to the colour of a domestic painting ; but in the Iliad,
the man Achilles is the power whose action propels, and whose
inaction stops, the world-wide conflict before Troy. The Poet
has accomplished this great feat by dint of powers, that have
given to the character of his hero on the one hand dimensions
absolutely colossal, and, on the other, the finest lines that minia-
ture itself could require.

For efforts of such a range as this, after-poets had not the
necessary strength. They had not such command over the
high-born material, of which man is formed, as to make their
mode of treating it in one single figure the main stake, on
which the fortune of their entire works was to depend. Men
like Tasso sought and found a basis, less elevated indeed and
splendid, but equally solid, and far more accessible, in the great
events of history, or in the multitude of associations, alike noble
and familiar, which belonged to them. These, which with
Homer had been organically, and not mechanically alone,
grouped about the one great Humanity of his poem, now became
the central stem of the epic; and the properly and strictly
personal element, which had been primary, became no more
than accessory. But events are made for man, and not man
for events; and we can scarcely doubt that the transition from
the older epic, which gathered all its interests around the hu-
man soul as a centre, to the newer, which exhibits the human
soul itself in a subordinate relation to external history or for-
tune, has been a transition downwards. It may be said, that
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Achilles is not the subject of the Iliad, in the same sense as Ulys-
ses of the Odyssey. It is at any rate true that the action of the
Odyssey is more directly related to the hero, than that of the
Iliad. And so precise is the working of Homer's intellect in
all that appertains to poetical consistency, that a distinction of
shade, just proportioned to this difference, is perhaps perceptible
in the very exordia of the two poems, firjviv aetSe ©ea, and &.vbpa
[xoi. kvveite, Movaa, TiokvrpoTtov. The one seems to propose the
Wrath of the Man: the other the Man himself. But substan-
tially the proposition is questionable : Achilles is in effect, as
truly as Ulysses, the life and strength, the chief glory and
beauty, of his own poem.

It might perhaps be doubted, whether even the Liberation of
Jerusalem was a finer subject for Christendom, than the siege
of Troy for the Greek race. For it is a mistake to suppose
that because the Redemption of mankind infinitely transcends
all other transactions, the poetry which is composed about it will
therefore be excellent in proportion. But at any rate this is
not the question. Homer's subject is, indeed, the Titanic pas-
sion of Achilles, and to this subject every Book of the Iliad,
some of them positively and some negatively, but every one of
them effectively, contributes; but is the Liberation of Jerusalem
the true subject of the poem of Tasso ?

The three first Cantos, with the ninth, the eleventh, and the
nineteenth, are the only ones, which are in strictness occupied
with the proper theme of the Jerusalem. The fifth, fifteenth, and
sixteenth, and large portions at the least of the other eleven,
are taken from the Siege, and are given to the truancy, or er-
ratic and separate adventures, of those who ought to have
carried it on; mainly of the two principal Christian warriors,
Rinaldo and Tancredi. In short, near a moiety of the work is
occupied, not with the Liberation of Jerusalem at all, but with
the events which draw away the champions pledged to it, upon
errands of a character the most incongruous with the grand
design.

Will it be answered, that in the same manner Achilles disap-
pears from the eye of the spectator during one moiety of the
Iliad ? The apparent parallel is wholly false. For the subject
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of the Iliad is the passion of Achilles; and the whole movement
of the poem in his absence bears directly upon the enhancement
and elevation of that subject. It exhibits to us the successive
efforts of the Greeks, and of their most redoubted chieftains, one
by one, to make up for the seclusion of Achilles from the fighting-
host. It was impossible for Homer more effectually to magnify
his hero, than by recounting fully these exploits and their
failure. In showing the perils and calamities brought about
by his absence, they deeply impress us with the grandeur and
efficacy of his presence, and prepare us for the reappearance of
something more than man : of something which, but for a most
skilful preparatory mechanism, we should probably have repelled
as an unnatural exaggeration. But the love-born vagaries of
the warriors of Tasso are mere impediments to the conquest of
Jerusalem, and hare no effect whatever in enhancing the poeti-
cal greatness of the achievement which was to crown the work,
while they seriously deduct from the power and effectiveness,
already in the case of Rinaldo but moderate, of the characters
assigned to the warriors themselves.

It may therefore be true, as Mr. Hallam has said, that the
events in Tasso spring naturally one from another; but so may
a series of successive turnings off the line of a road we have
been travelling, when taken singly, produce no serious, and
even no sensible, deviation; yet their effect, when taken toge-
ther, may be wholly to change our direction, and prevent us
from making any way at all towards our point. Without doubt,
each incident of an epic poem ought to follow naturally in the
train of that which directly precedes it; but it is far more im-
portant that it should bear a legitimate relation to the central
design, and should magnify, not detract from, the grandeur of
that on which the whole fabric principally depends.

But there are surely many other objections to the mode,
which Tasso has adopted, of impeding and retarding the accom-
plishment of his main action. Considering the nature of his
theme, and the solemnity of the sanctions under which the
Crusades were undertaken, although we have no right to ask
that passion and infirmity should be banished from the camp,
yet the wholesale entanglement of the very first warriors in
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love affairs, their rushing in a mass, with few exceptions be-
sides greyheads of the camp, upon the track of Armida, their
compelling Godfrey to allow the interests of this treacherous
beauty to interrupt the august purpose of their undertaking,
and then the very large proportion of the poem occupied in
unravelling the web thus tangled, form, to my view at least, a
bad poetical mixture of the intrusive with the Christian ele-
ments of the design.

Nor let it here be said, that even so our great Achilles stays
the progress of the Greeks towards triumph for the love of a
weak woman. We need not dwell on such distinctions as that
Briseis was a noble and worthy, but Armida an unworthy ob-
ject of attachment; that Achilles was but one, while Tasso
touches all, who by age were capable, with the same phrensy.
It is not even this worthy attachment alone, that acts upon
Achilles: that is not the main stress of the tempest which so
rends the strong heaving oak when he cries,

aXk& juoi olbdveTai xpoStij xdty, OTTVOT e

2s \x a<rv<pr]\ov ev 'Apyewicrtv

s, uaeC TLV a/riyLryrov jxeTava(TTi)vx.

In Achilles, baffled love is surmounted by the image of agoniz-
ing pride, pierced through and through; and high over this
again towers his hatred of the meanness of Agamemnon, and
his sense of Justice, stung to the very inmost quick. Even sup-
posing the question to be open, whether Homer has mixed his
ingredients in due or in undue proportions, at all events there
is no essential conflict among them. But such a conflict becomes
visible and glaring, when a scope is assigned to the impulses and
sway of personal passion upon an army devoted to God and to
the highest aim, such as it is quite impossible to exemplify, nay
to suppose, in any army that has ever been banded together for
any even of the meaner ends of earthly policy.

Again, although Tasso"s poem is eminently Christian in its
general intention, who does not feel that, instead of gathering
our main sympathies and interest by means of his accessory

'• II. ix. 646.
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circumstances round his principal subject, he has too effectually
severed them from it, and has left it so bare and naked, that
his liberation of Jerusalem is after all very like a common cap-
ture and sack ; very like what, mutatis mutandis, the capture
of it by the Saracens must have been ? We leave him with our
minds full of Tancredi and Clorinda, of Einaldo and Armida,
of Gildippe and Odoardo; but the associations, which these
names suggest, connect themselves with any subject, rather than
with the liberation of the Holy Sepulchre ; and the respected
Godfrey, with his plans, has, at most points of the poem, little
more share in our thoughts than the Jupiter of the Iliad, as he
feasts remotely grand on Olympus, or sits on Ida for the con-
venience of a nearer view.

Besides these objections of irrelevant interpolation, incon-
gruous mixture, and divided interests, it may be observed that
the relative prominence of the heroes of Tasso is not clearly
pronounced. No one can doubt as to the question, who is the
first, and by far the first, figure of the Iliad. Achilles ever
haunts us, either in recollection or by sight; at any rate, he
stands among and above his brother chieftains, as Saul out-
topped by head and shoulders the people of Israel. But it is
not easy to say who is the hero or protagonist of the Jerusa-
lem. Although the interest which he attracts is inferior, yet
the virtues, intellect, and moral force of Godfrey stand high
and clear beyond those of all the other more prominent per-
sonages : he bears himself so meekly in his high office, and yet
so perfectly and so exclusively exhibits the political spirit, that
by mere moral and official greatness he stands, in any general
view of the poem, an inconvenient neighbour and a dangerous
rival to the two other figures, for one of whom the title of hero
must have been designed. Taking, next, the yet more serious
question between Tancredi and Rinaldo, which of this pair is in-
tended to command the chief interest ? Apparently, in Tasso's
intention, it is Rinaldo; because without him the main action
stops, with him it proceeds. And yet the poet has assigned to
Tancredi the deadly single combat with, and the triumph so
powerfully described over, Argante, the only really great and
terrible champion on the Mahometan side. How would the Iliad
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stand, if Diomed had killed Hector, and had left to Achilles
only ^Eneas or Sarpedon ?

Tasso here seems himself to have felt an incongruity, and to
have sought to compensate Rinaldo in quantity for the (com-
paratively) deficient quality of his conquests. In the final
assault he slays a multitude of the enemy like sheeps; when,
as the poet says, in a manner surely far beneath his theme, the
taste of victory had excited in him the appetite of carnage4.

Nor is it only in the distribution of military glory, that Ri-
naldo appears to have suffered for the advantage of Tancred.
On one occasion indeed, immediately after the death of Ger~
nando, Tasso has degraded Tancred for the advantage of
Rinaldo. For the poet makes this warrior plead, that the
offence of Rinaldo should be considered according to the
quality of him who committed it, and that there can be no
such thing as true justice without respect of persons:

Or ti sovvegna
Saggio signor, chi sia Rinaldo, e quale ;

non dee chi regna
Nel castigo con tutti esser uguale.
Vario e 1' istesso error ne' gradi vari;
E sol T egualita giusta e co' pariu.

It was acting on an opinion of this kind, in the case of the
Master of Stair after the Massacre of Glencoe, that left uneffaced
a deep stain on the memory of "William III. and of Scotland.
Doubtless there have been periods when, even in Christian
countries, such sentiments have been professed as well as prac-
tised ; but can there have been any period when the utterance
of them from the mouth of a knight, who is exhibited to us as
a pattern, would not have caused a revulsion in the minds of
ordinary hearers or readers 1

The Jerusalem is greatly overstocked with interesting
couples ; so much so, that at times we almost seem to be read-
ing a Pastoral poem. Taken singly, the details of these love-
stories are worked up with infinite art and beauty, and are the

s Gerus. xx, 55. * Ibid. 54. »• Gems. v. 36.
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most effective and successful portions of the whole Epic ; but
the aggregate is so much too large, that it chills the general
tone, as well as weakens the broader effects. The excess of
quantity is, indeed, gross and glaring. Tasso has followed the
Christian Romancers in employing largely the idea of the
woman-warrior, practically unknown to Homer, introduced
with great spirit but no very elevated moral effect in Virgil,
carried by Bojardo and Ariosto to its perfection; and, without
doubt, a conception far more suitable to the standard of those
great poets of fancy, than to the lofty level of the Epic or the
higher drama, which deal with the greatest powers and the deep-
est problems of our nature. Still, as to the manner of em-
ploying it, we need not deny that high praise must be accorded
to the Clorinda of Tasso. It is indeed easy to criticize the re-
ligious incidents of her death, and not easy to understand what
business she has after death in a tree of the enchanted wood ;
or why, when that wood becomes the prey of the carpenters,
she is so unceremoniously overlooked in her uncomfortable
abode. But as to the main exhibition of the character, she
follows Bradamante without degeneracy : pure, upright, chival-
rous, thoroughly martial, and yet not grossly masculine. She
falls to the lot of Tancred. But besides the Sofronia, the Er-
minia, and the Gildippe, in the second degree of prominence,
there is projected on the picture another person yet more con-
spicuous than even Clorinda, namely, Armida; so different
that they can hardly be compared, and yet inconveniently
jarring from the similarity of their relations to the great
heroes of the poem. Both, too, are lovely ; both figure in the
camp. Notwithstanding, however, the profusion of charms,
which Tasso has called into existence to set off the person and
the powers of Armida, nothing can be more unsatisfactory than
her character itself, except its place in the poem, and her par-
ticular relation to Rinaldo. When every one else is ravished
by her overpowering attractions, he remains insensible : and
yet afterwards, with no poetical justification for the change, he
becomes desperately enamoured of her. Here we see that fee-
bleness in the conception and exhibition of character, which
depresses the flight of Tasso, and which excludes him from a

N n
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place in the class, quite as open to poets as to philosophers, the
class of the greatest masters of thought and of human nature.

We become acquainted with Armida, the beautiful exchan-
tress, first in the guise of a forlorn damsel, who implores suc-
cour from the Christian heroes; and this is perhaps the most
successful portion of the role assigned to her. Then she appears
as the Circe of her own gardens: then she is a Dido without
an jEneas, for the escape of Einaldo from the disgraceful ser-
vitude into which she had inveigled him bears no resemblance
to the fond and deep passion of the Carthaginian queen, which
grew out of an honourable hospitality afforded to the Trojans
in distress. With a disagreeable amount of likeness in detail,
the copy still misses the original, and loses all that force and
majesty of intense passion to which here, and here alone, Virgil
has been enabled to ascend. Then instead of that tragic end
of Dido, in which, though with an attitude somewhat theatrical,
softness and fierceness are so wonderfully blended, so that she
does not forfeit sympathy even in her keenest longings for re-
venge, Armida has recourse to an expedient which is wholly
debased and vulgar. She simply offers herself for sale, pro-
mising to be the prize of any warrior of the Egyptian camp,
who shall execute her vengeance on Rinaldo for the offence of
having escaped out of her toils.

Nor have we yet done with the doublings of her tortuous
path. She sees Rinaldo pass her in the battle ; and, not with-
out infinite doubting, shoots an arrow at him. It is perhaps
difficult to define in language what it is, that constitutes the
difference between the mental struggles of genuine passion,
and mere incongruous vacillation. We see the former in Dido;
and one sign of it is a certain progression. Where the law of
nature is followed, perpetual fluctuation is not allowed ; by de-
grees, though they may be slow and many, the mind is worked
up to a strong resolve, where it abides : its agitation and seem-
ing reflux is but the receding wave of the advancing tide ; and
when once a strong purpose is full-formed after struggle in a
truly powerful nature, whether of man or woman, it must not
be changed. Now this is what we miss in Armida. She is ever
playing at backwards and forwards. Thrice she draws the
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bow, thrice she relaxes i t : at last she discharges the arrow,
but with it a wish that it may miss :

Lo stral volo ; ma con lo strale un voto
Subito usci, che vada il colpo a votox.

Not unnaturally, this unsatisfactory passage leads us to one of
the worst of all the provoking conceits that disfigure from time
to time the beautiful pages of this poem :

Tanto poteva in lei, benche perdente,
(Or che potria vittorioso ?) amorey.

Yet, after all this, revenge again gets the upper hand, and her
eye follows the arrow with avidity, hoping it may strike. She
then repeats the shot again and again, and while doing it is
again herself shot in return by love :

E mentre ella saetta, Amor lei piagaz.

Again the same alternation is reiterated; but her champions
fail. She flies. She resumes the part of Dido ; apostrophizes
her own weapons in a speech of near thirty lines, entreating
them to despatch her. Rinaldo then arrests her arm ; and yet
once more, in stanzas replete with beauty of diction, we have
the same unsatisfactory and indecisive mixture of ill-assorted
emotions, without the strength either of harmony or of con-
trast, founded on no natural law, connected by no moral or
mental tie, ordered to no end or consummation. However,
he vows himself her adorer, and she gives herself up to his
disposal :

Ecco P ancella tua; d' essa a tuo senno
Dispon, gli disse; e le fia legge il cennoa.

And so we leave them. But unhappily we cannot, in leaving
them, forget that she is a Mahometan and a sorceress; that
her frauds have been the great scandal of the army, and the
main obstacle to the completion of its design; that she has
never throughout the whole poem exhibited a single quality
containing in it the elements of just moral attraction; and that
this triumph of mere corporeal form, without one solitary note

x Gerus. xx. 63. y Ib. 64. z Ib. 65. a Ib. 136.
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of inward loveliness, is achieved over the greatest of the warriors
of Christ, when engaged, under the immediate and special di-
rection of the Almighty, in the recovery of the Holy Sepulchre
from infidel dominion. With all these circumstances before us,
it must be admitted that a more lame and unsatisfactory con-
tribution to the climax of a great Christian poem could hardly
have been contrived. Nor is the impression much amended by
the dedication of the eight last stanzas of the work to the com-
pletion of the victory by Godfrey. A reader may, on the con-
trary, well feel perturbed by the sharpness of the transition,
and by the air of unconsciousness with which, in gathering up
the threads of the action, Tasso has brought into close neigh-
bourhood matters so heterogeneous, that they form a kind of
moral chaos. And the observation applies to the close of the
poem, which may well have accompanied it throughout its
course; that the sympathies of the reader are not evoked and
managed with due, or with any, reference to the greatness and
nobleness of the objects, but, on the contrary, are allured into
the wrong quarter. Homer has carefully contrived, in the case
of Paris, that even his extraordinary personal attractions shall
do nothing to give him a hold upon our favour, while he has
given his warmest sympathies to the beauty of the innocent,
though comparatively insignificant, Euphorbusb. How tame
and flat, on the contrary, has Tasso made the stainless Er-
minia, whom indeed he altogether forgets before the poem
closes; and what efforts of art has he not used to gather ad-
miring interest around the character and fate of the heartless,
even when enamoured, Armida. Nay, more, with some brilliant
exceptions, especially that noble one of the first view of Jeru-
salem, how cold and slack, how uninteresting to the reader, is
the movement of the main action of the poem, compared with
that of the love-stories which invade and engross so inordinate
a portion of the ground. We seem to feel that, after all, the
Siege of Jerusalem is not the principal business in hand; it is
the task which must somehow or other be got through, but it is
not the life and pulse, the light and joy of the poem. As the
Siege of Troy was the instrument of Homer, to enable him to

b II. xvii. 51.
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develop his Achilles, so the much higher subject of the Crusade
is the tool of Tasso to enable him to exhibit his workmanship,
chiefly in connection with love-stories, upon very inferior persons
and performances. The relative values of the setting and the
jewel are totally different in the two cases.

Besides the first great hindrance to the prosecution of the
siege in the seductive power of Armida when she appears in
the camp, there is a second, namely, the slaughter of Gernando
by Binaldo, upon a personal affront. It has here been objected
to the first, that the effect assigned to it is out of proportion to
all example and to all likelihood, though it may be suitable to
the passionate susceptibilities of Tasso's individual mind; and
that this disproportion jars peculiarly from the more than usual
elevation of the subject. Is the second obstacle more happily
conceived ?

Kinaldo, in the Fifth Canto, unlike his companions, has
proved impregnable to the assaults of Armida's mingled beauty
and art :

Ma perch' a lui colpi d' amor piu lenti
Non hanno il petto oltra la scorza inciso,
Ne molto impaziente e di rivale,
Ne la donzella di seguir gli calec.

He rather aspires to succeed to the fallen Dudone in the im-
mediate command of the forces. Yet even with respect to this,
his ambition purports to be under the guidance of high prin-
ciple :

I gradi primi
Piu meritar che conseguir desiod.

Presently the Norwegian Prince Gernando, moved by jea-
lousy, insults him; on which Rinaldo there and then gives
him the lie, and slays him.

It is hardly possible to measure the inferiority of this com-
bination, as respects poetic art and effect, to the scene of the
First Book of the Iliad, with which it must naturally be com-
pared : where Achilles is stung, and stung at once in every
fibre of his deep, proud, and impassioned nature, by the

c Gerus. v. 12. d Ibid. 151.
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mingled meanness and tyranny of Agamemnon. The affront
in Homer is so contrived that it shall contain all the highest
elements of provocation : avarice, tyranny, injustice, ingrati-
tude, on the one side are made to exacerbate the wounds in-
flicted by public degradation, and by the sudden loss of a beloved
object, on the other. But the insult of Gernando to Rinaldo is
an e very-day insult of the streets: yet an American duellist
could not have been more summary in his proceedings, than is
the great Christian champion. The brutal provocation in-
stantly breaks down both the piety and the moral firmness of
Rinaldo. It is not so with Achilles. In him there is a con-
scious force of self-command, which absolutely, though not re-
latively to his passion, is even beyond that of other men; and
though unequal, indeed, yet is all but not unequal to controlling
that tempestuous flood of wrath. Nothing can be grander than
the picture of this his first great mental convulsion. We must
quote the lines:

cos (JMXTO' IlrjXeiW'i 8' ayo? yever', ev 8e ol

urr]Q€criTiv Xacrioi.cn. SiavSixa /neppfplf ez>,
») oye cpdayavov 6£v fpvo-o-&p.€vos irapa, [xrjpov

toy's ixev avacTT^amv, b 8' "'ATpdbrjv

iravcreuv, epryrvcnU re

Then, while the strong current eddies to and fro within him,
and while his fingers, playing instinctively on the handle of his
sword, cause its blade to be seen, comes the warning vision of
Pallas to him, and to him alone. This admonition restores the
disturbed balance of his mind; and, his inward wound as-
suaged with the promise of a future revenge, to be wrought
out for him by the self-condemning hands of the inflieters and
abettors of the wrong, he moodily foregoes the reckoning of
blood.

Such is the solid, the Cyclopian structure of the fabric, into
which Homer has built his characters. Had the hero of Tasso
indeed been endowed with a sublimity of passion beyond or
like that of Achilles, we might not have been entitled to call
him strictly to account for the slaughter of Gernando. But

e II. i. 188.
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the truth is, that he is a somewhat jejune and feeble character;
and his offence in this instance is not from the excess of the
impelling, but from the defect, or rather the utter absence, of
the restraining power,

Gioberti, in a posthumous workf, remarks that the heroes of
Paganism are more effective than those of Christianity, because
the standard by which they are measured is lower, the idea
imperfect instead of perfect. There is, I believe, much both of
truth and of depth in this observation. It is no more than
justice that Tasso should have the benefit of it, which is not
inconsiderable.

Such, however, as his heroes are, he takes the precaution to
describe them in outline at a very early stage indeed of his
proceedings, namely, in the stanzas 8-10 of the First Canto.
He here places before us Godfrey, Baldwin, Tancred, Boe-
mondo, and Rinaldo; and he resumes from time to time the
business of describing them. Bojardo and Ariosto avoid this ;
but it is probably because they were dealing with characters of
well-known type, already familiar to their audience. Homer,
who drew so much more powerfully, had more to describe than
any of them. And yet it may be said he never describes cha-
racters at all, with the very slight exceptions of Nestor, in a
few words, and Thersites with somewhat more detail: the
latter, it is evident, because he wanted to concentrate contempt
and disgust upon his qualities, for exhibiting which in action
he could not afford to such a wretch any extended space: the
former, perhaps because he has thought it better for effect to
abstain from marking him through the poem by distinctive
epithets, and could produce a certain roundness of figure,
highly suitable to the personage, in this way with more conve-
nience. But, in general, Homer's characters are described by
their actions only, with the aid of choice and characteristic
epithets, and here and there of some small but pointed allu-
sion, not from themselves nor from the Poet, but in the
speeches of others. Thus he grapples with the full scale of
the demands of the dramatic art. Others could not follow

f La Riforma Cattolica, lately published at Turin, with an excel-
lent preface by Massari.
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him. We must not blame Tasso for a proceeding quite neces-
sary by way of clue to his poem; rather, indeed, we should
praise the ingenious manner in which he has effected his pur-
pose, by a survey which the Almighty takes of the Christian
camp; a proceeding alike conducive to the religious character
of his poem, not always so well cared for, and to the supply of
the first necessities of his readers.

In the details of his battles, Tasso is a great and skilful de-
scriber. Perhaps in this point alone, out of so many, he may
be termed superior to Homer. At least we may be disposed to
think he has nothing so unsatisfactory under this head as the
death of Patroclus. It may be another question how far he is
indebted for instruction in this department to his great coun-
trymen, especially Ariosto, and also whether he has anywhere
equalled the magnificent account of that terrible contest with
Rodomonte, which, in the Furioso, sums up Rnggiero's tri-
umphs.

As nearly all the greater situations and combinations of the
Gerusalemme, and its general framework, have been suggested
by the ancients, so the minor imitations are too numerous for
notice. Many of Tasso's similes are extremely beautiful and
finished ; and he has followed Homer in employing them to
relieve the narrative of battle; but he has not observed the
same judicious parsimony in other parts of his poem ; he has
apparently not perceived, certainly not followed, the general
rules of Homer in the distribution of this ornament, and the
result has been that they produce a somewhat eloying effect.

Like Virgil, he has been betrayed into imitating Homer in
certain cases, where the whole reasoa of the case was changed:
as, for instance, in the Invocation before the Catalogue, and in
the wish expressed for multiplied organs of speech. To Homer,
a reciting poet, the Catalogue was a great effort of memory,
and it therefore justified the special application to the Muse:
to Tasso it must have been one of the easier parts of his per-
formance. As respects the second point, what can be more
reasonable in the case of an unwritten composition ? what less
so, when the poet works with pen and ink ? Nor is the case
much mended by supposing that Tasso had in mind his recita-
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tions, unless the recitation had been, not the accident, but the
rule, so that the poem would itself, in the ordinary course of
thought, be conceived of as associated with the act of reciting.

Tasso seems, however, to have fallen into a more serious
error in introducing a Second Catalogue into his poem. The
first may be defended by the same reasoning, which so amply
warrants that of Homer. But what interest could Christen-
dom or Italy feel in the detailed muster-roll of the Egyptian
army ?

If in the Jerusalem the Wrath is beneath the standard of
the Iliad, so is the Return. On the side of Rinaldo, indeed, it
is most just and right, that he should be extricated from the
entanglements of the seductive Armida: but, on the side of
Godfrey, there is the same sorry management of all the moral
elements of the case. In Homer, Achilles was justly and most
deeply offended: on every principle known to the creed of
Paganism, or to Greek life and experience, he justly resented
the offence: the utmost that can be imputed to him is a decided
excess in the indulgence of a thoroughly righteous feeling : and
this was terribly expiated by the bloody death of that friend,
who was to him as a second self. But the gross offence of Aga-
memnon is dealt with according to the most righteous rules;
and he is compelled by word and gift to appease the man whom
he had robbed, insulted, and striven to degrade. While he is
brought both to restitution and to apology, how different is the
arrangement of Tasso's poem! Rinaldo was wronged by Ger-
nando : but Godfrey had done no more than his duty : he was
the minister of public justice, of lawful authority, and of mili-
tary discipline: in respect to him, and likewise in respect to
the army, Rinaldo was the offender, Godfrey and public right
were only the sufferers; yet Godfrey and public right give way
under the pressure of adversity, and the offender comes back
in a kind of triumph.

If it has been found possible in the case of Virgil to institute
a more minute comparison with Homer, this cannot be at-
tempted in the case of Tasso, for his work hardly admits of
juxta-positions in detail. We have already noticed the abun-
dant stock of real analogies between the subject of the Trojan
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expedition, and that of the Crusades. Tasso himself, in his
anxiety to follow Homer, even added to them, by feigning a
centralization of the Christian enterprise, which I fear did not
really exist. But to imitate is one thing, to be like is another;
and it still remains hard really to compare the poems, far
harder the poets. In order to see this clearly, let us ascend a
height, and view the scene which lies before us. How vast a
deluge of time and of events has swept away the very world
in which Homer lived, and the worlds that succeeded his : the
place of nativity is changed, the great gulf of time is stretched
between, the language is another, the religion new, all the
chains of association have been taken to pieces and re-forged,
all the old chords of feeling are now mute, and others that give
forth a different music are strung in their stead. And there is
also, it must be confessed, a great and sharp descent from the
stature of Homer, as a creative poet, to that of Tasso. Yet he
too is a classic of Italy, and a classic of the world; and if for a
moment we feel it a disparagement to his country that she
suffers in this one comparison, let her soothe her ruffled recol-
lection by the consciousness, that though Tasso has not be-
come a rival to Homer, yet he shares this failure with every
epic writer of every land. On the other hand, no modern poet,
dealing with similar subject-matter, has been equal to Tasso.
None has erected, upon similar foundations to his, a fabric so
lofty and so durable, so rich in beauty and in grace : so well
entitled, if not to vie with the very greatest achievement of the
ages that went before him, at least to challenge or to win the
admiration of those generations that have succeeded. But his de-
feat is, after all, his greatest victory. To lose the match against
Homer is a higher prize than to win it from his other com-
petitors. Few indeed are the sons of genius, and elect among
the elect, who can be brought into comparison with that sire
and king of verse; and Tasso, we are persuaded, would bear
against none a grudge for thus far, in his own words, limiting
his honours:

e cio fia sommo onore;
Questi gia con Gernando in gara vennes.

S Ger. v. 20.



SECTION VI.

Some principal Homeric characters in Troy.
Hector: Helen : Paris.

To one only among the countless millions of human beings
has it been given to draw characters, by the strength of his
own individual hand, in lines of such force and vigour, that they
have become, from his day to our own, the common inheritance
of civilized man. That one is Homer. Ever since his time,
besides finding his way into the usually impenetrable East, he
has provided literary capital and available stock in trade for
reciters and hearers, for authors and readers of all times and
of all places within the limits of the Western world ;

Adjice Maeoniden, a quo, ceu fonte perenni,
Vatum Pieriis ora rigantur aquis.

Like the sun, which furnishes with its light the close courts
and alleys of London, while himself unseen by their inhabitants,
Homer has supplied with the illumination of his ideas millions
of minds that were never brought into direct contact with his
works, and even millions more, that have hardly been aware of
his existence. As the full flow of his genius has opened itself out
into ten thousand irrigating channels by successive subdivision,
there can be no cause for wonder, if some of them have not
preserved the pellucid clearness of the stream. Like blood
from the great artery of the heart of man, as it returns through
innumerable veins, it is gradually darkened in its flow. The
very universality of the tradition has multiplied the causes of
corruption. That which, as to documents, is a guarantee, be-
cause their errors correct one another, as to ideas is a new
source of danger, because every thing depends upon constant
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reference to the finer touches of an original, which has escaped
from view. And this universality is his alone. An English-
man may pardonably think that his great rival in the por-
traiture of character is Shakespeare—a Briton may even go
further, and challenge, on behalf of Sir Walter Scott, a place
in this princely choir, second to no other person but these.
Yet the fame of Hamlet, Othello, Lady Macbeth, or Falstaff,
and much more that of Varney, or Eavenswood, or Caleb Bal-
derston, or Meg Merrilies, has not yet come, and may never
come, to be a world-wide fame. On the other hand, that dis-
tinction has long been inalienably secured to every character
of the first class, who appears in the Homeric poems. He has
conferred upon them a deathless inheritance.

But, through waywardness and infirmity, mankind corrupts
that with which it sympathizes, and undermines what it obeys.
The same law of waste and decomposition, which from day
to day corrodes the works of nature, operates also in divers
manners and degrees upon the creations of mind. As the por-
traitures of individual character,, to be found in the works of the
great masters of the imaginative faculty, are among the very
highest of these creations, so, because they are the greatest,
they are the most difficult to render into other forms, and to
transfuse through new media. Among the ancient sculptures
it is easier to find a good Faun than a good Venus, while again
those works, which embody the very highest ideals, are not
only rare, but are in most instances unique. In like manner the
Punch and the Harlequin, the broad characters of primitive
spectacle and farce, readily become national, and are trans-
mitted, spontaneously as it were, through ages without sub-
stantial change; but the finer and nobler representations of
man, requiring greater effort, and a different order of mind
to comprehend, as well as to project them, rapidly dege-
nerate in the very points on which their peculiar excellence
depends.

Other causes, besides mental impotence in the recipient,
contribute towards this result. One main agent is, the inability
or the disinclination of mankind to go back to originals. For
the mass, a modernizing process is commonly in demand, is
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readily furnished, and is itself again and again varied from age
to age. It is always easier to derive from what is itself deri-
vative, than to go up to the fountain-head. Into the business
of every profession, including (now more than ever) that of
letters, necessity drives her adamantine clamps: and the /3a-
vavaov and the (fiopriKov, or slang and the clap-trap, maintain
a too successful struggle to depress its higher and more genial
aims.

It is not difficult to point out reasons why the characters of
Homer should have been peculiarly exposed to injury from the
lapse of time. Most of all from two causes; because they were
of such extraordinary and refined merit, and because of the
form in which they wore conveyed. Not only did they bear
the stamp that the highest genius alone could affix, but nothing
less than care, sympathy, and manly effort, could enable men to
comprehend them. For they were not exhibited in the set forms
of descriptive passages, which might be learnt by rote, but they
were wrought out in the fine, as well as deep and strong lines of
life and action; and none of them could be defined in terms,
until they had first been profoundly felt within. We were to
become acquainted with them as friends, by living with them
through their varied fortunes; not as strangers, by some letter
of introduction, that sets forth their birth, parentage, calling,
and qualifications. For earnest and hearty attention they pro-
vided the richest possible reward; by the careless they were to
be enjoyed indeed, but scarcely to be apprehended. To the
eyes of such men there is little or nothing to discriminate, as
between Agamemnon, Ajax, Diomed, Menelaus, and Patroclus ;
and if JVestor is a good deal older, Ulysses a good deal more
cunning, and Achilles even more valiant than the rest, a single
touch disposes of these differences, and enables us to reduce all
the eight nearly to a common type. A prior examination of
particular instances will best prepare us for weighing the force
of those other causes, besides the weakness of human nature,
and the excellence of the works in the general sense of the words,
that contributed to depress and deface the Homeric characters.

In the present Section, then, I propose to invite attention to
a few Homeric characters, as they stand in the poems, which,
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as far as I am able to judge, stand in need as yet of further
elucidation.

Perhaps there is no one particular in which Colonel Mure
has rendered such important service to the modern Homeridse,
as in his account of the Homeric characters. In general, I
shall best discharge my duty by simply referring the reader to
his pages. I venture, however, to think, that while the para-
mount subject of the great Grecian characters is incomparably
handled by him throughout, some exception may be taken to
his representation of a part of the Trojan personages; of Hector,
for example, and more particularly (if she may be placed in this
class) of Helen. At least, I presume to regard some of them as
fairly capable of being presented in another light, and I shall
proceed at once to make the attempt with Hector.

I. ' In the character of this hero,' says Mure, ' good and
evil are so curiously blended that it is hard to say which ele-
ment predominatesV Is there not a different view of the com-
position of qualities, which Mure has thus placed in equipoise 1

It is indeed eminently true, as in the same place he proceeds
to observe, that in order to maintain what may be called the
conventional balance, or stage-equality, which was necessary in
order to give interest to his poem, Homer has magnified the
prowess of Hector, in general terms, as of the highest tran-
scendental order : but that in actual achievement he is greatly
surpassed by the leading Greek heroes. Indeed, in many places
of the Iliad it even seems questionable, whether Hector is a
hero at all.

How successful Homer's art has been in thus paying off the
Trojan champion with generalities, while he nevertheless re-
served the true palm of military virtue to his own countrymen,
we may, perhaps, best judge from considering the effect which
the picture has had upon the poets of Italy, and upon European
opinion at large, in more recent times. With the former, the
name of Hector seems to be the prime type of the heroic cha-
racter. Thus Tasso celebrates—

' II buon Foresto, dell' Italia Ettorre0.'

t> Character of Hector, Lit. Greece, vol. i. P- 347-
c Ger. xvii. 6g.
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And further. Beyond the Alps, Orlando was the prime warrior
or protagonist, as well as the finest character, of the mediaeval
romance, until it was modified by Ariosto, whose courtly object
it was to elevate Ruggiero above him. But with the poets
who followed Ariosto, Ruggiero seems to have been put by as
an interpolation, and Orlando to have resumed his paramount
place. Now the character of Orlando is plainly modelled upon
the traditional idea of Hector, with the Christian element at-
tached to and pervading it. That Hector was thus chosen, in
preference to Achilles or any Greek hero, may be owing,
among other causes, to these. First, that the Roman poets,
Virgil especially, had taught Italians to look to Troy as the
cradle of their grandeur. Secondly, that the character of Hec-
tor, from the large infusion into it of moral and of passive in-
gredients, was better fitted for coalescing with the Christian
ideas. And thirdly, that, as the part assigned to Italian
patriotism in the middle ages was commonly defensive, in this
point also Hector offered a more appropriate model. There is
more, however, to observe; for it may be thought that, among
the Trojans, iEneas would have offered a better groundwork
for Italian poets. But here we may remark how the genuine
and masculine birth outlives the spurious. The natural Hector
of Homer thrust aside the pale and sickly automaton of the
JCneid, even in Italy, its adopted country. The latter was so
artificial and effete, that it would not even bear copying: the
former had a foundation in truth, upon which the structure of
exaggeration could be reared. Thus Hector became, after
two thousand years, the central power of a new and splendid
literature.

But when we turn back to the verse of Homer, and put to-
gether the evidence in the case piece by piece, surprise is
excited by the contrast between the pretensions of Hector,
having its basis in general descriptions and in the later tradition,
on the one side, and on the other the actual performances, in
the Iliad itself, of the Trojan champion. First, there is Achilles,
his known superior; of whom, as a warrior, he comes within
no measurable distance. But besides this, he suffers virtual
defeat at the hands, once of Diomed, and twice of Ajax;
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glaringly as to the former, and not doubtfully as to the latter :
for though the first battle is interrupted, and is taken for a
drawn one, yet Ajax has had the best of it at every point, and,
while the Trojans are too happy upon the mere escape of his op-
ponent without bodily harm, Homer carries him to the tent of
Agamemnon rejoicing in his victory (Ke\apr]dTa vUgd). It is yet
more worthy of note, that Hector is never permitted in actual
fight to overcome any one considerable Greek. In the case of
Patroclus, the Poet has even laid this fact much too barely
open; for he makes Hector little, if anything, more than the
mere executioner of death upon an unarmed man. Menelaus,
who stood in what we may call the third rank of Grecian
heroes, is indeed, on one occasion, withdrawn from conflict
with him, as being too greatly inferior to risk the fight; but
the conflict for the body of Patroclus6 is so contrived as to
show even this prince holding the field with success in de-
spite of the Trojan chief; and, during the absence of Achilles
and Patroclus from the contest, no less than nine other Greek
warriors offer themselves to meet him in single combatf.

The greatest exploit of Hector, in the whole Iliad, is the
bursting open of the gates of the Greek ramparts. But if we
compare this with the feat of Sarpedon, who had just before
opened a breach by tearing down the battlement11, we must
give a decided preference to the Lycian hero; for he performs
his achievement in the teeth of Ajax and Teucer, who are on
the spot; while there is not a single Greek commander present
when Hector breaks through the gates. The comparative
feebleness of Hector's military character is, however, most
pointedly shown in the Eleventh Book, when Jupiter deter-
mines to give effect to the decision that honour shall be done
to him1. In the first place, he receives a friendly warning to
keep out of the way as long as Agamemnon remains on the
field. He accordingly enters the battle only when Agamem-
non has retired; but he is forthwith driven out of it by Dio-

d II. vii. 312. g II. xii. 445-71.
e Ibid. 109. h ib 352-407.
f Ibid. 161. ' II. xi. 186-90.
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medk. When he again returns to it, the Greeks under
Machaon baffle all his efforts, until that very secondary chief-
tain has been disabled by an arrow from the bow of Paris1.
And according to all human appearances, the Trojans must
have been defeated and shut up in the city by the Greeks even
without Achilles, such was the superiority of Achaean arms, had
not Homer called in the inferior agency of stones and arrows
to wound three of the four chief remaining Grecian warriors,
namely Diomed, Agamemnon, and Ulysses; besides Eurypylus
and Machaon1™.

The only occasion when Hector comes out as a really great
and gallant warrior is that one when he is certain to be,
and is accordingly, worsted by the overpowering might and
divine arms of Achilles. For here Homer could safely give
him ample scope without endangering or obscuring the fame
of that hero, to whom, with art never surpassed, he has given
an immeasurable, but yet not a forced or unnatural, pre-
eminence.

The place of Hector, then, as a fighting hero, is certainly no
more than second-rate ; but so far, I venture to think, is Homer
from having almost equally weighted in his character the scales
of good and evil respectively, that, with the exception of his
boastfulness, it is hard to fasten on him so much as a single
fault. This boastfulness, and the disproportion between pre-
tension and performance, is not altogether confined to him, but
extends in some measure to the other Trojan warriors, except
Sarpedon; for example, to Polydamas, iEneas, and Paris. Some
of the best Greeks too, particularly Diomed, are touched with
itn. And perhaps, in our more elaborated and artificial condi-
tion of society, we are not quite fair judges how far this practice,
which may seem to stand in sharp contrast with the prevailing-
modesty of the Homeric heroes, may have been with them not
a substitute for, but a kind of embellishment and auxiliary to,
their strength of soul and hand. With us it is justly suspected
of implying a tendency to fall short in performance: with
them it may have appertained to that straightforwardness in
the expression of inward emotions, which made them (for ex-

k II. xi. 349-67. ' Ib. 502-7. m Ib. 660. » II. vi. 127.
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ample) weep so freely whenever the chord of sorrow was touched
within them.

So conspicuous is this quality, says Mure, that the name of
the Trojan chief is to this day synonymous in our own tongue
with 'bluster' or 'swagger0.' But it is remarkable that the
very same thing has happened in the case of the word ' rodo-
montade/ which is derived from Rodomoute, the most power-
ful, next to Ruggiero, of all the heroes of the Furioso. This
circumstance seems to make probable, what, without it, would
be only possible, namely, that we misconstrue the phrases;
and that, according to the true meaning, a rodomontader is
a man passing himself off for a Rodomonte : and one who
hectors is a man falsely pretending to be a Hector.

Another very high authority, Lord Grenville, intimately
acquainted with the poems of Homer, supplies a marked
example of the blinding force of literary traditions. For in his
' Nugas MetricseP,' he says: ' A hectoring fellow is ... strangely
distorted in its use to express a meaning almost the opposite of
its original.' And he adds in a note : ' The Hector of Homer
unites, we know,

The mildest manners with the bravest mind.'

The disposition of the Trojan chief to brag is, however, the
more offensive, because it vents itself so much in the first
person singular ; because in the case of Patroclus it seems to
be associated with an act at least unmanly; and because upon
many occasions Hector shows even more than a prudential
regard to his personal safety.

What is more strange is, that his ordinary strain of boasting
is chequered with passages of more genuine modesty and
humility than are to be found in the speech of any other
chieftain on either side. As for example, when he acknow-
ledges his marked inferiority to Achilles ;

oi5a 8' on <rv y.\p ead\bs, eyoj 8e credev TTOKV xeipatvi.

But above all, in the incomparable verse of his prayer over his
infant son;

KOX TTOT€ r t s €17717, -rrarpos y obe TTOWOV d//eij>a>i>r.

0 Mure, i. 352. P p. 85. 1 II. xx. 434.
r II. vi. 479.
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Homer is of all poets the most free from any thing that can
be called trick ; but perhaps it may be that the same necessity
of his position, which obliged him to magnify Trojan prowess
in words, while it falls so short in deeds, has found its way
from the narrative into the dramatic part of the poem. If so,
then in Hector's boasts we may recognise Homer working out
his own general purpose rather than conforming with perfect
fidelity to tradition, or finishing an ideally perfect portrait
with the power and exactitude, which he has applied to his
greater Grecian heroes. Y"et, be the cause what it may that has
led Homer to exhibit in Hector the disagreeable gift of a
bragging disposition, Mure appears to show less than his usual
precision when he ascribes to Hector in one place a partials,
and in another a total, indifference to the moral guilt of his
brother Paris.

Whatever may be the reason, the fact undoubtedly is, that
neither on the Trojan, nor even on the Greek side, do we find
displayed such a sense of the shameful Crime of Paris as we
might have anticipated from a first view of the manners and
feelings of the age. As far as regards the Poet himself, we
may read his indignant sense of it in the portraiture he has
been careful to give of Paris himself, and of his ill fame among
his countrymen; but, undoubtedly, although his act is every-
where described as the cause of war, it is nowhere spoken of,
among those who had suffered by it, with the passion and
indignation which we might suppose it would have aroused. Of
all the Greeks, only Menelaus alludes to it as an act of guilt.
Various causes may be assigned for this with more or less
confidence. A probable one is, as we have seen*, that the act
partook of the character of an abduction or rape, in which
enterprise and force gild or hide the ugly features of crime. An
unpopular form of criminality might then, as now, come off the
more easily from being covered by another which is popular. I t
also without doubt appears, that another reason may be the
length of time which, in any view of the case, must have
elapsed since the act had taken place. But perhaps the solution
of the question is to be mainly found in this consideration, com-

s Vol. i. pp. 349, 60. ( See sup. Ilios, pp. 196-205.
0 0 2
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mon to modern with ancient times, that the causes of war are
apt to be swallowed up in its circumstances. In entering upon
the arbitrement of the sword, men do not choose a fixed
position, but they embark upon a stream, always powerful and
often ungovernable. When once the armament was on the
shores of the Hellespont, there would be on both sides the
motive of military honour, and, besides this, with the Trojans,
the defence of their families and homes, with the Greeks the
hope of plunder and of license. Hence, even after the Greeks
are weakened and discouraged by the secession of Achilles, it
is not from them, but from the Trojans, that a proposal pro-
ceeds for deciding the case of Helen by single combat.
Hence, upon the shameful escape of Paris from fulfilling this
engagement, after his defeat by Menelaus, we find little ex-
pression of indignation on one side, and no confession of wrong
on the other. But the criticism of Mure seems to amount to
this; that it was a capital fault on the part of Hector, not to
have his mind constantly full of a question, which was rarely
thought of at all by any one on either side, except Paris and
Menelaus, the persons most directly interested.

It is plain, however, that Homer has represented Hector as
keenly feeling and resenting, not only his brother's cowardice,
but his sensuality. Twice does he address him as mad with lust,
and as a deceiver of women" : out of his five speeches addressed
to Paris, only one is not reproachful; and in the only one which
extends beyond a few lines he barbs his reproaches on the
score of cowardice by fully setting forth his guilt, both morally
and as towards his country, in that, being a coward, he was
also a ravisherx. The charge, however, also takes a more
specific form. We see that Hector was greatly delighted,
(tX&PV p&ya) when his rebuke y had stirred up Paris to offer
to stake the whole issue on a single combat with Menelaus.
But it is said, why, when the battle had been lost, did not
Hector enforce the terms of the bargain ? The answer seems
to be this. We stand here at a juncture in the poem, where
its theurgy supersedes its human mechanism. It is presum-
able that this very thing was about to be done, when the order

u II. iii. 39 and xiii 769. * II. iii. 46-51. y Ib. 76.
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of events was interrupted by the counsel of the gods. Aga-
memnon had at the close of the Third Book in due course
demanded Helen. Jupiter immediately apprehended the con-
sequences; he saw that if faith were kept, Achilles would
neither be avenged nor glorified; and he accordingly invited
the assembly on Olympus to determine, whether Helen should
be rendered back or not. When this had been settled in the
negative, the question was how to prevent i t ; and it was done,
on the suggestion of Juno, by causing Pandarus to renew the
war without the privity of Hector. This shows pretty clearly
that the restoration of Helen was about to take place, had not
the gods interfered; and therefore amply suffices to relieve
Hector from reproach, who, it may be observed, takes no part
until, when the armies have been long in conflict, he has been
stung by the reproaches of Sarpedon (v. 493). If censure be
due to the arrangement, it must be lodged against the Poet,
and not against one of his personages, who simply does not
appear because there is no part for him to play.

Let us now proceed to a somewhat more general view of the
character of Hector.

He occupies in the Homeric tradition a place altogether
peculiar, as, at the time of the poem, the sole eminently warlike
member of an unwarlike family; as the general of a divided
and incongruous army ; and as singly responsible in chief for
the safety of his country, while he has not been invested with
the dignity and power of king. As to the first of these points,
we have the direct testimony of Homer :

010s yap epvero "IXiov' EnTa>pz.

Of his brothers, Deiphobus alone is represented as in any
degree deserving or sharing his confidence. Of his relatives,
Polydamas appears to have been a rival in the council, iEneas
in the succession to political supremacy: and these were the
two most considerable persons of the class. It has, I conceive,
been shown to be probable, that Paris was his seniora; and that
he held his place in Troy by merit against age. His uneasy
relations with his allies might be inferred from their constituting

z II. vi.-4°3. a Hios, pp. 219-23.
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the great bulk of his force, even were they not more distinctly
betokened by the reproach of Sarpedon, and by the speech in
which he himself enters on the subject. Together with his
power over the army, he had the virtual charge of the safety
of the state, and we see signs of his influence there; but yet
he did not direct the policy of Troy: for the only important
measure, which is recorded as having been taken by the Tro-
jans, namely the rejection of the proposals of Antenor to give
back Helen to the Greeks, was taken in his absence and with-
out his knowledge. Thus we see in Hector's case, abundantly
accumulated, the elements of a false position. And, in a word,
in order to estimate his character aright, we must keep in full
view that inferiority of the Trojans, subjects not less than
princes, as respects political genius and organization, to which
the Iliad, when carefully examined, bears ample testimony.

Under the weight of public charge, as Agamemnon in the
Greek camp, so, and yet more, Hector on the Trojan side, ap-
pears to reel; so, and yet more; for, in Hector's case, political
power is crippled by his not being in actual possession of the
supreme station, while responsibility is edged and enhanced by
his being not only the head to devise, but also the right hand
to execute. In neither of the two, however, do we find strong
will, definiteness, and constancy of purpose, or unfailing courage.
But Agamemnon has the advantage of both wiser counsels
around him, and stronger arms than his own near his side. Hec-
tor has little aid. Sarpedon alone of the Trojan commanders
(for JEneas really does nothing) can be called a warrior of
note; and his inferiority to Patroclus, notwithstanding his
thorough gallantry, is decorated rather than hidden by the
stage machinery of divine consultations on the subject of his
death. But as Sarpedon in the field plays a part much infe-
rior to the corresponding one of Diomed or Ajax, so Polyda-
mas, the Nestor of the Trojans, is not equal to his kindly and
genial counterpart. Four times he gives his counsel in the
field. Twice he prefaces it with personal imputations (xii.
211, and xiii. 726); and when, in the Twelfth Book (211), he
recommends the abandonment of the assault on the ships in
deference to an omen, feeling and judgment are alike on the
side of Hector's reply, who overturns his augury by the known
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(though, as they proved, deceitful) counsels of Jupiter, and
emphatically pleads against doubtful signs the indubitable dic-
tates of patriotism.

The prophetic gift, for whatever reason, is assigned pretty
largely by Homer to the Trojans. Without entering into the
case of Cassandra, it attaches to Helenus, and also (xii. 238)
apparently to Polydamas, who undertakes to interpret a sign.
Hector himself had the weight of prescience on his breast, for
he tells Andromachea that he well knows the day of ruin is at
hand ; and, when he is at the point of death, he prognosticates
the coming fate of Achilles. The concentrated strain of his
duties and his previsions is too much for the strength of a cha-
racter which, from the intellectual or dramatic point of view,
is impulsive, fluctuating, and unequal, and which must there-
fore undoubtedly be set down as so far secondary. But when
we pass from intellect to moral tone, from hiavoia to rjOos, we
certainly find in Hector one among the most touching, the
most human, of all the delineations of masculine character in
the Iliad. In him alone has Homer presented to us that most
commanding and most moving combination, of a woman's gen-
tleness and deep affection with warlike and heroic strength.
If the hand of Hector was far weaker than that of the son of
Peleus, the tempestuous griefs of Achilles do not open to us a
character nearly so attractive as the depth of the gentle affec-
tions of Hector, and the mildness warmed into such brilliancy
by his martial fame. ' Thy love to me was wonderful; passing
the love of womenb.' The constancy and tenacity of the at-
tachments of Ulysses come out in his relations to Penelope and
Telemachus : but, dwelling harmoniously in a character of far
broader scope and more varied sensibilities, the peculiar ele-
ment of a tenderness matching that of woman is the only one
they do not contain. Hector is neither a warrior nor a states-
man after the primary, that is the Achaean, type : but for a
model of intensity and softness in the love of a father and a
husband, it is to him that we must repair, in the incomparable
scene by the Scsean gate; incomparable, unless we may compare
it with that other scene, so near at hand, where the sight of

a II. vi. 447. b 2 Samuel i. 26.
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young Polydorus slain, piercing him to the heart, raised him
in his last hour to the heights of heroism ; and where the in-
terest and sympathy, that he has attracted all along, are ab-
sorbed into admiration of the real sublimity of that closing
hour, when he resolved to be for ever famous at least in his too
certain death.

Probably a main reason why Hector has become the ground-
work of the modern Orlando is, that no one of the Homeric
heroes exhibits a combination of qualities supplying so appro-
priate a basis for the character of a Christian hero ; a tone so
sensibly approximating to that of the gospel. Partly because
of those acts of piety towards the Immortals, which can hardly
receive in the case of Hector any but a favourable construction,
and which drew down the all but unanimous compassion of the
Olympian assembly on his remains; but partly also, and yet
more, in that mild, just, and tender estimate of character,
which not only secured his constant gentleness of demeanour
towards Helen, but made him her protector against the acri-
mony of others, and rendered him considerate and kind even to
Paris0, so soon as he saw him disposed at length to be personally
active in the mortal struggle he had brought upon his country.
There is, perhaps, no virtue more especially Christian, than
the temper which thus equitably and gently makes allowances
for human weakness, particularly if it be weakness by the
effects of which we ourselves have suffered.

The employment, however, of Hector for the purposes of
Christian poetry has certainly had the effect of perverting for
us the true Homeric tradition. But, in order to understand this,
we must throw aside the Hector of our proverbs or our plays,
travel back to the Iliad, and set out anew from the starting-
point of its great author. We must there be content to take him
not as a pure effort of imagination aimed at the production of an
ideal man, but as a part of the poem of Homer, subordinated
like every other part of it to its main purpose, as well as to the
general laws of historical consistency. In modelling the several
heroes, he made the exigencies of his Hector yield to the exi-
gencies of his Achilles, who could have no real competitor.

c II. vi. 521.
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Nor, with the fine characteristic sense he has everywhere
shown of the national differences between Greek and Trojan,
could he build up his Hector on the same foundations with his
Greek heroes, or give him that strength and tenacity of tissue
which belongs to the European and Achaean character. He
could not equip him with either the dauntless chivalry in battle,
or the profound unswerving sagacity in council, which were re-
served for the kings of his own race, and for those most nearly
allied to them. He has imparted to the character of the chief
Trojan hero, no less than to that of the Trojan people at large,
a decided Asiatic tinge, which modifies their community of
colour with the properly European races. In such characters,
instinct and sentiment take oftentimes the place of inquiry and
reflection, and impulse does the work of conviction: the ideas
of right, order, consistency, moral dignity and self-respect, are
less clearly, less symmetrically, conceived. Though in particu-
lar cases, such as that of Hector, the deficiency may be made
up by a liberal and full development of the most affectionate
emotions, we feel, in comparing it with the Greeks, that we are
dealing with a more contracted type of manhood: as if morally,
no less than locally, we had gone back with Homer one full
stage nearer to the cradle of our race, and had arrested and
fixed the human character at the very point where it is neither
child nor man.

The character of Hector, as it has been here interpreted,
does not give that satisfaction to the mind, which thorough
clearness and oneness would impart. His intellectual qualities
and his affections are not on the same scale; his martial cha-
racter jars even with itself. Yet perhaps in these very
circumstances we may upon consideration find but fresh reason
to admire the skill of Homer, and that rarely erring instinct
which forbade him to forget his whole in running after his
details.

His first object seems to have been to give the fullest and
boldest prominence to the colossal shape, moral as well as
physical, of Achilles, and therefore to tone down whatever
could diminish its effect. And here the point of danger evi-
dently lay in Agamemnon; the chief of the army was too
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likely to be the chief of the poem. Accordingly he has broken
the unity of that character, and has chequered it with weak-
ness in various forms. But this was not all: he had to keep
the Greeks before the Trojans, as well as Achilles before the
Greeks; not only that he might consult his popularity, but
that he might indulge the genial vein of his poesy, and follow
the impulses of his patriotism, in maintaining high above all
question their intellectual and martial superiority. Had this,
however, been all, his task would have been easy; he would
then have had only to depress their opponents in all the pro-
perties that attract admiration. But if he had simply done
this, if he had cut off the interest and sympathies of his readers
from the Trojans by general disparagement, he would have de-
prived Greek valour of its choicest crown. It is a noble neces-
sity of war that, even in the interest of countrymen, we cannot
do injustice to adversaries, without feeling the offence recoil on
our own heads.

Thus it was impossible for Homer to make his Trojan hero at
once great and consistent; and if he has made Hector unequal,
it was to avoid making him mean. By chequering his martial
daring with boastfulness, and with occasional weakness of purpose,
he has effectually provided against any interference, from this
quarter, to the prejudice of those chieftains whose praises he was
to sing in the courts and throngs of Greece. Thus he has left the
field quite clear for expatiating on their military virtues; and if,
for sufficient reasons, he has departed from his rule in the case
of Agamemnon, who receives his compensation in superiority of
rank and power, all his other Greek characters, bearing for-
ward parts in the poem, are constructed in faultless conformity
to the idea, or modification of an idea, which he had selected
for the basis of each. There is not a flaw in the picture of
Achilles, Diomed, Ajax, Nestor, Menelaus, or Ulysses. Not that
all these are of a type equally elevated, or alike wonderful; but
that there is no one thing in any of them which does not mani-
festly conform to its type, and no one thing consequently which
jars with any other. Having thus given to his countrymen a
clear and marked ascendancy in what then at least were the
only great and governing elements of human society, the strong
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mind, and the strong hand, he does his best for the Trojans
with what remained, that is to say, with the softer affections of
domestic life, adding only so much of the martial element as
was needful to make them no discreditable adversaries for his
countrymen. Thus, consistently with all his poetic objects, he
has been enabled to present us, to say nothing of the highly
respectable character of Hecuba, with the three unsurpassed
pictures of Priam, of Andromache, and perhaps even most, of
Hector.

II. Let us now pass on to a production never surpassed by
the mind or hand of man.

The character of Argeian Helen occupies a large place in
Grecian history, and is of extreme importance to the entire
structure of the Iliad. On behalf of the first of these propo-
sitions, we call as witnesses her temple at Sparta, and the Enco-
mium of Isocrates. As to the second, the reason is expressed
in some of Homer's noblest oratory :

T6 5e Set iroXeiu£eij,evai Tpaeaatv

'Apyeiovs; rt be \abi> avr/yayev kvOaft aytifjas

'Arpfi'S^s; r) ov\ 'EAepijs eveK TJVK6IIOIOA ;

Was she a vicious woman and a seductress, or was she more
nearly a victim and a penitent? Do the laws of poetical verisimili-
tude and beauty, as they were understood by Homer, allow us to
suppose that he intended to represent his countrymen, of whom
he has presented to us so lofty a conception, as agitating the
world, forsaking home, pouring forth their blood, and throwing
their country into certain confusion, for the sake of a vile and
worthless character ? Certainly there were periods, when in
the Greek mind the worship of beauty was so thoroughly dis-
sociated from all which beauty ought to typify, that an Iliad
so constructed might have been approved. But these were
periods long after Homer's flesh had mouldered in the grave.

The present inquiry has nothing to do with the opinion that
Helen was, or that she was not, an historical personage. For
my own part, I know of no reason except discrepancies of mere
traditional chronology for disbelieving her existence. These

a II. ix. 337.
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seem to arise entirely from the practice of putting on a par
with Homer tales of very inferior authority to his. But even
apart from this, considering what, under ordinary circum-
stances, the chronology of pre-historic times is likely to be,
and how many more chances there are for the preservation of
great events in outline, than for a careful adjustment of their
relative times, I cannot but think that difficulties arising from
other legends as to Helen, and bearing simply upon time, form
a very insufficient reason for the wholesale rejection of belief
in her existence. Even if, however, she never existed at all,
it still is not one whit the less reasonably to be presumed, that
Homer in fictions concerning her would be governed here and
elsewhere by all the laws, including the moral laws, of his art.

Neither is it now the question, whether Helen was the model
of an heroic character. That is probably inconsistent, for the
earliest times of Greece, with her adulterous relation to Paris
and afterwards to Deiphobus. But there is a vast space be-
tween a faultless and a worthless woman. The idea of Helen
represented by the later tradition, from the Greek tragedians
downwards, is strictly the latter idea: and this representation
has naturally occupied the popular mind, which is deprived of
the power of access to the remote Homeric picture. Now it
seems to be plain that, if this representation be substantially
true, it is a great reproach to the bard of the Iliad as a bard,
and stamps him as one, who has done his best to poison mo-
rality at its fountain-head. For there can be no question,
that he has made his Helen highly attractive, and that he in-
tends her to possess our sympathies. Is it then true, or is it
false ? Let us proceed to examine the evidence.

In the Iliad we meet more than once with the line,
rlaaaOai 8' "EAez>?js opiufiixara re arovayAi ree"

and expositors, in order to avoid ascribing to Helen any per-
sonal wrongs, or the representation of her as rather a sufferer
than an offender, have resorted to a forced construction of the
passage, and have interpreted the words as referring to the expe-
dition undertaken, and the griefs suffered, on account q/"Helenf.

e II. ii. 356, 590. C. Crusius(Hanover. 1845,011 do.)
f See Heyne on II. ii. 356. G. Chapman translates in the same
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Unless this forced construction be the one intended by
Homer, the popular conception of her must at once explode.
According to the direct and natural construction, the Greeks
made war to avenge the wrong she had suffered, and the
groans which that wrong had drawn from her. And it is to
be observed that this line s is put into the mouth of Menelaus,
whom it is very natural to represent as most eager to avenge
the wrongs of his wife, but somewhat far-fetched to represent
as thinking of revenge for the trouble of the expedition he
had so keenly promoted. The line, in fact, unless justifiably
strained by these expositors, is conclusive in support of the
belief that the only evil which can justly be imputed to the
Homeric Helen simply amounts to this, that she was not a
woman of perfect virtue backed by absolute and indomitable
heroism. Pope has rather rudely approximated towards recti-
fying the prevalent impression in a noteh, where he observes
that in all she says of herself ' there is scarce a word that is not
big with repentance and good nature.'

Before examining the direct evidence with respect to the
Homeric Helen, let us advert to some which is indirect. And
in the first place it may be observed, that Menelaus never ex-
presses the slightest resentment against her, or appears to
have considered her as having in any manner injured him.
Next, Priam, whose character is evidently intended to attract
a good deal of our sympathy and respect, treated her as a
daughter:

eitvpbs be, Trar^p <5>s, TJTUOS aleC1

Nor was this a mere figure; for in the Third Book he ad-
dresses her as (pikov re'fcosk, and makes her sit down by his
side. In conformity with this picture, her sister-in-law Laodice
addresses her as vvfitya (piky1. Priam goes on to acquit her of
all responsibility in his eyes with regard to the war :

OVTI JJ.OL alrCr) eacri, Oeol vv JU,OI alnoi elaiv.
And that this was not meant to cover Paris, we may learn

sense ; but Voss refers the out- h On Pope's II. iii. 165.
setting and the groans to Helen i II. xxiv. 770.
herself; so too the Scholiasts. k II. iii. 162.

S Tl. ii. 590. * Ibid. 130.
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from the many passages, which show us how the general senti-
ment of Troy detested him. Had Helen been of the character
which is commonly imputed to her, such an absolution as this
would probably not have been ascribed to Priam; while most
certainly it would not have been recorded to the honour of
Hector that he always restrained those, who were disposed
to taunt her on account of the woes she had brought upon
Troym.

She describes herself indeed as the object of general horror
in Troy (ir&irres bi jue •nefypkacnv'"). But these words do no more
than state the impression, at a moment of agony, on her own
humbled and self-mistrusting mind: while, even had they given
a faithful picture of the manner in which she was regarded by
the Trojans, still they might well be explained with reference
to the woes of which she had been at least the occasion, and
the sentiment they describe might as naturally have been felt,
even had she been the lawfully obtained wife of Paris.

There are two other passages, which may seem at first sight
to betoken a state of mind adverse to her among the Greeks.
But the explanation of them is simply this, that the cause of woe
is naturally enough denounced on account of the misfortunes it
has entailed, irrespective of the question whether or in what
degree it may be a guilty cause0. Thus Achilles calls Helen
piyebavq, ' that horrible Helen;' but it is only when her abduc-
tion has produced to him the bitter and harrowing affliction of
the death of Patroclus. When he mentions her in the magni-
ficent speech of the Ninth Book to the envoys, she is 'EAeVij
•qvKoixos, ' the fair-haired Helen.' Now, if she had been vile,
the course of his argument must have constrained him then to
state it. For he was reasoning thus: May I not resent the loss
of Briseis, who was dear to me {dvixap-qsV), when the sons of
Atreus have made their loss of Helen the cause of the war ?
Had Helen been worthless, it would have added greatly to the
stringency of his argument to have drawn the contrast in that
particular, between the woman whom Agamemnon had taken
away, and th'e woman that he was seeking, by means of the
convulsive struggle of a nation, to recover.

m II. xxiv. 768-72. "Ibid. 775. 0 II. xvi. P II. ix. 336.
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The other passage is in Od. xxiii., where Penelope, after the
recognition of her husband, speaks of Helen in these words : —

TT)V h' fjToi pf£cu 0eos &popev epyov aeLnesi.
But even in this only passage where the act of Helen is so de-
scribed, several points are to be observed. First, it is referred
to a preternatural influence, which is not the manner of this
Poet in cases at least of deep and deliberate crime; secondly, no
epithet of infamy is applied to her; thirdly, we must observe
the drift of the speaker. Penelope is excusing herself to
Ulysses, for her own extreme caution and reserve in admitting
his identity. Therefore she is naturally led to enhance the
dreadful nature of the occurrence where a wife gives herself
over into the power of any man, other than one known to be
her husband; and this, whether the act be voluntary or in-
voluntary. Accordingly she refers to the act of Helen rather
than to the agent, and treats it as horrible; but avoids charg-
ing it as wilful.

On the other hand, we may observe that the general tenour
of the epithets bestowed upon Helen leans on the whole towards
the laudatory sense.

She is
tvTTaripua, the high-born; II. vi. 292 ; Od. xxii. 227 ; most

probably agreeing in sense with the next phrase.
Aios eK.yeya.vla, the child of Jupiter ; II. iii. 199 ; et alibi.
Koipi] Aws, the daughter of Jupiter ; II. iii. 426.
&ia yvvatKuv, the excellent, or flower of women ; II. iii. 171, 228;

and Od. iv. 305 ; xv. 106.
KaWnrdprjos, of the beautiful cheeks ; Od. xv. 123.
KaXkLKopos; Od. xv. 58 ; qvKopos; II. iii. 329, et alibi, the fair-

haired.
XevK&Xevos, the white-armed; II. iii. 121 ; Od. xxii. 227.
TainmeiAos, the well-rounded ; II. iii. 228 ; et alibi.
And lastly, 'A/jyefy, the Argive ; II. ii. 161; and in no less than

twelve other places.

No one of these appellations carries the smallest taint or
censure. The epithet hta in all probability applies to her per-
sonal beauty and majesty, as we find it used of Paris and of
Clytemnestra. It would appear, however, that the use of the

1 Od. xxiii. 222.
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term Argive or Argeian, in many passages where it is not re-
quired for mere description, has a special force. For Homer
never exhibits that which is simply Greek in any other than
an honourable light; and in calling Helen Argeian, he cer-
tainly expresses something of general sympathy towards her.
No other person, except only Juno, is called Argeian. Plainly
the effect of his epithets for her as a whole is quite out of har-
mony with the ideas, which the later tradition has attached to
her name. A yet more marked indication in her favour, than
any of them taken singly will supply, may be derived from his
likening her, in the palace of Menelaus, to Diana;

rjkvOev, 'ApTijxih xpv<?r]kaKdTa> eUvia r.

He certainly would not have associated by this comparison one,
of whom he meant us to think ill, with the chaste and even
severe majesty of his ever-pure Diana ("Aprefus ayvrj).

So much with regard to the designations applied to Helen in
the Iliad and Odyssey. Next, with regard to her demeanour.
It is admitted to be, so far as the matter of chastity is con-
cerned, without any fault other than the inevitable one of her
position. Besides other qualities that will be noticed pre-
sently, she appears in the light of a refined and feeling, a
blameless and even matronly person; a character, which, as
we shall see, her abduction by Paris from Menelaus did not
disentitle her to bear.

We must beware of applying unconditionally, to women
placed under conditions widely different, ideas so specifically
Christian as those that belong to the absolute sanctity of the
marriage tie. We must rather look for the moral aspect of
the case in the opinions of the period, and in the particular
circumstances which attended the rupture of the bond in the
given instance, than assume it from the naked fact that there
was a rupture.

It may seem not unfair to compare the case of Helen with
the somewhat similar case of Bathsheba among the Jews. If
on the one hand we are bound to bear in mind the inferior
station of the latter personage, on the other it is to be re-
membered that the Greeks were further removed from the
light of Divine Revelation. Now we are not accustomed to

r Od. iv. 122.
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look upon the character of Bathsheba as infamous, though she
lived with King David as one among his wives, while Uriah,
her former husband, who had been robbed of her, was sent to
certain death on her account; and this, so far as we are in-
formed, without awakening in her any peculiar emotions of sym-
pathy, sorrow, reluctance, or remorse. And this, as I take it,
mainly for the two reasons—first, that we have no signs of any
passion, and in particular of any antecedent passion, for the
offending king on her part; secondly, that she does not appear
to have been otherwise than passively a party to the abduction.

It is in the capacity of wife, and only wife, to Paris that
Helen appears to us in the Iliad: where she herself speaks of
Menelaus as her Trporepo? TTOCTIS S.

Now the presumed reasons for not regarding the character of
Bathsheba as infamous apply with nearly equal force to Helen.
Indeed the character of Helen in one point stands higher in
Homer than that of Bathsheba in the Old Testament, because
she lived with Paris as a recognised and only wife, and because
of her gentleness, and especially of her repentance. Of these as
to Bathsheba, we know nothing; but such pleas as tell for her
tell in the main also for Helen. We have no indication, either
in the Iliad or in the Odyssey, of her having at any time felt
either passion or affection towards the worthless Paris. Above
all, as it will be attempted to prove, the language of the poems
not only does not sustain the idea that she willingly left the
house of her husband Menelaus, but it shows something which
closely approaches to the direct contrary.

But there is no method of measuring so accurately the view
and intention of Homer as to the impression we were meant
to receive of Helen, as by comparing the language he applies
to her with the widely different terms in which he describes
the conduct of Clytemnestra, in conjunction with yEgisthus,
during the absence of Agamemnon:

TTJV 8' e0e'Aa>f iOtkovaav avr\yaye.v opbe bo^ovbe^.

In speaking of her own abduction, Helen indeed uses the
word fiyaye u. And again in her sharp expostulation with Aphro-

s II. iii. 429. cf. 163. See Ilios, pp. 200, 203. * Od. iii. 272.
u Od. iv. 262 ; II. xxiv. 764.
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dite, she says, ' What, will you take me (a£eu) to some other
Phrygian or Maeonian city, where you may have a favouritex?'
Now this by no means implies her having acted freely; the
word Hyeiv is that commonly applied to the carrying off captives
from a conquered city, as (pipeiv is to the removal of inanimate
objects. Undoubtedly in one of her passages of self-reproach
she says y:

viii era knofirfv, Oahafjiov yvcorovs re Xnrovcra.

But, in the first place, it is neither here nor anywhere else said
that her flight was voluntary; and on the other hand, without
doubt, it is not to be pretended that she had resisted with the
spirit of a martyr. The real question is as to the first and
fatal act of quitting her husband, whether it was premeditated,
and whether it was of her free choice. Now both branches of
this question appear to be conclusively decided by the word
apira£as in the following passage,2, spoken by Paris :

oil yap 77(O7Tore / / <5Se y' "Epcos (ppevas

ovb' ore ae upStrov AaKzhaCjxovos e£

firXeov apira^as fv TrovToiropnuri veeacnv.

And the rest of the passage corroborates the evidence, by show-
ing that she was free from any act of guilt at the time when
the voyage was commenced. The representation of Menelaus
himself, in the Thirteenth Iliad, accords with the speech of Paris.
He charges that Prince and his abettors not with having cor-
rupted his wife, but with having carried her off,

ot jxev KOvpiUr}v akoypv Kal KTrjjxara -noXXa

lAa\j/ olx.fo-9' avayovres, eTrel (fnXieaOe nap' avrfia.

Again, in the only place where Helen refers jointly to her
own share and to that of Paris in the matter b, she distinguishes
their respective parts, saying to Hector, ' You have had to toil
on account of me, shameless that I am, and 'AXefwSpou kvet?
arr]s, on account of the sin of Paris/

Let us now follow the character of Helen, as it is exhibited
in life and motion before us by the Poet. In the Third Book,
when Paris is about to encounter Menelaus, Iris, in the form of

* II. iii. 400-2. y Ibid. 174. z Ibid. 442-4.
a II. xiii. 626. b II, vi. 355.
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her sister-in-law Laodice, announces the fact to Helen, and lets
her know that her own fate is suspended on the issue, which
will decide whether she is to be the wife of Paris or of Mene-
laus. Laodice finds her busied in embroidery, which is to re-
present the War of Greeks and Trojans. The expression, vv^a
<t>(kri, with which the disguised goddess addresses her, is a sign
that she was held in respect, and that when she speaks0 in the
last Book of the taunts and skits of which she was the object,
we must understand her to use the natural exaggeration of im-
passioned grief. At the call of the seeming Laodice, moved
apparently by tenderness towards her former husbandd, Helen
goes forth, clad in a robe of simple whitee. On her reaching
the walls Priam calls her to his side, that she may tell him the
name of a kingly warrior, who proves to be Agamemnon. In
doing this, he gently acquits her of all responsibility for the
war. She answers in a speech of uncommon grace, that she
dreads while she reveres and loves him: would that she had
miserably died rather than leave her family, her nuptial bed,
her infant, and her friends. But this could not be ; so that she
ever pined away in tears.' She designates herself here and
elsewheref as KVOIV, and also as KVVO>ITIS, brazen-faced or shame-
less ; but yet she appears at all times to have retained the
fond recollection of her home and friends s, and to have lived
in grave and sorrowful retirement. Everywhere she seems not
only not to avoid, but to search for, the opportunity of bitter
self-accusation. Thus, when she has pointed out the Greek
chieftains whom she knew personally, she proceeds, ' but I do
not see my brothers, Castor and Polydeuces: perhaps they
came not from Greece; perhaps, though here, yet on account
of my infamv and reproach, they will not appear in fighth.'

Paris, after his defeat, is removed by Aphrodite from the
field : Menelaus remains as victor. But Helen still tarries upon
the wall, evidently hoping that the hour of her restoration had
now at last arrived. The goddess Venus then appears to her,

c II. xxiv. 768. s Od. iv. 184, 254.
d II. iii. 139. '' II- iii- 236-42. Cf. II. iii.
e See Damm on dpyevvos. 4°4> *nd xxiv.
f II. vi. 344,356; Od. iv. 145.
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disguised in the form of an aged servant; and endeavours to
attract her by a glowing description of Paris, in his beauty and
his splendid garments. By this address Helen was alarmed':
and her alarm almost became stupefaction, when she perceived
the features of the deity. But a strong reaction followed : so
that she made a bitter and stinging reply. Gentle on all other
occasions, she is here sharp and sarcastic. Shei reproaches
Venus with having come to prevent Menelaus from taking her
home in right of his victory; then bids her assume to herself
the odious character she sought to force on one who had too
long borne it, and utterly refuses to go. Venus hereupon inti-
midates her, by a threat of making her hateful alike to Greek
and Trojan, and so bringing her to miserable destruction. She
then obeys, covering her face in shame and indignation; and
when placed by the goddess in front of Paris in their chamber,
she sharply reproaches him; but the real delicacy of her cha-
racter is maintained in this, that she does it Saa-e TTAKIV Kkivaaa,
with averted and downcast eyes. In what follows, she is but
the reluctant instrument of a passion, which Homer seems to
have described in this place, contrary to his wont, with the dis-
tinct purpose of raising indignation to the highest pitch, and
covering Paris with a contempt and shame proportioned to the
crime he had committed, and to the miseries of which by crime
he had been the cause.

Upon the whole, this delineation of Helen in the Third Book
may well be taken as one of the most masterly parts of the
Iliad. The extreme fineness and delicacy of its shading mark
it as an immortal work of genius, and the gentleness of Helen
towards Priam, with her severity to herself, and her sternness
both to the corruptor, and to the goddess that aided and in-
spired him, form a moral picture of the most striking truth
and beauty. Indeed, if the question be asked, where does
Paganism come nearest to the penitential tone and the pro-

' The expression is Ovphv h\ xviii. 223); though it also some-
a-Trj6ea-a-i.v Spivev. The verb is times signifies other kinds of ex-
used by Homer most commonly citement, such as anger or sur-
to denote apprehension (as in II. prise.
iv. 208. xv. 7. xvi. 280, 509. j 383-98.
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found self-abasement that belong to Christianity, we might find
it difficult to point out an instance of approximation so striking
as is, here and elsewhere, the Helen of Homer.

In three other places of the poems, Helen is put prominently
forward.

In the Sixth Book, before Hector repairs to the field, he
goes to the palace of Paris to summon him forth. He finds the
effeminate prince handling uselessly his arms, while Helen is
superintending the beautiful works of her womenJ. By and by
it appears that, sensible of the shame of her husband's cowardice,
though without interest in his fame, she has been persuading
him to go forth and fight; and she takes the opportunity of
Hector's presence to offer him a chair that he may rest from
his fatigues; to revile herself as, next to her husband, the cause
of them ; and, while grieving that she had outlived her infancy,
to lament also that, if she was to live at all, she had not been
united to one less impervious to the sentiment of honour.

Again, Homer has thought her not unworthy of the third
place, with Andromache and Hecuba, as mourners over the
mighty Hector, in the deeply touching description of the re-
turn of his remains to Troyk. The tenour of this speech is
kept in the exactest harmony with what has gone before.

We now bid adieu to the Helen of Homer in her sorrow
and shame among the Trojans. But the Poet presents her to
us again in prosperity and domestic peace, as the Queen of
Menelaus; who, though not the heir of the high throne of
Agamemnon, yet held a station in Greece, after the Return, of
highly elevated influence. This is a picture, which it would not
have been in accordance with the usual course of Homer to set
before us, had his mind attached to Helen the character given
to her by the later tradition; for where does he represent to us
the wicked in prosperity, without bringing down on them sub-
sequently the vengeance of heaven ? But on theVHelen of the
Odyssey he has left no note of sorrow, except the most moving
and appropriate of all, namely this, that the gods gave her no
child after Hermione, the daughter of her early youth1

j II. vi. 321-5. k II. xxiv. 760-75.
1 Od. iv. 13.
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From her stately chamber she comes forth into the hall,
after the feast. She is attended by three maidens, who bear
respectively the first her seat, the second its covering, the
third her work-basket and distaff. She remarks on the like-
ness of Telemachus to Ulysses, and humbly recollects to con-
fess, that she herself has been the cause of the sufferings of the
Greeks. The allusions then made to Ulysses cause her, with
the rest, to weep tenderly; and when her husband with his
friends resumes the banquet, she infuses into their wine the
soothing drug, supposed to have been opium, which she had
obtained from Egypt, to make them forgetful of their sorrows.
Then she begins to tell tales in honour of Ulysses : and how,
when in his beggar's dress he escaped scatheless from Troy,
and left many of the Trojans slaughtered behind him, she
alone, amidst the wailings of the women, was full of joy, for her
heart had been yearning towards her home.

There is indeed a trait that deserves notice in the speech
of Menelaus, which has been lately mentioned. Helen came
down to detect, if possible, the Greeks concealed within the
Horse: therefore, to act in the interest of the Trojans. Now
if, on the one hand, she looked back on her country and
her first husband with many yearnings, yet it was not to be
wondered at that as a woman, nowhere pretending to the cha-
racter of a heroine, she should be so far pliable to the wishes
or subject to the compulsion of the Trojans—especially when
we remember her love and reverence for their head, and for
Hector, who had but lately died in their defence—as to make
this effort to defeat the stratagem of the besiegers. But
Menelaus, in referring to the incident, carefully spares Helen's
feelings by another of those strokes of exceeding tact and re-
finement for which Homer's writings are so remarkable, both
generally, and as to the chivalrous character of this hero in par-
ticular. ' Thifrher,' lie says, that is to the Horse, ' thou earnest;
and no doubt,' he adds, ' it was the influence of some celestial
being, favourable to Troy, that prompted thee f thus prevent-
ing by anticipation the sting that his words might carry :

eiTa <rv Keiae KfXevaeixevai be <r

v, os Tpa>e<rcnp ZfiovXero KCSOS dpi£ai°
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Tradition has assigned Deiphobus to Helen, as a husband
after the death of Paris. This tradition is supported, though
not expressly, yet sufficiently, by the Odyssey; for, says Mene-
laus, when the Greeks had constructed the Horse, and when
Helen was brought down to detect those who were within it,
by imitating the voices of their wives respectively, it is added,

Kai TOI Ar]i(j>ol3o's OeoeUeXos ecr^ef lovay m .
And by the further passage in Od. vii. 517, which represents
Ulysses as repairing straight from the Horse to the house of
Deiphobus, in company with Menelaus.

Presuming therefore that this tale was well founded, it may
be remarked, that the selection of Deiphobus, as the person who
should take Helen to wife, was probably founded on his supe-
rior meritn It was under his image, that Minerva came upon
the field to inveigle Hector into facing Achilles : and Hector then
described him as the one whom he loved by far the best amidst
his full brothers, the children of Priam and of Hecuba. This
therefore thoroughly accords with the idea, that Helen was
held in respect. Nor let it be thought strange, that she was
not permitted to remain single. The idea of single life for
women, outside their fathers' home, seems to have been wholly
unknown among the Greeks of Homer. When marriageable,
they married; when their country was overcome, they became,
as of course, the appendages of the couch of the captor. Penelope
herself never dreamt of urging that, when once the return of
Ulysses was out of the question, she could have any other
option than to make choice among the Suitors whose wife she
would become. Telemachus contemplates her immediate re-
storation to her father's home when he, her son, should assume
the full prerogatives of manhood.

The whole Homeric evidence, then, appears to show that,
from the moment of her removal, neither the usages of society,
nor the ideas of religion or the moral code, could allow Helen
to remain in the single state. But it may be said this seems to

m Od. iv. 276. ing that Deiphobus took her by
Q Lycophron, T68 ; Schol. on force, against the will of the

II. xxiv. 251. In the Troades of Phrygians (Trojans), 954~5-
Euripides she is introduced, say-
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prove too much on her behalf; namely, that both the abduction
and the subsequent life were against her will. It is, however,
entirely in keeping with the testimony of the poems, to sup-
pose that her whole offence lay in having permitted at the first,
perhaps half unconsciously, the attentions of a flatterer, who
became at once a paramour and a tyrant to his victim. In
order to comprehend the heroic age, it is indispensable that we
should recollect that the responsibilities of woman were con-
tracted in proportion to her strength; and that the heroism
of endurance, in which she has since excelled, is a Christian
product.

That element of weakness and lightness in a cPiaracter other-
wise beautiful, which the incident of the Horse betrays, was
probably at once the source and the measure of her offending
in reference to the cause of war. It was a mind of relaxed
fibre, and vacillated under pressure. Less than this we cannot
suppose, and there is no occasion to suppose more. The respect
felt, within certain limits, for women in the heroic age, and so
powerfully proved by the Odyssey, may perhaps be adverse
to the supposition that Paris carried her away without some
degree of previous encouragement. I confine myself to per-
haps/ because it is nowhere indicated in the poems, and we
can at most have only a presumption to this effect. On the
other hand, it seems certain that what she expiated in life-long
sadness was, at any rate, no more than the first step in the
ways of folly, the thoughtless error of short-sighted vanity,
which the state of manners did not permit her subsequently
to redeem. Repent she might: but to return was beyond her
power.

On the whole, it may be said with confidence that the Helen
of the Homeric poems has been conceived, by an author him-
self of peculiar delicacy, with great truth of nature, and with
no intention to deprive her of a share in the sympathies of his
hearers; that he has made her a woman, not cast in the mould
of martyrs, nor elevated in moral ideas to a capacity of compre-
hension and of endurance above her age, but yet endowed with
much tenderness of feeling, with the highest grace and refine-

0 Od. iv. 274.
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ment, and with a deep and peculiar sense of shame for having
done wrong. Probably her appreciation of virtue and of ho-
nour, though beneath that of the highest matronly characters,
may have been in no way inferior to that of society at large in
her own time, and superior to the standard of many following
epochs; nay superior also to that which has prevailed, at least
locally, even at some periods of the Christian era: as, for ex-
ample, when Ariosto wrote the remarkable passage—

Perche si de1 punir donna o biasmare
Che con uno, o piu d' uno, abbia commesso
Quel, che 1' uom fa con quante n1 ha appetito
E lodato ne va, non che impunitoP ?

The degradation of Helen by the later tradition will be
treated of hereafter. Meantime it will be seen how much on
this subject I have the misfortune to differ from Mure, who has
been usually so great a benefactor to the students of Homer.
With him ' Helen is the female counterpart of Parish.' Paris
and Helen are respectively ' the man of fashion and the woman
of pleasure of the heroic age.' ' Both are unprincipled votaries
of sensual enjoyment; both self-willed and petulant, but not
devoid of amiable and generous feeling.' He finds indeed in
her a ' tenderness of heart and kindly disposition;' and says
that ' traces of better principle seem also to lurk under the ge-
neral levity of her habits.11 This petulance, this general levity, I
do not find; but rather the notes of a fatal fall, continually and
deeply felt under the general grace and beauty of her charac-
ter. What Mure calls her ' petulant argument with her patron
goddess,' we take to be the noble and indignant reaction of a
soul under the yoke of conscious slavery, and still quick to the
throb of virtue. Indeed I derive some comfort from the closing
words of his criticism, in which, after expressing his pity and
condemnation, he says that still ' we are constrained to love
and admire.' In the whole circle of the classical literature, as
far as it is known to us, there is, I repeat, nothing that ap-
proaches so nearly to what Christian theology would term a
sense of sin, as the humble demeanour, and the self-denouncing,
self-stabbing language of the Argeian Helen.

P Orl. Fur. iv. 66. cl Book ii. ch. viii. sect. 20,
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III. The character of Paris is as worthy, as any other in the
poems, of the powerful hand and just judgment of Homer. It
is neither on the one hand slightly, nor on the other too elabo-
rately, drawn; the touches are just such and so many, as his
poetic purpose seemed on the one hand to demand, and on the
other to admit. Paris is not indeed the gentleman, but he is
the fine gentleman, and the pattern voluptuary, of the heroic
ages; and all his successors in these capacities may well be
wished joy of their illustrious prototype. The redeeming, or
at least relieving point in his character, is one which would
condemn any personage of higher intellectual or moral preten-
sions ; it is a total want of earnestness, the unbroken sway of
levity and of indifference to all serious and manly considerations.
He completely fulfils the idea of the poco-curante, except as to
the display of his personal beauty, the enjoyment of luxury,
and the resort to sensuality as the best refuge from pain and
care. He is not a monster, for he is neither savage nor re-
vengeful ; but still further is he from being one of Homer's he-
roes, for he has neither honour, courage, eloquence, thought,
nor prudence. That he bears the reproaches of Hector without
irritation, is due to that same moral apathy, and that narrowness
of intelligence, which makes him insensible to those of his wife.
No man can seriously resent what he does not really feel. He
is wholly destitute even of the delicacy and refinement which
soften many of the features of vice; and the sensuality he shows
in the Third Bookr partakes largely of the brutal character
which marks the lusts of Jupiter. No wise, no generous word,
ever passes from his lips. On one subject only he is deter-
mined enough; it is, that he will not give up the woman whom
he well knows to be without attachment to him3, and whom he
keeps not as the object of his affections, but merely as the in-
strument of his pleasures. One solicitude only he cherishes; it
is to decorate his person, to exhibit his beauty, to brighten
with care the arms that he would fain parade, but has not the
courage to employ against the warriors of Greece.

There are other greater achievements in the Iliad, but none
finer, or more deserving our commendation, than the manner

r II. iii. 437-48. s Ibid. 428.
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in which Homer has handled the difficult character of Paris.
It was quite necessary to raise him to a certain point of im-
portance; had he been simply contemptible, his place in the
early stages of the Trojan tale, and the prolongation of the
War on his account, would have involved a too violent departure
from the laws of poetical credibility. This importance Homer,
whether from imagination or from history, has supplied; in part
by his very high position. Even if I were wrong in the opin-
ion that the Poet meant to represent him as the eldest son, or
the eldest living son, of Priam, it would still at least be plain
that he is more eminent and conspicuous than any other mem-
ber of the royal house after Hector; while he is so much less
worthy than Deiphobus, for example, that no one, I think,
could doubt that his distinction is due to his being senior to
that respectable prince and warrior, and to the rest of his
brothers. Further, the Poet has raised him to the very highest
elevation in two particulars; one the gift of archery, the other
the endowment of corporeal grace and beauty. But neither of
these involves one particle of courage, or of any other virtue;
for the archer of Homer's time was not like the British bow-
man, who stood with his comrades in the line, and discharged
the function in war which has since fallen to musketry; he
was a mere sharpshooter, always having the most deliberate
opportunity of aim at the enemy, and always himself out of
danger. No archer is ever hit in the Iliad ; but Pandarus, so
skilled in the bow, is slain, and Paris is disgraced, when they
respectively venture to assume the spear. Again, the Poet
has contrived that the accomplishments of Paris, though in
themselves unsurpassed, shall attract towards him no share,
great or small, of our regard. This prince really does more,
than even Hector does, to stay the torrent of the Grecian war;
fo*r in the Eleventh Book, from behind a pillar, he wounds
Diomed, who had fought with the Immortals, Eurypylus, who
had also been one of the nine accepters of Hector's challenge,
and Machaon, one of the two surgeons. Thus Homer1 has
been able to make him most useful in battle, most lovely to the
eye, and yet alike detestable and detested.

t II. xi. 368-79, 581-4, 505-7
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This aim he attains, not by that tame method of description
which he so much eschews, but by the turn he gives to narra-
tive, and by the colour he imparts to it in one or a few words.

Paris, though effeminate and apathetic, is not gentle, either
to his wife or his enemies; and, when he has wounded Diomed,
he wishes the shot had been a fatal one. The reply of Diomed
cuts deeper than any arrow when he addresses him as,

Bowman! ribald ! well-frizzled girl-hunteru !

Again, the Poet tells us, as if by accident, that when, after the
battle with Menelaus, he could not be found, it was not because
the Trojans were unwilling to give him up, for they hated him
with the hatred, which they felt to dark Death". And again
we learn, how he uses bribery to keep his ground in the As-
sembly; how he refuses to recognise even his own military
inferiority, but lamely accounts for the success of Menelaus by
saying that all men have their turny; and how he causes
shame to his own countrymen and exultation to the Greeks,
when they contrast the pretensions of his splendid appearance
with his miserable performances in the field2.

Homer, full as he is of the harmonies of nature, differs in
this as in so many points from most among later writers, that
he does not set at nought the due proportion between the
moral and the intellectual man, nor combine high gifts of mind
with a mean and bad heart. He never varies from this rule;
and he has been careful to pay it a marked observance in the
case of Paris. No set of speeches in the Iliad are marked by
greater poverty of ideas If he cleans his arms and builds his
house, which are honourable employments, they are employ-
ments immediately connected with the ostentation to which he
was so much given. More than this, the Poet informs us,
through the medium of Helen, that he was but ill supplied
with sense, and that he was too old to mend:

TOVTV 8' OVT ap vvv <ppives fjuireSot, OVT' ap on'iaa®
ecrowrai a.

The immediate transition, in the Third Book, from the field

« II. xi. 385. * II. iii. 454. y II. vi. 339.
z II. iii. 43, 51. a II. vi. 372.
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of battle, where he was disgraced, to the bed of luxury, is
admirably suited to impress upon the mind, by the strong
contrast, the real character of Paris. Nor let it be thought,
that Homer has gratuitously forced upon us the scene between
him and his reluctant wife. It was just that he should mark
as a bad man him who had sinned grossly, selfishly, and
fatally, alike against Greece and his own family and country.
This impression would not have been consistent and thorough
in all its parts, if we had been even allowed to suppose that, as
a refined, affectionate, and tender husband, he made such
amends to Helen as the case permitted for the wrong done
her in his hot and heady youth. Such a supposition might
excusably have been entertained, and it would have been
supported by the very feebleness of the character of Paris and
by his part in the war, had Homer been silent upon the
subject. He, therefore, though with cautious hand, lifts the
veil so far as to show us that in our variously compounded
nature animal desire can use up and absorb the strength which
ought to nerve our higher faculties, and that, as none are
more cruel than the timid, so none are more brutal than the
effeminate.

One hold, and one only, Paris seems to retain on human
affection in any sort or form. The paternal instinct of Priam
makes him shudder and retire, when he is told that Paris
is about to meet Menelaus in single combat. This trait would
have been of extraordinary and universal beauty, had the
object of the affection been even moderately worthy: it is a
remarkable proof of the debasement of Paris, and of the strong
sense which Homer gives us of that debasement, that the tender
father seems in a measure tainted by the very warmth and
strength of his love.



SECT. VII.

The declension of the great Homeric Characters in the
later Tradition*.

ONE legitimate mode of measuring the true greatness of
Homer is, by observing what has become of the materials and
instruments he worked with, upon their passing into other
hands. Acting on this principle, let us now pass on to consider
the murderous maltreatment, which the most remarkable of all
the Homeric characters have had to endure in the later tradi-
tion ; partly, as I have already observed, from general, and
partly from special causes. On the more general influence of
this kind I have already touched. Among the special causes, we
should place the declension in the fundamental ideas of morals
and of politics between the time of Homer and the historic age.
With this we may reckon one which, though it may appear to
be technical, must, in all likelihood, have been most important,
namely, the physical necessities imposed by the fixed conditions
of dramatic representation among the Greeks'*. Their theatres
were constructed on a scale, which may be called colossal as
compared with ours. Both polity and religion entered into
the institution of the stage. The intense nationality of their
life required a similar character in their plays, and likewise in
the places where they were to be represented. Not therefore
a particular company of auditors, but rather the whole public
of the city, where the representation took place, was to be
accommodated. la consequence, the dimensions of the build-
ings exceeded the usual powers of the human eye and ear; so
that the figure was heightened by buskins, the countenance

a See note p. 500. sup.
b Schlegel, Lect. iii. vol. i. p. 81 ; Donaldson, Greek Theatre, sect. ii.
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thrown into bolder and coarser outline by masks, and the voice
endowed with a great increase of power by acoustic contriv-
ances within the masks, as well as aided by the construction of
the buildings. All this was the more strictly requisite, because
the plays were acted in the open air.

Now this general exaggeration of feature beyond the stand-
ard of nature had an irresistible tendency to affect the mode in
which characters were modelled for representation ; to cause
them to be laid out morally as well as physically in strong
outline, in masses large and comparatively coarse. The fine and
careful finishing of Homer required that those, who were to
recite him, should retain an entire and unfettered command
over the measure in which the bodily organs were to be em-
ployed. The nvrj 8' &ixoiiv of Achilles to Patroclus might bear
to be spoken in a voice of thunder, and would absolutely re-
quire the bard to use considerable exertion of the lungs; but the
scenes of Helen with Priam in the Third Book, of Hector with
Andromache in the Sixth, of Priam with Achilles in the Twenty-
fourth, would admit of no such treatment; and as these
passages could not themselves be rendered, so neither could
anything bearing a true analogy to Homer be given, unless
the actor had enjoyed full liberty to contract as well as expand
his own volume of sound, or unless he had enjoyed both easy
access, on any terms he pleased, to the ears of his audience,
and the full benefit of that most important assistance, which
the eye renders to the ear by observing the play of counte-
nance that accompanies delivery. King Lear, King John,
or Othello, could not have been represented more truly and
adequately in a Greek theatre, than the Achilles, or than the
Helen, of Homer. Those who have ever happened to discuss
with a deaf person a critical subject, requiring circumspect and
tender handling, will know how much the necessity for constant
tension of the voice restrains freedom in the expression of
thought, and mars its perfectness. The Greek actors lay under a
somewhat similar necessity, and to their necessities of course the
diction of the tragedians was, whether consciously or uncon-
sciously, adapted.
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Let it, however, be borne in mind, that when we criticize the
conceptions of the Homeric characters by the later Greek
writers, it need not be with the supposition that we hare eyes
to discern in Homer what they did not see. Their repro-
ductions must be taken to represent not so much the free dic-
tates of the mind and judgment of the later poets, as the con-
ditions of representation to which they were compelled to con-
form, and the popular sentiments and opinions which, in the
character of popular writers, they could not but take for their
standard. The invention of printing has given a liberty and
independence to thought, at least in conjunction with poetry
and the drama, such as it could not possess while the poet,
in Athens for example, could sing in no other way but one,
namely, to the nation collected in a mass. The poet of modern
times may write for a minority of the public, nay, for a mere
handful of admirers, which is destined, yet only in after-years,
to grow like the mustard-seed of the parable. But the Athe-
nian dramatist was compelled to be the poet of the majority at
the moment, and to be carried on the stream of its sympathies,
however adverse its direction might be to that in which, if at
liberty to choose, he would himself have moved.

Accordingly, when we come to survey the literary history of
those great characters which the Poet gave as a perpetual pos-
session to the world, we find, naturally enough, that the flood
of the more recent traditions has long ago come in upon the
Homeric narrative, like the inundation brought by Neptune
and Apollo over the wall and trench of the Greeks. Like
every other deluge, in sweeping away the softer materials,
which give the more refined lines to the picture, it leaves the
comparatively hard and sharp ones harder and sharper than
ever. Thus it is with the Homeric characters, transplanted
into the later tradition. The broader distinctions of his person-
ages one from another have been not only retained, but exagge-
rated : all the finer ones have disappeared. No one, deriving
his ideas from Homer only, could confound Diomed with Ajax,
or either with Agamemnon, or any of the three with Menelaus,
or any of the four with Achilles; but when we come down to
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the age of the tragedians, what remains to mark them, except
only for Agamemnon his office, and for Achilles his superiority
in physical strength ? In the Homeric poems, the strong and
towering intellectual qualities even outweigh the great physical
and animal forces of his chief hero: by the usual predominance
in man of what is gross over what is fine, the principal and
higher parts of his character are afterwards suppressed, and it
becomes comparatively vulgarized. In the Ulysses of Homer,
again, the intellectual element predominates in such a manner,
that not even the most superficial reader can fail to perceive it.
He and Helen stand out in the Iliad from among others with
whom they might have been confounded; the first by virtue of
his self-mastery and sagacity, the second, not only by her beauty
and her fall, but by the singularly tender and ethereal shading
of her character. The later tradition, laying rude hands upon
the subtler distinctions thus established, has degraded these
two great characters, the one into little better than a stage
rogue, the other into little more than a stage voluptuary, who
adds to the guilt of that character the further and coarse enor
mities of faithlessness, and even of bloodthirstiness.

Even so soon as in the time of the Cyclical writers the cha-
racter of Helen had begun to be altered. In Homer she is the
victim of Paris, carried off from her home and country, and
only then yielding to his lust. In the Kvirpia &rj, as we have
that poem reported by Proclus, she begins by receiving his
gifts, that is to say, his bribes; she is an adulteress under her
husband's roof; and she joins in plundering him, in order to
escape with her paramour.

It is in Euripides that we find the largest and most diversified
reproduction of the old Homeric characters, and to him, there-
fore, among the three tragedians, we should give our chief at-
tention. When we consider them as a whole, according to his
representation of them, we find that their entire primitive and
patriarchal colouring has gone. The manners are not those of
any age in particular; least of all are they the manners of a
very early age. And, as the entire company has lost its dis-
tinctive type, so have the members of it when taken singly.
In the Troades, for example, Menelaus is simply the injured
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and exasperated husband; Helen is the faithless wife; and she
is kept up to a certain standard of dramatic importance in the
eye of the world only by another departure from the Homeric
picture, for she is armed with an enormous power of argument
and sophistry. By a similar appendage of ingenious disqui-
sition, the essentially plain and matronly qualities of Hecuba
have been overlaid and hidden. Achilles, in the Iphigenia, is
a gallant and a generous warrior; but we have neither the
grandeur of his tempestuous emotions as in Homer, nor, on the
other hand, any of that peculiar refinement with which they
are in so admirable a manner both blended and set in contrast.
Agamemnon has lost, in Euripides, his vacillation and mis-
givings, and is the average and, so to speak, rounded king and
warrior, instead of the mixed and particoloured, but in no
sense common-place, character that Homer has made him.
Though Andromache is a passionately fond mother, she has
nothing whatever that identifies her as the original Andro-
mache. Indeed, of the Homeric women, it may be said that in
Euripides they have ceased to be womanly; they have in gene-
ral nothing of that adjective character (if the phrase may be
allowed), that ever leaning and clinging attitude, to which sup-
port from without is a moral necessity, and which so profoundly
marks them all in Homer. Again, Iphigenia, Cassandra,
Polyxena, who are either scarcely or not at all Homeric, have
now become grand heroines, with unbounded stage-effect; but
there is no stage-effect at all in Homer's Helen, or in his An-
dromache. Andromache, for example, is not elaborately drawn.
She is rather a product of Homer's character and feeling, than
of his art. She is simply what Tennyson in his ' Isabel' calls
' the stately flower of perfect wifehood.' In her simplicity, the
true idea of her might easily have been preserved by the later
literature, had the conception of woman as such remained
morally the same. But the Andromache of Homer was doomed
to deteriorate, on account of her purity, as his Achilles, his
Ulysses, his Helen degenerated, because the nights of such high
genius could not be sustained, and weaker wings drooped down
to a lower level. As Hecuba was the aged matron of the
Iliad, and Helen its mixed type of woman, so Andromache was
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the young mother and the wife. Her one only thought lay in
her husband and her child; but in the Troades, wordy and
diffuse, she discusses, in a most business-like manner, the ques-
tion whether she shall or shall not transfer her affections to the
new lord, whose property she has become. She ends, indeed, by
deciding the question rightly; but it is one that the Homeric
Andromache never could have entertained.

Three, however, among the Homeric characters, have been
mangled by the later tradition much more cruelly than any
others; they are those prime efforts of his mighty genius,
Helen, Achilles, and Ulysses. The first, most probably, on
account of the wonderful delicacy with which in Homer it is
moulded: the others on account of their singular comprehen-
siveness and breadth of scope. Each of these three cases well
deserves particular consideration.

In the case of Helen, the extreme tenderness of the colour-
ing, that Homer has employed, multiplied infinitely the chances
against its preservation. Among all the women of antiquity,
she is by nature the most feminine, the finest in grain, though,
as in many other instances, a certain slightness of texture is
essentially connected with this fineness. Her natural softness is
very greatly deepened by the double effect of her affliction and
her repentance. A quiet and settled sadness broods over her
whole image, and comes out not only when she weeps by the
body of Hector, or when her husband's presence reminds her
of her offence, but even under the genial smiles and soothing
words of old Priain on the wall. Vehement and agonizing pas-
sion draws deep strong lines, which, even in copies, may be easily
caught and easily preserved; it is quite different with the pro-
found though low-toned suffering, of which the passive influ-
ence, the penetrating tint, circulates as it were in every vein,
and issues into view at every pore.

Let us now consider how the character of Helen reappears
in Euripides, in Isocrates, and in Virgil.

In the Agamemnon, iEschylus had designated her under the
form of a pun, as kkivavs eXe-nroXis; and these phrases, as they
stand, cannot be said in any manner to force us beyond the
limits of the Homeric tradition. But in the Hecuba she is

Q q 2
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cursed outright by the Chorus, and represented by Hecuba
herself as having been the great agent, instead of the passive
occasion and the suffering instrument, in the calamitous fall of
Troy °. In the Troades she is the shame of the country, the
slayer of Priam, the willing fugitive from Spartad Andro-
mache denounces her in the fiercest manner, and gives her for
her ancestors not Jupiter, but Death, Slaughter, Vengeance,
Jealousy, and all the evils upon earth e. Menelaus is furiously
enraged, calls on his attendants to drag her in by her blood-
guilty hair, will not give her the name of wife, will send her to
Lacedsemonf, there herself to die as a satisfaction to those
whose death she has guiltily brought about. When she asks
whether she may be heard in defence of herself, he answers
summarily, no :

OVK es \6yovs Z\rj\vQ', aXkd as KT(V&VS.

She then delivers a sophistical speech11, and pleads, that she
could not be guilty in yielding to a,passion which even Jupiter
could not resist, while she retaliates abuse on Menelaus for
leaving her exposed to temptation. Quantum mutata ! As re-
spects Deiphobus, however, she declares that she only yielded
to force, and that she was often detected, after the death of
Paris, in endeavours to escape over the wall to the Greeks.

We have moreover an example, in the Helen painted by
Euripides, of the rude manner in which characters not under-
stood, and taken to be inconsistent by an age which had failed
to understand them, were torn in pieces, and how the several
fragments started anew, each for itself, on the stream of tradi-
tion. In Homer we have the touching contrast between the
chastity of Helen's mind, and the unlawful condition in which
she lived. The latter, taken separately, was presumed to imply
an unchaste soul; the former a lawful condition. Instead there-
fore of the one narrative, we have two; a shade or counterfeit
of Helen plays the part of the adulteress with Paris, while the
true and living Helen remains concealed in Egypt, keeping

c Hecuba, 429, 924-31. f Ver. 855-78.
d Troades, 132, 377. e Ver. 900.
e Ver. 770. li Ver. .909-60.
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pure her husband's bed, so that, though her name has become
infamous, her body may remain untainted. This latter tradi-
tion is chiefly valuable, because it marks the mode of transition
from the Homeric to the spurious representations, and the con-
sciousness of the early poets, that they were not preserving the
image drawn by Homer. No scheme, however, constructed of
such flimsy materials, could live; and, naturally enough, the
character of Helen the wife was forgotten, that of Helen the
voluptuary was preserved.

From the vituperation and disgrace of Helen in most of the
plays of Euripides, we pass to the elaborate panegyric handed
down to us in the 'Ey/«u/iuoi> of Isocrates. The falsehood eulo-
gistic is not less unsatisfying than the falsehood damnatory.
For now, with the lapse of time, we find a further depression
of the moral standard. We have here, in its most absolute
form, the deification of beauty"; o aefivoraTov, KM. TifiuaTaTov,
ml deiorarov TQ>V OVT<OI> HOTIVK But it is totally disjoined from

purity. He does not warrant and support his eulogy upon
Helen, by recurring to the true Homeric representation of
her; but he boldly declares the high value of sensual enjoy-
ment1, commends the ambition of Paris to acquire an unrivalled
possession and thereby a close affinity with the gods, and sees
in the war only a proof of the immense and just estimation in
which both parties held so great a treasure111, without the
smallest scruple as to the means by which it was to be acquired
or held. From this picture we may pass on to the Helen of
Virgil, which represents the destructive process in its last stage
of exaggeration, and leaves nothing more for the spirit of
havoc to devise.

In M i . i. 650, Helen is declared to have sought Troy and
unlawful nuptials, instead of having been carried off from home
against her will. In Mn. vi. 513, she is represented as having
made use of the religious orgies on the fatal night, to invite
the Greeks into Troy; and, after first carefully removing all

1 I do not remember to have de la Cardonnaye of M. Eugene
seen the principles of Isocrates Sue's Le Juif Errant.
rigorously applied in modern lite- k Hel. Enc. 61.
rature, excepting in the Adrienne ' Ibid. 47. m Ibid. 54.
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weapons for defence, she is said to have opened the apartment
of her sleeping husband Deiphobus to Menelaus, in the hope
that, by becoming accessory to a treacherous murder, she might
disarm the resentment of one whom she had so deeply wronged.
But even this passage has probably done less towards occupy-
ing the modern mind with the falsified idea of Helen, than one
of most extraordinary scenic grandeur in the second iEneid;
where JEneas relates how he saw her, the common curse of her
own country and of Troy, crouching beside the altar of Vesta,
amidst the lurid flames of the final conflagration, in order to
escape the wrath of Menelaus.

Ilia sibi infestos eversa ob Pergama Teucros
Et pcenas DanaAm et deserti conjugis iras
Prsemetuens, Trojse et patrise communis Erynnis,
Abdiderat sese, atque aris invisa sedebat.

Mis. ii. 571—4-

And then, in language, the glowing magnificence ot which
serves to hide the very paltry character of the sentiment,
iEneas proceeds to announce that he was about to slay the
woman who, according to himself, had lived for ten years as
a friend among* his friends; when, at the right moment, his
mother Venus appeared, and reminded him that on the whole
he might do rather better to think about saving, if possible, his
own father, wife, and boy.

Thus, in the Helen of Virgil, we have splendid personal
beauty combined with an accumulation of the most profoundly
odious moral features. She is lost in sensuality, a traitress
alike to Greece and to Troy, willing to make miserable victims
of others in the hope of purchasing her own immunity : all her
deep remorse and sorrow, all her tenderness and modesty, are
blotted out from her character, and the void places in the
picture are filled by the detestation, with which both Greeks
and Trojans regarded, as indeed they might well regard, such
a monster. But let us pass on.

Among the many proofs of the vast scope of Homer's mind,
one of the most remarkable is to be found in the twin cha-
racters of his prime heroes or protagonists. It seems as if he
had taken a survey of human nature in its utmost breadth and
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depth, and, finding that he had not the means to establish a
perfect equilibrium between its highest powers when all in full
development, had determined to represent them, with reference
to the two great functions of intellect and passion, in two im-
mortal figures. In each of the two, each of these elements
has been represented with an extraordinary power, yet so, that
the sovereignty should rest in Achilles as to the one, and in
Ulysses as to the other. But the depth of emotion in Ulysses
is greater than in any other male character of the poems, ex-
cept Achilles ; only it is withdrawn from view because so much
under the mastery of his wisdom. And in like manner on the
other hand, a far greater power, directed to the purpose of
self-command and self-repression, is shown us in Achilles than
in any other character except Ulysses; but this also is under
partial eclipse, because the injustice, ingratitude, scorn, and
meanness which Agamemnon concentrates in the robbery of
a beloved object from him, appeal so irresistibly to the pas-
sionate side of his nature as to bring it out in overpowering-
proportions.

These being the leading ideas of the two characters, Homer
has equipped each of them with the apparatus of a full-furnished
man; and in apportioning to each his share of other qualities
and accomplishments, he has made such a distribution as on
the whole would give the best balance and the most satisfactory
general result. Thus it is plain that the character of Achilles,
covering as it did volcanic passions, was in danger of degene-
rating into phrensy. Homer has, therefore, assigned to him a
peculiar refinement. His leisure is beguiled with song, con-
secrated to the achievements of ancient heroes; he has the
finest tact, and is by far the greatest gentleman, of all the
warriors of the poems ; even personal ornaments to set off his
transcendent beauty" are not beneath his notice, a trait which
would have been misplaced in Ulysses, ludicrous in Ajax, and
which is in Paris contemptible, but which has its advantage in
Achilles, because it is a simple accessory subordinate to greater
matters, and because, so far as it goes, it is a weight placed in
the scale opposite to that which threatens to preponderate,

n II. ii. 875.
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and to mar by the strong vein of violence the general harmony
of the character.

In the same way, as Ulysses is distinguished by a never-
failing presence of mind, forethought, and mastery over emo-
tion, so the danger for him lies on the side of an undue predo-
minance of the calculating element, which threatens to reduce
him from the heroic standard to the low level of a vulgar utili-
tarianism. Here, as before, Homer has been ready with his
remedies. He exhibits to us this great prince and statesman as
bearing also a character of patriarchal simplicity, and makes
him, the profoundest and most astute man of the world, repre-
sent the very childhood of the human race in his readiness to
ply the sickle or to drive the plough0. Above all—and this is
the prime safeguard of his character—he makes Ulysses a model
for Greece of steady unvarying brightness in the domestic affec-
tions. The emotion of Hector in the Sixth Iliad, and of Priam
in the Twenty-fourth, are not capable of comparison with those
of Ulysses, because theirs constitute the central points of the
characters, and likewise are the products of great junctures of
danger and affliction respectively, while his exhibit and indeed
compose a settled and standing bent of his soul. He alone, of
all the chieftains who were beneath the walls of Troy, is full of
the near recollection of his son, his TelemachusP; his desire
and ambition never pass indeed beyond barren Ithaca, and his
daily thought through long years of wandering and detention
is to return there % to see the very smoke curling upward from
its chimneys, so that the charms of a goddess are a pain to him,
because they keep him from Peneloper.

Such was the care with which, in each of these great and
wonderful characters, Homer provided against an exclusive
predominance of their leading trait. But in vain. Achilles too,
more slowly however than his rival, passed, with later authors,
into the wild beast; Ulysses descended at a leap into the mere
shopman of politics and war; and it is singular to see how,
when once the basis of the character had been vulgarized, and
the key to its movements lost, it came to be drawn in attitudes

" Ofl xviii. 366-75. Pll.ii.260. q Ocl. i. 58. r Od. v.215-20.
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the most opposed to even the broadest and most undeniable of
the Homeric traits.

There is nothing in the political character of Ulysses more
remarkable, than his power of setting himself in sole action
against a multitude ; whether we take him in the government
of his refractory crew during his wanderings; or in the body
of the Horse, when a sound would have ruined the enterprize
of the Greeks, so that he had to lay his strong hand over the
jaws of the babbler Anticluss; or in the stern preliminaries to
his final revenge upon the Suitors; or in his war with his rebel-
lious subjects; or, above all, in the desperate crisis of the Second
Iliad, when by his fearless courage, decision, and activity he
saves the Greek army from total and shameful failure. And
yet, much as the Mahometans' were railed at by the poets of
Italy, indeed of England, in the character of image-worshippers,
so Ulysses is held up to scorn in Euripides as a mere waiter
upon popular favour. Thus in the Hecuba he is

(corns, tjbvkoyos, hr}\xoyapicrTris.

Now, when the most glaring and characteristic facts of the
narrative of Homer can be thus boldly traversed, there is
scarcely room for astonishment at any other kind of misrepre-
sentation. As when Hecuba laments, in the Troadesu, that
her lot is to be the captive of the base, faithless, malignant, all-
stinging maker of mischief. Such is the standing type of
Ulysses in the after-tradition. Whenever anything bad, cruel,
and above all mean, is to be done, he is the ever-ready, and
indeed thoroughly Satanic, instrument.

The Second Epistle of the First Book of Horace is full of
interest with reference to this subject, because in it he gives us
the result of his recent re-perusal of the Homeric poems at
PrEeneste. And, accordingly, we find here a great improvement
upon the Ulysses of the Greek drama. He seems to have

s Od. iv. 285-8. Maumetry in Eichardson's Dic-
* In proof of the establish- tionary, with the illustrative pas-

ment of this curious usage in our sages.
literature, (which attracted the u Tro. 285-9, 1216.
notice of Selden,) see Mawmet,
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struck Horace at this time more forcibly, or more favourably,
than any other Homeric character; for, after describing in
strong terms what was amiss both within and without the walls
of Troy, he makes this transition x ;

Rursus, quid virtus et quid sapientia possit,
Utile proposuit nobis exemplar Ulyssen.

He considers this hero as the conqueror of Troy, and notices
his self-restraint and indomitable courage in adversity. Such
was the advantage of an impression fresh from the Homeric
text, instead of those drawn from the muddy source of the
current traditions. It does not diminish but enhances the
compliment, when the acute but Epicurean writer goes on to
intimate, in more than half-earnest, that these virtues of
Ulysses were too high for imitation, and that he himself was
content rather to emulate the suitors of Penelope, and the
easy life of the youths about Alcinousy.

But if some small instalment of justice was thus done by
Horace to the Homeric Ulysses, Virgil withdrew the boon,
and was careful to reproduce, without mitigation or relief, the
worst features of the worst form of the character. With him
it is Ulysses who is chosen to play the slayer of Palamedes
and the betrayer of Sinonz, and to lead the party which,
conducted by Helen, was to massacre Deiphobus in his chamber a.
On account of his fierce cruelty, even the ' ground is cursed
for his sake;' poor Ithaca is loaded with imprecations by
iEneas as he passes near it. Once he is called infelix, the
greatest compliment that he anywhere receives ; but his name
in few cases escapes the affix of some abusive epithet, drawn
alike from inhumanity or from cunning, it seems to matter
little from whichb.

The character of Achilles was more fortunate, in the handling
it experienced from the Greek drama, than that of Ulysses.
In the Iphigenia of Euripides, the hero of the Iliad appears as
a faithful lover, and as a gallant and chivalrous warrior. At
the same time, it has lost altogether the breadth of touch and

x Hor. Ep. I. ii. iS. a ^ n , vi, Q28.
y Hor. Epist. I. ii. 1-31. h Mn. iii. 272-sup. p. 522.
z JExi. ii. 90. et seqq.
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largeness of scope, with which it is drawn in Homer. We miss
entirely that unfathomable power of intellect, of passion, and
also of bodily force, all combined in one iigure, which carry the
Achilles of Homer beyond every other human example in the
quality of sheer grandeur, and make it touch the limits of the
superhuman. There is nothing said or done by the Achilles
of Euripides, nothing reported of him or assigned to him, no
impression borne into a reader's mind concerning him, which
would not have been perfectly suitable to other warriors ; for
example, to the Diomed of Homer. He falls back into a class,
and becomes a simple member of it, instead of being a creation
paramount and alone; alone, like Olympus amidst the mountains
of Greece; alone for ever in his sublimity, amidst the famous
memories of other heroes, no less truly than he was alone in his
solitary encampment during the continuance of the Wrath.

With Pindar Achilles appears in a different dress. He is
here conceived without mind, as a youth marvellous in strength,
hardihood, and swiftness of foot, growing up into a mighty
warrior0. The Achilles of Pindar is but as a pebble broken
away from the mountain-mass of Homer.

Catullus, in his beautiful poem on the Nuptials of Peleus
and Thetis, had a rare opportunity of setting forth the glories
of Achilles. And he is in fact made the main subject of the
nuptial song, properly so called; yet nothing of him is really
celebrated by the poetd, except his valour and his swiftness;
all the rest is simple amplification and embellishment. It
seems by this time to have been wholly forgotten, that the
Homeric Achilles had a soul.

The discernment of Horace did not here enable him, as it had
enabled him before, to escape from the popular delusions,

Scriptor honoratum si forte reponis Achillem,
Impiger, iracundus, inexorabilis, acer,
Jura neget sibi nata, nihil non arroget armise.

c Pind. Nem. iii. 43-64. Bentley struck out even the ho-
d Epithal. Pel. andThet. 339- noratum of the text, and, with

372. an audacity surpassing his great
e Hor. A. P. 120. It will be ingenuity, put in Homereum.

remembered that the ruthless
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The character is exhibited here in a light at once feeble and
misleading, for its cardinal point is made to be the supremacy
of force over right. Now in Homer it is a sense that right has
been deeply violated, which serves for the very groundwork
out of which his exasperation rises. He does not view the ques-
tion as one of meum and tuum only, or even mainly. His eye
is first upon the gross wrong done, and only then upon himself
as the subject of it. He resists Agamemnon's claimf for a com-
pensation at the very first, when it is urged, not against him,
but against the Greeks at large S; and he bursts out into indig-
nant vituperation of the greedy king before Agamemnon has
threatened to take Briseis, and when he has only insisted that,
if the Greeks do not compensate him, he will then help himself
to the prize either of Achilles or of Ajax or of Ulysses. In
truth he is the assertor of the supremacy of law over will,
much more than of force over law; and there is the greatest
difference between pushing a sound and true principle even to
gross excess, and proceeding from the outset upon a false one.
The former, not the latter, is the case of the Achilles of the
Iliad.

The poet Statius observed, with sagacity enough, that the
Achilles of Homer was but a torso; that the Iliad had only
allowed him to be exhibited in one light, as it were, and at
a single juncture of his career. So he resolved to profit by the
ungotten mine, and to found a poem on the whole Achilles, child
and man, in his rising, at his zenith, and in his setting blaze ;

Nos ire per omnem
(Sic amor est) heroa velis
. . . sed tota juvenem deducere TrojaA

We are therefore perhaps entitled to expect from him a fuller
and more comprehensive grasp of the character than was
usual, even although the narrative is broken off. The five
books which remain of this work do not bring him so far as to
the plains of Troy; but we leave him on the voyage from
Scyros to Troas. They are chiefly occupied, therefore, with
his residence there in the disguise of a maiden, and with the
incidents of his sojourn.

f II. i. 122. s Ib. 149. h gtat. Aehill. i.
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Now the story of Achilles at Scyros, and of his connexion
with Deidamia, harmonizes with one side of his character as it
is drawn in Homer. It is evident that his personal beauty was
not less graceful than manful; and he alone of the Greek chief-
tains is related to have worn ornaments of gold. Therefore
that in the days of his boyhood he should wear the dress of
maidens, and pass for one of them, is at any rate in accordance
with a particular point of the Homeric tradition, though little
adequate to its lofty tone as a whole. But this particular
point is just what Statius contrives wholly to let drop. He
shows us Achilles like the sham Anne Page, in the Merry Wives
of Windsor',' as a great lubberly boy,' neither careful nor able
to give any grace to the movement of his limbs. For, in the
dance, he would break the heart of any rightminded master of
the ceremonies:

Nee servare vices, nee jungere brachia, curat:
Tune molles gressus, tune aspernatur amictus
Plus solito, rumpitque choros, et plurima turbat.

Nor does this writer appear at all to have apprehended the
main ideas of the Homeric character. In the Iliad, the educa-
tion which Achilles receives is the ordinary education of men
of his rank, and his transcendent powers in after-life are due
to a just, yet no more than a just, development of his extraor-
dinary original gifts. But in Statius he is represented as
having owed everything to the peculiar training of Chiron;
whose semiferine life he shared, so that his diet in childhood
consisted of the raw entrails of lions, and the marrow of half-
dead she-wolves! His mind, indeed, was not overlooked
amidst these brutalities, for he exhausts a long catalogue of
acquirements; but Statius, as might be expected, completely
drops out of his political education what is its one grand ele-
ment in Homer, namely, the art of government over man by
speech. Instead of this, Chiron the Centaur merely teaches
him those abstract rules of right, by which he had himself
been wont to govern Centaursk.

To the same age with the Achilleis of Statius belongs the

i Act v. sc. 5. k Achilleis, v. 163.
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Troades of Seneca. However this play may be criticized, as a
study, like the others of the same author, for the closet only,
and however it may betray the choice of Euripides for a model,
it seems to be by some degrees better, in the conception and use
of some famous Homeric characters, than any production since
the time of iEschylus. The delineation of Andromache, if it has
not ceased to be theatrical, is full at least of intense affection,
all still centring in Hector. Ulysses, though reviled by that
matron in her passionate grief, at least does the humane action
of allowing her a little time to weep before the sentence of Cal-
chas is executed upon Astyanax, and shows something too of
the intellect of his antitype1. Helen is exhibited not as vicious,
but as wanting in firmness of character. She is driven by soli-
citation into the offence of alluring Polyxena to her immolation,
under the name of a bridal with Neoptolemus; commences the
performance of this false part with self-reproach, and then,
challenged by Andromache, quits it and avows the truth™.

But here we find a new form of departure from the ancient
and genuine tradition. The principal motive, assigned by Se-
neca to the Greeks for putting Astyanax to death, is a terrified
recollection of his father Hector, and a dread lest, upon attain-
ing to manhood, he should avenge his own country against
Greece. Again, Andromache, as it were, intimidates Ulysses,
by invoking the shade of her husband :

Rumpe fatorum moras;
Molire terras, Hector, ut Ulyssen domes !
Vel umbra satis es".

A strange inversion of the relations drawn by Homer.
During all the time, however, in which we moved among the

Greeks and among the earlier Romans, the corrupting process
acted only upon each of the Homeric creations by itself, and
there was no cause at work, which went to alter and pervert
wholesale their collective relations to one another.

But from the period when the iEneid appeared, or at least
so soon as it became the normal poem of the Roman literature,
a new cause was in operation which, without mitigating in any

1 Seneca, Troades, 765. Ibid. 609 et seqq. ™ Act iv.
n Ibid. 685.
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degree the previous depraving agencies, introduced a new set
of them, and began to disturb the positions of the two grand
sets of characters, Greek and Trojan, relatively to one an-
other.

Virgil had sought to give to the Csesars the advantage of a
hold upon royal antiquity by fabulous descent. He had before
him the choice between Greece and Troy, which alike and
alone enjoyed a world-wide honour. He could not hesitate
which to select. The Greek histories were too near and too
well known. Besides, the Greek dynasties generally had
dwindled before they disappeared. The splendour of the Pe-
lopids in particular had been quenched in calamity and crime,
and no other of the Homeric lines had attained to greatness in
political influence or historic fame. But the family of Priam
had fallen gloriously in fighting for hearth and altar : it had
disappeared from history in its full renown. lMagna mei sub
terras ibat imago.1 Virgil chose too the house which was most
ancient, and which traced link by link, as that of Agamemnon
did not, a known and a named lineage up to Jupiter.

From this cause, both in the iEneid itself and afterwards,
the Trojan characters were set upon stilts, and the Greeks
were left to take their chance. Besides the loss of equilibrium,
and the allowed predominance of coarser elements, which we
have to lament in the Greek handling of them, we now see
them pass, with the Romans, even into insignificance. The
Diomed of Arpi is a person wholly unmarked ; and he, like all
the rest of his countrymen, is treated by Virgil simply as an
instrument for obtaining enhanced effect, in the interest that
he endeavours to concentrate on his Trojan characters; whereas
the key to all Homer's dispositions in the Iliad is to be found
in the recollection, that he dealt with everything Trojan in the
manner which was recommended and required by his Greek
nationality. From this time forward, we find the palm both of
valour and of wisdom clean carried over from the Greek to the
Trojan side : the heroes of Homer remain, like unhewn boulders
on the plain, crude, gross, and reciprocally almost indistinguish-
able masses of cunning or ferocity.

Virgil gave the tone in this respect, not only to the litera-
ture of ancient Rome, but to that of Christian Italy For this
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reason, we may presume, among others, Orlando, the prime
hero of the Italian romance, is, as I have before observed, mo-
delled upon Hector. He is in many respects a very grand
conception. Pulci, in describing his death, rises even to the
sublime when he says there is

( Un Dio, ed una Fede, ed uno Orlando.'

Which we may render in prose ' One God, one way to God,
one true type of manhood,' Still it is remarkable that in
Bojardo, as well as in Ariosto, the purer traces of the Homeric
arrangement thus far at least remain, that Orlando, although
he is the type of the Christian chivalry, yet, as he resembles
Hector in piety and virtue, so likewise retains his likeness in
this respect, that he is not the most formidable or valiant war-
rior of the poems. In Ariosto particularly, he is made inferior
to Mandricardp, to Rodomonte, and most of all, but this for
personal and prudential reasons, to Euggiero. These three
perhaps may be considered as being respectively the Ajax, the
Diomed, and the Achilles of the Orlando Furioso.

And now the fancy for derivation from a Trojan stock, of
which Virgil had set the fashion, was fully developed. Ariosto,
at great length and in the most formal manner, establishes this
lineage for his patrons, the family of Este. Others followed
him. The humour passed even beyond the limits of Italy, into
these then remote isles. A Trojan origin was ascribed to the
English nation, and the authority of Homer, as to characters
and history, was openly renounced by Dryden.

' My faithful scene from true records shall tell
How Trojan valour did the Greek excel:
Your great forefathers shall their fame regain,
And Homer's angry ghost repine in vain0/

In Oxford, at the revival of classical letters, the name of Tro-
jans was assumed by those who were adverse to the new Greek
studies, and who, having nothing but a name to rely on, doubt-
less chose the best they could.

o Prologue to Dryden's Troilus and Cressida; and again in the
Epilogue spoken by Thersites :

' You British fools, of the old Trojan stock.'
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Throughout the ' Jerusalem' of Tasso, we find imitations which
are invested with greater interest than the remote copies com-
monly in circulation, because, from the large infusion of many-
leading arrangements, copied from Homer, into the plot of the
poem, we may conclude with reason that they were in all like-
lihood drawn immediately from the original. Some of these
personages, too, are in so far closely imitated from Homer, that
Tasso has spent little or nothing of his own upon them, but has
simply equipped them with as much of the Homeric idea as he
thought available.

The most successful among them is Godfrey, modelled, but
also perhaps improved, upon Agamemnon, who is by no means
in my view one of the greater characters of the Iliad, though
he has been incautiously called by Mitford ' ambitious, active,
brave, generous, and humanep.' Agamemnon has indeed that
primary and fundamental qualification for his office, the political
spirit, so to term it, and the sense of responsibility, which are
so well developed in Godfrey; but it is doubtful whether he is
entitled to be called either thoroughly brave, or at all generous
or humane. Agamemnon's character is admirably adapted to
its place and purpose in the Iliad; in any more general view,
Godfrey^ both stands higher in the moral sphere, and perhaps
forms by itself a better poetic whole.

While the action of Achilles in the Iliad is apparently as-
signed to Rinaldo, there is room to doubt whether Tasso meant
the person or character of his hero to carry corresponding
marks of resemblance. In what may be called a by-place of
his poem, he has made a passing attempt to reproduce both
Achilles and Ulysses under the names of Argante and Alete,
who appear as envoys from the Sultan of Egypt to the
Frankish camp. For the benefit of the former, Tasso has
translated the two lines that describe Achilles in Horace, and
has added a spice of the Virgilian Mezentius :

Impaziente, inesorabil, fero,
Nell' arme infaticabil ed invitto,
W ogni Dio sprezzatore, e chi ripone
Nella spada sua legge e sua ragione').

P Hist. Greece, ch. i. sect. iv. ci Gems. ii. 59.
E r
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Accordingly, Argante proves to be the prime warrior on the
Pagan side, and his character, described in these lines, is con-
sistently carried through.

It is perhaps not to be regretted, that Tasso has left on record
no other mark that Achilles was in his mind; for it is only the
most debased edition of Achilles to whom Argante bears the
slightest resemblance. The same is the case with Alete. Of
humble origin, he rises to high honours by his powers of inven-
tion and of speech, and by the pliability of his character. Prompt
in fiction, adroit in laying snares, a master of the disguised ca-
lumnies ' che sono accuse, e pajon lodiT,' he evidently recalls the
caricatures, which for two thousand years had circulated under
'the name of the Homeric Ulysses. Thus Tasso's acquaintance
with the text, whatever it may have been, did not avail to open
his eyes, darkened by corrupt tradition, or to bring him nearer
to the truth as regarded those sovereign creations of the genius
of Homer. So sure it is, both in this and in other matters,
that when long-established falsehoods have had habitual and
undisturbed possession of the public mind, they form an at-
mosphere which we inhale long before consciousness begins.
Hence the spurious colours with which we have thus been sur-
reptitiously imbued, long survive the power, or even the act, of
recurrence to the original standards. For that recurrence
rarely takes place with such a concentration of the mind as is
necessary in order to the double process, first, of disentangling
itself from the snares of a false conception, and secondly, of
building up for itself, and this too from the very ground, a
true one.

In the Troilus and Cressida, of which Shakespeare had at
least a share, we see, perhaps, one of the lowest and latest pic-
tures of mere mediaeval Homerism. The sun of the ancient criti-
cism had set; that of the modern had not risen. It must be ad-
mitted that, in this play, although it shows the clear handiwork
of Shakespeare in some splendid passages, and much of beau-
tiful and of characteristic diction, we scarcely find one single
living trait of the father of all bards preserved. Our incom-
parable dramatist, by no fault of his own, came in at the very

T Gems. ii. 58.
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end of that depraved lineage of copyists, for which progressive
degeneracy is the necessary law. As is said8, he followed
Lydgate; Lydgate drew from a Guido of Messina, who in the
thirteenth century founded himself on Dictys Cretensis and
Dares Phrygius.

Before his time Chaucer, we may presume, had drawn from
the same sources. Yet his poem of ' Troilus and Cressida'
bears a token of the familiarity of the English mind with free
institutions under the Plantagenets. The fidelity with which
traditions are preserved, and also the facility with which they
are revived, no doubt often depends more upon moral sympa-
thies, than upon any cause operating simply through the intel-
lect of man. Though dealing with un-Homeric persons, or
events, or both, and copying again from copies probably very
corrupt, yet Chaucer, as an Englishman accustomed to English
ideas of government, brings out with much more freshness and
freedom the notion of public deliberation in Troy, (nay, even
the very word parliament is not wanting,) than do the poets
of the literary age of Greece.

For which delibered was by Parliment
For Antenor to yielden out Cresside,
And it pronounced by the President
Though that Hector may full oft praid;
And finally, what wight that it withsaid
It was for nought, it must ben, and should,
For substaunce of the parliment it would1.

But let us return to the so-called Shakespeare.

Thersites is converted into the modern fool. Diomed struts
upon his toes, while in Homer his modesty among the Greeks
is the peculiar ornament of his valour. Ajax, whom Homer
has made lumpish and goodnatured, is full of haughty follies,
the coxcomb of warriors; while the mere bulk which, combined
with bravery and bluntness, formed his peculiar note, is made
the distinctive characteristic of Achilles. It is still more
grievous to find the relation of this hero to Patroclus degraded
by foul insinuations, entirely foreign to the Iliad, to its author,

s Stevens on Troilus and Oessida.
fc Chaucer's Troilus and Cressida, book iv.
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and even to its age. Agamemnon is a mere stage king; and it
can be no wonder that Nestor's character, which requires a fine
appreciation from its gently rounded construction, should have
become thoroughly commonplace and vapid. The same lot
befalls Ulysses, who is made to play quite a secondary part.
Paris, without any mending of his moral qualities, is allowed to
present a much more respectable figure: the Helen of Homer
reproaches his cowardice; but here he says, ' I would fain
have armed to-day, but my Well would not have it so V She
appears as the mere adulteress; and those, who remember
how she is treated in Homer, will be able to measure the de-
clension that time and unskilled hands had wrought, when they
f ead the speech of Diomed describing her as follows:

She's bitter to her country : hear me, Paris!
For every false drop in her bawdy veins
A Grecian's life hath sunk: for every scruple
Of her contaminated carrion weight
A Trojan hath been slain : since she could speak
She hath not given so many good words breath
As, for her, Greeks and Trojans suffered deathx.

The palm of pure heroism is now become so entirely Hector's
property, that Achilles only slays him by means of the swords
of his Myrmidons, not by his own proper might; and that, too,
does not happen until, wearied and disarmed, he applies to
Achilles to forego his vantage y: so that Ajax says with very
great propriety indeed,

Great Hector was as good a man as he z.

Shirley's ' Contention of Ajax and Ulysses,' independently
of other merits, deserves notice for a partial return towards
just conception of the Homeric characters. Yet even here the
claim of Ajax to the arms of Achilles is founded principally
on the impeachment of Ulysses as a coward; and the reply of
that chieftain rests much too exclusively on setting up his
political merits and achievements, as if he were strong in no
other title.

« Act iii. sc. i. * Act iv. sc. i.
y Troilus and Cressida, v. 9. z Ibid, v. I 0
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The description of Ajax may deserve to be quoted :
And now I look on Ajax Telamon,
I may compare him to some spacious building;
His body holds vast rooms of entertainment,
And lower parts maintain the offices;
Only the garret, his exalted head,
Useless for wise receipt, is filPd with lumber.

Dryden followed Shakespeare in the portion of this field which
he had selected; and cast afresh the subject of Troilus and
Cressida. He departed alike from Shakespeare and from
Chaucer by making Cressida prove innocent, a supposition, says
Scott, no more endurable in the preceding age, than one ' which
should have exhibited Helen chaste, or Hector a coward.' All
the incongruities of Shakespeare's play are here reproduced,
including the mixture of the modern element of love with the
Greek and Trojan chivalry; Ajax and Achilles are depressed
to one and the same low level.

Ajax and Achilles! two mudwalls of fool,
That differ only in degrees of thickness a,

says Thersites; and Ulysses answers in a similar strain. Troilus
fairly slays Diomed in single combat, and is then himself slain
by Achilles in the crowd. Hector is dispatched, behind the
scenes, under the swords of a multitude of menb.

A short time before this play of Dryden's, Racine had taken
the characters of the Trojan war in hand. His ' Andromaque'
and ' Iphigenie/ however, aiford us no new lights, and might
very well have been conceived by a person who had never read
a line of Homer, though in various passages there are imita-
tions which must have filtered from the Homeric text. He
was content in general to.copy the traditions as given by Eu-
ripides ; and it may provoke a smile to read an apology of
one of his editors, Boisjermain,' for the manner in which
Ulysses is handled in the ' Iphigenie.' Appearing, near the
outset of the piece, as a personage of very high importance,
he notwithstanding plays in the plot a part wholly insignifi-
cant, instead of assuming, as he does in Euripides, the im-
portant function of urging the slaughter of Iphigenia for the

» Dryden's Troil. and Cress., act ii. sc. 3. b Actv. sc. 2.
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honour and benefit of Greece. Speaking of the critics who
blame this arrangement, the editor says, they have failed to
observe that Racine has adopted the jealousy and intrigues of
Hermione as the prime movers against Iphigenia, and that these
produce the same result as might otherwise (forsooth) have
been brought about by the reasonings of Ulysses. The work
of literary profanation could hardly be carried further : it was
not to be thus capriciously bandied about from pillar to post,
that Homer constructed his deathless masterpieces. In the
' Andromaque,' much as it is praised, we miss, still more
egregiously than in the ' Iphigenie,' all the simplicity and
grandeur of the Greek heroic age, and find ourselves en-
vironed by the infinite littleuess of merely passionate per-
sonal intrigues, which have self only for their pole and centre.
Nothing can be more unsatisfactory than to see these archaic
Grecian characters dressed in the very last Parisian fashions,
with speech and action accordingly. The total want of
breadth and depth of character, and of earnestness and reso-
lution, as opposed to mere violence, is such that at parts of
the ' Andromaque' we are almost compelled to ask, whether
we are reading a tragedy or a burlesque? As, for instance,
when, with the Sixth Iliad yet lingering upon our mental
vision, we hear Andromache say to her confidante,

Tu vois le pouvoir de mes yeuxc;
and when Hermione threatens her pis-aller lover, Orestes, with
respect to Pyrrhus,

S'il ne meurt aujourd'hui—jc puis l'aimer demaind

It is here, too, that we see carried perhaps to the very highest
point of exaggeration the misstatement of the relative martial
merits and performances of Hector and his adversaries. The
Greeks Hermione, herself a Spartan, describes as

Des peuples qui dix ans ont fui devant Hector;
Qui cent fois, effrayes de l'abscnce de l'Achille,
Dans leur vaisseaux brulants ont cherche leur asyle ;
Et qu'on verroit encore, sans Fappui de son fils,
Redemander Helene aux Troyens impunise.

It was well that the handling of Homer should cease alto-

c Acte iii. sc. 5. d Acteiv. se. iii. e Aeteiii.
•**••• ?>•
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gether for a time, when the characters and scenes belonging to
his subject had become so thoroughly anti-Homeric, that they
only falsified what they ought to have assisted to perpetuate.
An interval has followed, during which they have been allowed
to repose. It would be hazardous to conjecture, after the
failures of so many ages, how far they can hereafter be satis-
factorily reproduced. It has been reserved for Goethe, with
his vigorous grasp of classical antiquity, to tread regions bor-
dering upon that of the Iliad and Odyssey with the conscious-
ness of a master's power. In his ' Iphigenie,' for example, he
has given to his scenes, events, and characters the tone and
colouring, with which alone they ought to be invested. And,
if the study and investigation of Homer shall henceforward be
carried on with a zeal at all proportioned to the advantages
of the present age, they cannot fail to accumulate materials,
which it may be permitted us to hope that future genius will
mould into such forms as, if only they are faithful to the
spirit of their original, must alike abound in beauty, truth, and
grandeur, and alike avail for the delight and the instruction of
mankind.

We have now walked, in the train and in the light
of the great Poet of antiquity, through a long, }Tet, so
far at least as he is a party, not a barren circuit. We
have begun with his earliest legends, faintly glim-
mering upon us from the distance of an hundred gene-
rations. We have seen the creations of his mind live
and move, breathe and almost burn before us, under
the power and magic of his art. We have found him
to have shaped a great and noble mould of humanity,
separate indeed from our experience, but allied through
a thousand channels with our sympathies. We have seen
the greatness of our race at one and the same time
adorned with the simplicity of its childhood, and built
up in the strength of its maturity. We have seen it
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unfold itself in the relations of society and sex, in
peace and in war, in things human and things divine;
and have examined it under the varied lights of com-
parison and contrast. We have seen how the memory
of that great age, and of its yet greater Poet, has been
cherished : how the trust which he bequeathed to man-
kind has been acknowledged, and yet how imperfectly
it has been discharged. We have striven to trace the
fate of some among his greatest creations; and having
accompanied them down the stream of years even to
our own day, it is full time to part. Nemesis must not
find mef,

rj vvv brjOvvovr, rj v&Tepov avdis lovra.

To pass from the study of Homer to the ordinary busi-
ness of the world is to step out of a palace of enchant-
ments into the cold grey light of a polar day. But the
spells, in which this sorcerer deals, have no affinity with
that drug from Egypt?, which drowns the spirit in effe-
minate indifference: rather they are like the <pdp/j.aicov
eo-6\ov, the remedial specific11, which, freshening the un-
derstanding by contact with the truth and strength of
nature, should both improve its vigilance against deceit
and danger, and increase its vigour and resolution for
the discharge of duty.

f II. i. 27. s Od. iv. 220-6. h Od. x. 287.
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